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You deserve the best! 

Now you can get the best... with PEN PAL! 

A superb package, with immense power, to fulfil all your 
word processing requirements and... it includes a Database! 
It's all so easy to use, you probably won't need to refer to 
the extensive 250 page manual too often. 
Whilst working, you can open up to four documents 
simultaneously (memory permitting), search and replace; cut, 
copy and paste; check your spelling with a 100,000+ word 
dictionary. You can import your favourite IFF/HAM 
graphics, from programs such as DPaint II or Clip Art files 
in various sizes and colours. You can auto- 
matically flow text around graphics in any 
Workbench compatible font (there are over 
200 available styles), in different sizes and 
colours to suit your design... even as you 
type. All this from a word processor 
and... Much, Much, More! 

ft- am 

!   ^^--^^k °f ovaitobte memory, 

Pen Pal 

As you can see, this is not just any ordinary word 
processor! Full Page View with position, edit arid creation 
of graphic objects. Mail Merge using the built in database 
and forms designer. Creation of templates for complex 
reports, into which the database can be merged. 
Operating with 32 fields per record, and 32,000 records 

^per database with a fast sort of 1000 records in less 
than 5  seconds  this  is a real database. 

Pen Pal requires an Amiga 500/1500/2(XX) 
or 3(XX) with a minimum of I megabyte 

of available memory. 

A, 

When...you deserve the best! 

£79.95 

/ 

."..uts handling of graphics is unsurpassed: 
Pen Pal is the only program I tested that will 
automatically wrap text around graphics./' 

Amiga World.. Jul. '90 

."..without beating around the bush Pen Pal is very 
special." - "There is little to fault Pen Pal and it 
deserves to do well.11    A migit Format..Dec. 90 

"...l am extremely pleased with your product especially 
the Graphic Capabilities within trie Word Processor. Having 
the Database on the same disk has made FEN PAL the best 

program I have..."    D.SJL, Plumsieud, LONDON 

Please lei me tell you how amazed I am at how EASY 
IT IS TO USE PEN PAL. The manuals supplied are 

very informative and very clear,,," 
P.S.S., Clifton, NOTTINGHAM 

,,A most excellent piece of softw are..." 
Stmthchdi\ SCOTLA ND 

Precision 
Software 

2n3C]HBMflRKETING 

Fen Pal is supplied into the UK through... 
Gordon Harwood Computers New Street ALfretoti Derbyshire DE5 7BP 

Telephone: U773 83678 1        Facsimile: 0773 83104O 

GORDON 

HARWOOD 

HARWOOD 
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To help you find what you want quickly 
and easily, this is a cross-referenced 
list of aH the products and subjects 
covered in this month's Amiga 
Shopper. The subjects covered In 
Amiga Answers are detailed on page 
49, The page numbers given are for 
the first page of the article in which 
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Welcome to the October issue of 
Amiga Shopper - our biggest issue 
yet. This month, we concentrate on 
what is far and away the most 

commonly used piece of computer software: the 
word processor, 

Because everyone needs one, the huge market 
has spawned a vast range of software. To 
encourage you to buy their product, software 
companies have added feature after feature to 
their programs, Spelling checkers are de rigueur, 
it's not unusual to have a built-in thesaurus and 
many programs can place graphics on the page, 
leaving them little short of DTP packages. All this 
leaves the user in a quandary. There are so many 
programs, many offering similar facilities, all 
claiming to be the best, so which one should you 
buy? We answer that question in this issue. 

Jn one of the biggest group tests ever done in 
the Amiga world, starting on page 15, we examine 
no less than 11 leading programs. Amiga 
publishing expert Jeff Walker compares their 
facilities; he looks at the graphics features offered 
by the programs, how easy they are to use and the 

way they handle printed output. This article will 
make your choice much easier. 

Also is this issue we have a UK exclusive - the 
first review of NewTek's amazing Video Toaster. 
This device has been hitting the headlines since 
its US debut, and having played with it for the last 
few weeks it's easy to see why. For an extremely 
affordable price, the Toaster allows an Amiga 
access to the world of desktop video and 16 
million colour graphics. It's a genlock (a device 
which allows you to add computer images to a 
video signal), but it's much more than that, Turn to 
page 34 to see what our graphics experts Gary 
Whiteley and Phil South made of it. 

Finally, regular readers may notice that we've 
made a few changes to the appearance of Amiga 
Shopper. This has been done with one reason in 
mind - to make the magazine clearer and easier to 
read. I hope you like the new look, and agree that 
Amiga Shopper is now even better value. 

Editor 

There are thousands of Amiga programs which are 
available for little more than the price of a disk. And 
many more which allow you to try the software free 
before you buy, Each month in Public Domain World 
we examine the best of these programs and explain 
how to get hold of them. This month PD expert Phil 
South reviews: 

MessyDOS m Module Processor » tntuimenit m 
Master Virus Killer m Words * ACC Assembler m Four 
Seasons * MEQ * Sprite Designer m HAMsharp m 
AmiGIF m Coders Club m TBAG m The Walt • Landing 
m Total destruction m Ice • Virtual World m Llamatron 

ENTER THE PD WORLD ON PAGE 124 

SJXTEEN PAGES DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO 
ANSWERING YOUR QUESTIONS 

Every month \n Amiga Answers our panel of experts 
answer more genuine reader questions than any 
other Amiga magazine. This month we solve 
problems on; 
Hard drives • Genlocks * Starting In business m 
Transferring files • RAM upgrades » Deluxe Music 
* Assembler » Printing pictures # Hardware faults * 
Date stamping # Saving files m PD animations • 
Converting graphics # Programming errors * Tone 
dialling • AmigaDOS commands # Music Mies # 
A2000 compatibility • ARexx ♦ Reading the 
keyboard * Editing icons ♦ and many, many more. 

THE ANSWERS START ON PAGE 49 

FOR A FULL LIST OF CONTENTS, TURN THE PAGE 

This magazine comes from Future Publishing, a 
company founded just six years ago, but which 
now sells more computer magazines than any 
other publisher in Britain. We offer: 

Better advice. Our titles are packed with tips, 
suggestions and explanatory features, written by 
the best in the business. 

Stronger reviews. We have a cast-iron policy of 
editorial independence, and our reviews give clear 
buying recommendations. 

Clearer design. You need solid information, and 
you need it fast. So our designers highlight 
key elements in the articles by using charts, 

Your guarantee of value 

diagrams, summary boxes, annotated 
photographs, arvd so on. 

Greater relevance. At Future, editors operate 
under two golden rules: 
• Understand your readers' needs. 
* Satisfy them. 

More reader interaction. We draw strongly on 
readers' contributions, resulting in the liveliest 
letters pages and the best reader tips. Buying one 
of our magazines is like joining a nationwide user 
group. 

Better value for money. More pages, better 
quality: magazines you can trust. 

Home of Britain's finest computer magazines. 

Amiga Shopper* Amiga Format ■ Amiga Power * 
New Computer Express * Public Domain • 
Commodore Format * SO00 Plus • PC Plus • ST 
Format ■ Your Sinclair * Sega Power • Amstrad 
Action » PC Answers * PC Format 
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AMIGA 1Mb, SCREE NO EMS PACK 
Std Amiga A50CT £ A501 1 Mb.RAWS upgrade 

Back IQ UIB Future II 
Shadow of the Beasl II 
Days ot Thunder 
NlghtbreerJ & Deluxe Paint II 

£372" 
AMIGA 0.5Mb. STAND ALONE1 PACK £310 
Standard Amiga A5QG* without any software package. 
AMIGA 1 Mb STAND ALONE PACK {inc. AS01} £349 
Std Amiga ASM* without software but with C8M A501 0.5Mb. u/g to 1Mb. 

f AMIGA CLASS OF THE 90*1 PACKl 
Std Amiga A5004 & CBM A501 1 Mb RAM u/g 

Endorsed by ttie National     pit.  E™*Wri!* ^I's Spell at Hflmo Association                     Datujce Pa in II Talking Turtles 
of Primary Ed ucation DBIUM PrM II BBC Em u I alar -   ~TTi^   . Inlollle (Dfl»*f 10 CBM Disks 

/ ^S'wl^BflP«*\M«lr Willi 

AMIGA 1500 COMPUTER PACK 

(=1^,^ REGISTERED 
_1P: DEALER 

TAR PRINTER RANGE 
LC 10 MONO £159 
9 Pin Dot Matrix, 240 x 240dpi. 120/25cps 
LC 24/10 MQHO O £205 
2A Pin Dot Matrix 360 x 360dpi, 130/60cps 
LC 200 COLOUR OSPECIAL OFFER...£199 
With a FREE Dust Covet OR Printer Stand!! I 
9 P in Dot Matrix, 240 x 240dpi, 185/4 Ocps 
LG 24/200 MONO 0 £249 
24 Pin Dor Matrix, 360 x 360dpi, 1220/55cps 
LC 24/200 COLOUR O ECALL 
9 Pin Dot Matrix, 240 x 240dpi, 120/25cps 
XB 24/10 COLOUR ONEW LOWER pRi«£379 

LASERPRIHTfR 4 0 £999 
Fully HP-HP & Epson compatibly 
320dpi. 1Mb. memory1 {expandable 24 Pin Dot Matrix, 380 x 360dpi. 240/30cpsh to 5Mb ), serial/parallel, 14 fonts,   This is a true business machine capable of 
RISC processor, tu 11 lyrs on site    printing true letter qua'^ty at 4 Spin hugs 27K 
maintenance. buffs r cxp to 1 87K, with 12 rntr on site maint. 
LASERPRIMTEH 4 STARSCRIPT 0 £1199 
Specification as Laserprinter4, with an addition of Stars Postscript, 2Mb. Memory, 
14+35 fonts, Apple Talk interface, lyrs on site maintenance. 
LASER PRINTER fl's arable to order EPttone for lull details. 

The supreme Amiga pack for Business, 
Home, Education and Leisure includes: 
Central Processing Unit (CPU)... 
Imp. RAM, two 3.5" Happy Disk Drives and 
eight Expansion Slots that will take all Amiga 
20O0 Peripherals, Trie HEART of your system. 
Keyboard and Moots... 
Plug-in Keyboard wnTi a Numeric Key Pad, 
4 Cursor Keys. Two Button Amiga Mouse. 
AMIGA 1500 CPU/KEYBOARD (As detailed) 

AMIGA 1500 (As detailed) + 1094S Mnnilnr 
AMIGA 1500 {As detailed) + CM8833/II 

< THE WORKS: Fully integral Ed Word 
. Processor, Spreadsheet. & Database 
<• DELUXE PAINT III - The New One!1 

t THEIR FI WEST HOUR - The Battle Dl 
Brilain, POPULOUS - The Promised 
Lands. SIM CITY - Terrain Editor, 
and BATTLE CHESS - 3D Animated* 

* STANDARD AMIGA A500* 
All our AmiQa Packs are Genuine UK Spec, 
with lite Mlown ig standard items/features: 

Amiga ASfltj Ccmpuler-51ZK RAM, Work- 
bench System £ Extras Disks, Full set of 
Amiga Manuals, 4096 Colours. EulIMn 

Speech Synthesis. All Connecting Leads, 
1Mb. Internal Disk Drive, Built-in TY 

Modulator. Kickslart 1.3. Amiga Mouse. 
Multi-Tasking, Notepad Easy to use basic 

Stereo Sound, 

AMIGA CARTOON CLASSICS 
I ±m W33 Wk II MOKiTQfi.. 
Including the necessary Leads and Ju s I 
covens lor both Amiga and Monitor £61S 

] 

»H li Mafia :\t; i n it ;fJ ; i fl^M 
1ZOO+WONOO £139 
9 Pin Dot Matrix, 240 x 24D dpi, 12Q/25cps 
1240 MONO      ^OKFJJBEW 5 24 Pin Dot Matrix, mm^Mxm^ 360 x 360 dpi. cpsWt\mf\vmumM SWIFT 9 MOM) El 99 
9 Pin Dot Matrix. 24D x 240 dpi, 160/40cps 
SWl R 9 COLOUR NEW LOWER PRICE £219 
9 Pin Dot Matrix,, 240 x 240 dpi, 120/25cps 
SWIFT 24 MONO £289 
24 Pin Dot Matrix, 240 x 240 dpi, 120/25q)s 
SWIFT 24 COLOUR N EW 10WE» PRICE £309 
24 Pin Dot Matrix, 240 x 240 dpi, 120/25cps 

Merlin Express are Citizen 
Authorised Dealers... 

FREE PRINTER 
STARTUP PACK 

With all Citizens except the 12QD+ 
you get 20GShls Cent M Paper, 

B^ntEnvdopesJMCont 
Address LaMs, 1 Printer Driver 
Disk, 1 Cable for Amiga...FREE!!! 

FREE WITH EVERY PRINTER (Marked O thus) from MERLIN EXPRESS 
LEAD FROM YOUR PRINTER TO YOUR AMIGA1!! 

WORD PROCESSOR AND PRINTER SUNDRIES PACKAGE!!! kvsMh with any ftffijpa IT Fifntor fcifdaad frmn Matin 
i HH PAL . BHSHarat Ward     ^« -R ft 1-TOP QUAUTY THICK 

rtM.Wttt Ditl4«H/Qrip«tt ^= W PrUHTiHKISTr^WR .lHOSrl&ftOFHiift.SFUUH      >     ' f[ Ct t-UNMHSAL 2 FWT $0 GSM MrDflO PEflfED PAN   ! fi     PBIITrefl STMffl trjutEM. FOLJJ CONTINUOUS PATCH V AMMWE WHO RSUN PmPHW 
£99 

99 

AMIGA CARTOON CLASSICS 
+ CM8&33 Mk 11 MONITOR 

+ STAR LC 200 COLOUR PRINTER 
Including the necessary leads and dust 
covers for Amiga, Monitor & Printer £815 

OTHER AMIGA PACKS ALSO 
AVAILABLE - Phone us fur details. ■ at the mUmm coftfigtsratfo!}. 

Most of OUT {neks contain EVEN MOftEW 
8UY A SORCERORS PACK WITH ANY OF MERLINS AMIGAS 

AND SAVE EVEN MORE WITH SOME GREAT PRICES!!! 

COMMODORE A590 HARD DISK DRIVE 
 20Mt>. Std Unpopulated £279 
 20Mb. Populated to 1Mb. £329 
 20Mb. Populated to 2Mb. £369 

NOT A CHEAPER THIRD PARTY IJ/GRADE! 
COMMODORE 1011 3.5" 2nd DRIVE 
For al I Amiga*: 500/1000/    £79 95 
1500/2000, 880K Formatted Capacity, 
No external power supply required. 
CUMANA 3.5" CAX 351 DRIVE £64.95 Enable/Disable switch. Through port, 
MERLIN 3.b" DISK DRIVE     £59.95 3.5" Second Disk Drive, Enable/Disable 
Switch, Slim Design, S80K Formatted 
Capacity, No external power supply is 
needed, Tfuougriport. THIS IS ONE OF 
OUR BEST SELLERS & GREAT VALUE! 

COM MOD OR E1392 MO USE £39.95 
Commodores Own!!' 
NAKSHA MOUSE £29.95 
Amfga/ST switchable, high resolution 
260dpi, no additional mouse drivers 
required, Includes mouse holder and 
mouse mat. E. A. Discount voucher! I! 
COMMODORE A501 0 5M b. £49.95 
OFFICIAL AMIGA RAM UPGRADE 
MID l-MASTER INT£ RFACE   £29.95 
1 Tfirough Port, 11n & 3 Out 
REN DALE UD2 GENLOCK  £109.95 
Semi professional Genlock device. Now 
you can mix both video and computer 
sources. Ideal titling, to high standards. 
NAKSHA ASOO HAND HELD SCANNER 
Coming soon! Look out for this one!!! 

FPVJP"; PHILIPS CM 8333/11 14* Stereo MediJTi Resolution Colour Monitor *ith Green « Switch ANO FREE LEAD 

COMMODORE 1084S 
14" Stereo Med. Res. £259.99 
Univ.Monitor Stand £12.95 
Monitor Oust Cover £5.95 
AV7300 TV Tuner £79.95 
Tilt/Swivel Stand £14.95 
[Only fits Philips CM8833 Mkl!!!) 

CODS The Bitmap Bros, at their best? Greek,Gods battte againsi monsters!I! 
TOKI Great Platform Arcade Game. 300 screens in fantastic cartoon style1 

EVE OF THE BEHOLDER Dungeon Master style game. Great graphics! 
PGA GOLf TOUR One of the. most realistic goll simulations around! 
TEENAGE MUTANT NERO TURTLES A favourite with every yovngster! 
DUCK TALESEtecome 'The Richest Dug* in the World' In a global race! 
RQBOCOP N Based on the film ol the same name with the same action Ml 
F19 STEALTH RGtffER Forget the rest THIS IS THE SIMULATOR! 
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION A GAMES IN ONE! Batman, flotocop I, 

islera It. Indiana Jones. 

(£25.S3rns) 
(£24.99np) 
(£M.99rrp) 
(E25-Wnrp) 
t£25.S3rTpj 
(£25.53rrp) 
(£25^3rrp) 
CE29.9grTp) 
£29.99rrpl 

E19.99 
£26.99 
£19.99 
ilB.99 
£28.99 
£23.99 
£23.99 
£23.99 

Pen Pal 
FUN SCHOOL 3 Choose under S's, S-7"s or 7 4 over. Educational Fun! 
SUPERBASE PERSONAL 2 Keep records with this easy to use & po« 
OISNET ANIMATION STUDIO rjuistwling animation few your AmHja, 
PHOTON PAINT \\ Paint prog. IFF/AN I'M format. 4096 cotours, etc. 
PEN PAL Word processor with database built-in and graphics handling. 

{£24.99rrp> £19.99 
Database £29.99 

{£99,99rrp) £81.99 
{E89,95rrp) £29.99 
{ESfl.SSftpj £79,95 | 

fWCtSOf&M ^-^J .tf." 

ism 

ALL Merlin Prices Include VAT % 17.5% 

Jut Iftltphftni *mt 21 Hoir Ordtr HDIHII •■Inf y«ir Acceic/Vlisa Cird. it, tead a Dhaoji/pntlit order mtlti yewr reqitrrmerit deli lit jthiqiitt na tl clatrantt in I eat Ittaad ay a lankyBaltdini Scclttv mi yaur hehill^. 

SIPIII llrrai *n riitpalcftad by poll FREE I* ill UK Mainland adtlrBsis*. Hirriwir» li ritipalch4l By cavriar atnrica (ia te ?SKg] ii I all OWE: NEXT V/DHKIKG DAT...add £7.60 If ardar. TWO WORKING n*yS...adJ £1, iai SPECIAL SATURDAY DELIVERY...add Just E12 (Ostvtfs arm narroMUj if»Mpttch»i itmt 4if It ttdtr. unfits Qttttrwfov il»m^ ft thfi time). 

Hardware aronlne lailt^ mrllfiln 30 davi wl>ll be aich"i|ad lor HEW Afler 30 dam anit within 12 month* 1rnm purch^sB, liulti will bt recllttad by tne re Levi at nanilaEiafera" reavlr itent and ralvmed to yea by o Barter. Seltvara and tmall he mi csrry varloui wirrainlaB, plaaia aak tor dalatli. 

Martin Exprtii Untltd ire pre da m I ai ally i rail I ardar camp any. bal wa WBIEBHC cailenars la cm irids/cnilBctlan cuuniBr whs ■rlBb le pick up peedi tram at- Why apt piy ui ■ villi, wa ara alwayt piaifad la help you vrttb year anvalrlaa. 

Marlla ara btpoy le supply &FP0 aad aipari narkaii lar mrilch VAT li airmaliy dadaciablt. Delivery share BP vary Irani UK rates and, al produtli tirry UK Harnntlft atily. faulty Hani are to be retarned ta Merlin by the telle aver and re-da! ivary ebarpaa will 
«ppiy- 

S E MOTE 
Whilst evory eltort is made to ensure Information in ihls advert is correal, you should always confirm any otters, prices, availability elc. orlor lo pi an in u y r.-u r ordnr. We Dadtavaur lo supply goods as shown and will ONLY ctva.no.fi dBtails should it be made ntttssary by our suppliers etc, As our advertising is hoakn-d so fat in advance Martin llterttoro reserve the right to alter praduct spBcifioations. withdraw any product/orfe^service or update prices (and thai can be Up OR. down), w 11 hoot prior notice, Merlin guarantee aevaT to Supply anything that has Seen subject to change without you. the customer, being Informed ol and agreeing to shai change. Please ALWAYS confirm details PRIOR to placing your order, 
E&OE 

MERLIN EXPRESS LIMITED 

TELEPHONE! 0602 

ORDER LINE 
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News 6   Learning AMOS 
New software, new hardware, everything that's happening 
in the Amiga world is here. 

Talking Shop 
Talking Shop is the premier forum for Amiga users with 
something to say. 

Which word processor? 
In the most comprehensive word processor review 
ever printed, we put no iess than 11 packages under 
the microscope, namely Excellence'!, KindWords, Pen 
Pal. Personal Write, Pretext, Pro-Write, QuickWritG,.. 
Scribble!, Trans Write, WordPerfect and Wosdworth. 
Discover which has the nest features and which one 
win most suit your way of working. 

Amiga Answers 49 
A new-look Answers section solves even more of your 
problems. Sixteen pages of expert advice on real-life 
difficulties encountered by you, the readers. 

Subscriptions offer 62 
Take advantage of this unbeatable offer to have Amiga 
Stopper delivered directly to your home. 

74 User Groups List 
Get in touch with other Amiga owners in your area by 
joining a club. We list dozens of user groups across the 
country. 

Learning AmigaDOS 76 
Customise your Startup-Sequence and push your Amiga's 
power to the limits. 

C Programming 81 
Putting the meat into a program, Discover how our 
example program ADraw actually works. 

Setting up a database 87 
A practical tutorial on designing a questionnaire and 
analysing the results on the Amiga, 

Cliff's Code Conundrum 90 
No new problem this month, since we have a major 
programming competition in your free Fractal Supplement 
But here are the winners of a previous Conundrum. 

95 
News, advice, and example programs to run with the 
Amiga's most popular programming language. 

11   Multimedia made easy 101 
Discover how you can create stunning multimedia 
applications simply and easily with Gold Disk's 
multimedia authoring program, Hyperbook. 

Shaping sounds 104 
Designing custom sounds for a synthesizer is an ideal 
task for the Amiga, We test out and compare CMpanion, 
Caged Artist and X-Or. 

Reader ads 111 
The best way to buy and sell used Amiga equipment. 

Learning for fun 113 
A selection of the best and most interesting educational 
software on test, including Spellicopter, Early Learning 
Maths and Spell Book. 

Software for comms 119 
We compare Online! Platinum and A-Tatk with shareware 
programs JR-Comm and NComm - with interesting results, 

Public Domain World 124 
The latest in public domain and shareware software on 
test Including this month: MessyDOS, Module Processor, 
tntuimenu, Master Virus Killer, Words, ACC Assembler, 
Four Seasons, MED, Sprite Designer, HAMsharp, AmiGfF, 
Coders Club, TBAG, The Walt, Landing, Total Destruction, 
Ice, Virtual World and Llamatron. 

Buying advice 137 
Don't get caught out when buying software or hardware - 
follow our simple rules for purchasing safely. 

Win 20 copies of Pon Pal 138 
No less than £l,600-worth of word processor must be 
won this month. Just answer the questions and an £80 
program could be yours. 

The amazing Video Toaster 34 
It's a graphics board., it's a frame grabber, it's a 
genlock,., it's a complete video production kit in one 
board - and it's cheap! In the first British review of 
NewTek's stunning product, we take an in-depth look 
at its facilities. 
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AMIGA NEWS 

In Brief 

TURNING 
JAPANESE 
CDTV is swinging into 
action in a school In 
Derbyshire, where it is 
being used to teach 
students Japanese as 
part of the Japan World 
Project. The project will 
be available to all schools 
in Derbyshire through out 
the autumn. 

DOUBLE IMAGE 
The Golden Image Hand 
Scanner is now In its 
second incarnation, 

Although the 
hardware remains the 
same, the bundled 
software, Migraph Touch- 
Up, has now been 
upgraded to version 1.1; 
with the whole package 
being renamed as the 
Mark II Hand Scanner 

An upgrade for 
existing users is available 
for £15, A price for the 
package as a whole Is yet 
to be finalised, but will be 
between £155 and £160, 
Golden Image tr 081-518 
7373- 

NEW LASER 
Desktop publishing 
enthusiasts will be 
interested to learn of the 
new VNI800 laser printer 
from Fujitsu, 

The printer operates 
In HP Laserjet HI 
emulation, printing eight 
A4 pages per minute. 
Included as standard are 
seven bitmap fonts and 
eight scalable typefaces. 
Further fonts can be 
obtained by the addition 
of forthcoming cartridges. 
The VJVtSOO costs 
£1,420. Fujitsu * 081- 
573 4444, 

MORE MATHS 
LCL, the educational 
software house, has 
released a new version of 
its Micro Maths package 
this month. 

The package adheres 
to the GCSE syllabus, 
making use of sound and 
graphics to retain the 
students7 interest Those 
owning the old version 
can upgrade for £5; the 
program costs £24 for 
new users. LCL * 0491 
579345. 

London show is no go 

The European Computer 
Entertainment Show: a no go area. 

IN A SUDDEN change of plan, the 
European Computer Entertainment 
Show, scheduled for this weekend 
(September 7) will not be open to the 
public this year. 

The Earls Court event, which last 
year attracted thousands of computer 
owners to see the latest games and 
hardware, has been made trade only 
because of the decline in interest from 
the software companies. EMAP, the 
firm organising the show, is urging 
people to stay away to avoid 
disappointment. 

Meanwhile, the November World of 
Commodore show, sponsored by Amiga 
Format, is all set to go ahead as 
planned. Despite the lack of 
enthusiasm of software companies for 
the ECES, they are expected to be at 
World of Commodore in force. The 
show will also feature far more 
applications software and Innovative 
hardware than the cancelled games^ 
only event, 

The World of Commodore Show 
runs from November 15-17 at Earls 
Court 2 in London. 

Commodore pushes 

multimedia centres 

IN AN ATTEMPT to consolidate 
its lead over Philips and other 
competitors, Commodore has 
announced its commitment to 
opening a nationwide network 
of 12 multimedia centres over 
the next three years. 

With CDTV already 
launched, and the current 
success of the Amiga in 
video, Commodore is no 
doubt keen to gain what 
share it can of the burgeoning 
multimedia market before the 
UK launch of Philips' higher 
specified CD-I multimedia 
machine. Clearly the company 
is making a substantial 
financial investment towards 
this end. The centres are 
planned to be formed in 
partnership wrth existing 
independent retailers, but will 
be devoted entirely to 
Commodore multimedia 
Solutions'. The concept is 

similar to that of the high- 
street AppleCentres, and 
should link Commodore's 
name to multimedia in the 
minds of the public. 

PRAGMATIC 
Of course, the more 
pragmatic aim is to sell kit. 
To this end, Commodore 
intends to begin a series of 
training courses starting in 
September which will 
familiarise sales people with 
the technology and enable 
them to analyse customers' 
needs and suggest 
appropriate ways of satisfying 
them. Customers are 
expected to range from 
specialist developers right up 
to corporate users, The entire 
Amiga range plus all relevant 
peripherals will be stocked, 
along with Commodore's 
CDTV system. 

The training courses are 
not only open to dealers 
participating in the 
multimedia centre scheme, 
but to anyone who is 
interested. In this case, the 
price of such training will 
depend on the nature of the 
dealer in question. Training 
will take place at a special 
facility at Milton Keynes, or 
may be given on-site. 

PLATFORMS 
Speaking of 'platforms' other 
than those produced by 
Commodore to produce 'true 
multimedia solutions", Terry 
Cooke, Commodore s national 
sales director, likened it to 
'teaching a dog to walk on 
two tegs, because whilst you 
can probably do it, the 
solution takes an awful lot of 
money and patience." With its 
frequent use of the phrases 

'platforms' and 'multimedia 
solutions' Commodore is 
making an attempt to gain 
credibility in the high-powered 
world of business, where 
computer systems are 
referred to as anything but 
computer systems'. 

In contrast to this is 
Commodore's definition of 
multimedia; "a method of 
designing and integrating 
computer technologies on a 
single platform allowing a 
user to input, create, 
manipulate and output text, 
graphics, audio and video, 
utilising a single user 
interface." It seems strange 
that the emphasis should be 
on the designing of machines, 
rather than on the machines 
themselves or the information 
they are to process. Such 
mild marketing confusions are 
not unknown to Commodore. 

Amiga access enabled 

THE TOUCAN LEARNING Tray, for severely disabled computer 
users, is now being marketed for the Amiga by Think Limited. 

Once the Tray is connected, users can communicate with 
standard Amiga programs via a selection of standard switching 
input devices, the response of which can be tailored according 
to the program in use. In this way, people such as cerebral 
palsy sufferers can use the Amiga to its full. The board is 
manufactured by Toucan Communications, and marketed with 
Amiga software for £750 by Think Limited. 

This is the same company which markets the Alfred 
Robotic Armr which is currently being sold with a rotary table 
for the special price of £468.83. Think Limited can be 
contacted on on * 021- 384 4168. 

News compiled by Cliff Ramshaw 

Put your foot to the floor 

IT'S ROCKET FUEL time for A500 owners with the 
introduction of a new accelerator board from MicroBotics. 

The board comes with a Motorola 68030 processor, 
clocked at a variety of speeds from 16MHz upwards, Art 
optional maths co-processor can also be fitted, either 
synchronised with the CPU or clocked from its own 
oscillator for speeds of up to 60(VIHz. 

The board fits Inside the A500 (although it will also fit 
an A1500 or A2000) in the 68000 processor slot, which is 
itself relocated on the board. It is possible to switch 
between the two modes. 

A 32-bit processor such as the 68030 works best with 
32-bit memory. Such a board is available from MicroBotics, 
and attaches to a head connector on the accelerator board. 
The memory board will hold either 2Mb or 8Mb. 

A 25MHz card costs £299. From ZCL ^ 0543 414817. 
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AMIGA NEWS 

Fonts 

on tap 

THOSE AMIGA DESKTOP 
publishers who look with 
envy at the variety of 
PostScript fonts available for 
the Mac and PC can now get 
in on the act themselves 
with Mtoutline from Mirror 
Image Productions, 

Mloutiine takes 
PostScript Type 1 printer 
fonts and converts them into 
an outline font suitable for 
use in Gold Disk's 
Professional Draw structured 
drawing program. From 
there, it is possible to 
manipulate and edit the 
fonts for the creation of 
specialised logos and so 
forth. As it can be difficult to 
obtain a particular character 
in a fontT M{outline has the 
ability to generate a chart of 
a font's complete character 
set, along with the key 
combinations necessary to 
access each character. 

Mirror Image 
Productions also sells 
MI font, a sister program to 
Mfoutline, which will convert 
PostScript fonts to screen 
fonts for use in Professional 
Page. MIfont costs $105; 
Mtoutline costs $124.95, 
Both are currently only 
available from Mirror Image 
in Canada *r Q10 i 416 495 
7469. 

Audition passes 

SUNR11FS AUDITION 4 
sound editor program, 
announced in Amiga 
Shopper issue three, is now 
available. 

As well as the many 
features expected of a 
sample editor, the program 
has the facility to create 
sequenced loops and 
preview effects before 
applying them to a sound. 
Everything is displayed 
graphically under Intuition, 
making it easy to zoom in on 
mouse-selected portions of 
sound for precision editing. 

The program is written in 
assembly language, 
producing a compact (about 
100K) and fast product. It 
costs £49,99 and is 
distributed in the UK by HB 
Marketing ^ 0753 686000. 

Popular US MIDI software gets an overhaul 

DrT's helpline 

aids musicians 

DISTRIBUTION OF THE popular range of music 
software from Dr T's has been awarded to the 
UK company Zone Distribution. The company 
has set up a technical help line for users of Dr 
Ts software. 

Existing users of Dr T's products can 
register with Zone in order to benefit from this 
service, providing that they 
can prove that they have a 
legitimate copy of the 
software. The help line is 
manned Monday to Friday 
between 11am and 4pm, 
on * 081-699 8074. 

Coinciding with this is a 
new release and a product 
update from Dr T's. The 
new product is X-Or, a 
patch editor/librarian which 
has been available for some time on the ST 
and PC. Using the program, it is possible to 
edit sounds for over 90 synthesizers by a 
system of synthesizer profiles which are 
continuously being updated by Dr T's. Most 
synths come with a tiny LCD screen and a 
limited set of keys for sound editing; using a 
computer to display parameters in the form of 
graphical seders and draw envelopes and 
sound objects can greatly ease the process of 
editing. As well as thrs, the program enables 
the copying of patches from one synth bank to 
another, and the playing of MIDI files while in 
the midst of editing. X-Or costs £219, 

The update is for KCS, the Amiga 
sequencing package, now at version 3.5. It 

ffix_jii!j!i!!L^                — ' 7 Ifr 

Pallia 

X-Or from DrT: new version out 

boasts a re-designed front panel and many 
new features, including the facility to play IFF 
samples, 48 track sequencing, real-time 
graphic editing, 16 stave transcription to 
screen and printer, and synchronisation to 
SMPTE through Dr T's Phantom Synchroniser 
(a £249 hardware add-on giving SMPTE 

read/write information). 
KCS 3.5 costs £279. 
Alternatively, users of 
MuSfC-Xt Master Tracks Pro 
or Bars and Pipes can 
trade in their old programs 
against KCS for £149. 
Owners of Tiger Cub* MRS 
and Sequencer 1 can do 
the same for £179. 

Also coming under the 
wing of Zone Distribution is 

the song library from Trycho Tunes. This 
consist of disks containing MIDI files for 
popular hardware and software sequencers 
and drum machines. Prices decrease 
depending on the size of the order, but a 
single song costs £7,95. Songs can be bought 
in related packs of three and ten for £12,95 
and £39.95 respectively. As well as current 
hits, the library boasts a large selection of 
golden oidies. 

Zone has also taken over the distribution 
of the Ml Dim an range of products, which 
consists largely MiDI and SMPTE hardware 
units for the professional musician. Zone 
Distribution Is on * 081-766 6564. 
• X-Or Is reviewed on page 104. 

A day at the races with the Evesham Micros team, seen here hunkering down after a hard 
drive (sorry) in the Duniop Rover GTI challenge at Donlngton Park last month. On the left Is 
race winning (and championship leading) driver Dave Loudon, on the right Evesham Micros' 
boss Richard Austin, who came In ninth. 

In Brief 

SCALA UPGRADED 
Scala, the presentation 
package, has just been 
upgraded to version 1.1, 

When reviewed In 
Amiga Shopper Issue two, 
the package received a 
rating of 82 out of 100 
from Gary Whiteley, who 
predicted a "bright 
future" for It, Now the 
package makes an even 
more attractive 
proposition, Among Its 
numerous new features 
are ARexx support, real- 
time anti-aliasing of text 
and brushes and real-time 
buffering of AN I Ms. 

The new package 
costs £264.38 from Silica 
Systems *r 081-309 
1111. Existing users of 
Sea fa can obtain a free 
upgrade by sending their 
original master program 
disk to Silica at 1*4 The 
Mews, Hat her ley Road, 
Sldcup, Kent DA14 4DX, 

PD FOR FREE 
Neural Images PD will 
gave away a free disk of 
PD software to anyone 
who sends the company 
an SAE. Neural Images 
PD * 0429 263508. 

PRINTER PRICE CUT 
If you were considering 
buying the NEC P70 
printer you will be 
pleased to know that its 
price has just been 
dropped. Previously 
available for £799, the 
printer can new be 
obtained for a paltry 
£699. 

Trie printer is a 24-pin 
wide carriage model, 
capable of taking A3 
landscape paper and 
printing up to 136 
columns of text. Other 
features Include an 80K 
print buffer and 10 
resident fonts. NEC can 
be contacted on ■* 081- 
993 Sill. 

OVER THE TOP 
Cardboard overlays which 
fit over the top of the 
Amiga keyboard allowing 
you to make notes of 
common commands and 
shortcuts are available 
from SMverblrd, priced at 
£5.00 for five. SHverbird 
* 05255 2614, 
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AMIGA NEWS 

In Brief Learning to tickle the digital ivories 

THE FIRST KEYBOARD teaching package 
is about to be launched by Nintendo for 
the Amiga, based around a stand-alone 
single keyboard with over 100 
instruments and effects plus MIDI. 
However thesmart part is the interface 
and software which will teach you to play 
the Instrument, taking you through to a 
high standard of competence. 

The Miracle Piano Teaching System 
actually customises itself to your 
strengths and weaknesses as you 

progress through the 300-plus lessons 
and repertoire of over 50 songs. It 
teaches the user to pJay the keyboard 
through a series of on-screen tutorials, 
games and computer-accompanied 
tunes. 

Many of the skills that you need to 
learn - note and rhythm recognition, 
fingering and so on - are taught using 
screens that make fufl use of the 
Amiga's graphic capability and could 
have been taken from any arcade game. 

The keyboard has 4 octaves of 
velocity-sensitive keys, full stereo sound 
and comes complete with a sustain foot 
pedal. Since it is multttirnbral it can 
flesh out the tune you are learning wfth a 
full-blown accompaniment. Advanced 
lessons take the use of sustain and 
touch sensitivity into account. Although 
the keyboard has MIDI capabilities, it 
uses a separate interface to 
communicate with the software. 
Mindscape/Nintendo * 0444 246333. 

CSA's add-on provides 25MHz 68040 power 

'040 card gives 

blistering speed 

WITH A LEAP and a bound your Amiga can be 
transformed into a soaring 68040 
supercomputer with a new accelerator board 
from CSA, which also makes the Mega Midget 
Racer 68030 board. 

The 68040 is one of the biggest and most 
powerful processors in production; even 
clocked at 25MHz, as it is in this case, it gives 
a performance of 20 MIPS (million instructions 
per second). The board, named the 040 
Magnum, provides more than simple 
acceleration, however: it is almost a computer 
in its own right, It comes with a SCSI interface 
and its own parallei and serial ports, all linked 
directly to the 68040 bus for blinding speed 
(they are, unfortunately, unusable by the 
68000). 

The board comes with 1Mb of shadow 
RAM, which may be used to contain Kickstart 
2,0 (which has an 040 mode) as well as 512K- 

worth of customisation programs, Bytes and 
Pieces, which is distributing the board in the 
UK and Europe, says that in the unlikely event 
that Commodore has not begun shipping 
Kickstart 2.0 when the board is released, it 
will provide a developers' version of Kickstart 
with the board on the condition that users 
upgrade to the official Commodore version 
when available. 

A further 4Mb of true 32-bit RAM is 
supplied on-board, with the option to expand to 
either 16Mb using 4Mb chips or 64Mb using 
16Mb chips. 

The board fits into the processor sfot of a 
revision 6.2 B2000 or an A1500. A hardware 
switch selects whether the 68000 or the board 
will be used by the Amiga, tt will be available in 
October, at an expected price of around 
£2,500. Bytes and Pieces can be contacted on 
* 0253 795376. 

Tiny printer turns on the heat 

DRAWN IN 

THE USA 

TWO NEW COLLECTIONS 
from Innovatronlcs hit the 
Amiga art scene - such as 
It Is - this month. 

The first is a three disk 
set called Canvas (volume 
one of a forthcoming 
series). It contains five full- 
screen pictures and 13 
animations by Ryan 
Roberts, the Warner 
Brothers artist/animator. 
The subjects are animals 
and fantasy characters. At 
around £30 for the set, the 
quality of the images will 
have to be substantially 
better than that of those 
available in the public 
domain. Whether there Is 
actually a market for pre- 
drawn clip-art images 
remains to be soon - but 
Innovatronlcs in optimistic. 

Users who prefer to get 
a little more involved wfth 
their computer software 
may be more interested in 
the Lunar Construction Set, 
also by Ryan Roberts. This 
is a two-disk set of clip art, 

PANASONIC 
PRINTER APPEARS 
Another printer hits the 
market this month, this 
time from Panasonic. The 
KX-P1170 Is a 9-pin 
model costing £233.83. 

As with most printers 
in the range, it offers both 
draft and near letter 
quality print, at a claimed 
maximum speed of 192 
characters per second In 
any of four fonts. As well 
as continuous Or single 
sheet paper, the printer 
can handle envelopes, 
labels and multi-part 
stationery. It comes with 
a 6K buffer as standard, 
wfth an extra 32K 
available as an option for 
£76,38. interface to the 
Amiga is via the parallel 
port, or with an optional 
RS 232C connection to 
the serial port, Panasonic 
can be contacted on zr 
0344 853915. 

VIRAL WARRIORS 
Each year sees more and 
more viruses, each more 
sophisticated than those 
before. 

A new organisation 
has been formed by 
businesses and a number 
of individuals to combat 
this menace. Called the 
Virus Advisory Service, it 
offers free advice to 
those wanting to know 
more about these small 
but devastating 
programs. The service 
offers Information both on 
prevention of Infection 
and cure of any existing 
problems. The Virus 
Advisory Service is on « 
0705 851645, 

SAMPLER SOURCE 
We would like to point 
out that the Sound Trap 3 
sound sampler, as 
reviewed in issue five, is 
available direct from the 
manufacturer, Omega 
Projects w 0925 763946. 

NAME GAME 
Yet another firm is being 
mistaken for crashed 
company SCS. This time 
it's Start Computer 
Systems in Sunderland. 

AMIGA OWNERS REQUIRING 
a portable printer will-be- 

interested in the H20O from 
Ferrotec, which measures a 
diminutive 320 by 130 by 
71mm. 

The printer uses a 
thermal head mechanism 
and will print both text and 
graphics, it emulates both 
the IBM Proprinter and the 
Epson LQ« Paper comes En 
the form of rolls, with each 
roll providing 70 pages 11 
inches in length. The paper 
is 8 inches wide, but this is 
apparently increased to S.5 

inches via software means 
(this we would love to see}. 
Power is provided by means 
of a transformer or 
rechargeable battery packs. 

It supports a variety 
fonts - Pica, Courier, Roman, 
Proportional and Standard - 
in bold, expanded. 
Condensed and double size 
styles. Super and sub-script, 
underlining and overlining are 
also possible. Print speed is 
a claimed 220 characters 
per second in near letter 
quality mode, 170 ops for 
letter quality. 

Ferrotec will also be 
supplying a number of plug-in 
cards for the printer, one of 
which will print a user-defmed 
message or company logo 
every time the machine is 
used. 

Ferrotec, a company . 
more usually associated with 
d \ sk. d rive ■ m anufactu re, can 
be contacted on ^ QiO 353 
1 2952529, Alternatively, 
Applied Business Computing, 
the first appointed distributor 
for the printer, can be 
contacted on ^ 0609 
777000. 

designed for the creation of 
lunar and space scenes. A 
selection of pictures and 
animations Is included to 
provide examples of how 
the components may be 
used. In addition, there are 
also help screens showing 
step by step instructions 
on the creation of asteroids 
and various lunar features. 
In total, the package 
contains 183 clips, 24 
pictures and 10 
animations. 

Both packages will be 
marketed by Checkmate 
Digital * 071-923 0658. 
UK Prices are not yet 
finalised, but are expected 
to be In the region of £30 
for Canvas and £20 for the 
Lunar Construction Set. 

Why do so many northern 
companies have such 
similar names...? 

Making the news? Make the call: 0225 442244 
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COMMODORE- 

THE WORLD AT YOUR FINGERTIPS 

AMIGA15Q0 

With Commodore's exciting new 1500 pack you 

get everything you've ever wanted in a home 

computer - including the software. 

The Amiga 1500 is the ultimate PC for all the 

family, bringing the world of computers into your 

home. Ease of use is designed into all Amiga's 

award winning technology and to make it even 

simpler the 1500 comes with its own straight- 

forward guide, 'Get the Most out of your Amiga'. 

To help you do just that you also get six software 

packages encompassing business, design, 

education and leisure. You can monitor your 

finances with the 4Digita Home Accounts' 

software, or allow your design skills free rein 

with the sophisticated 4 Deluxe Paint HI'. And for 

business, there's 'The Works! Platinum Edition' 

- a fully integrated word processing, spreadsheet 

and database package. 

For unbeatable entertainment, enter the realms 

of fantasy with the arcade sensation 'Toki', 

journey into a land of enchantment in 'Elf t or 

risk getting hooked on 'Puzznic'. 

Commodore - a whole new world 

which doesn't cost the earth 

Digim H(Htw Accounts is a trademark of Digits Holdings Limited 
Deluxe Paint HI is a trademark of Electronic Arts 
The Warks? is a trademark of Micro Systems Software 
Toki, Elf and Puzznk are trademarks ofGtean Software 

""COMMODORE - THE WORLD AT YOUR FINGERTIPS 

Please send me further details. 

Name  __ _  

Position  

Company  

Address ' _  

Postcode Telephone. 

Commodore Business Machines (UK) Ltd 
Commodore House, The Switchback, 
Gardner Road, Maidenhead, Berks SL6 7XA 
Tel: 0628 779560. Fax: 0628 71456, Telex: 846057 CBMUKL G, 
AS-S/91-22 

including VAT 

Commodore 



AMIGA NEWS 

In Brief 

INSIDE STORY 
An internal hard drive for 
the A500 has been 
launched by ICD, The 
Prima hard drive replaces 
the Amiga's internal 
floppy drive and Includes 
an adaptor for converting 
an external floppy for use 
as dfO: - making it 
possible to boot from 
floppy if desired. 

The drive Is available 
in two sizes: 52Mb and 
105Mb. It will fit into an 
AS00 wtth at least 1Mb 
of RAM and an external 
floppy drive. The 52Mb 
and 105Mb models cost 
$649.95 and $399.95 
respectively - no UK 
prices have been fixed. 
They will be sold by 
Power Computing 
amongst others. ICO « 
010 1 S15 968 2388, 

DOING A JIG 
Jigsaw is an eduction a I 
puzzle from Think Ltd. It 
breaks a picture into 
pieces and lets you put It 
back together again. 
Slide It! does a similar 
trick, but emulates a 
sliding puzzle. Both cost 
£19.99. Contact Think at 
Prudential Buildings, 460 
High Street, Erdlngton 
B23 6RH. 

STEREO SOUND 
GVP continues to add to 
its series of Amiga 
hardware products. This 
month sees the release of 
a stereo sound sampler 
and software, called the 
Digital Sound Studio. All 
of the usual features are 
included with the 
package, which costs 
$125 In the States. 

Also new from GVP is 
the Impact Vision 24 
board - a 24-bit colour 
board giving more than 
16,000,000 colours and 
coming with a built-in 
flicker fixer, frame buffer 
and genlock. The board Is 
designed for the A3000, 
but it can be used with 
the A2000 with a video 
adaptor board. The price 
is $2,199 in America. 

No UK prices yet, but 
distribution is by Silica 
Systems   081-309 1111 
and they will be available 
from major dealers. 

RAM takes a flyer 

ANOTHER EXPANSION POSSJBIUTY 
emerges with the Oataflyer RANI Card, 
marketed fn this country by Trilogic. The 
card will hold up to 8Mb of memory, and wUI 
plug directly into an A2000 or A1500T or 
can be fitted to a DatafIyer SCSI interface. 

The printed circuit board comprises four 
layers rather than the conventional two, so 
that the ground and power lines can be 
separated from the signal lines and thus 
provide more reliable performance, the 
company claims- 

The device Is compatible with TrHogic's 
Baseboard, which together gives 10.5Mb of 
RAM - which should be more than enough 
for most users. 

The Dataflyer RAM card: up to 8Mb. 

The board will hold eight 100ns SIMMs, 
either 256K chips to make 2MbT or 1Mb 
chips for 8Mb. The empty board costs 
£79.99, with 1Mb 100ns HAM chips 
available at £39.99 each. {Although this 
price varies frequently.) Trilogic can be 
reached on   0274 691115. 

Video Blender system offers stunning effects 

New products 

make Progress 

PROGRESSIVE PERIPHERALS 
And Software has been busy 
recently; a whole host of new 
products are on their way 
across the water. 

The first is version 2.0 of 
3-D Professional. New 
features include: configurable 
screen sizes; boolean 
merging of objects; both 
vertex and object level 
editing; image, attribute and 
bump mapping; a range of 
new textures; a real-time 
editing mode; and rendering 
improvements both in terms 
of speed and quality, with the 
addition of anti-aliasing. 

IntroCAD makes a re- 
appearance in the form of 
IntroCAD Plus, now with 
ARexx support, user-definable 
macros and fonts, hatching 
patterns and 68020/6881 
support. 

Also re-vamped is 
Diskmaster, the file 
management utility, now 
called Diskmaster II. It 
improves on the older version 

with such facilities as 
saveabfe configurations and 
the ability to display graphics 
and text files, play sound files 
and decompress archived 
files simply by clicking on a 
file's icon. ARexx support is 
included. 

ACCELERATOR 
For the A3000 comes a 
68040 accelerator card, 
clocked at 25MHz, Fitting into 
the A3G00Ts processor slot, 
the card provides a speed 
increase of between three 
and six times that of the 
A3000. The card is said to be 
fully compatible with 
AmigaDOS 2.0. 

QlcTape is a hard disk 
back-up unit. It plugs into the 
floppy drive port of any Amiga, 
and with the aid of the 
supplied software it will copy 
up to 60Mb of data to a 
single cartridge tape. More 
than one cartridge can be 
used to back-up the drive if 
needed. 

Perhaps the most exciting 
new release is the Video 
Blender. This device will work 
with any Amiga with at least 
1Mb of RAM, providing 
incredible desktop video 
effects. It produces output 
from four sources: composite 
video, RGB video, Amiga 
graphics and a background 
colour selectable from a 
palette of 16,000,000, With 
any two of these sources it is 
possible to perform such 
effects as genlocking, fading, 
mixing, flicker-free switching, 
keying, and user-definable 
wiping. All programmed 
effects can be saved to a 
script file for later use. 

All Progressive 
Peripherals And Software 
products are distributed in 
this country by Marcam tr 
081-941 6117 or 0604 
790466, Prices had not been 
fixed as we went to press. 
Progressive Peripherals And 
Software is on ^ 010 1 303 
825 4144. 

Next month in Amiga Shopper 

IN THE NOVEMBER issue of Amiga Shopper 
you'll find a round up of the 3D painting 
packages available, reviews of Vista Pro and 
the Concept Keyboard, tutorials on 
programming in C and Basic, and an 
introduction to Modula-2. Plus the start of a 
series on MIDI music which will show you how 
to build your own system on a budget. And we 

show you how to produce superb artwork with 
Deluxe Paint The latest video products are 
tested out, and we explain how to get the best 
from your DTP system, and... You get the idea 
- there1 s so much in Amiga Shopperthat you 
can't afford to miss it. And when you 
remember that it only costs 99p< it has to be 
the best deal around, It's on sale October 3rd. 

DIARY 

DATES 

Shows and exhibitions in 
the coming months. 

September 6-8: 
European Computer 
Entertainment Show. 
Trade only. Earls Court, 
London. EMAP 071- 
404 4844. 

September 7: All Formats 
Computer Fair, Royal 
Horticultural HaH, 
London. *r 0225 
868100. 

September 13-15: Leeds 
Computer Extravaganza, 
New Exhibition Centre, 
Leeds University. Capital 
North * 0532 677657, 

September 14: All 
Formats Computer Fair. 
National Motorcycle 
Museum, SolihulL 
* 0225 868100. 

September 22: Ail 
Formats Computer Fair. 
City Hall, Glasgow, tr 
0225 868100, 

October 6: All Formats 
Computer Fair. The 
Brunei Centre, Bristol, 
wQ225 86S100. 

October 29-31: Image 
Processing '91. National 
Exhibition Centre, 
Birmingham, Blenheim 
Online * 081-868 4466. 

November 5-7: Computer 
Graphics '91. Alexandra 
Palace, London. 
Blenheim Oniine » 081- 
868 4466. 

November 15-17; Amiga 
Format presents The 
World Of Commodore. 
Earls Court 2, London. 
Details on page 97; 

December 5-8: Computer 
Shopper Show. Wembley 
Exhibition Halls, London. 
Cape Cowley Associates 
« 061-480 9811. 

if you have an event you 
would Hke listed, write 
with full details to: Diary 
Dates, Amiga Shopper, 
30 Monmouth Street 
Bath BA1 28W, 
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Talking shop 

This month there's more discussion 

about the possibilities of a ROM- 

based Workbench, and the usual 

bouquets and brickbats. If you wanf 

to express your opinion, write to 

the editor, Stuart Anderton - you 

could w/n £5 if we print your letter! 

WHICH ONE TO BUY? 
I want to purchase an Amiga in the 
future, but cannot make up my mind 
between an A500 and an A1500. 
I was told that the 1500 is a 500 in 
a different case with an extra disk 
drive and 1Mb of RAM as standard. 
Is this true, as 1 have not seen or 
found any tests on the 1500? 

David Lea 
Slough 
Berks 

No David, it's not true at all. The 
1500 is in fact a 2000 in a different 
case, which may explain your 
confused information. The most 
important difference between the 
A500 and the A1500 is that the 
1500 can take expansion cards 
containing things tike RAM, hard 
disks and modems, which fit neatly 
inside the box. More sophisticated 
devices Hke the Video Toaster and 
the PC Bridge board can also he 
fitted. The A1500 Is a more 
professional machine than the 
A500, which is tor home use. If you 
can wait, welt he assessing the 
entire Amiga range and explaining 
who should buy which machine In 
issue 8 of Amiga Shopper, out in the 
first week of November. 

TA A LOT, MATE 
i wish to thank you and all your staff 
for Amiga Shopper. I am new to the 
computer world, and at 58 years of 
age I was not sure it was for me. 

I was considering a word 
processor to replace my typewriter 
and as my married son was well up 
in these things, I asked him for 
guidance. Well, little did J realise 
what I was letting myself in for. 

Someone was looking after this 
"fool\ I bought Amiga User 
International then Computer 
Shopper then Amiga Format, and that 
was £3.95 well spent, then 

I discovered Amiga Shopper. This 
was what I needed; everything a 
novice needs. Thank you from the 
bottom of my heart most sincerely, 
and I wish you every sucess, for life 
with my A500 has meaning now. 

Bernard C JYlonteith 
B roughshane 

Co. Antrim 

It's this kind of letter that makes 
life as a journalist worthwhile,.. 

ON MY RADIO 
Having just read the latest issue of 
Amiga Shopper I was pleased to see 
that you were going to do an article 
on amateur radio using the Amiga. 

I would be interested to know if 
there are any clubs which cater for 
the Amiga radio user as most of the 
radio magazines I buy are all geared 
around the IBM compatibles. 

Keith Elgin 
Coleralne 
N. Ireland 

There is group for radio typesf it's 
called the Commodore Radio Users 
Group, and the contact is Simon 
Lewis at 69 Irvine Drive, North 
Clippens, Llnwood, Paisley. On the 
subject of radio, a bloke who didn't 
give his name rang me the other day 
and asked if we wanted to review 
an Amiga call logging program* If 
you're reading this Mr Xr please 
send it inl 

SNIFFY LETTER 
My pen overflows with fulsome praise 
for your publication but I had better 
keep it En check or the staff will be in 
a state of mutiny for higher pay, 
luncheon vouchers and a three-hour 
siesta! (i already have one! - Sub,) 

If you want the kinky bit, let me 
say that Amiga Shopper smells good! 
For some strange reason a book or 
mag that smells good is to me a 

more pleasant read - maybe it's my 
past association with printers' ink 
and paper. 

Alan Hath 
Alassio 

Italy 

I've read about magazine sniffers, 
hut I never thought one would 
actually reveal himseif in public... 

LETTER OF PRAISE 
At last! An Amiga magazine that is 
inexpensive and not obsessed with 
silly games. I come to computing 
dragged and screaming, and have 
wrestled with our Amiga 500 for 
months with native fear and 
resentment, utterly put off by the so- 
called instruction books! However, I 
have persevered and Kindwords and 
Pagesetter have seen my office work 

WARRANTY WARNING 
is your warranty really invalidated if you 
take the lid off the A1500? One firm 
assured me that it wasn't and that it 
didn't make any difference to my 
warranty If the machine arrived with its 
seal already broken- But a leaflet 
enclosed with the machine givjng. 
details of upgrade cards warned that 
they must be fitted by a dealer. As I 
am keen to upgrade my machine I 
would like to clarify this. 

Tracey Hartley 
Yeovil 

Somerset 

We asked Commodore to make things 
clearer, and a spokesman informed us 
that with "computers designed to 
have user added options fitted" (ieT 
the 1500, 2000 and 3000} it would 
not invalidate the warranty to open 
the lid. Start pulling chips outr of 
course, and it's another story, and 
opening an ABOO will kill the warranty 
instantly. 

and publication work transformed. 
However, in a previous incarnation 
I was a marine engineer and like to 
know why certain things have to be 
done and what happens when you 
do. Hence my bewilderment with 
electronics. 

But thanks to your excellent 
magazine ! find intelligent articles (I 
don't claim to understand them all) 
and invaluable aids for utter duffers 
such as myself, e.g. in the August 
issue I was able to read and 
understand why disks have to be 
formatted and what happens when 
you do. Hitherto nobody - but nobody 
- has been able to tell me that. 
Further, your little boxes of Jargon 
Busting are like oases to me and my 
like. Please continue your excellent 
standard. I have placed a regular 
order. 

Rev. Henry Gordon 
Tynewydd Road U. R* Church 

Rhyll 

UNBIASED COMMENTS 
Re your products tests, I am amazed 
to read again and again that 
companies do not send you their 
products for review. AS a totally 
unbiased beginner, I shall tell you 
how I treat this. 3 know nothing about 
anything, so I am looking for 
intelligent, unbiased comments. 
1 know tastes vary - but if something 
is great, it's great! If a review tests 
10 products then I am going to buy 
one that comes near the top. If a 
company does not send an item for 
test 1 choose to interpret this as 
either a) they can't be bothered 
(hmm - not good customer relations) 
or b) they have something to fear! 
Either way, because 3 do not have 
any information on their product, and 
I do on others, this will influence my 
decision, For instance, I am in the 
process of buying Wordworth - 
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A meagre price to payfo 

Amiga Quality 

AMIGA SOO Standalone 

Mouse ■ Modulator 
Workbench and 
Extras ■ Manuals 
and cables 

1Mb 

Power Supply 

AMIGA 500 

Cartoon Classics 

As A500 Standalone and 1/2 Mb 
Upgrade takes 500 to 1 Meg • 
Lemmings • The Simpsons * 
Captain Planet * 
Deluxe Paint 111 

AMIGA SOO Screen Gems 

As A500 Standalone and 1/2 Mb 
Upgrade takes 500 to 1 Meg * Back 
to the future II ■ Days of thunder * 
Shadow of the beast II * 
The Nightbreed • 
Deluxe Paint II 

AMIGA SOO Class of the 

901s - First Steps 

As AS00 Standalone and 1/2 Mb 
Upgrade takes 500 to 1 Meg * 
Software: Prowrite 2.5 * Deluxe 
Paint II • Deluxe Print U ■ Info file • 
Music Mouse * Logo and Talking 
turtle • Let's spell at home • BBC 
Emulator, Accessories: Box of 10 
Disks » 
Mouse mat * 
Resource File • 
Introductory video 

AMIGA 1S00 
1 MB RAM - 2 DSsk drives - Mouse * 
Workbench and Extras * Manuals 
and cables • Software: Battlechess 
Populous + Promised Lands • Sim 
City + Terrain Editor • The works 
platinum Edition * Their finest hour 
Deluxe Paint HI. 
Get the most out 
of your Amiga 
Book 

Q Personal cheques will require 
clearance before we can despatch 
your goods. All prices correct at time 
of going to press. Computers are 
always tested before despatch. E&OE. 

O NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO 
UK MAINLAND. 
Post & Package: £10.00 
to £1750 depending on 
weight of product. 

AN prices are inc VAT plus P&R 

Most major credit cards accepted but a charge of 3Vz°/b will be added. 

I 1 

M0LLMAC 

COMPUTER 

SYSTEMS 

MOLLMAC COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD 

2 MlLNER RD CHILTON IND EST 
SUDBURY SUFFOLK C010 6XG 
TELEPHONE: 0787 880227 
FACSIMILE: 07 87 71772 
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<onli»ued from page 11 
I deliberately waited for your August 
issue before deciding* 

I hope my letter helps you get 
the message across to the 
manufacturers, I'm sure I'm not 
alone in my approach! 

Frances Bradley 
Kirk Oswald 

Cumbria 

Many companies are indeed 
reluctant to part with their goods, 
and many more get extremeiy 
annoyed when we don't rate their 
products very highly, I suppose that 
is to be expected. We try to be as 
objective as possible in our reviewsf 
and I'm glad to hear that you take 
them seriously - that's what we're 
here fori 

GROANS ABOUT GAZZA 
I suppose John Lemon didn't have 
computer software in his mind when 
he wrote Imagine. Personally, the 
raytracing and animation program 

from Impulse called Imagine could 
inspire me to write some very 
affectionate poetry, 

Having just read Gary White ley1 s 
review of this program in Amiga 
Shopper issue four, I suppose 
Whiteley does not share my feelings. 
In my opinion his somewhat sour 
review did not manage to express 
the excellence of the program Amiga 
World (the overly serious American 
magazine) called a "3D modellings 
an 3 m at i o n brea kth ro ugh", A 
comparison between the imagine 
review and the Reai 3D review in the 
same issue only emphasises this. 

Not only does the much more 
limited and over £100 more 
expensive Real 3D gain a much more 
favourable review than imagine, but 
Whiteley, in hts review, completely 
fails to understand the 
ingeniousness of the cycle and forms 
editors, and does not mention the 
flexibility and easiness of use of the 
action script. Had Mr Whiteley read 
the Read Me file on the program disk 

properly, he maybe would have 
noticed the cycle-setup and the cycle- 
shuffle features. These additions to 
the program makes the cycle editor 
something unrivaled by any 3D 
program on the Amiga. 

Concerning the forms editor, 
although it s true that it is limited, it 
is certainly not as useless as the 
review states. After fiddling around 
with it for a while it's quite easy to 
make almost anything that has a not 
too complicated form. I have, for 
instance, made a human face with 
this editor. And any two forms with 
the same number of points and 
cross sections can be animated to 
transform from one into the other. 
When it comes to the animation part 
of the program, the ability to animate 
textures, refraction and colour and 
more is not, I feel, properly 
discussed in the review. 

1 could go on for a while like this, 
because imagine has so many great 
features to mention. Maybe that is a 
part of the problem. After all, I have 

been using the program for at (east 
half a year, whereas I suppose your 
reviewers have deadlines which they 
must keep to. 

There is a moral in here 
somewhere: a late but truly in-depth 
review is better than an early scoop' 
review which can never give justice to 
such a marvellous and difficult 
program as imagine. And why didn't 
Whiteley confront the creators of the 
program with his difficulties? 
Impulse's helpline and user-service 
is impeccable. 

Paul Aam 
Orsta 

Norway 

Gary Whiteley replies: 
"I have a feeling that I have been a 
littie misinterpreted here, i checked 
back on my review (both printed and 
original) and OK, maybe it's my 
writing style, but in no way was i 
intending that my so-called "sour1 

review would appear to be 
rubbishing Imagine. Quotes such as 
'I am certainly hooked*, Imagine 
can help make your dreams come 
true1 and Imagine Ts current 
shortcomings would not outweigh 
its otherT excellent features' don't 
seem to be that negative to me, t 
too think that It is a remarkable 
package, but marred by the 
omissions and problems which I 
encountered, not feast the manual - 
which, let's face it7 is often the first 
contact for the new user to team 
from. However good impulse's 
telephone help-line is, we can't ail 
afford to call the US when 
something goes wrong. 

"Just to clarify things further, t 
spent a very intensive three weeks 
examining the software (having 
previously been using Turbo Silver 3 
as my modeller and animator of 
choice}, if I could not use a feature 
instantly I went back, read the docs 
and manual once more and tried 
again - and again. I even went 
through all the tutorials three times 
each to try to follow them fully. And 
I was trying to be honest about 
those things which let Imagine 
down, in my opinion. 

"Phil's opinion about Real 3D is 
nothing to do with me. Different 
strokes for different folks, I'm 
afraid. Even though he might just be 
wrong... though of course that's 
only my opinion!" 

ON THE OTHER HAND.. 
Please thank Gary Whiteley for all his 
excellent articles, reviews and 
answers about video on the Amiga, 
it's nice to know I'm not the only one 
trying to bolt the two together. 

Glenn Somerset 
Sheffield 

There you go Gary, at least 
somebody loves you! CD 

ROMMING AROUND 

Letters replying to the letter from Gareth Perch in issue 
four, in which he suggested that Workbench could be 
incorporated Into a cartridge to save inserting a disk 
every time the Amiga is switched on, continue to pour 
in. Here Is a selection of them: 

I'm glad that Workbench isn't in ROM. I rarely use 
Workbench, preferring Shell, and my startup-sequence is 
like War and Peace, running various utilities during boot- 
up, Aiset not all RAM expansions auto-con figure, and the 
extra memory has.to be added before loading is 
complete. If the Workbench is in ROM, this isn't possible. 

Malcolm Rogers 
Rumburgh 

Suffolk 

When I first read the letter from Gareth Perch in last 
month's Amiga Shopper about the ROM-based 
Workbench i thought J'Hey, there's a nifty ideal " But after 
some thought on the matter f decided that although 
feasible, the idea isn't too practical. 

My.own Workbench disk has been drastically altered 
so that hardly any of the original programs are still 
present. I've deleted all the useless waffle, taken the few 
useful programs ffom the extras disk and added all sorts 
of PD utilities such as a cruncher, disk copier and 
salvaging program as well as the imperative virus busting 
and boot-block cataloguing devices, I've even done away 
with the windows and Icons of the Workbench screen as 
I find they take too long to load and take up valuable 
memory. The disk contains no startup-sequence and 
kicks me straight into the CLi in a matter of seconds, 
i find it a perfectly usable environment. 

The problem with having a Workbench on ROM ts that 
you can make no alterations to the environment you work 
with unless a configuration file is read from disk - but 
even then you couldn't change the programs on the 
ROMs to suit your own tastes. Upgrades would also be 
very much more expensive, Bearing these points in mind 
I prefer the versatility of the disk-based Workbench. 

Adrian Chitty 
Norbury 
London 

The technicalities have already been worked out, all that 
remains is for someone to approach the respective 
companies for the push into the ROM-based Amiga 
Workbench software. 

I draw your attention lo the Action Replay If cartridge 
from Date! Electronics, OK, so it isn't friendly toward us 
A590 owners (the missing through-port on the A590 or 
the Action Replay cartridge, take your pick who is to 
biame for the omission) but try this: plug in the Replay 
cartridge and switch the Amiga on. You Should get the 
disk requester screen; now doing a warm reboot {Control - 
Amiga-Amiga) causes the Date! ROM to boot prior to the 
Amiga disk requester screen. 

This to me means that Date! already has the know- 
bow on cartridge-based software, so all the company 
should have to do is rebuild the Action Replay cartridge 
into a modular fbmi providing the following: 

• a through-port so I can use my A590 and Action 
Replay cartridge at the same time 

• a ROM slot for the ROM-based software and 
• a base unit containing all the interupt electronics. 
The mode of operation for the above Is simple: you 

ptug in your ROM, switch the computer on, do a warm 
reboot or initiate the freeze button thereby running the 
software in ROM instead of Kickstarting and asking for 
Workbench. Alternatively, you can boot from the disk 
drive if all you want to do is play games. 

Think about it Date!, The big bonus I feel would be 
that you'd be laying down the guidelines to ROM software 
producers,, and if Ws your base unit everyone uses you 
get to monopolise on ROM slot sales. 

Saquib Ghani 
Middlesbrough 

Cleveland 

Three very different opinions there, IVs interesting that 
two of the correspondents forego the Workbench In 
favour of a good-old-fashioned text prompt As a long- 
time PC (and BBC B) user who now works on a 
Macintosh I miss being able to type commands, and the 
Amiga seems to offer a nice compromise. Does anyone 
else out there use the CU exclusively, and if so, why? 
And how can the Workbench be improved so the Shett Is 
a forgotten utility? I look forward to your letters. 
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MASSIVE PRICE 

REDUCTIONS 

NOW EVEN 

BIGGER • 

SAVINGS!! 

LOOK FOR THE* 

THE DATAFLYERS 
UNBEATABLE VALUE FDR MONEY 

THE DATA FLYER 500 RANGE Our low coit h4flh partomenae SCSI COninoHr ft hard dove unit (jive yw Amiga SCO mil pouter Senear Hvhng to the A590. pluggaifl d-etlly HUP 1ne Amiga-} eipenuon Hoc. they *» *. »•'Jtj* »,:tr,' without ♦ SCSI driva irqtaatd. Option* m*ni (xjwci Supply available but redely ntceitery n dm eipenenc* Thf owJt,.inSCSlnMrtK» ohefe Iw, Biiietiopting performance r«u[OA«[ d*t«*Ub*fl by hdVig down momebuttflnl at a low coal & n cnmpaiible with my SCSI dnv* fritrjilBttii' flrtrwiWni & uhlity fl.sr *tckn*td. 12 morn** pjii >.tQ u d iwH :h 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - NO HIDDEN EXTRAS 

SCSI INTERFACE & HARD DRIVE HOUSING mLlf n 29.99 
OPTIONAL MAINS POWER SUPPLY  . . F5488 WITH 4 Bmtg jflnn SCSI *.* toted rj*U {369.99 
WITH Khnag jami SCSI dm* ruied . CH*> U19.98 
WITH %3<r*t SCSI dwrt luted.. Mr (W8L99 
WITH llimeg. 15mi SCSHtm* K diu. MY [599.99 
0nv«upio 17 7meg available. PQ A please ai. Irv sepewa OacaFlyer lear+i Menacing your bard dime 'i«=V wrlh PtSKMASTEH unlv f34 99 when 

THE DATAFLYER 2DD0 RANGE Usas the same SCSI aiterface card « ubrd m Daiafh/*r 500. (Jul ills inda malty Mourning holes dulled iof mott 3.1" SCSI drivee. Aw h»d drives fitted «titled below. All | lilt MCett Hum. ft are Ull paring ■narekalion I u(J«rv r>sk ior forman^g & parlihon»Tfl them it deluded. Upto> ft SCS> dr>rts may pa Connected 1Q m OMa'hjW coniroae* card. M**r 

SCSI 

SCSI cam win 49m«g 28m? SCSI dmeOtl (33* 99 
SCSI c*Hl w.lh 60meg JSmj SCSI drwCttT F375 99 SCSI cjfit w.|h f.:mEq 3*mi SCSI d.-ve OWL Y F4I5.99 
SCSI card wdh IHmeg 1ftma SCS'dnveOfftr [499.99 

DESKTOP VIDEO PERIPHERALS 
DttUEW COLO V4 [9399 
TO ♦ V1DICHR0ME  SPECWt PRICf [9999 
RGB SPUTTER FOR Vtt .(ssgg* 
HITACHI MONOCHROME CAMERA 120*99 MINIGEN [1d4gs RENDALE 8802 {174.98 RENDALE SUPER BBOZ P.OJL 
02 VIDEO CENTRE tngj, 
CDLOURPlC fjflggg 
SUPERP1C f«999 
DlGlVrfW 4 < OIGIPQWT 3^ [139.99 

VIDEO TITLING 
VIDEO TtTLEfl 313 mm * bnMiMulrtdl £ 109.99 DELLIKE W3£0 .. fJg.oo 
-'XMAT:  t34 99* 
BROADCAST TITLEH 2 2Me5?„>qd FIUSS* 

CAD & DRAWING-2DOD K CAU DESIGNER . .... F79.SS PROFESSIOHAL MAW 2.0  13*99 
SCUlPT 30XL Wgn^urr. [d9 9S 
SCULPT ANIMATE 40 JUNIOR  f 

VIDEOS [VHS FORMAT ONLY) 
TRILOGICS IVTRODLlCTrON TO THE 
COMMODORE AMIGA 500 Pin 1 c^**^ hrw (ime Amiga A500 Utv r*tdt B know. hchHtng unp*Ang it. cowwct<iff Itw fnodutator 6 nwute, wpying wtykbencti, connecting Mpntf disk tkii^E. peupherds i, rwmrv ftipanitom w«l wonh f H.» 0< <ree wrth tn/ Amiga pMrthased iram tit AI50 

PRINTER & MODEM LEADS 
FORA500jZ00flj30G(] 

AMPI AMIGA 10 p*fltlf I anrner «ponaK l Smlona  [999 
MR AMIGA ro pdraktt pnnte. 3m leno . f 12.J9 
AMP5 AMHJA 1D par^lRl nrnrar tppmo. 5m long  . t1fi.» 
MF1 ?5wB¥ male |p FemalB mail. anpYW 1 br* {11.99 
MF2 Mwa>- -Pale tp lematc lf*d. *pKn I Sm f 1J99 MM1 2Sv*av malcln ma* ?ad )f*o. ' ^ fligg 
MM2 Itwnv ™«e 10 n\»i« taatf. aup»ra l 5m 11? 99 
MMll Null modem lB3d Ky l^kno 2 Amiga      [9 99 

JOYSTICKS 
5PEEDKWG AUTOFIRE' [i?gg 
NAVIGATOR AUT0FIRE fiass 
COMPETITION PRO 5000. CLEAR 
MICROSWITCHES & ADTOFJRE C 13.99 COMPETITION PRO 5OQ0. EXTRA 
WICFTOSWlTCMES & AUT0F1HE fn.sjg 
LIPSTICK AUTOFIRE [12.99 
OUICKSHOT MArVEFUCK [n.99 
DELTA j-A ANALOGUE JOYSTICK [14.49 ELlflOMAX ZDOMEfl  f49.99 
But oui UWM JOjtnnk Switcn for only 112 99" with 

Wo* Iftn.  
ML2 2Ew3y rerran: In ctn ntui} widam led f 11.99 

1 - state modem  rirj99 ML3 Designer nr>r---v .M.I 111 99 BE LI BBC EmgUioi laad 25wtY to 5 pm dnmoo pkjfl   raafl ASP1 AMIGA sen. pnntr |t>d 25w*v mala temate  

► SUM 

HOTLINE 

HOW TO ORDER 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT*- NO HIDDEN EXTRAS 

(*at 17 ya % excluding books! 
CARRIAGE 

CARRIAGE FREE ON ALL ORDERS! 
Optional 1-2 day Express DdSvery 
£3.50 per order or £7.00 for guaranteed 
next working day. 
<UK mainland, exc. Scottish Highlands). 
|wFREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY ON^ 
W     ORDERS OVER £500 <% 
EXPORTS a speciality - add £1.99 for 
surface mail or £3.99 for airmail. 
(Computers, monitors St printers - 
Please phone for carriage charges), 
TO ORDER BY MAIL, PHONE OR FAX 

- Prompt Despatch 
Simply quote your c/card details, name & 
address & your order & leave the rest to 
us. \bu are not charged until the goods 
are despatched. Or send cheque or PQ 
(payable toTRILOGIC), or cash 
(send cash by registered post). 

SALES      ►0274 691115 
ENQUIRIES 1*0274 678062 

FAX LINE   *0274 600150 

TRILOGIC 
Dept. A.S. Unit 1 
253 New Works Road 
Bradford, BD12 0QP 

Established 1984 
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WORD PROCESSORS 

John 

THE BASICS 
When you are writing, 

the words have to be 
the most important 
thing. A word 

processor is, after all, supposed to 
help you write. 

Because text editing is basically 
the meat of a word processor 
(everything else being the 
vegetables), alt of the packages on 
test not surprisingly edit text in much 
the same way - the cursor keys 
move the insertion point about the 
document one line or one character 
at a time, or in larger steps in each 
direction when used while holding 
down [Ctrl], [Shift] or [Alt]. All of the 

In this major product roundup, 

Jeff Walker puts all the main 

Amiga "word processors to the test 

programs allow you to position the 
insertion point and move about the 
document by using the mouse, if 
that's what you prefer. 

You can cut, copy and paste 
blocks of text, search for and re pi ace 
one word or phrase with another, and 
move freely about and between 
documents. It is beyond the scope of 
this article to go into depth about 
how the text editing facilities of each 
of the 11 word processors on test 

Why do you 
need a word 
processor? The answer's obvious: 
to write with. 

But why not use a typewriter? 
Or longhand? Millions of books 
have been written without the aid 
of a word processor. Do you really 
need one? 

Well, yes, you do. Even if it's 
only to write letters with, OK, 
when writing to friends and 
relations it isn't particularly 
important to impress, but a 
stylish, well-presented letter can 
make the world of difference 
when writing to the bank 
manager, for example, or when 
applying for a job. 

Or even when writing to 
Amiga Shopper. 

The problem with writing 
things out longhand or with using 
a typewriter is that you have to 
start at the beginning and go on 
until you get to the end. If, when 
reading through what you have 
written, you discover that you've 
left something out, put something 
in the wrong place, constructed a 
paragraph or sentence poorly, 
spelled a word wrong, gone on for 
far too long... you have to start all 
over again and re-wrrte the whole 
page, or maybe even the whole 
document* With a word processor 

BEGINNERS 

$mm HERE you simply load 
in the file and 

correct it; so word processors 
save you time. 

They can also improve the 
quaiity of your writing. Because 
you can cut and paste sections of 
text around a document, you are 
not forced into presenting what 
you have written exactly as you 
typed it in. For example, you can 
bash out Ideas, sentences and 
paragraphs as fast as they come 
into your head, go back and 
expand on them, then move the 
sections (or 'blocks') into a 
sensible order. If It doesn't all 
hang together, you can change 
something, try out a new idea or 
mess around until Inspiration 
makes one of its fleeting visits. 
Sounds disorderly, t know, but 
this approach Is a recognised way 
of generating new ideas, It's 
called 'being creative'. 

After you've written your 
piece, you can use the document 
formatting facilities of the word 
processor to present and 
subsequently print out the pages 
In a professional or eyecatching 
style. Some word processors 
allow you to include graphics on 
the pages, so you can brighten up 
business reports, for example, 
with diagrams and graphs. 

actually operate: the important fact 
is that they all let you edit text as 
well as a word processor should. In 
this respect none is better than any 
other, each is merely different andf 
once you have got used to the way 
text is edited, all are easy to use, 

OPENING TIME 
Likewise, ail the word processors 
except Kind Words will let you work 
on more than one document at a 
time; each document is held in a 
separate window. 

How many you can work on at 
the same time depends the 
limitations of the word processor or 
how much memory you have. Most 
have upper limits (the number in 
brackets in the 'multiple documents1 

section of the features chart on 
pages 30 and 31), while others are 
limited only by memory, which isn't 
always as many documents as you 
expect. Exceiience!, for example, 
complained after I opened only eight 
empty document windows, With 
Personal Write and Trans Write, on 
the other hand, I lost count of how 
many new windows I opened. 

Wordworth claims to be able to 
have up to 100 documents open at 
any one time. I opened 16 empty 
documents in its default medium- 
resolution, four-colour mode before it 
complained about lack of memory. 
This was on a B2000 with 1Mb of 
graphics (Chip) memory, which is the 

"Testing eleven word processors 
wasn't easy, but it was certainly 
interesting* I think that a few 
common assumptions about 
which one is best will have to be 
questioned after this*./' 

Jeff Walker 

type of memory new document 
windows need, 

WordPerfect is a joke if you open 
more than one document, slowing 
down dreadfully. Open three or four 
documents and it will bring tears to 
your eyes, ft took me five minutes to 
open 15 empty documents; it took 
me 10 minutes to close them all. 
And this is with a 6S030 accelerator 
fitted. No. I'm wrong, that's not a 
joke, that's an insult 

Pro text takes a different 
approach, letting you open up to 36 
documents but only letting you view 
up to two at a time, and then only in 
a single 'split' window. This approach 
has the advantage that it uses an 
absolute minimum amount of 
graphics memory. 

continued on page 1* 
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being the vegetables) all of the package ruAch the sane way — thp □ wig or keys nov document one line or one character at a direction wh en used while ha 1d1n& dawn [ allow you to position the insertion pain th e no us e,   if  that's what you pr efer . 
Vou can cut, phr as* f Of a the scope of r*t;il i lies u 

_ and paste blocks io,th tr , _ and. no ye freely □ f tr ipy and p _ vh»r,   and.. this  article  to go each   of   the-   11 wai' iiipoi'tjn t   r Jit? t   is   that   thc»y   *J 1 should.   In  this respect none  is _. and,   once  you have gat used  to  th* way 
is ubh e ad> Opening  t i ne 

belt 
abou dop ooes you 

{narni]> _ on nore th 
How niny you Mj.t^ t>eyor ^you_h ave , 

processo 

eep 
gree 

Most word processors can open multiple windows - this is Personal Write. 
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WORD PROCESSORS 

File Edit Layout 
iii^iimiiiiinyj 

wors tine it take 
refresh after the 
because the word 
characters are go 
letters like lw 
checkingj whereas 
knows that every 
keep a pixel-accu 

Style Extra Help 
v^Rmian 12 

Rohan 3 
Reman 14 
Novell 8 
Novell 12 

Superscript 
Subscript 
Synbol5 
Math 
Greek 

 IUWIIIINI TTTTTT 

display theMselves and the screen 
oportioital fonts slow things down 
of knowing beforehand how Many 

he left and i*i#ht Margins (because 
letters like *!') so it has to keej 
at allows only non^proportional for 
ie width, therefore it doesn't need 
or position, just keep count of hoi 

hany characters you've typed, because no natter yhat you type the sane 
nunber of characters will fit on to every line. 

It's no coincidence that four of the five word processors that allow 
graphics to be included in docunents also support on-screen proportional 
fonts, These are Excellence!, Pen Fal, FroNrite and Nordworth. The odd t 
out. £|^lM!i^^jl*'M 

!^Ji^^^^^liaHi^Smt^BW^mWSHijil~Tbe other four support 
any standard AH iff a font you care to Mention or create — Excellence! ha= 
upper point size Unit of 99, ProHrite of 127, which is about an inch-ar 
a-half hisfh; Pen Pal and Wordworth appear to have no upper Units, althe 
nenory considerations and connon sen^e will probably restrict you to bel inn ... J , ^  

E 
Kind Words supports 11 different fonts, but none is proportional. 

continued from page 15 
Personalty I've never felt the 

need for more than four documents 
open at once, but if you think you 
need lots of them then bear in mind 
that the word processors which allow 
on-screen graphics and multiple 
Amiga fonts all eat up graphics 
memory faster than you can say "I". 
And all the word processors except 
Protext slow down by differing 
degrees (although none anywhere 
near as drastically as WordPerfect) 
the more windows you have open, in 
the same way and for the same 
reasons that the Amiga slows down 
if you open lots of disk and drawer 
windows on the Workbench. Protext, 
as mentioned above, doesn't open a 
new window for every document, so it 
can keep going at full speed. 

VELOCITY BLUES 
The 'speed' of a word processor is a 
difficult thing to judge. Normally if we 
call a word processor fast we mean 
that characters appear quickly as we 
type them and the text scrolls quickly 
when it wraps and forces everything 
above to move up one line. Speed 
can also be judged by how long it 
takes to move from the top of a 
document to the bottom, or to move 
through a document one screenful of 
text at a time. 

All these things are directly 
related to whether the word 
processor supports colour and, to a 
lesser extent, whether it supports on- 
screen proportional fonts. 

The more colours you work in, 
the slower the text handling will be 
and the more time it takes for 
requesters to display themselves 
and the screen to refresh after they 
have gone away. Proportional fonts 
slow things down because the word 
processor has no way of knowing 
beforehand how many characters are 
going to fit between the left and right 
margins (because letters like 'w1 are 
much wider than letters like T) so it 
has to keep checking, whereas a 

word processor that allows only non- 
proportional fonts knows that every 
character is the same width, 
therefore it doesn't need to keep a 
pixeInaccurate eye on the cursor 
position, it just keeps count of how 
many characters you've typed, 
because no matter what you type the 
same number of characters will fit on 
to every line. 

It's no coincidence that four of 
the five word processors that allow 

graphics to be included in 
documents also support on-screen 
proportional fonts. These are 
Excellence!, Pen Pal, ProWrite and 
Wordworth. The odd man out, 
Kind Words, supports 11 different 
fonts, but none is proportional, and it 
is not a serious contender in this 
department. The other four support 
any standard Amiga font you care to 
mention or create - Excellence! has 
an upper point size limit of 99, 
ProWrite of 127, which is about an 
mch-and-a-half high; Pen Pal and 
Wordworth appear to have no upper 
limits, although memory 
considerations and common sense 
will probably restrict you to below 
100 points in size, 

All four will allow you to mix and 
match fonts to your heart's delight 
up to about 200 or so per document 
- a limit which isn't a restriction 
unless you're writing a ransom note. 

The other six word processors on 
test - Personal Write, Protext 
QuickWrite* Scribble!, Trans Write and 
WordPerfect - ail employ whatever is 
the default font (usually topazS) and 
no other, and hence operate more 
quickly. We're back to swings and 
roundabouts again - do you want 
fancy Amiga fonts on-screen and in 
your output, or do you want to simply 

bash out words, using your printer's 
built-in font or fonts for the output, or 
perhaps import the text into a 
desktop publishing program? 

BETTER OUT THAN IN 
Your decision as to which word 
processor to buy will be influenced 
by the type of printer you have. 

If your printer has a number of 
built-in fonts, then you will want the 
word processor to use them; if it only 
has one or two boring draft and NLQ 
fonts, then you'll want the word 
processor to send the Amiga fonts to 
the printer, using the highest 
resolution possible for more 
professional-looking results. 

Obviously, the six packages that 
do not support multiple fonts can 
only output text in the printer's built- 
in fonts, or a font that has been 
' down loaded' to the printer by 
another program. The normal text 
styles of bold, italic and underline 
are available of course, but even a 
seemingly simple job like changing 
the pitch mid-document from 10 
characters per inch (pica) to 12 
characters per inch (elite) can be an 
awkward job if you don't understand 
how to use the word processor to 
send printer control commands. 

continued on page 1ft 

GET EQUIPPED 

If you are going to spend a serious amount of lime word 
processing then.you will need more than just the 
standard Amiga 500. While your computer will work 
happily with the spare TV, sitting up dose staring at that 
poor-quality screen for hours on end Is going to end in 
lea^s. Not tears of frustration, tears of pain, You will 
eventually begin to suffer headaches. You need a good 
monitor, something like the Commodore 1084 or the 
Philips CM8833. 

If you want to print out your documents* then you 
need a printer. Do not rush in to this decision. On no 
account buy any printer - including that second-hand 
'bargain' from the oioke down the pub - until you know, 
for certain that there is an Amiga printer driver for it. How 
do you find this out? Simple. Ask to see it.working on an 
Amiga. Make sure that it prints text and graphics without 
any spurious characters appearing Sn the output if the 
person selling you the printer can't make it work properly, 
don't assume that they are. stupid, assume that the 
printer doesn't work. By ail means make further enquiries 
(write to Amiga Shopper, for example), but don't part with 
your money until you have seen that it works. 

And make sure that the quality of output is-up to the 
standard you need, Donnt be fobbed off with the excuse 

. that the printer is capable of far higher-Quality output 
than the person selling the. printer can demonstrate 
because he or sne Is inexperienced with tne Amiga, If 
you must buy bl'mdi, then look for the words 'Epson 
compatible'. This guarantees that the Amiga can drive it, 

Something eise to bear in mind is that 9-pin printers 
can output graphics dumps (pictures from a paint 
program, for example) better than 24-pin printers. Until 
they change the way ail 24-pin printers work, don't let 

anybody teJI you different. But 24-pin printers, of coursev 

output higher quality text, It's swings and roundabouts, 
if you need high-quality graphics and high-quality text, 

then you'll need to consider an Inkjet or uuoblejet printer. 
If you want very high quality output, then it has to be a 
laser printer. 

Just as important as a good monitor and adequate 
.printer.is a second floppy disk, drive. Even if the word 
• processing system you choose can run off one disk - and 
some can 't - you will want to save your documents on to 
a separate disk, With a'single-drive system you wiif be 
f0rever smpping -disks, which can lead quickfy to 
'diskswap finger'. The symptoms are a permanently bent 
index finger with a bulbous hard pad at the tip, and 
intense annoyance on the part of the operator. 

Most important for Amiga 500 owners is extra, 
memory. Although some Amiga word processors will work 
with only 51.2K, after they have loaded they will leave 
precious little room in memory for your document 
Spelling checkers? Forget it unless the spelling checker 
is a .separate program. 

At the very least you must buy yourself a 512K 
memory expansion that fits in the trap door underneath 
the Amiga.; However, I would. Tecom mend that you invest 
in a larger expansion board from the word go. If you don't 
want to open up your Amiga to fit a large board, then go 
for one that slots on to the expansion bus on the left-. 
hand side of the computer. 

If you're really serious about your word processing 
and you've got some savings put by, you can kill the last 
two birds [disk storage and memory.) with one stone by 
purchasing a hard drive that allows RAM chips to be 
fitted inside it. 
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Where you can 

stick it. 

 ■ - - 

-i 

—  

f r, J 

Viruses, disk swapping, clicking drives, disks which won't back up. Is there no end to the whingeing of the 

Amiga user? 

At Power, we want to tell you just where you can stick your disks and worries, In fact we will show you, 

The slot in this picture belongs to our PC880B, the first intelligent disk drive. Insert a disk. 

Now you can back up at lightning speeds using the inbuilt Blitz Amiga hardware, with free software, 

(even if the disk is Atari or PC) and if your computer has a virus the PC880B will stop it being written to the 

bootblock of any of your drives, though you can still save files as normal 

Thru' port 

Isolating Switch 

Top Quality Mechanism 

Anti-Click 

Blitz Hardware 

Virus Hardware 

When you do not want these features, switch them off and the PC880B will sit quietly without clicking, 

pretending to be simply an extra drive. 

The PC880B, the only drive to introduce Blitz Amiga, the power anti-click device and to combat viruses, 

is only available direct from Power, priced at just £65. 

We have noticed how pricey unintelligent drives are. Perhaps, its your turn to tell people where to 

stick it. 

1993 COPYRIGHT ACT Power Computing Ltd,, neither condones rwor auth- orises [he use of it's products Fur the reproduction of copyright material 
p Now available as a dual drive with the same ^zs&f^p^ 

JbOj features, and built-in power supply ^^^^j'v 
The backup facilities of this product are designed to £110 f^\\ reproduce only software such as Fublic Dnmatn * ' ' * ,    ^\ 1"** material, the user's own programs or software where J 
permission has been clearly Rjven. f\f"4liJ ^1 n 11 -"i J   \ f It is illegal \c make copies, even for your own me. o( V^/Hly ct Vai loDIc at J  \ X capyri^t material, without the e*p<«s permission o( ' \ I r 

POWER COMPUTING LTD 
Unit 8 Railton Road Woburn Road Industrial Estate Kempston Bedford MK42 7PN 

Tel: 0234 843388 Fax: 0234 840234 

Price includes VAT and is subject to change. Specifications are subject to charge without notice. 



WORD PROCESSORS 

continued from page 16 
That's assuring, of course, that 

the word processor is capable of 
sending printer control commands. In 
fact, onJy four of them can - 
Personal Write, Protext Scribble! and 
WordPerfect. By using one technique 
or another to embed printer control 
codes into the text, these four word 
processors can make the printer do 
anything it is capable of doing - 
change fonts mid-document (even 
mid-sentence) for special1 emphasis, 
flip the printer into proportional mode 
and back again, use any character in 
any of the printer's character sets... 
the problem is that printer control 
codes are notoriously difficult to 
understand for the no n-technic ally- 
mi nded user. 

But if you know what you are 
doing, or are willing to learn, your 
documents will look smart and 
professional because you are using 
the high resolution fonts inside your 
printer rather than low resolution 
Amiga screen fonts. The Protext 
manual, for example, was produced 
from camera-ready artwork printed by 
Protext on a laser printer. 

With QuickWrite and Trans Write 
you are restricted to a single printer 
font per document, but boid, italics 
and underline can be employed to 
brighten up the pages, 

The five word processors that 
support multiple fonts - Excellence!, 
KindWords, Pen Pal, ProWrite and 
Wordworth - can all be forced to 
used printer fonts instead, but only 
one of them per print run; in other 
words, you can't change fonts in the 
middle of a page. If multiple font 
documents are what you want then 
you will have to use Amiga fonts on- 
screen and choose the word 
processor's graphics" output mode. 
All except KindWords use the 
standard Amiga preferences printer 
drivers - if your printer isn't 

THE RATINGS 

This review looks at the 
different things which you 
would expect from word 
processors, and rates each 
program for each of these 
things. 

The ratings are on a scale 
of 1-5, with a rating of 1 
meaning 'Poor', 3 'Average' and 
5 'Excellent'. 

supported by KindWords (ask before 
you buy!) you are restricted to draft 
and NLQ output using a single printer 
font, like QuickWrite and Trans Write, 

The printed output from Amiga 
screen fonts ranges from awful to 
fairly good, depending on which 
package you use, Pen Pal's output is 

awful because it basically does a 
screen dump of what you've got on- 
screen, which is at a resolution of 
about 75 dots per inch. The same 
goes for Excellence! and KindWords 
(despite the so-cal led 'SuperFonts' 
and SuperDrivers1 it comes with). 

ProWrite has a trick up its sleeve 
to increase the output quality of 
Amiga screen fonts - by 'reducing' 
the page you can effectively increase 
the font resolution. Reducing by 50 
per cent doubles the resolution, and 
with a reduction to 25 per cent you 
can get output fairly close to 300 

line feed, which most can't; Pen Pat 
doesn't always get its standoff 
distances correct, so text sometimes 
ends up running over part of a 
graphic; Excellence! needs much 
messing about with to get the output 
to look as it does on screen; 
ProWrite I don't know about, the 
manual says it can do this neat trick 
but all I ever managed to get out of 
the printer was garbage, form feeds 
and lots of beeps. However, it's no 
big deal because none of the 
programs let you use proportional 
printer fonts (yet), so the output 

POSTSCRIPT © SETTINGS 

PostScript activated: g£g3fRo] 
Left Margin: Wfilfl | 

TOP Margin: tMLLM 
Margin adjust unit: 

Proportional plain: 
Proportional italic: 

Proportional bold: 
Proportional italic bold: 

Fixed-pitch plain: 
Fixed-pi toll italic: 

Fixed pitch bold: 
Fixed-pitch italic bold: 

y tfrnsisp :?n nun i 

MAILa tamo *t trrn 

[CANCEL; 

Personal Write allows you to mix four PostScript fonts in one document. 

dots per inch - provided your printer 
is capable of such a featP of course. 

ProWrite achieves this higher 
output resolution by increasing the 
page width on-screen and then 
scaling it down again when sending it 
to the printer. To get high-quality 
12pt output you would use a 4Spt 
font on-screen and reduce to 25 per 
cent for output. 

Wordworth uses a different trick 
to achieve similar results on output. 
Instead of increasing the page size 
and scaling it down, Wordworth loads 
a larger font into memory and scaies 
that down. 

There's not a lot to choose 
between ProWrite and Wordworth 
with regard to the quality of this 
output - both are acceptable and 
streets better than Excellence!, 
KindWords and Pen Pair but until the 
new version of the Amiga operating 
system is released (which supports 
scateable fonts), both depend upon 
you having a supply of fonts in large 
sizes. Wordworth comes with four, 
ProWrite with none* 

Wordworth, Pen Pa!, Excellence! 
and ProWrite have another trick up 
their respective sleeves in the 
attempt to achieve better quality 
output - these four wiii allow you to 
output a document which includes 
graphics using the a printer font for 
the text instead of an Amiga screen 
fontr which KindWords insists on if 
the document has a picture in it. 

None of the packages does this 
particularly well. Wordworth makes 
you put the paper through the printer 
twice, unless the printer can reverse 

always looks a little amateurish 
whichever package you use. 

Talking of proportional printer 
fonts, none of the five mufti pie-font 
word processors can use themT even 
with no graphic tn the document. 
Sounds stupid? Darn right it does! If 
you want to use your printer's 
proportional fonts, Personal Write, 
Protext, Scribb!e! or WordPerfect are 
your choices, 

Unless, that is, you have.,. 

POSTSCRIPT 
Two of the packages on test can 
print directly to a PostScript device: 
Excellence! and Personal Write. 
ProWrite can support PostScript if 
you buy the additional ProSchpt 
package (£39.95). 

Excellence! comes with four 
correct-width 'PostScript' screen 
fonts - Times Roman, Helvetica, 
Courier and Symbol - in point sizes 
of 8, 12, 16 and 24. That's the lot. 
Better than nothing, but only just. 
Output can be sent to disk so you 
can trot down the road and get it 
output on the local print shop's 
typesetting machine. 

Personal Write doesn't come 
with any screen fonts, because it 
doesn't work that way. It is possible 
to mix four different PostScript fonts 
in one document, one each for 
Proportional plain, italic, bold and 
bold italic, or one each for the same 
flavours of fixed-pitch (non- 
proportional), which defaults to 
Courier, the only fixed-width font 
which comes as standard with ait 
PostScript devices, Personal Write 

knows about 32 of the 'classic 35' 
fonts, which can be toggled between, 
or you can enter names directly into 
string gadgets, Each font can be in a 
different point size, up to 9r999pt. 

Incredibly, Personal Write cannot 
save PostScript output to disk; you 
have to go about it indirectly by using 
the Amiga's CMD command. 

DRIVE YOUR PRINTER 
On the whole, the standard of the 
text editing features of all the word 
processors is good, but getting high- 
quality output is difficult, slow, 
memory consuming or expensive. 

Some might argue that this is 
the fault of the Amiga, or the fault of 
the printer manufacturer, -not the 
fault of the word processor. But if a 
printer is capable of printing in half-a- 
dozen high-quality built-in 
proportional fonts, in three different 
pitches, and in a range of styles like 
shadow and outline, then a word 
processor running on such a 
powerful machine as the Amiga 
should be able to take advantage of 
these features without the user 
needing a Computer Science degree. 

Because of its easy-to-change 
printer drivers, only Protext comes 
close, Protext doesn't use the 
standard preferences printer drivers, 
it uses a type of its own invention. 
These are initially ordinary Protext 
text files, which get automatically 
'compiled' when used for the first 
time. Currently Protext knows about 
80 or so types of printer, and this 
number grows by the month. If you 
have an obscure printer which isn't 
supported, provided you have a 
manual for it and understand printer 
control codes, changing an existing 
driver is not at all difficult. You can 
even 'program' new entries into 
Protexts Style menu. A separate 
manual shows you how. Novices may 
take one look and run for cover, but 
Arnor deserves recognition for 
applying itself to a problem every 
other Amiga word processor 
developer (to date) has ignored. 

continued on page 21 

CHECKOUT 

BASIC TEXT FEATURES 

Excellence! 
KindWords 
Pen Pal 
Personal Write • • • 
Protext • •••• 
ProWrite * • • * 
QuickWrite 
Scribble! 
Trans Write 
WordPerfect • • • 0 O 
Wordworth • • • • 0 
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BYTEBACK 

Ring us now! 0636-79097 we're programmed to help 

DELIVERY 

SERVICE 
..and the keenest prices 

ART AND DESIGN 

FIND OUT WHY MOST AMIGA USERS PREFER BYTEBACK! 

BUSINESS I DISKS 100% Guaranteed! 
3D Construction Kit  
Amiga Graphics Starter Kit, 
Deluxe Print (2)., ., 
Deluxe Paint (3)..  
Director (2)  
Disney Animation Studio  
Fantavision ,  
Icon Paint  
Imagine 3D.,  
Photon Paint  
Pixmate  
Professional Draw (2)  
Real Things - Birds 1 & 2  
Real Things - Humans......... 
Real Things - Horses  
Spectra Colour  
The Art Department,,  
X-Cad Designer......  

....£32.99 

...,£24.99 

...,£34.99 
,.£59.99 

,...£79.99 
....£79.99 
.,,.£29.99 
,,,,£14.99 
,,£174.99 
 £19.99 
 £39.99 
...£99.99 
 £2399 
 £23.99 
...£19.99 
....£54.99 
...,£54,99 
...£8999 

Podscat 12x12 Tablet., 
Podscat Drivers  

..£179.09 

....£22.99 

Colourburst Tablet , £519 99 
Pandaal Hand Scanner £159.99 
JX100 Scanner ...£579.99 
Scanlab Software for above £69.99 

VIDEO 
Broadcast Titler „, £199,99 
Deluxe Video III £59 99 
Digiview GOLD (4) .,.£129 99 
02 Broadcast Vldeocentre .,..£549.99 
HBM Genlock....... £149.99 
Home Titler £29.99 
MiniGen .,. £104.99 

Panasonic WV1410 Video Camera 
(including lens) £229.99 

RGB Splitter £64.99 
TV Show (NEW).. ..,£54.99 
Video Titler 3D (NEW 1,5) , £79.99 
Vidi Amiga ,.„„,. ....£119.99 
Vidi Colour Solution £169,99 

MUSIC 
Audio Master (3) £54,99 
Ausio Engineer Plus £169.99 
AWIAS „ ,,,£79,99 
Bars and Pipes Pro £219 99 
Deluxe Music Con, Set £49.99 
Dr. T Copyist Apprentice,,.., £69.99 
Mastersound £29.99 
Midi Master (Hardware) , £34.99 
Music X (1,1) „... £99.99 
Music X Junior £49.99 
Perfect Sound ..£49.99 
Quartet, £3499 

GAMES - (ask for full list) 
AMOS - Games Creator £34.99 
Chessmaster 2100 „„ £19.99 
Dungeon Master £15.99 
Flames of Freedom (Mid 2) £19.99 

 £19.99 
 £17.99 
 £17.99 
 £16.99 
 £23.99 

F19 Stealth Fighter.. 
Jahangir Khan Squash. 
Lemmings.  
Life and Death (Mb)  
Railroad Tycoon  

Cash book .£39.99 
Day by Day £22.99 
DG Calc £27.99 
Final Accounts , £22.99 
Home Accounts £22.99 
Interspread .,.„.. £39.99 
Mai I shot Plus £39 99 
Personal Tax Planner ,,,,£27,99 
System 3 ,£39.99 

BUSINESS PACKS 
Cashboo k Co m bo  £49.99 
Gold Disk Office,, ,,..£99.99 
Kind Words + Organise .£49.99 
Works Platinum,,,, ,,.£74.99 

WORD PROCESSORS 
Excel lence ... ,£84,99 
Interword , £39.99 
Kind Words £34.99 
Pen Pal , £63.99 
Pretext (5) .£119.99 
Sc ribbl e Platinum,  ,£42.99 
Wordworth £74.99 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING 
Pagesetter (2), „„„...... £49.99 
Page Stream 2,1, ..£149.99 
PRO Clips (Clip Art), „. £19,99 
Professi onal Page ,., £ 184,99 

UTILITIES 
BBC Emulator .„..,„„ ,„♦, .£34,99 
Cross - Dos (4) £27,99 
Dos to Dos £39.99 
Distant Suns , .„„„.„„ ,£34.99 
GB Route ,, £27.99 
Hi soft Basic   £59.99 

X-COPY PROFESSIONAL (3.3) 
plus CYCLONE & Hardware! 
plus Hard Disk backup £34,99 
Vista £35.99 
Workbench 1.3,.. £14.99 

EDUCATIONAL 
Dinosaur Discovery Kit,,, 
First Letters and Words.. 

..£17.99 

..£17,99 

Mickey's Runaway Zoo £16,99 
Donald's Alphabet Chase ....£16,9-9 
Goofy s Railway Express £16,99 

Fun School 2 [Under 6) £12.99 
Fun School 2 (6 to 8) £12.99 
Fun School 2 (OverS) „ £12.99 

Fun School 3 (Under 5) £15.99 
Fun School 3 (5 to 7) £15,99 
Fun School 3 (Over 7) £15.99 

Micro English (GCSE) £18.99 
Micro Maths (GCSE) £18.99 
Micro French (GCSE) £18.99 

Postman Pat,,, £8.99 
Shapes and Colours,,,. £6.99 
The Three Bears Adventure £17.99 

10 SONY Branded disks. 

20 SONY Branded disks 
+ FREE Calculator „,  

..£8.99 

.£15.99 

150 Disks + Labels 
+ Posso Media Box.......  £69,99 

10 Disks + Labels  £4,49 
50 Disks ^ Labels  £20,99 

100 Disks + Labels  £39,99 
500 Disks + Labels  

1000 Disks + Labels  
£16999 
,£329,99 

100 Disk Labels,,,,.,,,,.   £1.49 

HARDWARE 
Naksha Mouse + Mat, Bracket.... ,,,£19,99 

Naksha Mouse + Mat, Bracket 
+ Operation Stealth game,   £24.99 

Cumana Disk Drive  
Zydek Disk Drive,.,.,....  

£59.99 
£52.99 

Adspeed Double Speed,  £199.99 

FURRY MOUSE COVER!  
(with eyes, ears and nose!) 

£6.99 

Locking Disk Box (40+) £6,99 
Media Box (150 - Stackable) ..£19,99 
Mouse Mat ..£3.99 
Keyboard or Monitor Cover ....£5.99 

MEMORY EXPANSIONS 
500K RAM Expansion! £29.99 
500K RAM + DUNGEON MASTER £44,99 
500K RAM + KICK OFF 2 (Mb) ..£44,99 
1.5 Megabyte Internal RAM ..£109.99 

PRINTERS 
STAR LC10 Printer.... £169.99 
STAR LC10 Black Ribbon £3,99 
STAR LC10 Colour Ribbon £5.99 
STAR LC10 Printer Cover.. £6.99 

STAR LC200 Colour Printer £209.99 
STAR LC200 Colour Ribbon £6.99 

Printer Stand....... £999 
Printer Lead .., £4.99 

BOOKS 
Amiga for Begi nners ....£12.99 
Amiga Basic Inside & Out £18.99 
Machine Lang u age £14.99 
Tricks and Tips,,,, £14.99 
Amiga DOS Inside and Out ..£18.99 
Tricks and Tips (Vol,2). £14.99 
System P rag rams £32,99 
Disk Drives Inside and Out £27.99 
Amiga Graphics In & Out, .. ..£29.99 

Programs disks for above „ £13.99 

Hardware Reference Manual £21,99 
ROM Kernal Manual £28.99 
Kids and the Amiga... £13.99 
Second Book of the Amiga £16,99 

PUBLIC DOMAIN 
1 disk £1.25 

10 disks + File box. £9,99 
20 disks + 2 File boxes ....£17.99 

Ask for our NEW catalogue! 

AU.01   Jazzbench; Superb Workbench 
replacement; full multitasking! 
AU.03  QL Emulator; plus 2 disks full of 
programs. (3 Disks : £3.75) 
AU.13  Vlsicalc; Superb Spreadsheet! 
All.18   North C; Programming language 
AU.20   K.O. The Virus (3); Virus X plus 
BB Champion, Red Alert... 
AU.22  Text Plus (2.2); High Quality 
Word Processor with many features! 
AU ,23  Word Wrig ht; Word Processo r. 
Plus: Amgia Spell; Spell Checker[ 
AU.24  Spectrum Emulator; Run some 
Spectrum games on your Amiga! 
AU.26  Complete C Manual; packed 
with information on C programming plus 70 
examplesl (3 Disks : £3.75) 
AU.27   Ami base (3.76); Professional 
quality, multi-featured database includes 
an example 'Bows' file. 

AE.Ot   Blackboard Maths; addition to 
multiplication. Cotourpad; On screen 
colouring book. Plus: Games,,. 
AE.08   Fun Time; Fun School quality 
educational fun for pre-school children, 5 
games (2 Disk : £2.50) 

SND.01 Soundtracker; Four versions of 
this superb PD music program! 
SND.02 Soundtracker 4; Alternative Blue 
version, coupled with complete 
Instruments disk I (2 Disks : £250) 
STI.01 to 08 Instruments; 100's on each 
disk, use with Soundtracker! (3 disks ; 
£7.99 or £1,25 each) 
STS.01 to 02 Samples; Superb Sound 
samples, use with Soundtracker! 
(2 disks : £1.99 or £1.25 each) 

AW.02 Workbench Plus; TVText demo, 
Fractals, Virus X, Clip lt> DMouse 
AW.03  Icons; 100's including; the amus- 
ing Naughty Icons, Ram icons, Music 
Icons...pi us Icon utilities. 
AW.04  Icon Development- Design your 
own Icons or use one of the numerous 
examples. Plus SI ides how program I 

AC.02   Pagesetter Art; 100's of profes- 
sional quality clip art pics. 
AC .04  IFF Al pha bets; 30 screens of 
high quality fonts plus surfaces. 

AF.01   Cosmopolltan Fonts; AV-Guard, 
Basel, Celtic, Geneva, Monaco... 
AF.02   Fancy Fonts; Bubbles, Future, 
Broadway, Park Avenue, Courier... 
AF.03   Publishers Fonts; Helvetica, 
Bookman, Microsoft, Long Island... 
AF.tH   Fonts; Unusual fonts, Large and 
Small fonts, Vldeofonts,,, 
Plus: Various Font Utilities! 

All prices include VAT and FIRST CLASS POST! 
GUARANTEED RETURN OF POST DELIVERY ON ALL STOCK ITEMS! 

Cheque, postal 
orders or credit 
card facilities 
are available 

BYTEBACK 

DEPT ASH, 6 MUMBY CLOSE, NEWARK, NOTTS NG24 1JE 



Introducing SaxonScript Professional,™ the most powerful and sophisticated PostScript Interpreter 
available on the commercial market It's like turning your dot matrix, ink-jet or laser printer into a 
full fledged PostScript printer, with the added flexibility of being able to edit and manipulate 
individual files! On printers equipped with resolutions of 300 dpi or more, the output quality of 
SaxonScript Professional actually exceeds that of 3Q0 dpi Adobe PostScript laser printers! 
Halftoned areas in particular, are consistently sharper, more detailed and feature better transitions 
between various levels of grey than comparable images produced by using PostScript, 

PostScript Output at 300 dpi SaxoraScript Output at 300 dpi 

When pixel values cannot be reproduced exactly, PostScript 
renders the affected pixels in the closest darker shade 
available at the given screen density. Subtle details are 
inevitably lost as a result* PostScript halftones also tend to 
have a grainy appearance because of PostScript's inability to 
produce irregularly shaped halftone cells. 

Because SaxonScript7s algorithms intelligently switch 
between halftoning and dithering, any pixel value can be 
accurately reproduced. Notice the greater detail found in this 
image. SaxonScriptrs images are also sharper and crisper than 
comparable PostScript images because of the program's 
unique ability to create irregular halftone cells. 

PostScript's approach to 
halftoning limits the 
maximum number of pos- 
sible greys to a func- 
tion of both resolution 
and screen frequency. 
At lower resolutions, this 
gives rise to the creation 
of very visible bands of 
grey which degrade the 
overall quality of printed 
images. 

'■.| Our unique approach to 
HflRfi halftoning does not limit 
HH the number of grey levels 

ll^^^^^HB wn^cn can he printed. 
1 I^M^Mpll Co n sc q ue n 11 y. no banding 

SB^^^^^HSBBH^^Bi *s visible in areas con- 

FONT CONVERSION UTILITIES 
SaxonScript Professional supports all PostScript 
downloadable fontsf including Compugraphic and 
Adobe Type 1 fonts- Custom utilities further allow 
you to convert PostScript fonts in Amiga Bitmap, 
Saxon Publisher or Adobe Type 1 formats for use in a 
variety of different applications! 

IMAGE CONVERSION UTILITIES 
Convert your PostScript files into IFF, EPS, or DR2D 
formats for manipulation in various paint programs 
and desktop publishers! Or attach IFF headers to your 
EPS files, effectively allowing you to view EPS files 
on* screen! 

PRINTING UTILITIES 
Preview linotronic files for potentially costly errors 
before sending your output to a service bureau. Print 
PostScript directly to the screen display to obtain 

accurate colour proofs on screen. Using the included 
moire testing program, you can also test screen 
angles and densities for visible artifacts before 
printing! After verification, SaxonScript's proprietary 
compression algorithms can be used to compress your 
PostScript files into a more compact PostScript format 
for faster, i.e., much less expensive output, 
SaxonScript Professional is available at your 
nearest dealer for only £99,95 inc. VAT! A free 
copy of SaxonScript Professional is also included 
with every purchase of Saxon Publisher VI 2. 

SURFACE UK LIMITED 
5 ROCKWARE AVENUE, 
GREENFORD TEL: 081-566 6677 
MIDDX EXT: 204/205 
UB60AA FAX: 081-566 6678 

FEATURES 

• True virtual memory for 
compatibility with Jow 
memory Ami gas, or under 
conditions of heavy 
multitasking, 

• A powerful PostScript 
Interpreter featuring the 
implementation of all of the 
standard PostScript operators. 

■ Support for alj Preferences 
printers, 

• A standard set of fonts, 
matching those most com- 
monly found in PostScript 
printers: Avant Garde, 
Bookman, Century School- 
book, Courier, Helvetica, 
Palatine, Times, Zapf 
Chancery and Zapf 
Dingbats. 

• Support for all Post script 
downloadable fonts including 
Comuugraphic, Adobe 
Type 1 and Adobe Type 3 
fonts obtained from any 
number of different sources. 
Any PostScript font on 
an Amiga disk can 
be manipulated within 
SaxonScript Professional. 

• Conversion of PostScript 
fonts into Saxon Publisher, 
Amiga Bitmap, or Adobe Type 
1 formats. 

• A fuH colour PostScript 
screen preview which is 
100% accurate to the 
limitations of the screen 
display. 

• The   ability   to convert 
PostScript   files   into a* 
compressed PostScript 
format for faster output at 
service bureaus, 

• The ability to test screen 
angles and densities for 
moire patterns before 
printing. 

1 The ability to integrate 
individual separations into a 
single full-colour document 
for accurate colour proofs 
on colour printers. 

•The conversion of PostScript 
files into IFF, EPS, EFSF, or 
DRZD formats for editing 
and manipulations in various 
applications. 

• Automatic sensing of 68SKI, 
1 Implementation of all 

standard PostScript operators, 
• An open architecture to 

allow customisation by PD 
programmers, 

• Delayed printing and print to 
disk options. 

MIN REQ: 1 meg, 
2 drives. 
* Amiga is a registered trademark 
of Commodore-Amiga Inc. 
* AN other products mentioned 
herein arc the property of their 
respective owners. 

Dealer Ktiquirics Welcome 



WORD PROCESSORS 
continued from page 18 
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A document's layout can be improved if the text flows over more than one column - this is Excellence^ print preview, 

All of the re ma En trig seven word 
processors have rulers; QuickWrite 
and Pen Pat have no facilities for 
copying and pasting a ruler or 
paragraph format, while the rest have 
multiple rulers. 

UP AND DOWN 
The layout of certain types of 
document can be improved by having 
more than one column of text on the 
page. Multiple columns are really the 
domain of desktop publishing, but 
four of the word processors on test 
have a certain amount of support for 
columnar layouts, 

ProWrite gives the most flexible 
support. You can have up to five 

(newspaper style, where the text 
flows all the way down the first 
column and wraps to the top of the 
second column, and so on) or 
parallel, where paragraphs are 
positioned side by side across the 
page instead of one under the other. 
Column breaks can be inserted to 
force the cursor to the top of the 
next column before it has reached 
the bottom of the current one. 

WordPerfect also allows up to 
five snaking or parallel columns, but 
they are a little cumbersome to set 
up and there is no way to break 
columns. Excellence! supports up to 
four snaking columns, again with no 
column breaks. 

the text was in one wide column, and 
they are you only real choices if 
quick-and-easy multiple columns is 
what you're after. Protext can do 
columns, but only by cutting and 
pasting boxes of text next to each 
other after you've finished writing or 
editing, Spot a mistake and you'll be 
able to edit it, but deleting a 
character will drag everything to the 
right of that character across to the 
left one space, including the line in 
the column to the right, so you have 
to go and insert a space to correct it. 
And you can only use your printer's 
non-proportional font, otherwise the 
columns will not print out as columns 
but as a ragged mess. 

• FORMATTING 

Formatting is all about preparing a 
document to be printed* 
Presentation, as they say1 is nine- 
tenths of the sale. 

In effect, when you are 
formatting a document you are 
'typesetting' It, although this is far 
too grand a word to describe the 
relatively simple facilities most word 
processors give you to define the 
way the words (and, these days, 
pictures) should be output to the 
printed page. 

The majority of a word 
processor's formatting features 
revolve around, or should that be 
along, the 'ruler1. In most packages 
the ruler appears along the top of the 
screen, looking much like a physical 
ruler, graduated in inches or 
centimetres or some other specified 
measurement system. The ruler is 
where margins and tab stops are 
specified. 

In a good word processor each 
paragraph can have its own ruler, 
allowing for maximum layout 
flexibility - the desire to indent some 
paragraphs more than others is a 
simple example, a more complicated 
example would be a table of words 
and figures with lots of tab stops. 

To have to set up this ruler every 
time you wanted a similar table in 
your document would be a pain, so 
paragraph formats must be able to 
be duplicated. 

There are other important 
formatting considerations, and werll 
come on to these, but the ruler is the 
mam tool of the trade. 

WORK TO RULE 
Four of the word processors on test 
don't have rulers - Personal Write, 
Scribble!, TransWrite and 
WordPerfect. This doesn't make 
them poor programs, but it does hint 
that their main job in life is to allow 
writers to bash out words. 

Scribble!, TransWrite and 
Personal Write have some simple 
document formatting facilities, 
enough to get decent hard copy,, but 
nothing you could prepare (say) an 
impressive report with. Gold Disk's 
TransWrite, of course, was designed 
to integrate with the Professional 
Page desktop publishing program, so 
it has a good excuse, 

i^orc/Perfect has a large number 
of formatting features, but they are 
chosen from menus and requesters 
- or by pressing a sequence of keys 
- one at a time, making formatting a 
page, or even a paragraph, a 
nightmare at times. This is how it 
used to be done in the days when 
computers were something only rich 
companies owned, and when 
secretaries were sent on Jong 
courses just to learn how to use 
word processors. 

columns across a page, with a 
specified gap between each, and the 

1   columns can be either snaking 

Hor-KtiencJi screen 

These three provide an on-screen 
columnar display which you can 
freely edit and move around just as if 

The advantage of this method is 
that you can cut and paste any chunk 
of text to anywhere on the page. For 
instance, you can have as many 
columns as is sensible with your 
page width or character pitch, or you 
could cut a long thin column out of a 
price list and paste it into another 
document. Protext's lbox' mode 
takes a little getting used to, but it's 
something that none of the other 
programs can do. 

If multiple columns are important 
to you, think carefully before buying a 
word processor with this facility - 
would an inexpensive black-and-white 
desktop publishing program like 
PageSetter li suit your needs better? 

TOP AND TAIL 
There are number of small things 
that makes large documents look 
professional; things like headers, 
footers, footnotes and endnotes. 

continued on page 22 WordPerfect allows multiple-column documents to have a great deal fo flexibility. 
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WORD PROCESSORS 

Only three of the packages will Jet you crop a graphic ™ adjust the 
borders around the pictures so that only a snail part of it is visible. 
These are Excellence!, KindHords and Pen Pal. There is a valid argUHent 
that cropping graphics is best done with a paint progran prior to iwoH 
into a word processor! so I won't labour tliis point, I'll nerely point c 
that the current versions of ProWrite and Hordworth don't include croppi 
facilities .| 

KlndWords allows graphics to be cropped so that only small parts are visible. 

continued from page 2\ 

Headers are the line or lines of 
text that get printed on the top of 
every page of the document; footers 
are the same thing, but at the 
bottom of every page, where most 
page numbers are found. Footnotes 
are those bits of extra information in 
smaller type that you get at the 
bottom of the page in technical and 
reference books; somewhere in the 
text is a small number sitting on the 
end of a word or sentence, raised 
slightly (superscript), and this 
corresponds to the note at the foot 
of the page. Endnotes are the same 
thing, only the notes are collected 
together at the end of a chapter or 
complete document. 

All the packages on test can 
handle headers and footers with a 
deal of flexibility, except Persona! 
Write which only allows a one-line 
header and a page number in either 
the top or bottom margin, 

Excellence! is the only one of the 
graphics' word processors that can 
automatically insert footnotes; 
Protext and WordPerfect can do 
footnotes and endnotes by inserting 
special commands into the text at 
relevant points. 

All 11 packages can 
automatically number the pages of 
your document - all can do Arabic 
numerals (1, 2t 3 and so on), some 
can do Roman as well (i, ii, Hi...), 
and some alphabetical (a,b,c ... 
aa,ab,ac,,.), Seethe features chart 
for what does what. And if your 
document is going to be produced as 
a book or pamphlet it may be 
important to have different odd-page 
and even-page margins and headers, 
a feature known as lacing pages' by 
most word processors. Again, some 
can do it, some can't. See the 
features chart. 

WP OR DTP? 
On the whole you can format a neat 
enough document with any of these 
word processors. It's harder work 
with some than others, but in my 

experience the ones that force you to 
work harder tend to produce the best 
end results. 

Wordwortb is getting dangerously 
I  close to desktop publishing, even 
! though the current version can't do 

multiple columns (the company's 
I working on it). Why 'dangerously'? 

Because if it goes much further down 
I this road, and I know that Dsgita has 

big plans, it might have to be 
assessed In relation to its new 
market competitors - Professional 
Page, PageStream and Saxon 
Publisher - and instead of being a 

!  good word processor it may end up 
in a 'Poor DTP' pigeon-hole. 

As a final observation on the 
subject of document formatting, I 
notice that the Scribble! manual 
admits to being produced with 
Excellence! (both packages are by 
MSS) and the Excellence! manual 
looks like it may well have been 
produced by the same program, but 
doesn't specifically admit to it, 
Similarly, the QuickWrite and 
ProWrite manuals look like they were 
produced with ProWrite (both from 
New Horizons),, but don't actually say 
so. The only manual confident 
enough to own up to using its 
subject as its creator is the manual 
for Protext 

CHECKOUT 

DOCUMENT FORMATTING 

Excellence! • ••• 
KlndWords • • O O c 
Pen Pal mm 
Personal Write • 
Protext 
ProWrite 
QuickWrite 
Scribble! #* 
Trans Write • •c 
WordPerfect 
Word worth 

GRAPHICS 

It would be a mistake to assume that 
one word processor is better' than 
another simply because it will let you 
include graphics in your documents, 
Laying out text and graphics on a 
page is the job of desktop 
publishing, and the minute a word 
processor lets graphics in the door it 
stops being a word processor and 
sets up shop in a halfway house 
between the two. 

The point Tm trying to make is 
that a graphics capability is only 
useful if it allows you the freedom to 
do what you want to do without 
sacrificing the quality or appearance 
of the text. 

Four of the word processors on 
test here will have nothing-to do with 
graphics - WordPerfect Protext 
TransWrite and QuickWrite. Two of 
them, Scribble! and Persona! Write, 
half support graphics by allowing you 
to toad and dump a picture at some 
point in the document, 

Scribble! does it via one of its 
embedded ldot' commands, and 
gives you control over the left margin 
position and the width, height and 
printer density of the graphic dump, 
Your document would contain this 
'dot' command at the point in the 
text where you would like the picture 
to appear; it's up to you to make 
sure that there is enough room [eft 
on the page for the picture. Naturally, 
you cannot run text around the 
pictures, only above and below them. 

Persona! Write'$ method is weird 
and cumbersome, and the program 
would probably come across as a 
better one if the facility had been left 
out, You load a graphic into a 
separate window, after which you can 
drag the graphic to the left and right 
with the mouse. The graphic gets re- 
mapped to eight colours, colour 0 
becomes a transparent background. 

When you are happy with its position 
you can dump it to the printer, Not in 
the middle of a document, mind you, 
only at the start or the end of it, 
either before or after you print the 
text. It seems a fairly useless feature 
to me, although \ suppose it could be 
employed to create and print out a 
personal or company logo at the 
head of a letter. 

The real graphics fun starts with 
the h Fancy Five1 - KlndWords, 
Excellence!, ProWrite, Pen Pal and 
Wcrdworth. 

IMPORT AND DISPLAY 
I was shocked to discover that 
Excellence! has the lowest graphics 
import-and-display specification. It 
can load IFF graphics of up to 32 
colours, but it converts these to a 
maximum of esght colours, using the 
current Excellence! palette settings. 
Unless the graphic was created in 
eight or less colours using the same 
palette, be prepared for some sick- 
looking pictures, or you'll need to 
spend some considerable time 
messing about with the palette trying 
to make them better, 

KindWords also loads up to 32- 
colour graphics. It converts them to a 
maximum of 16 colours and displays 
them in its own (unchangeable) 
palette, which looks seriously 
psychedelic. However, KlndWords 
remembers up to 16 colours of the 
original palette and can display the 
picture in these hues if you ask, 

Wordworth, ProWrite and Pen Pal 
can import everything up to HAM 
(4,096 colours), Wordworth converts 
to a maximum of 16 colours, and 
can change colours 4-15 of its own 
palette to match as closely as 
possible those of the original 
graphic. ProWrite converts to eight 
colours, but can use colour dithering 
to create the illusion of more; 
alternatively it can convert a colour 

1' Doeum eti t: Dear Prudence = 

TTT 
COL 

4- '1' ' ' 
•<r •■■■.'.■'«-'.-h ■ - n I---.-id - If ■}■<■, •■vi-   in:ii"      -w:      "rv r-WiV: '. remembers the original's palette and sends that to the printer, not Ihe on 3cr«n colous However it appears lo insist on colour o bong black and colour 1 balm white, no matter what shades these are in the graphs's palette, so cotoured qraphrcs w«9 look stranqe when printed unless their palettes agree- to 1hls rule. Graphics that have been re-sized In KindWords look okay on-screen but tend to distort when printed. 
ProWrite's graphics output bs wholly dependent upon the cotour mapping process you choose when importing a picture Select any of the 'shading' options and the output will be dithered by ProWrite, rot Preferences; the results from a colour pritter look okay-ish, bul black - and-white output is bad — there are orJy eight dither patterns employed (as far a* I tan set), so picfcires that originally contairted more colours thin this can look so awful In black-and-'white that your document would be belter off without them. 
If you dont choose the shading optica, then (as with Excellence!) you qet the graphic in the eight colours of ProWrite? palette, which, okay, you can adjust, but trying to make even a 15 colour rxtur* look good in 8 rs a thankless task. EKtra Half Ente pictures (64 colours) look awful, HAM looks worse. 

Wordworth lakes the admiral* approach of re-mappmg its WW palette (up to 16 covoursj to match trs graphic 's patette (up to 4,096 cotour3) a3 closely as possible. Trw takes time. Along time. We're taibng five or si* mriutes for a HAM picture. But the results are astounding. Only dedicated graphics processing packaqef 'ike =i, :mtf: and The Art Department are capable of ?ir.v?f >,?nd «ot •:■>.'--;i better - resets And what you see on~scraen n what gets sent to the printer. 
Bui as good as Wordworth's colour mapping is, you still lose slot of detail from muttl-coloured graphics If Instead of sending what is on-screen to the printer, 

Wordworth allows text to run around the right or left of graphics. 
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graphic into a monochrome (black- 
and-white) dither pattern. 

Pen Pal is a special case. It 
converts a graphic to eight colours 
for on-screen representation only, 
then for printer output it uses the 
graphic's original palette - all 4,096 
colours (or grey levels for black-and- 
white printers, of course) if it is a 
HAM picture. 

Pen Pat and Pro Write are the only 
word processors that will let you 
'hide' the graphics once they have 
been positioned, allowing for faster 
screen refresh when word 
processing. Pen Pal is the only one 
that has a grid to which graphics can 
be 4snapped', allowing for greater 
positioning accuracy, and it s the 
only one that gives you some simple 
drawing tools for creating straight 
lines and boxes. 

SCALING AND CROPPING 
All of the Fancy Five will let you re- 
size graphics on-screen, either 
preserving or ignoring the original 
aspect ratio. AH take a short while to 
calculate the changes. 

Pen Pal stands out again. It 
holds two copies of the graphic in 
memory; one copy is displayed on- 
screen, which you may or may not 
have re-sized, the other copy is a 
duplicate of the original full-sized 
graphic, held in memory so that 
when you re-size it the calculations 
are performed on the original, not 
the on-screen representation. In 
practice this means that you can 
make a graphic very smalt and then 
change your mind and enlarge it 
again without the graphic turning into 
a blocky mess, which is what 
happens if you do the same thing 
with the other four, forcing you to re- 
load the graphic and start again. 

I was heartbroken to find that 
ProWrite < which employs dither 
patterns to represent the colours of 

a graphic, simply enlarges or reduces 
the on-screen pattern rather than 
recalculating the dither. Re-sizing 
larger results in bigger dots (as 
opposed to more dots), re-sizing 
smaller corrupts the graphic with a 
banding effect 

Only three of the packages will 
let you crop a graphic - that is, 
adjust the borders around the 
pictures so that only a small part of 
it is visible, These are Excellence I f 
Kind Words and Pen Pal. There is a 
valid argument that cropping 
graphics is best done with a paint 
program prior to importing into a 
word processor, so I won't labour 
this point, 111 merely point out that 
the current versions of ProWrite and 
Wordworth don't include cropping 
facilities, 

GO WITH THE FLOW 
The odds are that if you are 
importing a graphic into a document 
you will want to run text around it, 
either straight down one side with a 
vertical boundary or, if it is an 
irregularly shaped object, around the 
contours of that object. You won't 
want to do this by hand; if you move 
or re-size the graphic you will want 
the text to adjust itself automatically, 
This feature is called 'text flow1 and, 
unbelievablyt only two of the Fancy 
Five fully support St - Wordworth and 
Pen Pal. 

The distance between the 
graphic and the text is called the 
'standoff. Wordworth Jets you 
change this to whatever distance you 
prefer, while Pen Pafs standoff Is 
about a quarter-of-an-inch and cannot 
be altered except by inserting extra 
space characters between the 
graphic and the text, Both handle 
contours well, allowing you to flow 
the text around the left-hand or right- 
hand side of the graphic, but not 
both at the same time. 

ProHrite 3.1.1 & 1999 Ngu Horizons Software 

The distance between the graphic and the text is called the 
vstandoff. Wordworth lets you change this to whatever 

distance you prefer Pen Pal's stanc 
is about a quarter-of-an-inch am 

cannot be altered except by insertir 
extra space characters between the 

graphic and the text. Both handle conic 
well, allowing you to flow the text around th 

left-hand or right-hand side of the graphic 
not both at the same time. 

All of the Fancy Five except Excellence! will 
you run text over the top of a graphic, which means you can manually fl 

Pen Pal has a fixed distance for runaround text of about 0,25 inches. 

ProWrite doesn't recalculate the dither pattern when enlarging or reducing a 
graphic - which can lead to a serious degradation In the Image quality, 

All of the Fancy Five except 
Excellence! will let you run text over 
the top of a graphic, which means 
that you can manually flow text 
around contours or vertical 
boundaries by using spaces and tabs 
if you need to, 

ON THE PAGE 
Because of the different ways 
graphics are imported and converted 
for inclusion in the document, each 
of the packages outputs graphics to 
the printer differently. 

Excellence! re-maps the imported 
graphic to its own 8-colour palette, 
which you can change, and sends 
the exact colours (or grey level 
representations) you see on-screen 
to the printer, In practice this means 
that you are restricted to 2, 4 or 8- 
colour graphics, even though 
Excellence! can import up to 32 - the 
printed output from a 16 or 32 grey- 
level digitised picture, for example, is 
poor; black-and-white and clip art, on 
the other hand, is good. 

Kind Words can handle 16 grey- 
level digitised pictures fine because 
it remembers the original's palette 
and sends that to the printer, not the 
on-screen colours. However, it 
appears to insist on colour 0 being 
btack and colour 1 being white no 
matter what shades these are in the 
graphic's palette, so coloured 
graphics will look rather strange 
when printed out unless their 
palettes agree to this rule, Graphics 
that have been re-sized in KindWords 
look OK on-screen but tend to distort 
when printed. 

ProWrite's graphics output is 
wholly dependent on the colour 
mapping process you choose when 
importing a picture. Select any of the 
shading1 options and the output will 

be dithered by ProWrite, not 
Preferences; the results from a 
colour printer look OK-ish, but bJack- 
and-white output is bad - there are 
only eight dither patterns employed 
(as far as I can see), so pictures that 
originally contained more colours 
than this can look so awful in black- 
and-white that your document would 
have been far better off if you hadn't 
included them, 

if you don't choose the shading 
option, then (as with Excellence!) you 
get the graphic in the eight colours of 
ProWrite's palette which, true, you 
can adjust, but trying to make even a 
16-colour picture look good in eight 
is a thankless task. Extra HalfBrite 
pictures [64 colours) look awful, 
HAM looks worse. 

Wordworth takes the admirable 
approach of re-mapping its own 
palette (up to 16 colours) to match 
the graphic s palette (up to 4,096 
colours) as closely as possible. This 
takes time. A long time, We're 
talking five or six minutes for a HAM 
picture. But the results are 
astounding. Only dedicated graphics 
processing packages like Plxmate 
and The Art Department are capable 
of similar (and not always better) 
results. And what you see on-screen 
is what gets sent to the printer, 

However, as good as 
Wordworth's colour mapping is, you 
still lose a lot of detail from multi- 
coloured graphics. If, instead of 
sending what FS on-screen to the 
printer, the word processor loaded 
the graphic from disk and printed 
that - positioned, re-sized and 
cropped as specified - you wouldn't 
lose any detail. This is what Pen Pal 
does: it converts a graphic to eight 
colours for on-screen display, but 
when it outputs it prints the original 
file, not what you see on the screen. 

continued on page 24 

CHECKOUT 

GRAPHICS 

Excellence! • • 0 0 o 
KindWords • •coo 
Pen Pal • • • • : 
Personal Write M/A 
Pretext N/A 
ProWrite • • O O O 
QuickWrite N/A 
Scribble! N/A 
TransWrfte N/A 
WordPerfect N/A 
Wordworth • ••• 
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Docu 

Scribble* 

Spellnate 

Please nake a selection 
Aniga 
coloured 
col ours 
1 at) our 

Qui t 

Scribble! comes with a separate utility for dictionary management, so you can correct mistakes 

continued from page 23 

SPELLING CHECKERS 

Only one of the packages on test, 
Personal Write, comes without a 
spelling checker - but then rt's the 
cheapest of the bunch, so this is 
understandable. 

The rest are all supplied with big 
dictionaries and all have options to 
create your own 'user' dictionaries of 
words the supplied ones don't know 
about All the spelling checkers work 
in much the same way, at much the 
same speed, which is fairly quickly if 
you're running from a hard disk or 
you copy the dictionaries into RAM, 
or very slowly if you store the 
dictionary on a floppy disk, 

ft should be noted that even with 
1Mb of memory you may not have 
enough left after loading the program 
and your document to copy the 
dictionaries into RAM. 

ALL AT ONCE 
Another way to speed up spelling 
checking is to do ft as a batch'. This 
means that the whole document is 
analysed, and then the spelling 
checker asks you what to do about 
all the unknown words it discovered. 

The advantage 
here 3s that if you've 
spelt a word wrongly 
five or six times, 
correcting it once 
will correct every 
occurrence in the 
document. Only 
Pretext and 
Trans Write have a 
batch spelling check 
mode. TransWrite's 
is a little awkward to 
use; you Ye never 
quite sure whether 
you've clicked the 
correct button or 
done the right thing. 
In fact, on the whole 
Trans Write's spelling 

checker is the unfriendliest of the lot 
- but then, you can't expect the 
world for £40. 

Pretexts batch mode is by far 
the quickest and easiest way to 
check spelling - there's no annoying 
requester popping up every few 
seconds, and no wait while the 
screen gets its act together so it can 
highlight the word under 
examination. In batch mode, Pretext 
simply goes through the whole 
document, afterwards presenting you 
with the unknown words, one at a 
time in alphabetical order. If, though, 
you like checking the spelling the 
other way, which often means having 
to correct the same misspelt word 
more than once, Pretext will quite 
happily let you. 

ROLL YOUR OWN 
Pretext is also unique in that it 
allows up to six dictionaries to be 
checked for correct spellings. Four 
are provided by Amor - the two main 
ones, plus two 'quick' dictionaries of 
common words. The other two can 
be supplied by yourself as user 
dictionaries. 

Any or all of these dictionaries 
can be used automatically to look up 
words when checking the spelling of 

a document, which means that you 
could configure Pretext to check 
nothing but one of the quick 
dictionaries, which would save 
enormously on memory and time, or 
to check all of them, which would 
use more memory and take longer, 
but would throw out less words as 
being spelt incorrectly. 

You can build as many 
dictionaries as you like, specialised 
ones for specialised documents for 
example, and have different fconfigT 

files (what the rest of the world calls 
preferences' files) that specify which 

dictionaries to use. 
Trans Write also lets you load and 

use other user dictionaries by 
specifying the file names in the 
spelling checker program's Tool 
Types, The only other program to 
speed up things by looking in a 
"quick1 dictionary of common words 
first is Pen Pat. 

All the word processors that have 
spelling checkers provide the means 
to create at least one user 
dictionary, and each has its own way 
of inserting and deleting words from 
it. Pretext's is the most cumbersome 
method, forcing you to create a file 
of words that should be deleted from 
the user dictionary, and then 

Check 
Spell 

Style Option 
Check fron cursor 
Single word 

t ignore narfcer 
Check whole text 

current block 
check a file 

Lookup word 
List dictionary 
Find words 
Make dictionary 
Count dictionary 

s except Mordwor Any version of 
dc Personal Wt*ii. 

thesaurus**s, fron a personal point to see what Tto&&t has tcr say esaurus stands out -™ it not only related wends which are almost but 
5, it ffiyes definitions of the word be used.  Truly excellent. 

providing its Delete Words option 
with the name of that file. 

A much better way is to stick up 
a requester and let you click on a 
word that you have included by 
mistake, and then select a Delete 
button. Wordworth and Pen Pal do It 
this way from within the main 
program, while Scribble!, Excellence! 
and WordPerfect provide separate 
utilities for easy management of 
dictionaries. QuickWrite, PreWrite 
and TransWrite save their user 
dictionaries as text files and force 
you to manually edit these files if you 
want to remove words. Kind Words 
will allow you to enter words into a 
user dictionary, but once they are 
entered there is no way of getting a 
'bad' word out short of deleting the 
whole dictionary. 

Only Wordworth and Pretext 
come with UK dictionaries, all the 
others speak American English, 
except ProWrite which speaks both 
at once - just as useless if you miss 
the V out of 'colour' or labour', for 
example. And while the proper 
English spellings of some words 
have been patched into ProWrite's 
spelling dictionary, they haven't been 
patched into the thesaurus, so to get 
a synonym for 'colour' you have to 
look up 'color'. Bah! 

The same applies for every 
thesaurus except Wordworth's and 
Pretext's - that's the new version 
5,5, by the way; any version of 
Pretext below this does not have a 
thesaurus, and nor do Personal 
Write, Pan Palt TransWrite and 
QuickWrite. 

There's not a lot you can say 
about thesauruses; from a personal 
point of view I always find it more 
informative to see what Roget has to 
say on the subject. Only 
Excellence!'s thesaurus stands out: 
it not only displays synonyms and 
antonyms, but related words which 
are almost but not quite synonyms or 
antonyms, plus it gives definitions of 
the word being looked up in every 
way it can be used. Truly excellent, 

continued on page 26 

Protext has a very fully-featured spelling checker, along with a thesaurus. 

CHECKOUT 

SPELLING CHECKERS 

Excellence! 
KindWords • •000 
Pen Pal • •000 
Personal Write 
Protext • •••• 
ProWrite • • • 0 c 
QuickWrite • • • 0 o 
Scribble; • • • O 0 
TransWrite • •GO C 
WordPerfect • ••0 0 
Word worth • •••c 
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10 MARKETPLACE 

ST. ALBANS 
HERTS AL1 3DG 
TEL (0727) 56005/41396 

C    O    M P 
T A  H  L I 

THE GAL 
ARNDALE CEI 

LUTON, BEDS LU1 
TEL (0582) 457195/4 

AMIGA STARTER PACK 
Full Amiga SQO pack, WITHOUT Cartoon Classics/Screen Gems 
software: BUT WITH: 
15 disc HobbyIG PD Greoti pack, including Virus Killers, the 
Best Star Trek raid other top ton games, Arcade Oussks, Board 
Classics, Best of the Utilities, Nome pock including Word 
fTocessor, Spreadsheet Doltrbase, 
10 blank disks, mouse mat, Joystick 

512K AMIGA 
1MB AMIGA 

£299 
£325 

AMIGA GAMES PACKS 
CARTOON CLASSICS OR SCREEN GEMS 
Full Amiga 500 pock, PLUS: LMircsigs, The Simpsons - W ■/ The Space 
Mutants. Captain Ptotond Hie Ftoietwrs, Um Point III (DeJuite Paini II 
witli 512KCoriDW Classics} 
OR Scree n G-ems software: Sbdnw of the Beast II, fad to the Firttif e % 
Days of launder, NrahrrtwE!edr Del IKB foinf il 

512K AMIGA £329 
1MI AMIGA £349 

DP IB instead of DP II (IMA only} ADD £40 
Sawn Gems S/W Pock only.,. £39 
Cartoon Classics S/W Pack only  £49 

I AMIGA THE LOT! 
EVERYTHING YOU COULD EVER NEED!! 

CARTOON CLASSICS OR SCREEN GEMS GAMES PACK 
AS LEFT, PIUS; 10 GREAT INDIVIDUALLY PACKAGED GAMES 
previous RRPs £19.99-S39.99 each, phone to choose from current list 
of 15, or leave it to us! Children's gomes available, 
15 DISC HOB BYTE PD GREATS PACK, including Virus fc, thsBEST 
Star Trek Computet Canfct, Btnkait and consfflxfioft Kir, Bfczoid end artier gomes, 
Anode Classics, Boairf flossies, Shoot-ttnilp Classic, Best of The Utilities, Homo 
including. Word Pracfissor/Speit Check, Spreadsheet Database 
Dm! COT*, 10 Hank Dftti, Disc Box, Mouse Mat, Mboswfldi 
Turbo Joystkfc ilMSAmloo £365 

1 Mi Amiga   £389J 
WITHOUT CARTOON/SCREEN GEMS S/W DEDUCT £20 f 

ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS PACK 
FULL AMIGA 500 PACK, PLUS: 

POSTMAN PAI SNAP, SNAKES AND LADDERS, UJDO 
FUN SCHOOL 2       AND FUN SCHOOL 3 

[specify under 6 years, (specify under 5 years, 
6 to 8 years, or 8+ years) S to 7 years, or 7+ years) 
17 stunning UK tdutulionul gorctt witfi beautiful pictures, exciting animation end 
music that help to develop number, wotd and other skills. Up to 6 skill levels. 
Conform to National Curriculum requirements, 
HOBBYTE EDUCATIONAL PACK, featwing up to U 'Lasm while you 
ptoy' oames (varies ftcotding to age group) 
HOBBYTE 30 EASY CHILDREN'S GAMES, 
10 cfec pock inc; Train Sef Game, Fkashbter. 
JOYSTICK 
si n AMIGA  £355 
1MB AMIGA  .„ .£375 
ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS S/W PACK.. .£5! 

A5O0 PROFESSIONAL PACK 
Full A500 part, without Cartoon dossics/Stroen Gems software, 
BUT WITH A1500 SOFTWARE PACK: 
THE WORKS PLATINUM- profettionak database, WPr Spreadsheet 
Deluxe Paint 111, Populous, Their Finest Hour Baltkhess, 'A-Z of 
Computer Jargon', 'Get The Most From Your Amiga', 
PLUS: 10 BLANK DISCS, LOCKABLE DISC BOX, MOUSE 
MAT, JOYSTICK, DUST COVER 
1MB AMIGA  
1MB AMIGA PLUS 
CITIZEN 24 PIN BUCK/COLOUR PRINTER. 

SCREEN GEMS SOFTWARE £39 EXTRA 

£499 

-£769J 

ORDERING: 
TELESALES NO: (0727) 56005 
Next day delivery for credit card orders placed Mara J 
4.00pm subject to availabilty. Alternatively 
send cheque, postal order, bonkers draft or official order 
(PLCs, Education and Government bodies only} to; Dept. 
AS, Hobby to Computer Centre, 10 Market Place, 
St. Albans, Herts AL3 5DG. Please allow 7 working days for 
cherjue clearance. Subject to availability, despatch is normally 
within 24 hours of receipt of cleared payment. Prices are correct oil 
lime of going to press, however, we are sometimes forced to 
change them, either up or down. Please check before ordering. 
DELIVERY CHARGES:    UK Mainland {not Highlands) 
Small comsumabfes I    Despatched by post, please check 
software items charges when ordering 
Other items, except losers Went day courier service, £ 10 per box 
Laser printers Next day courier service, £17.50 
Offshore and Highlcnds    Normal rate plus £20 + VAT per box 
In addition we offer the following express services: 
Saturday deliveries       Normal role plus £ 10 + VAT per box 
7om (o 9am next day     Normal rote plus £ 10 + VAT per box 
Am next doy Normal role plus £5 + VAT per box 

AMIGA FIRST STEPS 
EXPANDED EDUCATIONAL/APPLICATIONS PACK 
FULL AMIGA 500 PACK, PLUS: 
AS01 512KRAM expansion 
lets Spell at Home, Music Mouse, Prowrite WP, Infoffe spreadsheet, Deluxe 
Point II, DBIUJCB Print, Musk Mouse, LOGO, miking Ibftie, B&C Emulator, S 
BBC programmes, 10 (fees, 00s and DONTs jmsfer, Resource Fife, In Pack 
Vitfeo, NAPE Booklet. 
HOBBYTE EDUCATIONAL PACK, featuring up to 12 learn 
while you ploy' names (varies according to age group) 
HOBBYTE 30 EASY CHILDREN'S GAMES, 10 dispart me; Troin Set Game, FEashbiej. _ _ _ 
JOYSTICK £Sc5^ 
'STOP PRESS - 'FIRST STEPS' NOW £449 

DP HI instead of DP II(1MB only) ADO £40 

fIRST STEPS SOFTWARE UPGRADE PACK     £ 149 

A3000 WITH 1950 MONITOR OFFER 
PIKES EX VAT 

A3000 ?5/40 25 MHz. 40MB hi, M RAM, I xlh' Wkhmbfail €1989 
A3000 25/100 25 AiHi, 103 MB DO, 2ME tttt. 113.5" BSOK flenn: ^^hocn! £2289 
lMBsiolkMMbrUOU £199 

PHONE FOR DETAILS OF 1950 OFFER 
A3000 Trade M price as, above IKS £150 - OOQ, NMW pkm FkKe see imdef "Entire' for ffitdifrral efpnsicm 

CBM CDTV 
A lemlirtiarffliy new [oncopt MI iiome etitwHnrmeiiT and education, Amiga based with e J 
prataral CD system end irrfmied remote ranlroT unit it ™lor in dpoeonime Pa a Km 
and surely connect; to your teferisicn {end yaw hHi system if you wish} h BKredWe | 
"frtwatfve rndfinudn stWtmd graphic mOL Hie CBM CDTV pia^: 
STANDARD CO AUDIO DISCS:, 
CD + GRAPHICS DISCS: Display unamgraph©reHrompaiiirHnTfe CDaudta IP 
CD KARAOKE DISCS: With CD auote taddna lo w*ki&& on tfw IV scran, 
minerunit and steiec microphorat yoti haw your own high q-jlc-^v Kb'oolte system lore J 
Fraction of me mmd tammmti cost, 5 
CO MULTIMEDIA TITLES: Simitar to impm gomes and durational ifta but hm\ 
CDs haw a masjwe 540MB storage rapocily. Cenlcled by m vie remote cwilrol int.; 
CDTV SYSTEM £599 
14'CiUDES: CSTV plmsr, infra red rarnwe conirol mil with botJeries; Hutdhin&ans 
Erxlyclopoeott HK 25.000 entries, 7,000 bcgtnpliies, 250 rabies. Lemmings-tup 
sAgpne, Wekome disc, fee Toddy, manual, cebks. 

CDTV KARAOKE 
CDTV KARAOKE SYSTEM £699 
As above, tomplele wirti Sony Stereo Wwophone, Mixer Unit, leads; pke any one 
Xnroota disc, confirming IB top Karaoke tides. 

CDTV PROFESSIONAL KARAOKE SYSTEM £999 As tARAOKE systrsti otoye, 
PLUS onry TWO Kofooke fees, canlninirnj 36 rap Koraoke tirtes. 
PtUS o pair iffltt qintty Bose Litest Roommate Spwkers and bods, (30W rms 
U range pmm spwksr system) lor Tueb/ professional sound, 
ftleprwie foi lii lrs-1 of CD+G, HiifiAwk wrj Karaoke Trtks 

NO DEPOSIT CREDIT FACILITIES {UK mainland] 
Credrtfarms at 34i% APR (variable) can be cennnged far puctiftses om 5150, 
subpett to storus. Compelithre basing schemes are also owilaale far busincts-ses, j 
indudinj sale traders and portnerships. Just tel for written tfetnib and 
uppl Adrian torm. 

AMIGA 1500/2000 
Full UK. spec, toverson wlh 1WE RAM, mouse, expartsiofi as B200Q, 
monuofe ana operating fee, rjvnjoae as: 
Al 500/2000 PLUS:! 5 DISC HOBBYTE PD GREATS PACK 
including Virus Bliss, tti« BEST Star trek.CcwnpiFter Conflict, Bfeofcaut and constriictwi 
Kit 8Srnnd and other games, tale Ctossks, Eloard Clossks, Shootem-Up Oassks, 
Best of Utilin'es, Home Pack including Word Pro<essor/SpeU Check, Spreadsheet, 
Dotdxise. 

VTrtomontw WfcfclQWSQI 
DDAL DRIVE 519 W 
SD ^ 2091/52 MB QUAHTUW »D &79 1039 
SO+ 2091/52 MB QUHD +2MB &8? 1079 
S0 + 2CT?V100WBQUHI] 949 1139 
Al 500/2000 PLUS: Al 500 SOFTWARE PACK including 
The Work, Ptaum database, WP, Spreadsheet, Deluxe Point 111, 
Sim City, Populous, M finest ttoor, Botlkhess, M of Computer Joraori^ 
'Gtf the AtesJ from your Amiqn, 
PLUS: 15 DISC HOBBYff PJJ GREATS PACK AS ABOVE 

WftaHdrrnritar   WMi 10845M 
DUAL DRIVE m 
SO-(-2091/52 MB QDPJMHD 949 1159 
SD+ 21)91/5? MB GO HD +2MB 1CM9 1229 
SD + 2-391/1DDWB (WHO 1079 1289 

A500 TO 1500/2000 TRADE IN 
DuolDrrve, wiiHoUiyt* 15 DfacPDGfeahfaJi 
but wrfnoot Al 500 software pock or monitor, £399 
As obove with A1500 S/W pack £479 
As above with A1500 S/W pack plus 1084 SDI .„ .£679 
Side Drive alts 52MB Quaim HcnJ Drive and 
?£rvl amfrofc, witk mbyte 15 Dbc PD Graats Padt, 
but without Al 500 software pack or monitor. ,€699 
As above with A1500 S/W pock £799 
As obove with 1500 5/'W JCCK plus 1084 SDI £999 
As above wrth 1500 S/W +1950 + Flicker Fixer £1299 

EXTRAS ?HK !C2tl0 cfllwr pnfihr wlti iMds  
Slar LC24-2W akat prinler witli l«c^ 
Qtinn Swifl f pin colour p' 
Gltan Swifl 24 pin dour 

nc VAT 
.£195 
£219 
£189 

-£274 
OtiTcn Swifl 9 pin colour printer with look... 

24 pin colour printer with badb 
(ommoaWe 1094SDI or ffrfips 4833 Mkll Shroo colour Monitor, + lea* ,,,£229 
Second oxEomal 3.5' drive wrlh dabythoBit through port and dhabh rwildi £47 
ft m □nri^tfeBxt. drivB..„ _ „., „  

JM 
,.£29 

AMT Itie Officfaf m 5121£ Wi exp _ „  
$mmhuuuM + (kk „   
lJWBAWiflodtnwdsKSUL  GVTA5W50MB m+m   , £419 
AT onto AT Emuklor for A50Q „.  £199 
16% 20M8 Had drive £264 
AS90 20MB Hard drive + «tra 2MB _ M £J19 
A5vf}52MJ Word drive   &99 

O 

o 

NO 

A590 S2MG Hard drive-2MB.. 
10 bionk tfca VD0% cuarenreed with KM no in box.. 
50 blank 4fixs 100% guonjnteedwilh PtN no  
RincUir^Gwkdt _ _  
ft fata for 20WI500.. 

..£469 
...£6.99 

 £16.99 
 £179  £649 

AJ3W hhrnal genlock for 2OO0/1500 „ „....,„£99 
A20M XI Bridu Battrd, 640K, MS DOS 13 + 5.25" am«r for 2000/1500 .£119 

1MB MM exp bord, populated lo 2Mfl, for 2000/1500 ....£199 
BUP 0MB WM«p boori pop lo m hr 2000/1500.._ .£349 
A263Q 68030 card, oopulaJecf te 2MB f« 2000/1500. „_.£999 
Miawroy flklier Fixer lor 2000/1500 _ £125 
A209I/5M auanrom Aaloboot HO for 2000/1500 „ .€349 
A2W1/I00M& Qwnrwn Ayloioot HD far 2000/1500 .£499 
Al VSatajh m rttear TnoontirfiM 2000/1500 joeodi A2350) ond 300Q....E399 
A50O/I50O modulator : £23 

COMMODORE PREMIER DEALER 
Hobbyle proudly announce this highest CBM 
ocralode awarded to only the top few do/en 
C8M dealer* offering lhe best in expertise and 
support All Aromas full UK versions. 
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WORD PROCESSORS 

continued from page 24 

EXTRAS 
There are lots of extras that turn an 
adequate word processor into a 
better one; features like mail merge, 
glossaries and macros, on-line help, 
automatic tabfc'of contents and 
index generation. 

The only one of the word 
processors that is half-way serious 
about mail merge is Pretext. They 
can all (including Pretext) be set up 
to read a data file of names and 
addresses and print out a 
personalised1 version of a standard 

letter to each name in the list, but 
what if you wanted to only send that 
letter to all those peopie on the 
database who lived in Manchester? 
Or to all the people aged between 21 
and 35? Or to all the members 
whose subscriptions have lapsed? 

Only Pretext has the power to 
read a data field and make a 
decision one way or the other 
depending on the content of that 
field. All the other word processors 
require you to pre process the data 
file using a database. 

But with power comes 
complexity, You'll have to learn how 
to use Pretext s 'stored commands'. 
The manual gives plenty of examples 
and tries to keep away from the term 
programming' but that in effect, is 

what you are doing because Pretext's 
stored commands comprise a small 
but powerful programming language. 

I have seen a complete invoicing 
system and database written entirely 
using Pretext's stored command 
language - it was called Pretext 
Office - not to mention a light- 
hearted dating agencyh program 
which matched people of the same 
perversions to each other. (I told you 
not to mention the light-hearted 
dating agency program which 
matched people of the same 
perversions to each other - Ed.) 

The language is similar in 
principal to Basic, but perhaps a 
little more difficult to master 
because each of the keywords' is 

Project   Edit   Seai^h Fomt View \ 
Edit Document 

aero 

l...L M.W,,!,,, Hi 
HO 

i,,,,|M  i    ITS - 
r Edit Footer 

i 
D t t t  m I#I is m B P VShcw Header 

Shaw Foster 
Layout.,. 

Spelling » 
Document Infot1. 

ader 

This is a QuicJdfoite header, 
I Hake it nope lines 
bv pressing the Return key 

I can have it as nany lines 
tall as I like... 

This is the 9th line of the hi 

QuickWrite's header and footer generation is simple and effective. 

only two letters long; the manual will 
be your constant companion here. 

All the packages will let you use 
the word processor to create a data 
fileP adhering to strict rules 
concerning what characters delimit 
fields and records. Along with this, 
Word worth can read Superbase and 
Maifshet Pius files, Pretext (v5,5) 
can read Prodata files* and Pen Pai 
can read the fifes created by its own 
built-in database. 

FRONT AND BACK 
The ability to create a table of 
contents (TOC) and an index is a 
massive help to technical writers - 
you cant imagine what tedious and 
time-consuming jobs these are to do 
manually unless you have ever had 
to do them. 

if you're looking for these 
features, you haven't got a lot of 
choice - only Excellence/, Pretext 
and WordPerfect can do botht white 
Trans Write can generate a simple 
index but not a TOC, By simple1 f 
mean that every marked word or 
phrase appears in the index list in 
alphabetical order, there is no facility 

him SPACING 
OSxnsle    ODtmbie    Glriple! First Page P-      Last Page 

PAGE RANGE 
OWhole document 

Trans Write has a fairly wide range of printer output options, 

in TransWrite for creating index sub- 
headings with an indented list of 
related topics below. 

Trans Write" s strength is that you 
only have to mark the first 
occurrence of a word for the page 
number of every occurrence of that 
word in the document to appear in 
the index. 

Excellence!'s index and TOC 
generation does not cater for sub- 
headings either, and only those 
words or phrases marked will appear 
in the lists, meaning that you have to 
mark every occurrence of something 
to do the job properly - search and 
replace speeds this job up. It's the 
same with Pretext and WordPerfect, 
but both of these allow for index and 
TOC headings and sub-headings. 

ON THE BUTTON 
Macros are time savers. They are 
lots of keypresses collected together 
and executed by pressing a single 
key, A macro could be something as 
simple as a commonly used word or 
phrase, or something more complex 
like a collection of text editing or 
document formatting keypresses or 
menu selections. Some word 
processors call this feature a 
glossary'. 

Only Kind Words, Pen Pal, 
Personai Write and Scribble! have no 
macro support at all, while 
ProWrite's and QuickWrite's macros 
work via their ARexx ports (which 
means you have to buy, install and 
learn how to use another program 
cafied ARexx). 

Wordwerth s macros are 
restricted to commonly used words 
and phrases, which is admittedly 
what most people use them for, but 
you couldn't, for instance, press a 
single key to get Werdworth to mark 
the paragraph the cursor is on, open 
a new document and copy that 
paragraph into the new document 

Pretext will let you do this, but only if 
the operation can be achieved by 
issuing keypresses or commands - 
any menu selections are ignored, 
although to be fair most operations 
of the program can be achieved by 
typing commands at the Protext 
command line. 

TransWrite's macros can include 
commands as well as words, but you 
are restricted to just 10 of them, 

WordPerfect's macro system is 
different in that ft allows you to set 
up a macro to do anything at all you 
want, but as well as assigning 
macros to single keypresses you can 
give them filenames and execute 
them from disk at any time. Actually, 
Pretext can do this too, although it 
calfsthem "exec1 files because 
(unsurprisingly) they are files of 
commands that get executed, 

Protext and WordPerfect are 
extremely flexible in the macro 
department, but both are rather user- 
unfriendly, even though both can 
'record' the macros rather than 
forcing you to enter a complicated 
string of special commands. What 
we want is a macro facility as 
powerful as WordPerfect's or 
Protext s, but as simple to use as 
Wordwortfts. 

Once again, Excellence! excels. 
Macros in Excellence! are defined by 
typing them once, highlighting them 
and then giving them a name and an 
optional keypress in the glossary 
requester. These macros can include 
graphics as well as words. Text 
editing and document formatting 
commands - in fact anything that 
can be selected from a pull-down 
menu - ere defined by using special 
commands between curly braces. For 
example, {menu font, times, 12 
point} would define that menu and 
sub-menu selection as a macro. It's 
a simple system to useT and 
because you give macros names 
(subsequently selected from a fist in 
the glossary requester) as well as 
keypresses it s user-friendly as well 
as fast and flexible. 

continued on page 29 

CHECKOUT 
EXTRAS 

Excellence! • •••• 
KlndWords 
Pen Pal 
Personal Write • 0 0 0 o 
Pretext mmmmm 
ProWrite mmc 
QuickWrite • •: 
Scribble! 
TransWrite 
WordPerfect • • • • 
Wordworth • • • o o 
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KCS POWER 
INCLUDING 

MS-DOS 4.01 - DOS HELP 
Shell - Manuals 

GW-Basic (No Manual) 

PC BOARD 
INCLUDING 

1 Meg On-board flam Plus 
Half Meg Ram Disk 

Battery-Backed Clock In 
Amiga and PC Mode 

COMPATIBILITY 
STABILITY 
CONVENIENCE 

"Fastest Screen update of any Amiga PC Emulator" NGE/March 91 
"Faster than many 286 AT's" A.Format/Oct 90 
"Excellent. Ail the s/w I tried ran perfectly." C. Shopper/Feb 91 
"20/20. Faultless operation from day 1" A. Shopper/June 91 
"Unbeaten, for a plain plug -n' go PC emulator 
there is no competition." Computer Shopper/Feb 91 

ALL UPGRADES ARE SOFTWARE BASED 
MOW SUPPORTING MORE HARD DRIVES - RING FOR DETAILS 

vjST ONLY £199,99 Excl Vat. (Postage Incf) (£234,99 Incl) |g 

BitcoR Devices Ltd, 88 Bewick Road, Gateshead, NEB 1RS. UK. 
Tel: 091 490 1919. Fax: 091 490 1918 

Trade Enquiries Welcome, UK & Export, See our main Ad next month 

Switchable 
voice/fax line 0983 79496 

Open 10anv7pm 
Monday to Saturday 

PROFESSIONAL T.V. - VIDECV 

AMIGA GRAPHICS SYSTEMS 

COMPUTERS - GENLOCKS - SOFTWARE - TRAINING 

PHONE: 071-284-1366 

X 

REPAIRS 

NO FIXED CHARGE - COMPETITIVE RATES 

PHONE: 071-284-4030 

44 MALDEN RD, LONDON N.W. 5 

(CAMDEN TOWN) 

ACCOUNTS 
Arena Integrated AC  Cashbook Ccmbinailon... 49.82 EasyLedgers 153.46 Hc-"D Acccjnte 24. M Personal Finance Mgr.,.. ,25-65 SBAXtia 81.78 System 3 Integrated 39.96 
BOOKS 34 Lines Stocked 68000 Asm Lan Prgrmg ..21.95 As&embly Lang Prgrmg...1<fl.95 
Amiga Basic ln;Out 1S.95 Amiga C Beginners ,,.13.45 Desktop Video Guide 18.45 Disk Oftves kVOul 27.95 Amiga Fcr Bogmrors .12.95 System Proorms Guide...32.95 AmigaOOS Inside I Oul .18.45 
Hardware Re4 Manual 21.95 fries & Doce; ROM MnJ....28.95 Kids And The Amiga 14.95 Libs & Davsi ROM Mm.. .,29-95 Mapping Ihe Amiga, ZO-95 
CABLES 100 Lines Stocked D23S-D15P NEC MS 3D 14.10 D25P-D25P 2SW2M 13.16 D25P-C36P 2M Prinler 5.58 D25P D25P 9W 2M Mod.H.28 0IN5P-PIN5P MIDI 5.17 Mull Modem Catle 12 22 Gender Changers., 7.T?3 Fast Fife Transfer 35.72 Socket D23S & Hood 5.17 Swllch Box D25SX2 25.3B 
COMMUNICATIONS A Talk 3 .68.56 
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN 3D Construction Kit .44.65 Design 30 59.22 Professional Draw 2 .99.64 X CAD Designer 79.90 
DATABASE MANAGERS 
Bible Reader 46.06 Image Finder (HotK&y}....49.82 
InfoFile 46.06 Mailshol Plus 39.01 Prodata 55.93 Superbase Personal, 27.73 Superbase Personal 2 59.69 Superbase Pro 3 159.B0 Superbase Pro 4 ...249 .57 Weather Watcher 25.38 
DESKTOP PUBLISHING 
AmigaTex .,,.,111.3$ c:n'Ai =r:1 5 Disks 2>3.v. GDType; Video HD.„,-.,-.31,96 GDTypei Designer HD .,,.31.96 GDTypei Publisher HD.,..31.96 GDType; Decor HD 31.96 Outline Fonts , 99.64 

PageSerter 2 47.00 
Pagestream 2.1. 139.59 Pro Clips Sir. Art 23.97 Pro Page 2 2Mb 179.54 
Structured Ctip Art ,37.60 
DUST COVERS (Deluxe Buff) 
Monitors 10B4S.rS@33 9.87 
Amiga 500 7.99 
EDUCATION Distant Suns 51,23 
FUJI School 3 {<&) -...18.33 Mega Maths A Level 24,44 Micro Engfc>n (GCSE) 23.97 Micro French (GCSE) .23.97 Mscro Malhs 1GCSE) 23.97 
My Paint 24.91 Primary Mains 24.44 
EDITORS 
CygnusEd Pro 2.. ...61.10 
GRAPHICS Animation Studio....... 84.60 
C Ught Ray Tracing 29.61 Comic Setter 44.65 Oetuxe Photolab 56.40 Deluxe Print 2 37.60 Deluxe Paint 3 49,62 
Digi Pain! 3 54.05 FantaViaon 35.72 Imagine 3D Modelling...179.54 
Plxmate 39,95 fleet 3D Beginners 1.3 ..119.85 Real 3D Turtw 2Mb ..329.94 Scene Generator 35.72 Sculpt 3D XL .99 64 Sculpt Animate 4D 2Mb 337.23 Sharp Colour Scanner.. .599.72 
SpectraColour ,,64.86 
HARDWARE 1.3 K**slart ROM... 30,55 3-5" tnt 2000 Drlye 59.69 3.5" External Drive 59.69 512K A500 RAM/Clock ..-29.G1 A590 20Mb Hard Drive.,286.23 A590 With 2Mb RAM 357.67 
A590SCSI ExpSys 109.68 Amiga 1500 .643.90 Citizen 124D 24 Pin 199.75 
Citizen Swift 24 289.69 Fatter Agnus 81.10 NaKshB Mouse S Game,.29.61 RAM Chip 256K CMOS 6.11 Slar LC24-200 Colour ...309.73 
SupraRAM A20QO 0-8Mb119-55 Supra RAM A500 0.5-6Mb129.72 SCSI HD Caee/PSLV 
Lead 106.98 

PACKAGES Appe titer 30-55 Graphics Slarter Kit 56-40 Office By Gold Disk 99-64 
Starter Kit ,.51,23 The Worlis Platinum .79,90 
MULTIMEDIA AmigaVisiornCBM) 95.88 Hyperbock (Gold Disk)....54.99 
PROGRAMMING AMOS Basic „.....Jtf.60 C PC :5disks;. 9.B7 Devpac 2 Assembler 42.77 GFA Basic: Coroiler 53 97 GFA Basic Interfl 39.95 Hisoft Bas. Compter 57.61 LalticBC5.1 163.56 Pascal PD 2.62 Power Windows 56-40 
RIBBONS 6 CBM MPS 1230 Black.^5.38 2CBM MPS 1270 Inks,,. ,-31.02 ■6 CBM MPS15O0 Black...31.02 3 CBM MPS 1500 Colour.36.66 6CUizen120D.„ 19.74 
SOUND Autfiomastef 3 5/W 49-82 Bars & Pipes Pro 219.96 Deluxe Music 55,93 MaslerSound Sampler ....31.96 MIDI Plug Interlace 25 38 M«6lcXl.1 109.98 Music X Junior 66,27 Sequencer One 79.90 Music X Junior 66.27 Sonix2 52.17 Sound Trap 3 Sampter....30.55 Tiger Cub 69.56 
SPREADSHEETS Advantage 75.67 DGCalc512 x 52  30.55 Suporplan .49.62 

UTILITIES Aflexx 33.84 BAD, Optimiser 31.96 BBC Emulalof 35.72 Byte 'N Back 20.45 CrOSSDOS 24.91 Directory Manager 35.72 Disk Master 1.4 39.95 Doctor Ami 40.69 DOS 2 DOS 30.55 Enhancer 1.3 15,04 GB Houle Planner Query Mavis Beacon Typing 27.73 Quarterback HD Backup .39.95 
QuarterbacH Tools 61. tO 
VIDEO Deluxe Video 3 59.69 Digs View Gold 4 109.96 Hitachi Camera/Lens.. ...204.45 Home Tiller 34.78 Minigen Genlock 101.99 Scala Presentations .,..,.186-68 Video Tiller 84.60 WJi Complele Solum 159.80 
WOHDPROCE5SORS Excellence 2 94,94 Kldstype 25,38 Kindwords 2 35.72 PenPal 1.3..,.. 79.90 Protest 4,3 .69.56 Protest 5 101.99 PwWr1t*3* -101.99 QuickWrile 39.95 ScrihblK Plalmur 42.77 TransWrite 32.90 
Wofljworti.. 99.64 
SPECIALS (phone condition) Batlfechess 15.51 Deluxe Paint 3 49.62 Deluxe Video 3 59-69 Pagestream 1.8 79.90 Populous & Prom Lands .19-74 Pro Page 1.3 99-64 Sim City & Terrain Ed 19.74 The Worts Platinum 79.90 Their Finest Hour Sim 16,33 

R^fdA'An^laHowerA^l^mftea^HHmeE Corvp Fttmhoueen Corve Lane, Cfote Green, Nf. VentftOf, P038 2LA, U.K. 
• POST * PACKING (en items awfagirjo less Jtan 1Kg):- . UK £0. Spatter Ofelivew.^.29; Saciunc?^ €9.67 BFPO & CHANNEL INLAWS £0, Spectaf OeSvery 13,29 EUROPE £5ta'awi + S» for each additional iiem . WORLD'JC12 3si >t<?m * t9 additional Horn. 

EXPORT ft BFPO RerVvve UK. \W $t%X?$\ (Ntf Booics! • VAT. PIMM incfude VAT :Bp(*sW^-fittwJ: • .PRICES A^,-;-,. :,r:-, O*. •. MEMORY As*i*m*: 1Mb flAM to ^ad, unfe^ ^aied. 

OMEGA POWER OPTIONS 

GVP A500 IMPACT SERIES 2 HARD DRIVE 
EXPANDABLE TO 6 MEGABYTES OF RAM US\NO SIMMS 
42Meg Drive 479,96 
52Meg Drive 529.95 
GVP SERIES 2 1500/2000 BMeg Memory Cards 
WITH 2 Meg RAM ONLY 179.95 
WITH   a RAM   ONLY 259.95 
WITH   B   M&o   RAM   ONLY 419.95 
GVP SERIES 2 FAAAST CARD + HIGH SPEED SCSI 
SCSi  +  fXR4WD5   1/PrO USifSi^ SiiWMS 
Otc A/O £>Ri\SE 200.00 
THIS BOAIJD  WILL ACCfPr AW/ OF THE BARE 
SOS/ DRIVES OPPOSITE 
EACH 2M«£f  OF SIMM MODULES 

GVP S3030 ACCELERATORS 
<5W» for JK1GOO/2QOQ 
SSMhx + MMmff 32£>tt Ram 
SOMtoX &B£X30f&&M2  * 4M*>& 32t>lt Ram 

HARMES PRO30 ACCELERATOR BOARD 

Mtdium prictd 6S0SO AtctUrotor card running at 25f28Mhs + 6SSS2 
Ce-Pr* + 2 wr 4M*g of 32 hit wid* ram far A1500/2000 j ^ 

CSJk MIDGET RACER 

25/33Mhz 68030, 20Mhz TO 50Mhz 68882 
SRAM Availabie to shadow KICKSTART into 32 bit ram and 
1 - 8 Meg of TRUE 32 bit wide ram. 
PRICES START AT 399.95 FOR 25Mhz BASE BOARD 

l_    f=CZ>n*    l\^l<^>r*E    tl> ETA I L_S 
ABOUT   cz>i_>r* l_JF^OP?ADES 

FULL TBCHNICAL SUPPORT IB GIVKN BY INHOUS« FULLY  EXPKRIENCHD ENOINr.RR& 

HARD DRIVING MUM 
A590 
A59D 
A590 
A590 
A5VO 
A590 
ADD 
WITH 

_30M+& 
_&2Mm& 
tOSMmei 
12OM+0 
irOM+ff 
2 7 

W. DIGITAL 
QUANTUM 
QUANTUM 
QUANTUM 
QUANTUM 
QUANTUM 

IDE 
SCSI 
SCSI 
SCSI 
SCSI 
SCSI 

319.95 
499.9S 
649.95 
754.96 
859.96 
929.96 

60.00 FOR 2 M#a RAM IF PURCHASED 
ANY  OF THE  A BO VI DRIVES. 

BARE  SCSI/IDE DRIVES 
W.DIGITAL 
SEAGATE 
QUANTUM 
QUANTUM 
QUANTUM 
QUANTUM 
QUANTUM 

flSMi 
26MI 
1 7/9MI 
1 7/9MI 
15/8 Ms 
15/BMf 
15/8 Mm 

_SOM0g 
_62M*g 
lOSMag 
12QM«g 
1 70M«g 
21QMog 

64k CACHE 
64k CACHE 
64k CACHE 
64k CACHE 
64k CACHE 

_e9.vs 
_S9.9S 
239.96 
39 1.95 
5D6.95 
670.96 

QUANTUM ll the ROUS ROYCE of Hard Dbkl. Do not be 
mlited by cheaper/tlowef iy«t©fTii bcorporctlng Infeflor 
drive*. Quantum are to sure that their drives are the bett 
that they give a 2 YEAR WARRANTY on the unit. 
At the (crying aoe* " YOU GET WHAT YOU RAY FOR ' 

INJECTION MOULDED CASE FOR BARE DRIVES, INCLUDING 
FAN. PASS-THRU* SCSI LEAD. AND POWER LEAD Wffl 

ALL DRIVE CAPACITIES QUOTED ARE UNFORMATTED 

QUAyiVM 

5M MM m CLOCK flf SWITCH 25.49 

512K RAM m CLOCK 22.43 

Send SA£ (AS size) for full brochure 
and price list 

SPEED VP YOUR 
A500/2000 WITH OUR 

68000 
14MhZ SWITCHABLE 

43.42 
PHONE FOR MORE DETAILS 

MSOlim 52Mq Hiriisi mi 

OMEGA PR0K1S 

I QUAmVM 

mm 

14 DERWENT CLOSE 
CULCHETH , WARRINGTON 
CHESHIRE , ENGLAND 
WAS SOY 

•V 0925-763946 0660-795260 

WE TAKE ACCESS & VISA CARDS.     ALL PRICES INCLUDE 17.S% VAT 



Are you confused by CLI? 

Baffled by backups? 

Frustrated by files? 

Mow your problems are over. 

If s no secret that the Amiga is the most powerful home computer of 
them all. What has remained a mystery for most newcomers is how 
to make the most of its immense potential. Now the answer is here: 
The Workstation. A floppy disk packed with everything you need 
to take the hassle out of harnessing the inbuilt power of your Amiga 

Many months of research and testing have resulted in a simple-lo- 
use, single disk replacement for Commodore s Workbench. 

This indispensable collection of utilities, including some outstanding 
shareware never before assembled together on one 

Workstation is disk, is now available for just £3.75. 

It's too good to miss! 

Got a faulty floppy? When vital disks get 
damaged, you'll now have the chance 
to try the jeerningiy Impossible mission 
of recovering ail your work. 
Workbench's geriatric DiskDoctor can be 
sent into retirement by this super utility! 

-me 

Heart of 1M' 

weens and complex 
Smmanft. Instead 
Souse 
Fiddle with mes, display 
Sand graphics, sample 

Xhfe and more with just, 
Sofa mouse button- 

^Piling 

****** 

has 

the «vo( ***** 
■oducti- 

loco^^^ga 

*LU$J PLUS! PLUS! 
As well as all these superb features The 
Workstation also includes a wide range of 
programs designed to make life with your 
Amiga a whole lot easier, There are simple 
solutions to everyday problems, such as mouse 
utilities which display screen coordinates and give your rodent 
a much needed speed boost. 

ORDER FORM"" " "" 
Please send me a Workstation disk for the special offer price of £3.75 (IncL 25p pip), am 
1 wish to pay by: □ Cheque/Eurocheque enclosed made payable to Europress Direct 

D Ac^ess/Mastercard/EurocaroTBarclaycaraTVisa/Con n ect 

N,. 11111 11111 uiur; 

, it's drive toyour 

Name., ..Signed. 
Address. 

 Postcode  
Send to: Europress Direct, FREE POST, E lies mere Port, South Wirral L65 3EB 

Order at any time of the day or night 
PHONE ORDERS: 051-357 1275.     FAX: 051 357 2813 
Don'I forget to give your name, address and credit card number 



WORD PROCESSORS 

continued from page 26 

M-l UP III 
The more powerful a word processor 
is, the more features it has, and the 
batter the documentation needs to 
be so that the user can access the 
full functionality of the program. 

For beginners there needs to be 
a good tutorial which encompasses 
most of the commonly-used features, 
followed by one or more tutorials to 
show how the advanced features 
work. For people who are using the 
software day after day in some kind 
of professional capacity, there needs 
to be a comprehensive reference 
section, and a good index so that 
topics can be found quickly. 

KindWords, QuickWrite and 
TransWrite are so easy to use that 
they don't need big manuals. You 
could use any of these three for 
years and never feel the need to look 
in the book. Which is just as well 
because they are slim paperbacks 
that wouldn't stand up to a lot of 
mauling. Scribble! is pretty easy to 
use as well, although the manual will 
be needed to learn how to format 
documents using its dot1 

commands. The manual describes 
these adequately but is short on 
examples. A hardcover ring-folder 
ensures that the Scribble! manual 
will stand up to continued use. 

WordPerfect's manual is 
unbelievable; I've never seen one 
like it More than 600 A5 pages in a 
thick hardcover ring-folder, it is a 
step-by-step guide to almost every 
single facility the program offers. The 
tutorial is about 230 pages long and 
structured into 29 easy-to-follow 
lessons. But there's an awful lot to 
take in, and even the reference" 
section is really another tutorial, 
taking you through each indfvldual 
feature step by step, sometimes a 
little hurriedly. You need the manual 
to learn how to use WordPerfect, and 
you will need time and patience to 
work through it. 

Excellence! ^ manual is the 
same physical size as WordPerfect's, 

Click here to read the directory Click 
here for 
file info 

WordPerfect has a reasonably sophisticated file requester. 

but it only contains half as many 
pages. The paper Is twice as thick, 
and a lot of pages have only a few 
lines on them; those pages that are 
fuir leave a two-inch bottom margin. 

The same amount of information 
could have been presented in a third 
of the space. But then the manual 
wouldn't look so impressivet would 
It... There's nothing wrong with 
what's on the pages, everything is 
described adequatefyt and after an 
initial read-through you probably 
won't need to pick it up again. 

Pro Write's manual is about on a 
par with Excel!ence!'s (adequate), 
but it comes on 200 spiral-bound 
pages between soft covers, Far more 
ecologically sound. The index is poor, 
making some features hard to find if 
you need to read-up about them. 

Persona! Write hails from Italy 
and the manual has plainly been 
translated into English by an Italian. 
While it just about succeeds in 
getting its message across, these 
are some of the most Jong-winded 
160 pages I have ever had to read. 
It's entirely possible that Personal 
Write has some features 1 have yet 
to find. It was only while re reading 
the section on mail merge that I 
discovered that Personal Write will 
let you embed printer control codes 
in the text in order to change printer 
styles, fonts or colours. The manual 

I EBOIEXT vSAn (s) 1331 AFnor 
Tin? Insert 

 Poem-ran t dear prudence <57K> 
flq rtarkers set     AutFrn T?ey £4 to view 

Md-lfrap SCR    Printer SIHPLE 18:52[33 

*load i>ikd: scratch/deaiwudencef 

is badly structured and translated, 
but at least it does come in a 
hardcover ring-folder which will stand 
up to being thrown at the wall in 
frustration. 

Protest's main manual is almost 
400 A5 spiral-bound pages. It's 
absolutely crammed with reference 
information and, not surprisingly, has 
a comprehensively cross-referenced 
index, enabling you to go straight to 
the pages which discuss any 
particular feature, A tutorial manual 
is also supplied, along with an 
advanced manual dealing with 
creating your own Protext printer 
drivers, As with WordPerfect the 
Protext manual will need to be kept 
constantly by your side for quite a 
while before you've really got the 
hang of all the program's features. 

Tve left Pen Pa! and Wordworth 
until last because their manuals 
(both softcover, spiral-bound) 
deserve special mention. Screen 
shots or diagrams on almost every 
page, well written text, expertly laid 
out with unhurried step-by-step 
examples of how to use almost every 
feature, Both have good tutorials, 
tips on getting the best results, and 
well-indexed reference sections. 
Neither can be faulted without 
picking for nits. My hat comes off to 
Softwood and Digita for taking the 
time and trouble to get it right. 

Protexfs earlier versions were on other machines - and it sometimes shows! 

CHECKO UT 
MANUALS 

Excellence!         • • •c 
KindWords          •« • Q 
Pen Pal              # % • ft ft 
Personal Write     • _ ooo 
Protext              m 0 * •: 
Pro Write             # ft •o 
QuickWrite          • ft too 
Scribble!             ft ft • 0 0 
TransWrite          ft • • 00 
WordPerfect        ft • • ftc 
Wordworth          ft ft • • • 

FINALLY. 

It would be unfair to pick a 'best1 

word processor from the 11 on test 
because we are not comparing like 
with like. Even if we split them into 
two categories, yes-graphics and no- 
graphics, the massive differences in 
price have to be taken into 
consideration. 

So, rather than throw 
unexplained 'blob ratings' at you, in 
conclusion I will point out what I 
consider to be the main assets and 
pitfalls of each word processor 

ON A TIGHT BUDGET? 
I would not recommend KindWords at 
all. While it is the cheapest word 
processor that has a graphics 
capability, and while it is certainly 
easy to learn how to use, it is slow, 
quirky, inflexible, and it crashes far 
too often for my liking. Yes, you can 
process words with it. But why 
anyone would want to will forever 
remain a mystery to me. The 'feel1 of 
a word processor is every bit as 
important as the features. 
KindWords feels like it would much 
rather you used another program to 
process your words with. 

But cheap doesn't always mean 
nasty. Take Persona! Write. It, too, 
has a quirky feel to it, but it's as 
good for bashing out words as any 
word processor I have ever used, and 
it has a quite versatile PostScript 
output option to boot, which partly 
makes up for its lack of much in the 
way of really powerful document 
formatting features, 

However, if bashing out words is 
all you need a word processor for, 
TransWrite, at £40 rrp, will do nicely. 
It's lightning quick, easy to use, and 
don't forget that it comes with a 
spelling checker and has some quite 
powerful document formatting 
commands. It can also be used to 
create indexes. 

The other two packages I'd put in 
this 'word bashing' class are 
Scribble! and QuickWrite. For an 
extra £10 you are getting a 
thesaurus and a few more document 
formatting features, but nothing to 
write home about, After all, 
QuickWrite is a cut-down versfon of 
ProWrite and Scribble! is from the 
same people as Excellence!. 

NEED REAL POWER? 
For sheer word processing power, the 
battle has to be between two 
contenders: Protext and WordPerfect. 

Both take quite a lot of getting 
used to - WordPerfect more than 
Protext - but once you've learnt the 
system there's little you won't be 
able to do. The main buying point 
here is the fact that Protext is being 
continually upgraded, whereas the 
Amiga version of WordPerfect is still 

page 30 
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WORD PROCESSORS 
continued from page 29 

WORD   PROCESSORS  ON TEST 
This Is by no means a full and comprehensive chart of every feature of all 
the word processors on test. There are many features common to every 
word processor, most notably tn the text editing and document formatting 
departments; things like marking blocks, cut/copy/paste, multiple page 

sizes, multiple measurement systems and so on - far too many to mention. 
These common features have been omitted from the chart for the sake of 
clarity - row upon row of 'Yes' under every heading would not be a lot of 
help to anyone. 

TEXT EDITING 
EXCELLENCE! PEN PAL ■ c n rub BE DC ANAL WD1TF rEluvnMh TIKI 1 E DPOTIYT 

Multiple documents Yes No Yes (4) Yes Yes (36) 
Place markers (for quick goto) No No No Yes(1) Yes (9) 
Timed autosave No No No No Yes 

DOCUMENT FORMATTING 
Rulers Multiple Multiple Single None Multi pie 
Multiple fonts Yes Yes Yes No No 
Multiple columns 4 snaking No No No cut-and-paste 
Headers/Footers Yes/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/No Yes/Yes 
Footnotes/Endnotes Yes/No No/No No/No No/No Yes/Yes 
Page numbering arab arab/rom arab arab/rom arab 
Facing pages Yes No Yes No Yes 

Wi dow/o rp h a n c o nt ro 1 No No No No Yes 
Automatic hypenation Yes No No Yes Yes 

Mix text and graphics Yes Yes Yes No No 

GRAPHICS 

IFF import up to 32 colours 32 colours 4,096 colours No gfx No gfx 

Move/Resize/Crop Yes/Yes/Yes Yes/Yes/Yes Yes/Yes/Yes 
Vertical text flow No No Auto/Manual 
Contour text flow No No Auto/Manual 
Qhnw/hirip tJranhiocL No No Yes 1 CO 

Snap to grid No No Yes 
Drawing tools None None LI nes/boxes/fills Lines (IBM) 

PRINTING 

Embed printer control codes No No No Yes Yes 
I ICQ rriLjItinlp nrintpr fonts No No No Yes Yes 

Mix graphics and printer fonts Yes No Yes No No 

Amiga font output Yes (lo-res) Yes (lo-res) Yes (lo-res^ No No 

Best IFF graphics output 8 cols/greys 16 cols/greys 4,096 cols/greys None None 

PostScript Yes No No Yes No 

SPELLING CHECKERS 

Dictionary supplied USA USA USA None UK 

Number of words 90,000 100,000 110,000 110,000 

Quick dictionary No No 1,500 500 or 5,000 

User dictionary Yes Yes Yes Yes 

THE5AURUSES 

Thesaurus supplied USA USA None None UK 

Words unspecified 40,000 43,000 

Cross references unspecified 470T000 827,000 

EXTRAS 
Mail merge simple simple simple simple simple/conditional 

Index/TOC creation Yes/Yes No/No No/No No/No Yes/Yes 

Glossary/Command macros Yes/Yes No/No No/No No/No Yes/Yes 

On-line help None Brief Full None Full 

Printed pages screen preview Yes No Yes Yes Yes 

VERSION ON TEST v2.00b v2.0 vl.3 Rev 18 v3.0 v5.5 
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WORD PROCESSORS 

-  THE   FEATURES CHART 
Instead of listing every single feature, we have picked out about 40 

features which we consider raise an ordinary word processor from the 
'casual user' category Into the realms of a serious, professional 
productivity tool. 

We do not advise that you make your decision on which word 
processor to buy Just on the strength of the table below. Instead you 
should read the accompanying feature and decide which features are the 
most important to you. 

MIAMI BITE PROW RITE QUICK WRITE SCRIBBLE! TRANS WRITE WO RD WORTH WO RDP ERF ECT 

Yes (8) Yes (10) Yp* r co YP^ M 00^ Yes 
No No No Nn No 

No No Nn YP<* 1 cs 

ML jltinlp •Oil IgIC IWMC None ft ,111It!n 1 a IVIUJLI fjlc INUflC 
Yes No No Nn YP=; 1 C3 Nn 

5 snak/par No No Nn Nn R Qfiaif /n£ir J OS ldf\/ )JGI[ 
Yes/Yes Yes/Yes 1 CT3/ f C3 Vpc /Vpc T CO/ T CS YPA /YPQ T Co/ i co 
No/No No/No No/No Wn/Nn Nn/Nn YP*S /YP^ T CO/ ICO 

arab/rom/alph arab/rom/alph arab cii ciu a rah / mm / alnh dEou/ r uff i/ aipi i 
Yes No Yes Yes 1 CO 1 GO 
No No No YP^ TCO Nn Vpc TcO 
No No Nn ies TcS Tco 

Yes No No No YP<I T CO Nn 

4t096 colours No #fx No gfx 4,uyb colours NO giX 
Yes/Yes/No VOP /Vae /Mrt Yes/Yes/No 
Manual only Auto/Manuai 
Manual only Auto/Manual 

Yes NO 
No NO 

None None 

No No Yp<i yes NO Yes 
No Nn 1 S\J TCS Yes No Yes 

Yes No YP^ NO Yes No 
Yes (hi-res) No Nn NO Yes (hi-res) No 

8 cols/greys None iNUNc None 16 coIs/greys None 
needs ProScript No IMO NO No No 

USA/UK USA USA UK S  t O A USA 
100,000 50 000 unspecified *t <i f\ nn/-\ 110,000 115,000 

No No Nn NO No No 
Yes Yes TcS Yes Yes Yes 

USA None USA None UK USA 
UNO |JC1J 111 CU unspecified 30,000 unspecified 
300,000 470T000 140f000 unspecified 

simple simple simple simple simpfe simple 
No/No No/No No/No Yes/No No/No Yes/Yes 

needs ARexx needs ARexx No/No Yes/Yes Yes/No Yes/Yes 
None None None Brief Fun Full 

No No Yes Yes No Yes 
V3.1.1 vl.O v3.05 v2.0 vl.O V4J..12 

continued on page 32 
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WORD PROCESSORS 

If Dear Prudence : 
JZ'V   i ; , "."3, _^.L4 ,,   5, ,, , , i6, iZ_ 

gone away. Proportional fonts slow things down because the word processor has no 
way of knowing beforehand how many characters are going to (it between the left and 
right margins (because ;ettcrs like V are much wider than letters like T) so it has to 
keep checking, whereas a word processor lhat allows only non-proportional fonts 
knows that every character is the same width, therefore il doesn't needtokeepa pixel- 
accurate eye on the cursor position, just keep count of how many characters you've 
typed, because no matter what you type the same number of characters will fit on to 
every line. 

t's no coincidence 
processors that allow graphics to be included in documents 

that four of the five word 
also support on-screen 

Excellence!** ruler allows easy formatting of the text 

continued from page 31 
in the stone age and looks like 
remaining there. WordPerfect is also 
very expensive - half as much again 
as Pretext 

HALFWAY HOUSE? 
Pen Pal is in a class of its own with 
regards to cost and features. Priced 
mid-way between KindWords and the 
other three 'graphical1 word 
processors, it handles pictures 
superbly, it even lets you draw lines 
and boxes, but its Amiga font output 
is poor and there is no support for 
embedding printer control codes 
within the text in order to manipulate 
the built-in fonts of a printer. 

But then, it does come with a 
superb, albeit simple, database. 

But then again, it can't do 
multiple columns. 

And it doesn't have macros, 
And It can't create an index or 

table of contents. 
It really is sitting in a little no 

man s land of its own, neither here 
nor there. Which is a crying shame 
because Pen Pal is a pleasure to 
use, having arguably the best 'feel' 
and friendliest user-interface of the 
lot, AH it would take would be higher- 
quality text output to raise Pen Pai to 
the top of the tree because it is so 
much cheaper than its competitors. 

MAKING IT PRETTY 
As far as incorporating fancy fonts 
and IFF graphics into your documents 
is concerned, sadly none of the 
'graphical1 word processors is 
entirely satisfactory. 

Excellence?s Amiga font output 
is on a par with Pen Pafs (poor), and 
its graphics capability is worse, 
effectively restricted to eight colours 
or fewer, so it's fine for black-and- 
white clip art for example, but there's 
no proper text flow at all, However, it 
does have a limited PostScript 
support and some truly excellent 
features, like its thesaurus and 
glossary, that stand head and 
shoulders above the others. 

ProWrite is a big disappointment. 
Its Amiga font output is good 
because of its 'scaling1 trick, and 
while its graphics support appears to 
be excellent on the face of it, the 
colour output I've seen can only be 
classed as adequate, and black-and- 
white output is poor. On top of this, 
ProWrite cannot automatically flow 
text around a graphic, it has to be 
done manually. And to get PostScript 
and macros support you need to 
spend more money on Pro Script and 
ARexx, which Is a diabolical liberty 
considering ProWrite'& price. 

Wordworth* s Amiga font output is 
as good as ProWrite''s, and its 
graphics support is excellent thanks 
to the brilliant colour mapping 
facility. But this word processor is in 
its infancy and the lack of certain 
features (no multiple columns, 
limited macros, no index or table of 
contents generation) drags it down 
from the high pedestal it may one 
day occupy. Support for the 'classic 
35' PostScript fonts is being added 
for an "imminent1' version 1.1, as is 
support for many more built-in printer 
fonts, like those inside the Hewlett- 

Packard range of LaserJet and InkJet 
printers, but there will be others - 
and we're talking proportional printer 
fonts here with correct width on- 
screen equivalents - which will mean 
that you'll be able have graphics and 
mix-and-match high quality 
proportional printer fonts within a 
single document. 

THE BOTTOM LINE 
So, all things considered, I have four 
concrete recommendations to make 
to anyone considering purchasing a 
word processor. 
• Don't buy KindWords, you will 
almost certainly live to regret it. If 
you already own KindWords, consider 
trading it in with Digita for a £30 
discount off Wordworth. 
• For bashing out words quickly and 
cheaply, TransWrite (v2,0) is a lot 
better than its price suggests. Yd 
certainly rate it above Scribble! and 
QuickWrite. 
• If you have no need or desire to 
include graphics in your documents, 
but you want real power to process 
words and format your text into, say, 
an essay, reference manual, book, or 
any kind of long documentation, then 
Pretext (v5.5) is unbeatable - 
provided that you have the patience 
to learn how it works. 
• For mixed graphics and text, 
Wordworth (vl.O) is good, and the 
features being added to the 
"imminent" version 1.1 upgrade will 
raise it way above the standard of 
Excellence! and ProWrite > 

And it pleases me no end to 
remind you that both Pretext and 
Wordworth are British products. 
Which, putting guns and flags and 
patriotism aside, means that 
technical support can be supplied by 
the developers, instead of the 
developers' UK agents or a company 
in the States, and is quicker, easier 
and cheaper to get at than staying 
up at night to ring a US helpline, £Q 

Wordworth v 1.0 1991 Digita International 
11"11 Document: Dcarl Vudcnco ^____^___^J 
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SHOPPING LIST 

Wordworth has a comprehensive printer setup requester. 

Excellence!. ..£117.44 

By Micro Systems Software, Inc. 
0101 407 790 0772 

KindWords , £51.03 
By The Disc Company, Inc. 
»0101313665 5540 

Personal Write  £29,95 
By Cloanto Italia 

ProWrite  £143.00 
By New Horizons Software, he. 
«- 010 1 512328 6650 

QuickWrite £51.03 
By New Horizons Software, Inc. 
^ 010 1 512 328 6650 

Scribble" .... £51.03 
By Micro Systems Software, Inc. 
^0101407 790 0772 

TransWrite £40.82 
By Gold Disk, Inc. 
® 0101 416 828 0913 

WordPerfect ....£233.83 
By WordPerfect Corporation 
vfllK] 0932 85QS00 

All the above distributed in the UK by: 

HB Marketing Ltd 
Unit 3 
Poyle 14 
New lands Drive 
Colnbrook 
Berks SL30DX 
■a- 0753 6B6000 

Pen Pal .£79,95 
By SoftWood, Inc. 
^010 1 602431 9151 

Distributed in the UK by: 

Gordon H or wood Computers 
New Street 
Alfreton 
Derbyshire DE5 7BP 
^ 0773 8367B1 

Protext  £152,75 
(£110 until the end of October) 
By Amor Ltd 
611 Lincoln Rood 
Peterborough 
PE13HA 

0733 68909 

Wordworth ..£129.99 
By Digita International Ltd 
Black Horse House 
Ejtrnouth 
EX81JL 
■EP 0395 270273 
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Wordworth 

a writer's dream 

Wordwortli 

The graphical nature of Wordworth® makes producing 
documents faster and easier. The WYSIWYG display shows 
exactly how your printed document will look, different fonts, 
styles and sizes, headers and footers, graphics and so on. 

Commands are grouped under a series of pull-down 
menus, accessible either by the 
mouse or keyboard. Frequently used 
commands have on-screen icons, 
including Help, should you need it, 

Experience the look and feel of 
the new and exciting WB2 (even if 
you use WB13J, 

Digital® innovative Human 
Interface Protocol is incorporated and sets new standards in 
speed, style and elegance. Each document is a separate multi- 
tasking window, which means you could for example, print 
one while editing another. 

Graphics have always been the Amiga's strong point. 
Now it's better than ever. Pictures from Deluxe Paint can be 
placed in a document, and then sized, scaled and dragged 
(text automatically reformats around 
the image). 

JJ 

ABCabc 
KB 

Wordworth's enhanced fonts will 
give you the very best printed 
quality. You can also print special 
symbols, such as boxes, arrows and 
so on. Better still, you can mix 
graphics, Wordworth's enhanced 
fonts, Amiga fonts, Color-fonts and your printer s own fonts, 
all on the same page. 

Word worth integrates with most word processors, and so 
you'll be able to use any documents created with Kindwords, 
Wordperfect, Prowrite, Protext, Excellence, and any ASCII or 
IFF Text document. 

As Amiga Computing put it, "the only Amiga word 
processor to rival Protext for speed, I would recommend the 
program to anyone thinking of buying their first 
word processor or upgrading from Kindwords," 

Word worth is written in the UK by Digita. Which 
means you'll be using an English Collins spelling checker 
and thesaurus, and you'll know where to come for 
professional support. 

When Amiga Format said "a 
new word processor that will 
give the rest of the world a run 
for its money" they weren't 
joking. "Wordworth is the most 
user-friendly word publisher on 
the Amiga/' Praise indeed, 

The only way to really appreciate Wordworth is to use 
it. Phone 0395 270273 for more information or, write to 
Digita, FREEPOST, Exmouth EX8 2YZ, 

Wordworth costs £129.99, which includes VAT, postage 
and packing. If you already own a word processor and 
purchase Wordworth direct from Digits, you can save £30 
by returning your original disks with your order. 

Wordworth will be your writer s dream, 
However, if you don't agree with 
us (and purchased directly from 
Digita), return it in original 
condition within 7 days and we 
will refund your money. 

Machine support 
Written specifically for the Amiga 
Fully supports WBV 1.3 and V2.00 
Supports all medium or high 
resolution modes (mono and colour) 
Requires 1MB of memory 

DIGITA 
INTERNATIONAL 

software thats right® 

® 

Digita Internationa! Ltd Black Horse House Exmouth EX8 1JL ENGLAND   Tel: 0395 270273 Fax: 0395 268893 
- A member of the Digita group - 

Digit* the Digit* logo. Wordworth and the Wordworth logo are registered tfademarks. and HIP. Hwwn laierfcta Prvtowl and software ihal* right are trademarks of Digita Holding* Ltd. 
All other tradenwh and their owners are icicrtewkdged. Sokt subject to standard conditions of sale £ k OE 



VIDEO 

The Video Toaster has been 
making headlines across the 
computing and video worlds 
for more than a year. It's an 

add-in board which gives an Amiga 
the power of a professional video 
editing system at a fraction of the 
price. And Ft offers unparalleled 
features for creating and editing 
"true colour" graphics with millions 
of colours, The only problem is that 
the system at present only works 
with the American NTSC television 
systemt not our own PAL setup. 
However NewTek promises that 
there will be a UK version soon, so 
we shipped over an American system 
to see just what the Toaster was 
capable of. 

SOFTWARE SLICES 
For US$1 r595 you get the Toaster 
hardware itself, plus eight disks of 
software and a manual which is the 
size of your average Yellow Pages, 
only heavier and in a nicely stencilled 
plastic ring binder. 

The software, quaintly referred to 
as 'slices1, consists of all the 
necessary programs to drive the 
Toaster. There is the Switcher 
interface, which is the heart of the 
package, Lightwave 3D modelling 
and animation software, a character 
generator called TeasterCG, 

toast 

Gary Whiteley and Phil South 

have been looking at Nev/Tek's 

Video Toaster, a powerful video 

mixing and graphics editing 

system for the Amiga 

ToasWrPaint (NewTek's 24-bit paint 
package), ChromaFX, for colour 
processing and other chroma effects, 
lots of special fonts for ToasterCG, 
objects for Lightwave 3D and demo 
material in the shape of pictures, 
frame store images and several 
ToasterCG examples. 

WELL CONNECTED 
The Video Toaster hardware is 
certainly welt connected, being an 
amalgam of three circuit boards 
which fit into the video slot of Amiga 
1500/2000/2500S (but not 3000s!) 
and having at its heart four custom- 
built very large scale integration 
(VLSI) chips to carry out the 
Toaster's specialist functions. There 
are four video inputs and two video 
outputs - all in the form of standard 
BNC connectors. 

Installation, though not difficult, 
isn't for the faint-hearted, as it 

The Video 
Toaster 
comes in two 
models - a 
stand-alone 
job (left) for 
US$3,995 or, 
if you already 
have an 
Amiga 
capable of 
accepting It, 
as an add-In 
board (above) 
for just 
US$1,595. 

entails swinging the power supply of 
the computer out of the way in order 
to get the board into the video slot, 
after which it neatly fills all the space 
between the power unit and the case 
of the machine. And that's all there 
is to it! 

All there is to fixing the Toaster 
hardware inside the Amiga, that is. 
But that's just the start. For those of 
you who thought that the Toaster 
would turn you into the world's 
greatest video producer instantly 
you're in for a bit of a shook. If also 
needs video gear - and a fair amount 
of it if you really want your 
productions to cook. 

OKT you could use the Toaster as 
a stand-alone device for 3D 
modelling, 24-bit painting, frame- 
grabbing and so on, and simply 
output the results to video. But then 
you'd be wasting what looks like a 
very versatile and exciting tool - and 
most of those shiny BNC connectors 
on the back of the Video Toaster, 

Granted, you don't have to use 
any of the video inputs at all, but 
imagine what you could put in there! 
Think in terms of a video camera or 
two, or a couple of video machines 
or a combination of each. Think of 
them all feeding in at once. And 
that's where Switcher comes in. It's 
a screen emulation of a fully- 
functional video mixing desk with up 
to seven inputs available, since in 
addition to the four video feeds there 
Is also a frame store built in to the 
Video Toaster to provide two 
assignable frame buffers, and 
there's also a background channel - 
thus seven in all. 

Then there are the two video 
outputs. These are for Preview and 
Program. For the uninitiated these 
output eather the video source 
selected on the Preview bus of 
Switcher or the video output from the 
Program bus, which is the final, 
definitive output from the Video 
Toaster. So in order to be able to 
really see what you're doing on your 
video production you'll need at least 
one video monitor in addition to the 

Amiga monitor. This is so that you 
can monitor both the 
Preview/Switcher and Program 
outputs. The Amiga monitor is 
necessary because the Toaster 
requires that the Amiga RGB signal is 
connected in order for it to property 
encode video signals. The addition of 
a second video monitor will allow you 
to display a Preview signal separately 
and use the Amiga monitor for 
Switcher's control panel. 

But that's not ail. The video 
inputs will need to be synchronous 
with each other - in other words, all 
the signals arriving at the Toaster 
have to be perfectly in step with each 
other. This is necessary for clean 
video effects to take place and 
necessitates the addition of further 
equipment - namely Time Base 
Correctors at the rate of one per 
VTR, And any video cameras will also 
need to be capable of being 
externally synched to the system if 
you plan on using more than one 
simultaneously. 

In fact, the sky's the limit as far 
as equipment goes. You could run a 
very simple Toaster setup of a single 
camera input and just one video 
recorder for the output. Or you could 
run an elaborate, three camera, one 
video player, one recorder system. It 
all depends on your needs and/or 
your funds, But you could also do 
most of the work in an 'off line* 
environment - at home, for example 
- by producing the graphics, captions 
and animations that you require in 
advance. Then hire an edit suite, 
take your Amiga and Toaster setup 
along, hook up and off you go. 

HOME AND AWAY 
The NTSC version of the Video 
Toaster is full-spec, US broadcast 
quality so it could be used (in NTSC 
system countries) by network TV, 
cable channels and production and 
post-production houses. (Indeed, it 
already is - see the 'toaster news' 
panel on page 36.) It could also be 
used by artists and animators to 
produce high-quality work onto video 
tape. And, cost-wise, it wouldn't be 
surprising to see the Video Toaster 
become commonplace in educational 
institutions running TV courses, in 
corporate and independent 
production facilities and ultimately 
into hard-core video enthusiasts' 
workrooms. In fact, anyone who is 
seriously into video will already have 
some, if not most, of the necessary 
equipment to utilise an appropriately 
equipped Amiga and a Video Toaster 
in their productions. 

And what of a PAL version for us 
here in the UK? Well, it's coming 
a to ng, but its release date is as yet 
unscheduled. It could be as much as 
a year away, but do believe us when 
we tell you that it's going to be well 
worth the wait... 
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VIDEO 

Video slices 

The Switcher interface 
software supplied with the 
Toaster is first and foremost 
a comprehensive emulation 

of the mechanics of a special effects 
generator (SEG) and digital effects 
generator. Whilst there are some 
notable omissions, such as joystick 
wipe positioning, picture scaling, 
chroma key and full control over 
border and background colours, 
there are enough Toaster digital 
effects alone to make even hardened 
video editors salivate like Pavlov's 
dogs. And NewTek is making amends 
right now - adding to and refining the 
Toaster to make it even more 
scrumptious. 

For the non-technical amongst 
you, I'll explain what Switcher does 
by starting with some basic 
information on vision mixing, 

MIX AND MATCH 
Now, you remember those four video 
inputs? Well, if this were a solid, 
three-dimensional mechanical SEG 
bolted into an edit suite console you 
could press a button on one of the 
input selector rows (busses), press 
another button on the other bus to 
select the other video source, select 
the type of transition, background 
colour, border colour and size and so 
on, then use the T-bar to control the 
speed of the transition between one 
video source and the other. The 
result of ail this will be that the video 
signals are mixed, wiped or 
otherwise effected by the SEG and 
the resultant combined signal 
emerges through the Program output 
to the storage medium of your choice 
- usually video tape. 

With Video Toaster, all the 
mechanical aspects of the SEG are 
replaced by a graphical interface, 
and all selections which would have 
been made on the mechanical SEG 
are instead made by using mouse 

Using Switcher 
along with sortie of 
the other software 
it's easy to create 
effects like those 
shown on the right 
- just take a 
graphic, overlay a 
moving video 
Image and combine 
the two in any way 
that you want to. 

button clicks or, if you prefer, 
keyboard selections. 

So, at its simplest Switcher 
coutd be used for cutting, fading or 
wiping between the various inputs 
available to the Toaster. 

Those were the basics. Mow for 
something a little more advanced: 
Toaster Digital Effects (or TDEs}. 
These are what, for me, really put 
the Toaster up there with the big 
boys of TV equipment. Until now the 
price tag for these kinds of effects 
units has been beyond the reach of 
many serious video users - unless 
they had a very friendly bank 
manager. Priced in the the multiple 

Incredible effects are available at 
the touch of a button. 

thousands of pounds range, digital 
effects for video have generally been 
luxuries, squeezing many a post- 
production budget dry. The Toaster is 
changing all that - permanently. Not 
necessarily for the established 
majors, but for corporate, industrial, 
cable, educational and other volume 
producers the Toaster is going to 
make a very big splash. 

It's very difficult to describe 
some of the TDEs available - and 
there are currently 128 of them ready 
to go at the click of a mouse button. 
The Switcher screen has pictorial 
representations of each IDE 
available, and guess what? They're 

referred to as croutons! Reveals, 
conceals, flips, tumbles, bounces, 
spins, blinds and other TDEs such as 
the very descriptively named, but 
totally indescribable on paper, 
Kicked Puppy'! 

By using the TDEs from Switcher 
you get almost exactly the same 
results as you would with a full- 
blown, rather expensive digital 
effects generator - at a fraction of 
the price. Spin a picture around to 
reveal another, roll one up and Eeave 
another in its place, fly one in then 
fly it out again. And while there are 
no true 3D effects - which require 
much increased processing power - I 
think that there's plenty here to 
appeal to every user, although I d 
like to see some more fancy wipes 
such as stars, diamonds, hearts and 
even the lowly circle. 

Performing a TDE is very simple, 
and can be done manually or 
automatically* For a manually- 
controlled effect either use the left 
mouse button to drag the T-bar 
down, or move the mouse while 
holding down the right-hand button. 
Automatic TDEs are made either by 
hitting the space bar or clicking on 
the 'Auto' button. The timing of 
automatic TDEs can be set to slow, 
medium or fast, although I'd like to 
see NewTek incorporate some kind 
of absolute time setting, which would 
be very useful when you need an 
accurately timed and smooth 
transition between images. 

When you plug live video signals 
into the VT, things really start looking 
good. TDEs which previously 
appeared fine with frame store 
images take on a whole new 
dimension. Trails, folds, fly-offs and 
all the other TDEs are suddenly 
working to full effect with real, 
moving video pictures! 

Some of the TDEs are stunning, 
But words don't do them justice. If 

"I've been looking of the video 
aspects of the Video Toaster, 
and frying to decide whether it 
really does perform as well as 
its reputation suggests/' 

Gary Whiteley 

you can find one (and they're in short 
supply at the moment) take a look at 
Newtek's demo video, it s hard to 
believe that a so-called 'games 
machine" can do all this, 

SOME DRAWBACKS 
There are some small problems, 
unfortunately. If you look closely at 
certain TDEs in operation, especially 
ones where pictures are expanded or 
compressed, there is a digital 
breakup as the picture segment is 
altered in size. This is due to a lack 
of interpolation processing within the 
Toaster, resulting in an imperfect 
compression or expansion - for 
example, parts of the picture become 
increasingly chunky1 or go missing 
altogether. This problem could be 
solved but would probably be 
expensive, requiring more hardware 
and programming to correct. 
However, don't despair. If you're 
viewing the video screen from a 
normal distance you'll hardly notice 
the joins. 

continued on page 36 
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VIDEO 

Multiple Images 
are a piece of cake 
to create, and can 
oe ove flayed on to 
static or moving 
backgrounds. Note 
the logo which has 
also been placed in 
the picture. The 
grab on the right Is 
just one of the 
explosion effects. 

continued from page 35 
There is also a small problem 

with the timing of the mask around 
the TDEd picture when using video, 
resulting in a slight black edge on 
the left of the image and a cropping 
on the right. Again, look closely and 
you'll see it, but all equipment has 
its limitations and the Toaster is no 
exception. Sometimes cost and 
creativity are more important 
considerations than absolute quality. 

There's also a bug in the 
software which saves frames to disk, 
If the mouse is moved during saving, 
the result will be that a series of 
broken, coloured lines will be saved 
on the picture. The current fix for this 
is to keep those twitchy fingers off 
the mouse while saving, turn it 
upside down and bolt down the cat. 

One final gripe on the video side 
is that when you're using video and a 
framestore image simultaneously it 
just isn't possible to use TDE effects 
which require compression or 
expansion {which is most of them). 
They become reduced to wipes which 

mimic the style of the original TDE. 
This is because half the framestore 
has to be used for four fields of 
video, whilst the other half contains 
the framestore image, leaving no 
room for the TDE manipulation. 

While testing with video input we 
found that adding more memory 
definitely improves the smoothness 
of the TDEs> Initially we were using 
4Mb of Fast RAM on our Fatter 
Agnus-eq u i pped A2000, but 
increasing this to 8Mb gave far 
smoother transitions. 

FRAME IT 
With a live video source hooked up (a 
VTR or camera), the Toaster can grab 
a frame of video in 24-bit mode. This 
is simply done: just hit the 'Freeze' 
button in the Switcher to grab from 
the selected source. Then, if there is 
some jitter caused by movement, 
simply enter the Preferences screen, 
cttck on the jitter removal icon, and a 
few moments later the image is rock 
steady. Grabbed frames can be 
saved as framestore pictures and 

TOASTER NEWS 
The really hot bits of news about the Video Toaster at the time of going 
to press are, according to NewTek: 
• The Video Toaster will be used in the production the new Star Trek 
movie, Star Trek 6: The Lost Country, 

• In the next version the company will be improving the software to 
enable the Toaster to work at a resolution of 1,900 x 3,000 lines, 
enabling direct-to-film effects. 

• CBS is using Lightwave 3D to design its new animated WC8S logo, 

• The Playboy Channel uses the Video Toaster in all its productions. 

• NewTek has sold more Toasters in the US than Grass Valley has sold 
video switchers, with over 20,000 Toasters sold so far. 

• Upgrades will allow favourite effects to be put in Bank A, and two new 
TDE banks are on the way. 
• New software upgrades currently In the pipeline include more effects 
banks, some (limited) 3D video effects, joystick positioning and 
assignable compression/expansion of images. More support for 
background channel will be included, along with improved versions of 
many of the slices. And there's talk of an additional board to support 
ChromaKey via component Inputs. 
• The next release includes particle generation for Lightwave 3D, to build 
clouds, snow, dust and other particulate objects. In fact, NewTek 
expects software upgrades to be available every 6-8 months. 

imported to ToasterPaint for any kind 
of surgery you wish to perform, No 
doubt Doctor South has some 
interesting thoughts on this in his 
Toaster graphics section (page 42). 

KEY IT 
The Video Toaster also features luma 
keying facilities directly from 
Switcher, with full control over 256 
brightness levels (from full black to 
peak white) and with either positive 
or negative settings, enabling one 
image to be keyed very crisply over 
another. Keying has many 
applications, such as superimposing 
titles over video by replacing the title 
background colour with the video 
picture, or for replacing a section of 
one picture with the another picture 
(this is known as a 'wipe key effect1). 
Linear keying is also possible, and 
will be mentioned in more detail in 
the next section. 

TOAST WITH CHARACTER 
Put another slice in the Video 
Toaster. ToasterCG is a fully-featured 
character generator which has anti- 
aliased fonts, scrolling, crawling, 
background generation and many 
other features. 

Put simply, ToasterCG has a 
workspace made up of 100 pages, 
called a book1. Only one book is 
available at any one time, but others 
can be recalled from storage as 
necessary. Each book can contain 
20 different fonts, and each page 
can have a different font on each 
Hne. Finally, there is the 'project1, 
which contains the current set of 
TDEs and the status of all the slices 
(that is, whether they are loaded into 
memory or not) and, of course, the 
contents of the book, 

There are five different page 
formats, each being used for specific 
tasks. Blank pages are simply that - 
blank They cannot contain any 
information but can be used as 
dividers between other pages. Key 
pages are ToasterCG pages which 
key stationary text over graphics or 
video. Framestore pages are full- 
screen pages which can have a 
generated background as well as text 
and can be saved to either 
framestore. Crawl pages key text 

which moves from right to left over 
video or graphics, in either the 
middle or the bottom of the screen, 
and scroll pages are similar to crawl 
pages, but roll the keyed text from 
the bottom of the screen to the top, 

Scroll and crawl pages can be 
run at one of four preset speeds, 
and cannot have shadowing or use 
the special 24-bit Chroma Fonts 
provided with ToasterCG. 

Over 30 high-quality fonts are 
provided, and it is possible to 
convert any Amiga bitmapped font for 
use with ToasterCG by using the 
supplied utility, Toastfont which 
works very efficiently and produces 
high quality results. You could even 
use graphics as fonts, making 
symbols, logos, grand prix cars and 
so on all available for presentation 
as Chroma Fonts, although I could 
find no indication in the manual of 
how this can be accomplished. A 
subsequent call to NewTek 
confirmed that Chroma Fonts are 
currently rather difficult to create on 
a DIY basist but software will soon 
be available from the company to 
redress this shortcoming. 

All the functions of ToasterCG 
are accessed via the keyboard only - 
something I have found annoying in 
other character generators - even 
though there are on screen icons 
available. So function keys become 
very important with ToasterCG and 
they often have several uses, since 
the <Alt> and <Shift> keys can also 
be used In their selection, 

Text can be shadowed and 
bordered (in any colour of your 
choice) but can only be manually 
kerned, Face colour is easily 
changed, as are shadow type and 
direction and border size. Font 
selection is easy and adding new 
fonts to the current book from the 
available font list is a piece of cake. 
Sadly, however, there are no 
facilities built in for automatic 
underlining, emboldening or 
italicising: your font style must 
already be in bold or italic when 
selected, and underlining can only be 
simulated by using a graphic 
separation character - which is 
simply a horizontal line. 

continued on page 41 
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Swift Microcomputers Ltd. 

84 High Street North, Dunstable Bedfordshire, LU6 3HP. Tele: (0582) 476257/8 

3.5 DS/DD 

5.25 DS/DD 

50 .....£21.75 
100 £33.00 
200 £62.00 
500 £137.00 

Including labels 

50. .....£11.50 
100 .. £22.00 
200 £42.00 
500 £95.00 

Including sleeves 

3.5 40 CAP........ ...£4.10 

3.5 80 CAP.... £4.50 

5.25 50 CAP... £5.00 

5.25100 CAP ...£5.50 

ATARI 

520ST-E DISCOVERY PK 

£299 

FAMILY CURRICULUM PK 

£365 

520ST - E TURBO PK 

£315 

EXTERNAL DRIVE  £65.00 

STACY ST....   CALL 

ATARI TT  CALL 

MEGAFILE 30  ..,...£339.00 

MEGAFILE 60   £469.00 

SM124 MTOR...   £137.00 

SC1224 MTOR..   £259.00 

LYNX   £73.00 

PORTFOLIO  ._..__£175.nn 

AMIGA DEALS! PRINTERS 

A 500 Computer with 

1 Mb Ram & Second Drive 

£365! 

0.5 Meg Ram £19.99 

(add £6 for clock) 

External Drive £55.00 

STAR 

LC 10  £155.00 

LC24- 10.....  £215,00 

LC 200 COLOUR.......... £215.00 

LC 24-200  ..£295.00 

3 1/2 HD 

PHILIPS 

CM8833 Mk2 

£219 

INC LEAD 

COMMODORE 

CDTV 

CALL FOR 
LATEST DEALS! 

50 

100 

 £28.50 

£55.00 
£105.00 

AMSTRAD 

SONY 3.5 DS/DD 

BULK 37p 

ALT 286.. £1580.00 

ALT 388... £2030.00 
PC2086 HD/COL £893.00 

PC2086 SD/COL ....£599.00 

OTHER TYPES & 

CONFIGS AVAILABLE 

30MB H/CARD £159! 

COMMODORE 3.5 DS/DD & BOXES 

AMIGA 500 .,.,.£305.00 

CARTOON CLASSICS £365.00 

CLASS OF 90s...... £510.00 

FIRST STEPS „.£510.00 

A590 20MB H/DISK.... ..£279.00 

1.5 MEG RAM.,... £85.00 

1084S MONITOR £245.00 

C64 P/INTELLIGENCE £119.00 

AMIGA 1500/2000 

AMIGA 2000.... .CALL 

AMIGA 1500 ..£650.00 

52MB H/CARD .....„.:„£299.00 

105MB H/CARD .... £439.00 

25 disks + 40 cap box.... .,..£13.00 

50 disks + 80 cap box £24.00 

100 disks + 80 cap box ..,£36.00 

150 disks + 80 cap box £51.00 

200 disks + 2 X 80 cap boxes ....£65.00 

400 disks + 4x80 cap boxes £138.00 

500 disks + 5x80 cap boxes £155.00 

NO QUIBBLE 

LIFETIME GUARANTEE 

Access 

Call or send Cheques/Postal Orders to; 

SWIFT MICROCOMPUTERS LTD 

84 HIGH STREET NORTH, DUNSTABLE, BEDS. LU6 3HP 

Telephone (0582) 476257/8 Fax (0582) 476258 

PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND DELIVERY. ADD £9.00 FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY 



AMIGA PACKS AT THEIR VERY BEST 

TO ORDER YOURS JUST CALL MANDY, CAROL OR MELANIE 

U CARTOON CLASSICS PACK 
I ★ A500 Computer Pack 
* 1Mb Memory 
* Super Joystick 
★ De-Luxe Paint III 
* Lemmings 
* The Simpsons 

|★ Captain Planet COCCI 
Pack Price    4,00" 95 

4, BEGINNERS PACK 
I ★ A500 Computer Pack 
★ Wicked 9 game pack 
★ Quality Mousemat 
★ Pack of 10 disks 

| * Super Joystick    o 1 A 
Pack Price    O lU.95 

2. ULTIMATE GAMES PACK 
★ A500 Computer Pack 
★ 10 Fantastic games 
★ Disk Box 
★ 10 Disks 
★ Mouse Mat 
★ Dust Cover 
★ 512K Ram upgrade (fitted) 
★ Super Joystick    r o C A 

Pack Price     dU$0" 95 

5, HEROES PACK 
★ A500 Computer Pack 
★ Indiana Jones 
★ Robocop 
★ Batman The Movie 
★ Ghostbusters II   jr o 1 A 

Pack Price XOlU.95 

3, PUBLISHERS PACK 
★ A500 Computer Pack 
★ Kind words 2.0 
★ Pagesetter 1.2 
★ Headline Font Pack 
★ Tutorial 
★ Artists Choice Art Pack 
★ Disk Box 
★ 10 Disks CQCCk 

Pack Price 

6. STANDARD PACK 
★ A500 Computer Pack 
★ TV Modulator 
★ 1Mb Disk Drive 
★ Mouse 
★ Speech Synthesis 
★ Manual & Work Disks 
★ AH Leads 
★ Joystick roOO 

Pack Price    dL£.3ZJ 95 

For extra 512K memory on packs 4, 5, 6 (fitted) add only £24.95 (£2835 with clock) 

★ NEW ★ AMIGA ADDED VALUE OUTFIT PACKS 

All packs come with the Amiga Value Pack of your choice (choose from above) 

MONO PRINTER PACK COLOUR PRINTER PACK 
★ Amiga Value Pack * Amiga Value Pack y ,   p , ^ 

(Your choice of 3)               (Your choice of 3)            * fv
miga ™ 

★ LC10 Mono * LC200 , KS.?0^? 3,
M„„ 

★ All connecting cables * All connecting cables * iJ84S °[ ™ip
u

s ^ 
(Please state which) 

★ All connecting cables 

PROFESSIONAL PACK 
★ Amiga Value Pack 

(Your choice of 3) 
★ 1084S or Philips 883311 

(Please state which) 
★ LC200 
★ All connecting cables 

ONLY£439.99      0NLY£494.99 0NLY£539.99 

Free 16 day hotel accommodation vouchers with every 

COMMODORE 

HARD DRIVES 

A590 V2 Meg £275 

A590 + 1Mb .....£309 

A590 + 2Mb £330 

ESSENTIAL COMPUTER 

ACCESSORY PACK 1 
* Competition Pro 5000 joystick .RRP £14.95 
* High quality solid perspex 

computer dustcover RRP £9.95 
* 20 3V2' DS/DO disks 

with labels RRP £16.95 

1Mb and 2Mb 

Upgrades fitted 

FREE 

* 40 capacity lockable disk ban ....RRP £4.95 
* 3l/2" disk drive cleaner kit RRP £4.95 

TOTAL RRP £52.75 
PACK PRICE £29.95 

ESSENTIAL 

COMPUTER 
I ACCESSORY PACK 2 
I ★Naksha high quality powermouse RRP £34-95 I 
I * High quality mousepad RRP £8.95 | 
| ★High quality solid perspex 

computer dust caver   RRP £14.95 I 
|*Twin joysticK/mouse extension leads .RRP £9.95 | 

TOTAL RRP £68.80 
PACK PRICE £29*95 

ONLY £739 .99 
pack. 

COMMODORE A5Q1 

SCOOP PURCHASE 
I* Official 512K Ram upgrade for A5Q0 
I* Complete with battery backed clock 
I* Enclosed in protective shielding 
I* Only approved upgrade not 

invalidating warranty 
|* Official Commodore 1 year guarantee 

RRP £99.99 SCOOP PRfCE £39 .99 

ORDER WHILST STOCKS LAST! 

PACKI    AMIGA PERIPHERAL PACKS PACK 2 
iMegaboard Ram Expansion RRP £49.95 

140 capacity lockable disk box RRP £9.95 

20 3.5" DS/DO disks with labels ...RRP £19.95 

PC 880 3.5" disk drive RRP £89.95 
Megaboard Ram Expansion RRP £49.95 
40 capacity lockable disk box RRP £9.95 
20 3.5" DS/DD disks with labels RRP £19.95 
3.5" disk drive cleaner kit RRP £9.95 

TOTAL RRP £79.85 .....PACK PRICE £39.95  TOTAL RRP £179.75 ...PACK PRICE £99.95 
^—_—~—j—■—•———  

i^g^B^fti^ ^^flp^^j^^i' Bip|^^ijHiB|! BjEjjjji^! jflj'JH IN^|HH|I I^Bjjij^ ^^^IPi3j^k ifffl^i^^i I 
p^Bflrff ' ^hsipP   TB vtr HP I Wlf^ \ ^ktfi^     B| i  I SffcwiaB iflF^lBLi 

UNIT 3, FORGE CLOSE, LITTLE END ROAD, EATON SOCON, CAMBS 



FROM THE POWER HOUSE 
11.5Mb A500 Ram expansion card £79.,00 

Blitz with PC880 drive £65.00 
Blitz Turbo £19.95 

A500 anti-click board £15.00 
Power mouse £14.95 

Slimline hard disk 40Mb £299.00 

Amiga 2000 internal drive kit : £46.95 
IA500 internal floppy drive £46.95 

AMIGA 
V2 MEG UPGRADE 

BOARD 
* Uses latest 4 chip design 
* Memory on/off switch 
* Option of battery 

backed clock 
* Full 12 month guarantee 
* New super low price 

£24.95 

Clock version £29.95 

DISK DRIVE STARTER KIT 
PC880 3.5" High Quality Disk Drive £89.99 
(Features anti-click, on/off, superslim design) 
Ten 3.5" DS/DD disks with labels RRP £9.99 
40 Capacity lockable disk box RRP £9.99 
3.5" Disk drive cleaner kit RRP £9.99 

TOTAL RRP £119.96 

Starter Kit Price £59.99 

STAR PRINTERS 
LC10 Mono 
9 Pin Dot Matrix 144/34cps £149,95 

LC200 Colour 
| 9 Pinr 180/45 cps, 16K Buffer £199.95 

LC24-200 Mono 
24 Pin Dot Matrix, 200/67cps £239.95 

LC2«00 Colour 
24 Pin, 200/67 cps, 30K Buffer £289.95 

PRINTER ACCESSORY PACK1 

I Only available when purchased 
Iwith a printer. 

Parallel printer cable - RRP £14.95 
I* 200 sheets listing paper - RRP £6.95 
I* Quality tailored dust cover - RRP £12,95 

TOTAL RRP £34.85 

ESSENTIAL ACCESSORIES 

Disks 
Pack of 10 high quality 3.5" DS/DD £4.99 
Box of 10 branded TDK 3-5" DS/DD ..,..£7.99 
Box of 50 3.5" DS/DD with labels £18.99 
Box of 100 3,5" DS/DD with labels £35,99 
Box of 250 3.5" DS/DD with labels £79.99 
3.5" disk drive cleaning kit £3.99 

I Disk Boxes 
13.5" 10 capacity Ryford box £1.49 

3.5" 40 capacity lockable box ,,...£4.50 
13.5" 80 capacity lockable box .,...£5.95 
13.5" 80 capacity Van 3 (slim design) £7.95 

Mouse 
High quality mousepad,„„ ,,£2,99 
Mouse/joystick extension leads..... £5.99 

Dustcovers 
PVC quality covers for computer/prmterf 5.99 
High quality solid Perspex dustcover ....£9.99 

PRICES 

RRP OUR 
PRICE 

Music XVl.l £149.95 £69.95 

Music X Junior £79.95 £39.95 

Midi Interface 
(In-thru-out-out) 
with lead 

£29.95 £17.99 

PACK PRICE &9.95 

with printer stand 

£14.95 

MICROSWITCH 

JOYSTICKS 
The only joysticks worth buying, 

full 1 year guarantee! 

QUiCKJOY III SUPERCHARGER 
Two fire buttons, Auto-fire, 
Six micro-switches £8.99 
QUICK SHOT TURBO 
Two fire buttons, Auto-fire, six micro-switches..£9.99 
QUICKJOY VI JETF1GHTER 
Two fire buttons, Autofire with fast/slow mode, 
6m/s £12.99 
COMPETITION PRO 5000 
Two fire buttons, steel shaft, Autofire, m/s ....£12.99 
ZIPST1CK AUTOFIRE 
Two fire buttons, steel shaft, Autofire, m/s ....£13.99 
STINGRAY AUTOFIRE 
Direct replacement for Konix Navigator, ,£14.99 
QUICKJOY V SUPERBOARO 
Six fire buttons, Autofire, stopwatch, 
Tenm/s £16.99 
QUICKJOY TOPSTAR - Highly recommended 
Two fire buttons, A/f slow motion, 6 m/s, 
see through body , ....£19.99 
QUICKJOY MEG ABOARD 
Four fire buttons, 8 m/s, M slow motion, 
stop watch, countdown... £23.99 

DOW 

HOW TO 

ORDER. 

BY PHONE 
Simply call our head office quoting your 
Access/Visa number on 

Mon-Fri 0480 403222 

Sat 0480 403304 

By personally calling at 
our St Neots or Hertford Shop 

ST NEOTS HERTFORD 

TELESALES ORDER LINE (MON-FRI) 0480 403222/(SAT) 0480 403304 

6 Priory Mali,      49 Railway St. 
St Neots, Cambs     Warren Place 

Tel: 0480        Hertford, Herts. 
403304 Tel: 0992 554469 

BY POST 
Make cheques, building society drafts or 
postal orders payable to: 
Dow Computers 
Please allow time for cheque clearance 

DELIVERY (UK Mainland, most areas) 
Please add £6 courier delivery for orders over 
£100, add £2 p&p for orders under, 

★★★★★★★★★★★★★ 

GOLD CLUB SERVICE 
1*7 day money back guarantee if not completely satisfied 
I* 30 day exchange for new policy should a fault occur 
1 * 1 year guarantee giving FREE collection and delivery 

service should a fault occur 
[ * Exclusive gold card with personal membership number 

entitling you to special offers 
I * All this for a nominal £10 per item over £100 

I PLATINUM CARD SERVICE I 
* AH the benefits of the successful gold card service 

(above) plus the following 
I 4 Extended 2 year guarantee from date of purchase. (Peace ofmind 

for 2 years) 
I 4 Free use of loan machine if required should yours need to be 

repaired, (Now you never need be without your expensive 
purchase) 

I 4 Free collection and deliver)- service for the full two years should a 
fault occur (fast make one simple phone call and leave the rest to m!) 

I 4 Exclusive platinum privileged customer card entitling you to 
special offers. 

14 All of these benefits for the incredible price of just £39,95 per item 
purchased. 

I N.B. In the unlikely case of shortages of identical model loan machines 
I a suitable alternative will be offered. 

WHY CHOOSE DOW? 
I ★ ESTABLISHED OVER 5 YEARS 

With a growing reputation for "putting the 
customer first'. We intend to satisfy many more 
customers for years to come 

I * TECHNICAL SUPPORT/ON-SITE 
ENGINEERS 
Employing over 20 specialist staff, we are 
equipped to deal with the majority of queries 

| * FULL TESTING PROCEDURE 
All computer hardware Is tested prior to despatch, 
proving Dows commitment to customer care 

Prices correct at going to press but 
may change without notice, E&OE. 



COMMODORE 
1084S STEREO 

MONITOR 
Including FREE lead 
ONLY £229.00 

.j 
•i 

i 
i ! PHILIPS 8833 MK n 

i STEREO MONITOR i 
Including Free Lead 

ONLY £229.00 CDTV now in stock 

Open Monday to 
Saturday 9am -6pm 

Callers and Mail 
Order welcome 

'     BATTLE OF 
BRITAIN 

i   THEIR FINEST 
HOUR 

ONLY £20.00 
i 1 

! AT ONCE AMIGA"! 

PC 286 AT EMULATOR 
FOR THE A5QG 

ONLY £169.00 

AMIGA PACKS 

■ SCREEN GEMS PACK, inc. Shadow / Beast II, Back/Future II, Nightbreed, Days of Thunder, Dpaint n ..... .  , £359 00 
■ AMIGA A500, mouse, modulator, power supply, Workbench 1,3. Basic Tutorial and manuals ,  ' £309 00 
I CARTOON CLASSICS inc: 1Mb Ram, Lemmings, Simpsons, Captain Planet, Deluxe Paint 3 £369 00 I 
I CLASS OF THE 90'S FIRST STEPS, inc. Extra 512K, Pr-Write, Info File, Dpaint + Dprint H etc ,  .    . ."£51500 
i CLASS OF THE 90'S, inc. Extra 512K, Publishers Choice. MaxiPlan, BBC Emulator Midi Int. etc ..„.„ ,1„MJEllECO 
■ AMIGA CREATIVITY PACK, with Word Processor, Music & Paint packages, 3 games + Tutorial Video „,„.„ww ...£419,00 

All Amiga A500's supplied with mouse, modulator, man s supplied with mouse, modulator, manuals, workbench, Basic + Tutorial 

AMIGA ASOO FUN PACK -1 
j Amiga A500, Mouse, Modulator, Manuals, Basic, Workbench, Tutorial, Joystick, Disk Box, , 
■ 10 Blank Disks, Dust Cover, Dpaint in, PLUS 13 GREAT GAMES Lemmirigs, Simpsons, 1 

I Captain Planet, Star Wars, Toobin, Barbarian H, Licence to Kill ■ James Bond Game, | 
j Running Man - With Schwarzenegger, APB, Xybots, Dragon Spirit, Hard Drivin, Voyager, 1 
J 1 Meg of Ram 

ONLY £399.00 

AMIGA ASOO MAX PACK 

Amiga A500, Mouse, Modulator, Manuals, Basic, Workbench, Tutorial, Joystick, Disk 
Box, 10 Blank Disks, Dust Cover, Dpaint E, PLUS 10 GREAT GAMES Star Wars. Toobin, 
Barbarian II, Licence to Kill - James Bond Game, Running Man Wii;s Schwarzenegger, 

APB. Xybots, Dragon Spirit, Hard Drivin, Voyager 
ONLY £359.00    1 MEG VERSION £389.00 

I 1 

SOFTWARE AND DISKS —-i HARDWARE 

3D PROFESSIONAL £209.00 PIXEL 3D £49.00 
AMOS + EXTRAS DISK £32,00 PRO VIDEO POST £159 00 
BROADCAST TITLER E £169.00 PRO-WRITE V3-1 £85.00 
VIDEO EASE ,.„ £35.00 EXCELLENCE V2 £89.00 
DIGMEW GOLD V4 £95.00 TITLE PAGE   .,...£109,00 
LATTICE C V5.1, ...£149.00 PROFESSIONAL PAGE V2 £169.00 
PACESETTER V2r DTP .,,..,..,..,.£47.00 VIDEO EFFECTS 3D .. ,£109,00 
PAGESTREAM, New Version 2.1 .£129.00 X-CAD DESIGNER (1 Meg) ...£69.00 
PAGESTREAM FONTS £49,00 X-CAD PROFESSIONAL............. ..£129.00 
TV TEXT PROFESSIONAL..... £79.00 WORDWORTH. , ...£85.00 
CROSS-DOS, Multi-format file transfer , £23.00 
HITACHI 720 VIDEO CAMERA. Ideal for DigiView £199,00 
PEN PAL, Excellent Word Processor (1 Meg) £59,00 
IMAGINE 3D Animation & Rendering software £169.00 
ART DEPARTMENT PROFESSIONAL...,. ...XI 19.00 
ALL IN ONE, Art package, Word Pro + Music package £119.00 
TV SHOW, Video wipes, titling package £55.00 
PHOTON PAINT II, HAM Art + Animation £25.00 
AMOS COMPILER £23.00 
THE WORKS PLATINUM. Integrated package , £62.00 
AMIGA VISION. Authoring software ...... ,...£89,00" 
DOS 2 DOS Multi format file transfer ., , .£33.00 
WALT DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO [1 Meg) £69.00 
SPECTRA COLOUR £55.00 
FUTILITIES £34.00 

I  I 

[ COMMODORE A590 20MB Hard Disk, Unpopulated £286.00 
■ COMMODORE A590 20mb Hard Disk + 2m RAM £339.00 
I FRAME GRABBER PAL , , .....£449.00 
I REND ALE 8802 Genlock, A5O0/B2O00.. £185.00 

AUDIO ENGINEER Sampling hardware/software £169.00 
SOPHUS 35 Professional Stereo Sampler £49.00 
ECS POWERBOARD, PC Emulation (A5Q0) with MS DOS , £215.00 

I AMIGA compatible external disk drive, switch plus thru port , £57.50 
I GVP 52MB SCSI hard drive & 8M RAM Board foi A500 £499.00 

GVP 52 MEG SCSI Drive plus 8 Meg Ramhoard for 1500/2000 , ..„...,...., .£419.00 
I GOLDEN IMAGE HAND SCANNER with software plus Photon Paint .£169.00 
jjJAKSHA CLONE MOUSE £19,95 

PRINTERS 

J STAR LC-10 MONO PRINTER inc. Lead „ £159 
J STAR LC-200 COLOUR PRINTER inc. Lead £209 
J STAR LO24/200 MONO PRINTER inc. Lead £249 
I STAR LC-24/200 COLOUR PRINTER inc. Lead £297 
i CITIZEN SWIFT 24 MONO inc. Lead £279 
I CITIZEN SWIFT 24 COLOUR inc. Lead £275 
I CITIZEN 124D 24 Pin Mono inc. Lead ,.,,,,.£195 
I CITIZEN 120D Plus, 9 Pin Mono inc. Lead .£139 
i CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR inc. Lead .i .£179 
I CANON BJ10E bubble let inc. Lead.. .... ..,£269 

AMIGA A1500 

The A150O inc. Philips 8833 or CBM 1084S monitor, Twin Drive, 
Dpauit3, The Worlcs Plat., +4 Games, ONLY £859.00 

AMIGA ASOO part exchange available - please phone 

AMIGA MEMORY 

SUPRA RX500 8M Board for ASOO inc 1M .£125.00 
SUPRA RX500 8M Board for ASOO inc 2M  £159.00 
B2000 Microbotics 8M Ram Board + 2 Meg RAM £159.00 
Extra 2 Meg Ram for above board .... .... £75,00 

LA500 TARGET ^KJl^Witji Clra^ , 

SUPRA/BAUD BANDIT 2400 MODEM 

Hayes Compat. Auto-dial/answer, V21, 22, 22bis £124.00 Supra 2400 Plus, MNP5 + V42 Bis (speeds up to 9600} £189.00 
As above but includes MNP5 error correction £159.00. New Supra 9600 Modem (speeds up to 38000) £399.00 I 

HOW TO ORDER: 
Either call our number 
below with your credit 
card details, or send a 
cheque/PO or credit 

card number and 
expiry date to our 

address. Make cheques 
payable to 

THE 16 BIT CENTRE 
Prices subject to change without 

notification. 

All prices include VAT + Courier Service 

16 BIT CENTRE 

Units 15-17* 
Lancashire Fittings Science Village 

Claro Road, Harrogate HGl 4AF 

Tel (0423) 531822/526322 

EXTENDED WARRANTY 
AND MAINTENANCE 

CONTRACTS AVAILABLE 
ON ALL ITEMS. PLEASE 

CALL FOR FURTHER 
DETAILS 



CHECKOUT 

SWITCHER 

VIDEO 

Features • • • • 
Plenty of options already, but there's still 
room for more! 

Ease of use • • • • • 
Anyone should be able to use Switcher 
within a very short time. Simple and 
straightforward 

Speed 
Access to all slices and croutons is fast - 
only loading of CG pages and framestore 
images may take a little while. 

Quality • ••• 
Readability is high, and everything is easy 
to understand. 

Documentation     • • • 
Not as comprehensive in details of actual 
usage as I would have liked, Some things 
have just got to he worked out by yourself. 

Overall rating • • • • 

CHECKOUT 

TOASTERCG 

Features • • • 
I would like to see more flexibility in text 
entry, styles and placement. Also more 
types of movement - teletext, for example. 

Ease of use # • • . 
Beyond the keyboard-only restrictions. CG 
IS pretty easy to use. 

Speed • •• 
Rendering times can be quite slow (on 
68000 machines] and more variety is 
need in scroll and crawF speeds, 

Qualify • • • • 
Output quality is high, with even converted 
bitmap fonts looking very good, 
ChromaFonts are great too. 

Documentation     • • • 
Fair, with easy-to-follow tutorials. 

Overall rating mmm 

CHECKOUT 

CHROMAFX 

Features • • • • 
Customtsable and storabie effects, in 
addition to 3Q pre-made ones. Plenty Of 
control over the results. 

Ease of use • • • # C 
Fairly straightforward, Dut needs some 
experimentation for true familiarity. 

Speed • • • 
Can take a little time before an effect is 
ready to be used. 

Quality • * • • 
The preset effects look good, and so 
should the ones you build. 

Documentation 
Fair, with easy-to-follow tutorials. 

Overall rating *»•• 

continued from page 36 
When you've made your pages, 

all you have to do is render them up 
(in 24-bit) and you're ready to go. 
Rendering framestore pages can 
take a little while, but they can then 
be saved to disk, Scroll and crawl 
pages will be available for use 
almost immediately and key pages 
do not take long at all> Pressing 
<FI0> then lets us see our page on 
the Program or Preview output so we 
can decide if all is well before 
returning to Switcher. 

Back in Switcher'it's a simple 
task to trigger our prepared pages. 
Select the chosen page by scrolling 
through the listing window. Press 
<Enter> and it will be prepared for 
action - and will indicate this by 
causing one of the Switcher buttons 
to flash on and off. Then, when you 
trigger a transition (by using 
<Space>h the Auto' button or via the 
right-hand mouse button), the 
ToasterCG page will be faded, 
scrolled, crawled or TDEd - 
depending on the type of page you 
recalled - over video or framestore 
graphics. 

The quality is as you would 
expect - crisp, clean and smooth. 
And by using linear keying (which is 
actually a type of luminance keying) 
any shadows applied to the text can 
be made to appear semi-transparent 
over the background video image, A 
nice touch, and a useful one at that. 

I did find that I missed being 
able to play a sequence of pages 
back one after another, as is 
possible with other character 
generators, and this may cause 
problems when subtitling. Other 
features I would like to see inciude 
being able to mix fonts and colours 

on the same line (especially in the 
scroti and crawl pages), the addition 
of simple graphics for text boxing 
and underlining, and more flexibility 
and variability with the speed of 
scrolls and crawls, 

COLOUR PROCESSING 
The third slice directly related to 
video output is called ChromaFX, Its 
purpose is to cause colour 
processing effects on incoming video 
signals - posterising, filtering, 
solarising and so on, There are about 
30 ready-made effects, and these 
can be adjusted directly from the 
ChromaFX screen. So, when a video 
signal is effected with ChromaFX it 
will be painted over1 with the 
selected effect. Again, these effects 
are hard to describe, but filtering, for 
example, would be like having a 
graduated filter applied over the 
video signals allowing, say, the sky to 
be tinted red without effecting the 
rest of the picture. Or the whole 
picture could be washed over with 
rainbow colours, snow storms, weird 
colour effects, NewTek's Nuke effect 
(a false colour, posterised kind of 
affair) and so on. The ChromaFX 
arsenal can be extended by saving 
custom changes to disk, Just 
imagine how you might improve 
some of those holiday films! 

IT'S ALSO A GENLOCK! 
As a final touch, the Video Toaster 
can be made to operate as a lowly 
genlock. By exiting via the Toaster 
Preferences screen you will be 
returned to Workbench and the 
Amiga signal will be gen locked by the 
Toaster. I was surprised to be able to 
load Deluxe Paint HI and run an 
animation over the top of a 24-bit 

graphic. The quality looked very 
acceptable, too - a small amount of 
colour smearing but even the 
notoriously difficult reds were pretty 
viewable, 

WHAT YOU NEED 
A minimum system configuration for 
the Toaster suggests itself from what 
we found out using the system, and 
the following is sensible according to 
those tests: 
• An Amiga 2000 
• 8Mb of Fast memory (9Mb total} 
• At least a 40Mb hard disk 
• A 68030 card of some kind 
If that wasn't enough, you will also 
need some video equipment: again, 
we think that a sensible set-up would 
comprise: 
• A video camera 
• Two good-quality VTRs (for 

playback) 
• Two time base correctors to 

square up the signals from the 
VTRs 

• A recording VTR (with single 
frame capability) 

• Two video monitors in addition to 
the one attached to your Amiga 

GOBSMACKED 
I was. Totally. To round up the video 
side of things I must say that I think 
we'll have to wait a good while 
before another Amiga product will 
touch the Video Toaster for features, 
quality and innovation... at any price! 
OK, its taken since 1987 to get this 
far, and it's only been available In 
the States since October last year. 
So you don't mind waiting that little 
bit longer for the PAL version, do 
you? You do? So how's about it, 
NewTek? Please? Pretty please? 

continued on page 42 

THOSE TECH SPECS IN FULL 

Note: just in case you missed the point, this review 
and spec applies only tc the US TV standard NTSC 
model, but it's fairly safe to assume that most items 
(other than the NTSC specifications) will be retained 
on the PAL version when it finally becomes available. 

• Inputs;       4 composite synchronous BNC with 
software controlled 75 ohm 
termination. 

• Outputs:     One Preview and one Program 
composite BNC. 

• Reference Video: Composite colour or black burst on 
video Input No. 1. 

• Trigger:       GPI trigger to joystick port. 

• Sync Generator:  Internally regenerated sync, black 
burst and blanking to full NTSC signal 
specifications. 

■ Signal to Noise: >55 dB. 

• Sampling Rate: 14.31818MHz, 

• Memory:     8 fields (expandable). 

• Frame Store; Dual outputs independently routed to 
Switcher, storing 1, 2, 4 or 8 fields. 

Capacity: Up to 1,000 frames (per 
frame store device, depending upon 
available storage}. 

Load Time: From RAM: <0.2 seconds. 
From hard disk: <3 seconds. 

• Switcher:    7 Inputs: External video 1-4, Digital 
Channel 1, Digital Channel 2, Matte 
Generator. 
Independently selectable Preview 
output. 
Unear Keyer: 16 steps at 70 ns 
resolution. 256 steps at 280ns 
resolution. 
Luminance Keyer: Dual keyer for dual 
threshold keying or two independent 
keys. Dual clip level control with 256 
steps. Key Input swltchable to any 
input or digital channel. 
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VIDEO 
continued from page 41 

Graphics slices 

■ he most incredible thing 
^^^about the Toaster is that so 

few people have heard of it in 
the UK. Obviousfy a big 

spread in the UK's favourite Amiga 
magazine can t hurt that situation, 
but it's surprising that the big story 
about how the Toaster is making a 
mockery of highly priced 
video/graphics machines in the US 
is taking so long to spread over here, 

The ramifications of what the 
Toaster could do to the state of the 
art in video are wide ranging and 
could spell the end of edit suit 
domination of the creative video 
market. For a Jong time mainframes 
and incredibly expensive graphics 

workstations have had a monopoly 
on quality computer graphicst but 
this is all set to change. With the 
onset of 24-bit graphics cards 
(including the Toaster) this power is 
being given to the public at large. 
NowP with the Toaster, the video 
effects and paint facilities normally 
offered by the likes of Quantel's 
paintbox and Silicon graphics are at 
last in the hands of art scoundrels 
like us! 

LET THERE BE LIGHTWAVE 
Lightwave is the Toaster's 3D 
rendering package, written by 
Videoscape 3D author Alan 
Hastings, Like all the slices, you get 
to Lightwave through Switcher, 
clicking once to load it, and once 
again to actually use it. Once you've 
clicked on the Lightwave 3D crouton 
the first time, each time you run it 
again it will run instantly as it is held 
in memory. 

To run Lightwave you need at 
least 5Mb of memory - and this is all 
needed if you intend to render 
anything of any size or complexity, 
3D can be very time consuming at 
the best of times, and very 
processor-in tensive to say the least, 
so an accelerator is needed if you 
want to cut down those rendering 
times, especially if you want to make 
frames for animation: at three hours 
per frame you stand to spend a lot of 
time with your Amiga locked up. 

Lightwave is a very impressive 3D rendering package which creates effects like this 

And talking about animation, you 
can't animate objects in real time 
either. Like most professional 3D 
systems, you have to find a means 
of rendering to videotape one frame 
at a time. This process is 
automated, and uses a simple 
protocol understood by single frame 
video rendering systems like Lyon 
Lamb. Lightwave can drive many 
different single frame recording 
devices, and has an ASCII command 
line for other, as yet unsupported 
devices, so commands can be typed 
straight in for transmission through 
the serial port. In this way it s 
probable that the Artbeat Simpatica 
system will soon feature Toaster 
compatibility, but obviously this won't 
be available until the unit is over 
here in PAL format and in quantity. 

TRAVELLING LIGHT 
There is so much in Lightwave that 
it's hard to know where to begin. 
First off there's a re oily mind- 
boggling array of transformations you 
can do, as the Todd Rundgren video 
for Change Myself shows (see the 
Todd is God' box on page 43). Most 

of the shape and form changing is 
done with envelope shapers, like a 
synthesizer, and these take all the 
hard work out of moulding your 
shapes into something else, or 
moving their textures about. 

Gary reckons Lightwave is a bit 
odd to use, but I like it fine. Gary and 

I always approach 
3D from a different 
angle, though. (You 
might say as it's 3D, 
we can approach it 
from any angle we 
like, but that's just 
being silly.) Gary is 
used to systems 
which deliver high 
quality but need a bit 
of work to get them 
running, as he has 
learned every tricky- 
to-operate 3D 
system going. So his 
favourite rendering 
packages are things 
like imagine or Turbo 
SHver, I came into 
3D quite late on, so 
I prefer simple 
things like Real 3D 
and Lightwave. 

One of the 
things I really like 
about Lightwave is 
that everything 

happens on one screen most of the 
time, none of this tri-view business 
where everything from every angle is 
squeezed on to one screen. Of 
course there is that option if you like, 
but I don't like. 

Animations are made using the 
same procedures, using 'tweening to 
get objects in motion, rather than 
letting you move the object and 

THE CREDITS 

Thanks are due to Ira Curtis 
Coleman of Bitsoft, Watford for 
technical troubleshooting and 
being kind enough to set up all 
his NTSC equipment for us to zap 
video signals through the Video 
Toaster. To Stan Hearle of 
Artbeat (them again!) for 
supplying much-needed extra 
memory so that we could get the 
Video Toaster running in the first 
place. To 33 Video, Luton for 
loaning a video monitor capable 
of showing NTSC, And finally to 
NewTek, without whom none of 
this review would have been 
possible anyway! 

position each frame carefully before 
rendering. Each frame is rendered up 
as a wire frame, then you can test 
the animation in this form before 
committing to a full render. Once you 
have an object moving you can 
animate it to video frame by frame, 
and then certain animated effects 
become apparent such as moving 
textures and bumps- 

Objects are rounded using a full 
JPhong normal interpoIation', 
meaning that they look smooth even 
if they are made of 48 jaggy 
polygons, But if you want objects to 
look bumpy and they're not, you can 
do so with bump mapping. Bump 
maps can be made to simulate most 
surfaces, and just like Reai 3D you 
create the bumpmaps of your own in 
DPaint or some simitar package and 
then ship them over as brushes. 

Ripples are another very exciting 
and beautiful effect, and these can 
be used to simulate water or even 
the ripples or waves in a flag. You 
can set up sources for the waves 
and set them in motion, and also 
dictate how tall the waves should be 
and how fast they move. The result 
is very attractive, and means you can 
do some very realistic liquid effects. 

Lighting is a dream, with all 
manner of realistic lighting effects, 
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Lightwave's main screen contains all of its available function -all can be 
accessed at the click of a mouse button. 

Editing objects, lighting and so on is smiple to do. The program makes every 
user action as Intuitive as possible. 

which all react as if you had a bunch 
of lights in a studio and were moving 
them around, altering the barn doors 
and filling in the shadows. Lights can 
also move around, and their motion 
is governed by the same simple 
tweening effects. 

DOWN AT THE DOCS 
The tutorials in the manual are many 
in number and take you through 
toading objects, changing colours, 
setting up scenes, simple animation, 
and editing animation. This covers 
most of the first batch of "how do I 
do this?" sort of questions which the 
user is likely to have, but what I 
wanted to read was a quick guide on 
how to simulate certain surfaces. 
Obviously the information is in the 
manual, but you have to delve 
around for it a bit. Then there it was, 
at the back of the Advanced Tutorials 
section. Why weren't they in with the 

rest of them? Ah welL Some of the 
tutorials require that you render to a 
single frame VTR so you can see the 
effect, although one advanced demo 
takes over 30 hours to render on an 
un-accelerated Amiga! 

The rest of the information is 
presented in a menu-by-menu style, 
with bald descriptions of what is 
what and ways in which you might 
like to use them. However, a lot of 
the pictures illustrating points m the 
book were missing, which meant that 
we had to guess at what the effects 
looked like, or render them up 
ourselves. 

Those little niggles aside, 
though, the manual does talk about 
everything - albeit in what seems 
like minimal detail. You read a 
passage, try it, and think it can't 
possibly be as simple as that. And 
before you know it, it Is as simple as 
that, because you have the result on 

TODD IS GO 
The Change Myself video Is the first music video ever to be created with 
the Toaster, Todd Rundgren is well known for being a techno hippy, and 
an all-rounder in the music, graphics and general good-egg stakes. He was 
so impressed by the Toaster at a Mac show (what on earth was it doing 
there?) that he bought 10 of them and commenced making this stunning 
video. I had NewTek send me a copy of its demo reel, which features 
Change Myself as part of the funT and I had Ira convert it from NTSC to 
PAL so we could watch it. It's simply electrifying. The video took a whole 
six months to render and edit, and all the objects are created and made 
by Todd himself. 

Some of the most exciting effects are done by mapping his face 
on to objects, but more than that, the face is moving and the lips are 
synched to the words on the record. A video must have been shot, and 
each frame from the vid painstakingly transferred via the frame store on 
the Toaster, to be mapped on to the object on each frame of the 
animation. No wonder it took six months, even with ten Toasters! 

the screen, I think that on balance I 
would have preferred a colour 
manual, so I could see properly what 
sort of effects the options I was 
selecting would have. 

The manual problems are 
actually being solved by NewTek, and 

"Gary and I spent 

most of our time 

just saying Wow, 

look at that1/ " 

no doubt there are other tutorials in 
the making. In the US there are a lot 
of Lightwave video tutorials and stuff 
like that, so expect some of these to 
be converted when the Toaster pops 
up on these shores. 

A COUPLE OF NIGGLES 
Some silly things become apparent 
after a bit of tinkering. Like the fact 
that lights all have to be deleted 
together if you want to get rid of just 
one, although I figured out that you 
could just turn off any unwanted 
lights like you would in a real studio. 
Gary mentioned that it would be nice 
to have a 'zone1 feature (like Sri Turbo 
Silver, for example) so that chosen 
areas can be checked rather than 
rendering the whole image. 

Rendering times are acceptable, 
and this is mainly because it's not a 
ray-tracer as such, although you'd 
never know it to took at the results, A 
68030/040 card would be of some 
considerable benefit to shorten 
rendering times, or you'd need a few 
Toasters running at once. Reflection 

mapping makes up for the lack of 
traced light rays, but this is a rather 
strange effect in most cases, 
especially as the mapping only 
seems to reflect sky and ground, not 
any objects. You can, of course, 
make a picture of the surrounding 
objects and map it to the object you 
want to reflect them on but that's too 
complex for most purposes. Shadow 
and fog options certainly slowed 
rendering down, which is shame as 
these, along with edge opacity, are 
things which make a render look 
more real, lending depth of focus to 
otherwise clinically sharp images. 

One thing which really did get 
under my skin was the tack of a loop 
in animation previews. You have to 
keep pressing the button, and the 
animation goes through once and 
stops. This is an obvious omission 
that 1 hope will be corrected in future 
revisions of the program — it is 

NTSC ONLY 

We have to emphasise that the 
version of the Toaster we have 
been reviewing here is the NTSC 
standard version, designed for use 
with the US TV system, and will not 
work in any way on the PAL-format 
equipment you have at home. 

certainly a problem that needs 
addressing. 

Finally, the Toaster also takes 
over the machine, making multi- 
tasking a little difficult - impossible, 
in fact, although in order to multi- 
task a Toaster and another 
application you'd have to be packing 
about 10-15Mb anyway, I guess. 

continued on page 44 
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CHECKOUT 

VIDEO TOASTER 

VIDEO 

continued from page 43 
THUMBS UP 
Despite all the grumbling about bits 
and bobsr most things about 
Lightwave are utterly brilliant, like the 
way that you can make the camera 

CHECKOUT 

LIGHTWAVE 

Features 
A fully featured 3D rendering package, 
which although not a ray tracer certainly 
delivers photo-realism with the minimum 
ammount of effort. 

Ease Of Use        • m • • 
A fast and intuitive interface, with a host 
of easy-to-apply effects. Creating a bump 
map, mapping it to a sphere and fast 
rendering took only around 15 minutes. 

speed mm mm 
Comparable with state of the art ray 
tracers, which is no bad thing. Quick 
renders took 3-5 minutes, full renders 2-3 
hours, 

Quality • »## • 
The quaiity of the images was awesome, 
and they are very easy to edit. Mapping of 
bumps, textures, and even frame stores 
was easy and stunning to look at. 

Documentation     m • • 
Lacking the illustrations we were looking 
for. Some example files mentioned in the 
book were not on the disks, making trying 
some examples impossible. 

Overall rating • 

CHECKOUT 

TOASTERPAINT 

Features • • # 0 O 
Lacked a number of obvious tools which 
are easy to implement: a spray gun was 
one I particularly missed. Overall, the 
features are equal to most jobs you hit 
them with. 

Ease Of Use        • * • • 
Simple to grasp, especially if you are used 
to DigiPaint r as it's virtually the same. 
Easy push-button tools for all functions, 

Speed •••• 
Not over-fast, especially re-rendering 
frames after size changes on the Amiga 
screen. Well cached in places though, 
especially when sending images down to 
the frame buffer, when only the 
differences are sent. 

Quality • »#•• 
The 24-bit screen quality is superb, and 
the raggy edges you get on the HAM 
screen on the Amiga don't transfer to the 
main screen in any way. High quality 
painting and editing of frarnestores too. 

Documentation    • • • 
Again a tad missing in the piccies 
department. What are the gaps on ail 
those pages? I'd really like to know! 
Fortunately, I didn't need a manual, being 
a old time DigiPaint user. 

Overall rating 

or lights track an object, and the fact 
that the camera looks like a camera 
when you catch sight of it on a view, 
and the lights all have little barn 
doors on them, so you can see which 
way they're pointing. A lot of the 
features and facilities implemented 
in Lightwave made me ask myself, 

■Why on earth aren't all programs 
made this way?" 

The sheer amount of different 
things you can load into the thing got 
me going as well. IFF files, 24-bit IFF 
files, frarnestores, all of which can 
be mapped to shapes in the editor. 
But as well as the regular Lightwave 
objects (of which there are copious 
examples), you can load I objects 
and Videoscape 3D objects too. 
Obviously, the same guy wrote the 
Wideo$cape 3D program, so this 
makes perfect sense. 

TOASTERPAINT 
ToasterPaint is pretty much DigiPaint 
with a 24-bit rendering capability 
added. The screen is a four-by-four 
HAM super bitmap, and you scroll 
around the screen doing all the usual 
DigiPaint things to your picture. You 
can load a frame store or a 
Lightwave still frame for editing, or 
you can create a new graphic of your 
very own using the extensive tools 
available, Whether you like 
ToasterPaint or not depends on 
whether you liked DigiPaint I did, 
Gary didn't but we'll have to agree 
to disagree on that one. 

Why DigiPaint? Well, aside from 
the fact that it's a ready-made 
interface and one of NewTek s own 
programs anyway, it is in fact a 24- 
bit program to start with. That's right, 
but it uses the 24-bit stuff to give it 
that smooth dithered look we ali 
know and love. So it's a simple move 
to open the thing up and make it 
render to a framestore rather than 
the screen. 

You need a minimum 5Mb of 
RAM to use ToasterPaint, and 
although this is fine for most things, 
you still have to remove the 
ToasterCG slice if you want to run it 
at all, as memory is at a premium 
with 5Mb. 9Mb is really the most 
practical amount, as this allows you 
to do all the swap page effects and 
rub thru - an effect where you draw 
on one page and the other page 
peeks through the gap, rather as if 
you were cutting through the top 
picture. Users with more memory will 
be able to cut out larger brushes 
from Toaster 24-bit images and 
paste them around the place with 
impunity. 

Brushes can be warped and 
tiled, just like in DigiPaint, and all the 
nice sexy transparency and 
colourising effects work just like in 
the original program. The difference 
is that in the new incarnation the 
pictures are rendered to a 24-bit 

buffer, so the effects are much 
smoother and contain more colours 
than are possible to imitate in HAM. 

PROBLEMS? 
I did wonder whether the fact that 
circles came out as egg shapes was 
down to the amount of diddling 
around with NTSC to PAL, or whether 
this was really happening, It s hard 
to be sure when there's so much 
converting going on, In any event, it's 
hard to judge the quality of the 
program's geometrical precision 
without it being a proper PAL piece of 
equipment. 

The only other problem I had was 
the speed of re-rendering each time 
you loaded or resized a shape. This 
would be halved or quartered with an 
accelerator board, of course. 

The manual suffers here too, but 
the lack of proper illustration was 
more than compensated for by the 
wealth of tutorials. Good luck with 
the new manual, guys! 

SUMMING UP 
Wow, That was my initial reaction, 
and it stilt holds true. Gary and I 
spent most of our time with the 
Toaster just flipping screens about 
and saying "Wow, look at that one!" 
The Wow Factor takes a long time to 
die down, and I'm not sure that I'm 
over it even now that I've run a 
scope over it and know its 
limitations, l m stifl a Toaster fan, 
and from the very first moment I saw 
it running, I knew that this was the 
video production gear for me, I don't 
really care that it's not up to scratch 
from a PAL point of view (a tad 
nitpicky in my view), or that there are 
better quality boxes out there. The 
Toaster is an all-in-one box that I can 
afford, and all those other boxes 
aren't, I also don't care that you 
need a lot of ancillary equipment to 
make it all go properly - I can five 
with that if my bank manager can. 
What I do care about is that the 
Toaster is a hot item, and does 
some extremely sexy stuff for a 
cheap initial outlay. 

NewTek says the PAL version will 
be out "some time in the next 12 
months", although the company 
always says that, even if you ask 
every six weeks. 

I can wait No, really I can. It's 
not going to be easy, but I can wait. 

Remember (once again) that the 
version of the Video Toaster we 
reviewed was an NTSC versiont 
intended for the America market, 
and won't work on PAL equipment 

if you want more information on 
the avaUabtiity of a PAL version, you 
can ring NewTek in the States on 
010 1 913 354 1146. Also, keep 
reading Amiga Shopper - we'ft let 
you know as soon as a UK version 
of the Toaster is shipping. © 

Documentation     • • • 
NewTek is currently making efforts to 
improve the bulky (and unwieldy) manual, 
which has a number of glaring omissions 
(mostly if lustrations) and obvious 
weaknesses. Not the least of these is that 
the manual is so full of pages you can't 
turn them without tearing them. 
Fiexibility • • • • • 
Obviously, the Toaster is very flexible 
simply by having so many different facets. 
The upgrades are mostly in the software 
department in the short term, as the basic 
hardware to do the job is already inside 
the Toaster. More effects will mean 
greater flexibility. 

Speed •••• 
Very dependent upon added hardware 
{fast CPUs, RAM and HDs) and what 
you're actually doing. Lightwave can be 
rather slow, but so can other 3D 
packages, Otherwise, with forethought the 
Toaster should be fast enough for most 
situations, in fact, as we tested most of 
the slices in an unaccelerated Amiga the 
speed is really quite good considering 
what the machine was shifting around. 
Ease Of Use • • • • 
All access is from one screen, no extra 
disks to load, and most functions are 
fairly simple once you understand them. 
Switcher allows you access to all the other 
programs, and provided you have enough 
memory you can have everything at your 
fingertips at all times, which is the most 
integrated system we've ever seen. 
Quality #*## 
Some improvements could still be made in 
all areas of the Toaster, especially in the 
areas of sync and removing some of the 
annoying blanking mis-timings we 
experienced. But unless your average 
viewer whips out a scope and tests the 
signal, it looks good enough for most 
purposes as its always in motion. 
Improvements in the quality will come with 
future upgrades already in the pipeline. 
Then the Toaster re ally will knock 'em 
dead, even in the more fussy professional 
PAL market. 
Features • • • • 
More features could still be squeezed in 
or improved, but as it stands there are 
already enough for most people. More will 
be added soon, but for the time being the 
Toaster is still feature-heavy enougn for 
the most creative user. 

Price ###•* 
At $1,595 it's hard to give it less for all 
that the Toaster contains. Mothing delivers 
this quality of treatment for video and this 
level of integrated functionality. In short 
there is no competition at this price, and 
value for money is way up there, 

Overall rating •••• 

An innovative and highly impressive 
product, let down slightly by a few niggling 
technical inconsistencies (manual, 
missing features or files and occasional 
video blanking errors]. Nevertheless, a 
gizmo which wilt certainly be setting the 
PAL video production market alight, as it 
already has to NTSC in the States, 
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A brain The next best thing 

CORTEX 8Mb RAM Expansion for 

the Commodore Amiga A500/A1000 

Commodore 

• External fitting. Warranty remains intact 
• Fully implemented auto-configure 
• Fully operational through-bus 
• Uses standard 1M x 8 bit or IM x 9 bit SIMMs Approved 
• Complete with its own power supply unit (UK, US or EURO) 
• De signed with A1000 compatibility in mind 
• Zero wait-states 
• RAM test software 

2Mb £269 4Mb £349 8Mb £519 

CORTEX 8Mb RAM Expansion for the 
Commodore Amiga A1500/A2000 

• Fully implemented 
auto-configure 

• Zero wait-states 
• Uses standard IM x 

8 or 9 bit SIMMs 
• 2, 4, 6 or 8Mb 

configurations 
possible 

2Mb £199 4Mb £289 6Mb £369 8Mb £449 

CORTEX External 3.5" Floppy Drive 

• High-quality silent mechanism      •   Through port   P CQ 
• Enabled/disable switch 

"The Cortex unit is the best that has ever passed through my hands. .. 
This is THE board for the ASOO user who wants memory." 
John Kennedy, Amiga User International, December 1990 
"What a joy! This really is an expansion and a half" 
Pat McDonald, Amiga Format, November 1990, 
"There is nothing in the universe more annoying than the lack of a 
through port, except perhaps the tendancy of Volvo drivers to cut out in 
fromofmyGPz550 " 
Nick Veitch, Amiga Computing, December 1990 

CORTEX 512K RAM Expansion for the 

Commodore Amiga ASOO 

• Low power I Mbit RAM 
chips 

• Enable/disable switch 
• "Fatter" Angus compatible 

for 1Mb Chip RAM 
• Available with or without 

battery-backed clock/ 
calendar module £27*95 

Clock version £31^5 

CHIP UPGRADES 
1Mb Agnus Chip 8372A - Requires some technical skill to fit 

£60 
Kjckstart ROM upgrade version 13 £35 
256K x 4bit DRAM chips (for CBM A590, CBM 2091, 
1CD Ad RAM, Ashcom etc) 0.5Mb £25 

1Mb £49 2Mb £95 
A3000 Static Column Mode DRAM upgrade        4Mb £269 
IM x 8 bit SIMMS for CORTEX 8Mb cards 2Mb £90 

4Mb £175 6Mb £260 
AH prices include VAT and postage <& packaging. 
Dealer enquiries are welcome. 

Cortex Design Technologies Ltd., Britannia Buildings, 46 Fenwick Street, Liverpool L2 7NB, England, 

U.K. Tel: (051) 236 0480 • 24 Hour Sales  (051) 227 2482 • 24 Hour Fax 

★ Free software is limited to one set per order and is supplied without warranty 



FIRST CHOICES 

WEST YORKSHIRES PREMIERE 
AMIGA AND ATARI COMPUTER STORE 

AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR STAR, CITIZEN 
COMMODORE, ACORN AMSTRAD & ROM BO 

Come and visit our 
showroom* Most of 
our products ore on 

demo 

OPENING HOURS ; 
OPEN MON-SAT 9.OOAM-5.30PM 

SUNDAY OPENING 11,GO AM-3,00 PM 
THURSDAY NIGHT LATE TIL 7.30PM 

SlAUllilJ PACK 
Inc. Workbench 1.3, mouse, 

TV modulator, leads, Extras disk, 
manuals and tutorial. Plus, Sprite 

Paint, a versatile, easy to use paint 
package that will allow you to 

explore trie powerful graphics of 
your Amiga 

only £299.99 

The KtHV AflSlp 
ASIH3 Ceitcuit C&ics 
This pack comes with Lemmings, 

(the only game ever lo get a 
100% rating!) The Simpsons, 

Captain Planet; and Deluxe Paint 
3 the incredible paint and 

animation package. 
This pack comes complete 

with one meg of RAM 

only £379.99 

The SciUvtute 
Classics 

This pack comes with classic 
software titles such as Populous +■ 

Promised Lands, the award 
winning Sim City + Terrain Editor, 
the amazing Battle Chess, and the 
powerful animation and graphics 
pack Deluxe Paint 3. This pack 
comes as standard with 1 meg 

of RAM 
only £379.99 

'■hi ©dee l:ai 
Take the headache out of 

buying a computer with our 
First Choice Computer 

Pack. Ideal for any Amiga 
computer.Comprises; 

A top quality Cruiser Black 
Joystick, Mouse Mat, Dust 
Cover, 10 Blank Disks and 3 

Extra games 
only £29.99 

mm 
Commodore 

Dynamic Total Vision 
WWII* QDTV? 
CDTVcomblnesa 
professional audio 

system, advanced Amiga 
technology and remote 
control, tfiuscreating a 
system with superior 
sound and graphics. 

We havea iargesetection 
ofsoftwareavailabteat 

discount prices. 
only £559.99 

AMIGA 1500/2000 PACKS 

Amiga 1500 Base Pack 
The Amiga 1500 is an Amiga 

2000 with 2 floppy drives instead 
of the usual one. The big 

advantage of the 1500/2000 over 
the A500 is its ability to take 

expansion internally with ease, 
The Base Pack comes complete 
with 2 floppy drives, Workbench 

1.3, mouse, manuals, and a 
separate keyboard. 
only £579.99 

Amiga 1500 
Business and 

Classic Software pack 
Same as the base pack but with 
Deluxe Paint 3, Platinum Works 

(the best integrated pack available 
for the Amiga}, Their Finest Hour, 

Sim City + Terrain Editor, Populous 
+ Promised Lands, Battle Chess, 

and Amiga Format Tips Book. 
only £679.99 

Amiga 1500 Base Pack 
with Commodore 1084SD. 

Same as the base pack but with the 
Commodore 1084SD monitor 

only £819-99 

Amiga 1500 Business and 
Classic Software Pack 

with Commodore 1034SD 
Same as the 1500 base pack but 

with Commodore 1084SD and 
the utility and entertainment pack 

only £869.99 

STAR PRINTERS 
StarXB24«10 

Professional Series 
Colour 

The choice of many professional 
organisations, this printer 

comes with one year on-site 
maintenance. 240 cps draft, 80 cps 

NLQ. 27k buffer exp to 187k, 4 
super fontsand 25NLQfonts 
(through printer code output) 

only £349.99 

Star printers inc free printer 
The New Star LC20 

Replacing the famous LC10, the 
LC20 is faster at 180cps draft and 

45 cps NLQ. The front panel 
now has push button operation 

replacing the LC10 membrane paneL 
other spec is similar to the LC10 

only £149.99 

Star LC200 
Colour 9 pin printer with 8 resident fonts 

and a high speed of 225cps draft and 45 
cps in NLQf. A4 Landscape printing 

only £214.99 

Star LC24-200 
Mono and colour. 222 cps draft and 

67 cps LQ 10 resident fonts. A4 
Landscape printing 

only £249.99 mono 
or £299.99 colour 

Star LC10 
This award winning 9 pin printer is 

now available at a super low price. 
144 cps draft, 36 cps nlq. 4k buffer 

only £139.99 

StarLC24/10 
24 pin quality at the price of many 9 
pins. 180 cps draft, 60 cps in NLQ, 

8k buffer expandable to 37k 
only £199.99 

icMiroi 

BJ10e Bubble Jet 
The BJ10e is a revolution En printer 
technology. The quality is almost as 
good as an expensive laser printer 

yet costs less than many 24 pin printers. 
Portable insize, very quiet, and faster 

than most dot matrix printers at 83 cps 
in LQ. Printer cable included. 

Highly recommended 

only £259.99 
Auto sheet feeder for 

BJ10e. £52.99 
Inc cartidges.... .£18.95 

ClllIliK raw 

m P| wm | « t %       AH Citizen printers Inc tree 
1 - 1 7 %     printer cable and come with a 

L IMP 1 %^%M-           full 2 year warranty 

Citizen 124D 
(Micro Decision Best Buy) 

The 1240 brings quality 24 pin 
output to you at the price of a 9 
pin.The 124D shares the same 

high quality print head as the 
Swift 24 pin, 144cps draft, 48 cps 
LQt 8k buffer expandable to 40k 

only £199.99 

Citizen Swift 9/9x Colour 
Unbeatable value colour printer. 4 

resident fonts, 192 cps draft and 48 cps 
in NLQ, Highly recommended. This 

printer is also available in a wide 
carriage (136 column) version, 
only £189.99 (80 col) 
or £279.99(136 col) 

Citizen Swift 24/24x 
(What Micro Best Buy) 

This printer must be the belt 24 pin 
colour printer for less than £300. 8k 
buffer expandable to 40k, 192 cps 

draft, 64 cps LQ, 
only £284.99 (80 col) 
or £389.99 (136 col) 

We are registered dealers of Star and Citizen printers 

EPL7100 Laser 

Now with 1 meg of RAM as 
standard expandable to 6 meg, 

6 pages per minute, HP2, 
LXT LQ, GQ compatible. 
250 autosheet feeder, 

12 months on-site maintenance 
only £869.99 

Imaging cartridge 
£119.99 



GOLDEN IMAGE 

HAND SCANNER 
Ylitr Complete 

Colcui ScluUcu 

Asofficial dealers for Rombo, we are 
now ab le to offerthis excellent 
package at a great price. The 

Complete Colour Solution comes with 
RGB Splitter, Vidi Amiga, Vidi 
Chrome and Power supply 
now only £134.99 

VIDI AMIGA. 
Frame grabber. High quality 

digitizing. !nc Vidi chrome 
colourising software only 

only £84.99 

KGlz SPUHTEK 
Enables you to Colour Digitize 

in a second. Replaces red green 
blue fitter set. Can be used with 

Digi view or Rombo products 
only £64.99 

Due to a bulk purchase of this famous scanner, 
we are now able to offer you high quality scan- 
ning at a fraction of the normal cost. Complete 

with touch-up software the Golden Image 
scanner is able to pick out text and graphics at up 

to 400 dpi Touch-up enables you to easily 
manipulate the image. Ideal for desk top 

publishing and presentation. 

offer price 
only £129.99 

(while stocks last) 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE!PERIPHERALS 

I^LATIKUItf WOUKS 
We believe this to be the best all round integrated business 

package on the Amiga It comes with Platinum Scribble w/p, 
spell checker and thesaurus, the excellent Analyse, a lotus 
123 compatible spreadsheet with 3D graphics, a database, 

a sideways printing utility and communications software 
only £59.99 

I~l=WIV4j_ 
This best selling word 
processor incorporates 

many features found only in 
a desk top publisher. Also 
includes an easy to use 

database. 
Highly recommended 

now only £59.99 

Imagine, the ultimate 3D 
animation redehng system 
now only £159.99!! 

DELUXE FAIKTS 
special offer!! 

Paint and animation in one 
incredible package 
only £39-99 

or £29.99 when you buy a 
1 Mb amiga computer, 

RAM expansion, or colour 
printer 

A powerful DTP package 
lor professional use 

only £139.99 

WCUDWOUTK 
The latest highly acclaimed 
WYSIWIG word processor. 
Comes with multiple fonts, 
powerful theasaurus, targe 

spellchecker, speech synthesis 
only £87.99 

SUPER SOFTWARE BUNDLE 
Their Finest Hour, Sim City + Terrain Editor. 
Populous. + Promised Lands and Battle Ctiess 

only £39.99! 

Cll-ilitt SCinVtfUffi 
Pagesetter 2 DTP £45,99 
Pro Video Plus £149-99 
New  Amos Compiler.^.,£24.99 
Amos Game Creator £38.99 
New Amos 3D.,.. .£27.99 
Sequencer One £74.99 
Music X version 1.1 ..£99.99 
Digi View Gold 4...... £99.99 
GB Route Planner.... £34,99 
3D Text Animate £19.99 
Text Scroller , £19.99 
Flexidump printer utility £31.99 
Xcopyutils ...£34.99 

PERIPHERALS I 

Quantum Hard Drives 
52 meg ...£229.99 
105 meg £369.99 

Hard Drives: 
Amiga AS90 20 Meg 

for A500 inc 2 meg of 
unpopulated RAM 
only £289,99 
or populated to 
2 meg of RAM 

now only £345.99 

Protar Hard Drives 
for the A500 with 8 meg 

of unpopulated RAM 
MEG 
20.. £279.00 

GVP Series 2 Hard 
Disk Controller Card 
with 8 MEG of unpopulated 

RAM (uses SIMM 1*8/9 
cards) For the 1500/2000, 
Ideal for use with Quantum 

drives 
only £199.99 

Special offer!! 
HBM Genlock 
same spec as the 

Rendale 8802 but with 
free Home Tiller software 

only £129.99 
(limited stocks) 

30 ... £348.00 
50 £428.00 
50DC £528.00 
60 ,.,.£541.00 
80 £598.00 ICD Flicker Free 

Video 
Ideal for use with a VGA 

monitor. Gets rid of 
annoying flicker 
only £249.99 

Samsung VGA Colour 
Monitor... £249.99 

100DC £638.00 
160DC £938,00 

The DC range have an 
access speed of 11 to 19msh 
a 64K disk cache and come 

with full 2 year warranty. 
The standard range come 

with a 1 year warranty 
and run at 28 to 40ms. 

DISK DRIVES | I MONITORS 

Zydec 3.5" 
1 meg external drive, high 

quality low noise and 
high reliability 

only £57.99 

Commodore 1084 SD1 
Colour stereo monitor. 640*256 

line resolution, green screen 
facility, cable for Amiga included 

only £254.99 
Cumana 3,5" 

1 meg external drive. The 
best name in disc drives now 

at a super low price 
only £59.99 

Philips CM8833 MK2 
Colour stereo monitor. 640*200 

line resolution, green screen 
facility, one years on site 

maintenance, cable for Amiga 
included 

now only £234.99 
KAKSHA MGU&E 
Thisfamous Hires mouse 
now come with Operation 
Stealth, mouse matholder 

and 2 year warranty 
only £24.99 

SQUIKIWCUSIE 
very similar to the Naksha i 

butwithout the extras 
only £18.99 

RAM CHIPS 
256*4 idea! for A590 & 1 Meg by 

1 chips suitable for 8 up boards 
QJY       and others: 

4+        .£4,99       | MEG by 8/9 
8+        £479           SIM boards 
16+     „£4.49         on|y£39" 

DISKS 

All our disks 3.5" disks are GUARANTEED 
FOR A LIFETIME and are CERTIFIED 100% 

ERROR FREE, Both Verbatim and KAO 
double sided, double density disks 

are recognised as beings of the 
highest quality in magnetic media 

Verbatim Bulk ■ KAO Branded 

10 £4,99 £6.99 
25 £l0+99_ ..£13.99 
SO £19.99 £25,99 
100 £36.99..... £44.99 
200 ...£69.99..... £84r99 
300 £99,99 £124.99 
400 £123.99. ... £159.99 
500 £144.99, £189.99 
1000 £269.99 £329.99 

Disk Labels 500 now on1y..£6.99 
Disk Labels 1000 ..now only..£9.99 

Emulators: 
KCS Power board PC/XT emulator 

comes with Dos 4.01. 
only £218.99 

AT Once 
AT emulator turns your Amiga into an 

IBM AT compatible ,■■,£174.99 

SUPRA 
RAM EXPANSION 

The ultimate Amiga AS00 expansion 
Take your A500 up to 9 Mb Fits 

onto the side expansion port Auto 
configured, 02 software patching 

8 Mb pop to 2 Mb..£l94.99 
8 Mb pop to 4 Mb..£294.99 
8 Mb pop to 8 Mb„£489.99 
ASHCOM 1.8 MEG RAM 

Take your ASM up TO 2.3 megs total RAM 
with this easy to fit beard 

UNPOPULATED  £34.99 
S t 2K POPULATED  £52,99 
I MEG POPULATED  £89.99 
1.5 MEG POPULATED £106,99 
FULLY (2 MEGS) 1124,99 

* Additional Gary board supplied widi 
One meg expansion or above * 

512K RAM EXPANSION 
Top quality Protar memory 

expansion for the A500 complete 
with battery backed clock and om/ 

off switch that can be mounted 
externally for easy access. 

This RAM expansion will not in any 
way invalidate your warranty!! 
 only £29.99  

MAILORDER? 
Order by telephone quoting your credit 
card number. If paying by cheque please 

make payable to FIRST CHOICE 

TEL. 0532 637988 
FAX. 0532 637689 

Please address all 
correspondance to: 

DEPT AS, UNIT 8, ARM LEY 
PARK COURT, OFF CECIL ST, 

ARM LEY, LEEDS LS I 2 2AE 

WHY FIRST CHOICE? 
* All prices include VAT and fast delivery 
* All products are genuine UK spec. 
* Free postage UK mainland 
* Next day delivery only £3.00 extra ! 
* Goods despatched same day as order 

unless otherwise stated, 

Personal Cheques Will Require Clean 
ante Before We Car Despatch Your 
Goods. AH Pnces Correct At Time Of 
Going To Press. All Items Listed In Our 
Adverasments Are Ex Stock Ready To 
Ship Unless We Advise Otherwise. 
Computers Are Always Tested Before 
Despatch E&OE, 



MJC 

COMPUTER 

SUPPLIES 

Suppliers of Discount Software since 1984 
Educational, Local Authority and government orders 
welcome. Overseas orders please call or write for 
quotations. All goods subject to availability, prices 

subject to change without notice, E & 0 E. 
Prices include VAT and delivery by post. 

Courier delivery available on any item £5. 
TO ORDER: Please call the telephone 

number listed below to place credit card 
orders (Access/Visa) or send cheques/POs 

made out to MJC Supplies to: 
MJC SUPPLIES (ASH) 

Unit 2 The Arches, Icknield Way, 
Letehworth, Herts. SG6 1UJ. 
Tel: (0462) 481166 (6 lines) 

PROTAR PRODUCTS 
Protar are a well known German company who have now 

opened in the UK. They produce a range of quality 
products for the Amiga at very reasonable prices. Alt 

products are backed by an impressive 1 year 
REPLACEMENT warranty direct from the manufacturers. 

MOTE: Protar products due September. 
PROTAR A5O0 HARD DRIVES 

A range of drives from 20Mb to 200Mb all with an 
impressive list of features: 

• Optional Ram expansion up to 8Mb 
• Transfer rate greater than i Mb/second 
• Up to FIVE times faster than A590 
• Drive disable switch 
• External SCSI interface 

PROTAR A500 HD 20Mb version £279.00 
PROTAR A500 HO 30Mb version £349.00 
PROTAR ASOO HO 50Mb version £429.00 

FREE Courier delivery on Protar Hard Drives 
PROTAR C141M MONITOR 

Based on the Philips CM8S33 the C141M comes with a 
variety of inputs and complete with leads. 

MJC PRICE £248.00 
FREE Courier delivery on Protar Monitors 

PROTAR f/2 Meg Memory Expansions 
l/2 Meg internal (trapdoor) expansion, latest 

4 chip design with battery backed clock. 
MJC PRICE £27.95 

SUPRA 500RX EXPANSIONS 
New memory expansions for the ASOO - plugs directly into the 

HD expansion port - NO INTERNAL CONNECTOR REQUIRED 
SUPRA 500 RX EXPANSION 1 Mb   £119.95 
SUPRA 500 RX EXPANSION 2Mb £189.95 

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE 
A true optical mouse - no more balls! 
includes special optical mouse pad 

MJC PRICE £34.95 

NAKSHA UPGRADE MOUSE 
280 DPI with FREE Mouse House + Mat 
now also includes free Op Stealth game 

M JC PRICE £21.95 

SQuifc - Replacement Mouse 
Same spec and design as Naksha mouse 

MJC PRICE £14.95 

CUMANA CAX 354 DISK DRIVE 
Quality Brand name 3 5" second drive 

includes thru port, disable switch 
and No Hassle 1 year guarantee, 
INCLUDES FREE V1RUS-X UTILITY 

MJC PRICE £59.95 

A1500/2000 PERIPHERALS 
SUPRARAM - add on Ram cards with space 

for up to 8Meg of extra Ram. 

SUPRARAM with OK fitted 
SUPRARAM with 2Mb fitted 
SUPRARAM with 4Mb fitted 
SUPRARAM with 8Mb fitted 

£84.95 
£159.95 
£225.00 
£349.95 

SUPRA HARD DRIVES 
Using the fast Wordsync 2000 controller and quality 

Quantum drive mechanisms. 
(Al500/2000) 

SUPRADRfVE 52Mb films) £389,95 
SUPRADRFVE 105Mb (11 ms) £529,95 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING 
Pagesetter 2 - (Free Clip Art] 47.95 
PagestreamVZl 139.95 
Pro Page V2.0 169.95 
The above programs all require at least 1 Meg and 
2 drives/Hard recommended. 

VIDEO TITLING/PRESENTATION 
Big Alternative Scroller- 42.95 
TV Show - IFF slide show 54.95 
TV Text Pro - quality fonts 79.95 
Broadcast Tftler II 169 95 
Broadcast Font Pack (10 Fonts) 84.95 
Broadcast Font Enhancer Pack 84.95 

GVP SERIES If HARD DRIVES 
Quality drives with the ability to add up to 

8 Meg of extra Ram on board. 
(Al500/2000} 

52 Meg films) version £419.95 
105 Meg 111 ms} versi on £539.95 

GVP Series 2 controller board £199,00 

SIMMS Modules - £79.95 per 2 Meg 

ZVP VIDEO STUDIO 
Great Video Production package - call for details 

(requires 1 Meg + 2 drives) 
MJC PRICE £89,95 

RENDALE 8802 GENLOCK 
Great value Genlock offering both Foreground 

and Background modes. 
MJC PRICE £159.95 

8302 MODE SWITCH BOX - £29.95 

MICRO WAY FLICKER FIXER 
Eliminate interlace flicker from your A1500/2000 - 

requires Multisync or a 31 MHz scan monitor, 
(not PAL overscan) 

MJC PRICE £139.95 

GRAPHICS 
Pixmate 34.95 
Digi Paint 3 44.95 
3D Construction Kit 37,95 
Digiview 4 Gold 89,95 
Deluxe Paint 3 57.95 
Disney Animation Studio 74.95 

PANASONIC C1381 
MULTISYNC MONITOR 

At last a quality multisync monitor at an affordable price. 
Works in ALL Amiga modes ideal for use with the Microway 

Flicker Fixer A quality product backed by TWO YEAR 
on-site maintenance. 

MJC PRICE - CALL 

DELUXE PAINT 3 VIDEO TUTORIAL 
Nearly 3 hours of "how to' with DPaint 3 

MJC PRICE £17.95 

GOLDEN IMAGE HAND SCANNER 

Quality 400 dpi scanner with powerful Touch Up 
enhancement software. 

MJC PRICE £139-95 
LIMITED STOCKS! 

AMOS - The Creator 
AMOS VI.2 - The Language £33,95 
AMOS COMPILER - now available £21.95 
AMOS 3D - now available £24.95 

WORDPROCESSORS 

Kind Words 2 
WordWorth 

£29.95 
€84.95 

PROTEXT Version 5 
A very fast command based package now with 110 000 

word Collins Dictionary, Mail Merge and up to 36 fifes open 
plus much more - call for details. (1 Meg) 

MJC PRICE £99.9$ 

PROTEXT V4.3 
PROD AT A AMIGA 

£64.95 
£55.95 

SOUND/MUSIC 
MasterSound Amiga £29.95 
Techno Sound Turbo (Stereo) £29.95 
Harmoni - Sequencer £29.95 
Alter Audio - Midi Starter Pack £79.95 

THE MIDI CONNECTOR 
Featuring Midi In, 2 x Midi Out, Midi Thru rind 

Serial port Thru + 2 cables. 
MJC PRICE JUST £14.95 

MISCELLANEOUS 

INFOFILE 29.95 
MAXIPLAN PLUS 39.95 
SUPERBASE 49.95 
SUPERPLAN 49.95 
PERSONAL FINANCE MANAGER 22.95 

AMIGA EDUCATIONAL 
Fun School Z 

Fun School 2 under 6 12,95 
Fun School 2 6 to 8 12.95 
Fun School 2 over 8 12 95 

LCL Software 
Primary Maths Course 19.95 
Micro Maths GCSE.. 19.95 
Micro English GCSE 19.95 
Micro French GCSE 19.95 

Fun School 3 
Fun School 3 under 5 15.95 
Fun School 3 5 to 7.. 15.95 
Fun School 3 over 7 15.95 

KogmOS Software 
Junior Quiz 6 to 11 ....14.95 
Senior Quiz 14+ , ,.14.95 
French Mistress... „ 14.95 
German Master 14.95 

Learn to Read With Prof - by Prisma, is designed to teach a sight 
vocabulary of 63 words and is aimed at 4+ years. 
The pack includes 5 small reading books and a cassette, 

MJC PRICE £19.95 

VIDI AMIGA 

VIDI COLOUR SOLUTION 
Vidi Colour package - includiftg Vidi Digitiser, 

Vidichrome and Photon Paint 
MJC PRICE £95.00 

RGB SPLITTER - for use with Vidichrome 
or Digiview. (includes PSU) 
MJC PRICE £59.95 

COMPLETE COLOUR SOLUTION 
Package includes Vidi Amiga, Vidichrome and the 
RGB Splitter for a complete colour digitising out- 
fit. NOTE: For best colour pictures you require a 

video camera or perfect still frame VCR 
M JC PRICE £139.95 

IL2E£^ Remember ■ prices include VAT & delivery! 
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SO WHAT DO ALL THOSE ICONS MEAN? 

Beginners: 
this icon 
will appear 
next to any 

questions which aire 
'basic1 in content. 

Printers: 
this icon 
denotes a 
query- 

about printers, printer 
drivers and so on. 

'A 
J 

General: 
this icon is 
used for 
any 

general Amiga-related 
queries. 

Technical: 
any 
queries 
about 

programming will have 
this icon next to them. 

Caution: 
be sure 
that you 
fully 

understand the answer- 
before trying It out. 

Danger: 
the answer 
to this 
question 

could wef[ invalidate 
your warranty - or you! 

ft 

Ah 

about using your Amiga 
with video hardware. 

Music: this 
icon is for 
questions 
about 

MIDI, sampling, 
synthesizers and so on. 

Hardware: 
this icon is 
used to 
denote 

questions relating to 
general hardware. 

Programs: 
any 
program- 
specific 

queries have this icon 
next to them. 

Buying 
advice: we 

rvO^( uset:n's 

icon if the 
question asks us for 
buying advice. 

Comms: if 
your 
question 
relates to 

comms, this is the icon 
that we'll use. 

HI 



WHATEVER YOUR PROBLEM WITH THE 

That's the task we have set ourselves \n giving you the best 
possible support for your Amiga. We are confident that our experts 
can cope with any technical questions you can throw at them. If 
they don't already know the answer to your problem, they will find it 
out for you. 

We are prepared to deal with any problem you have with the 
Amiga, from general enquiries about AmigaDOS or Workbench, 
through questions about specific pieces of software and hardware, 
to advice on what you need to buy to do a particular task. If It's to 
do with the Amiga, we will help out* What we cannot do is offer this 
service over the telephone - do not phone us with your enquiries, 
but write to us at the address below. 

We also cannot enter into personal correspondence - ail 
enquiries will be dealt with in the pages of the magazine* This does 
mean a bit of a delay in solving your problem, but you'll just have to 
be a little patient and wait for it to appear in print. 

Send your question on the form below to: Amiga Answers, Amiga 
Shopper, Beauford Court, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. 

The Amiga Answers panel consists of all three of Amiga 
Shoppefs consultant editors - Jeff Walker, Mark Smlddy and Phil 
South - and, of course, resident technical editor Cliff Ramshaw. We 

AMIGA, WE ARE HERE TO SOLVE IT 

will also be calling on the services of afl our other contributors, so 
you won't be able to catch us napping on any subject. Each panelist 
will be dealing with queries In their own specialist area and it would 
help us greatly if, when writing, you label your query envelope with 
the name of the expert who can solve your particular problem. 
Below is a list of their areas of expertise. It's a list that we will add 
to and update every month so you will know who to write to about 
any subjects not mentioned here. 

Gary Whtteley - Video 
Stewart Russelt - Comms, CAD 
Pant Overaa -      Programming, music 
Mick Draycott-   Hardware, programming, MIDI 
Jeff Walker-       Desktop publishing, programming 
Mark Smlddy -     AmigaDOS, business, CDTV, hardware projects, 

hard and floppy disk drives 
Phil South -        Public domain, graphics, AMOS 
Jotyon Ralph -     Programming, hardware 
lan Wrtgfey -       American sitcoms, maths, beer 
Stuart Anderton - Obscure bands and hi-fi 
Cliff Ramshaw -   The really hard stuff that no-one else can answer 

I f you send in a question for the Amiga Answers experts, please fill 
I in and include the form below (or a photocopy if you don't want to 
I cut up your magazine). And please also make sure that you include 

all the relevant details - version numbers of software and so on - 
so that we have the best chance of helping you. Send your form and 
question to; Amiga Answers, Amiga Shopper, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath 
BA1 2BW. Sorry, but we cannot personally reply to any questions - even 
if you include an SAE. 

Hard disk: Mb as DH   : Manufacturer 

Extra RAM fitted - type, size in Mb and manufacturer 

Details of any other hardware which could help us to answer your question: 

Name: 

Address: 

Now, use this space to describe your problem, including as much relevant 

information as possible. Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary. 

Your machine: 

A500    Q A100Q □ 

A2000 Q A3000 Q 

Approximate age of machine: 

A1500 □ 

Kickstart version (displayed at the insert Workbench' prompt) 

1.2 Q 1.3 Q 2.x □ 

Workbench revision {written on the Workbench disk) 

1.2 □ 1.3 Q 1.3.2 □ 2.x Q 

PCB revision (if known). Do not take you machine apart just to look 

for this!  

Total memory fitted (see AVAIL in Shell for 1.3 Workbench)   

Chip memory available (see AVAIL In Shell)  

Agnus chip (If known)  

Extra drive #1 {3.5"/5.25") as DF : Manufacturer _ 

Extra drive #2 <3,5"/5.25") as DF : Manufacturer  

AMIGA SHOPPER • ISSUE 6 # OCTOBER 1991 
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CHAINING HARD DRIVES 
r A      m Please could you tell me 
J\       \ how to daisy chain two 

A590 hard drives 
^ together? On the 

hardware side, I think I have done 
the correct thing by only using one 
controller and connecting the other 
drive to the spare internal XT 
connector and spare power (I had to 
solder in extra 40-pin and 3-pin 
connectors to the controller board). 
I then changed the position of the 
jumper on the spare drive. The thing 
that has stumped me Is the 
software side of things. What 
changes do I have to make, using 
the setup disk, as at the moment 
the system will not recognise either 
of the drives- When I switch the 
computer on, the system seems to 
read each drive it turn, but nothing 
much happens after that. 

Jonathan McClelland 
Bangor 

N. Ireland 

Your problem is a hardware one, not 
a software one. First off, you should 
only use one XT connector on the 
board, The space for the other 
connector and the other power lead 
are not spare for people to solder on 
to, but depend on which drive is 
supplied with the A590. With the 
Western Digital 20Mb drive, the XT 
connector is on the right and the 
power connector is on the left. The 
Epson 20Mb drive supplied with early 
A590s is the opposite way around. 
This is the only reason that the 
board has two possible connections 
for power and XT drive. 

To run a second XT drive you 
have to make a 40-way ribbon cable 
with three 40-way connectors on it, 
plugging one end into the A590 XT 
connector and the other two ends 
into the two XT drives. You then have 
to change the jumpers on the XT 
drives so that one is set to master 
mode and the other is set to slave. 
This, again, will depend on which 
type of drives you have. 

You will then have to find an 
external power source for the other 
XT drive, as the A590 only provides 
enough power for one drive. JR 

POOR, POOR VIDEO 
Although a 
comparative 
newcomer to 
computers, I am keen 

on using my B2000 (with 40Mb 
hard disk and Rend ale 8802 
genlock) to produce graphics to use 
in my videos, 

I have an edit suite comprising 
DirectEd Pius, VHS player, S-VHS 
recorder, Vivanco processor and an 
S-VHS camcorder which I use for 
filming and when I replay S-VHS 
tapes-1 will eventually replace the 
VHS player with an S-VHS one. 

Unfortunately, although 
everything else works quite well, I 
seem to have a problem with poor 
quality Amiga Images when 
genlocked. I suspect that the 
genlock is in 'free wheel \ as 
mentioned in the manual. 

I think that the problem is in the 
connection to the XVBS INT of the 
genlock. After trying various 
configurations, ail I get is a rolling 
of display on the computer monitor 
and the S-VHS television connected 
to the edit suite, or else no 
improvement on the poor quality 
display on the TV screen. I had 
expected much better quality from a 
genlock costing so much. I 
appreciate that an S-VHS genlock 
would be preferable, but I am loathe 
to change the one I have. 

1 would really appreciate any 
help or advice which you could give, 

D. A. Smith 
Warrington 

I spoke to Rod Welburn at Marcam 
(who make the 8802) and he advised 
me that there may be two causes for 
your problem - either your Amiga is 
malfunctioning or the genlock is 
misbehaving- 

In order to isolate the problem, 
try the following: 

Connect up the computer and 
genlock, boot up and see if you get a 
stable Workbench screen. If so, then 
connect a composite video out from 
your VHS to the 8802's composite in 
and take the 8802's composite out 
to a monitor. Play the tape (as good 
a quality one as you've got) and 
check the quality, if all is OK so far, 
continue to try different combinations 
of equipment with the genlock'until 
you either hit a problem - in which 
case you should then be able to 

JARGON BUSTING 
Genlock -   A way of slaving one video source to another (for example, an 

Amiga to a video tape recorder) in order to synchronise their 
signals to allow stable wipes, mixes and other effects 
including overlay between the two sources, 

Hard drive - Like a floppy drive, but much bigger (not physically, but in 
terms of storage capacity) and faster. Also, the disk from a 
hard drive cannot be removed, so once it has been filled it 
is either time to delete excess files or buy another drive. 

isolate the fault - or your whole 
system is up and running well. 

Below is a diagram to suggest 
how you might connect your system 
together for better performance. 

Poor quality from a genlock is 
usually caused by feeding it with a 
poor quality signal. Since the genlock 
relies on the incoming video for its 
timing you must give it the best 
possible input. This will allow you to 
get the most stable locking possible 
under the circumstances. Of the 
current formatst VHS is arguably the 
worst quality. Additionally, there are 
graphics colours such as saturated 
reds and blues which will not look as 
good as lighter, pastel shades. This 
is partly to do with the Amiga itself - 
so experiment to find colour 
combinations which work best, 
Finally, expect some wobbling (known 
as chroma crawl') down the left 
hand side of your graphics - this can 
be a problem even with some of the 
best devices and is another product 
of the Amiga itself. 

Hint: try to use hi res Amiga 
images wherever possible, as these 
will be far oris per on screen then 
HAM or other resolutions. 

If you run into further problems. 

VHS or SVHS 
PLAYERS 

DirectEd 
Plus 

e 9 
3 9 

Vivanco 
3044 

video I 
out 

Preview 
monitor 

□ a 
c 

Rendale 
8802 

v i dQo 
out 

Video 
Recorder 

video 
out Program 

monitor 

RGB signal 

AMIGA 1084 
monitor 

call Rod at Marcam on * 0604 
790466. He assures me that he will 
try his best to solve your problems 
for you. GW 

Connecting the Amiga to a video system with a genlock. 

BEGINNING BUSINESS 
^ I am going self- 

employed, and my 
chosen field is (part- 

WrM jaHl time) mail order. I 
would like to know what relevant 
software/hardware 1 will need to 
get started and also what upgrades 
and add-ons I will need as my 
business starts to grow. 

I have been looking at various 
computers including the Amiga, 
with its excellent graphics for 
games, but there are many other 
makes and models including 
business computers. I don't have a 
clue about which one to choose, I 
have read magazines and contacted 
relevant computer companies but 
no-one seems to cater for the 
complete novice. 

It seems that the Amiga A500 
is the perfect choice to make a 
start in business, and your magazine 
has made me aware that Is Is much 
more than a computer to play 
games on; but how does it differ 
from other business machines? 

Alex Baldwin 
Thornaby 

Cleveland 

The Amiga is the perfect choice to 
start a small business. It stands to 
reason that if a computer has the 
power and sophistication to play 
great games, then to merely display 
accounts, calculate spreadsheets, 
record data and type letters should 
be well within its capabilities. This is 
even more relevant now. For people 
like myselft games have always been 
the spin-off of a really good computer 
but not its original intention. The fact 
remains that the Amiga can perform 
as well or better than most so-called 
business computers whilst multi- 
tasking (performing more than one 
action at a time) and displaying 
pleasing multi-coloured screens, 

I hope that the above clears-up 
your worries that the Amiga is only a 
games machine; many business 
machines even now do not have the 

continued on page 52 
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continued from page 51 

facilities which are on offer to the 
Amiga owner. 

Now the deep stuff begins, in 
order to run your business 
effectively, you will need a good 
database. This will enable you to 
keep records of customers' names 
and addresses, By using calculated 
fields you can keep track of their 
current balance. This is all very well, 
but you also need to despatch 
invoices and control stock flow. I 
would still suggest that you purchase 
a database, but you may find that a 
dedicated business program such as 
an accounts program would be more 
suitable. 

A word processor is always a 
must, and frankly I can't see you 
requiring any more than good basic 
efficiency. You will not need the, 
facilities to print in colour or even 
high resolution, a normal WYSIWYG 
(what you see is what you get) 
should suffice. For more information 
on word processors, see the in-depth 
feature on pages 15-32 of this issue, 

The upgrades you will require as 
your business grows will depend 
upon the rate of growth and future 
potential. The first consideration 
should be to increase your available 
RAM, This is the internal memory 
available to the computer. Because 
the Amiga is a true multi-tasking 
machine, the ability to perform more 
than one task at a time will 
ultimately depend upon the amount 
of available memory to perform this 
function. Also, increasing the amount 
of RAM available will increase the 
size of the RAM disk (a pseudo-disk 
drive contained within the 
computer's memory), I would 
suggest a system with around 2 to 
3Mb of RAM should be considered. 

Then there is the question of 
disk drives, A single drive system is 
clumsy and awkward, because of the 
disk swaps that this configuration 
requires. You can buy an external 
3.5-inch drive from any good 
computer stockist. 

For any serious business use, in 
fact, you should seriously consider a 
hard disk drive, In most cases a 
drive of around 2O-40Mb would be 
sufficient but it is a wise precaution 
to allow for the maximum media 
storage from the beginning. Although 

LISTING BREAKS 
Because of the width of the 
magazine's columns, we 
occasionally have to break 
listings across two or more 
lines. Where this has occurred, 
and you should enter two or 
more lines without a [Return] 
between them, we hove used 
the following symbol: «J 

you can upgrade as you go along, it 
is not always convenient to send the 
computer away to increase the hard 
disk capacity, especially when this 
could have been avoided from the 
outset. Therefore, I would suggest 
that you consider a farge capacity 
drive - 40Mb upwards. 

A monitor is also essential for 
business use, so be prepared to 
spend anything from £200-300 for a 
suitable medium- to high-resolution 
model. To cut the cost, a- 
monochrome monitor which displays 
just two colours (black and white or 
green and black) should be available 
for about half the price - but then, of 
course, you will not have the superb 
colours that the Amiga is famous for. 

Finally the printer. You get what 
you pay for with printers; the art is to 
find one that will suffice for the least 
possible cost. Laser printers, daisy- 
wheel and ink-jet printers all have 
their place. I would think that a good 
9-pin dot-matrix printer would be 
sufficient for your purposes, and of 
course colour is entirely optional. We 
reviewed a number of printers in 
issue 4 of Amiga Shopper- back 
issues of the magazine are available 
from » 0458 74011. 

The costs quoted below are 
approximate and will obviously differ 
between suppliers: 
Initial purchase: 
Amiga A500 Around £350,00 
Monitor £250.00 
9-pin printer £185.00 
40Mb hard disk drive £300.00 

Upgrades as required: 
3,5-inch floppy drive 
2Mb RAM expansion 
mo 

£60.00 
£200,00 

CP/M TO DOS TRANSFER 
^^^^•i I have a Spectra video 
^ g 328 computer with two 
■ \Q) I 5.25-inch disk drives. I 

have a lot of files and 
data collected over the years and 

use programs like SuperCatc, 
SuperWrtter, Report Star, CaicStart 
and so on, which run under CP/M 
2.2.1 recently upgraded to an 
Amiga 500, with external drive and 
the A590 hard disk. Could you 
please advise me. in detail, how I 
can turn those CP/M files Into 
AmigaDOS files, so that I don't have 
to start feeding in existing data all 
over again. 

Jeffrey Kavelaars 
Auckland 

New Zealand 

As you probably know, you actually 
have two problems here, RrstT 
there's the job of physically 
transferring the files from one 
machine to the other. Secondly 
there's the problem of how you can 
actually make use of the files on the 
new machine. 

Baud- 
JARGON BUSTING 

The number of possible changes in state per second on a 
transmission line. For simple modem protocols such as V.21 
and V.22, there are only two possible states, so baud rate is 
equivalent to a measure of bits (binary digits) per second. 
V.32 makes use of many more clever coding techniques, so that 
more bits per second can be sent at the same baud rate. 

Serial port - An interface port at the back of the Amiga, used mainly for 
connecting to a modem for communications purposes, and 
sometimes used for printers. Data is sent through the serial port 
one binary digit at a time (one eighth of the speed of the 
parallel port, which is the port more usually used for connecting 
to a printer). 

Let's look at the file transfer 
problem first. The easiest solution is 
to link the two machines via their 
serial ports. I have no details of the 
Spectravldeo machine, so I can't tell 
how the serial lead shoud be wired 
for high speed transfer but what I do 
know is that if you stick to a low 
transfer speed, namely 300 baud, 
you'll find that you will be able to 
moves files both to and from your 
Amiga by using a lead containing just 
three wires. Have a look in your 
respective machine manuals for the 
system-ground, transmit-data and 
receive-data serial port pin info (pins 
7, 2, and 3 on the Amiga) and make 
up, or get a friend or the local 
computer shop to make up, a 
suitable lead. There are no 
dangerous currents involved, but 
wrong connection can easily damage 
the chips so if in doubt get help from 
someone who is used to playing 
around with electronics. 

A lot of people are wary of 
hooking up serial ports like this, and 
there is an aEternatlve: for a few 
pounds it would be possible to get 
your files copied from the original 
disks on to Amiga format disks. 
There are plenty of computer shops 
and companies who will do this. 
Assuming, however, that you are 
happy about experimenting with 
serial port transfer, you will 
presumably only be transfering text 
and data files plus perhaps some 
Basic programs. The CP/M system 
program PIP will do this type of thing 
quite easily. In fact, collecting files at 
the Amiga end can even be done 
from AmigaBasic because it supports 
a COM1: device which can control 
the serial port directly (when this is 
used it does, incidentally, override 
the Preferences setting). 

Reading serial data into the 
Amiga is easy and can be done from 
AmigaBasic with just seven lines of 
code - the following example will 
read data from the serial device and 
place it on the RAM disk: 

OPEN "RAM:text" FOR OUTPUT J 
AS #1 

1 

OPEN "COMl:300,n,8tl" AS f*2 
X$="D*    'just a dummy value J 
to get into loop 
WHILE (ASC{X$}<:>94)   'end of J 
file terminator 

X$=INPUT$(1,#2}:PRINT J 
X$;:PRINT # 1,X$;: 
WEND 
CLOSE 1: C^OSE 2 

This sort of scheme could be used to 
collect serial data from any other 
machine, and the only thing you need 
to bo careful about in the above loop 
is the end-of-file terminator - that is, 
the character which signifies the end 
of the fife - because this varies from 
system to system. 

To transfer a file in this fashion 
you'd link the two machines with the 
serial leadr load up AmigaBasic and 
run the above program. Nothing 
visible will happen because the 
program just sits there waiting to 
collect serial data which, when the 
program first starts, is not being sent 
down the line. 

The next step is to move across 
to your CP/M machine, fn terms of 
detailed help I hit a minor snag here, 
because I no longer have much in 
the way of CP/M documentation 
available and my CP/M-I iterate days 
are over. Being a CP/M machine, 
your Spectra video will have devices 
like 1ST implemented. You will 
probably need to configure your 
system so that this device is logically 
tied to the machine's serial port 
(which again must be set to 300 
baud). STAT is the CP/M system 
program that will let carry out these 
type of assignments, and this will be 
documented in the CP/M sections of 
your computer manuals. Once the 
output device has been chosen you'll 
need to load up the PIP utility and 
issue a suitable PIP command. Again 
it's the CP/M manual sections that 
will contain the detailed options but 
the basic scenario will look 
something like this... 
First you'll run PIP and be greeted 
with an asterisk prompt: 

continued on page 57 
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Move Over 'Screengems' The New Official Commodore Amiga Pack is at Digicom 

AMIGA  

Free 1 Meg 
Wortl 

\<H H K : Hit RAM upgrade vupplictl 
in this. ulTtr is tht official COMMODORE 
AJOI l-i^punMim until. \ns nlht-r K\pansion 
ntll im.ilidd[t Huur n arrant} .Shun id Ihr 
fault hr related in any way 

The exciting world of graphics, animation 
and sound is at your fingertips with the 
Amiga 500. Cartoon Classics brings together a 
fantastic selection of Cartoon games and a paint 
package to create your own cartoons. 
Amiga AS00 Computer Keyboard 
Built-in 1 Meg DS/DD disk drive 
5 12 K A 501 Ram Expansion 
Latest Kicks tart and Workheneh 1.3 
Notepad Mini word- processor 
All necessary disks s manuals and cables 
T.V modulator and Commodore mouse 
4(1% colour graphics, 4 channel stereo sound 
12 months warranty on all items 
Full U.K specification machine 

Bart vs the 

Space Mutants 
The new 1 meg game 

AND OUR OWN EXTRAS PACK 

INCLUDING THESE NEW TITLES 

This years biggest hit 

man Pt^raew-' 

Accessories 

M i rcosw i tched joystick 
">isk Library Case 

10 Blank disks 
High quality mouse mat 

and dust cover 

3 

Five   Game Pack 

£   Turbo Outrun 
Enduro Racer 
Super Wonder Boy \ 
Thunder Blade 
Crackdown 

A   Top Title 

Kick Off 2 
1 Meg version 
Voted European 
Game Of The Year 

3- 

Ani niation 

Total Package Price 

Including VAT & Delivery 

CALL 

NOW 
>e\1 L)a\ Courier DtliuTV At £5>S\ I Mia 

I \      ^ ,       Auii£a Curtoon Classics P 
_DlU* t       Philips CAi333JII Colour 

piu3 lends tiiid 

Amiga and Mo iti tor a 
Plus the STAR LC*l 
complete with 

JTHCii 2d   'lustover ami £839.99 

HOW    TO ORDER 
By Phone : 
Call our credit card order line, and 
quote  your   credit   card details 
to our  helpful sales staff. We accept 
Access, Visa, Eurocard, Mastercard, 
A M E X aud the new direct debit cards 
like Switch  and  Barclays Connect. 

By Mail : 
Simply write down the details of your order 
along with your name and address, then 
post it to us with a personal c h e q u c , p o s t a I 
order, bankers draft or building society 
cheque made payable to, "Digicom Computer 
Services Ltd'1. 

Personal cheques require time to clear before despatch 
Pricra and Sptf EMcat Ion* art subject tit change without notice* 
(■(Had* art* inn Hold on 1 I rial ba\ts. t&'lt. 

OIIIIILOIV! 

I 
Digicom offers you 

( 0908 ) 378 008'E 

36-37 Wharfside 
Fenny Stratford 

Watling Street 
Milton Keynes MK2 2AZ 

Showroom open Mo n-Sat 9.0Qanv5,30pm 
(closed between 1 2.30- 1,30 pm ) 

Wharfside is opposite the Bridge Pub on the AS Watling Street 

O Free Catalogue with all orders 
j G12 months guarantee period 
k □ All product tested before despatch 
j □ Regul ar newsletters and special offers 
□Technical helpline 

day replacement of faulty product 
or product match 

mputerised order system 



ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY 

CES INC.DELIVERY & VAT @ 17.57, 
Express Courier Delivery : 

(UK Mainland Only) £6,50 Extra 
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE from one of Ihe longest established 
companies in their field, with a reputation for good service 

and prices, WE have invested heavily in a computer fiyslem to 
enable our Telesales slaft to provide up-to-ltie-mtnute stock 
information, coupled whh highly efficient order processing, 

Our lully equipped Workshop enables us to carry out almost 
any repair on our premises. We feel sure lhal you won 1 be 

dlsappcMnted H you choose Evesham Micros. 

HOW TO ORDER 

Call us now on 

0386 765500 
Unes open Monday-Saturday, 

9,00am - 5.30pm 
/gC, Send Cheque, Postal Order or 
*^-u ACCESS/VISA card details to ; 

Evesham Micros Ltd 
Unit 9, St Richards Rd. 

Evesham, Worcs 
WR11 6XJ 

0 
ACCESS/VISA 
Cards Welcome 

Government, Education & PLC orders welcome 
Same day despatch whenever possible 

Express Courier delivery (UK Mainland only) £6.50 extra 
Please note that 5 working days must be allowed for 

personal cheque clearance. 
Mail Order Fax: 0386-765354 

Unit 9 St Richards Road, Evesham^ 
Worcestershire WR11 6XJ 

^0386 765180 
fax: 03S6 765354 

Open Mon-Sat., 900 - 5.30 

5 Glisson Rd, Cambridge 081 2HA 
*H 0223 323898 

fax: 0223 322883 
Open MorvFri, 9,30 - 6.00 

and Sat., 9.00 - 5.30 
Corporate Sates Dept. • IBM dealer 

7762 Pershore Road, Cotterfdge 
Birmingham B30 38K 
©021 458 4664 

fax 02) 433 ?325 
Open MorvSaL 9.00 - 5 30 

© 0386-40303 
Monday to Friday, 10.00 - 5.30 

12 MONTHS WARRANTY 
ON ALL PRODUCTS 

AH devils conect at time ot going to press > fiJI goods subject to avatebtfity 
t * v m m a \ 

AMIGA 1500/2000 UPGRADES 
HARP DRIVE / RAM UPGRADE BOARD KIT 

Kits comprise of full size hard disk controller cards 
incorporating unpopulated SIMMS BAM expansion sockets 
for accommodating up to 8Mb RAM; PLUS high speed, fast 

access NEC SCSI hard disks. 
I 40MB HARD DRIVE A INTERFACE / RAM CARD..., £ 349,00 
J 100MB HARD DRIVE & INTERFACE t RAM CARD. £499.00 

PLEASE NOTE' These are unpopulated RAM sockets - Add 1119.00 per 
2Mb or RAM required. 

6Mb RAM Expansion Card with 2Mb Fitted 
easily upgradeable lo 4Mb, 6Mb or 8Mb £ 149.95 

A500 HARD DISKS 

r PRICE 
BREAKTHROUGH! 

AT LAST*,, the chance fa buy Quality, 
High Capacity Hard Disk Systems for the 

Amiga 500 at realistically low prices! 
> NEC SCSI HARD DISK MECHANISMS for optimum performance 2Sm5 ACCGS5 Time & Autoparking 
U Includes its own DEDICATED PSU C8M fecDmmcnds 3931*1*1 use or Hard Drsks wrthoul independent power supcrfy 

■jr QUIET.... Jalesl lecfinology drives run eooJ no fan e needed1 

Jr Option lof up to 4MB additional easy RAM EXPANSION usmg SIMMS 
> GAME SWITCH altows Games lo be loaded without discoonecliori 
> Includes SCSI THROUGH PORT ai rear tor 1ur1h*r expansion 
> High quality metal casing, colour msictad to Ihe Amiga 500 
:t Includes 'MRBACKOP PRO" as weU as Condtguxatiarv'Forrnal sorlware 

40Mb MODEL ONLY £299 

100Mb MODEL ONLY £449 
2Mb RAM Version: ADD £80 - 4Mb RAM Version: ADD £160 

372" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES 

AMIGA A500 SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADES 

512K 

RAM/CLOCK 

UPGRADE 

ONLY 

£28.99 

inc. VAT and delivery 

512K RAM Expansion 
also available without 

clock for only ; ^ Direct replacement for the A501 expansion & Convenient On f Off 
Memory Switch $ Auto-rechargfng battery backed Real-Time Clock & 
Compact Unit Size : Ultra-neat design & Only 4 low power FASTRAMs 

1.5MB RAM BOARD 
Fully populated board increases lolal RAM in A500 lo 2Mb! £ Plugs 

Into trapdoor area, & connects to GABY' chip > Includes battery 
backed real-time Clocks Socketed RAM iCs on 512K/1Mb Versions 

Unpopulated RAM board with clock E 34.95 
RAM Board with 512K FASTRAM installed ... E 54,95 
RAM Board with 1Mb FASTRAM installed £ 69.95 
RAM Board with 1.5Mb FASTftAM installed,, £ 79.00 

N.B.: The expansion board 
requires Kkttstart 1.3 lo 

operate - 
Kickstarl 1.3 upgrade 

available from us for £29.95 

NEW! 'MEGABOARD 

With our MEGABOARD, you can further expand 
your A500's memory to a total of 2Mb without 

disposing of your existing 512K upgrade {must be 
4 x RAM-chip type, or not exceeding 9cm in length). 

ONLY 

£59.95 
MEGABOARD needs Kichslart T.3 
to operate {Ktckstarr l,3 upgrade 

available from us for £29 95). 
insLriaiion requires connect ion to 

ihe GARY chip. Easy to follow 
instructions provided 

AH3AH3Q y 1VA SamDNI S3DIHd 77V tsmmmeussA? AUSAnsa y IVA sam 



ILL PRICE5 INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY # 

yamplified stereo HI 
^ ■  ■ '       speakers      HI SI 

REALISE THE 
TRUE SOUND 

POTENTIAL OF 
YOUR AMIGA 

WITH THIS PAIR 
OF FULL RANGE 

SPEAKERS! 
Your Amiaa. produces ln« quality hi-li siereo sound, Enjoy quality slereo sound reproduction JO tht Ml *Hti Ihis specially designed great new twin speaker syslem! Features rellex ported speaker desigji with 3 separate diws r each uni< and incaporales a buiH>m amplif ier with adjustable volume control Huns irom PSU (supplied} of ircm batteries (not included). Speaker Dimensions 248X93J 125mm <H*WnD) 

ONLY 

£39.95 

GOLDEN IMAGE HANDY 

SCANNER & TOUCH-UP 
Guislanding qualrty, excellent value for money - mis 
package includes a lEXMOOdpi scanner win dither options, 

the amazingly powerful TOUCH-UP soflwa/e 
package which drives Ehe scanner direety. Scanner 

includes viewing window A. bacKltght tor accurate 
scans even/ bme. Scan either lineman or grey 

images up to JDOtjpi.  Many image 
enhance men & specie I eflecls available 

from withm Touch-Up. A ssnstble 
mvesimeni For Desktop Publishing work. 

INCREDIBLE VALUE! 
NEW LOW PRICE - ONLY £145.00 

TRUEMOUSE 
WE GUARANTEE that this is the 

smooitiest, most responsive and 
accurate re pi ace men! mouse you 
cen buy lor i he Amiga, Excellent 

performance, amazing low price! 
C17QC SATISFACTION 
X. I / .SO GUARANTEED 

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE Amiga/ST Comp^ib e 
excellent travel+acouracy assured. NEW LOW PRICE!. 129.00 

NEW! ROCGEN GENLOCK 
YOU WILL NAVE TO PAY AT 

it AST TWICE AS MUCH 
MONEY to obtain a similar 

level of quality, function 
and sophistication ottered 

by our new GENLOCK 
ad apter, compatible to ell 

Amlgae! Special features include 
the ability to record graphics & 

animations on video recorders and 
overlay graptuc and text onlo video. 

Capable of smooth end stable lading and 
overpaying effects wi|h special tuning knob. 

ONLY £114.99 

CBM A590 HARD DISK 
Good quality Commodore 20Mb Haid Disk unit, 

hcludiig, Us own PSU and bujH-m coolrig lan Fealures 
sockets lor up to 2Mb ot on-board FAS TRAM expansion 
(see bekw\. Boms Access lime, with up to 2.4Mh/sec. 
transfer rata. Auloboots when used with Kickslart 1.3. 

ONLY 

£279.00 
CBM A590 UPGRADES 

(RAM upgrades lltted free ol charge when bought with A590) 
512K RAM Upgrade £2»,« 
1Mb RAM Upgrade £ 59.95 
2Mb RAM Upgrade £ 99.95 
NEC 40Mb SCSI Drive rmpi ac.msnt mechanism  £199.00 
NEC 100Mb SCSI Drive replacement mechanism  £ 349.00 

A590 ADD-ON HARD DRIVES 
AS90 OWNERS! Expand your hard disk storage further with one of 

our add-on, externally cased SCSI Hard Drives, fealuring 25ms 
autoparking NEC mechanisms wilh separate power supply. Simply 

p9ug3 into the socket provided on the rear of the A59G Mard Disk unit 
Eternal 40Mb SCS? Drive cased wilh PSU 

to directly add-on lo the Commodore A590  E 299.00 
Eirtemal 100Mb SCSI Drive cased with PSU £ 449 00 

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR 
with Its dedicated monitor Input, thi* model 

combines tht advantage* of I high quality medkJm 
resolution colour monitor wfth the sonvtnltnct ot 

remote control Teletext TV - it an ixfiellefH to* price! 
NEW Version f*atur« dark glut BTWI for improved 
PBJgjjt, pkit lull range      speoker Hund output. 

£269.00 
Including VAT, 

delivery & cable 
Philips CM8833 MkJI including cable . . £ 239.00 

lEvcSlia^mHicrttS! Alt PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY 

MIGA 

SPECIAL DEALS 

AMIGA 500 
COMPUTER 
BASE PACK 

Features a Genuine UK version 512K 
Commodore Amiga 500 computer with 

1Mb Internal OrWe, TV Modulator. 
Mouse. Power Supply. Kicks tart 1.3, etc 

AMIGA 500 BASE PACKAGE 
ONLY £ 307.49 

A500 PACK AS ABOVE, WITH 
512K RAM/CLOCK FITTED 

ONLY £ 333,99 
A500 PACK 

WITH EXTERNAL 3VJ" DRIVE 
ONLY £ 357.49 

A500 PACK WITH EXTERNAL 
3Ya

w DRIVE AND 512K RAM/ 
CLOCK UPGRADE FITTED 

ONLY £ 363,99 
N.B. Does NOT tnctude extra software 

included wtth other packages. 

LOOK WHAT ELSE 
YOU GH WHEN YOU 

BUY AN AMIGA 
FEATURE PACK FROM 

THESE FABULOUS GAMES: | 
Tracksuit Manager 90 - Subbuleo ■ Asterix • ! 

Block Alanche • Jungle Booh«Treasure Trap ■ j 
DiskMan - Battle Squadron - Diet Riot - 

Tank Battle * Nigel Man sell - Lost'N'Maze 
PLUS! A word processor and spreadsheet j 

NEW! AMIGA 500 CARTOON CLASSICS PACK 
Includes Amiga 500 with 1Mb ftAM, plus 1Mb Drive, TV modulator, LEMMINGS , 

CAPTAIN PLANET, 'BART StMPSOM vs THE SPACE MUTANTS \ "Deluxe Paint III. 
A50O 1MB CARTOON CLASSICS PACKAGE E 369 99 
A500 Cartoon Classics PLUS 37," External Drive £ 419-99 

AMIGA 500 SCREEN GEMS PACK 
Includes Amiga 500 with 1Mb RAM. plus 1Mb Drive. TV modulator. Night Breed'. 

The Beast 2', Back to the Future 2\ 'Days of Thunder1. 'Deluxe Pajnt II". 
A500 1 MB SCREEN GEMS PACKAGE  £ 369.99 
A500 Screen Gems Package PLUS 37/' External Drive .. £ 419.99 

AMIGA 500 CLASS OF THE 90'S PACK 
A500 plus A5Q1 512K RAM Upgrade. TV Modulator, 8 s^are lilies. 10 Disks, mouse mat a more 
CLASS OF THE 90 s Package £ 499.00 
Class of the 90's Pack plus 37/" Drive. E 549.00 

AMIGA 1500 STARTER PACK 
Includes A1500 computer (l MS HAM. 2 * J.'' Drives. B eapaisior. slots). Commodore Hi-Resdyiipn Colour Mortar 

pus Software ndufog [>ekiit Paint IN'. Battle Oiess' S*n Citf 'and The Works' (buanew software! 
A150O STARTER PACKAGE  t 949.00 

TRACKBALL 
Excelled new nigh performance trackball, 

rjrectry rampalibla to any Amiga &r Atari ST. 
Operales from Itie mouse or (oyslick pon. 

Supar-smoolh. accurBle and versatile ■ 
you probably wonl want io use a 

mouse ?gam attef usrig in ^ 
Trackball1 Tolai one-harvied control. 

Top n.ualrtv coo&truction and opfn- 
mechanicaa design, detwerma ntgh speed and 

accuracy every lime. No driver sortwara needed ! 

ONLY £29.95 

VIRUS PROTECTOR 
BANISH VmUS PROBLEMS' 

Our compact Vinji Protector Tlt» en'ty to 1h« Port of In* last disk drive in 
your Amiga system, protecting all Internal and external drives from boot 
block viruses, incorporate* a 
switch to enable or disable 
the protection facility. ONLY £9.95 

REPLACEMENT A500 PSU 
Genuine Commodore Amiga A500 

type replacement Power Supply 
Unit Good quality switch mode' 

type. Super low price I 

ONLY £39.95 

STAR LC10 SPECIAL OFFER 
BEST EVER SELLING PRINTER NOW 

AVAILABLE AT AN EXCEPTIONALLY LOW PRICE! 
Providing unsurpassed paper handling, four excellent NLQ fonts 
and a respectable print speed of 144/36 ops, the phenomenally 

successful LC10 represents lernfic value at this price 
INCLUDES CONNECTION 

CABLE ft 12 MONTHS 
ON-SITE MAINTENANCE ONLY £129.95 

DD/A/TCDC Prices include VAT, 
w Ki IV I trtC>  delivery and cable 

EVESHAM MICROS SPECIAL OFFER I 
All STAR Printers include 12 months On Site Maintenance 
St*r LC 200 9-Pn Colour. 4 fonts, 1«Jrt5epi E 209.M 
NEW! STAR LC20 fast iMMScps super 9-pin. excellent value.. . £ 159.99 
Star LC 24-10 24-Pin. 4 lonls. ISOtfOcps E 209,00 
Star LC 24-200 2*-Pin, 5 fonts. SQrWep*  1249.W 
Star LC 24-200C 7 colour version of above £299.00 
Automatic Sheet feeder lor above rxinlers \ pis. stale model \  £ 64.95 
SPECIAL OFFER? STAR XB24-10 WITH COLOUR UPGRADE & 
AUTOMATIC CUT SHEET FEEDER ■ Whit* Stock* Last        £ 369 00 
NEW! Star XB24-200 Colour 24-pr. SO columns ■   , £389.99 

Olivetti JP-150 InkJet titsl class quality ■ exceptional value.. 
Olivetti JP-350 Inkjet excellent high speed 300dp printer .. 

£249.90 
£349.90 

Citizen PRODOT-24 COLOUR 

MIDI INTERFACE 
0u< fully compalibte, high quality MIDI inlerlace ccnnecl? d reclh/ -mh tc rVica 
serial port and provides IN, CXJT S THRU perls for good flexbiMy. Fealures LED 
indicators cm each port lor 
diagnostic purposes, 
compel destgo 

Supwrb ONLY £19.95 

STEREO SOUND SAMPLER 
Offering lull compatibility with almost any Amiga audio digitizer package our 
Soond Sampler fealures encellent clrculry. yielding prolessional results The 
main A/D converter gives a digilismn resduton of up lo 50/KHz, wttti a fast slew 
rate. Two phono sockets are provided lor stereo line input plus an option tor 
microphone. Adjustable gain is achieved w4h buHHn eonirot knob. Complele 
wsth puolic domain disk 
oonlainrng sound sampling 
apolicaltons / utilities. ONLY £29.95 

AMIGA 500 INTERNAL 3.5" REPLACEMENT DRIVE 
Fully compatible. Kit includes lull fitting instructions      £ 41.99 

HEW,1 COMMODORE C.D.T.V. Including Lemmings & 
'Hutchlnsone Encyclopaedia' Starter Compact Disks £579.00 

VIDMmlg* video tiigilteer package inc. VIDt-Chrome  £ 110.00 
VIDhChfonw Amiga colour frame generation kit from B&W Images. £ 14.96 
V1DFAG8 colour frame generation kit Irom B&W images E 44.96 
EMR VIDEO-PILOT V320 Soptiislicated Video Editing System  £ SS9.00 
KCS Powerbcejrd Hardware PO EITIL later with is own 

1 Mb ol HAM onboard. 512K useable m Amrga mode £ 229.W 
Hick atari 13 Upgrade £ 20.96 
Am Ig* SOQ Qual Cover £ 4.96 

DkjNa Wofdworth.. Kind Words 2   
Proiext V5   Oigila Home Accounts . DB'lujce Paint 4.... 

OaUixB Videos ..    , £ S4 9S Musics i-1 £45.00 AMOS . ..£37 SO £119.00    HiSofl Lattee C  E 199.00 . E 37.9S     GFA BASIC V3  £ 39.95 £119.95    GFA BASIC Compiler  £ 34,95 
„ E 23.95     Devpac215  £44.95 ... £ POA    Dianey Animation Studio ... £ 69.95 

Professional 24-PIn Colour Printer I 
- at a budget price! I 

□ Highly versatile teller quality [ 
nrint&f Zi 200 cps output in 

draft. 56 cps in LQ mode (5 true 
letter quality londs) □ Full control 

from from panel p Graphics res.360 x 
rl SOdpi J Farallel and Serial lm effaces. 

Tractor & Single Sheet Feed as standard □ 2 Year Menutaclurers Warranty 
Norma I RRP: E 746.35 *n c .VAT 

ONLY £269.00 
including VAT, 

delivery and cable 

Olivetti DM124C COLOUR 
Professional 24-Pin Colour ! 

Printer with full 12 Months On- 
Slte Warranty Cover! 

□ 200 cps in draft. 50 cps in LO mode I 
□ 7 Cglour output; Graphics res. 360 1 

x 1 SOdpr □ Huge 40k butler □ 
Tractor 6 Single Sheel Feed □ 12 UOftTHS 0N.$IT€ WARPAMTY 

DM1 24C Normal HHP: £ 389.95 inc.VAT 

ONLY £269.00 
including VAT, 

delivery and cable 

37*" Track Display Drive 
High quality double-sided 3.5" floppy I 

drive offering the Ml [ 
8S0K fonmatied capacity I 
per 3.5" dfsk Features a [ 

special LED display I 
which accurately shows the [ 

current track being accessed I 
during any disk drive I 

activity NEW LOW PRICE! \ 

ONLY £64.95 
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/kadbroke 

Computing 

L International 

■StCMF* 

24Rn prritor 
222 cps 

5 Resident UQ fonts 
Accepts font cartridges 

Bottom feed 
Push or pul tractor feed 

Star LOW-8PQ Prtw st^ia^tw 
lilttl 

£ We ane fteTongesf esfec*tterJ Atari deafer h fie UK We have developed an extensive i 
I customer service poBcy which means that we test ai Hardware/Software prior to 
I d&spalch to ensure thai goofs arrive in working order Although our prices are not 
;j atways the cheapest we do endeavour to offer consistently good service and backtf) . 
I This isnl just our opinion we were voted 'Best Deafer t9BST by tie readers of ST Wbrtd % 
I magazwie. not for 'the number of boxes shifted", but for quality service 
i Cki Site Warranty We have recenSy extended our backup programme by offerng on stel 
^warranty as an opton on aSSTs We already offer this service on M SW pmt&s and 
k PhiSps monitors Msted 
% AM prices are correct at copy date 19/W/91 and are subject to change wihout prior 
{ notice. AM prices are accurate whMe stocks tast Phone for up to date prices. AM prices 
ijnckjcte VW mere are no hidden extras (WYSIWYQ Delivery (wi Mainland UK} is free, on 
Eorders over £tOO$add £X) for next day courier deivery. AM prices available on Mai 
'i Ordet Shop prices way office 

Star U24/10 
Star LC-K) 
Star LC-200 Colour 
Star NB/24-K) ex-demo 
Printer stands from 

24 Pn pmtzir 
222 cps 

5 Resident LQ fonts 
Accepts font cartridges 

Bottom feed 
Push or put tractor teed 

Paper parking 
£19&99 
magg 
£20999 
£200 
en99 

QfljJ* 24Fiipmter 
4a-pin emutatim tBGtrique 

240 cps 
4 Sin 25IQ resident fonts 

27K btfer expendable to T&7K 
Odour upgrade hcLded 
Advanced paper parting 

Alt Star Printers carry 12 months on 
site warrantytMantand UK1 Ail 
printers include BM Centronics 

cable. Phone for ribbons paper and 
printer stands. 

512K Board £26.99 
With ciock £29,99 
16Mb Upgrade with 5t2K installed £55.99 
i 5Mb Upgrade with Mb installed £72.99 
t£Mb Upgrade with 16Mb installed £88.99 
The Zydec 15Mb upgrade board requires a connection to the Garry chip and 
Kickstart 13 instated includes dock. 

Quantity 

Bulk Sonv or Kan 

Loose Boxed 
Sonv Brand 

Boxed in 10's 

10 £ 4." 
ft          r QQInciid«*l0 

o\d        *J 9     piwrie box £ 8." 

40 £ 19.20 f 9^2oisxiw 

™*   ^ J* diubax £ 32.49 

100 £ 44." 
4?  CO 99j2&T° 

£ 79." 

150 £ 59." 
r 7^99^^ 
JO        / U* SlMkxbk 

diJC boi £ 118.49 

Al dsks cany en urrandttonal ifetane guarantee* Please add 80pF&P fare 
DO end above. 

it     Data enable/disable switch 

Daisy chain 'through" connector 

Low power consumption 

Now Only £54.99 

PfeaM add £3 PAP 

or £3.00 for 

Use your ST or Amiga to send faxes, 
FuSy featured modem accesses 

bulletin boards/commercial systems. 
Q Ftiy Hayes compatible. 
□ Auto cfiaiyanswer 
Q 300/1200/2400 Baud 
□ For ST or Am ga 
□ Cannot receive faxes. NotBT 

approved 

£224.99 

A500 computer £299.99 

1Mb Screen Gems Pack 

£369.99 
1Mb Cartoon Classics 

Pack £369.99 
Any of above packs * Tenstar games, 

joystick, mouse mat add £30 

* 200 DPI scanner, thermal printer 
and photocopier. 

* Upto 16 grey scales or B/W mode, 

it  Compatible with Amiga and ST. 

€399.99 while stocks last 

GVP n A5QO Hard drives include injection moulded stying. titemaf RAM 
expansion to 8Mb via SIMM boards. Capacities from 52Mb, 35" Itna Quantum 

mechanism internal Fan Game switch and mini slot for future expansion. 
GVP 52Mb    £54939       GVP 105Mb £669.99 
A590 £299.99        Phone for latest prices 

Philips 8833 MKII Colour, Stereo monitor E 249.99 
Cmdr 1084S Colour monitor * limited offer * £ 269.99 
Philips 15" FST CUBE TV £ 269.99 
The phips 15" FST Tv hauler remote central Scan input. 60 tuner presets, sleep timer and 
Fastext Al cfeciays inctida Start.cabb Deduct £10 from Motors only, if bought wth computer. 
TheRii(pe 8833 comas with ft! 12 months on ate warranty. 

Commodore Dynamic Total Vision 
Titer rtwti 
WcddVists.Bectrmcoc^borjk. 
Advanced mUtery systems. Battle storm, 
Cbsac board gemes. Al dogs go to 
heaven FIJI school 3 (under Ssl A bun 
for barney. Ikstrated Hofy Bfcfcto. 

CDTV In stock now 
includes Welcome disk, EncyclopeoJa 

and voucher for Lemmings. 
Phone for further details. 

Al syaftsrm inducto $2 A+ifne 
oo s#9 marten ance and     c ■, 

OOS4DI M 

280 *12MHz 
Mi RAM suppled upgradeabte b 4Ma 80267 CoHPitcessor socket 
40Mb 24ms Had drve 2x AT and to XT free expansion sbts. Mouse. 

GB/ a 1st Wbrrl ch±e of lx 525' floppy or to 35" floppy 

Mono VGA £734.99 
CotaurVGA £839,99 
Cokxr S-VGA£839.99 

386^ -16MHz 
2Mb RAM suppiBQl upo/adeable lo 8Mb. 803B7sx Co-PiDcesscr 

socket 40Mb 24ms htaid drive. 4x AT and ft XT free expansion slots, 
W.use, choice of to 525" floppy or 1x 3F floppy 

Mono VGA £1049.99 
Colour VGA £1159.99 
Colour S-VGAE1259.99 

386_*20MHz 
2Mb RAM applied. upg/adBable to tJMti 80397 COrT^ocessor 

socket 40Mb 24ms Hard dnva 4x AT and to XT free expansion sbts. 
Mouse, to 525' iqppy and to 35' floppy 

Mono VGA £1259.99 
Colour VGA £t36999 
Colour S-VGA£1469.99 

38€w*23HHz 
4Mb RAM supplied, upgradeable to ^Mb 32K Fasl cache RAM 

80387 Co-Processor sccket 40Mb 2*ns htard drwe, 4x AT and to 
XT tree expajTsbn sbts, Mouse, to b^b' fbppy and tx 3.5" floppy 

Mono VGA £17B9L99 

Colour VGA £1889,99 
Colour S-VGA£1999.99 

(0772) 203166 Fax 561071 
Shop & Mai order pmomos: 33 Orwskirk Road Proston Lancashire. f¥ir PQPOpen Monday to Saturday 

930 am to 5&Qpm. Phones armwerad from QDOem Deafer enquiries welcome. Ladbroke Computing 
kttocnatknat g a tradmg name of Lodbroke Computing Limited. AM ftarifl marks rBcogrmod j 

How, to Pay 
You can phone your Access or Vina d\r.i j 
details or send a chequefaosittl 
orders made payable to Ladbroke jr 
Computing  International   Please mp^^ 

^iih ILV sufficient clearance time for cheques. '^V^P 



continued from page 52 

A>PIP 
* 

then you'll type something -like: 

LST: =B: example 

which would copy the drive B: file 
'example' to CP/M's LST device 
(which in turn will be redirecting the 
data to the Spectravideo serial port). 
It is at this time that you should see 
visible evidence of file transfer 
appear on the Amiga's screen. 

Incidentally, before all this you 
can check the serial link by hitting 
[ControlJ-P (CP/M's echo to printer 
command) on your Spectravideo. 
From that point on, everything you 
type at the keyboard should appear 
on the Amiga screen. If the serial 
ports are property configured but you 
don't seem to be reading anything 
then about the only thing that can be 
wrong is that the connections on 
pins 2 and 3 (the data 
transmit/receive lines) are the wrong 
way round. The solution is to just 
swap those two wires around at one 
end of the lead and try again. 

You often get minor snagsr but 
with all this comms magic a bit of 
experimentation usually saves the 
day. CP/M should, for instance, 
provide an end-of-file marker but if 
things appear to 4hangr at the end of 
the transfer, then the keyboard 
sequence [Ctrip [Ctr!]-Z, [Ctrl>P 
(which wil) echo a CP/M end-of-file 
character to the Amiga) should result 
in the AmigaBasic program giving its 
OK prompt. If ail else fails, stop the 
AmigaBasic program and type 
'CLOSE' to finish the Amiga side of 
the transfer* 

Well, that's the general idea of 
the hack approach. Wfth a more 
sophisticated lead that supported 
proper handshaking you would, of 
course, be able to increase the 
transmission rate, and here 
commercial CP/M comms programs 
such as BSTAM would be useful. 

Text/data files are easy to 
handle in this way, and so are Basic 
programs, but to be of use these 

latter files must be available in ASCII 
format. It's easily done - you just 
save a copy of the program using 
the 'A' option like this... 

SAVE "TESTPROGRAM*,A 

How much use you'll be able to 
make of the files you transfer 
depends on whether the files are 
going to make sense to the Amiga 
programs that use them - 
spreadsheets, databases and word- 
processor file formats vary from 
program to program and I'm not 
familiar with all the programs you 
mention. Many CP/M word 
processors used WordStar's trick of 
setting bit 7 of characters to indicate 
soft spaces. If SuperWriter does this 
it might be best to clear these bits 
from the file during the PIP transfer. 
There's a special PIP [zj command 
option available for this. 

Once you've got the serial link 
sorted out, check your existing 
Spectravideo software manuals 
looking for details of file formats, 
program options like export' and so 
on, which may allow some files to be 
output in a less program-specific 
form. Then send the new files over 
your serial link and try them out, PAO 

UPGRADING RAM 
V~ ^% I own an Amiga A5O0 
mm        with two external 

FT M I drives and 1.5Mb 
Zytec RAM upgrade 

board. I am thinking of buying an 
A590 hard drive. Is it possible to 
upgrade the A590 to its 2Mb RAM 
facility and still use my existing 
1.5Mb upgrade? Can you also tell 
me how much it costs to add this 
2Mb RAM, and if Jt is difficult to do? 

Brian Crawley 
Retford 

Notts 

The 1.5Mb expansion fits inside the 
trap-door of the A50G, whereas the 
A590 hard drive is designed to fit 
easily to one side, so there are no 
physical problems fitting the 
equipment. I have spoken to 
Evesham Micros, which 
manufactures the expansion board in 

JARGON BUSTING 
Assembler -   A program which converts an assembly language program 

written in words (well, almost) into the machine code 
numbers that the Amiga's 6S000 processor understands. 
Writing programs in assembly language ensures that the 
best possible speed and memory efficiency is gained from 
the machine - but it's far harder than writing inP sayf Basic. 

MIDI - Musical Instrument Digital Interface is a standard devised 
by electronic instrument manufacturers, allowing a number 
of synthesizers to be controlled by a single keyboard, 
sequencer or computer. 

question, and I am assured that two 
will work in harmony, including the 
extra 2Mb RAM upgrade. The cost of 
the 2Mb RAM is around £100. MD 

DELUXE MUSIC ENTRY 
I have recently 
purchased the 
Electronic Arts 
package, Deluxe Music 

Construction Kit. It's a very good 
package but I would like help with 
some problems I have with it. I want 
to put music on to the score and 
can do so, but when I am 
composing music as it comes into 
my head I cannot enter it past the 
first measure (bar). Shouldn't it 
automatically jump to the next 
measure when the first is full? I find 
it very frustrating because by the 
time I have worked out what to do, 
the music has gone from my head. 

Ian Dickie 
Strathclyde 

Scotland 

The Deluxe Music Construction Kit 
has several methods of entering 
notes. If you enter them from a MIDI 
keyboard, the bars scroll by, filling up 
as you play them, If you click on 
'Insert Notes in Score' and then 
'play1 them in from the on-screen 
keyboard, then although the display 
does not scroil the notes are still 
entered and when you play pack 
there they are, scrolling away before 
your eyes. Obviously, when you enter ■ 
from the on-screen keyboard the 
notes will take their length and note 
value from that set in the program's 
note palette, 

It however, you drag them from 
the note palette directly, they behave 
exactly as you say; it would appear 
that you can't get past the first bar. 
The trick is to resize the score 
window so that it is at its maximum 
size. The rest of the score is actually 
below the first line you are working 
on so when you have filled the first 
line, don't carry on inserting notes 
(they won't sound on playback 
anyway). What you do is use the 
right-hand scroll bar of this window to 
pull yourself down the score; if you 
like, you are moving to a clean sheet 
of paper. In this way you will have an 
unlimited number of bars to enter 
notes in: the program realises that 
since you have pulled the score down 
you want to enter more notes. JB 

I seem to be in a spot 
of bother with my 1Mb 
Amiga 500. When 1 try 
to load various pieces 

of public domain software, mostly 
utilities, I find that the computer 
crashes and says It has a "Software 
Error - Guru Meditation". I took 
down th<± numbers. Please could 
you help me find out what the 

problem is, because it even crashes 
when I'm playing my full price 
games. The disks I used have not 
got any viruses on them, so this has 
left me baffled. 

Anthony Sargant 
Crawley 

West Sussex 

I'd be lying if I said I definitely knew 
the answer to your problem. The 
Amiga can crash for many different 
reasons, It could be that you have 
got a virus on your disks, but a 
newer one that your virus checker 
can't identify. I doubt this, though, 
because they would not cause the 
machine to crash when using most 
full-price games. I strongly suspect a 
hardware problem with either your 
machine or, more likely, the 512K 
RAM expansion in your trapdoor. Try 
removing the expansion and see if 
the machine crashes without it. JR 

LEARNING ASSEMBLER 
I will be buying the 
Devpac 2 assembler 
soon, but do not know 
which book to buy. It 

has got to have simple pages which 
are easy to understand, not filled 
with jargon. Can you help? 

J V Smith 
Prettygate 
Colchester 

Unfortunately, learning machine code 
(indeed, most languages) on the 
Amiga is no simple task. Most books 
tend to break the process down into 
two parts: learning machine code 
and learning how to program the 
Amiga, Worse still, to properly team 
how to program the Amiga you will 
eventually need the official 
Commodore reference manuals. 
There are four of them: Hardware 
Reference Manual ISBN 0 201 
18157 6, Includes and Autodocs 
ISBN 0 201 18177 0, Libraries and 
Devices ISBN 0 201 18177 0 (all 
published by Addison Wesley), and 
the AmigaDOS Manual ISBN 0 553 
35403 5 2495 (published by 
Bantam), They cost £20-30 each, 
and as they are written for 
programmers, they are full of jargon. 
The AmigaDOS guide has just been 
released in its third edition, and now 
caters for AmigaDOS versions up to 
2.04, Td recommend Amiga Machine 
Language Programming ISBN 1 
5575502 5. published by Abacus for 
£14,95; it has got ail you need to 
start off with. JR 

PRINTING PICS ON A PC 
I have an Amiga 500 
and would like prints 
from Deluxe Paint III 
IFF files and Notepad 

text files. I do not own a printer but 

continued on page 58 
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continued from page 57 

I have access to an MS-DOS 
compatible PC with a dot matrix 
printer. How can I convert an 
Amiga DOS disk with the above files 
on it to load and print on a PC? 

Anon. 

The first thing to note is that picture 
files from the two machines are 
incompatible. The standard format 
for the Amiga is IFF, whereas the IBM 
standard format is PCX. 

Professionally written packages 
exist to convert from one format to 
the other, although I would suggest 
you approach your public domain 
library to purchase IFF2PCXfor the 
Amiga, which is a shareware 
program. This is a brand new 
application, and at the time of going 
to press no major PD houses stock 
it, but both Amiga nuts and Softville 
intend to do so* You can, of course, 
contact the author direct: John Shaw, 
32 Lonsdale Drive, Toton, 
Nottingham NG9 6LS. 

IFF2PCX will allow you to convert 
the file to IBM format, but you will 
also have to invest a disk transfer 
utilities so that you can transfer this 
fiJe onto an IBM formatted disk. 
There is a program in the public 
domain called Me$$yDQ$ (Fish Disk 
382) which should transfer the file 
adequately. MD 

DOTTY SCREEN 
Ml have had a problem 

with my Amiga for 
nearly three years. 
About a year after 

purchasing the machine, the 
screen started to flash every time I 
hit a key, and pixels began to 
appear on the screen, I reset the 
machine to be greeted by a greatly 
corrupted disk prompt. When I tried 
to re beet, the drive would either 
continually spin or just spin a bit 
and then stop. Because it was an 
Intermittent fault it was taken to 
the service centre three times 
before they discovered and cured 
It. They could not say what had 
been done, It has now started 
again. 

Also, I have a Star LC10 colour 
printer. Whenever I print graphics 
from Deluxe Paint, they come out 
covered in lines. It appears that one 
line of print is a fraction too close 
to the one above It. I have tried all 
the settings in Preferences, 
including the custom pageT but 
none make any difference. Can you 
help? 

Don Homer 
Halesowen 

West Midlands 

This wierd effect of random dots 
appearing all over the screen is 
simple to diagnose in general, but it 

is not always easy to track down the 
specific cause, The problem is 
simple, either the RAM chips are 
faulty or they are not being 
refreshed. DRAMs used in many 
computers need to be refreshed 
every couple of micro-seconds so the 
data they contain is not lost. When 
bits drop out because something has 
gone wrong, the result tends to 
manifest itself as random crashes 
and/or bits of garbage appearing like 
holes all over the screen. 

My advice would be to first 
remove any RAM expansions you 
may have and see if that cures the 
problem. For instance, a faulty A5Q1 
clone could give rise to this type of 
fault. Failing that, get the machine 
checked over by an approved 
Commodore repair centre - and 
insist they repair it. 

The lines you're seeing on 
graphics dumps are called banding, 
This effect is typical of almost all dot- 
matrix printers and is almost 
impossible to overcome, It is caused 
a small amount of play in the the 
feed mechanism. The best results 
can usually be obtained by using 
friction-fed as opposed to tractor-fed 
paper. Other than that, you'll just 
have to put up with this endemic 
problem - sorry. MS 

FINDING THE TIME 
Amiga files have a 
da test amp on them 
consisting of the 
number of days since 

January 1st 1978. Is there a library 
routine which will convert to a more 
standard date (DD/MM/YY, 
YY/MM/DD and so on) to save me 
writing one? I am sure that there 
must be such a routine, since 
several commands such as LIST and 
DATE must do the conversion. 

Alan Smith 
Norwich 

You're right... there ought to be one 

|Ana*:i*hfi 11 ================== 

JARGON BUSTING 
IFF -   Interchangeable file format is a means by which data from different 

graphics or sound sampling programs are saved in a compatible way. 
It allows data to be exchanged between programs very easily and 
avoids the situation ont say, the PCX where dozens of different 
graphics packages each save data in incompatible formats, 

ILBM - Interleaved bitmap is the IFF sub-format in which graphics images 
are stored. 

but, despite being an avid reader of 
both the ROM Kernel Manuals, the 
AmigaDOS Manual and many other 
Amiga technical publications, I've not 
come across any mention of any 
such beast If it does exist it 
certainly isn't documented in the 
obvious places. 

Despite this, if you are 
programming in C you haven't 
actually got a problem because both 
Manx's Aztec C and SAS C support a 
number of time functions. These 
include the standard ANSI time 
functions ctime() and gmtime() 
which, with possibly some minor 
adjustment for the zero date 
reference point, will do the 
conversions you need. I don't know, 
but I suppose that it is just possible 
that LIST and DATE were either 
written in C anyway or that the 
appropriate routines were 'borrowed' 
from a compiler library. PAO 

SAVING FROM SCRIBBLE 
I have the Scribble 
word processor system 

I and an unexpanded 
A 500. I have managed 

to save information to the Scribble 
disk, but am not able to save it to 
another disk for storage and 
subsequent recovery. It seems so 
basic, but can you help? 

WHeys 
Banstead 

Surrey 

UYS:> list deus: 
Directory "dews:" on Friday 85-JuHl 
.info 16 —-rued 25-Ma>-91 18:46:18 
noden8.d««ice 18456 —-rued 84-Jun-91 14:25:88 
serial, device 5292 —-rrd 13-Har-91 89:54:37 
key naps 
parallel.device 

Dir —-rued 13-Hai>-91 89:57:18 
1812 —-rrd 13-Har-91 89:54:41 

Mountlist 2823 —-rwed 134lar-91 89:54:42 
clipboard.device 6372 —-ru-d 13-Har-91 89:54:44 
printer,device 26964 —rw-d 13-Har-9i 89:54:48 
narrator.device 23288 —-rw-d 13-Har-91 89:54:51 
printers Dir —rwed 13-Har-91 89:57:46 
Mfn.device 5584 —-rued 13-Mar-91 89:54:53 
clipboards Dir —mi 13-Har-91 89:54:54 
ranstrive. device 2128 —-rw-d 13-Har-9i 89:54:55 
system-configuration 232 —-rtf-d 26-Jun-91 17:25:87 
MountList.HSfiOS 1912 —-rmd 13-Hw-91 89:54:58 
12 files - 3 directories - 191 blocks used 
!.»:> 

Yes, the answer is as easy as you 
suspect. Select4Save as' from the 
menu but when the requester 
appears, click on the box after the 
word "Directory:' and clear it by 
typing [Amiga] X (that is, pressing the 
[Amiga] key and the X key at the 
same time). Then type in the name 
of the new disk that you wish to save 
on to, either DFO: for the first drive or 
DFl: for a second drive, or simply 
give the name of the disk, for 
example 'MyDisk;' - and don't forget 
the colon at the end. 

Insert the disk you now wish to 
save to; if you have used the latter 
method then a requester will appear 
to prompt you to do this. Then give 
the file a name, press the [Return] 
key or select'Save". Your new disk 
will now have your document saved 
on to it, and subsequent documents 
will be saved to this disk. MD 

BECOMING FAMOUS 
Irli      ^ If I produced graphical 

animations on disk for 
the public domain, how 
will I get them into a 

public domain library? 
Andrew Marshall 

Simple, Andrew: just send your disk 
to any one or several of the PD 
houses. Include an SAE for the 
disk's return should the PD house 
decide that it doesn't want itT and 
also a short covering letter explaining 
that all the work on the disk is your 
own. It might also be an idea to 
include a short doc file on the disk, 
describing your good self and your 
animation. Instead of mailing it, you 
could compact the whole lot using 
one of the popular PD archiving 
programs and upload the file to a 
bulletin board or two. CR 

GRAPHICS CONVERSIONS 
H-y I am looking for a 

A program In the public 

Just how does the Amiga translate its dates into a sensible format..,? 

domain which will 
either show GIF files or 

which wiJI convert GIF files to IFF 
ILBM. Can you help? 

D Evans 
lifted 

Essex 

There are a number of graphics file 
conversion programs in the public 
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I SEE NO TIPS 

Don't need our help? Reckon 
you can do a better job of 
giving advice and tips? Well, do 
it! As well as asking for advice, 
we want you to give it, too. If 
you have discovered a useful 
tip for any program, hardware, 
language or whatever, send it 
to us and if it's any good we 
will use It on the Amiga 
Answers pages and bung you 
£5 in return. If you think we 
have got an answer wrong, or 
haven't given the full picture, 
give us what you think is the 
right answer - we might even 
cough up some cash for that 
too. So don't just sit there, get 
tipping and help out your fellow 
Amiga owners. Send your 
cunning tips to: Amiga Tips, 
Amiga Shopper, 30 Monmouth 
Street, Bath BA1 2BW. 

domain, such as /FF2GfF (Am iganuts 
Disk 793) but the preferred way to 
do this sort of thing in my book is Art 
Department (£69.95) or Art 
Department Professional (£163.43) 
by ASDG, distributed in this country 
by HB Marketing    0753 686000) 
and Silica Shop (* 081-390 1111). 
These programs convert pretty much 
anything to anything, and the files 
are preserved in their original aspect 
ratios, which you can't do using the 
PD programs. The big drawback with 
the PD programs is that they are 
NTSCT and so only process 200 
lines. As most GIF files are converted 
from 350 line VGA or EGA images, 
you only get part of the picture, PS 

'MALLOC' PROBLEM 
When using mallocf) I 
made the following 
error. I typed 
something like the 

following: 

if < 1 (IPPPtr=(Btmct IntuiPri.J 
nt *)ma.lloc (sizeof( J 
Intuiprint)))) retum(NULL); 

The error is a typo, with the word 
Intuiprint being typed Instead of 
IntuiPrint. Now malloc returned a 
NULL because there was no such 
structure as Intuiprint, and the 
program caught the MULL and 
flagged an error. But the compiler 
failed to warn me at compile time 
that I was trying to allocate memory 
to a structure It had never heard of 
Would you expect the compiler to 
do this? 

Also, am I right In assuming 
that if I use the 'malloc' statement 
within a function, typically to 
allocate memory for a structure, 
then any values I stick in it will hold 
good and can be accessed from 
other functions provided I have 
passed back a pointer to the 
structure? In other words, is using 
malloc to make space for variables 
effectively equivalent to making 
global variables, In the sense that 
the values are not destroyed when 

the program exits from the function 
Involved? 

Alun Evans 
Ynysf organ 

Swansea 

The short answer to the first 
question 5s yes and no. In theory all 
such errors should be caught by the 
compiler and this particular slip, 
namely the use of an undefined 
structure identifier, is certainly easily 
caught by the current Lattice and 
SAS compilers, in general, however, 
it is not that uncommon to find that 
errors like this do get missed by 
compilers, especially when they are 
parsing fairly deeply nested 
expressions. This might have been a 
problem with version 3 of Lattice C, 
but since I no longer have that 
version I'm not able to check. 

Now for your mallocQ query. 
Once you've used malloc()to allocate 
memory, that memory is yours, and 
remains allocated until you choose to 
give it back to the system by using a 
corresponding 'free()r call. 
Consequently, whatever data you 
place into that memory space will 
also remain there until either you 
alter it or explicitly free the memory. 

This, thank goodness, is not the 
same as making an equivalent global 
declaration, and even though the 
data is there it does not necessarily 
mean that it can be accessed. The 
bottom line is this: the scope, ie the 
visibility, of your mallocf) data 
depends essentially on the visibility 
of the pointer used to access the 
memory block. If the pointer used to 
store the address of the allocated 
memory block is declared as a global 
then the allocation becomes 
effectively global, if the declaration 
was local then the visibility of the 
data will be restricted as per the 
usual rules for local variables. 

In the following fragment of code, 
the variable gjntuitext_pr because it 
is declared outside of matn()t can be 
accessed from anywhere in the 
program - even from within other 
functions: 

JARGON BUSTING 
Compiler - A program providing a means of translating another program, 

written in a high-level language (such as C or Basic) into machine 
code which is understandable by the computer, 

Malloc - A function in the C programming language which requests a chunk 
of contiguous memory from Exec. If the amount of memory 
requested Is available, the function returns a pointer to the 
beginning of this memory. If not, the function returns NULL. 

Parse-   The second stage that a compiler goes through when translating a 
high-level program, It checks that the components of its input 
(program statements and so forth) are consistent with its pre- 
defined set of syntactical rules. In other words, it checks for 
errors like uneven numbers of right and left brackets. 

struct IntuiText J 
* g_ intuit ext_p; 
main() 
{ 
if (g_intuitext_p=malloc J 
(sizeof{struct IntuiText)}) 

{ 
/* allocation successful 

and the g_intuitext_p pointer 
can be used anywhere within 
the program as a global 
variable. It can therefore be 
used by the following 
function... V 

SomeFunction(); 
free(g_intuitext_p); 
} 

} 

void SomeFunction{void) 
{ 
/* this function can use the 
malloc() data associated with 
g_intuitext_p. In this sense 
the data is global */ 
) 

If, however, the pointer declaration 
was local, then the pointer - and 
therefore its associated memory 
block - would only be visible within 
the function that declared it. If 
another routine wished to use that 
data you'd need to explicitly pass a 
copy of the pointer (or its address) 
as a parameter, like this; 

mainO 
{ 
struct IntuiText J 
*intuitext_p; /* local 
variable */ 
if {intuitext_p=malloc J 
(sizeof{struct IntuiText)}) 

{ 
/* allocation successful 

but the intuitext_p pointer 
will not be known to 
functions outside of main() 
V 

SomeFunction(intuitext_p); 
/* pointer has to be 
explicitly passed before 
function can use the malloc() 
data */ 

free(intuitext_p); 
} 

In general, then, the scope and 
visibility of the mal I oc(>c rested data 
blocks will depend solely on the 
scope and visibility of the associated 
pointer, PAO 

AMIGADOS TROUBLES 
Following the 
Instructions in the 

^ Amiga DOS tutorial if 
Issue two, I ran into the 

following problems: 
Having typed the relevant 

command for formatting, the reply 
'Drive not found' keeps appearing. 
Also, having typed the command for 

disk copying, the reply 'Error on 
SOURCE disk. Cannot open 
Amiga DOS device' keeps appearing. 

The above problems also occur 
when the original Workbench disk is 
in the drive. Is my disk corrupt? If 
so, Is there anything I can do to 
overcome these problems? 

R G Atldis 
Southampton 

Hants 

The answer to this one is really very 
simple: you are typing the 
command's synopsis, not the 
command. Take the command 
'FORMAT, for example; it has a 
synopsis of FORMAT <drive> NAME 
<name> [NOICONS] [QUICK1 
[FFSINOFFS]. This means that you 
replace the word <dnve> with the 
drive number you want to format, and 
replace <name> with the name of 
the disk. In other word the command 
line you enter looks like this: 

format drive dfO: name empty 

You have been entering the synopsis 
directly like this: 

format drive <drive> name J 
<;name:> 

At which point AmigaDOS looks for a 
drive called <drive>, decides there 
Isn't one and reports an error. Much 
the same applies to the DISKCOPY - 
try it for yourself. Any experts who 
find this highly amusing should try 
thinking back - not so funny now, is 

continued on page 6D 
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continued from page 59 

it? Don't worry too much, RG, 
AmigaOOS is a minfield until you get 
used to it. MS 

PAYING BY PHONE 
I pay ail my bills by 

phone, that is by 
phoning the TSB central 
computer and, whan the 

call is answered, switching over to 
the beep tone on the dialling pad 
and then make the appropriate 
beeps to the questions asked. Can I 
do this using my Amiga 1500? 

P B Blake 
Hinckley 

Leicestershire 

There are, indeed, programs which 
emulate a touch-tone telephone by 
playing the tones through the 
Amiga's audio channels. 
Unfortunately, these require you to 
hold the telephone receiver close to 
the monitor speaker, which I'm sure 
you will agree is considerably more 
bother than using the telephone's 
keypad. 

The computer-generated voice 
replies given by these services 
cannot be converted back to 
computer-readabIe data. Only the 
Bank of Scotland offers an on-line 
service with its Home Banking 
system (known, I think, as HOBS). 

Strangely enough, the designers 
of the Amiga built a similar idea to 
yours into the hardware. The serial 
port still carries audio pass-through 
lines, allowing telephone speech to 
be routed through the monitor. No 
external hardware has ever 
supported it, though, and probably 
wouldn't gain BABT approval even if 
it did. SCR 

NOTEPAD PRINTING 
r<^M I use the Notepad 

utility to print letters 
to my Star LC10 
printer The problem is 

that a full blank line is printed at 
the point at which Notepad starts to 
scroll its display. The text then 
continues printing out without 
anything missing. Is there a way 
around this problem? 

Peter Walsh 
Fareham 

Hants 

I think that this could well be another 
one of the many bugs found in 
NotePad. Peronally, I use ED or 
Micro Em acs (from the extras disk). 
Since you are using a Star LC-10, 
you could try setting the Preferences 
Printer setting to 'letter quality1 (as 
opposed to draft) and printing in 
draft from NotePad. This will cause 
NotePad to send just ASCII ' 
characters to the printer device; but 
the printer will get switched into NLQ 

mode. Unfortunately, doing this 
means that you won t have access to 
fancy fonts. On the other hand, you 
should get good quality, business- 
like output. Moreover, it'll also be a 
lot faster! 

If you are thinking of upgrading 
from Notepad to a real' word 
processor, make sure that you check 
out our major feature this issue, 
which starts on page 15. MS 

WHAT IS AREXX? 
I own a copy of the 
Advantage spreadsheet 
and I'm very pleased 
with It. There are still 

things I'd like to be able to do, 
though, The manual suggests that 
ARexx is the way forward... 

I've read a little about it, but 
the most useful thing I've found out 
so far is that it's pronounced 'A- 
Rex-Ex\ I've not seen it advertised 
anywhere, either. 

Can you tell me more, please? 
I'd like to know If I could use it with 
my 1Mb 1.3 A500, where to get ft, 
what it could do for me, what It 
would cost to buy and whether you 
have any useful pointers you can 
give about using it Would It be of 
use for other applications too? 

Roy G Ay res 
Eltham 
London 

ARexx is an interprocess 
communications protocol. What this 
means in English is that it provides a 
means for any program or script file 
to take over control of another 
program that is running. For example, 
you could write a script to extract 
data from your spreadsheet and 
incoporate it into a word processor, 
like ProWrite 3.0 or any other which 
supports ARexx. 

ARexx will be included free with 
the upgrade to Workbench and 
Kickstart 2.0, although this may still 
be several months away. In the 
meantime you can purchase ARexx 
and run it on your machine if you 
want to. It's better to use ARexx with 
a hard disk, although it's not 
absolutely essential. 

ARexx is available from most 
suppliers (for example, Almathera 
Systems ^ 081-683 6418). It costs 
£45.99. ARexx is only of real benefit 
for applications that have an ARexx 
communications port. Try and make 
sure that the applications software 
you buy has one; in the future this 
will become increasingly important 
as more and more applications are 
designed to run ARexx. JR 

READING THE KEYBOARD 
r*J~t ?"W ' nave programmed a 
, 1 01 rft sPrite so *hat   can be 

moved by one pixel In 
any of four directions 

on the screen. I have not got a 

JARGON BUSTING 
CIA -     The complex interface adaptor, which controls the two user- 

programmable input/output ports. They are used to control the 
serial and parallel ports, the keyboard and the disk drives. 

CON -    This is an AmJgaDOS device which accepts text input and 
produces text output in a window, Key-presses are filtered to allow 
editing, and nothing is sent to the program whose window it is 
until the user presses [Return]. An example is the CLI window. 

DOS - Disk operating system. On the Amiga, this acronym is better used 
as 'device operating system', since AmigaDOS controls more than 
just disks, 

Multi-tasking - The ability of a computer to run more than one program at 
once. In practice, only one program is run at a atime, with the 
others waiting their turn. The part of the Amiga's operating system 
called Exec handles the switching between programs, which is 
done so quickly that they atf appear to be running simultaneously. 

RAW -   An AmigaDOS device similar to CON, but without the translation 
functions which allow line editing to tak place. 

joystick so I was hoping to control 
the movement by the keyboard (Q, 
A, 0 and P keys for left, right, up 
and down respectively). 

I have disabled multi-tasking 
because I will be accessing and 
controlling the hardware directly. 
This rules out the possibility of 
using the DOS libraries to read the 
keyboard. It would not be desirable 
to do it this way as I would have to 
open a CON: or RAW: window. 

The question Is, how do I read 
which keys are being pressed by 
directly accessing the hardware 
(CIA I think)? It seems that register 
$bfec01 is used for such a purpose 
but I am having difficulty in 
checking for keycodes being sent to 
this register from the keyboard. 

FChan 
St. Helens 

Mersey side 

You are certainly right about it being 
possible to read keyboard data from 
CIA $bfecOIT but unfortunately ft 
isn't quite as simple as it might at 
first appear. 

Disabling multi-tasking, and here 
i presume you mean using Forbid() to 
prevent task switching, doesn't really 
help in this instance because your 
problem has little to do with what 
other processes might be doing - in 
all probability they would be using 
more conventional approaches to 
key code collection anyway. Your 
potential interference comes from 
Exec's interrupt jobs, namely the 
k eyb o a rd devi c e' s ch aracte r 
collection routine. Unfortunately ttfs 
not even a case of locking out Exec 
by suspending interrupts for a short 
period with Disable() and EnableO 
calls, since the character collection 
arrangement is interrupt driven. 

The Amiga keyboard, as l1m sure 
you know, is intelligent in the sense 
that it has its own processor which 
handles the job of reading the 
keyboard and returning complete 
keycodes to the Amiga. The keyboard 
transmits 8-bit data serially to the 
S250 CIA, and when character 
reception is complete the 8250 itself 
then generates an interrupt. 

If you want to reliably read the 
keyboard at this level you are going 
to have to synchronize your $bfec01 
reads to the S250 interrupt and this 
means adding additional interrupt 
code into the server chain. Details of 
how this are done are quite lengthy 
but St is dealt with in the Exec 
Interrupt chapter of the Libraries and 
Devices ROM Kernel Manual. You will 
also need to make sure that the 
priority of your interrupt code is high 
enough to ensure that your routine 
gets executed first, 

Ata higher level, another 
alternative would be to open the 
keyboard device yourself and get 
keycode data from that. You don't 
say exactly what you are doing but 
presumably the input device, which 
is started when the system boots, is 
still operational. Now, to be honest it 
is not advisable to read events from 
the keyboard device when the input 
device is active (because the input 
device then gets deprived of events 
which, in theory at least, it should 
have control over). Adding a high- 
priority keyboard reading routine to 
the interrupt server chain while the 
input device is active is regarded by 
many as being equally anti social! 

Is it really necessary? If your only 
interest is in detecting keypresses, 
then surely the more conventional 
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POWER COMPUTING 

NEW LOW PRICES 

PC880B POWER DRIVE EMORY 

Built-in Blitz hardware copier 
• Built-in virus blocker 
• No annoying click when drive is empty 
• 12 month warranty £65 00 

PC880 POWER DRIVE £55-00 

DUAL DRIVE 

The only company to make the dual drive 
'Quite simply, the best all rounder' ... 
Amiga Shopper Best Buy April '91 
N e w Dual 3 ■ 5" Dr i ve with bu i it-i n po we r su pply, 
same features as PC880B £110 00 

A50Q Replacement Internal Drive 

No case modification required £49 
40MB Slimline Hard Drive £299 
A500 Internal Anti-click board    £9 95 

NEW BLITZ AMIGA 

• Back-up your disks at lightning speed 
• Copies from the internal to the 

external drive 
• Sacks-tip an Amiga disk in as little as 

40 seconds 
• Backs-upother format disks (Atari, PC) 
• Copies up to three external drives 

at once 
• Stops ALL external drives from 

clicking 
• Contains ANTI-VIRUS switch!- 

prevents viruses from being written 
into the bootblock 

• Works on Amiga 500 or 2000 £25 
Original Blitz £15 

1-5MBExpansion Board 
FULLY SUPPORTS 1 MB CHIP RAM 
MOST BOARDS DON'T 
Plugs easily into your Amiga* 
512 K RAM Card without clock 
512K RAM Card with clock 

£79 

£24 
£29 

* Fully compatible with 'Faite* AgnusJ and 1MB Chip 
RAM Kickslarl 1 Sand above, simple internal fining 

GVPSeries2 Hard Disk 

* Fully SCSi compatible 
* Upto 8MB FAST RAM on-board 
* High speed "FAASTROM" controller 
* Auto boot from FFS partition 
* All combinations available 
50MB   £539 100MB £699 

NEW POWER SCANNER 
• Scan from 100-400 DPI 
• Simulate Grayscale 
* IFF & Printer support 
» Powerful Image edit software 
* Crop, Cut Paste, magnify, edit 
I Many more features £159 

AMIGA 500 
Amiga 500 512K £330 
Amiga 5(H) 1MB £350 
Amiga 500 2MB £395 
Amiga 500 1MB + 40MB hard disk £639 
Packs do not include software unlessspecifically slated 

Amiga 500 Internal Hard Drive 

• 20MBformatted 
• 2" Hard Drive 

High Quality SCD interface 
• Simple plug-in fitting £359 

ICDAdspeed £175 
ICD Flicker Free Video £250 
ICDFFV + VGA Monitor £499 
ICD AdRAM MEMORY EXPANSION 
0MB|A500 only) £95 
2MB (A500 only) 
4MB{A500 only| £249 

SOFTWARE 

Pro Page 2,0 £140 
Pro Video Post £149 
Pro Write £85 
Sculpt Animate 4D £279 
Broadcast Titler II £179 
X Cad Designer £77 
X Cad Professional £229 
Deluxe Paintllf £fi? 
Digiview Gold V4 £99 
Pixmate £35 
Vista £49 
Distant Suns £36 
Pen Pal £79 
Cross Dos £25 
Devpac Amiga £45 
Hisoft Basic £55 
Lattice C V5 £149 
Lattice C + - £139 
Hisoft Profligh! m 
Pro Draw £100 
Quarter Back £35 
Video Titler £100 
Turbo Silver £100 
Director V2 £09 
Photon Pafntll £85 
Bars & Pipes £120 
Showmaker £139 

GENERAL 

Hard wearing dust cover £9 
Philips colour monitor Midi £249 
KCS PC Power Board £235 
ATonce £169 
ATonceA20Q0 £199 
Floppy disk (min quantity 50) £0 34 each 
Maxell multicolour disk (10) £9 95 
Golden Image Optical Mouse £39 
Power Mouse £15 

6 8 0 4 0 

• Accelerator board 
#50MHz 
• Upto 32MB of RAM 
• For Amiga 2000 

£1999 
(comes with 4MB) 

IEXUS HARD CARDS 

« High speed controller 
• Upto 8MB RAM on board 
♦ Easy to install 
* Fully autobooting 
* Compatible with GVPand ICD 
» Nexus software 

Bare   £199 40MB £349 
114MBNEC20ms £499 

GVP Series 2 Hard Card 

• High speed JFaastROM' controller 
» Upto 8MB SimmRAM onboard 
• Fully autobooting 
• Supports external SCSI devices 

Bare   £199 40MB £349 
114MB NEC20ms £499 

GVP 'COMBO' Board 

• 22MHz or 33MHz 68030 with 68882 
numeric coprocessor 

• Comes with 1MB RAM installed (4MB 
on 33MHz version} 

• Expand up to 13MB (22MHz) or 16MB 
(33MHz) using custom Simms 

• Fuir series 2 SCSI interface 
connecting directly to the 68030 bus 

22MHz Combo with 1 MB RAM £799 
33MHz Combo with 4MB RAM £1495 
40MB SCSI hard disk for Combo £249 
114MB SCSI Hard disk for Combo £299 
32-bit Simm 1MB £99 95 

All prices include VATr delivery and are subject to change All trademarks acknowledged. 

CHIPS 

256Kx4DRAM 
IMBxlDRAM 
1 MB x 8 Simm 
4MB x 8 Simm 
8372 Fatter Agnus 
A3000 StaticColumn RAM 

Specif icahons are subject to change without notice 

£5 
£5 

£40 
£150 

£49 
£28 

POWER COMPUTING LTD 
Unit 8 Railton Road Woburn Road Industrial Estate Kempston Bedford MK42 7PN 

Tel: 0234 843383 Fax: 0234 840234 
VISA 

Next day delivery £4 50 
POrtFil COMPETING U 5 A 11 5c jiti ithSiresI SmteSM PhllAOEI-PHIAf A H106 

TEL215S22M&0*FAX21&Sia011S 
POWtftCQMhJllMGSHUULT ViaQilit&iifjri. 90 OO1J1 OfhnU*g ROMA 

ZliM»(»)U«J10»FAX5MI»1 
PQWEflCOMFVTIN&FRANM liB«Yolr»;i*7HM FAAlS PAANCE 

Ttl|1|«57aiM|6lin«s^FAX(l]433W«5 
PCWEfl COMPUTING ENQUIRIES TO ACl En*>h»tJ>*n Ptrli> AU&TRAuA 

193-14810555 
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BACK ISSUES 

Did you miss these 

Issues? 

Then here's your chance to grab them 

while they're still available. Use the form 

opposite fo claim your bock issues of 

Amiga Shopper 

Sorry sold out 

ling off for these issues 

doesn't it mokes sense to subscribe now 

so you don't miss any more bargains? For 

just £11,98 you will get the next 12 

issues delivered direct to your home plus 

a special sampler disk-a gift with our 

compliments. 

Buying a pain! package 
plus reviews of 

Pagestream, Colourpic, 
Sequencer 1, KCS 
Fowerboard, Scala and 
Broadcast Titler. 

Accelerating the Amiga 
plus reviews of Bars & 

Pipes, Daatascan, ATonce, 
DynaCADD and Basic 
languages 

Buying a printer pi us 
reviews of Pro-24, Real 

Wordworth, TEX, Imagine 
Superbase4 

Amiga Answers special 
with tutorials on C, Basic, 

AMOS and AmigaDOS, plus 
reviews of Spectracolor, 
Quarterback, Superbase 4, 
Touch-Up, Action Replay, 
Canon BJ330, VideoCenter 

If you wish you can purchase demo disks 

1, 2 and 3 separately for just £1.75 each 

Use the order form opposite anil please make sure you indicate 
whiih demo disks you require. 

Contains demos of AMOSkom Mandarin - the programming language 
that took the Amiga world by storm, Devpac 2 from HiSoft - the 
assembler that's used by the professionals, ReaiThings from RGB 

Studios - it brings things to life in Deluxe Paint Hi and lets you design, 
build and fly your own butterfly. 

WORD WORTH This brand new word processor from Digita 
International is described by them as 'a writer's dream3 and you111 be 

able to see if it is for yourself with this demo. You will also get a voucher 
enabling you to buy Wordworth for just £99.95 - that's a saving of £30 on 

its normal price! 
SEQUENCER ONE In issue 2 of Amiga Shopper we said of this new sequencing 
program from Gajtts Music Software 'It has to be the budget priced sequencing 
software for the Amiga." Why not find out for yourself and take advantage of our 
special voucher offer to obtain a free disk of exciting new samples for use with 
Sequencer One! 
3D CONSTRUCTION KIT If youVe ever wanted to create your own 3-dimensional 
worlds then now is your chance with Domark/Incentive's brand new game creation 
program. It allows you to use Incentive's famous Freescape programming system to 
create your own stunning 3D games - without a scrap of programming knowledge 
Don't be fooled though, this is a utility that will great programming power at your 
fingertips. 

your 

copies \ 

of Amiga 

Shopper 

safe and » 

protected - 

right from the very start! 

Use the form opposite to place your order. EACH 



WHEN YOU SUBSCRIBE 

Subscribe and get 12 issues of Amiga 

Shopper delivered to your door for 

just £11.98 PLUS you will also 

receive demo disk No.3 as a gift! 

SUPERB DEMO DISK 

When you subscribe to Amiga Shopper 
you not only get 12 issues of the most 
useful Amiga magazine delivered straight 
to your door, but also disk No.3 containing 
demos of new software to help you make 
your buying decisions. This brand new 
disk contains superb demos of: 

Spectracolor: The new entry into 
the HAM painting arena looks set 
to upset the applecart. Try its 4,096 
colours and animation facilities out 

for yourself with the demo version. 
You   can   wrap   brushes   on   to three 
dimensional objects, and try out the rub- 
through effect for blending two images. 

Superbase Professional 4: You have read a 
lot about the Amiga's premier database, and 
now here's your chance to try ft out for 
yourself. Superbase is a fully relational 
system with its own programming language, 
and with it you can set up a database for any 
purpose you like, It can even handle graphics 
as well as numbers and text, 

Just look at all the benefits that 

you get when you subscribe 

You save time 

You save trouble 

You guarantee your copy 

You get it delivered 

You receive a superb demo disk - as a gift 

Don't run the risk 
of missing the latest news, 

lert advice and best buys for your Amiga 
iplete the coupon below and return it noi 

or call our credit card hotline on 
0458 74011 

YES, YES, YES! I WISH TO BECOME A SUBSCRIBER TO AMIGA SHOPPER. PLEASE SEND ME THE NEXT 12 ISSUES AND THE SPECIAL SAMPLER DISK NO 3. 

Please Ikk Hie sumption you require UK £11.98 _J  EUROPE £25.98 (Airmail)       □  REST OF WORLD £51.91 (Airmail} WORLD £22.42 (surfote) 

Please also send me please iid 
BACK ISSUES £1.50 EACH □2D3D4D5     SAMPLER DISK £175 EACH     I 1 □ 2 □ 3       BINDER £4,95     I      Total amount payable tl 

NAME .TELEPHONE NO. 

ADDRESS _ 

POSTCODE 

METHOD OF PAYMENT plmeM 

□ VISA/ACCESS 

CHEQUE 

CARD NO [ ]□ □□□□ □□□□ nriJU       EXPIRY DATE □□ [31 

Please moke cheques payable fa FUTURE PUBLISHING LTD and send together with this cord in an envelop* to the following address: AMIGA SHOPPER, FREEPOST, SOWERTON TA117BR 

NB. THIS OFFER CLOSES ON 31 ST OCTOBER 1991 AS/MAG/1091 



AMIGA PACKS 

ALL AMIGA PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND UK DfrlUVEHY ALL PRODUCTS ARE UK STOCK AND CARRY A FULL 12 MONTH COMMODORE WARRANTY. PLEASE RING US BEFORE ORDERING TO CHECK STOCKS AND CURRENT PRICES, ™uww* 

AMIGA ASOO BASE A500comp^.rmu9e,tvmDchiatDfrman«»la Workbench ete ^^ip^^Bd bare" with no 
software* STOCKS VERT LMTED - SO HURRY * 

AMIGA ASOO BASE 1MB A500 computer with extra 512K ram expariaon mouse, tv moddator. rrfinuala Workbench, 
etc suppled bare' with no games aoftwam * OUR RAM EXFVVNSTONS TO 

AMIGA ASOO ASTfM A500512kconpufBf rrotKwr^ 
software titles (see ASOO tMB ASTRA pack below for details) 

AMIGA ASOO 1MB ASTRA Arrige A5GO computer. 512K Ram expansion with clock and battery beck-up. mouse, ty 
mocfclator, manual Workbench etc cfak&pkB the A^TTRA 10 games pe^ 
Mofoa Grand Monster 

AMIGA ASOO 1MB CARTOON CLASSICS Amiga ASOO computer, 512K Ram expansion with dock and 
battery back-up. irxK^.tvmodUator 

£299.00 

£329.00 

£328.00 

£330.00 

£339.00 

AMIGA A1500 PACKS imb 3mb 5mb 9mb 

AMIGA A1SOO BASE A1500 computer with 2x3.5* 
880k dsk drives butt in, and a mouse The A1500 base pack la stapled 
with no software 

£399.00 £793.00 £878.00 £1000.00 

AMIGA A1S00 SOFTWARE rans&sof Aisoobase 
pack and Ptotfcum Works D Paint a Populous, 3 mm Qty. Battle Chess. 
Their Finest Hour and 2 books 

£333.00 £830.00 £930.00 £1033.00 

NEW!! PROTAR ASOO HARD dISK DRIVES 
At last... high quality hard 
disk drives for the Amiga 
ASOO, The new PROTAR 
range of ASOO hard disks 
are here ... and fust look 
at the specifications *„ 

Accessories 

* Perfect colour and fitting to the A500 * Sizes range from 20MB to 160MB 
* 5 times faster than the A590 'DiskCaehe 
* 8MB Internal mm expansion fadftty 
* 1 year REPL/VCEMHCT warranty 
* Auto par king & auto booting software 

PHONE 

TODAY FOR 
PRICES 

A500 5^K ram upgrade+ ciock £29,99 
ASOO 15Mb mm upgrade £99.99 
A590 20Mb hard dak dive £264.95 
External 3.5" Disk Drive £65.00 
Goktenfenage Hand Scanner £169.00 
Amiga Stereo Scan lead £1299 
Amiga 8833 Mkl Lead £1299 
Mouse Mat £350 

5I2K Ram Upgrade 

with Clock 

We are now stocking the new PROTAR 
5t2K RAM UPGRADE WITH CLOCK 
The neat, compact 4 chip design comes 
complete with box instructions on/off 
switch and a fuH 12 month warranty 
PROTAR 512K Ram with clock £29.99 

Vve also have imited stocks of the 
genuine Commodore A501512K Ram 
Expansion, which we are off ering at the 
ultra tow price of 
A5015t2K Ram with clock £3999 

Please specify which 512K ram upgrade 
(either Protar or CCTnmodoreJ when 
ordering from ua  

PRINTERS 
AM of our printers come with a para I©/ cable to surf Atari ST Amiga 
and all standard PC etc {other cables avaiabfe at extra cost _ as* 
for detaisi At printers carry a fuH 12 mmms warranty We only sett 
genuheUKstock-wedonotofferinfenorm grey imports . 

I SPECIAL flWffHf For a tinted period onty we aw offering a 
cn-imNPFmrEisrAfflttrWXwimaMatk 

i pack comprises of: 3.ST dbk fuH of prMer oYiverswr the SI An*ga 
& PG 200sheets of fanfokf tractor feed paper. 200 tenfold tractor 
feed address labels; 5 motor feed envelopes si for only £t299 on 

\ top of the price of the printer 
Qtizen1200 + ®-pinU4cmo^30cpsriLQ) £2552 
Citizen Swift 9 {9-pinT TS2 cps draft 43 cps NLQ) £199,00 
Gtken t24D 124-pkx 144 ops draft 40 cos LQf £ig&,QO 
Gt^Smn24(24-ph192Gpadraft64cp8LQ} E299.00 
Citizen Swift 24X (24-pin *T carriage version of 9wift24) £399.00 
StorUGMI^m^mqpsdraHMty^ 
StarUC2CK}Criourr9^*80^ £220.GO 
Star LG24-10Mono(24-ph WOcgadraft eOcpsUQi *££99 
Star LJC24-2G01*^1^^200 cps daft BTcpsLQi £260.00 
Star LC24-2QQ Colour (24-pin 200 cps draft 07 cps LQ) £295.00 
Star XB24-10 Mono {24-pkt Professionat Series} £475.00 
Star XB24-15 Mono (24-ph W version of XB24-1Q) £600.00 

CarwnEWT0EF3ut^Jetfin*M £289.00 
Hewlett Packard Desk Jet 500 (ink jet 3 pages per minute) £45000 

The Phifps 8833 MkH is the perfect 
colour monitor for Amiga owners. 
With its stereo sound and super 
quality picture it reafy shows off the] 
fuf capabSties of the Amiga. The 
Phaps 8833 MkM also comes with 12\ 
months on sitewarmnty FREB 

8833 with Arriga cable £24999 

We are proud to announce the 
introduction to our range of the new 
VtSTO colour moritocTheViSTO 
Cmt made under officiaJ UK 
icence from Ph*^ themselves, is 
identical in every respect to the 
Ph&ps 8833 MkH mctuting alt kiputs 
andoutputs, ButVISTO have 
enhanced the looks of the monitor 
by replacing the case with a new 
upgraded better tookmg version. The 
v^OCi4MhasanooiM3tiet2 
month replacement warranty and 
comes free with cables far at 
Amiga s and af Atari STa 
VKT0C14M £248,00 

ES 

IF KXJ WSH TO ORDER WITH US, THEN PLEASE SEND HOUR CHEQUES, POSTAL ORDERS, CASH ETC K> OtIR MAIL ORDER ADDRESS OR RING OUR MAIL ORDER HOIUNE ANY 
 TIME BETWEEN KXOQAM AND 12 MPNtGHt 7 DAKS A WEE* AND USE YOUR CRED1TCARP, Qfl PAY A VISIT TO OUR SHOP, CHIPS COMPUTER CENTRE 

cmwMPWEtaitmsswGByROAB, 
WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX BM1SNB. 

OPENING - MON TO FRI lOAM TO 6PM. SAT 9JOAM TO 530PM 
FINANCE / CREDIT FACILITIES 

PART EXCHANGE CONSIDERED NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT 
ATARI 5TE, AMIGA AND PC COMPATIBLES ON DISPLAY, 

ALL TYPES OF SOFTWARE (BUSINESS / LESUIRE) 
REPAIRS UNDERTAKEN TRAINING INSTALLATION ON-SITE WARRANTIES 

BEST mas am M, S3 MM, 

WORTHING. WEST SUSSEX BNff SMB. 

„ J ; 7 DAYS A WEEK 10AMTO12I 
ALL PISCES INCLUDE 175% VAT AND FREE DELIVERY (AVERAGE 4-5 DAYS) 

PLEASE ADD £7 CO FOR NEXT WEEKDAY DELIVERY. 
GOODS U5UAUY SENT OUT THE SAME DAY WHEN 

CLEARED PAYMENT 15 RECEIVED BEFORE 2PM 
PERSONAL CHEQUES REQUIRE 7 DAY CLEARANCE. 

Alt prtoos Include 17.5% W and free UK delfwwy unless stated otherwise. AW prices / specification! / special altera subject to change without nottce 
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approach, such as using an IDCMP 
port, would be better, easier... and 
you wouldn't need to interfere with 
the conventional multi tasking Amiga 
environment PAO 

AMIGA COMPATIBILITY 
J J am about to buy an 

Amiga for business 
and games purposes, I 

k?V J^B can get a good deal on 
an A2000, and was wondering 

whether all Amiga games that run 
on the A500 will run on the A2000. 
I am also unsure as to whether I 
shouldn't just get an A50O. Could 
you please advise on what the 
advantages and disadvantages are 
of purchasing an A2000 over an 
A500? 

Paul White 
Marchmont 

Edinburgh 

Most Amiga A50O games run on an 
Amiga A2000; the ones that don't 
(and there are very few) are due to 
the extra memory configuration of 
the A2000 or the fact that some 
games are designed to take 
advantage of the 60Hz Fatter Agnus 
chip. In short, you should have very 
few problems in terms of program 
compatibility. 

The real crux of your question as 
to whether it is worth paying the 
extra for an Amiga A2OO0 does not 
merit a simple reply. In days of yore, 
the A2O0O was regarded as 
desirable because of its 
expandability, Nowt all the expansion 
facilities such as PC emulation, 
expanded memory, hard disk drives 
and much more are available for the 
A500, If I thought that it would all 
end somewhere then I could say "get 
yourself an A2O0O", but I dont know 
where it will end, if ever. 

The Amiga A2000 is designed as 
a workhorse, specifically with 
expansion in mind. It has a larger 
power supply and a cooling fan built- 
in. Expanding the Amiga A2000 
involves simply purchasing the 
relevant PCB, opening the lid and 
plugging it in, The A500 was not 
designed for this purpose, although 
some staggering feats have been 
achieved using the serial portT 

through ports and even the 
clock/calendar trapdoor. 

The crowning glory of the A2000 
is that a bridgeboard can be 
inserted, giving almost total PC 
compatibility. The plethora of 
business software available for the 
PC can then be run within the 
Amiga's own multi-tasking 
environment, The A500 can have PC 
compatibility, but multi-tasking while 
running the emulator software is 
often limited. 

Memory expansion is also fairly 
limited on the A500, whereas with 
the A2000 there are positively 
oodfes of places to plug in your RAM 
chips, from purpose-built boards and 
the bridgeboard to hard disk 
controller cards, 

I had thought about a table of 
advantages versus disadvantages for 
each computer but the results were 
so similar it seemed a bit pointless; 
suffice it to say that you must simply 
weigh up whether you wish to pay the 
extra money for an A2000T when the 
majority of its features are available 
to A500 owners, MD 

PRINTER CARTRIDGES 
r  'SJP I recently bought a 

j Commodore MPS 1270 
Inkjet printer and I am 
having trouble finding a 

stockist for a replacement printhead 
cartridge. Do you know a stockist 
for a Kodak Dfconlx printhead or an 
equivalent, and how much it costs? 

Bill Bennett 
Yate 

Bristol 

This printer is not currently being 
manufactured, so spares and 
accessories will be difficult to find. 
You will have to order a special stock 
from the following supplier: 

CPC PLC {Sales Department) 
PO Box 158 
Preston 
Lanes PR11YJ 
n 0772 555034 

MD 

EDITING ICONS 
HI I recently bought a PD 

disk called The 
Ultimate icon 

I Collection, which 
includes Icon Master and Icon 

JARGON BUSTING 
Exec -   The part of the Amiga's operating system dealing with basic 

functions such as the allocation of memory to programs and the 
h a n d I i ng of m u It i-tas ki ng, 

IDCMP - This is short for Intuition direct communications message port', 
which is the mechanism by which mouse commands to control 
windows (close, open, re-size and so on) are transmitted to the 
program controlling the relevant window. 

Audio Engineer 
sampler 

MIDI Interface 
Amiga 
(Music X) 

Audio Out 

[I—IT 

Keybd Sequence 
MIDI MIDI 
RA SO Audio Out 

L ft to mixer 

out| thru S/ 

PF SO Audio 
Master Keyboard 

inputs from Synths and Amiga 

Audio Mixer 

]_Zl 
MIDI 
M3R 

T1 "V to mixer 

MIDI 
DX 21 

Audio Out 
R 

Amplifier 2. 

Amplifier 2. 

(to Audio Engineer) 

Ked Ward's rather comprehensive MIDI setup (see letter below). 

Meister. I have replaced Icon Ed on 
the Workbench with teen Meister as 
the documents instructed. Then I 
tried to use some of the example 
icons that come with the disk to 
make my own icons. 

When I re-open Workbench to 
see the new icons I get one of two 
results, Sometimes the new Icon 
does not appear and the old one has 
gone too. The Icon Meister window 
reads, 'error: not enough memory for 
icon buff. ptrz'. Alternatively, 
sometimes the new icon does 
appear but when I click on it twice 
a message appears, saying 'error 
while opening Icon'. Why is this? 

M Sm it hers 
Swindon 
Wiltshire 

Of the two programs I would 
recommend using icon Master; as 
the icon Meister program is not as 
good in my opinion. Regarding your 
problem, you may have assigned the 
wrong icon type to the icon. There 
are a number of types for icons; disk 
icons, project icons, tool icons and 
trash icons, If the icon is set to be 
one type and the file is of another 
type, clicking the icon wiPF give you an 
error, A project is a file produced by 
a tool or program. A tool is a 
program, A disk icon is the fHe 
'disk.info' which is the image of the 
disk itself on the Workbench. The 
trashcan icon is a trash type icon. PS 

CONNECTING TO MIDI 
i don't know whether 
I'm a bit dim or what, 
but trying to understand 
MIDI and music to me 

is like watching paint dry. I'm 
getting nowhere fast. I have the 
following equipment: Amiga 1500 
with 3Mb, Yamaha PFB0 piano, 
Yamaha DX21 synth, Roland RA-50, 
Korg M3R, a 6 into 2 mixer, two 
amplifiers, MIDI interface with 3 
outs, Audio Engineer and Music X. 
They are wired up as shown in the 
illustration above. 

Am I connected up correctly? 
How do I record on different 
channels on Music X and pray them 
back together in sequence? I can 
get a sample of my voice on Audio 
Engineer but I have to be extremely 
close to the microphone and with 
the volume up, and J can't get a 
line-out signal from the second amp. 
How do I use a sample from Audio 
Engineer on Music X? Could I get 
my PF80 or DX21 to play back a 
sample, for instance? 

Ken Ward 
Pltses 

Oldham 

You do not state what MIDI interface 
you have but I would guess that it is 
one where the outs are parallel; in 
other words they all run channels 1 

continued on page 66 
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continued from page 65 

to 16 and do not add additional 
export channels'. The first 

connection you don't really need is 
the one running from output 2 on the 
interface to the sequencer input on 
the RA-50. Throw this away and take 
the MIDI lead from the keyboard MIDI 
input and place it in the sequencer 
input on the RA-50, The RA 50 is 
quite a complex beast, with two sets 
of MIDI ports for different parts of its 
internal workings, However, the part 
you need to access is the 
sequencer, unless you are using it 
as an auto accompanist for the PF 
80 - which will complicate matters 
and generate lots of additional 
patterns that you probably don't 
actually need. 

You don't mention how you 
connect the microphone, but if you 
are plugging it into the second 
amplifier, this may account for the 
lack of volume. Microphones have a 
low output and the inputs on the 
back of hi-fi amplifiers are nearly 
always for line inputs from cassette 
decks and so on. There are two ways 
around this problem. The first Is to 
use a cassette deck with a blank 
tape inserted in record mode with 
the pause button on. With the 
microphone in the cassette mic 
input, the signal will be pre-amplified 
and routed from the cassette deck to 
the amplifier and then to the 
sampler. But the easiest and 
probably the best solution is simply 
to plug it directly into Audio Engineer, 
making sure that you flick the switch 
from line to mic on the front panel. If 
the result is still very low then 1 can 
only suggest that the microphone is 
the wrong type for one reason or 
another; either it is a dud or It 
requires external power, If in doubt, 
wave it under the nose of a 
specialist hi-fi shop (not your average 
high street electronic chain store, 
please!). Without actually seeing the 
amplifier and knowing how it works I 
can t really suggest why you are not 
getting a line out signal from it. 
However, you should run the usual 
checks on leads or swap amplifiers 
so as to isolate the problem. 

The set-up you have is quite 
comprehensive. The thing to do is to 
set MIDI channels for each 
instrument I would suggest that we 
start with the RA-50 and carry on 
from there: RA-50 channels 2-10 (10 
is the drum channel - these are fixed 
anyway), PF80 Channel 1 (as it is the 
master keyboard), DX21 Channel 11 
(it only works on one channel 
anyway), M3R Channels 12-16 only. 

In this way you have covered all 
channels. The only outputting 
keyboard is the PFSO, and it doesn't 
really matter what channel it goes 
out on as the software will alter the 
outgoing information. 

To record and playback on Music 
X, follow these simple steps: 

Go to the Mode menu, select Set 
niters and enter the filter page, The 
top row of numbers needs to be set 
to the channel that the PFSO is 
outputting on, and the SET ALL figure 
should be on the channel (that is, 
instrument) you want to play and 
record on. Check that Data Echo is 
set to RE-OUT and then return to the 
Sequencer page. Move the track 
cursor to a free track - the Out 
column should read Ext 1 - and then 
hit Record. You will hearths 
metronome and be able to play the 
instrument/channel you have picked 
from the filter page. Having 
completed that, hit Store. Return to 
the filter page and pick a new 
instrument by changing the SET ALL 
channel. On returning to the 
sequencer page you will need to 
move the track cursor to a blank 
track. Repeat the recording process, 
You should hear the first track you 
recorded along with the new 
instrument that you are now 
recording. Repeat this until the track 
is built up. All you are doing is 
changing the MIDI output channel, 
and thereby addressing a new 
instrument in one of your modulesT 
thanks to the filter page of Music X. 

To get Music X to play your 
samples you will need to save the 
samples made with Audio Engineer 
in IFF format Music X can then load 
and play them on a separate track, 
changing Ext 1 to Int and choosing 
the sound you want. Music X has a 
page especially for editing and 
organising samples. 

The direct answer to the last part 
of your question is that you can1t put 
samples directly in the PFSO or the 
DX21. However, you can play them 
back using the PFSO as the master 
keyboard and Music X as described 
above. The sound will come from the 
Amiga audio sockets. JB 

UPGRADING RAM 
V 0% I would like to upgrade 
WW '^^ mV Amiga by a further 

2Mb because I use my 
machine mainly for 

graphics and ray tracing. 
I have an Amiga 500 (In a 

Checkmate case), 1Mb Fatter 
Agnus upgrade, 0.5Mb RAM on the 
motherboard and 0.5Mb RAM in the 
trapdoor (configured at $000e8e - 
$0fe7ff, giving 1Mb of Chip RAM), 
and an A590 20Mb hard drive with 
2Mb of RAM {configured at 
$200000 - $3fffff giving 2Mb of 
DMA Fast RAM). This gives a total 
of 3Mb of RAM. 

My question Is, which RAM 
upgrade will work with my memory 
configuration? I thought of buying 
Supra's 500RX, which will give me 
the 2Mb I'm after and enable me in 
the future to add further RAM. I've 

also thought about Cortex's RAM 
expansion. Both devices woutd 
enable me to use the through port 
to connect to my A590 hard drive, 
but the question remains: will the 
extra RAM configure as Fast RAM? 
Will it be compatible with my DMA 
RAM in the A590? 

Andy Wilkinson 
Lytham St Annes 

Lancashire 

The simple answer is yesT both the 
Supra RX and the Cortex expansion 
are true autoconfiguring memory 
devices, so both will allow you to add 
up to 6Mb of extra DMA RAM to your 
system with no compatabillty 
problems. Once the card is installed 
you should run Merge Mem In your 
s:startup-sequence file to merge the 
two memory expansions into one 
contiguous block of memory. JR 

AMIGA CAD 

PJ#_   A with 1Mb RAM and 
t was wondering what 

k?V JtKk the best CAD package 
available at a reasonable price is, 
and also what printer I would need 
to reproduce a reasonable working 
drawing with, as It will mainly be 
used for college projects. Also, 
what sort of memory upgrade would 
be needed to run the program? 

P Sloper 
Salisbury 
Wiltshire 

X-Cad Designer from AVT (w 081-892 
3637) is what you want. At £99 it 
isn't the cheapest, but it is extremely 
fast and has a very high 
specification. It is distributed by, 
amongst others. Power Computing (» 
0234 843388) and HB Marketing (« 
0753 686000). A plain 9-pin Epson- 
compatible printer produces 
surprisingly good quality output, but 
the output on a 24-pin Epson 
compatible (such as the NEC P20) 
really is superb. 

You might wish to investigate a 
wide carriage printer, since these 
can generally take A3 paper. 
Although A4 works, A3 is the 
smallest size for realty useful plots. 

X-Cad Designer works well in 
1Mb, although two disk drives make 
life easier More memory is always 
useful, but your current setup 
sounds fine. SCR 

PC RAM IN AN AMIGA 
VF<^n I recently purchased, 

for a bargain price, a 
« I 4Mb memory expansion 

1^ -^^B for a Compaq 
computer. Obviously this is not 
suitable for the Amiga, but I was 
hoping I could transfer the chips to 
an Amiga expansion board. 

The board Is populated with 
these chips: TC511O00AP-10. If 

these chips can be utilised, could 
you please recommend a suitable 
expansion board? 

David Williams 
Stanwell 

Middlesex 

The chips on the board are 1Mb x 1 
100ns chips. In theory these can be 
used; most Amiga 2000 cards use 
1Mb x 1 chips. However, there are a 
few problems. First, recent Compaq 
memory cards use surface mounted 
memory chips. These look like small 
square blocks with pins on each 
side, soldered directly to the circuit 
board. These are not removable and 
can t be used with the Amiga, if the 
chips are socketed they are likely to 
be one of two types: DIP type are 
standard chip-shape with a row of 
pins along each side; ZIP are newer 
chips which stand side-on with all the 
pins along one edge. 

The only board I know of for the 
Amiga 500 that will take 1Mb x 1 DIP 
chips is the Spirit X-RAM expansion, 
although I don t know of anyone who 
is still supplying this. 

As for ZIP chips, I haven't found 
anything that will use 1Mb x 1 ZIPs. 
All the expansions using ZIP chips 
take the 256 x 4 ZIP instead- JR 

NOTAT1NG MUSIC 
I am a keen musician 
and. since I write lots 
of music, I would 
appreciate the help of 

my Amiga. Unfortunately I don't 
have any suitable software because 
commercial products are either two 
expensive or they give 99 per cent 
attention to MIDI and 1 per cent to 
music notation printing. I am an 
acoustic instrumentalist and don't 
have the facilities to do Justice to a 
£200 MIOI/musIc package. My real 
requirement Is the ability to print 
sheet music, is there a program 
that will do just this, or would It be 
possible for me to write my own? 

Steve Wilson 
Salford 

Greater Manchester 

Your letter echoes the anxieties of 
most musicians who are involved 
with both music and the Amiga, The 
simple fact of the matter is that 
Amiga notation software is still thin 
on the ground, and packages which 
are good are reasonably expensive. 
The reasons are numerous: score 
writing, analysing and printing has 
proved to be a surprisingly difficult 
computing problem to solve, Up until 
fairly recently it was also a fairly 
specialised area and the small 
potential market had limited the 
interest of the Amiga-orientated 
music software companies. 

I'm sure you've already heard of 
Dr T's Copyist program, but you 
might not be aware that more than 
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one version exists, The top of the 
range Copyist DTP retails at over 
£300 but there is budget version, 
called Copyist Apprentice, which 
retails for around £99. The 
Apprentice can handle 16-stave 
notation, is aimed at the dot-matrix 
printer user, and has had several 
enhancements since it first 
appeared, I think that it would be 
worth having a look at Apprentice to 
see whether it would be suitable. 
Talk to Zone Distribution (• 081-766 
6564), which is now the main Dr T 
agent in this country. 

As far as the possibility of writing 
your own program is concerned the 
chances, to be honest, are slim, I 
wouldn't like to have to do it, and nor 
would any of my MIDI/music-mad 
associates. Sure, it would be an 
interesting project to get involved in, 
but it would take an immense 
amount of time and this is probably 
the reason that the Amiga public 
domain world is virtually devoid of 
such programs! Unless you intended 
to market the final program, this 'do 
it yourself approach would just not 
be a viable option. 

Don t believe me? Check out the 
Apprentice, work out how many hours 
of your time is worth £99, and then 
estimate how much progress towards 
writing such a program you'd make in 
that amount of time. My guess is 
that anyone who tried such an 
exercise would barely be able to 
scratch the surface of the problem 
before it became an uneconomical 
idea. PAO 

USING A MAC HARD DISK 
Ml have been give the 

option to purchase a 
20Mb Macintosh hard 
drive fairly cheaply. Is 

there any way that I can connect It 
to my 1Mb Amiga 500? 

If It Is possible to connect It, 
will there be any problems with 
auto booting and software 
compatibility? 

J C OShea 
Klllarney 

Republic of Ireland 

Macintosh drives use the standard 
SCSI interface, so yes, you can 
connect it. You will need to purchase 
a hard drive interface for your Amiga 
500. The cheapest interface you can 
use is the Dataflyer (£129.95), but 
any SCSI interface for the Amiga will 
work. As long as you are using 
Ktckstart 1.3 you will have no 
problems with autobooting. You 
shouldn't have any special problems 
with software compatibility either. 
Some software will refuse to work 
with any hard disk, but that's 
because the software was badly 
written and isn't the fault of your new 
hardware. JR 

PRINTING FROM DPA1NT 
How can I leave the 
background white and 

I fl     I print drawings in colour 
i^^HH from Deluxe Paint lit? 
Normally, with a white background 
the printer prints dots all over the 
page. I have a Star LC24-200 
printer. 

P B Blake 
Hinckley 

Leicestershire 

The answer to your question is that it 
shouldn't. Although I have been 
unable to recreate your problem I 
assume your white background is not 
as white as it looks. For instance , 
have you checked the RGB settings 
in the pallette? For a full white Rt G 
and B should be set to maximum. 
Failing that, try setting the colour 
correction in the printer preferences 
OFF. If any other readers are having 
similar problems - or know if a 
solution - I would like to hear from 
them. MS 

USING ICONX 
fTl     ^ I have written an 
IA      I AmlgaDOS script file 
l^^^vl to check the amount 
\    iMfcl of Chip and Fast RAM 

present In my system. 
I have given my script tile an 

icon and used IconX so that lean 
load It from the Workbench. Here is 
the program: 

JARGON BUSTING 
Chip RAM - The area of the Amiga's memory directly accessibie by the 

custom graphics and sound chips, Originally a maximum of 512KP 

the limit on newer machines fitted with the Fatter Agnus graphics 
chip is now 1Mb, allowing smoother animations and more screens 
to be displayed at once. 

Fast RAM - Any extra memory which is not Chip RAM. The custom chips 
cannot access it, and because such accesses to Chip RAM can 
block out the central processor, Fast RAM is faster in use. 

ICONX - A handy little program which will enable a Shell script (that is, a 
collection of Shell commands held in a file) to be executed by 
clicking on an icon via the Workbench. 

AVAIL 
ASK "Press Return" 
ENDCLI 

The problem Is that when it loads 
up, the IconX window appears, 
stays on screen for about two 
seconds and then disappears. If I 
use the Tool Types' requester to 
set a long delay, It Ignores my 
[Return] presses and disappears 
after the specified time delay. What 
am I doing wrong? I want the 
window to appear when I double- 
click Its Icon, and go away on cue, 
at my [Return] key command, Just 
like a normal script file. Also, can 
you tell me how I change the 
window's size and title? 

Kenneth Kilfedder 
Ballymena 
Co, Antrim 

You have managed to find a peculiar 
bug In fconX fone of a number, as a 
matter of fact). The ASK command 
just does not seem to work from an 
/conX-launched script. The way 
around it is to make the first line of 
your script: 

• KEY DUMMY 

This makes the script expect a 
parameter to be passed to it; not 
that a parameter is actually going to 
get passed, but it seems to make 
the ASK command work. 

To change the window's size and 
title you must make another entry in 
the Tool Types requester of the Info 
menu. Enter: 

WIND0W=CON:0/0/500/200/ J 
Through the round window 

The first word must be in upper case. 
The four numbers following CON: 
represent the window's top left 
corner and width and height; after 
these comes the window1 s title, CR 

WHAT VIDEO SETUP? 
Later this year I plan to 
dabble In the world of 
desktop video. I already 
own a 1Mb Amiga, 

extra disk drive, 10845 monitor 
and Deluxe Paint HI. I also have an 
Amstrad Double Decker VCR, a 
Sony video with steady pause and a 
Panasonic M90 video camera. 

I would like your advice on 
several things. 
1.1 require a good quality genlock. 
Please name one. Alternatively, do 
you think the G2 Video Center 
would be a better bet? 
2, Can all software run on any 
genlock? If so, what would you 
recommend for overall video 
production? 
3< Will an A590 fitted with 2Mb be 
sufficient for serious video 
applications? 

4. Can you recommend a reasonable 
videotape editor which will allow me 
to edit my tapes and add music and 
sound effects to them? 
5.1 also require a colour dfgltlser. 
Would DlglVtew fit my bill, or does 
any other come to mind? 

My affordable price range Is 
£500*800 for the genlock, £300 for 
software, £500 for the editor and 
£300 tor the digltlser. 

J Mc Derm Id 

I dug out a few copies of the trade 
mags and put on my thinking cap, 
and here are a few ideas for you. But 
please understand that this list of 
answers is by no means exhaustive, 
and that my knowledge is not 
encyclopaedic. 
1. As this question appears to be 
tied up with question 4 I feel I cannot 
give you a straight "Buy this one" 
answer. I would say that if you want 
a vision mixer then you would only 
require a simple genlock - no 
effects, no wipes, as these will be 
included in the vision mixer. 
Therefore ! would opt for something 
like a Rend ale 8802 or the new 
RocGen. You won11 really gain too 
much by having a higher quality unit 
as you will be recording to VHS and, 
while more expensive units will give 
better overall qualrty, Tm afraid to 
say that much of this will ultimately 
be lost with VHS. By all means buy 
the G2 Videocenter if you wish, as it 
is a good unit, but remember that it 
is the tape format which finally limits 
the quality of the picture. 
2. I'm not going to stick my neck out 
and say that absolutely every piece 
of software will run with every 
genlock, because Sod s law says 
that there must be a combination 
which won't. But all the combinations 
that I've ever tried have worked fine, 
so I wouldn't really worry too much 
about this point, 

As an addition to Deluxe Paint Ml 
I would recommend a video titler 
such as Broadcast Titler 2 or 
possibly the new release of Scaia 
(which should have scrolls and 
crawls and be much smoother). And 
you will want a few good, clear 
typefaces in various fairly large point 
sizes. And of course a digitiser (see 
point 5) and possibly a HAM paint 
program such as Digipaint 3 or 
Photon Paint 2, though you may like 
to wait for Detuxe Paint IV. 
3. In general, yes, 2Mb will get you a 
Eong way down the road. Most of my 
work is done on 2Mb of memory, but 
take care to remember that it s usual 
that the more colours you use - and 
the higher the screen resolution - 
then the more memory will be 
consumed by your work. Also, 
animations tend to slow down as 
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WeSerue 

of Hampshire ^ 

Best for service 

Canon BJ-10e 

360dpi Inkjet printer 
with cable & paper 

£233.83 (£199,00 + VAT) 

Panasonic 

KXP1180 134.00 

KXP1123 185.65 

KXP1124i 252,63 
prices inc. VAT cable & paper 

Amiga 1 500 
with Full software pack 

£649.00 inc VAT 

CBM 1084SD 
with cable 

£249.00 (£211.91 + VAT) 

Philips CM8833 Mk2 
with cable 

£225 00 (£191,49 + VAT) 

1M Cartoon Classics 
£369.00 inc VAT 

Class of 9'0's 

£439.00 inc VAT 

Quantum 52M Disk 
+ Controller for A1500 

£329,00 inc VAT 

Accessories 
Inc VAT 

Joystick/Mouse twin extension £4.70 
3M Joystick/Mouse 3M ext ., ...£3,75 
A500 Printer lead  ,. £7,95 
A500 to Scart lead  £9,95 
Modulator/Disk Extension .£10,95 
23 Way Plug or Socket £3.45 
A50D Dust Cover .£4.70 
Mouse Mat [thick soft type} £4.95 
A501 Memory Upgrade/Clock £42.00 
KCS Powerboard 74QK & IBM £224.90 
Mouse House £2.95 
GVP Series 2 with 52M HD £409.00 
m Internal 3.5" drive ,..,..£57.50 
A500 Replacement PSU £39.00 
V2 Meg Ram No Clock ,£23.90 

Naksha Mouse 
With house & mat 

£21.50 inc VAT 

Squick Mouse 
£13-90 inc VAT 

1/2 Meg Ram + Clock 
£24.95 inc VAT 

Phone for Amiga Software catalogue. 
Many titles Inc. Educational. 

Star 

LC10 
LC200 
LC2410 
LC24200 
LC24200Col 

149.00 
199.00 
188.00 
244.40 
299.00 

prices inc. VAT cable & paper 

Printer Dust Covers 
Most types in stock 

from £4.70 inc VAT 

Deskjet 500 
HP. 300dpi Inkjet printer 

3 year warrantee 

£386.58 

(£329.00 + VAT) 

Swift 24 
2 year warrantee 

£245.00 inc VAT 

Colour kit with printer £24.00 

Citizen Swift 9 
with cable & paper 
£175,00 inc VAT 

Citizen 120D+ 
with cable and paper 

£128.00 (£108.94 +VAT) 

Cumana CAX354 
External 1 Mb Drive 

£56.95 inc VAT 

A590 20Mb Hard Disk 
£269.00 inc VAT 

DISKETTES 
SONY branded 

(100% certified error free) 
Inc VAT 

10 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi.,,.. £7.50 
50 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi £32 30 

100 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi ...£59.93 
1K3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi £540.50 

DISKETTES 
SONY bulk 

(lifetime warranty) 
(100% certified error free) 

Inc VAT 
10 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi £5,95 
50 3.5° DS/DD 135 tpi £19.80 

100 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi £37.95 
250 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi ....£84.89 

1K3.5 DS/DD 135 tpi ..£339 58 
50 x 3.5" Disk Box with lock £5.99 
100 x 3.S" Disk Box with lock £7.50 

Phone for our 40 page catalogue 
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty. 
Prices subject to variation without prior notification. 

Established 6 years. We are closed Saturday afternoons. 
Free parking 2 minutes from M27 junction 11. 

Postage 94p (BOp + VAT) Securicor £6.46 (£5.50 + VAT) 
Amiga Shopper Dept. 
40-42 West Street, 
Portchester, Hants. 
P016 9UW 
Tel: 0705 325354 

WeSerue 
Larger items delivered 

by Securicor VISA 
J 

GALAXY GRAFIX 

FREEPOST 

SWANSEA SA2 9ZZ 

S0792- 

297660 

You get more value for your money from a company that specialises 
in video graphics. 

Not only do we provide a full range of Amiga hardware and 
software, with a telephone help-line on all purchases, but also a 
wealth of advice on how to get the most out of your Amiga. 

VIDEO GRAPHICS 

Send for full details now* 
Existing Amiga owners send only 3 x 22p stamps for our Info Disk. 

Make Money With A Home Computer 

Microcomputers have created some of 
the best money making opportunities 
available today. Personal computers 
make it possible for people to do work 
at home that just a few years ago 
required expensive equipment. 
What's more, modern software means 
you don't have to be a computer whizz 
in order to take advantage of these 
money making opportunities, 

A new Special Report called How to 
Make Money with a Home Computer 
contains the latest up-to-date inform- 
ation on the best ways to turn a small 
personal computer into a money 
making machine. You'll also discover 
excellent sources of information most 
other home computer owners don't 
even know exist - and from which they 
therefore cannot profit. 

Included in this Special Report is a 

short but comprehensive guide tc 
business basics - the steps you have tc 
take in setting up this or any othei 
home business plus the marketinc 
advice you will need to get your nev 
enterprise off to a flying start- 

Get all the facts. Order How to Makt 
Money with a Home Computer toda\ 
This confidential Special Report i 
being made available at just £10, post 
paid. Whaf s more, it is guaranteed 
you can return it at any time for a ful 
refund if not completely satisfied. 

To order, send your name am 
address with payment to Camell Ltd 
UK Computer Research, Unit 8E 
Ham Green, Bristol BS20 0X1 
allowing up to 10 days for deliver) 
And, remember - this Special Repor 
reveals just which are the best ways fc 
make money with a home computer. 

SOFT EXCHANGE 
COME TO US FOR PRICE QUALITY AND SERVICE. 

REMEMBER WE DO NOT SELL CHEAP INFERIOR QUALITY DISKS YOU 
CAN BUY THESE FROM OTHERS 

Panasonic 
Bulk 3.5 DS/DD 

Sonv Bulk 
3.5 DS/DD 

K.A.O. 35^ 
Branded 

10 £4 99 £5.99 £5,99 
20 " £8 49 £9.99 £10-99 
10.Z £12.49 £14.49 £15.99 
40 £15,49 £17.99 ..£19.99 
50 £18.99 £21.99 £22.99 
100 £33.99 £38.99 £42.99 
200  £63.99  £75.99 £79.99 
^00  £94.99 £108.99 £114.99 
400  1123.99 £139.99 £147.99 
500 £154.99 £169.99 £179.99 
1000 £289,99 £329.99 £349.99 
2000 £574,99 £659.99 £689.99 

V Includes labels and lifetime guarantee  

SPECIAL OFFERS 
10 Disks + 100 cap box £ 10.99 50 Disks * 100 cap box £24.99 

I 20 Disks + 100 cap box £ 13.99 m        + j 00 cap box * 
30 Disks + 100 cap box £18.49 

140 Disks + 100 cap box £21.99 200 Disks + 2 x 200 cap box£67.99 

ACCESSORIES 
40 cap box ..£5.99 
80 cap box £6.99 
100 cap box £7 99 
Banx stackable boxes ....£8.99 
Mouse mats £2.99 
Disk labels 50. , £1-50 
Disk labels 100 £2.50 
>tsk labels 200 £3.50 

Disk labels 500 £7.50 
Disk labels 1000 £13.99 
Disk head cleaner £2.99 
Dust cover (keyboard) .£4,99 
Dust cover 12" monitor £5.99 
Dust cover 14" monitor £6.99 
Logitech 2 bullon mouse. ..£23.99 
Wang 5.25" disks box of 10...£4.99 , 

All prices include VAT, post and packing in UK. Overseas orders please, write or 
telephone. To order please send a ctwque/RO made payable to 

SOFT EXCHANGE, 101 CLIFTON ROAD, SOUTH NORWOOD, 
LONDON SE25 6QA. TEL 081 653 9094 (24 hours order line) 

Access/Visa accepted. All above offers close 30 09.91 government 
and educational orders quoted 

at very competitive prices Imsm 
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they get larger - so always try to 
keep the number of colours you use 
to the minimum necessary and work 
with the screen resolution best 
suited to the work you1 re doing. 
There are times when all the memory 
you have won't be enough. It 
happens to us all. Then you just have 
to adapt. Or buy more memory, 
4. Now, this one s tricky, because 
Tm confused as to what you mean > If 
you really require a tape editor then 
you're looking for something to 
control your video decks in order to 
automate the process of cutting the 
pictures together, And as I assume 
that you will be using your Amstrad 
as source machines, I hate to be a 
spoilsport and tell you that I think 
you will have very little hope of ever 
being able to accurately control this 
particular machine. 

However, if what you really mean 
is a vision mixer, rather than an 
editor, the situation is a lot more 
hopeful There are loads of VMs out 
there, and quite a few in your price 
range. For instance, Edit Junior 
(£180), VEC2050 (£299), Panasonic 
WJMX10 (can be found for less than 
£800 if you shop around), Panasonic 
WJ-AVE5 (£600), JVC JX-SV77 
(£600), Now, all these items come 
with different features and, 
obviously, different prices. Much as I 
would like to recommend one to you I 
think it would be unwise for me to do 
so as you should try to judge which 
one will best suit yourself. As always, 
a good place to look for more 
information about such items is in a 
magazine such as What Video. Then 
ask for brochures from the 
manufacturers, and try to get a demo 
or two at local dealers. 

And when you've finally got a 
mixer, put the genlock 'downstream1 

of it [that is, between the mixer 
output and the recorder) so that you 
will be able to put graphics over 
mixes and wipes, which can really 
help to make everything appear 
much more polished, 
5. Since you have a solid pause then 
either Digiview or the Rom bo 
Complete Colour Solution will do the 
job for you. Each has its own good 
and bad point's - Rombo fets you do 
lots of things like grab live video 
images, where Digiview won't, but I 
think that the Digiview quality is 
superior to CCS. Perhaps you could 
buy both, with the money you might 
save on your genlock! Then you could 
use the Rombo colour splitter with 
Digiview as well. GW 

PASCAL COMPILER 
^ Please can you tell me 

If there Is a program 
out there that will 
allow me to program In 

Pascal on my Amiga 500. Also, I am 

thinking of upgrading my system to 
the A3000 league. Do you 
recommend building up my existing 
system hit by bit or going out and 
buying an A3000 straight off? 

M Wong 
Chislehurst 

Kent 

At the moment, there is only one 
Pascal package and that is PCQ in 
the public domain, on Fish Disk 339. 
It works, but can be a little difficult to 
set up for anyone unfamiliar with the 
Amiga Shelf. 

Hi Soft is currently developing a 
commercial version of Pascal. As 
with all of HiSoft's packages, it will 
come with a comprehensive screen 
editor and a decent manual. It is 
scheduled for release in the autumn. 
You can contact HiSoft on * 0525 
718181, 

As for upgrading to an A3000, it 
all depends on what you need that 
sort of power for. If there are certain 
things you require, such as a faster 
processor or hard disk, then you are 
probably better off expanding your 
present system. But before you could 
expand your A500 into something 
equivalent to an A3000, you would 
have to get some means of 
increasing the number of expansion 
slots, such as the Bodega Bay 
expansion unit This is before you 
even buy any of the extras 
themselves. Also, Workbench 2 is 
currently unavai lable for anything but 
the A3000, as are some of the new 
custom chips used in it. 

In short, if you want a full A3000, 
you're probably better off buying one. 
If you want your Amiga to do some of 
the things that an A3000 can do, 
then it would be cheaper and more 
sensible to expand it. CR 

AUTOBOOTING DISKS 
^ I was particularly 

j/x      i interested In the letter 
'Auto-booting disks1 

from Keith Pattenden In 

JARGON BUSTING 
intuition - Intuition is the part of the Amiga's operating system concerned 

with handling windows, menus and so forth. It interprets users' 
input from the mouse and sends information to the relevant 
windows via the Intuition direct communication message ports, 

issue three, but was disappointed 
with your answer to his question 
"which directories and files do 1 
need to make my compiled disk 
run?" I felt that the c/devs/libs/l 
response was pretty feeble and that 
we were fobbed off somewhat. Hew 
about a more explicit answer that 
takes us a little beyond startup? 

As I write, my Amiga displays 
the day and date as being Monday 
10 June 91* Why won't It respond to 
my attempts to correct that, le 
1.SYS: HH:MM:SS DD-MMM-YY? 

Malcolm Brown 
Winchester 
Hampshire 

I'm sorry, but the answer was the 
best that we could give under the 
circumstances. The Amiga has a 
compfex operating system in which 

lots of programs and files have 
interdependences on others. Which 
of these programs and files need to 
be present on a boot disk depends 
entirely on the nature of the user 
programs to be included on the boot 
disk. There are so many possibilities 
that it really is difficult to make 
generalisations other than to point 
out, as Mark did, the uses of each of 
the system directories. The only real 
answer is to gain a knowledge of 
AmigaDOS, won by a slow process of 
trial and error. 

The time and date is set from 
the Shell by means of the DATE 
command. For example: 

DATE 12:50:00 25-Jul-91 

Either of the two parts may be 
omitted. This date will be forgotten 
when the machine is switched off. If 
you have a battery backed-up clock, 
you can prevent this by using the 
S ETC LOCK command to save the 
date and time, The line to type is: 

SETCLOCK SAVE 

CR 

INTUITION STRUCTURES 
J am currently having a 
fairly enjoyable time 
using the Abacus book 
C for Advanced 

Programmers, to explore the Ins and 
cuts of windows and screens under 
the Intuition library routines. 

Obviously this Involves using a 
iot of structures defined by Intuition 
and, of course, when I refer to these 
structures J have to use the pre- 
defined names for them. However, 
when I want to stick pointers to the 
structures I've been able to call the 
pointers by any name I like. For 
example, New Window has to be 
referenced by exactly that name, 
but the pointer I put onto it can be: 

struct NewWindow *NWPtr; 
or 
struct NewWindow J 
*HyNewWi ndowPoi rite r; 

or any other name that I choose. 

So far so good. This worked well In 
every case except one. Trouble 
came when I wanted to open the 
Intuition library itself, and had to 
put a pointer to the Intuition Base 
structure. I found that the program 
Gurued unless i did the following: 

struct IntuitlonBaee J 
*Intui t ionBa ee; 

That line works fine. Any other 
name for the pointer, such as 

struct IntuitionBa.se J 
*IBase_pointer t 

crashed and I can't see why. The 
pointers are all variables In my 
program. Why can't I set up a 
pointer to IntuitlonBase and call It 
what I want to? It was a pig of a 
bug to find, and I'd like to know if 
any other sensitivities to pointer 
names exist. 

I am using Lattice C {version 3). 
Is it the compiler playing up, Is It 
me, or is it the Amiga libraries? 

Alun Evans 
Ynysforgan 

Swansea 

This library pointer problem has 
nothing to do with your compiler - it 
stems from the things that go on 
beneath the surface of your C library 
calls. By convention the 6S000's 
register A6 must contain the library 
base pointer when a library routine is 
called. Once En place, the library calls 
are made using an indirect 
subroutine call which uses the library 
base address together with a library 
offset vector (LVO) value used to 
identify the particular library routine 
being called. 

The reason that the above 
details never concern the C 
programmer is because amiga.lib, 
which you'll be linking with, contains 
the stub code that carries out all the 
hard work. In general this interface 
code will pull any required 
parameters off the stack, place them 
into the right registers, and then 
make the appropriate indirect 
subroutine call, You'll notice that you 
do not have to explicitly pass the 
library base address as a function 
parameter when making a library call, 
and this is because the stub routines 
look for, and expect to find, external 
references to the base pointers. 
These are resolved at fink time and 
this means, of course, that the C 
programmer must have declared a 
suitably named set of global, ie 
externally visible, library pointer 
names. It is for this reason that the 
specific library base names 
mentioned in the Amiga technical 
reference books must be used by the 

continued on page 70 
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C programmer. This 'sensitivity1 

therefore applies to all library base 
pointers, You can get full details 
from either your compiler 
documentation or the ROM Kernel 
Manuals but here are brief details of 
a few of the run-time libraries 
together with their standard pointer 
names: 

Library 
diskfont. library 
dos. library 
exec, library 
graphics .library 
icon.library 
intu ition .library 

PAO 

Pointer nam© 
DiskfontBase 
DOSBase 
SysBase 
GfxBase 
I conBase 
Intuition Base 

FIXING THE FLICKER 
WT 0% There is a Flicker Fixer 
^        for the A500 produced 

M I by JCD and sold by 
^^^B Power Computing. Do 

you know, or can you find out, if this 
Flicker Fixer is compatible with the 
ECS Denise and Its associated 
screen modes, as I am considering 
buying the Flicker Fixer but don't 
want my £250 to be wiped out 
when I buy the ECS Denise chip. 
Incidentally, I do have a multi-sync 
monitor. 

Dean Aston 
Scarborough 

North Yorkshire 

3 haven't seen the ICD Flicker Fixer 
but I contacted Power Computing and 
this is what \ was told: it will work 
with the new Denise and with the 
new screen modes, provided you 
have a suitable amount of Chip RAM. 
Power Computing are a helpful bunch 
and it wouldn't hurt to give the 
technical department a ring (» 0234 
843388) because they'll be able to 
give you the ins and outs of exactly 
what has to be done when you 
upgrade to the new chip. 

In general I personally tend to be 
very pessimistic about all such 
hardware compatibility issues. If I 
was in your position I'd also write to 
the company's technical department 
stating my concern about possible 
incompatibility problems. Once I'd 
got a suitable written reply, and had 
decided to order the unit, I would 
specify that the unit was being 
ordered on the strict understanding 
that it was, as indicated by the reply, 
suitably compatible, PAO 

PRINTER DRIVER FOR 
SEIKOSHA 

I have recently bought 
a Seikosha SP 200 
printer for my Amiga, I 
am using the Epson X 

Old printer driver which seems to 
work fine for text but not graphics. I 

have also tried the CBM-MPS_1250 
driver Hut with the same result - 
great text, just rubbish with 
graphics. Am I using the wrong 
drivers, or is It something else? 

Also, If (and when) I get 
Workbench 2, will I be able to use 
the new 2Mb Agnus chip in my 
A500? What exactly is the ECS? Is 
it just a replacement for Agnus or is 
there more to it than that? 

G Sidaway 
Oxshott 

Surrey 

As far as the printer goes, just about 
any driver will work with text - 
graphics, on the other hand, are a 
different can of worms altogether. 
You could try using the 
CBM_MPS1000 driver, since this will 
drive IBM-compatible printers, If that 
doesn't work, check the printer s 
configuration, The manual will show 
you how, but it will probably be a set 
of dip switches* If you have a choice, 
make sure you set an Epson X 
emulation and use the CBM_MPS 
1250 driver, 

ECS stands for Enhanced Chip 
Set and comprises the Kickstart 2 
ROMs, Fatter {1Mb) Agnus and Fat 
Denise, Paula, the other main 
custom chip has not changed and 
Ramsey is only fitted to the A3000. 
Officially the A50O, A1500 and 
A2000 machines are only fitted with 
512K of Chip RAM; 1Mb Chip is 
fitted to a few of the latest A2000s 
and A1500s; 2Mb of Chip (and a 
Super Fat Agnus) is only available 
with the A3000 machine. 

According to Commodore, it is 
not feasible to fit a Super Fat Agnus 
to the A500 because it's technically 
almost impossible. Without going 
into the pros and cons of the 
upgrade, it would involve 
constructing a piggy-back module to 
fit in the existing socket which 
carries the extra 1Mb of RAM. At 
least one hardware developer in the 
US is believed to be working on such 
a system, but whether it is of any 
use remains to be seen, As for the 
rest of the ECS, unless you have 
Workbench 2 the extra chips are, 
quite frankly, a waste of money. MS 

PARTITIONING DRIVES 
have a B2000 and a 

Quantum 100 Mb hard 
drive with a Commodore 
A2091 controller. 3 

According to the A2901 manual, 
you can have more than one 
bootable partition, so how do I 
switch from loading one partition to 
another during startup? I want 
Workbench and business packages 
on one partition and Nlco Francois' 
program selector menu system on 
another, so that I can use iconless 
utilities without fiddling around with 
the CLI. 

Also, how do I get some public 
domain disks which are not 
Workbench-compatible on to my 
hard drive so that I can load and 
boot them at will? Some PD disks 
do have disk icons, but no other 
icons. What Is the best way of 
putting them on my hard drive? 
Finally, are there any good books on 
hard drives and the A2091 for 
beginners? 

Robert Hart 
Roehampton 

London 

In practice you cannot have more 
than one bootable partition active at 
the same timeT because the highest 
priority partition will always take over 
the boot sequence. For instance, if 
you have a boot disk in DFO; and 
boot the machine, it starts from the 
floppy not the hard disk. What you 
need to do is hand control from the 
boot partition to a second partition 
during startup, and this is easily 
achieved with a few lines of 
Amiga DOS code. Exactly what you 
put in there depends on how you 
have set up your machine. 

Here is a typical example of a 
Startup-sequence which hands 
control over to a second partition on 
request: 

Addbuffers dfO: 10 
SetPatch >NIL: 
Sys:System/FastMemFirst 
echo "A2091 Boot transfer J 
disk,*n" 
ask "Press Y <Retum> to get J 
Workbench or <Return> for J 
Selector" 
if warn 

assign s: DH1:S 
; Move scripts to DH1 
assign c: DH1:C 
; move commands to DHl 
assign 1: DH1:L 
; move handlers to DHl 
assign libs: DHl:LIBS 
j move libraries to DHl 
assign devs: DH1:DEVS 
; move devices to DHl 
assign fonts: DHl:FONTS 
; move fonts to DHl 
assign sys: DHl: 
; move root to DHl 
echo "Booting from DHl:" 
echo >RAM:delme J 

"Workbench" 
i set a temporary flag 

endif 
BindDrivers 
Setclock Load 

FF >WIL: -0 
resident CLI L:Shell-Seg J 
SYSTEM pure add 
resident c;Execute pure 
resident c:Resident pure 
resident c:CD pure 
makedir ram:t 
makedir ram:env 
makedir ram:clipboards 
assign T: ram:t 
assign ENV: ramtenv 
assign CLIPS: ram:c1ipboards 
mount newcon: 
mount speak: 
mount aux: 
mount pipe: 
Sys:System/SetMap gb 
path ram: c: sysutilities 
sys:system s: sys:prefs add 
if exists RAMidelroe 

LoacTWB delay 
; If required, start J 

Workbench 
else 

run Selector 
; Start selector here 

endif 
endcli >NIL: 

This approach suffers from a few 
problems - not the least of which Is 
that you have to decide which 
partition to boot from every time you 
start the machine. Less importantly, 
you have to have a complete copy of 
Workbench on both partitions and 
the Preferences can only be set from 
the Workbench partition. As you can 
see, the deeper you loof the more 
involved it gets. If you wish to try 
this, the following command line will 
install Workbench on your hard 
drive's second partition (assuming 
it's DHl). Boot your machine, open a 
Shell window and insert your original 
Workbench disk in the internal drive. 
Now type: 

COPY FROM DFO: TO DHl: ALL 

Although there are books around on 
hard drives, they all assume a good 
working knowledge of the system. 
You could do worse than read 
Mastering AmigaDOS 2 volumes 1 
and 2 by Mark Smiddy and Bruce 
Smith. They cover all major 
AmigaDOS releases in more depth 
than ever before - volume 1 has four 
chapters devoted to scripting and 
startup-sequences which is precisely 
the sort of things you need to know. 
They're available from all good 
bookshops or mail order from our 
sister magazine Amiga Format MS 

JARGON BUSTING 
ECS -    This is short for 'extended chip set', and is the name given to the 

new versions of the Amiga's custom VLSI (very large scale 
integration) chips which control the computer's graphics and 
sound output. 
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Beginners start here 

On the next three pages, technical 

editor Cliff Ramshaw answers a 

number of question frequently 

asked by those new to the Amiga 

aving taken your brand 
new Amiga out of its box 
and plugged it in, you may 
well be more than a little 

bewildered at what confronts you. 
Although the machine is on the 
whole easy to use, there are a host 
of concepts to learn before you can 
make full use of it, Here we aim to 
outline some of these fundamentals 
to save you time and effort in coming 
to grips with your new machine; but 
always remember that the best way 
to learn about the Amiga is to 
experiment. 

WHAT IS A COMPUTER? 
A computer is a machine which will 
follow a set of instructions. It cannot 
think, but merely does what it is told. 
The instructions which it follows can 
come from a number of sources: 
instructions held internally, from the 
makers of the computer; instructions 
from a third-party program which is 
loaded in from a floppy disk; 
instructions from you, the user, typed 
in at the keyboard. The results, 
known collectively as 'output', are 
sent either to the screen, to the 
printer (if you have one) or to the 
disk in the floppy disk drive. 

HOW DOES IT WORK? 
Well, without getting carried away... 
at the heart of the machine is 
something called the Central 

Processing Unit (CPU). This is the bit 
which interprets the instructions sent 
to it (in a very simple language called 
'machine code') and does what they 
tell it to. The instructions are held in 
the computer's memory. 

MEMORY 
The classic analogy is that of 
comparing memory to matchboxes. 
Imagine an incredibly long row of 
matchboxes, each numbered and 
each with something inside it. The 
contents of a memory location can 
be found or changed by referring to 
the number of the relevant 
matchbox, opening it and taking a 
look {or putting something else in). In 
practice, all that these matchboxes 
contain is numbers, but these 
numbers can be understood by the 
computer as words, pictures or 
sound (or indeed they can be kept as 
numbers). There are two main types 
of memory: RAM and ROM. RAM 
(standing for Random Access 
Memory) can be altered at any time 
by the computer. Once the power is 
switched off, the contents of RAM 
are 'forgotten \ ROM (Read Only 
Memory), on the other hand, is never 
changed, even when the power is 
switched off. It contains the basics 
of the operating system - the set of 
instructions which determine the 
overall behaviour of the machine at 
ail times. 

Memory is measured in units 
known as bytes. In every byte a 
number between 0 and 255 can be 
held. To hold bigger numbers, or 
more complex items of information, 
bytes are joined together into larger 
units. More conveniently, memory is 
spoken of in terms of kilobytes (K) or 
Megabytes (Mb). A kilobyte is 1,024 
bytes; a megabyte is 1,024 kilobytes 
or 1,048,576 bytes. The reason that 
they are not nice round 1,000s and 
1,000,000 lies in the organisation of 
bytes according to the rules of binary 
arithmetic, but that's not important 
right now... 

The Workbench window, 
displayed by clicking on the 
Workbench disk icon 

The system drawer, from 
which the System window 
appears 

FAT AGNUS 
Possibly the most common question 
we get asked here at Amiga Shopper 
is about the Fat Agnus chip. Agnus is 
one of several custom chips inside 
the Amiga dedicated to producing 
graphics and sound. Whereas the 
Amiga's central processor can 
access all of the memory in the 
machine, the Agnus chip is limited to 
a much smaller portion, known as 
Chip RAM (since it can be accessed 
by the custom chips). 

It is here that graphics 
information must be stored. Anything 
you see on the screen has an 
equivalent form inside the Amiga's 
memory, in Chip RAM, and it is 
Agnus (amongst others) that does 
the job of converting this information 
into the form of a picture. 

The rest of the Amiga's RAM (as 
opposed to ROM) is termed Fast 
RAM. Whenever Agnus accesses the 
Chip RAM, it prevents the Amiga's 
central processor from doing so at 
the same time. Because much of 
what a processor does involves 

accessing 
The window title bar; using 
this the window can be 
moved around the screen 

A collection 
of disk icons 

the memory 
bar, 
showing 
how much 
space is 
left on the 
disk 

A toot icon 
The system 
window 

The re-size gadget, with 
which the window can be 
Shrunk or enlarged 

The front/back 
gadgets, which 
determine 
whether the 
window 
appears In 
front of or 
behind Its 
neighbours 

This illustration shows the basic components of the Amiga screen. 

memory, this 
has a tendency 
to slow the 
processor down. 
Memory which is 
not Chip RAMT 
on the other 
hand,can be 
accessed by the 
processor 
whenever it 
likes, without a 
speed penalty, 
And that's why 
it's called Fast 
RAM. 

Now, the 
more Chip RAM, 
the better, since 
it means that 
more complex 
graphics can be 
on screen at 

The Workbench menu; and 
someone's about to try duplicating 
a disk. 

once, bigger and smoother 
animations can be performed and 
more impressive sound samples 
used. The early Agnus chips could 
access 512K of Chip RAM, or half of 
a megabyte (the amount of memory 
that comes with an Amiga 500). This 
chip is numbered 8361, and was 
present on AlOOOs and early A2000 
machines. 

After that came the Fat Agnus, 
with a shape more like that of a 
square and a couple of extra 
features. This is the one in the 
majority of Amigas. its part number 
is 8371 (or 8370 for the American 
version). Like its predecessor, it can 
access 0.5Mb of Chip RAM. 

In the last year or so, Amigas 
have been released with an even 
newer Agnus chip. This is known as 
the Fatter Agnus, and it can 
recognise 1Mb of Chip RAM. It has 
part number 8372a. An even newer 
version exists, accessing 2Mb of 
Chip RAM, but this is only available 
for the new Amiga 3000. 

Hope that's cleared things up. 

WHAT ABOUT DISKS? 
Disks can be thought of as 
removable memory. The difference is 
that the processor cannot directly 
access anything held on a disk. 
Before it can get its hands on it, the 
contents of the disk must be 
loaded' into the computer's RAM. 

Information is stored on a disk in 
the form of files, A file is simply a 
grouping of related infomation with a 
name. The information is referenced 
by using the file name. 

AND RAM DISKS? 
This is a special kind of imaginary' 
disk drive. You may have noticed that 
floppy disk drives can be rather slow; 
the RAM disk is one way around this 
problem, it works like this: an area of 
the Amiga's memory is set apart 
from the rest, and this area is 
treated just as if it were a disk drive. 
Information can be stored and 
retrieved in just the same way as a 
floppy disk. When a file is loaded 

(ontinued on pnge 72 
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continued from page 71 

from the RAM disk, the information is 
copied from that part of RAM into the 
Amiga's normal memory where it can 
be used as normal. 

When the Amiga is switched onr 
the RAM disk is empty and takes no 
space. As things are placed in It, its 
size increases as needed. The 
important thing to remember is that 
everything in the RAM disk will be 
lost when the machme is switched 
off or reset. 

INFORMATION 
Two types of information may be held 
in memory and on disks, The first 
type is the information which makes 
up a program, A program is a 
collection of instructions for the 
computer to follow, As well as the 
operating system, which is nearly 
always present, the Amiga may have 
several programs * running1 inside its 
memory at any one time. These can 
instruct it do such things as draw 
pictures or operate a spreadsheet. 

The second type of information is 
known as 'data'. This is also held in 
RAM, but instead of providing 
instructions for the CPU, it provides 
information on which the programs 
may operate, For instance, a 
program which adds two numbers 
together needs some data before it 
can be of any use. These two 
numbers are the program's input 
data. The result of the addition is the 
output data, Another example is 
given by the Deluxe Paint package. 
This is a program, Any key presses 
or mouse movements you make are 
input data for the program; the 
picture that is gradually drawn is the 
output data. Of course, this picture 
may be saved on to a disk at any 
time, and loaded back at a future 
date. In such a case, the picture has 
now become input data for the 
program. As you can see, the 
distinction between input and output 
data can become somewhat blurred. 

WIMP 
In days of yore, people used to 
control computers exclusively by 
keyboards. Because of the relatively 
new WIMP (windows, icons, menus, 
pointer) system, many tasks can be 
greatly speeded up and performed in 
a more intuitive manner (hence the 
name of the part of the Amiga 's 
operating system that deals with 
this: Intuition). 

All disks, programs and related 
collections of data are displayed on 
the screen as small pictures, known 
as icons. To prevent things getting 
too c J uttered, the screen is divided 
into small sections called windows, 
in which the icons relevant to that 
window are displayed. Each window 
may be open or closed (in which 
case it reverts to either a disk or a 

drawer icon), moved around relative 
to the screen, moved in front of or 
behind other windows on the screen, 
and resized to display more or less 
information. All of this may be.done 
by means of gadgets - small 
graphical symbols around each 
window's borders that represent 
these functions. Windows may be 
nested hierarchically inside each 
other by means of drawer icons. 
Whenever a drawer icon is opened, a 
new window is drawn with its own 
icons within it. 

Icons are accessed with the 
screen pointer, which Is moved 
across the screen by moving the 
mouse across the desk. Once the 
pointer is above an icon, that icon 
can be accessed by pressing the left 
mouse button twice in quick 
succession (a process termed 
double-clicking'). The effects of this 

will vary depending on the icon in 
question: in the case of a disk or 
drawer icon, a window will be 
opened; in the case of a program (or 
'tool1), the program will be loaded 

Systen Request: 

Ok to Initialize uolune 

Screensliots 

(all data mil he wm&) ? 

inue 

A system requester, giving a chance to reconsider 

from disk into RAM and run (in other 
words, the Amiga will start to follow 
the instructions contained in the 
program); clicking on a data icon (or 
'project') will result in the data's 
corresponding program or tool being 
loaded from disk along with the data 
on which it will begin to operate, The 
pointer is also used to control a 
window's gadgets, but in this case 
the left mouse button need only be 
pressed once. 

A special type of icon that you 
should be aware of is the trashcan1 

Icon. Other icons may be moved 
inside here by placing the pointer 
above them, pressing and keeping 
pressed the left-hand mouse button, 
and moving the pointer and icon until 
they are above the trashcan. 
Releasing the mouse button results 
in the icon being dumped in the 
trashcan, The contents of the 
trashcan can be revealed by clicking 
on it in the same way as you would 
click on a drawer icon. The difference 
is that the trashcan may be emptied, 
in which case all of its contents are 
gone for good. Handle with care. 

Menus are another innovation of 
the WfMP system. Menus are a list 
of options displayed in a text box, 
selected by means of the pointer, In 
this way, more complex operations 

can be performed with the mouse 
and without recourse to the 
keyboard. When first switched on 
and with Workbench loaded in RAM 
(Workbench is the part of the 
Amiga's operating system which is 
not held permanently in ROM), a 
basic set of menus are available 
which enable you to do such useful 
things as copy disks and so forth. 
Most programs have their own 
custom set of menus, relating to the 
particular things that the program is 
used for. 

Menus are displayed at the top 
of the screen. Pressing the right- 
hand mouse button (and keeping it 
pressed) reveals the title of each 
available menu in the white bar at 
the top. Moving the pointer up to one 
of these titles (with the mouse 
button still pressed) will cause the 
Amiga to display the list of options in 
a box beneath the title. As the 
pointer is moved down this box, each 
of the options will be highlighted in 
turn. Releasing the right-hand mouse 
button with one of the options 

highlighted will result 
in that option being 
executed. 

Although not 
mentioned in the 
WIMP acronym, 
another aspect of the 
system is the 
requester'. A 

requester is a box that 
appears on the screen 
during an operaiion 
usually a dangerous 

one such as erasing a disk - 
displaying a small amount of text 
and asking the user for what is 
normally a yes or no reply. In the 
case of erasing a disk, the text will 
say Ok to initialise volume [name of 
disk] (all data will be erased)?'. Two 
gadgets are displayed, one with 
"Continue' written in it, the other 
displaying 'Cancel'. The option you 
want is selected by moving the 
pointer over the relevant box and 
pressing once on the left-hand 

MULTI-TASKING 
One of the Amiga's special features 
that you've no doubt heard about is 
multi-tasking. The Amiga is unique 
amongst home computers in having 
this feature; in fact it's not until you 
begin to look at computers very 
much more expensive than the 
Amiga that you will normally find 
such a thing, 

But what is it? Basically, multi- 
tasking is the ability to run more than 
one program at the same time. This 
may not seem like a big deal: after 
allt there is only one of you 
controlling the thing, and you can't 
control more than one program at a 
time. There are advantages to multi- 
tasking, though. 

At its simplest, multi-tasking 
allows several programs to be 
running in memory, waiting for you, 
the user, to use them. You can be 
working on one of these programs, a 
word processor for instance, and 
suddenly realise that you need to do 
some mathematics so that you can 
put the answers to some 
calculations in your document. 
Ordinarily, you would have to quit out 
of the word processor, load up the 
calculator program (OK, I'm 
assuming you don't have a pocket 
calculator, but you get the idea), do 
your sums and write down the 
answers, then quit out of the 
calculator and load your word 
processor again, load in your 
document, find where you were in it 
and type in the answers from your 
piece of paper, Quite a hassle. With 
the Amiga, the calculator could have 
been waiting in the background all 
along, eager to help you out, A 
couple of mouse clicks brings it into 
action, and you can get your results 
there and then. Again, a couple of 
mouse clicks brings back the word 
processor, exactly where you left it. 
With more sophisticated software, 
you will often find that the data can 
be directly transferred from one 
program to another, saving you even 
more work. 

Another advantage of multi- 
tasking is in running programs which 
require little or no user input. For 
instance, you could set a Mandelbrot 
generator (see the supplement which 
was free with this month's issue if 
you don't know what one of these is) 
going, and meanwhile get on with 
adding up your family accounts or 
whatever. 

Theoretically, there is no limit to 
the number of programs you can 
have running at once. In practice, the 
number is limited by your available 
memory; each program requires its 
share. Also, the more programs that 
are running, the slower the machine 
becomes overall. This is because of 
the way multi-tasking works. 

The central processor of a 
machine like the Amiga can only do 
one thing at a time. A part of the 
Amiga's operating system known as 
Exec (for Executive) decides what the 
processor will do next. It looks at all 
of the programs running, and gives 
each of them in turn a little slice of 
the processors time. This swapping 
from one program to another 
happens so fast that all of the 
programs seems to be running at 
once. It's all very clever, especially 
when you consider that Exec itself is 
just one amongst the many programs 
running in this way. 

To be fair, there are a couple of 
disadvantages to multi-tasking. The 
first is that it is often unnecessary, It 
can be useful, but ore often than not 
you will want to use your computer 
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DiskCopu 1,3.2: 

reading 19, 69 to 

The display you can expect when copying (duplicating) 
a disk. A disk is divided up Into 30 cylinders, most of 
which have yet to be copied. 

for one job at a time. But because 
multi-tasking is such a complex 
business, it means that the Amiga's 
operating system is much bigger and 
complex than it might otherwise be. 
And this means that it is more likely 
to fall over occasionally, which leads 
us on to the second disadvantage; 
crashing. On mini and mainframe 
computers, which as well as being 
mufti-tasking also support several 
users, each program is well 
protected from all of the others 
running at the same time. That way, 
if one program crashes, the rest can 
go on unharmed. With the Amiga, 
though, this is not the case, ft is 
possible for a rogue program to 
effect any others that may be 
present. In general, if one program 
crashes on the Amiga, they all crash 
and the machine has to be re- 
booted. If you've been entering your 
accounts for the last hour and a half 
when your Mandelbrot program 
decides to crash, all of your typing 
will be lost. This is one good 
argument for saving your work to disk 
at regular intervals. 

COPYING DISKS 
One of the first things you should do 
after unpacking your Amiga is make 
copies of your Workbench and Extras 
disks. This also applies to any other 
disks that you get although most 
games and some serious software 
won't allow you to do this in the 
interests of preventing piracy. 

Copying disks is a good idea 
because disks have a tendency to 
get corrupted and lose whatever is 
stored on them from time to time. 
Always use the backup copies that 
you have madeT and store the 
originals in a safe place against the 
eventuality that your backups fail. 

Copying disks on the Amiga is 
easy, although if you only have one 
disk drive it can take a little bit of 
time. In the following description, I'll 
assume that you only have one 
floppy disk drive. 

First, boot the machine up as 
normal (this simply means 'switch it 
on and put in the Workbench disk 
when you are told to do so ). Then 
insert the disk that you want to copy. 
Move the pointer over the disk's 
icon, and click on it once with the 
left-hand mouse button. The icon 
should change colour. Now, using 

the right-hand mouse 
button, go to the 
Workbench menu at 
the top of the screen 
and select the 
Duplicate option. A 
requester will appear 
asking you to replace 
the Workbench disk. 
Do this. There is no 
need to click on the 
Retry' box: the Amiga 

will realise when you 
nserted the correct disk. 

then be asked to insert 
have i 

You will 
the disk that you want to copy. 
Having done this, you will be asked 
to insert the SOURCE' disk. Actually, 
this is exactly the same as the disk 
that you want to copy, if you are sure 
you have inserted the right one, click 
on the Continue gadget in the 
requester with the left-hand mouse 
button. The Amiga will start reading 
the information from the diskT 
keeping you informed as to how 
much of the reading it has done and 
how far it still has to go. 

After a time, you will be asked to 
insert the TO' disk. Insert a spare 
disk, but be sure that there is 
nothing on it which you want to keep, 
since all of its original contents will 
be lost. Once this disk is inserted, 
click on the Continue gadget The 
Amiga will start writing the new 
information to the disk. 

Once this is done, you will be 
asked to insert the SOURCE disk 
again. This process of swapping 
disks will continue until the whole of 
the original disk has been read and 
susbequentty written to the new disk. 
After this, the new disk will be 
named as 'copy of [name of 
original]1. 

It is usually a good idea to 
rename the disk as something more 
sensible. To do this, select the disk 
by clicking once on its icon with the 
left-hand mouse button, then go to 
the Workbench menu and select the 
Rename option, Delete the text-of 
the old name in the box provided, 
and then type in the name by which 
you want to refer to the disk. When 
you are doneT press the [Rreturn] key 
and the whole process is finished. 

THE SHELL 
Although most things that would 
ordinarily require a keyboard can be 
done on the Amiga using the mouse 
and WIMP system, there are 
nevertheless hidden depths which 
can only be accessed by means of 
good old typing. These functions are 
performed by using the Shell, which 
has an icon that looks like a 
miniature window. 

Older versions of Workbench 
(version 1.2 and below) don't have a 
Shell. Instead, they have a CLI 
(standing for Command Line 
Interface), which works in pretty 

much the same way but lacks some 
of the Shell's more advanced 
features and is therefore a bit more 
awkward to use. The CLI's icon looks 
just like that of the Shell, and may 
be found in the System drawer of the 
Workbench disk. If it is not visible, 
the Preferences icon must be clicked 
on (inside the Preferences drawer). 
Once loaded, Preferences will display 
a screen-full of options, one of which 
will refer to the CLI. Click on this, 
and next time you look in the System 
drawer the CLI will be there, ready to 
go. 

Clicking twice on the Shell or CU 
icon will open a text window on the 
screen. It is generally a good idea to 
enlarge this window so that it takes 
up all of the screen, since a lot of 
text can be generated when you are 
working here. 

A full description of what can be 
done in the Shell is really beyond the 
scope of this section, but we'll give 
you a quick taster. One of the most 
used commands Is the 'directory' 
command, which gives a list of files 
(programs and collections of data) on 
a disk. When the Shell opens, you 
are presented with a 'prompt' inside 
the window. This prompt consists of 
the number of the Shell (more than 
one can be open at once) and the 
name of the current disk. In the case 
of the Workbench disk, this name will 
be * SYS:', one of its many names 
(just to keep life simple). In the 
Shell, the names of all disks are 
followed by a colon (':'). At this 
prompt, type the word dir' and press 

the [Return] key. 
The disk will whirr, and you will 

be given a list of all of the files on 
the disk. You may be surprised to 
find that there are a lot more flies 
than there are icons when viewed 
from an ordinary window. For a file to 
be shown as an icon, it must have a 
corresponding file with the same 
name but followed by the characters 
'.info'. This second file contains 
information about the icon, such as 
what it looks like, what kind of file it 
represents, and where on the screen 
it should be displayed. 

Some filenames have the 
characters '(dir)' after them. This is 
not part of the name, but an 
explanation that the file in question 
is not a file at all but a directory. A 
directory is exactly the same as a 
Workbench drawer. Things are held 
within it. For example, on the 
Workbench disk there is a directory 
called 'e' (standing for 'commands'). 
This is not visible except from the 
Shell, because there Is no 
corresponding JcJnfo' file and 
therefore no icon. To find out what is 
in this directory, type 'dir c1 and 
press [Return], What is displayed is 
a list of files. In this case, each of 
them is a program which you can run 
by typing its name in at the Shell 
prompt. If you look closely, you will 
find a command called Jdirr, which is 
the one you have been using to look 
at the Workbench disk's contents. 
For more Information about the Shell, 
cheGk out Mark Smiddy's monthly 
AmigaDOS column. 

IN NEXT MONTH'S ISSUE 
Every month In Amiga Shopper we 
print 16 pages of Amiga Answers - 
answers for everyone from 
beginners to experts. If you have a 
question, fill In the form on page 50 
and pop it in the post to us. 

Amongst the questions we 
intend to answer In next month's 
Issue are the following: 

• "How can I use a Sony 3-5-Inch 
disk drive with my Amiga 500?" 

• "Can you tell me how well the 
public domain Commodore 64 
emulator works - how compatible Is 
It likely to be with my software?" 

• "Can \ adapt a colour Olivetti 
monitor to work with my Amiga?" 

» "I would like to superimpose 
Amiga graphics over video footage 
of the Empire State Building. How 
can I do this?" 

• "I'm having trouble printing out 
listings from the Amos Basic 

Interpreter. Can you shed some 
Hght on this for me please?" 

• 'i would like to keep records of 
my family tree, and I want to use 
Super base Personal to do it. Any 
tips which you could give me would 
be greatly appreciated." 

• "I'm puzzled. What exactly Is 
AMOS, and what can I do with It?" 

• "Can you tell me, please, what 
the Gary chip Is and what It does? 
Why do I have to connect my 
Megaboard to r£T 

• "I want to use my Amiga for 
business accounting. Can you give 
me any suggestions of the type of 
programs I should be considering?" 

• "I want to write an AMOS 
program to create crossword 
puzzles but I don't know how to go 
about It. Can you help?" 

• ...and much, much morel 
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USER GROUPS 

User groups list 

if your group isn't mentioned, fiii 

in the form at the bottom of the 

page to Set us know about you 

1520 Plotter Group (ICPUG) Contact 
John Bentley * 062S6 65932. 

Amiga holies Club For beginners and 
some experts. Free membership. 
Own disk magazine. Contact Kevion 
Bryan v 071-580 2000 Ext 240 or 
write to 29 Wolfe Crecent, Charlton, 
London SE7 8TS. 

Amiga Artists Club 34 Roundhay 
Mount, Leeds LS8 40W. A club for 
Amiga artists, musicians and coders 
for mutual assistance and 
programming demos. No pirates, 
genuine Amiga artists onJy. 
Membership is free, contact KAM on 
tr 0532 493942, 5pm-8pm. 

Amiga Beginners' Club 110 Whitehill 
Park, Limavidy, Co. Londonderry, 
BT49 0QG. A club to help 
newcomers to the Amiga. There is a 
bi-monthly club disk, and a smalf PD 
library. Membership costs £2 for a 
single disk, or £20 for every issue. 

Amiga Users Klub, Windsor House, 
19 Cast J e Street, Bodmin, Com wall 
PL31 2DX. Meets every Friday from 

6.30-9pm, to expand members1 

knowledge of Amiga computing and 
to help solve people's problems. 
Contact Jack Tailing. 

Amiga Wit ham Users Group 85 
Highfields Rd, Witham, Essex CMS 
1LW. Distributes tips and Basic 
programs. Keith Anderson w 0376 
518271. 

Anglesey ICPUG Meets every 
Monday 6pm-9pm at Holyhead 
Unemployed Workers Club. All 
machines from C64 to Amiga, 
Contact Nick Massey « 0407 
765221. 

Ayr ICPUG Meets at Radix Training 
Centre, West Sanquhar Road, Ayr. 
Contact John Smith * 0292 261408 
Ext 202. 

Basic Programmers Group 68 Queen 
Elizabeth Drive, Normanton, West 
Yorkshire WF6 1JF. Set up to 
encourage the use of Basic, 
exchange ideas and assist beginners 
to the language. Free newsletter 
from Mark Blackall * 0924 892106. 

GET YOURSELF LISTED 

K you run a user group which Isn't listed on this page, fill in the form below 
for your free entry, Send rt to Amiga Shopper User Groups Ust, 30 Monmouth 
Street, Bath BAX 2BW. We reserve the right to refuse entries, 

—  

Group name.... 

Contact name. 

Contact telephone number., 

Contact address  

Place of meetings. 

Time of meetings. 

Type of activities., 

Membership fee „„ , mmmm AS6 

Bury St. Edmunds ICPUG Contact 
Alan Morris * 0359 51446. 

Buxton ICPUG Contact Peter 
Richardson = 0298 23644. 

Chester-le-Street 16 Bit Computer 
Club Conference Room 2, The Civic 
Centre, Newcastle Road, Chester-le- 
Street The club meets every Monday 
from 7.30-9.30pm to see each 
others' software collections, 
exchange advice and tips. Contact 
Peter Mears = 091-365 2939, 

Club Amiga 5 Bowes Lea, Shiney 
Row, Houghton Le Spring, Tyne and 
Wear DH4 4PP. Membership costs 
£15 a year for a disk magazi ne, PD 
software and a 24-hour telephone 
helpline service (091-385 2627). For 
more information send an SAE to 
Chris Longley. 

Computer Club 16 Laton Road, 
Hastings, East Sussex * 0424 
421480. This is a 16-bit clubT 

dedicated to being computer 
enthusiasts without being pirates. 
Membership costs £15 per year, and 
the club has arranged discounts with 
several local firms, 

Coventry ICPUG Meets on the first 
Wednesday of the month. Bring your 
computers. Contact John Orange « 
0203 689635. 

Disabled Group (ICPUG) Contact 
David Bate, 71 Bedford Road, 
Bootle, Merseyside L20 7DN. 

Dublin ICPUG Meets fortnightly on 
Fridays {except August) at St. 
Andrews College. Covers all Eire, 36 
page newsletter. Discounts arranged. 
Contact Geoffrey Reeves » Q10 353 
12 883863. 

Dundee ICPUG A new group which 
hopes to meet at Bits and Bytes, 
21b Commercial Street, Dundee. 
Contact Dave Thonton = 0382 
505427. 

Edinburgh ICPUG Contact Martin 
Lowe, Amiga Centre Scotland » 031- 
557 4242. 

Genealogy Group (ICPUG) Contact 
Steve Tumert 27 Buriey Close, 
London SW16 4QQ. 

Independent Commodore Products 
Users Group Biggin Hill Library, 
Church Road, Biggin Hill, Kent. 
Meets most Thursdays from 7.45- 
9.45pm. There are lecture nights and 
open nights where members can get 

help. See also regional entries. 
Contact John Bickerstaff after 
8.30pm* 081-651 5436. 

Macclesfield ICPUG Meets at The 
Harlequin Club, Chestergate, 
Macclesfield, every Tuesday from 8- 
11pm. Contact Peter Richardson tr 
0298 23644. 

Mid-Thames ICPUG Meets at Cox 
Green Community Centre, SW of 
Maidenhead, on the second 
Thursday of the month at 7.30. Open 
nights and some talks. Newsletter, 
Contact Mike Hatt « 0753 645728. 

Slim Agnus 115 Brocks Drive, North 
Cheam, Sutton, Surrey SM3 9UW. 
Meets on the last Thursday of the 
month. PD library, bulletin board, 
advice from Amiga experts, Contact 
Philip WorreL 

Software Exchange Service 13 
Bo urn villa Lane, Stirchley, 
Birmingham, West Midlands B30 
2JY. Offers a forum for exchanging 
old, unwanted games for a small 
price. Contact Michael Pun on « 
021-459 7576. 

Solent ICPUG Meets at GEC 
Aerospace Sports and Social Cfub, 
Titchfield, Hants, first Tuesday of the 
month at 7.30. Open nights and 
some talks. Contact Anthony Dimmer 
* 0705 254969. 

South West ICPUG Meets second 
Sunday of the month at Queens 
Arms Hotel, Charmouth, Dorset at 
10am. Bring your computers. Some 
talks, Contact Peter Miles * 0297 
60339. 

Stevenage ICPUG Meets at Hertford 
Road Community Centre, Stevenage, 
last Friday of the month at 7.30pm. 
Contact Bob Grainger * 0438 
727925, 

The Pennine Amiga Club 193B 
Oakworth Road, KeigNey, West 
Yorkshire BD21 IRE. Offers free 
membership, free advice, and 
circulates a newsletter. Contact 
Simon Booth « 0535 600437. 

Watford ICPUG Long standing club 
with friendly atmosphere. Meets third 
Wednesday of the month, 7.30pm St 
Thomas Church Hal J, Watford. 
Membership £12. Contact Rod 
Eva/Mark Pryor ^ 0923 50161. 

West Riding ICPUG Meets at the 
White Horse Inn, Fall Lane, East 
Ardsley, Wakefield, first and third 
Tuesdays at 7pm. Open nights. 
Minibus to London shows. Contact 
Kevin Morton * 0532 537318. 

WJgan ICPUG Contact Brian Caswell 
* 0942 213402. 
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Announcing...   

POOLSWINNER 
THE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM \jOl(i 

WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
• THE LEGENDARY POOLS PREDICTION AID, Pool&winner, 

now h as A rt 1 f ic i A! in tell [genre. ITie latest version of the program, 
Poolswmncr Cold, has the power to learn from the results of its 
own predictions, constantly adjusting the prediction formula to 
improve performance. 

• AUTOMATIC FIXTURE GENERATION: Fixtures for English 
and Scottish League matches are generated automatically by 
Pools winner Goto, which now incorporates its sister program 
F1XGEN 91/92 (yearly update* are available from Selec). 

• MASSIVE DATABASE 22000 match database over 10 years. 
• PREDICTS SCOREDRAW5, NO-SCORES, AWAYS and 

HOMES Predictions are based on many factors„ recent form, 
the massive database, league standing, goal scoring rates, and 
draw averages. The user can adjust all parameters. 

SUCCESSFUL Selec Egjuantetthat Poofswinner performs £36*50 
significantly better tTian chance. 

LEAGUE AND NON-LEAGUE matches are covered, On be used for the non-league 
and amature matches so often on the coupon now. 

• FULL LEAGUE TABLES (home & away) are automatically generated by the program 
as results come in. 

• UPDATED WEEKLY. Poo Is winner Gold is supplied fully updated with all league 
results from the start of the season - its ready for immediate use* 

• PACKAGE CONTAINS disc, detailed operating manual and support literature, all you 
need to start forecasts immediately. 

Also ovaUahte from Selec... 
COURSEWINNER V4 £36.50 

THE PUNTER'S COMPUTER PROGRAM. Uses artificial intelli- 
gence. Uses past form, going, distance, speed ratings, prize money 
etc Con tains British course statistics - best jockeys, trainers, draw 
effect etc. Detailed analysis of all runners in a race, with profit. 
Sophisticated aid to successful betting, with a long pedigree* 

POOLS PERM PLUS £32.50 
Perm analyser and checker, complete with 5 years of coupon results and 
popular perms for analysis. Checks your weekly entry for winning lines, 
or tests your theories on results over the last 5 years. Reveals all the weeks 
a bet would have won, and the probable dividend. 

FOOTBALL FOLLOWER £32.50 
Statistical analysis for Football enthusiasts. Tables, 
fixture lists, sequences etc, Set up for British League 
football, but can be set up by the user for any league - 
amature etc. Ideal for all tans, league secretaries etc, 

A113 programs, arc supplied on disc, packaged with detailed instruction manual, arid support 
literature. Formals available: 

IBMaS" or &25") 
AMIGA ATARI ST AMSTRAD PCW 

Prices arc inclusive of VAT A dc 11 very 

far rtlurn of pail service to....        SGIGC S0^XI]»B4J 
62 AKrincham Rd, Galley, Cheadle, Cheshire SKS 4DP 

(send for full Jist of our wifiware) 
Tel 06 M 2^74:5 Phnne or PAX 24 his 

O 

S E Ft 

Free PD Software 

Six 100 Page Magazines 

O * c M S 

Technical Advice - Discounts 

a-  Send SAE for details to Jack S. 

a.     Cohen PO Box 1309 London 

UJ N3 2UT only £17 per year including 

m joining FEE of £1 - We support all 

o     Commodore Machines with 

O software for each - Back issues for 

O     1990 £2 each - Overseas 

ICPUG 

CALL 
081-346-0050 
after 6.00om 

o 
prices on request 

J. N a Q 

J//1 EARN! MAKE YOUR 
Yes making money with your Amiga becomes incidental when you know how. Your 
micro is, if only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make is irrelevant. Make the 
initial effort NOW by starting your own 

HOME BASED BUSINESS 
This may be the most important move you will ever make! 

REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone else's "ditch". Anyone in the 
country, including YOU, can become very rich in a relatively short period of time just by 
doing a few basic things 1 It's more rewarding than playing games. The benefits are 
many and varied. Full or part time. For FREE details send SAE, to; 

31, PILTON PLACE (AS 6) 
KING AND QUEEN STREET, 

WALWORTH, LONDON SE17 1DR 

AnAnAnAnAnAnAnAnAnAnAnAnAnAnAnATTAnAnAnAnA.n 
AUTHORISED DEALER FOR * AMIGA * STAR * 

AMIGA (UK MODELS ONLY) 
Amiga 1500: B2000 + 1084SD + Twin Floppies + Software £699.00 
as above without monitor £649.00 
XT Bridgeboard + 5.25" Drive + MSDOS 4 01 ._.„. £199 00 
AT Bridgeboard + 5.25" Drive + MSDOS 4.01 £639.00 

i Supra 3Mh RAM Board Pop 2Mb £179.00 
I Supra 8Mb RAM Board Pop 4/678Mb .,„ „,.„£2e&/E359/E449,00 

A500 CARTOON CLASSICS Pack INCLUDING 512K RAM/CLOCK £369.00 
| A500 Base Pack,,, .£319.00 

PRINTERS 
Citizen 120D+ £135.00 
Star LC-20 "* NEW *** .£149.00 
Star LC-200 Colour £199.00 
Star LC24-10 £18500 

I StarLC24-200 £229,00 
I Star LC2420Q Colour £289.00 
I Star XB24-200 24 pin Colour *" NEW "* £421.83 

Star LaserPrirrter 4 Postscript £1126.83 
Okimate 20 ribbons/heads/paper PHONE 

Star <Buys forRmiga l500/2000\ 

Supra WordSync 2000 Drives 
52Mb Quantum LPS 17ms with 64Kb Cache 
80Mb Seagate 24ms access time 
105Mb Quantum LPS 17ms with 64Kb Cache 

£319 
£399 
£459 

MONITORS  £259.00 
 .,.,£249.00 

Commodore 10&4S Stereo  
| Philips 8833-H Stereo Colour  

DISK DRIVES A590 Autoboot 20Mb ^ ..£289.00 
A20OO Internal 3.5\... p&p £2 £69.95 
A5Q0 Replacement Internal 3.5' p&p £2 £69.95 

| Roctec Super Slim Amiga Ext. 3.5" Metal Cased p&p £2« £59 95 
MISCELLANEOUS 

I Amiga 2630 Co-Proc with 2Mb 32-bit RAM , £899.00 
Golden Image Hand Scanner A500/2000 + S/W p&p £2 PHONE 

I Golden image Opto-Mechanical Mouse , p&p £1 £22.95 
KCS PC Board for A500 inc MSDOS 4 01 , . .p&p £2 .. £219,00 
A500 RAM/Clock 512Kb with Disable Sw... , , free p&p £37,00 
RAM Chips lor A59Q/2091 per 512Kb.... tree p&p £22.50 
A500 Compatible Power Supply free p&p £49.00 
Klcfcstart V1.3 ROM tor A5OO/20O0 tree p&p ,. £29.00 
1 Mb Fat Agnus 8372A... , tree p&p  £75.00 

I CIA Chip 8520 free p&p £16.00 
RGB Composite Video Splitter — tree p&p...    £69 95 

| Rendale 8302 Genlock .p&p £2 £159.00 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE 17.5% VAT   CAR RIG AE £5 [EXPRESS £10} 

Prices subject to change without notice E & OE 

Interquad Multiscan Monitor 

0.28mm Dot Pitch Max Resolution 1024x768 £329 

Flicker Fixers: Microway €145 

Commodore A2320 £219 

SupraRAM 

500RX 2Mb 
Free Skts for exp 

to 8Mb 

£199 

Accelerators for 

A500/2000 

25MHz £269 40MHz £399 

25MHz + Ptg Pt Unit £399 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 17.5% VAT CARRIAGE £5 (EXPRESS E10) 
Prices subject to change without notice. E. & O. E. 

8 Ruswarp Lane, WHITBY, N. Yorks Y021 1ISID 

TEL/FAX: 0947 600065 (9am - 7pm) 

IIAIIAIiAnAnAIIAnAIIAIIAIiAn AIIAIIAIIAnAnAnAnAIIAnAnA 



A M I G A D O S 

Cracking the 

"Commodore's supplied startup- 
sequence is generalised for all 
machines, bur it can be 
improved - here's how..." 

Mark Smiddy 

With metaphorical screwdriver in 

hand, Mark Smiddy shows you 

how to tune your Amiga's 

startup-sequence for the best 

possible performance 

■ n last month1 s AmigaDOS 
I pages I introduced and 
I dissected the Workbench 1.3 

startup-sequence script. Just to 
shake out the cobwebs, the startup- 
sequence is a script used to 
configure the machine every time it 

boots itself up. The startup- 
sequence does just about 
everything from speeding up the text 
display to improving disk access, 
before finally activating the 
Workbench itself. 

An important concept to grasp 
here is that Workbench is shared 
between the ROM (Kickstart) and 
the command line interface, or CLI 

(AmigaDOS) and can be activated 
very quickly if necessary. When the 
machine boots', several things 
happen automatically without you 
even being aware of them. In 
simplified terms, the sequence of 
events occurs roughly like this: 

An improved 1.3 stci ■sequence 

1. 
2, 
3, 

4. 
5. 
6, 
7> 
& 
9, 
10. 
it 
12. 

14, 
15, 
16, 
17, 
18, 
19. 
20. 
21L 

23. 

24. 
25. 

10 

Release 1. 

Addbuffers dfO; 
SetPatch >NXIi: 
echo "A500/A2000 Workbench disk, 
version AS1*N" 
SyssSystem/FaatMetnFirst 
BindDrivere 
Setclock hoad 
PF >HIL; -0 
resident CLI L:£hell-Seg SYSTEM pure add 
resident c:Execute pure 
resident C:Resident pure 
resident c:CD pure 
makedir ram: t 
makedir ram: env 
makedir ram:clipboards 
assign T: ram:t 
assign EKVi ram;env 
assign CLIPS; ram:clipboards 
mount newcon; 
mount speak; 
mount aux: 
mount pipe; 
^ys:System/SetMap gb 
path ram: c: sys:utilities sys: system S: 
sys:prefs add 
XioadKB delay 
endoli >HXL: 

• Kickstart puts the machine through 
a self-test to ensure that everything 
seems OK, This happens as the 
machine cycles through the shades 
of grey and the 'Caps Lock* light on 
the keyboard flashes. 

• If all goes according to plan, the 
ROMs then start searching for a 
bootable device in the following order 
of priority: dfO: (the internal disk 
drive) is checked first, then in 
Kickstart 1.3 oniy, the rad; disk is 
next, and then finally the hard disk is 
checked. {Presumably the CD drive 
will have the same priority as a hard 
disk - we'll just have to wait and 
see.) Kickstart 2 owners may notice 
that the machine also searches 
other floppy drives and tries to boot 
from those too. In this case, a 
bootable device means a disk drive 
with a disk inserted. 

• If a boot disk is found, Kickstart 
loads and executes the bootblock 

-*m track zero. This, incidentally, is 
hov, "any viruses get into the 
machine * normal boot code then 
activates an. vands control back to 
the ROM-based ,   igaDOS code. 
AmigaDOS lives partly in ROM and 
partly on disk. The commands you 
execute come from disk, but the 

Below: The table shows what the 
different logical device assignments 
which AmigaDOS makes during 
booting acuta I ly point to. 

basic (CLI) interpreter and disk 
handling is all ROM-based. 

* At this stage AmigaDOS 
automatically makes a number of 
directory (logical device) assignments 
(see the table below). 

When this has been done. 
Intuition asks AmigaDOS to look for 
a file in DEVS: called 'System- 
configuration'. If found, the file is 
loaded and passed to Intuition where 
it is used to set the preferences: 
screen colours, pointer style, default 
printer and its setup and so on, If 
the system-configuration is missing, 
Intuition sets the default 
preferences. This is most noticeable 
if you normally work with different 
colours or an SO column screen - 
since the default is a biue screen 
with 60 columns. 

• And now... the Workbench screen 
and default CL3 windows open and 
the CLI announces itself: AmigaDOS 
©1987 Commodore-Amiga Inc. etc. 
Even though a lot has happened 
behind the scenes, this only takes a 
couple of seconds. The laborious 
part comes next as AmigaDOS 
searches the S: assignment for the 
startup-sequence file - the subject of 
this discussion. The startup- 
sequence is loaded from disk and 
executed J ike any other AmigaDOS 
script - but it takes a long time 
because of all the disk accessing 
involved as command after transient 
command is loaded and executed. 

REDUNDANT STARTUPS 
A lot of the 1,3 startup-sequence is 
redundant, This may seem odd, but 
you have to remember that it has to 
cope with dozens of different 
possible configurations. Individual 
machine configurations tend to 
remain static once you have passed 
the initial "What can I buy next?" 

Assignment: Points to: 

C: The C (command) directory 
DEVS: The Devs (devices) directory 
FONTS: The Fonts (type styles) directory 
L: The L (handlers) directory 
UBS: The Libs (libraries) directory 
S: The S (scripts or sequences) directory 
SYS: The root (first) directory 
T: The T (temporary) directory 
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Shell 

JARGON BUSTING 
Devices - SOK ^re device drivers that provide a common interface 

betwee.. +he Amiga's operating system and the external 
hardware. Kv instance, the serial interface is controlled by the 
'serial.device", v, Wiethe printer is controlled by the 
'printer.device1 and, usually the 'parallel.device' too. Devices 
are closeiy related to liLraries (qv). 

Fatter Agnus - Agnus is one of the custom chips that help to make the 
Amiga so special. The Fat Agnus is responsible for handling the 
display, among other things, and can only access 0.5Mb of RAM 
-the scHcalled Chip RAM. Later machines are sometimes fitted 
with the Fatter Agnus which supports a full 1Mb, (The A3000 
has a Super Fat Agnus which can access no less than 2Mb of 
Chip RAM!) 

Handlers - These are similar to device drivers but operate at a much tower 
level and are usually accessed by the 'mount' command via the 
Mountlist. Way too complex to worry about, handlers are 
responsible for such heady things as the RAM disk and extra 
filing systems. 

Libraries - These are collections of functions to control various parts of the 
system and perform certain tasks. Many libraries are built in to 
Kickstart already, and the disk-based ones are provided as 
transient extensions - that is, they can be loaded and removed 
as required by the Amiga, 

Wetware - A gross Americanism for the human brain. 

phase, and it is this which will allow 
you to customise your startup to best 
suit your needs. 

The original startup-sequence 
goes through no less than 37 
separate steps including multi- 
tasking a second CLl - this is grossly 
inefficient and can be directly 
replaced with the listing on page 76. 
Before examining it step-by-step you 
can see the major change has been 
the removal of the 'Startup! T 
sequence (refer back to last month's 
column if you cant remember what 
Startupll did). It's still there, only it 
has now been added to the main 
startup-sequence script. For the sake 
of keeping things simple, this startup 
performs the same actions as the 
one supplied by Commodore but 
uses just 25 steps to do it. The 
version for 1Mb machines is stripped 
down even further and is not suitable 
for some types of expansion 
hardware. Here's how they work; 

Improved 1.3 startup-sequence 

1: Allocates 2.5K of memory for 
disk buffers for the internal drive. 

2: Patches the system bugs. This 
must always be present! 

3: Announces the Workbench disk* 
The version number has been 
changed here to indicate this is not a 
Commodore supplied startup. This 
line can be removed or edited to 
personalise each disk if required. 

4: Configures EXEC to allocate Fast 
memory first if some is fitted. If you 
only have 512K (or less) or if you 
have 1Mb and a fatter Agnes this 
line can be discarded. 

5: Attaches certain types of 
hardware to the system, If you need 
this command, there will be an icon 
or icons in the Workbench's 
Expansion drawer. If the expansion 
drawer is empty, this line can be 
safely removed, 

6; Sets the system time and date 
from the real-time clock. If you have 
an A500 with only 512K or your 
expansion memory does not have a 
clock this line can be deleted, Note: 
a rare bug in the system fails to read 
the llast used" time and date from 
some hard disks and this can cause 
curious bugs with commands such 
as DATE and LIST. If you have a hard 

disk attached and no real-time clock, 
use DATE instead. (Typically the 
format will be DATE Ol-Jan-91). 

7: Activates Charlie Heath's 
FastFonts program to speed up text 
flow in windows. This also gives you 
a chance to change the default 
system font, more of which shortly. 

8: Loads the resident part of the 
ShelL This only makes the Shell 
available for later use - it has no 
effect on the current (startup) CLL 

9-11: Makes 'resident', 'execute' 
and 'cd' resident. The resident 
'execute' is a hangover from the 
original startup and is preserved here 
for consistency. 

12-14: Creates the T, Env and 
Clipboards directories in the ram: 
disk... 

15-17: ...which are assigned to T:T 
ENV: and CLIPS: respectively here, T: 
is an automatic assignment and as 
placed in RAM: for speed of access. 
Note how the 'makedir's and 
'assign's are grouped together to 
save on disk access even when a 
very small cache buffer is active. 

18-21: Mounts 'newcon:1, 'pipe:', 
'speak:' and aux:'. The newcon: 
device is required for Shell windows 
-the others are application-specific 
but are retained for compatibility. 

22:  Changes the default key map 
(keyboard layout) to mirror the setup 
on British machines. This command 
may be omitted in some countries, 
and other countries may require a 
different key ma p. 

23: Sets the defa u It path s fo r the 
Shell so Workbench commands can 
be accessed easily. 

24:  Activates th e Wo rkbench w 1th 
a short delay. This allows the disk 
activity (caused by EMDCLI loading) 
to complete before it starts looking 
for mounted disks. 

25;   Closes the default CLl window. 

1Mb startup-sequence 

In essence, the startup-sequence for 
1Mb machines shown on the right is 
very similar to the first - except that 
this one works better on later 

machines with 1Mb or more fitted. In 
order to avoid needless repetition, 
let's just take a took at the changes: 

1: The number of buffers allocated 
to the internal drive has been 
increased from 10 to 22. This 
speeds disk access a little during 
normal use, but has little effect on 
the startup. 

2: SetPatch has had the 'R' option 
added. This is used to protect the 

RAD: (reset-proof RAM disk) device 
when the machine has a fatter Agnus 
and an A501 0.5Mb RAM expansion 
fitted. Also, the '>MIL:' sink has been 
removed so you can see exactly 
which functions have been patched, 

3: As in step 2, the ">NIL:" display 
sink has been removed to allow 
FastFonts to display its copyright 
message. The reason for doing this 
will be discussed later. 

continued on page 78 

A startup-sequence (or 1Mb machines 

1, Addbuffers dfQ: 22 
2, SetPatcfc -E 

Sys: System/Fa 9 tMemFir St 
Setclock Load 

3, FF -.0 
resident CLI LJShell-Seg SYSTEM pure add 
mount newcon: 
resident c:Resident pure 
resident a CD pure 
makedir ram:t 
makedir ram: env 
makedir ram; clipboards 
assign T: ram: t 
assign ENV: ram; env 
assign CLIPS: ram;clipboards 
Sys: System/Set Map gb 
path ram: c: sys ^utilities sys: system s: J 
sys:pref3 add 
LoadWS delay 
endcli >NIL: 
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AMIGADOS 

continued from page 77 
In addition to those fine 
adjustments, several commands 
have been removed completely. In 
particular, the 'speak:', 'aux:' and 
'pipe;' devices are no longer 
mounted during startup. These are 
rarely used outside AmigaDOS and 
can be explicitly mounted if required. 
Also, 'BindDnVers1 has been 
removed since it has no effect on 
most machines - likewise 
Commodore's copyright message. 

GOT A PROBLEM, JOHN? 

If you get stuck with AmigaDOS 
or if there is anything specific 
you would like to see covered 
here, drop a line detailing your 
conundrum to: Mark Smiddy, 
Amiga Shopper, 30 Monmouth 
Street, Bath BAl 2BW. Sorry, no 
personal correspondence can be 
entered into. Desperate people 
with no regard for telephone 
bills can e-mail me on CIX as 
'smidoid' or find me lurking in 
the amigashopper' conference. 

DISK DRIVES... 
Those two example startups are just 
provided to get you going. In 
practice, you can chop and change 
the startup-sequence at will to get 
the best from your machine and the 

peripherals attached to it. The two 
most common will be a second disk 
drive and, in the case of the A500P a 
RAM expansion, 

ff you use the external drive for 
extra commands or file storage then 
allocating some cache buffers will be 
an advantage. (Note that cache 
buffers will have no effect if you only 
use the external drive for launching 
applications, This is because the 
cache gets repeatedly filled with new 
data and never gets chance to hold 
anything.) The command to add for 
A500 and A2000/3000 machines 
respectively is: 

ADDBUFFERS DPI: 2 0 J 
; Add some buffers for an A500 
ADDBUFFERS DF2: 20 J 
,- Add some buffers for an J 
A2000/A3000 

You can add as many or as few 
buffers as you see fit, but values 
between 10 and 25 tend to give the 
best effect. Remember, too, that this 
RAM is taken from the free memory 
poolt so the more buffers you 
allocate, the less free memory you 
wffl have to work with. Cache RAM for 
the hard disks is controlled by the 
Mountlist- more of which in a later 
instalment of the series, 

...DEVICES... 
Amiga devices can be grouped into 
three basic types: physical hardware, 
software emulations and directory 
assignments. All devices have one 
thing in common - they are accessed 
by their name with a colon 

appended, so dfO:, ram:, rad:, prt:, 
con: and fonts: are typical examples. 
Most devices can be written tot a few 
can be read from and some can be 
scanned (have directory listings 
taken of them). 

Most devices are mounted 
(attached to the system) during the 
boot sequence long before 
AmigaDOS gets control, and some 
(hard disks under Kickstart 1.2, for 
instance) are mounted by 
Bi ncf Drivers. But several need to be 
explicitly mounted, For instance, if 
you intend to use the Shell you must 

BUYS 

The startup-sequence can be 
stopped at any time you wish by 
holding down the [Qrl] key and 
pressing [ft], 

BOBS 

mount the 'newcon:' device 
somewhere in the startup. The 
others listed here are optional and 
can usually be mounted later, 

AUX:     Provides unbuffered serial 
I/O for read and write. AUX: can be 
used as a window parameter for 
NEWCLI and NEWSHELL to provide a 
simple form of multi-user system. 

PIPE:    Offers a simple FIFO piping 
system for passing messages 
between CUs and can be used as a 
small temporary storage area. 

SPEAK: Is a device entry to the 
Amiga's speech system- Copying text 
to this device is a simple way to 
make the Amiga talk. 

...AND ASSIGNMENTS 
The assigns are related to the 
devices because they work in much 
the same way - at least at CLI level. 
Three assignments are made in the 
1.3 startup - T:F ENV: and CLIPS: 
and, although these are optional, it 
is a good idea to leave them as they 
are. Briefly here's what they do: 

T: Is the most important of 
these three, it Is used by EXECUTE 
to create the temporary command 
files used when parsing scripts. T: Is 
often shared by script programs to 
store temporary variables and files. 

ENV:    Was introduced in the 
Workbench 1.3 release as a 
temporary measure to support 
environmental variables - the 
AmigaDOS equivalent of preferences. 
ENV: is not widely supported in 
software and can be used by user 
script programs, 

CLIPS: Is reserved for the 
clipboard.device (located in the 
DEVS: directory) and is used as a 
temporary area for storing data cut 
by applications. This is supposed to 
be a shared area but the practice 
remains to be widely adopted. The 
idea comes from the Macintosh 
platform, where it works extremely 
well and is supported by virtually 
every application available. £g 

SMIDDY'S RED HOT TIPS 

This feature Is ali about startups equations, so It seems only right that the 
tips should be tailored to help you get the best from yours. 

* First off, how many times have you mis-typed 'ED SiStartup-sequence'? 
This has to toe one of the most difficult sequences of letters to get your 
pinkies round yet invented, so to kick off here are two AUASes to get you 
going quickly. Add these to the Shell-Startup script (making sure you enter 
them correctly) and editing startups Is a lot simpler: 

ALIAS EDS ED S tStartupssequence 
ALIAS FEHD ED DP[]:£/Startup-sequence 

The first one, EDS, is used to edit the startup on the disk you booted from 
and this fs the one you'll probably use most - just type EDS to get going. 
The second one, FRED, Is useful for editing the startup en other disks. To 
use It just type FRED and the number of the drive whose startup you want 
to edit - for example, 

FRED i? edit startup cm drive one 

* To get the best effect from FastMemFirst you will need to know if you 
have a Fatter Agnus or a plain old Fat one. Assuming you have at least 1Mb 
of HAM {Fatter Agnus makes no difference on 0.5Mb machines} you can 
use the AVAIL command to find out. AVAIL Is used to determine the amount 
and fragmentation of the current memory but for our purposes we need to 
know how much Chip RAW Is fitted. AVAIL has the following synopsis: 
AVAIL {TOTALICHIPIFAST] 

This means that the command can take either no options or any one of the 

three switches {TOTAL*, 'CHIP' or FAST^: 

TOTAL: The total amount of memory currently available. 
CHIP: The total amount of Chip memory currently available. 
FAST: The total amount of Fast memory currently available. 

A word of caution here, Because of the multi-tasking nature of the machine, 
where memory is constantly being allocated and freed, AVAIL only supplies 
an instant 'snapshot* of the memory available at any one time and should 
only be used as a guideline. 

Used without arguments, AVAIL supplies the most useful 
information. Typically, when used In this way the AVAIL command behaves 
In the following way: 

AVAIL 
Type Available 
chip 39^326 
fast 2344216 
total 2740544 

In-Uoe 
126904 
269792 

Maximum 
523232 
2614006 
3137240 

Largest 
385112 
1333352 
19333S2 

This machine Is an A5G0 fitted with 3Mb of RAM but the old (Fat) Agnus 
chip. The values to watch are the maximum amounts of Chip and Fast 
memory. If the machine Is fitted with a Fatter Agnus and a trapdoor RAM 
expansion there would be approximately twice as much Chip RAM listed. 
Similarly, If the machine Is fitted with 1Mb and a Fatter Ag&us there will be 
no Fast RAM available. 
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FERGUSON SMITH 
14 Dowanside Road Glasgow G12 9DA 

STA1 
STA2 
ES667 
FA1Q3 
FA106 
FA104 
FA10? 
FA109 

STA3 
STA4 
STA5 
STAB 
ES219 
ES819 

STA10 
STA12 

HA121 
HA122 
HA123 

A 500 3.5" External ., £54 95 
A500 525" External : ... £89.95 
A500 3,5" Internal . , £67.95 
A500 3.5" GOLEM Ext. + Track Display £74.95 
A500 5.25" GOLEM Ext. + Track Display.™.,,. ,..£119.95 
A2000 3*5" GOLEM Internal £65,95 
A2000 5.25" GOLEM Internal + Track Display £89.95, 
A500 3.S" GOLEM Double Drive £119.95 

A502 512 Kb with clock & switch £31 95 
A580 1.8Mb board incL 512Kb £62.95 
A58D 1.8Mb board incl. 1.6Mb,. £119.95 
A580 Plus 2Mb board incl 2Mb , £132.95 
SUPRA A500RX 8Mb board incl. 2Mb £179.95 
SUPRA A5O0RX 8Mb board incl. 8Mb,. , £475.95 

NEW MEGA MIX 8Mb Board 
With 2Mb installed £147.95 
With 8Mb installed . .,......„..„...,...,....,.£339.95 
With 0.5/1/4Mb ,.,.ROA 

SCSI fj with 4Mb RAM Interface, 
Kickstart 2.0 Option + Password 

(This GOLEM controller in combination with 68030 accelerator is rated as 
the fastest in the world, with a transfer rate of up to 1 44Mb/sec!!!) 
Quantum 52Mb with above controller £549.95 
Quantum 105Mb with above controller £699.95 
SCSI I I/RAM/Kick Combi Controller ,. £249,95 

HA110    Quantum 52Mb ...,,£429 95 
HA112    Quantum 105Mb  .... £529.95 

Quantum 210Mb & 425Mb ...P.O.A. 

STA13 
PK102 
PK101 
V8350 

A2630 TURBO CARD 68030/68882 25MHz 
Original Commodore including 2Mb 32 Bit RAM £899 
A500 68030/68682 16MHz 2Mb 32 Bit Fast RAM £599 
A2000 68030/68882 16MHz 2Mb 32 Bit Fast RAM £599 
A500 AT ONCE 80286 PC-AT Emulator Norton 6,1, Multitask £165 

Prices subject to change without notice. E&OE 
»»mmmmmmm»»m»*mmmmm 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT POSTAGE & PACKING 
Tel: (04U 339 3590. 10am to 7pm Monday to Saturdii 

SUPER SUMMER SAVERS FROM 

AMIGA PD 
NOW AVAILABLE 31/2" DS/DD 

3i"60Cap 
Stackable box 

£10.00 

Bulk Buyers 2 for 1 disk guarantee 
50 3,5" OS/DO ,£21,00 

100 3.5" DS/DD £33.00 
15015" DS/DD ....... £49.00 
200 3,5* DS/DD „, £62.00 
400 3,5" DS/DD „„X125.00 
500 3,5" DS/DD .......... £139.00 

Price includes VAT&P&P 

Free 
labels 

Posso 150 cap 
staefcabfe best 

£15.00 

cap box.. £5.10 
cap box £5.90 

100 3.5" DS7HD 
£61 

Inc. VAT & p&p 

5.25" DS/DD...21 p 
5.25" DS/HD . 39p 

Philips CM8833 
MKII monitor 
£205 

Now in stock 

Disks St boxes 2 for 1 disk 
guarantee 

50 disks + 80 cap box £24,00 
100 disks + 80 cap box £36.00 
150 disks + 80 cap box £51,00 
$00disks + 2x80 boxes £6550 
400 disks + 4 x 80 boxes ....£133.00 
500 disks + 5 x 80 boxes ....£155.00 

Price includes VAT & P&P 

40cap box,, 
80 cap box.. 

.£4.10 
..£4.50 

20 Sony 100 Sony 
branded + box bulk inc. VAT 

3.5" DS/DD : 

£14 £40 

TDK 3.5" HD 
box 10 

£10.50 

Star LC-200 
colour printer 

£205 
now in stock 

Replacement 
Amiga Mouse 

£14 

Datascan Amiga Scanner 
£149.99 

AMI GAS 
Amiga 500 £299 Class of the 90's £475 
Cartoon Classic 1 Mb.......£360  First Steps   £510 
Screen Gems 1Mb £360  Cumana dnve £65 

:Mbno dock... X28 
iMb+clock £31 

Amiga 1500  £«0 
Amiga 1500 + monitor £*95 

ACCESSORIES 
Mouse mat £2.75  Printer lead £8.50 
Zipstick £11.50  Oust cover...., £550 
Jetfighter £12.50 
OS Turbo III ....£8.00 
Cheetah 195+... £6.00 
1000 labels £8.00 

1,000 Tractdf labels £10.00 
2r0OO Sheets 
11 x9V paper ...£15.00 

Trade/Government/School orders 
welcome 

Add £3 65 p&p, 6 i-1GO for "Miy 

Ml BCS Ltd, ^3 
349 Ditchling Road, 

Brighton, 
E. Sussex, BN1 6JJ 
Tel: (0273) 506269 
or (0831) 279084 

**#*********** 

* Price Busters!! * 

ak Graphics & General    Hardware * 

j|t3D Construction Kit 32.00 
Advantage Spreadsheet 

A -69.99 
w Broadcast Titler.. 169.00 

Colourburst 479.99 
*Digipaintll! 44.99 

Digiview 4.O.. 89.99 
♦ Disney Animation 

Studio 69.00 
^Deluxe Paint 111 54.99 
^Home Titler ...29.99 

Imagine 149.99 
♦Organize 19.99 

ProDraw V2 ,„ 89.99 
♦ Protitler. 99.99 

Personal Finance 
£ Manager,.... 19.99 

Spectra Colour 44.99 
Superbase Prof. 4 249,99 

* System 3 ...34.99 
Art Department Prof. ..10499 

*TV*Text Pro ...89.99 
Vista ....35.00 

Educational 

♦Distant Suns... 29.99 
Fun School 3 (5-7) 15.99 

* Fun School 3 (Over 7)...15.99 
Fun School 3 {Under 5).15.99 

atGB Route 27.99 
Game Set & Match 14.99 
Kids Type 19.99 

* Micro English ...18.99 
Micro French 18.99 

♦ Micro Maths 18.99 

1,5Mb Int. RAM A500....82.99 
8mb RAM (2Mb) 
A2000.. 184.99 
Ext 3,5" Drive for A500 .49-99 
A1500 CPU case. 199.99 
ADSpeed 68000 ...164.99 
Cortex 8Mb (2Mb) 
RAM. 229.99 
G2 Video Centre ,.599.99 
Invision Plus Live! 549.99 
Midi connector 24.99 
Minigen .84.99 
Optical mouse,.,. 34.99 
A500 power Supply 44.99 
RGB Splitter.......... 59.99 
A4 Mono, scanner 349.99 
Vidi Amiga 99-99 
ZY-FI Stereo amplifier...29.99 
Zydec switchable mouse .17.99 
Zydec.SMb RAM & 
Clock 29.99 
JX100 Colour Scanner ..499.99 
JX100 Scanlab software ..59.99 
Podscat tablet & s/w ...189.99 
Trackball (Truedox) .......29.99 

Music & Sound 

* 

♦ 

♦ 

♦ 

♦ 

♦ 

* 

♦ 

* 

♦ 

* 

AMAS - 69.99 * 
Audio Engineer Plus ...159.99 
Bars & Pipes Prof 199.99 * 
Music X V1.1.... 79.99 
Master Sound .29,99 
Perfect Sound ..39.99* 
Sequencer One .64.99 
Aegis Soundmaster .99.99 * 

g Development & Utilities   DTP & Wordprocessing ^ 

DOS 1.3 Enhancer 10.99 
*AMOS... 32.00 

AMOS compiler 19.99 
*AREXX 1.10— .........29.99 

BBC Emulator (Latest)..29.99 
* Can Do V1.5 89.99 

Cross Dos 24.99 
. Cygnus ED 
* Professional... 59.99 

DEVPAC V2 39.99 
* Hyperbook 44.99 

Logo 34.99 
* X-Copy Professional 29.99 

Excellence 2.0 74.99 
Gold Disk Off ice 89.99 * 
Kind Words....... ....29.99 
Pen Pal 59.99* 
Pagesetter V2.... .39.99 
Page Stream 2.1 .........137.00 $ 
Professional Page V2 .169.99 
ProtextVS 99.99 ± 

Quickwrite 39.99 * 
Scribble Platinum ..34.99 
Works Platinum 62.00* 
Transwrite 29.99 
Wordsworth 89.99 * 

*FREEPOST 
48 hour despatch 

or £5 Securicor * 

Cheques should be made payable to Softstore 
* Access and VISA cards accepted * 

* Softstore, 410 Bath Road, Slough, SL1 6JA * 

* 0628 - 668320 * 

************* 



DATAPLEX 
COMPUTERS LTD. 

VISA 

129 Bath Road, 
Slough, 

Berkshire, 
SL1 3UW 

Tel: 0753 535557 

19 High Street, 
Old Town, 
Swindon, 

Wilts 
Tel: 0793 488448 

AMIGA A500 
HARDWARE 

Amiga A500 Screen Gems + 
1 Meg Pack E309 
Amiga A500 Screen Gems Pack + free 
disks + 10 extra games pack. .. ,...£345 
Amiga A500 1 Meg Class 
Of 90 s (First Steps) £369 

CARTOON CLASSIC PACK 
Amiga A500 including 1 Meg Ram + 

FREE 10 blank disks, mouse mat 
£309 

(Software includes Lemmings, The 
Simpsons v Space Mutant, .Captain 

Planet, Deluxe Paint 3) 

A1500 £549 
A1500 Base plus software ..£549,00 
A1500 + Philips CM8B33 Mk2 

A1500 + Commodore 10S4S 

AMIGA/ATARI DRIVES 
1 Meg 3r External (Dataplex). ..-£55.00 
1 Meg 3*5" internal ,   £49 
1 Meg 3.5" external (Cumana) £60 
1 Meg 5.25" external £90 

ACCESSORIES 
512K Ram + clock £3fj 
JoysJick £-10 
10'Blank disks in library box ,',]',''.,'.£8 Mouse Mat , £3 
Amiga/Atari Mouse , ,£29 
1i M&q Rann- Clock £99,00 
A500 Power Supply Unit £34 00 
Naksha Mouse plus Operation StaaHh E24.0Q 

INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
Screen Filter for your monitors. 

Protect those precious eyes CIS 
(Woven nylon fibre, flare reduction 90%, 

cuts ultra-violet reflection by 85%) 
MONITORS 

Philips CM8833 MK If Colour Monitor + 
FREE Lead .....,£18 

PRINTERS 
StarLClQMo.no  £125 Star LC200 Colour (9 pin) £169 Star LC24 10 . £i60 Star LC24 200 {24 pin) £205 Star LC?4 200 CoiDi,r  r245 Panasonic KXP11 £4?  E214 
Panasonic KXP 1123 ..........£158 Panasonic KXP1624 £3^9 Cili^en 120D + . £120 Ciuren Swill 24 + Colour Upgrade ....£239 Olizen Swih 9 + Colour Upgrada .....£160 Canon BJ 1QE Irakiel , £199 
HP Deskjet 500 + Leads , ......£329 All above come complete wiih leads 

AMIGA HARD DRIVES 
(PROTAR) 

These hard drives come with a 1 year replacement warranty. 
20 Mb External £235 QQ 
30Mb External £295.00 50Mb External  £365 00 60Mb External   £460 rjQ 
80Mb Externa    £499.00 100 Mb External £539 DO 160Mb External £799 00 

All disks come complete with software 

RICHARDS DEVELOPMENTS 

Meg Amiga upgrades no clock includes on/off switch £19.95 
4D-Ram Version 

Meg Amiga upgrades with clock and switch £24,95 
4D-Ram Version 

****** SPECIAL LAUNCH OFFER ****** 
Amiga L5 Meg upgrades fully populated, includes clock, 

easy fit runs off Gary Chip, requires 1.3 version, 
5 year warranty free 2 Mb demo. 

ONLY £69.95 incVAT 
******************************* 

15" Disks DD/DS 100% error free 1-49 , 35p each 
49-99 31p each 
100+ 28p each 

ALL DISKS INCLUDE FREE LABELS 

40 Cap locking disk box 3.5" £3,99 each 
80 Cap locking disk box 3.5" £4.99 each 
Null modem lead for back to back communications £3.99 each 
Amiga 4 player adaptor lead £4.99 each 
Joystick extension lead.. £4.99 each 
Amiga dust cover ...M, ,. £2.99 each 
Mouse mat top quality .,.£1.99 each 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POSTAGE AND PACKING IS EXTRA 
PLEASE ASK WHEN ORDERING, 

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 9am-5pm 0602 464188 
after 5pm call 0S09 674187 

Cheques/Postal Orders to: 
RICHARDS DEVELOPMENTS, 14 Windmill Way, Kegworth, 

Derby DE7 2FA. Please phone first for price of postage. 
ALL PRODUCTS CARRY A FULL 5 YEAR WARRANTY 

Public Domain also available all disks only 99p plus p+p 
For full catalogue send £1.00 

=Virgo=   Take it up to 2Vi megs 

Amiga A500 2 meg expansion 

Here at last is the memory expansion board you have 
been waiting for! The V2000 will give you up to 
2 megabytes of additional fast RAM. 
The V2000 can be expanded in Vi meg stages, from 
xh meg to 2 megs, and it represents the best value for 
money available. 

* Compatible with Kickstart 1.2 and 1.3 
* Real-time clock/calendar 

* Top-quality gold-plated connector 
* Memory disable facility 

* Plugs into slot under your A5G0 
(no soldering required) 

* Comes with full instructions 
* Helpline available 

V500 512K extension without clock £24,61 

V501 512Kextenskm with dock £28.61 

(chip RAM configurable with Fatter Agnus) 

Also available (phone for full range): 

A UI COMPANY 

V2000 board only 
V2000 + 0.5 meg 
V2000 + 1.0 meg 
V2000 + 1.5 meg 

RAM chips per Vi meg set 
(compatible with A590) 

£37.95 
£53.96 
£70.95 
£87.95 

£18.59 

£44.96 

£104.95 
inc VAT P&P 

Introductory price for 
full 2 meg expansion 

Sound Demon 
(quality stereo from your Amiga) 

Kickstart 1.3 £28 40 
Disks (3.5" & 5.25") 35p each (+P&P) 
Full range of software available. 
Phone for details. 

Yes. Prices include VAT & delivery 

credit card +3.5 % 

Virgo Developments Ltd, Sapphire House, Fishponds Road, Wokingham, 

Berkshire, RG11 2QJ.    Tel: 0734 890588    Fax: 0734 891646 

Same day dispatch. 24-month guarantee. Commodore-registered Amiga developer 

VfSA 

credit card +3,5% 



C PROGRAMMING 

The plot thickens... 

In this, part four of his series on 

building an Amiga application in 

Cf Sam Uttlewood connects 

ADraw to some screen pixels that 

are of the program's own making 

rather than Intuitions 

The drawings handled by 
ADraw are made up of 
various components, or 
elements. There are five 

types that will be added at this 
stage: boxes, circles, lines with 
multiple points, text strings, and 
groups of the above. 

These elements and their 
implementation are not designed to 
be all-encompassing; rather, they are 
intended to make the addition of 
further, possibly complex, graphic 
types easy to do. 

Each top-level element 
associated with a project is hooked 
to a list in the Project structure. This 
list is maintained via the exec, library 
list functions. Each graphic type has 
some data that is unique to an 
element of that type, These 
structures are shown in Listing 1- 

The structures in themselves do 
not provide nearly enough 
information to start constructing a 
picture. Things kike the position and 
colour are missing, as well as the 
information to thread copies of the 
elements together in memory while 
they are attached to a project. Since 
this sort of information is pretty 
much common to all the various 
element types, it is created as a 

'wrapper' around the above 
structures (see Listing 2), 

The Element structure has the 
ubiquitous M in Node at the front, 
which provides the support for doubly 

"Rewriting a 

feature ten times 

rather makes it lose 

its appeal!" 

linked lists. The colours and drawing 
style are stored in terms of the 
values to pass to the Amiga 

graphtcs.library. Before the element 
is drawn, the values are simply 
passed to the appropriate 
graphics, library functions. This is 
convenient for the moment and 
things can be got up and running 
quickly. It is, however, earmarked as 
an area to return to in the future for 
the following reasons: 
• It does not represent what might 
be possible with printers, such as 
varying line styles and fill patterns. 
• It does not (easily) allow any of our 
own styles to be added in at a later 
date by just adding setfcontained 
code. One such example would be 
varying the thickness of lines. 
• The #deflned numbers for each 
element type do not use 0+ The 
reason for this is one of debugging, 

"Here we are again,.* So far 
ADraw is a reasonably complete 
program from the windows, 
menus and gadgets point of 
view, but it is a little lacking in 
guts. What we need to do is add 
some drawing routines to the 
basic frame. Read on*./' 

Sam littlewood 

LISTING 2 • LISTING 2 •LISTING 2 

* The structure that makes up the individual ele&ents of a project 
*/ 
struct Blejujeat ( 

•/* Node used to link element on to 
* project or group element list. 
*/ 
struct MinNode node; 
/* the particular type of this element 

■ */ 
int type? 
/* Position in project units 
*/  ■ ■ 
long xj 
long y, 
/* Rendering information 
V 
char fg_colour; /* Used for SetAtfenO */ 
char bg^colour? /* Used for SstBFenf) */ 
char outline_colour; /* Used for setOPen{ > */ 
int draw_mode; /* Ssed for SetDrMd{) */ 
/* The data for the particular type of primitive 
*• 
* Each variant of the data is overlaid 
* into the same area of memory* 

'■ */ 
union { 
struct BoxInfo box? 
struct Circlelnfo circle; 
struct Iiinelnxo line* 
struct TextInfo text* 
struct Orouplnfo group; 
> e; 

}; 
/* The possible values for Element. type 
*/ 
Jtdef ine £U£r_BQX 1 
#define ntmjzm£i& 2 
#define £LMT_I,IHE 3 
#def ine EUtf£_TEXT 4 
#def ine ELHT QEGftJF 5 

since omitting to fill in the type 
somewhere in the program will leave 
the type member of the element 
obviously invalid, prompting further 
investigation, rather than an 
apparently correct, but actually 
bogus, value. 

Elements are created with the 
general routine CreateElementO, 
shown in Listing 3. This allocates a 
new block of memory to hold the 
element, fills some default values, 
and sets the position. In addition it 
can optionally link this new element 
on to a given list 

The type-specific initialisation in 
CreateElementO is one aspect of the 
way in which many different types of 
element are handled by a small 

continued on page S3 

LISTING 1 m LISTING 1 • LISTING 1  . .   ... .^.'-'.L.  ■-   
/* Structures to encapsulate the data particular to each element J 
type 
V 
Struct Boxlnfo { 

/* Size of box: in project units 
'. 

long width; 
long height; 

>; 
struct Circlelnfo { 

/* Radius of circle in project units 
*/ 
long radius; 

}? 
struct LineInfo { 

/* An exec list of the points on the line. Each element 
* of this list is a 'LiuePoint' structure. 

. *i 
struct tfinList points; 

}; 
struct Textinfo { 

/* Pointer to an AllocHem'd block of memory containing 
* the string, including '\0J byte at end, 
*/ 
char *tejst; 
/* length of above memory block 

■', */ 
int text_Iengtb; 

» 
struct Orouplnfo { 

struct MinList elements; 
>i ; ■ 
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COURSEMASTER 
Our proven horse racing program 
for both FLATS or JUMPS £24.95 

TRACKMASTER 
The Greyhound Racing Tipster £19,95 

Coursemaster & Trackmastertwin Pack £39.95 
{Saving £4.95) 

Using simple information from the racing card in daily papers 
or the racing papers, COURSEMASTER and TRACKMASTER 

will predict with consistent accuracy. 

The winner Is, predicted as well as second and third places 
fortricasts, The programs also mention attractive long shots, 
recommend types of bets and most importantly warn when 

not to bet. 

Successful betting extends beyond merely picking the 
winners and f OURSEMASTER and TRACKMASTER will assist 
in managing your bets. They work out your winnings on the 

most popular types of bet including SINGLES, DOUBLES, 
PATENT, YANKEE, CANADIAN, print out your betting slips, 

and even maintain your betting bank account. 
SYSTEM BETS will regularly provide a system for MAJOR 

WINS with small stakes - try it and surprise yourself, 

COMPETITION 

Details and rules 

Our company likes to see people winning, which is why we're 
running our fabulous 'Win a pc competition'. With every 

purchase you make, you will automatically be entered into 
the draw. You can also enter for free by sending a postcard 

to INTRASET. 

1st prize-PC NT286 Colour 
2nd prize - Complete set of Intraset Business and Gaming 

Software 3rd prize - Complete set of Intraset Gaming 
Software 5 runners up will each win their choke of one 

Intraset title. 

Intraset's decision will be final on all matters. 
Send an SAE for list of winners. 

Draw dates 28/2/92 and 28/9/92 

SPECIAL 

OFFER 

POOLSMASTER and COURSEMASTER 
together for £44.95 (Saving £4.95.) 

Our complete gaming suite: £110.00 
POOLS MASTER (British & Australian), 

PERM-MASTERr SPOT-THE-BALL, 
COURSEMASTER, TRACKMASTER 

Saving £22 JO 

Intraset Ltd 

Send an SAE for full catalogue 

Help desk 0490 3284 
Weekdays 3-4pm 
Overseas orders please add £5.00. 
All prices include P+P and VAT. 

WITH Intraset Ltd 

Our compendium of gaming software uses your 

computer's intelligence and logic to predict winners 

and advise you on strategy. Whether you're an 
experienced punter or a novice, with a little time and 

our range of software, you can maximise your 
winning potential. 

'A licence to print money'Mi FC Hammond of Essex who won nearly 
£10,000 in 16 weeks 

'We have won many t/tousands'Hi PE Roberts of Dorset who so far has won 
more than £46,000 
'Copies of these and other endorsements from actual customers are available on request. 

POOLSMASTER British or 

Australian £24.95 each. 
Poolsmaster British and Australian 
£44.95 (Saving £4.95) 

The Football Pools Predictors 

Developed after years of detailed study, 
POOLSMASTER uses a unique scientific 
formula to predict Home, Aways and Draws, 
The FORM PREDICTION option analyzes result 
possibilities with amazing accuracy. The 
unique indexing system allows for quick entry 
of fixtures and results, and updates itself 
season after season so there is no need to buy 
a new copy each year. Poolsmaster also 
contains a unique coupon number sequence 
predictor 

Together, both Poolsmaster editions cover all 
British league and cup matches and the 
Australian league. 

PERM-MASTER £19.95 
The perfect companion for 
Poolsmaster 

Designed for users of PERM systems, PERM- 
MASTER ends the agony of checking by doing 
it for you. It comes complete with several of 
the top perms built in but you can also create 
your own with the unique PERM EDITOR and 
PERM CALCULATOR features. PERM-MASTER 
is fast and easy to use and can be used for 
most block and single line perms, 
Additional discs of top perms are available at 
£1495 each. 

SPOT-THE-BALL £1795 

There is no more need for counting Ys or 
using messy rubber stamps. Simply tell your 
computer where you think the ball is using the 
screen template provided, It will give you a 
print-out of up to 540 micro-fine crosses in 
your chosen shape or it can chose at random 
for you. SPOT-THE-BALL learns week after 
week and builds up a database of results for 
the SEQUENCE PREDICTOR OPTION. 

GUIDE TO POOLS AND 

PERMS £14.95 
The definitive guide to Pools 
permutations and betting 
systems 

Written by the experts responsible for our 
successful software range, Master the fine art 
of prediction by reading this fascinating 
in-depth explanation of betting systems and 
perms, Plan a campaign for that ekisft/e big 
win and use this books' tips on selecting the 
best matches and races and how to use perms 
to maximum effect on Pools, Horses and Dogs. 

INTEREST-FREE CREDIT 

Spend over £80 and spread the cost at no 
extra charge! (Cheque purchases only.) 
Simply divide your order by 4 and send us 4 cheques 
each with your name and address and cheque 
guarantee number: Date the first cheque with 
today's date and post-date each of the other 
cheques by one month ie. 1/5/91,1/6/91 etc 
We will then hold each cheque until it Is due. 

All programs available for IBM/PC & compatibles, all Amstrad PCs, Amstrad PCWsr Atari, Amiga and 
CPC 6128, Coursemaster, Poolsmaster British and Trackmaster are also available for atl Amstrad CPC's, 
all Spectrums and €64 & 128, 

Send cheques or postal orders to INTRASET LTD (DEPTASH) FREEPOST, 
10 Woodside Avenue, Clayton-Le-Woods, Chorley, Lanes, PR6 7BR. 

Phone or Fax for lightning service. Ail major credit cards accepted. 
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/* Linelhit 
* 
* Special case Initialisation for a 
* line - joake the points list be eu^jty* 
V 
void LiueXuit(struct Element *element) 
{ 

I HEWLIST(Melement->e, line.points)) 

: /* G.rouplnlt * 
* Special case initialisation for a 

j * group - start with eitspty element list. 
*/ 
void Grouplnit(struct Element *element) 

HEWLlST{a{eIensent->e*gxoup- elements)}; 

/* CreateElement 

* Allocate a new element of the specified type and possibly 
* attach to the given list, 

* The generic element structure is allocated and filled in, 
* then a type specific function is called to initialise 
* the rest of the structure - 
*/ 
struct Element *cteateBlemeut{struct HinList *list,int type,long    long y) 
i struct Element *elemant; 

element * AllocMem (sisseof (* element >, MEMP^CLEAR > t 
i f{e1ement -= NOLL) AllocError{AE ELEMENT)i 
/* Fill in provided information 
*/ 
element->type m type; 
element->3£ - 
element->y - yt 
/* Some default colours and styles 
*/ 
element ~>fg„,colour <? 2; 
element->bg .colour » It 
element->out1ine_colour * 0; 
element->draw_mode =* JAMS; 
/* If there is a special case initialisation function 
* tor this type, call it with the pointer the newly 
* created element. 
*/ 
i f(SlemeutAct ionsTable[type].initialise) 

(*ElementActionsTable [type} .initialise) (element) ; 
/* If list argument is non-null, then 
* add this element to that list* 
V 
if (list) ADDTAIL(list,element); 
return element; 

(onltrtued from page 81 
amount of code. As with the data 
describing the elements, the actions 
to handle elements are split into two 
types: general code appropriate for 
any element, and code that is 
specific to one type, This fact could 
be totally ignored and a whole slew 
of routines written - CreateBoxQ, 

CreatedrcIe() and so on* But this is 
possibly the worst idea, since some 
change to the way in which general 
element handling is done will lead to 
tedious work as the change is 
propagated though all the identical 
bits of code in each routine - there's 
nothing like rewriting a new feature 
10 times to make it lose its appeal! 

A more acceptable solution 
would be to have a routine like 
Create Element^ that does all the 
general initialisation, but then has a 
big 'swttchO' statement on all the 
various element types at the end: 

/* General Initialisation */ 

switch{element->type) { 
case ELMT_BOX: 

/* initialise a box */ 

break; 

case ELMT_CIRCLE: 
/* Initialise a circle */ 

break; 

} 

This can still result in some rather 
tedious and error-prone editing when 
the number of routines that have this 

mix of general and specific Increases 
- DeleteEfement()f DrawEEement(), 
SelectElementO and so on. Each of 
these routines has to be sorted out, 
possibly in widely separated files. 

The method that ADraw uses is 
to have a program-wide table with an 
entry for each element type. The 
entries in the table are a structure of 
pointers to functions - the specific 
bits of code for various actions, if 
there is no action required, then the 
associated pointer is NULL This 
rather important table is called 
ElementActionsTable {see Listing 4). 
CreateElementO, having done the 
general initialisation, looks in 
ElementActicnsTable, given the type. 
The particular part of the type entry it 
Is interested in is a member called 
'initialise'. If Jt is not NULL, initialise 
points at a routine to use for the 
remainder of the initialisation. 

There are various other special 
case routines, to dispose of the 
element, for example, or to draw the 
element and to draw 1 select 
highlighting for the element. 

The two element types that need 
special initialisation are lines and 
groups. Both these types are based 
on a list. Lines have a list of points, 
groups have a list of sub-elements. 
The associated initialisation 
functions, detailed in Listing 5, 
simply set up these lists to their 
empty states. 

The Text1 type is peculiar in that 
it does not have an initialisation 
function, but does have a deletion 
function. This is because the 
Element block is allocated with 
MEMF_CLEAR, and is all zeros, As a 
result of this, new Text elements get 
a text length of zero and a NULL text 
pointer, This is exactly what is 
needed for a Text item that has not 
had any text filled in yet. When the 
time comes to delete a Text element, 
there now needs to be a special 
case delete routine to free up the 
associated string* 

This scheme only scratches the 
surface of the range of solutions to 
the problem of wrapping up special 
cases of general types in a clean 
way. There are more general, but 
more complicated ways. One could 

Continued on page 84 

LISTING 4 • LISTING 4 • LISTING 4 • LISTING 4 

/* There is a global array of these structures, 
* containing useful information and function 
* pointer particular to each element type. 
*/ 
struct ElementActions { 

/* If non NULL, a function pointer 
* to call during element creation-, 
*/ ' 
void (*initialiseHstruct Element *}; 
/+ If non NULL, a.function pointer 
* to call during element deletion. 
*' 
void ('delete)(struct Element *)i 
/* If non SflJLL, a function pointer 
* to draw the one these elements* 
*/ 
v^id {*&rav) (struct Drawlnfo *, struct Ele&ient *); 
/* If non NULL, a function pointer 
* to draw the select highlighting 
* for one of these elements. 
*/ 

void ^*draw„select) (struct UsexWlndow *, struct Drswlnfo *f struct Element *J; 
/* Other special case entries 

An array of information about each element type. 

struct ElementActlone ElementActioneTable[I < 
Type 
NULL 
BOX 
CIRCLE 
LINE 
TEXT 
GROUP 

Init 
{OK 
{NULL, 
{NULL, 
{Linelnit, 
{NULL, 
{Group init, 

Delete 
/* Type 
NULL, 
NULL, 
LineDelete* 
TextDelete, 
Qroupbelete, 

Draw 
does not exist */ 

BoxDraw, 
CircleDraw, 
LineDraw, 
TextDraw, 
GroupDraw, 

DrawSelect 

Boxselect 
CircleSelect 
LineSelect 
Textselect 
Group-Select 

ft 

K 
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Case MIKDIT^SJOOMIN: 
f* increase magnificat ion of window 
*/ 
if <nw~>Scale_j* >a mtiJZQCM*2       tfW->scale„Y      MIN_ZO0M*2) { 

uw->sealery /= 2; 
/* Update the window 
*/ 
Drawwindow{uw, 0); 
} 
break; 
case MIEDIT^ZOOBlQOTs 
/* Decrease magnification of window 
*/ 

if(uw->scale_x <« KAX_aO0M/2 && uw->scale_r 
uw->scale_x *= 2; 
uw->ecale_y *= 2; 
/* Update the window 
*/ 
DrawWindow(uw, 0); 
} 
break; 

LISTING 7 • LISTING 7 • LISTING 7 

7* Structure describing where and at 
* what seala to draw something. 
'*'/ 
struct Prawlnfo { 

/* The EaatFort to draw into* 
■; */ 

struct RastPort *rpj 
/* x,y offset within that rastpoit 
* for window origin* 
*/ 
int origin_x? 
Int origin_y? 
/* x,y offset in project space♦ 
*/ 
long vlew_x; 
long view__y; 
/* Scale, in project unite per pixel, both axis. 
*/ 
long scale_Xf 
long sealery; 

LISTING 8 • LISTING 8 • LISTING 8 

/* RenderFrojectWindow 
■:it. ' 
* Draw the current view of a project into 
* draw area of the window attached to a 
* given UserWindow, 
*/ 
void Render Project window < struct tfserwindow *uw) 
C 
struct Brawinfo draw^info? /* jsiBt Actual structurer not a 
pointer */ 

struct Element *element; 
/* Fill in draw) info from UserWindcw 
*/ 
draw_info, rp = uw-window->RPort? 
draw_info*Bcale_x - uw™>scala_x; 
dxaw_info.scale y = uw->scale vt 
draw_info. view_x = uw- >vi«w„xj 
draw,,info, view_y = uw- >view_y; 
/* The window origin is in the middle of the draw area, 
*/ 
draw_info*origin_x - (uw->draw_rect,HiuK+uw- 

>draw_rect.MaxX}/2j 
draw_info. origin_y (uw- >draw_rect, «inY+uw- 

>draw_rect.HaxY)/2; 
/* Walk along the elements of this project* 
*/ 
for (element - HBAD (&uw->project - >elements> ,- 
NEXT(element}; 
element & HEXT£element>) 
DrawSlement(&oraw_info,element}; 

continued from page 83 
move to a newer (but (ess well- 
supported) language that has more 
direct support for the goals. The far 
reaches of this scale include writing 
special purpose languages particular 
to the application. Trying to build 
such an ultimate system can, 
however, lead to a development time 
scale specified in geological terms 
before anything actually works! 

ELEMENT LOCATION 
Various pieces of code mentioned 
above have referred to 'project 
space' and "project units'. The 
position and size of elements within 
a project are kept in rather abstract 
units, a long integer for (x,y). The 
project can be thought of as an 
immense piece of graph paper 
ranging about two million squares 
up, downT left and right from the 
origin. Thjs is what gets called 
'project space'. The squares are 
'project unrts'. 

All elements in the project are 
placed and sized using project units 
in project space. The Amiga screen 
co-ordinates have absolutely nothing 
to do with the accuracy of how the 
elements are placed and sized - they 
only get involved when the project is 
being drawn or a mouse click is 
converted to the corresponding place 
En project space. 

How the Amiga screen and 
mouse position relates to project 
space is individual to each window 
on to the project The information is 
stored in the UserWrndow structure: 

/* Position in project 
* space of the window 
* centre» 

*/ 
long view_x; 
long view_y; 

/* The number of project 
* units to a screen pixel 
* in each axis should be 

* a power of 2. 
*/ 
long scale_x,- 
lorug sealery; 

These structure members describe, 
for each window, where it is in its 
associated project and how much of 
the project is visible within the 
window. The scroll bars around the 
draw area will modify view_x and 
view_y, whereas the Zoom In and 
Zoom Out menu entries will change 
scale_x and scale_y. The entries in 
the menu 'switch' statement for 
Zoom In and Zoom Out are shown 
in Listing 6, 

This zooming works well, but it 
does have its limitations. It only 
works in powers of two; the sizes are 
doubled or halved each time. Any 
other scales will tend to get lost, 
especially if the view is zoomed all 
the way in and out 

A possible extension is to keep a 
separate floating point aspect ratio 
for the current screen. The scale 
number becomes one value, rather 
than separate ones for x and y, This 
number is used directly when scaling 
In the x direction, but is multiplied by 
the aspect ratio when scaling in the y 
direction is required- This has been 
avoided for the moment because of 
the potential introduction of floating 
point calculations. 

All the routines that can draw 
project elements take a pointer to a 
structure called Drawl nfo. This 
structure contains the various 
scaling and origins that are needed 
to map the project on to the screen, 
along with the RastPort to draw into. 
(A RastPort is a graphics.library 
structure used to describe a chunk 
of the screen). This may seem 
strange, since all the scaling and 
position information can be dug out 
of the UserWindow structure - and 
indeed, for screen updates the 
Draw I nfo structure has a direct copy 

contHiued on page 86 

LISTING 9 • LISTING 9 • LISTING 9 
/* DrawElement 

* Setup graphics.library with colours 
* and draw mode for this element and 
* then call a special case drawer. 
*/ 
void BrawElemant<struct Drawlnfo *di, struct El' 
{ 

,fc *element3 

* Set up the basic drawing information from the element. 
*/ 
SetAFen(dl">rpI element - > fg_co lour); 
8 StBFen (d± - > rp, element - >bg coloui:) s 
SetOf>en{di-^rp, element - >out 1 i ne_colour); 
SetDrMi<di->rp, element - >draw_mode) ; 
f* 
* Do the type specific drawing 
*f 
I £ (SlementActionetfafrle I e lement - > type ]. draw} 
{*ElementActiojisTable [element->type J - draw) Cdi, element J; 
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fTTFTl 16 bit Computers 
_ ii I I 11     119 Portree Drive, Rise Park, Nottingham k, Nottingham. 

NG5 5DT. Telephone (0602) 274369 
SERIOUS AMIGA SOFTWARE 

AT FRIVOLOUS PRICES 

All prices 
include 

VAT 
and 

Postage 
Callers 

Welcome 

Sacs & fipes Professional 
complete wttrt Tool Kits 

A&B, Muitf Media tot 
and rntemai Sound Kit 

Pen Pal. 

Wofdworth, 

K-Roset £90*00 Art 0eparrm«rrtffSessional £111 

D^me Paint 3 J&53.50 Small Business Accounts 
Extra £70*50 

Small Business Accounts 
Cash £53,30 ; KCommSCIO A.MAS £44 

Sterling Service Bulletin Board £73*50 Ptodata£4t 

Video Tiller 3D....£89-50 Quarterback £3$ Quarterback Tools £44.75 

ProVSdeo Plus ,£153*10 Distant 
Suns i 
£45 

Vista £51*50 Pretext 5 £90 

Amiga vision £70*50 OHerm £50 DOS to DOS £94*50 

The above is only 
a small selection 

from our extensive 
stocks of 
hardware. 

For computers & 

accessories  

DISKS, HIGH QUALITY WITH LABELS 
3.5" DSDD, blue , 33p 
3,5" Sony, branded ...68p 
3.5" 3M, branded «.,.75p 
DISK STORAGE BOXES 
3 5" 40 capacity, locks £4,45 
3,5" B0 capacity, locks £5,45 
3.5" 100 capacity, locks £5.95 
ACCESSORIES 
Amiga external drive £55.95 
0.5Mb upgrade £24.95 
0.5Mb upgrade, clock , £28.95 
Amiga replacement mouse £17.50 
Naksha upgrade mouse ,£23.95 

where you CAN 

buy more for less 

Universal printer stand £5.95 
Tilt/turn monitor stand £10 95 
Mouse/joystick extension  £4.95 
4-player extension lead £4,95 
Joystick splitter lead £4.95 
Fastrack disk swap box £2.95 
Mouse mat 6mm £1.95 
Disk head cleaning kit .£1 95 
3.5" 100 disk I abet pack .„, £1.50 
Amiga dust cover £2.95 
Zipstick autofire joystick ,.£10.95 
Quickjoy Supercharger III ,,.£8.95 
□uickjoy Topstar £19.95 

Ask for computers & joysticks list 

Cheques/PO's to: REDLAW RESOURCES, 
ASH Offer, 74 Durban Road, Patch way, Bristol, BS12 5HQ. 

-   ^ Please add £3.50 for p&p.  
A J Tel: (0272) 760600 (24 hour) pEZJ 

WE MUST BE MAD 

Due to massive bulk buying and low cost 
advertising we can offer you THE BEST DISKS 

AVAILABLE AT THE MOST COMPETITIVE PRICES 

A £ || DSDD      MJ„INCVAT + 

JB*)    DISKS     Jlh LABELS 
waw   FROM     v ■ |* Qty's of 100+ 

Qty's below 100 @33p each; 250+ @ 30p each; 500+ @ 29p each 

ALL DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE 

CAIIV 4 E" 40n 3.5"DSHD 65p 

SUNT 0.9 OOP SSS; a SONY 3.5" 38p 

DSDD BULK 

100 Capacity Disk Box 4.25 50 Capacity Disk Box 3.50 

Mouse Pockets 1.75 Mouse Mat 2.25 
Printer Stand 4.25 Amiga/Atari Dust Cover 2.95 
Posso Box 15.95 3.5' /5.25" Cleaning Kit 1.95 

Amiga 512K RAM Expansion with clock ...24.95 
Amiga/Atari External Drive (Zydec) 54.95 

[THIS MONTHS 200 3.5" DSDD DISKS CC £V 
[SPECIAL OFFER + 2 x 100 CAP BOXES OOiiJO 

Please add £3.35 p&p/next day £8.50. Cheques/POs to 
PLC COMPUTER SUPPLIES (Oept ASH) hdl^tl JJilgj 
11 Meakin Avenue, Clayton, r^SnMSnr?^ 
Newcastle, Staffs STA4EY. VlL'T^Ar^ 

commodore 

A1500 from £645! ■ 

AMIGA • 
Price* Include VAT, delivery & warranty. 
Please add £15 lor ovemlghl delivery. 
AN systems are tested before despatch. 
On-site maintenance option* available. 

Amiga A3000 100 2SMnz 6M B £ 299 5 
Amiga A3000 50 25Mn* 3MB £ 2795 
Amiga A1S00 laiesi UK mooe* £645 
Amiga A1500 as above £699 
pius OPamft Worns Platinum etc 

I Amiga A1500       A208S PC-XT £ 
bcidqe board & < i   d ■ oiwe 

I Amiga AlSOO wilh 30MS £895 
auioboot hard dis* 

A1500 + XT Bridge Board + 20MB autoboot hard disk £1095! 

PERIPHERALS 

I A2630 card 25MHz.'FPU/4MB £ 1295 
| A2286 PC-AT poaid & 5t" dnve €675 
| A2089 PC-XT board & 51 drive £225 
I C2Q5S 8MB Board 2MB installed £ 184 
I RAM tor above per 2MB £72 
I A2232 MulTi Port Sena! Card £ 199 
I Quantum Pro Drive 50MB 11ms £ 275 
I Quantum Pro Drive 100MB nrm £425 
I Quantum ProDrlve 20OMB nrm £725 
| A2091 card for Pro Drive, 2MB OK £ 189 
I RAM tor above, per MB (max 2MB) £36 
I External Drive unii for ProDnve £95 

■ RAM lor A590. 00ns. per MB £36 
■ SCRAM lor A30O0 80ns per MB £72 
■ KCS PC Power Board   ... £229 
■ SupraModem 2400 naves AA AD £ 115 
■ SupraModem 2400 Plus MNP/V42£1Q9 
■ SupraModem 240Ozl iniernal £99 
M MuluScan monrtor 14" 1024*?sa £395 
■ A2320 Display Enhancer lor above £249 
■ HP DeskJet 500 mkjel. 300 dpi £475 
■ HP PaintJet colour Inkjet 1 BO dpi £875 
■ Randal* S8D2 Genlock ... £169 
I Randal* Pro Genl ock £ 57 5 
■ FrameGrabber 2 a'l colour modes £495 

& overscan, up to 640x400 resolution 
■ SketchMaster 18x 12 dwg table). £495 

1000 :pi with slylus &. 4-0utton cursor 
■ ColorBurst 24-bitcard £569 

A1500 with 50MB Quantum autoboot hard disk £1075! 

Why noi en|oy (he iree Teletext databases 
with ihe MIcroTexl Teletext adapior... Fully 
programmable, with Faatext lacilih/, instant 
access to iasi 16 pages, double page view, 
tale software loader, auto-si art/background 
operation, , Pages can spoken, primed as ASCII or graphics, saved as ASCII or IFF files.. 
And It turns your 1081/1084/8833 monitor rnio a digifal TVl   Available now lor only £144! 

^■"^rrtsUarj^X96^ 

f/7PRODUCTIVITY 
SAS/LattJce C v5.10A £15995 
A/C Fortran 179.es 
A/C Basic v1.3 109 9 & 
APL 68000 Level II v7.30 299 95 
Workbench 1.3 Enhancer 12.94 
Dos-2-Dos 34.9S 

Pro spreadsheet with business graphics, time planner   39 *5 
Relational database power, without programming! 39 
The Ro Hs-Royce of Amiga d ata bases" (N CE) 149.*s 
Much enhanced and with many new features 249.3s 
Fastest Amiga spreadsheet wilh WP & Co-Pro support B9 
Don't throw your C64 software away' 49.ss 
Guru slop per.., disables bad disk blocks and RAM' 34.ss 
Tune-up. backup, salvage, plus new CO commands 44.ss 
The tastest hard disk backup utility 49.S& 
New improved version... Word Perfect wilh graphics! 94.as 
Many mapr new features incl. Agfa/Ado be lonts 139,96 
Now with WP, 24-brt & Pantone colours L more 174 ,M 
Improved version with auto-trace. curved text & more... 99.ss 
35 Agfa CG lonts for ProPage, Pro Draw 2, PageSetter 2 19.9 s 

£34.95 ■ Pagesetter 2 49.9^ 
€9 95 ■ Professional Page Clip Art 34.s5 

t Worksl Plalmum Edition v1.10       59 95 ■ Professional Page Templates 34.95 

I SuperPlan 
I Super&asB Personal 2 
I "" Professional 3 
I     " Professional 4 
I Advantage vl .1 
I C64 Emulator v2 
I Doctor Ami 
I Disk Mechanic 
I QuarterBack v4.2 
I Excel lanca 2 
I Page stream 2 J 
I Professional Page 2 OA 
I Professional Draw 2 
I CG Outline Fonts 
I TransWdte Gold Disk 
I Pen Pal vl .3 Rev 13 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE DELIVERY AMD 17*% VAT 

CREATIVITY 
I Imagine £199.95 
I Turteo Silver V3,OA 99.95 
I Dlglvlew Gold v4.o * DigiPaml 99.93 
I De Luxe Video III 69.^ 
I De Luxe Paint III 49.95 
I SpectraColor 54. BS 

I Intro cad Plus             Poweriul new version of popular CAD program 68.95 
I Broadcast Titter 2        Real broadcast quality titling wilh 4-level aht>-abasing 169.9= 
I Pro Video Poat           The ultimate in video presentation. tiUFng & eflects 174.SB> 
I Pro Video torn sets       Choice of 5 sets of 4 anti-aliased fonts, per set... 99.95 
I TV-Text Professional v2 Latest full-feature video trtier. includes Zuma fonfs 79.95 
I TV-Show v2 Q£           Video presentatton, special effects a transitions 54 j s 
I Video Effects 3D vi ,2a   Smooth playback, unlimited 3D effect combinations 129.95 
I The Art Department vi. 0.2        £ 54.9 s ■ Dig] pal nt 3 59j 5 
I Art Department Professional      129,95 ■ AmlgaVhion vi .53G 79 9s 

IF YOU WANT IT TOM O R ROW,..  CALL US TODAY! ON Oft 1 -546- 7256 

Prices are POST FREE & include VAT. 
Order by phone with your credit card, 
Or send cheque/PC or your credit card 
number. We welcome official orders. 
Software senl same-day by 1st Class 
post, but please allow five days for 
hardware delivery, unless overnight. 
Prices Subfect to availability. Ret. At* 

S Calm 

□onujBre 

LAKESIDE HOUSE,   KINGSTON HILL,   SURREY,  KT2 7QT. TEL 091-546-7256 
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<ontinued from page S4 

of much of that information, it would 
appear to be far easier to pass a 
pointer to the UserWindow structure 
down to ail the graphics drawing 
routines and save the hassle of 
copying data around, 

The reason for the extra effort is 
a bit of forward planning. So far, all 
graphics have been drawn to 
something that has an associated 
UserWindow, that being a real 
Jntuition window. There is one case, 
though, where this will not be true - 
and that is printing. 

Printing a project out using the 
Amiga libraries and printer drivers 
involves building an off-screen image 
of what the page wiil look like, then 
sending this to the operating system, 
which then does the appropriate 
printing. The off-screen image is 
accessed through a RastPort 
structure, just like an on-screen 
bitmap- The scaling and position 
information used for viewing is just 
as useful for printing; it can be used 
to get the project drawn at a decent 
resolution and at the correct position 
and size on the printed page. 

A further use for this design is 
that of generating IFF picture files of 
the project. This will work in exactly 
the same way as printing, but 
instead of the off-screen bitmap 
being sent via the operating system 
to the printer, it is sent to a file. 
Listing 7 shows the Drawlnfo 
structure. For screen updates, one of 
these Is filled in and used by 
RenderProjectWindow() in Listing 8. 

The Intuition event loop 
maintains a Rectangle structure 
within each window's UserWindow 
structure. This contains the limits of 
the main drawing area. (This 
Rectangle is also used to manipulate 
the clipping via the J ay ers. library, 
ensuring that only the main drawing 
area will be rendered into-) 
RenderProjectWindow() uses this 
rectangle to find the centre of the 
draw area by averaging the two 
corners. This centre point in the 
windows corresponds to the view_x, 
view_y position in the project. 

Having generated the Drawlnfo 
structure, the list of the project s 
elements are traversed, calling the 
general element draw routine for 
each one, DrawElementO (Listing 9) 
sets up the colours and then digs 
around in the array 
"ElementActionsTable' to find a 
special case routine for drawing this 
type of element. 

The special case drawing 
routines are where, finally, pixels get 
set on-screen. They are given a 
pointer to a Drawlnfo structure and 
to the element, and they must then 
convert the project space sizes and 
positions to screen values using the 
information in the Drawlnfo, Since 
this conversion is going to be rather 

/* Convert project x (pjc) to screen x position via a Drawlnfo structure * 
* {proj_x - viewjO /ecale„x + origin_x 

£di) 

#d£fine S0REEN_X{4ifpx) f(<px) - 
/* Convert project y <py) to screen 

(di) - > vi ew_x> / (di} - > acaiejjc + (di) - >or lgin_x) 
y position via a Drawlnfo structure £di) 

{proj_y - vievcy) /ecal*_y + origin_y 

#dsfine 3CREHK_Y(di»py) 
7* Convert project x (ex) 
* 
* s i fce_x/scale_x 

<((PY> - 
to screen 

(di> ->view_y) / (di) ->acaXe_y + (di)->origin_y> 
* size via a Drawlnfo structure (di) 

#def ine SCHEENjts iZE(dif«X) (( HX ) / «i 1) - > scale_x) 
/* Convert project x (ex) to screen x size via a Drawlnfo structure (di) * 
* siEe_y7scale_y 
*/ 
#def ine SCBBENjfSIZE (di,sy) ( (ay) / (di > - iscale v) 

common some macros, detailed in 
Listing 10f come to the rescue. 

Apart from the maths, these 
macros have a feature that should 
be present in all macros - the heavy 
use of brackets. The whole macro 
has brackets around it, and each 
instance of an argument in the ■ 
substitution text to the right also has 
brackets around it. This seemingly 
pedantic method is used to combat a 
feature of the way macros are 
handled. 

Macro processing works much 
like a text editor. All #deflnes and 

includes are pre-processed in the 
input text file, and a new bunch of 
text is spat out, which is then fed to 
the compiler proper. The pre- 
processor knows nothing of CP it 
simply spots lines beginning with a 

character and follows the 
instructions therein. To give an 
example of where the preprocessor 
might cause trouble: 

#define D0UBLE1 
#define DOUBLES 

x+x 
x*2 

DOUBLEI[4);  /* i - 8 */ 

LISTING 1 1 • LISTING 11 • LISTING 

/* Bo^tDraw 

* Raster rending of a box element 
*/ 
void Baxfrraw (struct Drawlnfo *dir struct Element * element} 
{ 

int xmi»,*j&ax; 
int y3dtt,ym&x; 
int t; 
/* Work out screen area of box 
*/ 
xmin t= {di,element->x) ; 
yx&n = SCRBENJT {di t element ->y>; 
*max = SCREEN_J£ {di, element- >3t+elejaieixt->e. box- width); 
ymax = SCREEK_Y{di „ element - >y+e lament->e. box, height J; 
/* 
* make sure the max/mine are the right way around 
*{ 
if (main > xmax) ( 
t =■ xm&x; xmax - xmiri; xmln = t? 
> 
if (yjnin > ymax) { 
t - ymax; ymax = ymiti? yaiin * tj 
> 

* Draw the result 
V 
EectFilKdi-^rpfXmin^ymin, xmax,ymax); 

> ■ • ■ 
/* CircleDraw 

* Raster reno-ing of a box element 

void CirclenrawCstruct Drawlnfo *di, struct Element *elament) 

DrawBllipsa {di->rp, 
SCREENS (di, element - >x>, SGRHBS_Y {di , alemant - >y) , / * Centre * f 
fiCEE&HJCSIZBtdi,element->e.circle,radius),  /* X radius */ 
SCEEEK_YSI31(di,element->e*circle*radius) /* Y radium */ 

); 

DOUBLE2(3); /* i 

i - 
77 

DOUBLEI(4) 
H 
DOUBLE2(l+2) ■ ;/* 

V 

/* i = 10 J 

i = 5 J 

The strange results can be explained 
by looking at what the pre processor 
generates as input for the compiler 
proper: 

4+4; 
3*2; 

4+4*2; 
1+2*2; 

= 10 4 

= 5 V 

To get the above macros to act 
correctly in all situations, some 
brackets must be added to keep the 
compiler in step with what is 
required: 

#define DOUBLEI(x)   ((x)+(x)) 
#define DOUBLE2{x)   {(x)*2) 

If you do suspect that the pre- 
processor is causing problems, then 
it is possible to take a look at what it 
is feeding the compiler by giving an 
appropriate flag (in Lattice C, for 
example, use 1c -p file.c*). 

Having explained the ugly macros 
in listing 10, and why they are quite 
so ugly, they actually turn out to be 
easy to use, as can be seen in the 
last piece of code for this month, 
Listing 11. 

The only complication here is to 
make sure that the graphics.library 
function RectRIIQ gets given rts 
arguments the correct way around. 
After all that, AD raw can actually 
display the data it has got tucked 
away in memory. 

Next month we will be printing the 
final article in this C programming 
series. It will fill In seme holes in 
the explanations so far, and 
suggest seme possible routes which 
you might like to take In order to 
expand the project. CTV 
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The Test 

 ; 

usiness software can be a 
drag to use and rather dull 
to read about - especially 
when the example data is 

contrived to fit a specific application. 
This feature is intended as a launch 
pad for your own ideas1 while testing 
real software with real data to 
discover how it performs. The 'Beer 
Test' presented here is the one 
introduced in East month's column - 
a real-world case study using data 
gathered from real people in a real 
place. Although some of the details 
have been changed (to protect the 
innocent, you might say), the figures 
are consistent. 

The majority of this article is 
concerned with the how and why of 
conducting a computer-aided survey. 
The Amiga is an essential part of the 
process, with a database to compile 
and categorise the raw data and a 
spreadsheet to graph the results. 
Eventually, therefore, we can arrive 
at a set of conclusions derived from 
computerised analysis of the figures. 

THE TRIAL 
The synopsis: the Secretary of a 
local sports club, Redcar, 
approached me a few months ago. 
He was interested in performing a 
survey of his members to discover 
what they like about the club and, 
more to the point, what they don't 
like. The club has a membership of 
around 3,00Ot with a core of about 
400-500 regular users. 

I agreed to help with this, and we 
discussed exactly how we could get 
a VaEid1 set of results out of the 
whole exercise, We came up with the 
following observations and 
methodology: 

To get a fair assessment of what 
people want you must ask a 
reasonably sized cross-section of 
that membership (statisticians call it 
a population) for their opinion. Next, 
analyse the distribution according to 
various factors - for example, the 
percentage of population drinking 
various beers/lagers. (This analysis 
is said to be of a 'discontinuous 
population1 because there are only a 
Jimited number of possibilities), In 
any event, the larger the population 
is, the more accurate the figures are 
likely to be. 

For this test, the management 
team decided that over 20 per cent 
of the core membership [over 100 
members) would represent a fair 
assessment. So, before going any 
further, here is something to help 

Last month Mark Smiddy 

introduced a real-world trial of 

Superbase which he called 'The 

Beer Test'* Here he shows how to 

construct such a survey 

you judge the scale of the task. Over 
a two week period, 181 completed 
forms were collected, with only eight 
damaged or destroyed. This far 
exceeds the required return and is 
excellent, considering the form had 
nearly 300 possible entries in over 
SO categories. However, it should be 
said that several areas of the form 
were less than perfectly designed - 
thus exacerbating the problem for 
the designer. Not to mention my two 
data clerks, who were on work 
experience loan from a local school! 

BLITS 

"Statistical thinking will one day 
be as necessary for efficient 
citizenship as the ability to read 
attdwrite/'-HGWek 

BOBS 

So here, then, is how we set 
about the task - from conception 
through design to implementation of 
the survey and analysis of the 
results. 

CONCEPTION 
T minus 28 days 
At one of its regular meetings, the 
(voluntary) management committee 
of Rede a r Sports Club decided that it 
would be a good idea to go to its 
membership and ask for their opinion 
on how the club should be run. The 
probiem was simple: increases in 
VAT and excise duty had made the 
cost of social drinking greater. This 
had been indirectly aggravated by 
other recent price increases and 
changes in the selection of drinks on 
offer at the cfub. 

Influences outside the control of 
the club are also changing the way 
people spend their leisure time and 
therefore, if the club was to survive, 
radical changes would have to be 
made: but what? This situation is by 
no means unique. Changes in the 

British lifestyle and working habits 
over the last 10 or 20 years have 
proved this beyond doubt, so pub 
landlords, and indeed any retail 
business, can study the lessons 
J earned here, 

DESIGN 
T minus 21 days 
Designing a form such as this 
requires a lot of careful thought if the 
information received is going to 
make any sense whatsoever. An old 
computer saying, GIGO (garbage in, 
garbage out), holds just as true today 
as \\ did when it was first coined. 
This is also the first hurdle: you have 
to know what answers you want 
before you ask the questions but, 
more importantly, you have to avoid 
Jloadingr the questions or the results 
will be just as useless, Consider 
this: let's imagine that in a recent 
speech Neil Kinnock has said that 
the Labour Party plans to raise 
income tax in order to improve the 
National Health Service. Here is a 
blatant example of how the wording 
of a question can load a public 
opinion survey: 

"Just how do age, peer group 
and occupation affect people's 
social behaviour? Let's find out 
how the computer can help 
decide../' 

Mark Smiddy 

Question A: 
'Mr Kin nock said recently that a 
Labour government will raise taxes. 
How will you vote?" 

Question B: 
'Mr Kinnock said recently that a 
Labour government will improve the 
NHS. How will you vote?" 

Of courset I'm not about to point 
fingers at reputable polling firms - 
this just serves to il lust rate the 
point, In The Beer Test, it would be 
pointless to ask lager drinkers how 
often they drink bottled stout. By 
doing so it would be easy to prove 
that bottled stout is a non-starter, 

continued on page SB 

Middlesbrough 
New Marske 

Guisborough 

Sktlton Brotton 

Cleveland used to be part of North Yorkshire and still retains many of the rural 
elements of that great county. A large number of the workforce still rely on two 
large ICf complexes and the British Steel plant situated between Redcar and 
the Middlesbrough conurbation, (This map is onJy roughly to scale.) 
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Active areas can only be expanded below and to the right of check boxes 
and radio buttons, which can give rise to clumsy layouts. 

continued from page 89 
hence Disraeli s famous missive: 
"There are three kinds of lies: lies, 
damned lies and statistics/ 

Similarly, a human population 
tends to be biased in itself. In The 
Beer Test it Es almost impossible to 
determine what makes people join 
the Redcar Sports Club because the 
survey is only being conducted 
among existing members. Even with 
this taken into consideration, fairly 
accurate statistical results must be 
used with care; as Andrew Lang once 
said, "He uses statistics as a 

WHOOPS! 

Sorry, I didn't mean to say that. 
A slight error turned up in last 
month's copy: Supcrbase 4's 
DML does not feature the 
REPEAT,..UNTIL construct. 

drunken man uses a lamppost - for 
support rather than illumination*. 
Particularly apt in this case... 

QUESTION SETTING 
T minus 14 days 
With the above in mind, the 
questions were set with a view to 
determining the age range and sex of 
the population, where they came 
from, on which days they used the 
Club, what they drank, which 
facilities they used and so on. As the 
returned forms have proved, not all 
of these questions were worded as 
well as they should have been. For 
example: 

Age 
1&24 
35-44 
55 or over 

25^34 
45-54 

Here the membership has been 
divided into five distinct age 
categories. This will help determine 
the statistical type of people being 
attracted. The youngest group (18- 
24) are the first-time drinkers - 

young men and women with lots of 
disposable Income. The next group 
up (25-34) will be those just starting 
families, buying their first home and 
so on; they are likely to have much 
less disposable income than their 
younger peers. Moving to the 35-44 
year age range we find parents of 
older youngsters on their second 
home, perhaps where the wife has 
returned to work. 

In the 45-54 year age range 
there may be a slight anomaly - 
biased mainfy by Red car1 s location in 
the far north-east of England. 
Typically here, women of this age are 
not expected to work at all - not 
even part-time. Also, although any 
children will have grown up and left 
home, and mortgages will have been 
paid off, this group will have less 
disposable income than the previous 
group. This also applies to the over 
55s, where people are reaching 
retirement and tend towards a more 
relaxed lifestyle. The latter group 
aiso includes full pensioners. 

Another example: 

Where you live 
Redcar Z New Markse I 
Marske Guisborough Z 
Saltbum "      Skelton, etc Z 

The answers to this question is 
divided into six major groups 
determined by the local geography 
around Redcar. Since Redcar is 
where the majority of the 
membership live, this is listed first 
Marske and Mew Marske are a 
situated about 2 miles to the west 
and south respectively. Guisborough, 
Skelton. Brotton and Saltbum are all 
around 7-10 miles away with 
excellent communications. 

However, the fault is that no 
provision has been made for other 
areas' like Middlesbrough, Stockton 
and so on. Even though these are 
larger towns with generally better 
facilities than the rural communities 
around RedcarT some people may 
come from there for special events. 
The same also applies to the 

questions on profession - here there 
was no provision for housewives or, 
again, an other1 category. 

Worst of allt two categories 
included a 'Never' check box which 
should have read 'Dont know5. 
These mistakes (which were entirely 
mine) are painfully obvious when 
pointed out. However it went 
unnoticed by the whole team - which 
included a retired maths teacher - 
until one of the people surveyed 
pointed it out! There is a lesson 
here: we tend to put too much 
reliance on experts and often forget 
to use our own judgement. This 
extends to the machines; learn to 
question the results, because 
computer operators have been 
known to make mistakes. 

Camera-ready artwork was laser 
printed on a Macintosh SE from a 
Microsoft Word document. An Amiga 
running a similar system, 
Pagestream or ProPage for instance, 
could have been used and would 
have done the job just as well. This 
was then despatched to a local 
printer for production on double- 
sided A4 copier paper. Accounting for 
materials and external costs the 
whole job came in at under £40 for 
500 sheets - affordable even for a 
small business. 

This phase of the survey was the 
last one to involve the club itself- 
Blank forms were distributed over a 
14 day period (Sunday to Sunday) to 
aliow people enough time to 

complete and return them. 
Altogether, just under 250 forms 
were distributed and 173 were 
returned complete and undamaged. 

DATABASE DESIGN 
During this time, The Beer Test entry 
forms were being designed on 
Superbase Professional 4, In order 
to avoid contravening the Data 
Protection Act, no space exists on 
the database for people's names or 
membership numbers. In this way 
the data is for a statistical 
population and not 'people' as such. 
{If you intend keeping any personal 
records on computer you must 
register with the Data Protection 
Registrar beforehand.) 

Designing a database to store 
information such as this offers some 
interesting problems - chiefly 
multiple choice lists. Consider the 
example earlier where respondents 
are asked for their age. In the 
database this can be represented by 
a single field with any one of five 
different values. For a conventional 
database, this value must be 
entered manually by a cierk - usually 
using a master template: 

Age 
18-24 Z (1) 25-34 (2) 
35-44 1(3) 45-54 Z (4) 
55 or over Z (5} 

Here, the clerk can cross reference 
the age to a value and enter it 

LISTING 1 • LISTING !• LISTING 1 

OPEN FILE *GLUBDATA11 

REPORT SUHMAR tZK ' 
HEADING 
? ®9;"Male usage by: Age range*;? 
?• @2'-;; " Hv.iiiber" ? @S7;11 Percentage" 
7 @37; " ======«; £37; «. 
END KEAD2HG 
GROUP Age 

3EFOR3 GROUP Age 
SELECT CASE Age 

CASE "l"-:a$ = 1118-24" 
CASE 4,2" :a$ - "2b-34M 

CASE "3B;a$ 
"45-5411 

*;55 or over" 

(•»;&]2:r COUNT 

CASE "4";a$ 
CASE * 5u:a$ 

END SELECT 
END GROUP 
AFTER GROUP Age 
? "Total number ,l ?a$;@2:$&] 4; COU 

RECCGUNT r")  * 100;"%)" 
END GROUP 

SELECT ; 
ORDER Age ASCENDING 
WHERE Sex = "H" 
END SELECT 

This typical report program was generated by the forms editor and then 
finished off by hand. A lot more touch ing-upr could be applied to improve 
the final output, such as centring the title for instance. 
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Bar Lounge Concert Room (Regularly) 
Sunday 

directly. This approach suffers from 
two distinct problems: it's very slow 
and, more importantly, because it 
relies on the typing accuracy of the 
clerk it's extremely prone to human 
error, Errors of this sort are 
extremely difficult to spot and can 
give rise to dramatic inaccuracies in 
the final figures. 

One solution would be to have 
two clerks, on two machines - one 
entering data and the other checking 
it. But this would need either 
constant swapping of disks or 
networked computers. Another 
option would be to use a separate 
database accessed under program 
control which could present a list of 
possible entries in a menu, 
Superbase Professional (and some 
PC-based systems) have a facility to 
do this for something like it) already. 

Superbase Professional 4 
supports a facility for this in its form- 
based radio buttons. These allow 
multiple choice data to be entered 
easily and automatically - thus 
reducing the possibility of errors to a 
minimum. A good facility of radio 
buttons is the option to extend each 
button1 s active area (see the 
diagram on the previous page), which 
allows the clerk to enter data by just 
clicking on the selection. However, 
the area can only be extended below 
and to the right of the original point, 
Why is this a problem? Well, we read 
from left to right, and therefore it is 
better to have the tick box to the 
right of each choice - otherwise you 
would have to read the selection and 
go back to the box. 

Field validation can be used to 
ensure that data is actually entered 
when required. This revealed another 
unwelcome feature to the list of 
problems i was compiling for 
Precision, the company which 
produces Superbase - validations 
are only made when the form is 
completed, If an error occurs, for 

Above and right: wanting to have 
several different categories can lead 
to the database needing a large 
number of fields. 

example if an input has been 
missed, the clerk has to manually 
navigate to the source of the error. 

This problem can, in theory, be 
caught by DM I (the database 
management language). But that 
requires logic to work out 
whereabouts on the form the 
offending field, button or check box 
is. Also, since radio buttons cannot 
be undone', optional groups require 
either a cancel button or a DML 
controlled clear button in case of 
error. 

Returning to the form, there are 
some areas where more than one 
response is required. For example, 
for the attendance I wanted to be 
able to separate the regular users 
from the occasional users. Regular is 
defined here as using the club on 
any day twice a month or more. 

Taking the whole week into 
account, this requires a total of 14 
fields, Seven are used for the days a 
person attends any room (any one of 
the three - this is a radio button 
group). The other seven are used for 
the 'Regular' option, and these are 
defined as check boxes. When the 
reports are being compiled, these 
two fields can be tied together - the 
regular field fs used as a filter when 
appropriate, To summarise al] of 
this, the file is constructed with 
fields as shown in the table at the 
top of the page, 

In order to save space, most of 
the text fields are only one character 
wide, This is translated into more 
readable information by the reporting 
programs and is easier to test for in 
filters, This also ensures a certain 
amount of data security because 
without the form and reporting 
programs, the data is alt but 
meaningless. 

MALE USAGE BY AGE RANGE 

Number      Percentage of total membership 

Total number 18-24 7 (4%) 

Total number 25*34 9 ( 5%) 

Total number 35-44 15 (0%) 

Total number 45-54 2$ {11%) 

Total number 55 or over 30 (17%) 

Fields Validations Values Objects 

Member type Itext Required 3 Radio 
buttons 

Age group Itext Required 5 Radio 
buttons 

Profession ltext Required 11 Radio 
buttons 

Daily usage 7 + 7 text None 3 + 1 Radio + 
check 

Activities used 23 4- 33 text None 2 + 2 Radio 
buttons 

Preferred drinks 13 text None 4 Radio 
buttons 

Scores 16 numeric None 1 Fields 

Vhen properly set up, a database can produce useful results. 

The only likely source of 
confusion in the table above are the 
values* The figures shown represent 
the number of possible choices 
stored in each field. For instance, the 
'member type' field has one of three 
values determined by a radio button, 
Similarly, daily usage is split: seven 
fields with any one of three values 
each (representing the rooms) and 
seven fields with one value set for 
regular users. 

Once the file had been 
constructed, the form was created; 
and what should have been a fairly 
simple, if laborious, task turned out 
to be a nightmare, My experiences 
creating this particular form led to my 
conclusions on Superbase Pro 4 last 
month. (Since then I have had 
another update of Superbase and 
can report that at least some of the 
bugs are now fixed,) 

STATISTICAL STUFF 
As the saying goes, a picture tells a 
thousand words. (If that1 s true then 
the art room can compress this 
article into three drawings and I'm 
out of a job!) Flippancy aside, 
statistical data mapped on to a 
graph can say much more about 
trends than pure figures. Most 
databases have some sort of 
reporting facility built in, although 
Superbase has the best on the 
Amiga, Even so, very few databases 
have the capability to produce 
graphics based on those results. For 
this task I have chosen Gold Disk's 
Advantage program because it's fast 
and easy to use - but you'll have to 
wait until next month for the full 
details of how I used k, and what 
problems I had. 

Until then, the table on the left is 
an example of the sort of report you 
can expect to see. This was 
produced by the Superbase DML 
program shown in Listing 1, 
Percentage figures shown in brackets 
demonstrate that the majority of 
male club members answering the 
survey, over a third, are over 45 

years of age. Just by changing a 
single character in the listing we can 
get results for the women too. 

THE END? 
Not yet. By asking the right questions 
it is easy to prove, for example, how 
many men aged between 35 and 54 
wear a digital watch, drink lager from 
a can and like to listen to Brahms 
with their legs crossed... (For more 

I am indebted to the members, 
staff and committee of the Club 
used In this survey for without 
whose help and assistance this 
test would never have been 
possible. 

information - and ironically 
humorous tales - consult How to Lie 
with Statistics by Darrell Huff, ISBN 0 
14 02 1300 7.) In practice, given the 
right set of data you can keep on 
analysing until the cows come home. 

Next month Til be looking at 
reporting in much more detail. As a 
taster of what's coming: the data set 
produced by analysis of this survey 
produced over 60 graphs - mostly 
pie and bar charts; enough to fill 
Amiga Shopper and far too many for 
the average manager to take in. Next 
month I'll be showing how to 
eliminate the anomalies and 
interpret the data; although even 
then you can only be 95 per cent 
sure of the results,,, 

OOOQGOOCT 

SHOPPING LIST 

Superbase Professional £411,20 

Supplied by Precision Software 
6 Park Terrace 
Worcester Pork 
Surrey KT47JZ 
^081-3307166 
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Cliff's Code Conundrum 

H 

ere it is at last, folks; the 
1 winning answer to the first 
Code Conundrum, As you 

1 may remember, the task 
was to write a program to pfot the 
motion of the Earth, Moon and Sun, 

Many thanks for all of your 
entries. The standard was excellent 

The winner was R Broughton of 
Farnborough in Hampshire, who will 
be receiving £50. 

One of the problems which he 
overcame was the fact that the 
Earth-Moon orbit is 400 times 
smaller than the Earth-Sun orbit 
creating a difficulty in drawing 
everything on the Amiga's screen, He 
got around this by individually scaling 
the two halves of the system. A 
further difficulty was introduced by 

Technical editor Cliff Ramshaw 

presents the answer to the Code 

Conundrum set in issue 3 

LISTING 1 • LISTING 1 

accelerations <} 
{ 
/* variable declarations for use by 
this fmiction */ 
/*sun-earth dist (squared)*/ 
d2se*M earthinfo. x*earthinfo*x) + (earth 
info. y* earthinfo * yj j 
/*sun-moon dist {s<juared)*7 
&2ms« {mooninf o *x*mooninfo, x J + (nooninf o 
. y*mooninf o. y); 
dxem-ear thi nf o. x-mooninfo - x; 
dyem=earthinf o .y-mooninf o. y; 
/♦moon-earth diat * squared}*/ 
d2em= (dxem*dxem) + (dyem*dyem); 
/* force exerted along line joining 
centres of bodies */ 
/* sun - earth */ 
f se=GRAVXTY* EARTHMASS* SONMASS /&2 s e; 
/* sun - moon */ 
fms -GRAVTTY *MOONMASS * SUHMA£S/d2ras ; 
/* earth - moon */ 
fem= GRAVITY *MOONMASS *EARTHMA£S /d2 am; 
/* sun - earth distance */ 
dse = sqrt(d2ee); 
/* sun - moon distance */ 
dam = sqrt (&2em) ? 
/* earth - moon distance */ 
dms = sqrt (d2ms) ? 
/*find components of forces*/ 
/* force between earth & sun +v@ for 
sun -ve for earth */ 
/* relative to sun */ 
fsex=fse*{earthinfo.x-suninfo, x)/dse; 
f sey=f se* (earthinf o * y-suninf o * y) /dse; 
/*force between earth&soon* / 
femx=fem* (nooninf o, x-earthinf o. x) /dem; 
f emy=fem* (mooninf o. y-earthinf o .y) /dem; 
/*force between moon & sun*/ 
fmsx= fras* (suninf o. x mooninfo. x) /dms; 
fmay=£ms* (suninf o ■ y-mooninf o• y) /dms; 
/*add forces and calculate 
accelerations */ 
suninfotax= (f sex-fmsx) /SUNMASS; 
suninf o. ay= (£ sey-fmsy) /SUNMASS ; 
earthinf o. ax= (f emx- fsex) /EARTHMASS ? 
earthinf o * ay * (feray-f sey) /EARTHMASS? 
nfcooninfo.axstfmsx-femx) /HOONMASS; 
mooninfo.ay={fmsy-ferny) /MOONMASS; 
} 

the PD Sozobon C compiler, which is 
unable to handle numbers over 
1 x 1019 in size.Because of this, he 
decided to scafe all physical values 
in terms of the Moon. 

His program is written in C, and 
is unfortunately too fong to print in 
its entirety here. We will be putting it 
in the 'amigashopper' conference on 
CIX, but in the meantime, I'll print 
some of the more salient excerpts 
and explain what is going on- 

The program begins by defining 
several constants, 
mostly of use in the 
plotting stage - 
especially 
complicated because 
of the difference in 
scale between the 
Earth-Moon and 
Earth-Sun systems. 

Then, a 
structure called 
'Body' is declared, 
This is used to hold 
the position, velocity 
and acceleration of 
each mass, in terms 
of x and y 
components. After 
that, the data is 
initialised for a 
custom screen, a 
window and some 
sprites. Then comes 
the 'main1 section of 
the code, which 
works by calling a 
succession of 
functions, the most 
important of which is 
motion s{). 

Motionsf) 
initialises the 
positions and 
velocities of the three 
planets. It then goes 
on to check for the 
mouse button being 
pressed (in which 
case the program 
finishes) then plots 
the planets, 
calculates their new 
accelerations, 
velocities and 
positions, and loops 
around to do it all 
again . All of this is 
done by calling a 
series of functions. 

The inrtmotions() function sets 
up the initial positions and velocities 
of the three pianets. The Sun is 
defined to be at the origin of the 
system, which starts with all three 
bodies in a horizontal line, so that 
the Earth and Moon y coordinates 
are both zero. The Earth's x 
coordinate is simply its distance 
from the Sun; the Moon's is the sum 
of its distance from the Earth and 
the Earth's distance from the Sun. 

The initial velocities are 
calculated from the formula 

V2 = G(M1 + M2)/r 
which gives the relative velocites of 
two masses, M± and M2. The Earth 
and Moon are treated as one unit, 
and V is calcuiated for this collective 
mass relative to the Sun. The 
distance used is from the Sun to the 
centre of gravity of the Earth/Moon 
system. 

Having found this, the function 
goes on to find the relative velocity 
between the Earth and Moon using 
the same formula. This is added to 
and subtracted from the veiocity 
already found, giving the Earth's and 
Moon's velocities respectively. 

initmotions{) 
{ 
float xc,vc,vem; 
suninfo.x       = 0; 
suninfo.y      = 0; 
suninfo.vx     - 0; 
suninfo.vy     - 0; 
suninfo.ax     = 0; 
suninfo.ay     = 0; 
/* centre of gravity of 
earth-moon system */ 
xc =  (EARTHMASS*EARTH0RBIT +J 
MOONMASS* fEARTHORBIT+MOONORBJ 
IT))/f EARTHMASS+MOONMASS J; 
/* velocity of centre of 
gravity around sun */ 
vc = sqrt(GRAVITY*(MOONMASSJ 
+EART™ASS+SUNMASS) /XC) i 
/* relative speeds of moon 
and earth */ 
vem=SGjrt (GRAVITY* (EARTHMASS* J 
MQGNMA3S)  / MOONORBIT); 
/* earth start conditions */ 
earthinfo.x = EARTHORBIT; 
earthinfo.y = 0; 
earthinfo.vx = 0; 
earthinfo.vy = vc+MOONMASS J 
*vem/ (EARTHMASS+MOONMASS) ; 
earthinfo.ax = 0; 
earthinfo.ay = 0; 
/* moon start conditions */' 

mooninfo.x ■ EARTHORBIT 
+MOONORBIT? 
mooninf o.y = 0; 
inooninfo.vx = 0; 
mooninfo.vy - vc-EARTHMASS* * 
vem/(EARTHMASS+MOONMASS); 
mooninfo.ay = 0; 
mooninfa.ay = 0; 
} 

The section to work out the forces on 
the bodies and translate these into 
accelerations is shown in listing 1, 

Each of the bodies' velocities is 
altered by the velocityO function, 
using the equation 

v=u+a*dt 
where dt is a time step small enough 
to make the motions accurate. The 
velocities are shifted relative to the 
Sun's velocity, so the Sun remains at 
the centre of the screen: 

velocities f) 
f 
suninfO.vx-suninfo.vx+dt * J 
suninfo.ax; 
suninfo.vy=suninfo.vy^dt* J 
suninfo.ay; 
earthinfo.vx^earthinfo.vx+dtJ 
*earthinfo.ax; 
earthinfo.vy=earthinfo.vy+dtJ 
*earthinfo.ay; 
mooninfo.vx=mooninfo.vx+dt* J 
mooninfo.ax; 
mooninfo.vy=mooninfo.vy+dt* J 
mooninfo.ay; 
/* normalise velocities */ 
earthinfo.vx=earthinfo.vx- J 
suninfo.vx; 
earthinfo.vy=earthinfo.vy- J 
suninfo.vy; 
mooninfo.vx=mooninfo.vx- J 
suninfo.vx; 
moon info.vy=rnooninf o.vy- J 
suninfo.vy; 
suninfo.vx=G; 
suninfo.vy=Q; 
} 

I 
Finally, the planets1 positions are 
updated according to their velocities: 

positions() 
{ 
earthinfo.x=earthinfo.x+dt * J 
earthinfo.vx; 
earthinfo.y=earthinfo.y+dt*J 
earthinfo.vy; 
moon info.x=moon info,x+dt * J 
mooninfo.vx; 
moon i n fo.y=mooninfo.y+dt * J 
mooninfo.vy; 
} 

Those of you wondering where this 
month's conundrum Is had better 
divert your attention to the fractal 
supplement. That's all for now! #TI 
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The First 

Personal TBC 

Has Arrived! 

• T8C - Frame store 

on a PC, plug-in cord. 

• Compatible to 

AMIGA 2000, IBM PC, 

any ISA Bus Computer, 

Features 

• Colour correction to 
remove colour cast 

• Frame grabber 

• Proc-omp controls via PC 
software 

• 19w rackmount version 
available 

• Single or duol channel 
available 

• Astonishing value 

Contact: RGB Dynamics Limited, Market House, 
4 Bridge Street, Leighton Buzzard. Bedfordshire LU7 ?f\l 
Tel: (0525) 377340/(0525) 384057. Rtf: (0525) 851269 

Bene fils 

# eradicates tape deterioration during copying 
# Enhances transfer quality 
# Provides stable synchronised input/output far multi media 
applications 

The DPS P€BSONRLTBC Model VT-1QQ0 desk-top peripheral 
enables virtually any VCR, camcorder, laser dish player or 
video camera to be Interfaced with computer video 
systems. The PCBSONRl TBC Incorporates a Ml frame 
TBC/Synchronizer on a single PC expansion card which is 
compatible with the Amiga 2000 series and all IBM-PC 
and other ISA bus computers, Multiple cards may be 
used in one system. 

The PERSONALT6C is the ideal tool for A/B roll 
editing and other multi-source video applications. 
Genlockable. Full frame storage to TBC or 
synchronize any source. Pfll or Y/C 4.43 (S-VHS, J 
HI 8) inputs. A 

A 

Dynamics 

DIGITAL 



OWith the Amiga Genitizer graphics tablet yo 

can streamline the operation of most graphic or CAD prograrr 

rhe Genitizer graphics tablet utilises latest technology to offer up k 

1000 dpi resolution at the tip of a stylus       ■ Complete 9" x 6" digitizing area plu 

super accurate stylus combine to enable fast, accurate and easy control D Works by "mouse emulation 

so the Genitizer will work with most packages where mouse input is the usual method - Deluxe Paint, Photon 

Paint, CAD Packages etc. etc.   ■Supplied with template for Deluxe Paint.  D Full easy to follow instructions. 

■This is the input method used on professional systems - now you can add a new dimension to graphics/CAD 

■ Fast input of drawing by "tracing" is made easy - plus "absolute reference" means you can move around the 

screen many times faster than by a mouse.       flThe Genitizer fits in the serial port of your Amiga 500/1000/ 

2000 and "co-exists" with mouse,      D Unlike a mouse the Tablet gives absolute co-ordinates so that tracking 

and menu selections are possible from the tablet face.      D A pressure sensitive switch built into the stylus 

tip activates the Tablet overriding the normal mouse input. When you are not using the Tablet you have norma 

mouse control        O Complete system - Graphics Digitizer Tablet, Stylus, Deluxe Paint Template, Power 

Adaptor, Test Software, Interface Unit plus Driver program - no more to buy! 

TELEPHONE [24Hrs] 744707] CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 4f) Mrs. ALL CHEQUES.'POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO.... 

7r]  UA fBL t*\£*;/WOJV/C5 L f */. ^3 
GO VAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. 

FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 



WOW ¥00 ''CAMM0ITIZE OTCT 

L-LUM'1I¥ ¥1111211 €A.ISBMA OR VCR 

• Completely newly designed interface that plugs into the 
expansion connector of the Amiga 500 or internal connector of the 
Amiga 2000. 
• Standard phono video input 0.5 to 2.0 volts to fake signals from 
TV, video or camera. 
• Control brightness, contrast and throughport on A500 version. 
• Frame grab in 1/50 second, record update up to 3 frames per 
second. 
• Single or continuous update in 4,8 or 16 grey levels. 
• Play frames backwards or forwards up to 15 frames per second. 
m Save Raw, IFF or sequence files. 

Automatically adjust for maximum number of frames according 
to memory available, 

Display 256 x 256 pixels, but optional 320 x 256 IFF Save. 
Screen editing features Cut, Copy, Brush, Paste and Undo. Effects 
menu to reverse pos/neg, compress, etc. 
• Second display editor controls sequence production; Record, 
Play, Insert, Clear, Delete Frames, 

Set start and end position number of frames saved, number 
frames, step backwards and forwards, loop, etc. Time lapse feature 
adjustable in 1 second increments to 1 hour between each frame. 
Ideal for capturing flowers opening, sky movements, special effects, 
etc. 
• Separate player programs included to insert into your own 
program disks. Hard disk transfer program. 
• Please state A500 or 2000 version when ordering. 

M(o)W7 W^Q^TK] LFCLDD=D=, 

L_ 

JDEBHl 

9.99 

\        m 1 

WITH THE ADDITION OF THE RGB SPUTTER, 

TO TM VIDEO DIGITISER II YOU CAN OBTAIN 

COLOUR IMAGES IN ONLY 1 SECOND!! 

The Splitter unit plugs alongside the Digitiser and a lead is supplied to couple the two units 
together. , 

Full adjustment of Red, Green and Blue signals together with a saturation control enabling you 
to take full control over any image. 
* The Splitter is switched In software and comes complete with Digitiser Colour Software. 
$ You can select single continuous colour or B/W input. Files can be saved in Raw 4096 colour 
format, $ or 32 colour IFF files or 16 shade B/W IFF. HHHHH^M^^te^. 

Features include full pallette control editing of frame and colour retouch calculator. 
• Input from camera, camcoder or video recorder (paused). No more messing with colour filters. 

TELEPHONE l24Hrs] YHY^LlU il CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hrs. ALL CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO..,. 

OXTEL. 'cm 
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. 

FAX 0782 744202 TEC H NIC A L/C U STO M E R SERVICE 07S2 744324 
A/F VI DIG I 



★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ 

PUBLIC APOLOGY 

M. D. Office Supplies would like to apologise to all its competitors in 

this magazine. As ever we shall be offering Diskettes, Storage Boxes, 

 etc at prices which are simply INCREDIBLE 

JUST LOOK AT THESE SUPERB OFFERS 

LIFETIME DISKETTE WARRANTY 

ALL STORAGE BOXES SUPPLIED ARE 
ANTI STATIC, LOCKABLE, HAVE 

AMPLE DIVIDERS AND TWO KEYS 

'MAGIC MEDIA' HIGH DENSITY 3.5" 0ISCS^\ 
10 DS HD 3,5* 1.44 MEG DISCS IN LIBRARY CASE _...£14,99 
30 DS HD 3.5" 1.44 MEG DISCS WITH STORAGE SOX £39.95 
50 DS HD 3.5n 1.44 MEG DISCS WITH STORAGE BOX £49.95 

100 DS HD 3.5" 1.44 MEG DISCS WITH STORAGE BOX £64.99 
(AS EVER LIFETIME GUARANTEED, UNQUESTIONABLE QUALITY) 

5.25" MAGIC MEDIA' DS DD DISCS 
20 DS DD 5,25' 72QK DISCS WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX  £13.95 

50 DS DD 5.25" 720K DISCS WfTH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX £19 95 
70 DS DD 5.25* 720K DISCS WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX .....£23.95 
100 DS DD 5.25" 720K DISCS WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX £29.95 
200 DS DD 5.25" 72QK DISCS WITH 2 DELUXE STORAGE BOXES £54.95 
What can we say, simply these are the best value money can buy. Tliese diskettes 

are packed in Ws, certificated, tested, 100% quality product 
YOU CANNOT BUY BETTER 

r ACCESSORIES 
100 CAPACITY 3.5" LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX £7.95 
100 CAPACITY 5.25" LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX £7,95 
3,5" OR 5.25* PACK OF 5 LIBRARY CASES . , .,,,£4.95 
TILT N TURN MONITOR STAND £12.95 
UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND £7,95 
PROFESSIONAL PRINTER STAND £24.95 
3J- OR 5.25" HEAD CLEANERS £2.95 
DELUXE MOUSE MATS £2 95 
ROLL OF 1000 3,5" DISKETTE LABELS £12.95, \RO 

BRILLIANT EXCITING NEW PRODI 
Re-Ink the product that will allow you to re-use yc 

fabric ribbons up to 50 times. Sounds amazing ar 
is, just think of the saving you will make. 

1 can of Re-Ink is all you neGd, and the price? 

£12.95! 
Simply Incredible! 

BANX BOXES 
BY OVERWHELMING PUBLIC DEMAND 

WE ARE NOW ABLE TO OFFER THESE BOXES 
AGAIN. THEY STACK HORIZONTALLY 

OR VERTICALLY. 
FIRST COME - FIRST SERVED 

ONLY £8,95 

ATARI REPLACEMENT MICE 

Probably the best two mice on the market, 
Logitek or Maksha, host of features, reliable, very 

smooth operation, superb value and best of af! 

18 CRESCENT WAYf FARNBOROUGH, KENT BR6 9LS. TELESALES HOTLINE: 0689-861400 
(All prices quoted are inclusive of VAT and carriage UK Mainland only) E.&O.E. 

EDUCATIONAL & GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

1Tk **★★★*★****★* ITk 



AMOS 

M mm el come to the wild 
■ AV world of AMOS. I've 

been 
^mm compiling everything 

in sight since I got the compiler last 
month, and very few programs have 
tripped up - which is a testament to 
the bug testing at Eurepress 
Software and the skill of Francois 
Lionet. I haven't yet had a chance to 
talk to Francois, and I guess this will 
have to go on the back burner for a 
bit until he's free again. But AMOS 
3D is out as we speak, and Til be 
covering that for sure next time. 

This month 1 want to talk to you 
about screens, and how to flip them 
around in AMOS. 

NURSE, THE SCREENS! 
AMOS has some very powerful 
commands for the manipulation of 
screens and their contents. We all 
know about the 'Screen Open' 

continued on page 96 

action 

This month Phil South looks at the 

AMOS Animation Language, 

creating and moving screens and 

much, much more... 

AMOS HINTS AND TIPS 

Every month 1 will be printing hints and tips on 
AMOS from my own sources and from you, the 
readers. If you have any hints and tips (preferably 
accompanied by mini listings) you want to send 
me, whack them on paper or - even better - on a 
disk and send them to: Phil South, AMOS Column, 
Amiga Shopper, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon 
BA1 2BW. Or you can e-mail me on CIX 
(snouty@cixxompulink.co.uk), Micro net 
(219997854), Telecom Gold (74:MIK2077) or 
The Direct Connection (uactll35@dircon.uucp). 
• Many of you responded to my question about 
quadratic equations, but the best entry was from 
Richard Padley. Richard says in his letter that he 
doesn't even have an Amiga, but reads Amiga 
Shopper because he likes itl Blimey] I had to 
change some of the lines from the letter to make 
it more AM OS-friendly, but that was just a matter 
of format. Even though he's not an AMOSser he 
certainly knows his onions mathematically 
speaking, as this rather elegant program testfies: 
' QUAD by Richard Padley 

Screen Open 0,€40,256,2,Hire© 

MAIN: 
Print "This prog solveB the quadratic equation" 
Print J Print " axA2+bx+c«0" 
Print i Print J'Please enter the J 
coefficient© a,b and c.'r 

Print: Input "ai";A# 
input "b:"jB# 
Input "ci";C# 
Print 
R#=B#A2-4*A#*C# 
If *#>=0 Then Goto REAL Else Goto IMAGINARY 

REAL: 

X2#=(-B#"R#*Q.5}/(2*A#) 
If R#aO Then Print "The solution is real J 
where x*";Xl# Else Print "The solutions J 
are real where x*"fXl#j"ana X«"/X2# 
Goto ND 

IMAGINARY: 
R#*AbB(R#) 

J 

REALPART#*-B#/ (2*A#> 
IHAG1#*K#A0.5M2*A#3 
IMAG2#=-{R#*0.5}/<2*A#) 
Print "The solutions are couple* inhere 
X=">RBALPART#;;AbsLIMAGlt);"i and 
X*";RRALPART#;"  -"tAbs(IMAG2#) ; "i " 

ND: 
Print "Again? (Y/NJ" 
X$»Xnput$(l) 
If uppers (X$)^V" Then Cls : Goto MAIN 

I like the brevity and clarity of that program, and 
the fact that it worked first time is neat because I 
typed it into AMOS from Richard's letter, and not 
from a listing! Many thanks to all of you who gave 
it a crack, 

• And now a jazzy 3D requester from Chris Hurst, 
which reaiiy is something very special and brings 
all manner of very neat Workbench 2 and 3D-type 
projects to mind. Very well done,- Christ let's have 
some more of the same. How about a 3D menu? 
Rem A sort of 3D Requester I 
Rem (cl Chris Hurst 1951 
Rem 
Default 
Paper 0  :  Pen 2  : Cls : Curs Off 
REQfTHB NSW 3D REQUESTER BY CHRIS", "WJRSTl J 
HOPE YOU LIKE IT", "CARRY ON",™] 
Print "Program hoop. Press Q to Quit" 
Z=Q 
MAINLOOP 

Procedure MAINLOOP 
Shared % 
Do 
K$=U]pper$ (Inkey$} 
If K$*r"Q" Then REQ [ "user selected quit 
opti on","please confirm", "Gitay 1", "Cancel"] 
If Mouse Fey=2 Then RBQ["User selected mouse 
opt ion u , "pleas e conf i na", "Okay"' , "Cancel" ] 
If z=l Tien EEQ["Quit conf ixned"^aye", "Bye\ fJirJ : End 
If 3=2 Then 2U0 
Loop 
End Proc 

Procedure REQ[Tl$,T2$,Bl$,B2$] 

Shared Z 
Screen Open 7,640,60,4,Hires 
Screen Display 7,130,110,, 
Limit Mouse 215,110 To 350,155 
Show 
Plash Off 
Paper 0 i Cls : Curs Off 
Palette $0,$444,$777,$FFF 
Reserve zone 2 
If Len(Tl$)>33 Then Tl$=Left$(Tl$, 33} 
If Len(T2$)>33 Then T2$=L*ft$<T2$,33) 
If Len(Bl$)>8 Then Bl$=Left$(Bl$,S) 
If Len(B2$)>8 Then B2$=Left$(B2$,fi) 
Ink 1 : Bar 170,0 To 470,52 
Ink 3  s Bar 171,1 To 470,59 
Ink 2  : Bar 171,1 To 468,58 
Ink 0 ; BOX 180,10 TO 458,30 
Ink 3 : Draw 180,30 TO 458,30 
ink 3 ; Draw 450,30 To 458,10 
If Len<Bl$)>0 
Ink 3 i Box 200,37 To 270,52 
Ink 0 i Draw 200,52 To 270,52 
ink 0 : Draw 270,52 To 270,37 
End If 
If Len(B2$)>0 
Ink 3  : Box 360,37 To 430,52 
Ink 0  : Draw 360,52 To 430,52 
Ink 0 : Draw 430,52 To 430,37 
End If 
Ink 0,2 
Text 1S4,19,Tl$ 
Text 184,27,T2$ 
Text 204,47,B1$ 
Text 364,47,B2$ 
If Len(Bl$)>0 Then Set Zone 1,200,37 To 270,52 
If Len(B2$)>0 Then Set Zone 2,360,37 To 430,52 
DO 
£=Mouse Zone 
If Z*l and Mouse Key=l Then Ink 0 : Box J 
200,37 TO 270,52 i Ink 3 3 Draw 200,52 To J 
270,52 ; ink 3 i Draw 270,52 To 270,37 : J 
Bell 70 ; Wait 10 ! Screen Close 7 % J 
Limit Mouse : Pop Proc 
If 2-2 and Mouse Key=l Then Ink 0 : Box J 
360,37 TO 430,52 : Ink 3 : Draw 360,52 To J 
430,52 : Ink 3 : Draw 430,52 To 430,37 i J 
Bell 40 : Wait 10 : Screen Close 7 i J 
Limit Mouse : Pop Proc 
LOOP 
End Proc 
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continued from page 95 
command, as I use it regularly in 
programs J print here, But what about 
moving screens around once you 
have them defined and loaded? 

"Screen Hide' will take a screen 
you've loaded and send it away 
somewhere until it is needed. To 
show it again, you just need to use 
the "Screen Show' command. As 
always in AMOS, Show/Hide are the 
exact opposite. 

Screen Copy' is used as a part 
of the process of scrolling all or part 
of screens, in combination with 'Def 
Scroll', 'Scroll' and 'Screen Swap', 
as we see in this example (which, 
sadly, will only work on machines 
with 1Mb or more of RAM): 

Load Iff "nams your path J 
and picture here",l 
Screen Open 0,320,256,32,Lowres 
Get Palette 1 : Curs Off i J 
Hash Off 
Screen Copy 1 To 0 : Screen 0 
Double Buffer i Bob Update Off 

S=2 
Rem Define scrolls 
fief Scroll 1,80,80 To 240, J 
240,0,-S : Hem scroll screen 
Repeat 
For Y=0 To 199 Step S 
Scroll 1 
Screen Copy 1,80,Y,240,Y+S J 
To 0,80,240-S 
Screen Swap 
Screen Copy 1,80,Y,240,Y+S J 
To 0,80,240-S 
Wait Vbl 
Next Y 
Screen Swap : Wait Vbl : Scroll 1 
Until Mouse Key 

The screen you choose Is loaded, 
and an area defined by the 'Def 
Scroll' statement is scrolled upwards 
using the Repeat...Until loop. This is 
done smoothly and continuously until 
the mouse button is pressed, at 
which time the program ends. Screen 
swap has an invisible screen [called 
the logical screen ) on which it 
renders things - like scrolls, for 

example. When the object or screen 
has been modified, the results are 
copied to the real screen. Logical 
screens are very useful for 
smoothing otherwise slow or clunky 
rendering routines. Try the exampie 
above and a]ter the settings to see 
how it changes when you tweak 
certain parts of the program, 
particularly the Def Scroll' and 
'Screen Copy' lines. 

DEMO CORNER 
One of the best and most interesting 
demos I've seen this month-is Niall 

. 2, from APDL disk 164, Niatf Is an 
artificial intelligence program, a sort 
of second generation of the old Eliza 
program. Like a parser in an 
adventure game, the program makes 
an attempt to make some sense out 
of random conversational input. As 
you use the program, its vocabulary 
gets bigger, Then you start to get the 
spooky feeling that there is someone 
in there talking back at you, learning 
and sometimes even poking fun at 

you. Most of this is chance, but the 
effect is very entertaining. 

And that's all we have time for 
this month. Next issue I'll be doing 
part two of the AMAL tutorial, and 
looking in depth at using AMOS 3D . 
See you then! 

QOQCJOOOGG 

SHOPPING LIST 

AMOS can be obtained from your 
focal stockist or from: 

Europress Software 
Europe* Hous«, Adlington Park, 
Macclesfield, SKI (MNP 

0625 859333 

All AMOS PD software con be obtained 

AMOS PD Library 
25 Park Rood, 
WiganWNo 7AA. 
«■ 0942 495261 

INTRODUCTION TO AMAL: PART 1 
I've been saying that I was going to get around to 
AMAL for a few issues now, and finally the time is 
upon us. AMAL is the AMOS Animation Language, 
and is a powerful way of animating things you 
move around the screen without taxing the 
processor too much. AMAL commands are 
specially optimised Basic program commands 
which are compUfed before running, which makes 
them super fast. You can incorporate AMAL 
programs within your regular AMOS code, and this 
is how you do it. 

The first thing to know is that AMAL code can 
be written in one of two ways: 

1 As string statements in a normal AMOS 
program, or 

2 Using the AMAL Editor program. It is possible to 
write a whole program using just AMAL and letting 
AMOS run the boring stuff. The trade-off is that 
AMAL Es harder to learn and implement well if 
you're a beginner to programming. 

From AMOS 
If you're using AMAL from within AMOST then you 
must embed the commands in strings in an AMOS 
statment like so: 

Amal lf"S: M 300,200,100 ; M -300,-200,J 
100 J S" 

and then run the AMAL program by typing: 

Amal On 1 

which runs AMAL program number 1. Each of the 
AMAL commands consists of one or two letters, 
like M for Move or PL for Play. If you type the 
lower case letters for the rest of the word, they 
will be ignored by AMAL, but will be easier to read. 

AMAL contains very clever commands like the 
Play (or PL) command, which is used for recording 
a set of mouse moves, for an attack wave for 
example, and playing them back to a sprite. There 
are also commands for reading the joystick and 
mouse positions. These are much faster than the 

normal AMOS commands, and are very useful for 
fast, hard action-type games, or even for 
something like a graphics program where fast 
mouse reading and movement is desirable if not 
essential. 

If the AMAL program is a single line then 
putting: 

is OK. But if your program uses more lines you 
have to add each line to a variable, and then call 
the variable an AMAL program at the end. This Es 
the way it is done in most AMAL programs - in 
this case I'm using C$, but of course any string 
variable can be used: 
C$*="For ifcnO To 10 ;* 
G$-C$ + "For R0*2 To 320,-Let X-X+Xt J 
Hext R0;" 
C$=CS + "Let ;* 

and so on, with each program line adding the 
current line to the last, by concatenating it with 
C$. At the end of the addition statements, you 
make the C$ string equal to the AMAL program by 
adding the 'Amai n' command, and running the 
program with Amal On as the last line, like so; 

Amal 8,C$  : Amal On 8 

Saying Amal S,C$ is like saying Amal 8,"your 
program", and the Amal On 8 line immediately 
after runs the program you've just created. 

AMAL Commands 
The range of commands in AMAL is much smaller 
than in AMOS itself, but although the instruction 
set is very restricted it can do a great deal, 
especially in the creation of games. The command 
set falls into two categories, the commands and 
the functions. There are basically just 13 
commands: these are: 

Move (or M) 
Anim (or A) 

Let  (or LJ 
Jump (or J) 
If (or I) 
For To Next  (or F T N) 
Play (or PL) 
Pause (or P) 
Autoteet (or AU) 
Exit (or X) 
Walt (or w) 
On (or O) 
Direct (or U) 

There are also 15 so-called functions. These are 
simple ways of getting information to and from the 
screen r joystick and mouse. However, there are a 
couple of the functions which don't fall in to this 
category; these are the VU meter and the random 
number function. Everyone needs random 
numbers, and you can get these by employing the: 

=Z(n) 

function, where n equals the number range. For 
example, using 255 for n will return a value 
between 0-255, The VU meter function is handy 
for that interesting VU meter in your latest demo, 
where the sprites or graphics bob up and down or 
left to right in time to the music. Check the 
function of both this and the HVuMeter' AMOS 
command in the manual 

Using AMAL Editor 
If you intend to print out your program in a 
magazine or to distribute to friends, then putting 
your AMAL code into the AMOS listings is a better 
way to go. But if you are the only person who is 
going to see the code - if you're going to compile 
your program, for example - then the AMAL Editor 
is better. The AMAL Editor takes your AMAL 
programs and puts them into a memory bank. 
Then you can call the AMAL programs from a 
bank, saving space in your AMOS program and 
saving anyone inspecting your code, ill be looking 
at the AMAL Editor in depth next month. 
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Explore the ultimate 

in computing 

excitement... 

AMIGA presents 
FORMAT * 

15 - 17 November 1991 

Qz Commodore 



Discover the Am 

Amiga Format presents the greatest computer show this 

Just look at what there is! 

Christmas hits Ocean, Psygnosis, Mndscape, Electronic Arts, Virgin, Microprose, 
Gremlin, Mirrorsoft: all the leading software houses will be at the Show, with massive 
stands. This'!! be your chance to see and play the year's biggest games - 
exclusive to the Show. 

CDTV City Just what is CDTV? What can you do with it? What software 
can you buy? Discover exactly what the future of Amiga 
computing holds in the Show's unique CDTV City. 

Christmas Shopping Mall All the best Amiga bargains are here! 
Packed to the very rafters with incredible deals. You won't find 
cheaper games anywhere. Load up with the very best for 
your Amiga - and at the best possible prices' 

Multimedia Theatre Commodore has attracted some of the 
biggest names in computing to demonstrate their stuff. 
See what the Amiga is really capable off 

Games Arcade Set your eyes on boggle mode: you won't 
believe how many incredible games you'll be able to play. 

The game makers Imagine hearing direct from the leading 
games' programmers: just how do they do what they do? 
Imagine no more: these seminars will tell you all you need to 
know, Plus: Amiga Format will be running Question and Answer 
sessions throughout the Show. 

Free Guide Amiga Format will be producing a damn fine free read 
of a show guide. 

Massive Stands Experience the excitement and live the dream at Britain's 
biggest leisure computer show. 

And also... Fistfuls of competitions. Hosts of celebrities and experts. Jaw-dropping Jy wonderful big 
screen video. Virtual Reality (virtually certain). Creche. And a lot of noise, that's for certain... 

You'll think Christmas has come early! 



ja at its Best! 

Earl's Court II, November 15-17 1991: be there! 

AMIGA presents 

Faxbox 

Where Earl's Court J I, heart of London 
When November 15-17 1991 

Times 9am-53Qpm November 15-16; 
9arn-4pm November 17 

Cost Adults £6, under 14s £4 
(but see the special Early Booker Offer} 

Who'll be there? Commodore, Amiga 
Format, Amiga Power, Amiga Shopper, 

all the major games producers, a 
myriad of serious publishers, loads 

of bargain-offerers, lots of 
hardware developers and 

everyone into the world of 
Amiga. 

You want to get the best 
games for your Amiga? 

Get along to Earl's Court 
on November 15-17! 

Nearest 
tube: 
Earl s Court 

EARLY BOOKER OFFER: SAVE TIME, SAVE MONEY 

Be smart. You know this World of 
Commodore will attract tens of 

thousands of people. And you know 
what that means: queue City. 

So avoid ail the foot-shuffling, hanging- 
around-for-ages start to the Show by 

booking your tickets early. 
And you'll even save moneyf Bit of a bargr 

really. Do it now, otherwise you'll only forget and 
then regret ft later when you're really cold and you 

can't wait to get inside and - [Snip! - Ed} 

YES 1 would like to have my tickets early, avoid all the queues and 
save £ 1.05 on every ticket, please. 
Name .„   
Address , ., ,  

Number of tickets .........Adult (at £4.95 each) 
.Under 14s fat E2.95 each) 

Total payment 
Method of Payment (please circle)    Access    Visa     Cheque PO 

 Expiry date  

Postcode 

Credit Card number  

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE   051 356 5085 

Please make all cheques payable to WORLD OF COMMODORE 

Send thfs form to 
World of Commodore 
PO BOX Z 
Elfesmere Port 
South Wirral 
L65 3EA 

WARNING: This offer closes on 8.11.91 
If you don't want to cut up this magazine, photocopies are accepted. 

AMP9 



Pro Quality 24 Pin Colour 

ivear Free Onsite Maintenance 
*-v»O0 inc VAT 

TELESALES NO: (0923) 894111 
Government and School Orders Welcome. 
Next day delivery for credit card orders placed before 4.00pm subject 
to availability Alternatively send cheque, postal order to 
Micro mail Ltd, Unit 9, Smug Oak Centre, Lye Lane, Bricketwood, St. 
Albans, AL2 3UG. Please allow 5 working days for cheque clearance. 
Subject lo availability, despatch is normally within 24 hours of receipt of 
cleared payment. 
DELIVERY CHARGES: UK Mainland (not Highlands) 
SmaS consumables &      Despal ched by post. please check 
software items charges when ordering 
Other Items except lasers   Next day courier service. CTO per box 
Laser printers Mext day courierservice,£17,50 
Offshore and Highlands     Normal rate plus £20 * VAT per box 
In addition we offer I he following express services; 
Saturday deliveries Normal rate plus £10 + VAT surcharge per box 
7am ■ 9am next day Normal rate plus CIO + VAT surcharge per box 
Am next day Normal rate plus £5 \ VAT surcharge per box 

Prices are subject to change without notice E. & O.E. 

Callers Welcome at our Showroom 

open 9-5.30 Monday - Saturday 

open 10-4 Sunday 

Laser printers 
Offshore and Highlands 



SOFTWARE 

The kinds of objects yeai can put en a page 
(click on the white "buttons" for wore info) Motes 

fa Ilfilk ft 

stately pleasure 

from* &ttro„. 

Lists 

click 

No action 
□ Show picture 
El Display text 
□ RRexx connand 

Next page  

Go to page 
Show/hide 
DOS connand 
flRexx nacro 

Hyperbook supports four types of object, all of which can be assigned to carry 
out particular tasks when clicked upon. 

And button can be set to perform one of eight different tasks when the user 
clicks on it - the tasks are defined by a requester, as shown above. 

Multimedia marvel 

Gold Disk's latest release, 

Hyperbook, means that anyone 

can get in on the multimedia 

malarky. Jason Holborn takes the 

program for a test drive 

"As on Amiga fan, I'm always keen to look at exciting new products - 
and that's exactly what Hyperbook is." 

Jmon Holborn 

u 

nless you've been on 
holiday in darkest Siberia 
for the last two years or 
so, you can't have helped 

but notice that multimedia' has 
become the latest buzzword on the 
lips of every computer user worth 

Multimedia Is a 
very powerful 
system for handling information. A 
multimedia application can draw 
upon information stored in just 
about every conceivable format, 
ranging from static images and 
text generated by the Amiga Itself 
to full motion video footage stored 
on a video disk player and high- 
quality audio stored on a standard 
compact disc* 

What makes multimedia so 
special Is the fact that it is 
interactive - that is, you (the 
user) are given full control over 
what information is displayed, and 
when, By using devices such as 
touch-sensitive screens, the user 
need never touch a keyboard or 
mouse - Instead, the whole 
application can be controlled by 
literally pointing with your finger 
at on-screen 'hot spots1. 

their salt. The fact is, multimedia is 
big business. In little more than two 
years, the industry has gone 
multimedia mad, with such industry 
hard-hitters as Apple and IBM 
jumping on the bandwagon in an 
attempt to corner the market. 

BEGINNERS 

In practice, 
multimedia is 

nothing new. If you've ever visited 
the local arcade, then the 
chances are that you've already 
seen multimedia in action. In 
particular. Atari's Mad Dog 
McKree pushes multimedia 
hardware to its limits. The game - 
which is set in the wild west - 
sees players pitted against video 
footage of real lire actors dressed 
in cowboy attire. As the on-screen 
cowboy goes for his gun, you have 
to draw your {tacky plastic) gun 
from its holster before he can 
pump you full of lead. 

Multimedia also has more 
serious applications though. You'll 
find the Amiga being used for 
Interactive business 
presentations, education, training, 
simulations, point of sales and 
much more besides. 

Commodore too would like a 
slice of the action. The Amiga is a 
natural for multimedia work, but up 
until recently there just wasn't the 
software available to exploit the 
Amiga's obvious talents. A few 
months ago, Commodore announced 
the launch of AmigaVision, a 
powerful multimedia authoring 
environment which is bundled free of 
charge with all Amiga 3000s sold. 

True multimedia may not be of 
much use to most of us, but the 
theory behind it most certainly is - at 
least that's what Gold Disk would 
have us believe if its latest release is 
anything to go by. Badged as a free- 
form personal information manager 
for the rest of us*, Hyperbook 
borrows more than a few tricks from 
more powerful programs* 

DAINTY DATABASE 
Like most multimedia applications, 
Hyperbook is really nothing more 
than a glorified database. But, unlike 
a database, you're given far more 
control over how the information is 
presented to the user. Programs like 
Superbase ailow you to design 
'forms't but Hyperbook takes this 
concept much further, allowing the 
forms themselves to become an 
integral part of the application. 

Hyperbook uses the now famous 
system of linked cards that was 
pioneered by Apple with its 
HyperCard system. Not wanting to 
infringe anyone's copyright, Gold 
Disk calls its decks 'books', with 
each card within the deck being 
referred to as a 'page'. In some 
ways, this seems a better way of 

describing the principles behind the 
HyperCard approach; if you think of a 
HyperCard deck as a series of linked 
pages within a book, then you're 
already halfway there. 

Each page within your book can 
contain any combination of four basic 
elements - buttons, notes, drawings 
and lists, Each can be assigned one 
of a choice of eight actions that will 
be performed when the particular 
element is clicked upon with the left 
mouse button. These actions range 
from displaying an EFF image, 
displaying a text file or moving 
between pages, to running both DOS 
commands and ARexx scripts. 

The four basic elements on offer 
are highly configurable, tn the case 
of a note (which is basically a gadget 
containing text), you have control 
over the font used, the colour, the 
line spacing and tracking of the font, 
the text style and so forth. The 
gadgets can be altered considerably 
too, allowing you to customise your 
applications with ease. 

To make your Hyperbook 
application at all usable, you must 
remember to link each page, making 
it accessible once the application is 
complete. The simplest way to do 
this is to create movement gadgets 
on each page of your book - but 
even then it1 s all too easy to lose 
track of the odd page or two once 
your application starts to grow. 

PICTURE THIS! 
Obviously no multimedia program 
would be complete unless it gave you 
some form of control over different 

continued on page 102 
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continued from poge 101 
media types. Hyperbook is perhaps 
not as well endowed as programs 
like AmigaVision in this respect - it 
cannot handle animation, sound or 
speech at all, so don't expect to be 
able to create an all-singing, ail- 
dancing application without having to 
resort to desperate measures. 

Thankfully though, 
pictures can be 
imported into your 
pages, giving them an 
attractive look that 
will keep your 
prospective user 
interested. When you 
first load a picture, 
Hyperbook allows you 
to clip out (crop) a 
section of the image. 
If the dimensions of 
the image are greater 
than for different to) 
the current page 
settings, then you can scale the 
image to your heart's content. 

Unfortunately, the current 
release of Hyperbook only supports 
two screen modes for its pages, 
which really is a drag. Those modes 
are high and medium resolution, 
with a maximum of 16 colours In 
either. Images in other formats can 
be imported, in which case 
Hyperbook attempts to remap the 
palette of the Image to the best of 
its abilities. Unfortunately, this isn't 
saying much - you're usually left to 
do most of the actual palette 
tweaking yourself. 

You can, of course, display HAM 
Images and so on, but you can do 
nothing with them - in fact, it's 
definitely a case of look but don't 

touch. Gold Disk really should 
remedy this - it's almost 
unbelievable to think that the 
company should let such an obvious 
problem slip through. 

I'm also very surprised to note 
that Hyperbook doesn't support 
animation or sound. It is possible to 
get around this using Hyperbook's 

Whether you're creating Information 
systems for education, business or 
Just for fun, Hyperbook is well worth 
checking out, 

'DOS' command, which allows you to 
run an external program from within 
Hyperbook. Simply by Installing one 
of the many PO animation or sound 
players (Sparta's ShowAnim, for 
example) in the C: directory of your 
system, you can extend HyperbooKs 
media handling capabilities 
substantially. 

COMMAND PERFORMANCE 
The true power of Hyperbook doesn't 
become apparent until you start to 
explore its powerful macro language, 
HML (Hyperbook Macro Language). 

JARGON BUSTING 
ARexx - Developed by William S Hawes, ARexx is the Amiga port of the 

powerful Rexx intertask communications standard found on many 
mainframe computers. It allows applications to talkT to each 
other within a multitasking environment, allowing them to share 
data and even control each others1 operations. With the release 
of Workbench 2.0, ARexx has now become part of the Amiga's 
operating system. 

Hypermedia - Often confused with multimedia (GV), hypermedia is actually a 
system of cross-referencing information using sophisticated links. 
Multimedia is built upon the theory of hypermedia, making the 
two virtually inseparable. 

Hypertext - This is the most powerful tool in the hypermedia toolbox. It 
allows individual words within a passage of text to be linked to 
other items of relevant information. By simply clicking on one of 
many 'keywords1, information relevant to that word is 
automatically displayed. In this way, the user can travel through 
vast amounts of Information, displaying only the data required. 

Multimedia - Multimedia applications are basically glorified databases, 
which can contain information in just about every format you can 
think of. However, what makes multimedia so special Is the fact 
that it is interactive - that is, the user has complete control over 
what information is displayed and when. 

By simply defining macros (scripts), 
you can set up your multimedia 
application to carry out a vast 
number of operations both internally 
and externally. The language allows 
your application to modify itself 
automatically using powerful Basic- 
like commands. 

Setter still, the HML language is 
fully ARexx-compatible, 
which means that (in 
theory) it should be^ 
possible to control' 
external hardware 
devices from within 
Hyperbook. You1 II 
obviously need an 
ARexx-compatible driver 
for the device, but now 

IBB ^at ARexx has been 
j adopted as a standard, 
j this shouldn't prove to 

p i be too much of a 
jSBHffl P^blem. ARexx will also 

allow your Hyperbook 
applications to talk to other 
programs running on the Amiga, 
sharing data and even controlling the 
operations of those programs. 

Unfortunately, there Is a problem 
- HML won't work unless you've got 
ARexx installed on your system. Even 
the internal operations that control 
Hyperbook Itself refuse to work at all. 
The problem is, though, that virtually 
no-one actually has ARexx yet, due 
mainly to the fact that Commodore 
still hasn't released Workbench 2.0 
for anyone but those lucky A3000 
owners. You can buy ARexx 
separately, but there seems little 
point if you'll be able to get it free of 
charge with OS 2,0, 

CONCLUSION 
Hyperbook most certainly doesn't 
pose any threat to dedicated 
multimedia authoring systems like 
Commodore's own AmigaVision, but 
the potential is definitely there. It's 
one of the most intuitive multimedia 
systems I've ever had the pleasure 
to use. After little more than ten 
minutes reading the manual, I was 
able to use the vast majority of 
Hyperbook's features - something 
that I most certainly can't say about 
AmigaVision or CanDol 

I'd very much like to see Gold 
Disk take Hyperbook a stage further, 
bringing it into the realms of truly 
professional multimedia authoring. 
Direct support for the more common 
video disk controllers would be a 
start, along with more control over 
the 'books' themselves (a more 
powerful scripting language is 
definitely needed, along with more 
tools to manipulate data). Let's just 
hope that someone at Gold Disk is 
reading this - who knows, perhaps 
we'll see Hyperbook Professional in 
the reasonably near future! 

Gripes aside, I must admit that I 
like Hyperbook. In fact, 1 like it a lot. 

I've used just about every Amiga 
multimedia authoring system under 
the sunT but never have I had so 
much fun as I did with Hyperbook. 
It's no threat to systems like 
AmigaVision and CanDo. but it's still 
got a great deal going for it. Ease of 
use is undoubtedly its greatest 
asset, but it's also powerful enough 
for the vast majority of personal 
multimedia applications. AH in all, 
Hyperbook comes highly 
recommended. CD 

W(y(T(TOOO^ 

SHOPPING LIST 

Hyperbook KO £99 
by Gold Disk Inc 
PO Box 789, Streetsviile, 
Mississogua, Ontario, 
Canada till 20. 
»0?0141*602 4000. 
Distributed in fhe UK by: 
Silica Distribution Ltd. 
1-4 He Mews, Hatherly Road, 
Sidcup, Kent DA14 4DX. 
» 081-309 1111. 
HB Marketing Ltd. 
Unit 3, Poyje 14, Newlonds Drive, 
Colnbrook, Slough SL3 00X. 

0753 686000. 
Precision Software Ltd. 
6 Pork Terrace, Worcester Park, 
Surrey KT47JZ. 
* 081-330 7166. 

CHECKOUT 

HYPERBOOK 

Ease of Use • • • • Q 
Quick and easy - that's the best way of 
describing Hyperbook. The user interface 
is weir designed and logical, allowing you 
to cruise through its requesters at speed. 

Features •••OO 
It's not quite up to the same standards as 
programs like CanDo and AmigaVision, but 
Hyperbook achieves what it sets out to do. 
Picture handling is rather limited, but 
everything else is well implemented. 

Documentation •••CO 
Complete with three tutorials and 
comprehensive appendices, Hyperbook s 
manual is well written and informative. 
Also included is an extra 'Applications 
Guide' which lists 35 application 
suggestions for this powerful program. 

Price Value • • • • O 
At £99, Hyperbook is just a few pence 
under the magic ton. This is rather a lot 
for a program that can't directly handle 
external media devices - although I must 
say that it performs we (J in other areas. 

Overall rating mm mm 

Hyperbook Is a good, reliable personal 
multimedia authoring system at a fairly 
reasonable price. If you're looking for an 
introduction to the whole area of 
multimedia, this could be the one for you. 
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AMIGA REPAIRS 

JUST £44.95 inc. 

* Commodore registered i 

* Over 10 years experience with Commodore computers 
* 20 qualified technician engineers at your disposal 
* We will undertake to repair your Amiga 500 computer for just £44.95 including 

parts, labour, VAT and post & packing 
* Most computers should be repaired within 24 hours of booking in. 
* Prices include full service check, overhaul, soak-test and replacement of power 

supply unit if necessary 
* Repairs to keyboard and disk drive also included (£25 extra if these units are 

unrepairable and require complete replacements) 
it All repairs covered by a 90 day warranty 

How to take advantage of this exceptional offer: simply send or hand 
deliver your machine to the workshop address detailed right, enclosing 
payment and this advert and we will do the rest. (If possible please 
include a daytime telephone number and fault description), 

* If you require 24 hour courier to your door, please add £5 else your 
computer will be sent back by contract parcel post. 

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD 
STUDIO MASTER HOUSE 

CHAUL END LANE 
LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ 

Telephone (0582) 491949 - (4 lines) 
WTS reserve the right to refuse machines that in our opinion 

are beyond reasonable repair 

AMIGA 500 MAMMOTH 

% MEG UPGRADE 

LATEST DESIGN INCORPORATES 'CHIPMEN' OPTION AT NO EXTRA COST! 

':■ Increases computer memory from normal '/? megabyte 
to 1 megabyte 
Includes disable switch/incorporates high quality silver 
coated pin connector 

16 bit technology 

Fr in minutes 

•'Y Direct replacement of Commodore A501 expansion 

£ Includes "CHIPMEM OPTION" - Phone for details 

' . 12 month warranty 

In stock now! 

Price includes VAT and post 
and packing 

TeU 0582 491949 

BRITISH MADE 
Send order with payment to: 

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Beds LU4 8EZ 
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"The best way to edit a synth $ 
sounds is by using a program 
on a computer. The multi- 
tasking Amiga is the ideal tool 
for this - but is the software up 
to the task?" 

Jon Bates 

jnd sense 

One of the drawbacks of 
modern synths and tone 
modules is that they are 
extremely difficult to 

program using the on board controls. 
Since the advent of the commercial 
digital synthesizer about 8 years ago, 
this difficulty has been reflected in 
the ever-growing number of 
companies marketing 'off-the-peg' 
sounds that you put into your 
particular synth, usually from a 
cartridge or smart card. These do not 
come cheap - normally somewhere 
between £25 and £100 a time, You 
are also faced with either throwing 
away some of the sounds you have 
or forking out for more storage media 
- a RAM cartridge or card. Although 
there are synths that have floppy 
disk drives for storing sounds, these 
tend to be in the upper price bracket. 

Good voicing software will not 
only create sounds but will also store 
them to disk in libraries. You can 
often stack them up in banks to be 
loaded into the instrument and 
certainly re-configure to a new library 
of sounds from those you already 
have. I find that I tend to have three 
main general sound banks for each 
synth that reflect different broad 
music styles that I might work En. If I 
need to bring in specialist sounds, 
however, it is quite easy to call them 
in from the disk library and re- 
organise the whole bank of sounds. 

The programs under 
consideration this month come from 
the American software house DrTs 
and the UK's own Gajits, and 
between them they cover a wide 
range of synths and tone models, 

Jon Bates compares three voicing 

programs for the Amiga, and 

discovers what is necessary to 

create weird and wacky sounds 

both past and present. Dr Tfs has 
recently launched a program for the 
Amiga which will adapt itself to 
virtually any synth or effects unit; at 
present it can cope with over 90. 
X-Or is the first universal editor for 
the Amiga, and has some extremely 
powerful features. It will be 
compared alongside other software 
packages, but you should remember 
that X-Or must first be configured to 
your system and equipment This 
sort of program can be thought of as 
an application into which you load 
specific parameters for your synth. 
The good thing is that you can have 
as many synths as you want co- 
existing. All you do is call up the 
appropriate page to edit them. 

For the main test I have chosen 
to use the ftofand MT-32, since is 
both a popular home tone module 
and a pain in the neck. It is difficult 
and complex to program, and any 
sound you create is lost the minute 
you turn it off - an ideal candidate 
for voicing software. The other 
programs on review are Gajits' 
CMpaniort and the MT-32 Editor from 
Dr Tfs Caged Artist series of voicing 
software, 

STARTING OFF 
Because of its multiple applications, 
X-Or requires that you initially set up 
the MIDI channels and instrument 
numbers from a separate window. 
The MT-32 is odd in that it in 
requires you to set a systems 
exclusive unit number of 17, which 
may well bamboozle the beginner. 
However, once correctly set up it 
behaves perfectly. There is also a 
help page which is very useful if, iike 
me, you fail at first to get the MT-32 
talking to the Amiga. In Caged Artist 
and CMpaniort this little problem is 
taken care of automatically. 

CREATING SOUNDS 
Creating sounds is the main raison 
d'etre for voicing software, and is 
nearly always the first port of call for 
a potential user. The MT-32 
generates sounds by using a 
combination of 'partials', which are 
very short samples of real instrument 
sounds or waveforms. These can be 

linked together in a variety of 
combinations up to a maximum of 
four partials. Each of these partiais 
can be shaped, the term is a sound 
'envelope', which alters the 
amplitude, tone and pitch on a time 
base from when the note is first 
struck. For example, the shape of 

the amplitude envelope will 
determine if the sound comes in fast 
or slow, fades away or hangs on 
when you take your hand off the keys 
and so on. The time-honoured 
method of doing this is to use a 
graphic display: an active screen 
area where you click on a point of 
the graph and drag it about to alter 
the shape and hence the sound. 
Obviously there are many other 
parameters that need to be altered 
to create sounds: the pattern in 
which the partials are 
interconnected, the actual sound of 
the partials, their individual tuning 

/ thought that 
MIDI could only 
be used to create pieces of music 
using sequencing software. How 
do these voicing programs work? 

They use a part of tlte MIDI 
language that is especially 
reserved for talking directly to the 
part of the synthesizer or tone 
module that creates the sounds. 
This Is called 'Systems Exclusive'. 

But why should f want voicing 
software? My synth is 
complicated enough without alt 
this additional hassle. 

Exactly. Most synthesizers are so 
complicated that evert the 
experts find them difficult to 
master. However, the sort of 
voicing software that is around 
now has help in the form of a 
'randomise' function. This creates 
sounds for you, and by 
experimenting with the very visual 
displays on-screen you can easily 
make your own custom sounds. 

But my synth Is already Ml of 
sounds, so the only way 9 can 
store new ones Is by purchasing a 
special card that tits In a slot fTm 
told that they cost nearly £100, 

Good voicing software will save 
you buying a card. Hot only will 
the software create sounds but it 
wilf also save them on disk In the 
form of a library, You should he 
able to store all the sounds in 

BEGINNERS 
START HERE 

BEGINNERS 

your Instrument 
on a disk and 

add new ones whenever you like. 
In this way you can fill your synth 
with the sounds that really take 
your fancy or that fit the music 
you are creating. 

Great My friend has a Korg Ml 
synth so now t guess I can pinch 
all his sounds and had them Into 
my Roland O-H0 module. 

Sorry, but you can't do that. The 
way that one Instrument creates 
a sound is very different to 
another and the data Is simply not 
compatible at aIL In fact there are 
very few instances where one 
Instrument's sounds can be 
loaded into another, even if they 
are the same make. If you like, 
the fact that the data is termed 
'exclusive1 means that ft is 
special not only to that make but 
also the actual model of 
instrument. 

Will I need a separate voice 
programmer for each instrument? 

Well, you might. On the other 
hand there are programs that 
cater for three or four closely 
related instruments and as you 
will see in the main text there is 
one program, X-Or, that has the 
ability to work with virtually any 
synth. If you plan on having a 
large set of instruments this 
might be the best way forward. 
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The multiple performance screen of X-Or sends out 
voice Information over the MIDI network to every 
instrument in your system. 

Gajits 
MUSIC 'SOFTWARE 

, \m Edi t 1 
[Confij "IiUT| 
I Hwthn Edit I 

CM PANION 

M Roland 
|!HH cKlfp "lldEIEllWEIT J 

: :■ 
Laid Setup | 
Sure Setup | 

::: Fetth Setup | 
DuHf Sell? j 

This is the opening screen of CMpanlon, with all 
Its options on display. From here any function can 
be accessed. 

The voice editing page in X-Or. This time It's the 
MT-32 that Is having the once-over from its very 
graphic interface. 

and their response to the keyboard 
in both pitch and velocity, 

X-Or displays three graphs for 
pitch, amplitude and filter using one 
big screen display that you scroll up 
and down, and these Individual 
graphs can be dragged about to 
change the sound. As you click on a 
different partial so the graphs 
change to show how each partial is 
set. Most other parameters are set 
numerically using graphic faders, but 
those that are not produce an 
overlay window when clicked which 
displays all the options right in front 
of you, This is a very quick and 
informative way of getting the sound 
you want. All changes in the data are 
sent immediately via MIDI to the 
tone module. 

In CMpanlonr sounds are edited 
using a separate tone edit page. In 
order to squeeze all the sound data 
on to one screen, the program uses 
one graph which can be assigned by 
the user to display either the pitch, 
volume or filter and then to display 
that data for each partial. Again to 
save screen space, all other 
alterations are numeric as opposed 
to X-Or's sliders. However, 
CMpanion's method is quite a handy 
way of comparing the graphs of 
various aspects of each partial as 
you can flip from one to another and 
the screen refresh is very fast 
indeed. The program will also link 
any of the parti a Is together so that 
any changes made to one section 
are paralleled in another. Like X-Or, 
there is a graphic representation of 
the way the various partials are 
linked; to change this you after the 
configuration number. All numeric 
values can be scrolled by double 
clicking and holding the button down 
whilst moving the cursor up and 
down, or you can sfmply enter the 
value from the keyboard. 

There is no menu environment in 
Caged Artist, so it's down to using 
the function keys to get around the 
program in combination with the 
cursor and up and down arrows, An 
upright bar on the right hand side of 

the screen will change values that 
are highlighted, or you can simply 
enter them numerically. 

Caged Artist has a good screen 
display with two central graphs, one 
for filtering and one for amplitude. 
You can switch between partials 
thanks to the highlight box in the left- 
hand corner and drag the graphs 
around with the cursor. The partial is 
also highlighted in the structure 
display, so that you know what point 
in the construction of the sound you 
are editing. To copy any aspect of 
one partial to another, a copy screen 
appears which offers you a clear set 
of choices. The graph windows are 
also used to display the keyboard 
scaling: that is, the degree to which 
the pitch affects how any particular 
partial sounds - for some sounds 
you might want to emphasise 
different key areas. What is a very 
complex procedure numerically, 
involving setting filter key seating and 
amplitude break points, becomes 
very simple when performed 
graphically from this program. The 
pitch envelope uses another page 
and again is self-explanatory with a 

central graph. Altogether, Caged 
Artist makes editing a sound an 
enjoyable experience. 

DRUM EDITING 
The MT-32 has a full drum kit which 
is permanently set to MIDI channel 
10. Not many casual users know that 
you can 1 re-map' the kit to different 
notes, alter their stereo position 
individually and decide which drums 
have reverb effect. All this should be 
easy to do with the correct software, 
and each 'kit1 should be capable of 
being saved to disk. 

CMpanion has a very clear and 
easy-to-use display, A keyboard 
spans the screen, and can be played 
with the cursor even when the MIDI 
thru switch is on. Any key can be 
assigned to any drum or sound from 
the internal memory bank and the 
options are clearly marked for 
individual volume, panning and 
reverb off or on. All kits can be saved 
as a separate entity. 

A key list on the left of the Caged 
Artist screen is flipped through via a 
small box at the top right By 
highlighting a note you can place any 

FEATURES COMPARISON 
(Editing the Roland MT-32 Sound Module) 
Ail scores rate out of 5 

CMpanlon X-Or Caged Artist 

Drum Edit 3 1 3 
Tone Edit 2 2 3 
Performance Edit 3 3 3 

MousePlay 1 3 3 
Randomise 2 1 1 
Print out 0 3 3 

Partial Save 0 0 3 
Bank Save 3 3 3 
Tone Save 3 3 3 

Drum Save 3 3 3 

sound and drum on it: the pan and 
volume are numerically set in the 
corresponding columns. A small 
screen keyboard also plays the 
drums, as will your external 
keyboard. Quick, simple and no 
problem to use at all. 

X-Or has a rather poor display 
here, with very little information to go 
on, A fader controls the tone/drum 
number for the key you have chosen 
from another fader; the pan fader is 
the only other major control. It would 
probably have been better to use the 
pop-up windows with a drum listing, 
but perhaps that involved too much 
programming. The method employed 
is certainly lacking in finesse, and 
you can't switch the reverb off for 
any of the drums. 

MULTIPLE SETUPS 
These are sometimes called 
Configurations or Performance 
Memories, depending on the synth 
and software, but the general idea is 
that you can create and save a 
global setup, perhaps to be used 
with one particular piece of music. 
The MT-32 can play up to eight parts 
simultaneously, along with an 
additional drum part. These need to 
be easy to create, check and save, 
with options to pan any part and set 
the volume both for individual parts 
and overall. The reverb controls and 
any other effects that are present in 
the instrument should be on display 
here, so that they are stored as part 
of the global data. 

The Performance window in X-Or 
has separate sections for each tone 
in the setup. To create a setup is 
quite easy. To call in separate voices 
simply load up a bank of sounds* 
highlight the part number and click 
on the voice in the bank window. 
Having set them all up you go to a 
Setup Edit page which uses copious 
numbers of faders to trim the 
balance, tuning, pan and reverb to 
your requirements. Saving this total 
performance window, perhaps using 
the name of the song in question, 

continued on page 107 
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NEW!! 
Released At The 

Second MIDI 
Music Show AMIGA ■ Sequencer One 

Professional 
Quality Software 
Developed Here 

In The UK! 

If you want to make music, the newest and most friendly music program for the Amiga could be just what you're looking 
for! Sequencer One combines powerful MIDI capabilities with four channel stereo sound output through the Amiga's own 
sound chip, 32 tracks, three graphical edit screens, and an outstanding telephone helpline service, make Sequencer One 
the best value (and basLsupported) sequencer available. And as an introductory offer, every copy of Amiga Sequencer 

One comes with a free copy of Gajits' The Hit 
Kit ! music composition software plus a free 
bank of sampled sounds, including lead 
instruments, percussion, and effect samples. 
To find out how you can get 
your copy of Sequencer 
One, or for a FREE info 
pack, call Gajits TODAY on 
061 236 2515! 

03 fjn r^rnn rsn EJ cram 
* □ - - 

1991 Gajits Music Software, 40 Princess Street Manchester. M1 6DE. Tel: 061-236 2515. Fax: 061-236 4044. 
Gajits Music Software produces a whole range of music software products for the Amiga, ST, and soon the PC. Please phone for details. 

ZONE Distributi e n 

Why Dr TVs ? 

Dr Ts produce mote AMIGA musk software than any one. From 
Copyist Apprentice, a 16 stave notation package and X-oR, the 
new genric editor/librarian supporting over 90 different mid) 
devices to Phantom, the bit accurate SMPTE/MIJD! interface 
compatible with many video applications, Dr T's support their 
Eredacts with regular updates giving you new exciting features so 

uy any Dr Ts product in the knowledge that ir will 
offer good value, features and support Only the 
longest established music software house can offer 
you these guarantees- We have just released 1 new 
1)rogram? X-oR and issued a major update to the 
ong established KCS si$quencer. 

Dr.T's 

MUSIC SOFTWARE 

Why ZONE ? 
ZONE Distribution has now been appointed the Exclusive 
UK distributor for the full range of Dr T's products for the 
Amiga, ST, PC and Mac. As the distributor we can give all 
registered users full telephone support on products 
bought from us or one of our authorised dealers. Call to 
find out if you qualify for this support. If you have an 
unregistered Dr T's product contact us and we will advise 
you of how to register. 

MIDI SEQUENCERS FOR AMIGA 
Over 1200 professionally programmed hits in Amiga 
mid ifi]e format. From 50fs through to current chart 

material. CaU for full list + prices, 
(Also available on ST, Mac, PC + hardware sequencers). 

Attention all upgrade your MUSIC X 

MUSIC X 
to The new KCS 3,5 far 

KCS is the most powerful MIDI sequencer available lor the Amiga, Its ease of use, 
reliability and rock steady ti ming have made it many friends. Regular updates also make 
it the best supported Now with even more 
features like realtime graphic editing and 
notation, the new KCS 3.5 is the only choice 
for the serious Amiga musician. 

a few features 

NEW KCS 3.5 

•Graphic Tape Recorder interface 
*TIGER realtime Graphic editing 
•Quicksajre Notation display/ printing 
•Exclusive MuEti program envionment 
* DrawandedkaU MIDI data in realtime 
* 48 tracks/126 sequences/16 songs 
* Intuition based with fuD menus 
* Variable resolution up i»3S4ppq 
* Read and write midi files 
* Automkj on boaid MIDI Mixer 
* Full quantise and loop record 
* SupportsfiJlSMPTEandMSP 

STEAMIN G   H O T  OF f E R 
Take advantage for a limited period only. Dr T's CAGED ARTIST EDITORS al 

Each editor offers flull control oyer your symh« parameters with graphic 
envelopesvpacch randomiscarion, full librarian FadQtes and much more. Available 
far Roland D series, Yamaha 4 & 6 operator synths, Casio, Qberheim, Korg MI 
and more. Don't be disappointed, CALL 08! 766 6564 an<j order one NOW 

All Dr T's Synth editors just ©f«£ 

TIGER Cub, the best entry level midi sequencer ovailoble1 

* 12 track mufri channel sequencing 
* full graphic editing in realtime 
* 12 track musical notation 
* Printout musical notanon. I . .. 
* Read atk) write midi Be 
* 3prij^<l)f j^aphic interface 
* Driim styte loop recording 
* Supports Mutti Program Errv; 
* Draw tempos, controfiersetc 
* Smart iiismtment set up 
* 'variable resolution to 384 ppq 

1ST 
VCUVERT TO TOUR POOR!! 

PhrtonWeorCd Animator) 14,0* Deluxe Video 111 59.09 AsglsAnlmaute 59.99 
Broadcast Tiller 2 174.99 
AmroaVlsiofi £9.99 
Seal 174,99 TV Text Professional 89.99 
TV Show 2 49.95 
VIMlllerl5 3D 69.ee 
Scribble Platinum 33.99 
Mndwords 2 39 99 
Interword 39.09 
Penral 69.99 Excel leficeZ 89.99 
Pt0text4.2 74,99 
ProtsxtS.Q 109,99 ProWrfte3.1 99,99 
Word worth 99,99 Word Perfect*/! 159.99 
Word Perfect Library 79.99 
Ad vantage 79.99 
DG CaJc 25.99 
(nfofile 34.99 Superbase Personal 2 69.99 

Super base Professional 149.99 
Superbase Professional 4 299,09 
TheWorfcsFlatlnum 09.99 Gold Disk Office 109.96 DTP 
PagesetterZQ 54.09 
Pro Page 2 199.99 
Pro Draw £ 99.99 
Outline foots 09.99 
Gold Disk Fonts 1-4 34.99 
Structured Clip art 30.99 
Ecllps 79.99 
Procllps 17.99 
DefuxePrirrill 34.99 
X CAD Designer 74.99 
X CAD Professional 150.00 
Aegis Draw 2000 99.09 
Home Accounts 27,00 
Cashboox/Flnal Accounts 44.09 Personal Tax Planner 29,00 
Personal Roane e Manager 21,99 
Small Business Accounts Cash 50.99 
Small Business Accounts Xtra 79.99 

Photon Paint 
Deluxe Photolib 
Movtesefter 
Real Things Birds 
Real Things Humans Real Things Horses 
ProREIs 
Pixmats 
Bulcher The Art Department 
The Art Department Pro> Kara Anim Fonts 1 
Kara Anlm Fonts 2 
Kara Anlm Fonts 3 
Kara Fonts Headlines 1 
Kara Fonts Headlines 2 
Kara Fonts Sub Headlines 
Sculpt 3DXL 
Sculpt Animate 4D 
Vista Vista Professional 
Imagine 3D Professional 

Deluxe Paint 3 54.99 

Real 3D Beginners Real 3D Turbo 
AMOS 
AMOS Compiler 
DevpacZ 
Lattice C 
Hisoft Basic 
Hlsott Basic Extend 

5.99 
49.99 
39.09 
24,99 
24.00 19.99 
24,99 37.09 
27.00 
49.99 134.99 
20.99 29.99 
29.99 
49.99 
44.99 44.99 
54.99 

229.99 
99,99 

150,99 340.09 
109.99 
299,99 
35.99 20.49 
49.99 

219.99 
67.99 14.49 

Deluxe Music Construction Set 49,99 
Quartet 36.99 
Music X Junior 74.99 
Tiger Cub Incl. Interlace/leads 79,00 
Bars & Pi pes Profession aJ 174.99 
BAD Disk Optimizer 34.99 
Cross DOS 4 29.09 
Dos 2 Dos 39.99 Disk Master 39.99 
Faccll 24.99 0B Route 34.99 
Icon Paint 9.99 
Quarterback Hard Disk Backup 49.99 
Quarterback Tods 59.99 
BWN'Back Hand Disk Backup 1S.99 
Three Bears i a,40 
Donald's Alphabet 17,09 
Dinosaur Discovery Kit 17.09 
Distant Suns 32.99 
Deep sky Objects 14.09 
Skymap Expansion 14.90 first Letters & Wonds 17,99 Fun School II (2-5) 14.49 
Fun School II 6-8) 14.49 
Pun School 11 [Over 0s) 17.99 
Fun School III (Under 5s3 17.99 
fun School III 5-7) 17,99- 
Fun School III {Over7s) 17.99 
Gooly's Railway 17.99 
Hooray lor Henrietta 17.99 
Kid Talk 17.99 Kid's Typo  UM 

Lets Spell al Home 14.49 
Lets Spell at the Shops 14.49 
Mickey's Runaway Zoo 17.99 
Math Talk Fractions 17.99 
Mavis B eacon Teach es Typl ng 20.49 
Puzzle Book SI 14.49 
Puzzle Storybook 17.99 
SmoothtaJkef 17.99 
Spdlbook 14.99 Weather Watcher 17.99 
Amiga 500 Basic 319 
A500 Screen Gems 1 Mbyte 379 
A500 Ca rtoon Q assies 1M byte 379 
A500 Class ol 90s 1MB 469 
A150Q Including Monitor us 
A1500 No Monitor 649 A3 TOO              from 2099 
CTJIV 569 
A59Q 20Mb Hard Drive 279 
A59Q 2DMb H/0iive+2Mb RAM 359 Trumpcard 500 40Mb H/Drlve 530 
Trumpcard 2000 40Mb H/Drlve 510 

SCSI H/0(45.00p135.173)from 199 
A590 Upgrade(inc fiU&et)from 229 
3.5* External Floppy Drive 55 
512k R am Expansion no clock 25 
512k R am Expansl on + clock 29 
1.5 Mb Ram Expansion 69 
Colour Solution (Vldl+RGBspIrt] 159 
Sh a rp JX100 AO Cot. Scanner 62S 
Golden Image Hand Scanner 175 Podscat G raphlcs TaW et 190 
Zyd ec Mlc roswltched M ouse 15 
Naksha Mouse 19 
Turbo Mouse 12 
Moose Mat 4 
50 Stank Disks 20 
Philips 8833-11 239 Commodore 1064 s 254 Star LC20O Colour 219 
Star LC24-200 Mono 259 
SlarLC24-200 Colour 299 
Qlizen Swift 9 Colour 199 OrJzen Swift 24 Colour 299 
Canon Bubble jet Portable 289 
ttfpWe *M *H fuott nan* rt„. fit :-l- Jttvtp 

Wtir?f«tvr tna1 

11a Burgato Lane, Canterbury, Kent. CT1 2HK 
TELEPHONE HOTLINE 9,30am to 7,00pm 

Visa. Mastercard. Eurocard and P0 Orders are despatched same dayl 
Please allow up to 4 working days for cheques to clear. 
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will ensure that the whole setup is 
sent every time it is required. 

CMpanion has a very clear 
presentation, with all aspects on 
view. The window of the setup is 
actually display-only and non-active, 
but by clicking on any of the other 
areas you can quickly adjust the 
sounds: volume transposition fine 
tuning, pitch bend, pan, MIDI 
channel and reverb. The reverb 
global' setting is also here in a 
separate window. This is a very easy 
screen to use, helped by the voice 
banks that pop up when the voice is 
clicked. Any voice in the tone bank 
can be transferred by merely clicking 
on it, which makes creating a setup 
extremely rapid. Perhaps it could be 
improved by having the setup window 
area active for the other peripherals 
instead of going to the 'select part' 
box in the screen lower right, as you 
can be playing one sound whilst 
reading the display of another, 

Caged Artist's setup page has a 
central window with the eight sounds 
listed and their attributes running to 
the right in columns. Click on any 
one and you play it instantly. 
However, you have to use the right- 
hand scroll bar to place different 
sounds in the parts, and this can be 
time consuming - particularly if you 
are not too sure where they are in 
the voice banks. If you know the 
voice number you can enter this 
directly. The global reverb setting is 
accessed from here as well. 

RANDOMISE 
I'm not totally convinced about the 
randomise functions in X-Or, which 

appear to rely on you deciding which 
areas you want to randomise. I would 
much prefer an approach which looks 
at the synth's parameters as a whole 
and Intelligently' decides which ones 
to attack given an overall guideline - 
smooth, bright, weird or whatever. 
This would be far more user-friendly 
and not make what is supposed to 
be a boon for the user into a 
somewhat uncertain process. 

This approach was echoed by the 
other programs, which tended to 
assume a reasonable knowledge of 
programming which most users 
probably haven't got. 

LIBRARY FACILITIES 
Caged Artist allows you to save 
individual partials, which means that 
you can merge parts of one sound 
with another. CMpanion won11 do 
this, and neither will X-Or Alt the 
programs will save entire setups, 
banks of tones or individual tones 
and drum kits, and there is no real 
problem in any of their disk 
operations or the construction of new 
banks from others. However, you 
should be aware of X-CYs ability to 
give each sound an attribute and 
search through its files, when so 
requested, to find sounds with 
particular characteristics. 

PLAY IT AGAIN, MOUSE 
All three programs have the ability to 
play the notes from the screen by 
using the mouse. Pitch is left to right 
and velocity is bottom to top- X-Or 
goes one further in that you can 
choose what scale you want to work 
in and test out other MIDI controllers 
for the sound - sustain, breath, and 

so on. With CMpanion you can play 
with the mouse or from the 
connected keyboard, but there 
doesn't seem to be a way of using 
both simultaneously. Both Caged 
Artist and X-Or merge and 
krechannelise4 the incoming notes 

from an external MIDI keyboard; it 
doesn't matter what MIDI channel 
they come in on. 

MULTITASKING MEMORY 
Of course, you could go the whole 
hog and have a sequencer running 
simultaneously if you have enough 
memory. Caged Artist takes up about 
250K of memory and will run with 
Gajits' Sequencer One quite happily 
since you can return to a CLI and 
from there to the Workbench. The 
same is true of CMpanion, which 
occupies a similar amount of RAM. 

X-Or needs a little more memory, 
just over 30OK, but refused to toad 
any screens other than its 
performance memory with a 
sequencer resident in the memory of 
a 1Mb Amiga. To use the full force of 
multitasking with X-Or you would 
need at least 2Mb of memory and it 
would be best to use it with another 
Dr T sequencer as they enjoy a high 
level of compatibility and can transfer 
data from one to another directly. 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 
Caged Artist has a 'print out' feature 
but doesn't seem to want to 
multitask very easily. Some Caged 
Artist software will run with several 
related synths but in the case of the 
MK32 you can only work with the 
one module. 

CMpanion is will work with the 
Roland f>5, r>lQf D 20, D-110, 
MT-32, CM 32P, CM-32LT and CM-64. 
This is a rather impressive fist and 
apart from broadening the sales 
base for the program it may also 
save you buying another piece of 
software should you add one of 

these items to your system (The CM 
range was specifically designed by 
Roland for use with computers). 
However, you can't print out any of 
the voice banks unless you can 
graphically print out the Amiga 
screen using a screendump utility. 

X-Or has numerous other 
features. You can blend and mix 
voices together from the same synth 
or copy groups of sound parameters 
across from one sound to another, it 
can search for sounds and it will also 
load in sounds from any of the Caged 
Artist series and print out both 
performance and voice bank data. 
Thanks to its multiple window 
environment, it is not too hard to get 
from one area to another quickly. 

WHAT INSTRUMENTS? 
Caged Artist series: these have been 
running for some years, and cover a 
wide range of synths - Casio V2 and 
CZ series, E mu Proteus, ESQ1, 
Yamaha 4 Op FM, Kawai Kl and K5, 
Korg Ml, Oberheim Matrix 1000, 
Roland DUO and MT32. 

X-Or. it would be easier to list the 
instruments that this application 
can't yet program! If you have 
something that is a little obscure you 
could write to either the UK 
distributors or Dr T directly in the 
States, Other than that, it can cope 
with over 90 synths and there are 
more profiles regularly available. 

At present, Gajits1 only voicing 
software for the Amiga is the 
CMpanion as covered here, and this 
program only works with the 
instruments listed eariier. 

FURTHER TESTS 
Although the main comparison has 
been done for these programs using 
the MT-32,1 tested out two other 
synths that work in very different 
ways to see how these fared. First, 
the Yamaha DX 100, 
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JARGON BUSTING 
Algorithm - Yamaha1 s term for the configuration of operators (qrv) to create 

sound. 
Envelope - The shape of a sound. This can apply to either pitch, amplitude 

or tone (filtering). If applied to amplitude it defines at what point in 
time the sound increases or decreases in volume from the point 
when the note was struck. 

FM - Frequency Modulation. The elder statesman of digital synthesis, as 
developed by Yamaha. It originally modulated sine waves to create 
complex waveforms. 

Operator - a block of sound in an FM sound algorithm that can be shaped 
individually. 

Partial - A short, sampled section of sound as used by Roland in its 
synthesizers as a building block for synthesis. 

Structure - The configuration of partials that create a sound. 

Systems Exclusive - The part of the MIDI code that transmits data which 
usually carries direct information to program the sound chips. It will 
only apply to the make and modef of instrument it is addressed to. 

Tone - Can also be termed as a 'timbrel Usually applied to one sound in 
its entirety. 

Unit Number - Sometimes called a Device Number. The Systems Exclusive 
number/channel required by some instruments before they will 'talk' 
to the computer. 

The opening screen of Caged Artist which does not use Workbench, although 
you can still multi-task from a CLI window. 
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CMPANION 

MUSIC 

continued from page 107 
The DX 100 is now several years 

old, and rs only capable of producing 
one sound at a time, but like all FM 
synthesizers it is not easy to 
program. The basis for creating 
sound is four separate sine waves 
(called 'operators ) which can be 
given different frequencies and 
sound envelopes and then arranged 
and connected in different 
configurations (called 'algorithms'). 
The sound produced is a result of 
the sine waves modulating which 

or off. The randomise seems very 
dogmatic and pedestrian as well. 

To be fair, this program is now 
over four years old, and the design of 
voicing software has moved on in 
leaps and bounds since then. Having 
said that, the original Yamaha 
software (dating from 1984) that ran 
on that company's ill- fated MSX 
computers was streets ahead of this 
- it was extremely easy to 
understand and use. 

X-Or has a far superior graphic 
display and is much easier to 
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Setting up a multiple voice patch for 
adjust the volume for each of the 16 

produces an extremely complex final 
wave form. 

Gajits has no software for this 
range, so the comparison must be 
between X-Or and Caged Artist: 4 Op 
Deluxe, which will also program the 
TX81Z, FB01T DX27 and DX21. 

Now somewhat long in the tooth, 
4 Op Deluxe does not use a menu 
environment, but instead makes use 
of the function keys to get around 
the different areas of sound creation 
and storage. 

The main screen is the sound 
creation page; to edit you must click 
on the parameter to be altered and 
then either key the new value in 
numerically or use a long upright 
sliding scale to the screen right - a 
rather tedious and long winded 
process. The program does tend to 
assume that you know quite a bit 
about FM programming, and relies 
heavily on numeric displays as it only 
uses one graph: the operator that 
you are working on is highlighted 
whilst the other three are 
represented by broken lines* It would 
have been better and more fun to 
use if it made greater use of graphic 
displays to control other parameters 
like keyboard scaling* as with the 
company's MT-32 editor. Although 
the cursor accesses screen areas, it 
seemed to be easier to use the up 
and down keys. One main problem is 
the algorithm configuration display, 
which is far too small: it is difficult to 
know which operator is switched on 

the SY77 in X-Or, The faders individually 
parts, 

access, with a separate graph for 
each operator's sound envelope, 
again using the scrolling single 
screen concept. Oddly enough, the 
algorithms are numerically described 
rather than graphically displayed, 
which is a bit of a let down, and 
there seemed to be no way to turn 
individual operators off or on - which 
can be very important when you are 
building up sounds. 

Thanks to the pop-up windows, 
all parameters which are not 
controlled by the faders are 
extremely easy and quick to change 
and in general the process is fairly 
self-explanatory. The help page is not 
much use, though. Generally this a 
much easier approach than 4 Op 
Deluxe and although not the last 
word in programming the DX 100 it is 
certainly not a second-rate one, 

The ultimate test could only be 
carried out using X-Or, and this was 
on the Yamaha SY77, the company's 
current flagship synth and one of the 
most complex synthesizers to date 
(disregarding £500,000 bankruptcy 
winners like the Synclavier). 

f have only ever seen one 
dedicated voice programmer and 
librarian for the SY77 (running on any 
computer) and this is certainly the 
first time that the Amiga has been 
given an opportunity of taming its 
innermost secrets. Without going 
into too much detail, the SY77 is 
capable of creating sounds by no 
less than seven different synthesis 

methods, using combinations of Re- 
created sounds and sampled 
sounds. There are multiple voice 
files, micro tuning tables, pan tables 
(the panning process is rather like a 
separate miniature synthesizer!) as 
well as individual voice files. 

X-Or's help page, which in itself 
is several screens long, has a small 
caveat which warns that this has not 
been fully tested. At present, the 
program is a bit stumped by the 
SY77 and tries to do too much, 
perhaps at the expense of the basic 
problem of programming an 
individual sound; As it was, it failed 
to retrieve individual sounds from the 
instrument and one or two functions 
simply failed to work. The voice 
programming screen left out areas 
like the graphic control of sound 
envelopes, which made sound 
creation rather impossible. I suspect 
that it will take several upgrades of 
this profile before SY77 is 
completely mastered. In fairness, it 
is heavily rumoured that the MIDI 
data supplied by Yamaha is 
inaccurate, which is a rather bad 
starting point anyway. 

IN CONCLUSION 
X-Or really requires a high-res screen 
to read the descriptions of the 
parameters. If you are a beginner 
then I think you would have to be 
prepared for quite a long 
indoctrination process, as you will 
need to know how each synth 
addresses MIDI before you start, not 
to mention the many faces that this 
powerful program has. To this end, 
perhaps the help pages couEd be 
more useful, since you could print 
them out and use them as brief 
guides to your instrument. For 
someone with a little knowledge, 
though, it is a very powerful control 
centre with seemingly no limit. Not 
perfect in every respect when it 
comes to programming but a superb 
program and, well, it's a nigh 
ultimate tool. © 

GGGGOGGGG 

SHOPPING LIST 

Caged Artist MT-32/4 Op Deluxe...£59 

X-Or «  £219 
by Dr ? Musk Software, 
100 Crescent Rood, 
NedhamrMA 02194 USA 
» 81016174551454 
Distributed in the UK by 
Zone Distribution, 
5 Abbeville Road, London SW4. 
* 081-766 6564 
CMpanion « .£99.99 
by Gajits Software, 
l-Mex House, 40 Princess Street, 
Manchester Ml 6DE. 
* 061-236 2515 

Documentation     • • # • • 
Well written with the beginner in mind. 

Functions • • • • 
Comprehensive and business-like. 

Spaed 
No problems here. 

Ease of use • • • • 
If the tone editor was more graphic it 
would score higher. 

Price • * • • • 
Good at £9939, as you are getting 
software for lots of instruments. 

Overall rating • • • # 

Although the program could be slightly 
improved in a couple of areas, it does 
cover several synths very well, with the 
minimum of fuss. 

CHECKOUT 

CAGED ARTIST MT-32 

Documentation     • • • • • 
Clear and easy to follow. 

Functions # • • • # 
Comprehensive beyond the call of duty, 

speed m m mm 
Some odd qufrKs in data entry. 

Ease of use        • • • • • 
Clear graphics, hence high rating. 

Price 
£59 is a fair price, but the program only 
works with one synthesizer. 

Overall rating • • • • 

A well-balanced program; it's just a pity 
that it can't work wjthj the other similar 
Roland products. A 

CHECKOUT 

X-OR 

Documentation     # • • • 
Makes a fair attempt at a very complex 
program. 

Functions ••••("_> 
Utterly brilliant in general; some editors 
are suspect though. 

Speed • • • • • 
Very quick and responsive 

Ease of use • • • • 
You'll need time to absorb ail thefeatures. 

Price • • • m m 
£219 is more than fair for what you get. 

Overall rating 

Actually, perhaps four and a half out of 
five, but the program increases to a five 
out of five rating as you get to know it. I 
only really have one complaint - get those 
editors sorted outf 
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You reckon good graphics 

stop at 32 colours? 

Get real! 

Amazing game, that Lemmings. Those little fellers are so cute, aren't they? Incredible what some of these 

game programmers can do with a 32-coIour Amiga game. 

But why stop there? Don't you realise that the Amiga can do a whole lot more besides? Yeah, sure, there's 

the famous HAM painting programs that help you create pictures with 4,096 realistic colours in, which is 

good stuff. But is it good enough? 

Not any more, no! The very latest thing in computer graphics is 24-bit colour, a cunning combination of 

hardware trickery and software excellence that lets you create pictures with up to 320,000 colours on 

screen, from a palette of more than 16 million, It's known as True Colour, because you can make pictures 

that look as real as the best colour photographs. 

Which is why our Lemmings are traversing a grand canyon that really looks like the Grand Canyon, even 

though its an imaginary landscape created entirely by the Amiga and an £80 program called Vista. 

If you want to be in on the very latest thing in Amiga graphics - the very latest thing in computer graphics, 

full stop! - then you need to check out the next issue. Get up to date with a scene that's really going places! 

You mustn't miss Amiga Format Issue 27, on sale September 12 

Don't get left behind as Amiga graphics enters a new era! 



fSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSJ, 

Vl 354 High Street, Chatham, Kent 

V////////ZZZ 
Music Section 

C006 Sotiix No. 1 
C030 Share & enjoy equalizer 
C029 Sonix No. 7 
C043 Alf demo 1 
C061 Classix 1 
C066 Royal Amiga Force 1 
C067 DiskB to above 
C087 Kylie Its no secret 
C088 DiskB to above 
C093 Bacteria demo 
CI01 Sonix classix 
CI08 Digital concert 3 
CI 13 Sonix No. 17 
CI30 Budbrain demo 1 
C131 DiskB to above (18) 
CI42 Digital concert 1 
CI43 Digital concert 5 
C156 Donald weres yor trousers 
CI 63 Genesis Land of confusion 
CI89 Treacl mega demo Disk A 
CI 90 DiskB to above 
CI91 Disk C to above 
C192 Alkatraz demo disk A 
CI 93 DiskB to above 
C194 Disk C to above 
CI98 Star trekking disk A 1 Meg 
CI99 DiskB to above 
C200 Xmas carols 
C201 Good Morning Vietnam 
C210 Alf demo 2 
C229 Hotwired 
C236 Turtle demo by sector 16 
C244 Amazing Tunes disk A 
C245 DiskB to above 
C246 Disk C to above 
C248 Budbrain 2 
C303 StartrackerV1.2 
C305 Sonix No.5 
C30S Zenn sound box 
C324 Noisetracker 
C327 Turtle power disk A 
C328 Disk B to above" 
C329 Disk C to above 
C356 Beat master 808 state 
C367 Ultimate FX 
C380 Mucky Moms & the Cowpats 
C410 Digital Concert 2 
C411 Digital Concert 3 
C412 Digital Concert 6 
C416 Blues Brothers disk A 
C417 DiskB to above 
C418 Disk C to above 
C419 Dr Awesome & Fleshbrain 
C425 Ami sampled off radio Disk A 
C426 Disk B to above 
C428 Smith & Jones 1(18) 
C429 Smith & Jones 2 (!8) 
C430 Smith & Jones 3(18) 

x. 
needed to make a program work, ie A p015 

A some music disks need 2 or more A F025 
y disks to work these are called sets.   ^ F 

.Qinfrl^ HicVc       £1.50 each 
£275 per 2 disk set 
£4.00 per 3 disk set 
£5.25 per 4 disk set 

ME4 4NP. Orderline 0634-831870 

Amiga Public Domain Prices 

Y> Single disks 
A Two disk sets 
A Three disk sets 

Four disk sets 

Min order 5 disks 

AmOl 
O E017 
YE02Q 
ZE021 
A E022 
Vj'E028 
S<E029 
A E032 
A E034 
^E045 
r/j E046 
/OE051 
>VE056 
y. E057 
Yj E063 
A E070 

E071 
V1E072 
rAmi* 
A E083 
^E088 
YJ E094 
A E105 
AE\\4 
O E119 
fA E130 

More disks are in the collection, too 
many disks to list here. Last count 

over 900. 

Utility Section 
SID 
Printer utilities 1 
Fonts disk 1 
Fonts disk 2 
Label designer 
Ultimate utilities 
Virus Killers disk 1 
Boot block makers disk 1 
Printer utilities 2 
Business card maker 
Viruscope (good) 
Ncom VL9 (modem ut!l) 
Tetracopy 
Catalogue Workshop 
C Manual 
QL Emulator 
Disk B to above 
Disk C to above 
Spreadsheet 
Master virus killer 
Textplus word processor 
Flexi Wosname database 
North C 
Slideshow construction set 
Dope intro maker 
Rim database 
A gene geneology program 
Forms really unlimited 
Disk crunchers 

F 
Aj fj F059 
y F086 

AE\40 
AEUI 
A 
% 
VE153 

I 
A D004 
^D008 
f/ D013 
O D020 
fA D026 
rA DQ27 

y D052 

All public domain disks are virus 
checked with the latest version of 

the Master virus killer. 
Anyone finding a virus on one of our 
disks please let us know and it will 

be removed from the disk. 

Games 
Monopoly USA version 
Paranoid (Breakout game) 
Peters Quest 
Poker Solitaire 
Blaekjack/Solitair e 
Star Trek disk A 
Disk B to above 
Break out games 
Flashbier 
The Drip 
Breakout Construction Set 
Letrix 
Wet Beaver Tennis Game 
Ules/Battleships/Chess/Tetris II 
Tomtespelet (2 player) 
Return to Earth 
Star Trek the Next Generation 
UGA Games Compulation 
Snake Pit Game 

A D028 
Yj D035 
y D044 

.D057 
WA D065 

A D069 
A D070 
A D071 
O D072 
Oj D074 
YJ 

0075 

F049 
F057 

Y/ F091 
A F097 
y F098 

! 

I 

A F209 

V> F219 
yjvn& 
A ¥229 
yY2A2 

00 
01 
02 
04 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
25 
26 
27 
41 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
70 
73 
74 
76 
79 
80 

90 
91 

F200 

Graphics Section 
Space Ace demo 
3D Arm 
Pugs in Space 
Gymnast Amin 1 Meg 
Fractual Flight demo 
Viz Pics (18) 
Fantasy Pictures disk A 
DiskB to above 
Enteprise leaves the Dock 
Anim 1 Meg 
Stealthy Manoeuvres 1 Meg 
Argatron Arums 07 
Argatron Aniras 24 
Argatron Anims 02 
Argatron Anims 22 
Argatron Anims 23 
Argatron Anims 17 
Clip Art disk 1 
Clip Art disk 2 
Clip Art disk 3 
Clip Art disk 4 
Walker demo 1 2 Meg 
Disk B to above 
Walker demo 2 2 Meg 
Disk B to above 
Station Anim 2 Meg 
Disk B to above 
Disk C to above 
Fillet the fish 1 Meg 
Tobias richter slideshow 
Disk B to above 
Lost In Space Anim 2 Meg 
Disk B to above 
Disk C to above 
Batman the movie I Meg 
Juggler meets the lady 
Fantasy space slideshow 
Mandlebrot generator 
Iraq demo 1 Meg 
Amy the Squirrel at the 
Movies 2 Meg 
Troo Anim 1 Meg 
Disk B to above 
Robin Hood slideshow with 
music (Cartoon) 
Life of Brian slideshow 
with samples from film 
Franklin the Fly anim 
Italian Job digi Anim 1 1 Meg 
Italian Job digi Anim 2 1 Meg 
Stealthy Manoeuvres 
Swiss army F16 Anim 

Directory disk £1.50 inc P&R 
Contains some free PD 

utilities/music. Orders taken 
24hrs a day on the answerphone 

payment via Access & Visa or 
mail order payment by postal 

order or cheque made payable to: 
C & N COMPUTERS 

Orders despatched within 24hrs 
(Mon-Sat). Phone orders 

despatched Mon if given on 
Sundays. 

'sssssssssssssssssssss/ssssssssssssssssssss* 



READER ADS 

Shopper Reader Ads 

Now you can reach thousands of fellow Amiga owners for only £5 

FOR SALE 

Amiga A500 Bat pack, A501 Cumana 
ext. floppy, 1084 monitor, A590 hard 
drive. All boxed as new incl. 
manuals/software. Sell complete for 
£750. Will deliver mainland UK. « Keith 
0273 506266 
Latest A500 1Mb, Fat Agnus, warranty 
to Dec. '93. All original books, disks, 
house, modulator, etc. Best of screen 
gems plus Kindwords pack, dictionary, 
etc, included. £300- » Ben, 0491 
574696 
2Mb Amiga A500 + A501 + A590 + 
1084 monitor + Star LC24 printer + 2 
mice + analogue joystick + switched 
joystick, £600. Top games £10 each. 
Both ROM Kernel manuals + Qevpac 2 
£50. Pro genlock £40. Modulator £50. 
Potters Bar» 0707 43583 
Brother M-1109 9-pin printer, serial and 
parallel interfaces, complete with pin 
feed unit, connecting cable for Amiga, 
manual and four ribbons. £60. * Steve 
021 358 2061 after 6 pnn. 
A500 Accelerator CSA Mega-Midget 
Racer 68030, math co-pro, 8Mb, 32-bst 
RAM, shadow ROM, fully checked, 
amazing speeds Serious offers only 
please, * Nick (evenings) 0274 
6211IS 
OTP ProPage 2 ,1 latest version, brand 
new, never used, unwanted gift. 
Complete with video tutor, fully boxed, 

just £149.Usually £180, quick sate. » 
Andrew 081*560 6116 
Star XB-2440 24-pin dot-matrix 
professional printer with colour kit, 2 
black ribbons, 2 colour ribbons and 
lead. Still under warranty, £320. » 
David, 0942 270417 (Warrington) 
Amiga A5O0. 1084 monitor, A501 RAM 
expansion, external drive, mouse, 
joystick, serious software plus some 
games, All manuals included, £550 
ono. v Nigel 0703 220519 
(Southampton) 
Software AMOS £20, GFA Basic + 
Compiler £30, Bye of the Beholder £12, 
Railroad Tycoon £14. Conquests of 
Camelot £14, » lain on 081-675 6419 
(Evenings or w/e) 
Amiga A500 1Mb expansion Cumana 
external drive, 50 P.D. titles, software, 
solid Perspex dust cover, modulator, 
mouse, manuals, bout blocker, disk 
box, virus killer, £500. » 0782 7S3146 
after 6.30 pm weekdays. 
Amiga 500 W81-3 plus 510K expansion 
and second drive with CM8833 monitor 
plus mouse modulator and Track Ball 
£500. 20Mb bard drive + 1Mb £195. 
Write G.S. Dutton, 40 Grafton, Harwich 
C012 3BD 
CMB64 (warrant) £90. 1541 drive 
£90. Two datasets £30. Universal 
Printer Interface £15, Simon's Basic, 
Easyscript, Mini Office £20 or £210 the 
lot. Write G S Dutton, 40 Grafton, 

Harwich Col2 3BD 
AT Bridge board VGA card, monochrome 
VGA monitor, PC Tools V6, Supercatc 5, 
Timeworks DTP, games £600. Migraph 

.hand scanner with TouchUp software 
£150. Quantum 40Mb hard drive £200. 
* Roger 021-308 8188 
Amiga A500 Philips 8833 monitor, 
second disk drive. 0,5Mb expansion 
£450 + software, mags, etc. Complete 
system, all boxed as new. Hardware 
items still under guarantee £640 ono. 
(Will split) Please call * 0629 55873. 
Amiga books for sale. All in new 
condition. ROM Kernel auto docs £15. 
ROM Kernel libraries £15. Hardware 
manual £10, Best Amiga tricks, tips 
£12. Plus others. * 0332 360199 
BBC Master Compact 123 twin disk 
drives Cub colour monitor Epson MX80 
printer plus original manuals, games, 
software and Mini Office tl £300. v 
Norman 081-337 4612, Surrey 
WordPerfect V4.1 on four u sks 
covering word processor 
spell/thesaurus print and learn plus 
manual, requires 1Mb RAM, still in 
original packing £80, « Formby 07048 
77172 after 6 pm. 
upgrade to A2000 the following are no 
longer needed: Xetec Fast Trail 
complete system £150. COL A1500 kit 
£150. Screen Gems software pack £20, 
200 watt power supply £50. « 081-450 
2898. 

A1500 pack, All software, manuals, 
Two months old (guaranteed). 8Mb RAM 
board 2Mb populated. Philips CMSS33 
monitor, worth £1,150. Economic 
situation forces reluctant sale £700. ■ 
Marc 0702 529080, 6 pm +, 
Commodore 64 in perfect working 
condition, including over 100 games 
and educational software. Will sell for 
£100. Psion Electronic Organiser with 
extra memory pack. £30. w Martyn on 
0732 359567, 
Amiga B2000 Rev 6.2 second 3 .5-inch 
internal drive, 20Mb autoboot hard disk 
Philips colour monitor, software and 
manuals £950 ono, * Pete Reynolds on 
0533 785356 after 6 pm. 
Works Platinum £60 unused and still 
boxed. Deluxe Paint ///, also unused and 
boxed. £50. v Richard on 033525 393 
(Prices include postage) 
Trans write and PenPal in good condition 
(Word Processors)» 0704 76081, 
Amiga Computing 1-36 incl. + disks, 
Your Amiga 1-12 incl. Amiga User Int'l 
1988-91, Prefer sales of complete 
years. Best offers. » D Stock 081-995 
8221 9-5 (M-F) or write 2 Grange Road. 
Bishop's Stortford, Herts. CM23 5NQ. 
Superplc Real Time Colour Digger. 
Framestore and Genlock £350. Rendale 
Genlock 8802 with software and 
switcher control £110, ■ 071-605 
3305, office hours, 
ATonce IBM PC Card, A500 version. 

Only £5 to sell your used hardware and software in Amiga Shopper 
Self your excess hardware and software with Amiga Shopper Reader 
Adverts. Just fill in the form and send it to us along with a cheque 
(made payable to Future Publishing) or postal order for £5. But BE 
WARNED. This magazine is not a forum for selling pirate software or 
other illegal goods. Software must include all issue disks, manuals 

and a signed statement that all other copies have been destroyed. 
Please advise us if you are offered pirate or copied software by 
advertisers. All ads are accepted in good faith. The editor reserves 
the right to refuse or amend ads. We accept no responsibility for 
typographical errors or losses arising from the use of this service. 

Trade ads will not be accepted, including anyone advertising the sale of PD software. 

i Name ..,  i 
! Address (not for publication) 

Issue 6 

| Postcode 

I Pate...... 

! Tel....  

Tick on$ box to 
Show required 

section heading 

For sale -J 

Wanted □ 

Personal,, 

Fanzines. 

* ' Use one space for each word. Only the words in this section wit! be printed, Return with your 

cheque to: 

Reader Ads, 

Amiga Shopper, 

30 Monmouth 

Street, 

Bath, 

Avon BAi 2BW 

Unfortunately we cannot guarantee insertion in a particular issue, ■ 
I have read and understood the conditions for the inclusion of my ad. 

Signature „    

latest EGA and VGA Software, or will 
swap for A2O00 Flicker Fixer. Bargain 
price £130. « Mr S Evans 0707 
261211 after 6 prn. 
Amiga A500. extras, 512K upgrade 2nd 
disk drive and IBM printer, much 
software, 5 cart lead, mouse mat, boot 
blocker, dust cover. Perfect boxed 
condition £375 ovno. » Derek 0202 
885555, 
Hitachi High Resolution B/W Video 
Camera, copy stand with professional 
lights, used for digitising £300 ono. 20 
Mb Hard Drive for A2000 XT Slot, 
Amiga/MS-DOS compatible £150. w 
Craig 0606S4 3496 
SAS/C Lattice C 5-1 Development 
System 4 weeks old. Will sell for £105. 
Cornwall * 0579 370257 anytime. 
PD for FREE! Send me your list, I'll send 
you mine. Send to Mr T Hill, 3B Bear 
Street, Barnstaple, Devon EX32 7BU. 
Selling everything Amiga 2D0DHD, 
AT22S6 Bridgeboard, Graphics Tab-let, 
Deskjet printer, Prooage, Prodraw, 
DPalnt 111, Lattice C, Can Do, games, 
books and much more, w Steve 081- 
368 4723. 
Real 3D Pro-TurbO version (768000 
Processors only!) Ray-Tracing Package. 
1 Mb+, complete RRP £360. Sell for 
£230 ono, ■» Nick 0274 621118 
evenings, 
Star LC 24-200 Mono Printer only. 3 
months old, complete with reams of 
paper £200. « 081-539 6556 day or 
OBI 554 4271 eve/weekends. 

WANTED 

Amiga wanted, any age with joystick 
and software, will pay up to £250 cash 
and will collect. Also interested in 
external drive, memory expansion and 
colour monitor. Please phone 0533 
538545. 
Amiga Format magazines, issues one 
to seven, will pay reasonable price for- 
Contact Adrian on 0271 42287 

FANZINES 

S,E,P.D. Fanzine Disks; Two disk 
magazine on everything P.O.. including 
examples of me beat demos and 
animations. Price £2.50 cheques 
payable to Dean Ha dwell, 7 Ringwood 
Avenue, Redhrll, Surrey RH1 2DY 
The Disk issue four. Contains Label 
Print, Step Rate. Tron 90 game, 
OctamedS channel music demo, 
Tetracopy, Typing Tutor, plus tutorials, 
articles, news and gossip, send £1 for 
disk four! 6 Stubbing Brink, Hebden 
Bridge, Vorks. 
Fantasy Program contains 280 tips, 
with slide shows, utilities, etc. Please 
send disk with £1, First class post. F 
Anderson, 1 Varrowdene. 12 Dirletcn 
Avenue, North Berwick, East Lothian 
Eh39 4BG 
Help - TME only Amiga disk mag, win 20 
disks of PD in 1st issue, for a free 
sample disk send SAE to J Webb. 17 
Falrue Ave, Mansfield. Notts NO 19 6RN. 
For tec hies and beginners alike 
Guarded Realm Software disk based 
magazine is for you. Write to : Russell 
Willis 18, Dermott Avenue, Comber, 
Newtownards, Co, Down, N.E. 
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AMIGA SOFTMAC 

COMMODORE 
HARDWARE 

A500 Options from 314.99 
A5001Mb Cartoon Classics .,379,99 
A5001Mb Screen Gems Call 
A500 First Steps ,459.99 
M500 Options from 669.99 
A3000 16MHz + 40Mb HD .2099.99 
A3000 95MHz + 40Mb HD .2509.99 
A3000 25MHz + 
105Mb HD £924.99 
A1G84S Colour Monitor 254.99 
A1950 Multisync 439,99 
A590 .Options from 299.99 
A1011 1Mb 3.5'Drive 79.99 
A501 Ram ExpanskxtfCfoclt.... 44.99 
A520 TV Modulator E4.99 

HARDWARE/ 
PERIPHERALS 

Philips 8833 Mkll ,244.99 
Citizen 120D + ,. 131.99 
Citizen 124D,. 194 99 
Citizen Swift 9 137.99 
Citizen Swift 24 ,.£84,99 
Swift 9/24 Colour Kit 34.99 
StarKMO .„,. 141.99 
StarLC24-10 199,99 
Star LC-200 214.99 
StarLC24-200  239.99 
Star LC24-200 Colow 299,99 
Cumana 1Mb 3.5' Drive 69.99 
fioctec 1Mb 3.5' Drive S9,99 
Supra 52Mb HD 1/2/4/SMb Ram ....Call 
MSOIs 0.5Mb Ram Exp/Clock... .34.99 
Supra 1/2/478Mb Ram Exp Call 
AT Once 179.99 
Hitachi Camera & lens 224,99 
Digiview 99.99 
Vrdi Amiga + vldi Chrome ....114.99 
Vid» RGB Splitter 69.99 
Vidi Colour Solution 159.99 
Goiden image Scanner 179.99 
Minigen 102.99 
Genlock + Home Titter 139.99 
Linnet Modem 161.99 
Si^ra 9400 Modem,, 129.99 
AMAS 71.99 
Audio Engineer Plus 179.99 
Mastersound .29.99 

Perfect Sound 49.99 
Scundmaster 109.99 
Golden Image Mouse 19,99 
Contriver Trackball 29.99 
Nakshe Mouse 24.99 
Universal Printer Stand .6.99 
Centronics Printer Cable 4.99 
RS232 Cable 9.99 
Scan Cable 11.99 
3.5' 40 Capacity Box ., 4 99 
3.5' 80 Capacity Box 6 99 
10 x Sony Bulk 3.51 , ,...5.99 
50 x Sony Bulk 3.5' 24.99 
100 x Sony Bulk 3.5" 44,99 

Adv. Sys. Prog. Gde Amiga.,,.., 32.45 
Amiga Applications 16.95 
Amiga Assembly, Lang. Prog....14.45 
Amiga C for Advanced Prog. ...32.45 
Amiga C for Beginners 18.45 
Amiga DOS 14.95 
Amiga DOS Inside fcOi*...,...,. 18,45 
Amiga DOS fief Guide 3rd £d .20.45 
Amiga Desktop Video 1 B.45 
Amiga Desktop Video Guide .,18,45 
* Disk Drives Inside & Out 27.95 
Amiga for Beginners 12.95 
* Graphics Inside & Out 32.45 
Amiga Hardvware Ref. Man 22.95 
Amiga Machine Language 14.95 
* Printers Inside & Out 32.95 
Amiga Prog Handbook Vol 1 - .24.95 
Amiga Prog Handbook Vol 2...23.95 
Amiga Prog Gde - Compute....17.45 
Amiga Prog Gde - Weber 20.45 
* ROM Kernel Man Autodbc....29.95 
* ROM Kernel Man Libraries .....31.95 
Amiga System Prog Gde 32.95 
Amiga World Amiga DOS 2 23.45 
Becoming an Amiga Artist 18.45 
Best Amiga Tricks and Tips .27.45 
Computes 1st Book of Amiga ..16.95 
Computes 2nd Book of Amiga.. .16.95 
fnside Amiga Graphics 16.95 

Learning C -Prog Graphics 19.95 
Making Music on the Amiga,.,..32.95 
Mapping the Amiga 20.95 
Master Amiga DOS 2 Vol 1 21.95 
Master Amiga DOS 2 Vol. 2 17.95 

•Indicates Amiga in tide 
680OO Assembly Lang Prog 21.95 
Progfamming the 66000 23.95 
Teach Yourself 68000 8.95 
40 Great Flight Sims 13.95 
40 More Great Flight Sims 14.95 

19 Stealth Air Combat 11.95 
F-19 Stealth Fighter 1395 
Falcon Air Combat 11,95 
Flight Sim Adventures 12.95 
Right Sim Odyssey, 14.95 
Flying On Instruments 13.95 
Gunship Academy 14.95 
Learn to Fly flight Sim 14.95 
Sub Commander 12-95 
Take Off Flight Sim 15 45 
Tum & Bum Gde to Falcon 11.95 
Up & Run Flight Sim 8.95 

Excellence 2 99.95 
Kindwords2 36.95 
Pen Pal 62.95 
Pretext V5 102.95 
Pro Write V3.1 102.95 
Quickwrite 39.95 
Scribble Platinum .42.95 
Transwrite 29.95 
TufboText 49.95 
WordPerfect 19295 
Wordworth 89.95 

Gdd Disk Type each 31.95 
Outline Fonts 99.95 
Pagesetter II 46.95 
Pagestream V2.1 144.95 
Proclips 21.95 
Professional Page V2 ....189.95 

DATABASES 
K-Data  37.95 
Prodata  -55.95 
Superbase Personal  26.95 
Supertoase Personal 2  ..64.95 

164,95 
Superbase Professional 4,,, 259.95 

SPREADSHEETS 
Advantage  76.95 
DGCatc  27 95 
Maxiplan Plus  51.95 
Sunerolan  A4 0S 

ACCOUNTS 
Cashbook Combo  54.95 
Cashbook Controller  41.95 
Final Accounts  27.95 
Home Accounts  21.95 
Personal Finance Manager...., .22.95 
Svstem 3  4195 

UTILITIES 
Cross DOS  .SI .95 
Diskmaster2  .49.95 
<3B Route  27.95 
K-Comm2  37.95 
Quarterback  39.95 
Quarterback Toots  .59.95 
X-Copy Professional  .36.95 

ASSEMBLERS/ 
COMPILERS/ 
LANGUAGES 

3D Construction Set  39.95 
AMOS  .34,95 
AMOS 3D  .24.99 

AMOS Cormier 21.95 
Devpac3.. Calf 

.55.95   GFA Basic V3.5 Interpreter 39.95 
Hisoft Basic 2 Call 

AUDIO/MUSIC 
Audiomaster III.. 46.95 
Audition 4 42.95 
Bars & Pipes pTOf 222.95 
Or T's Copyist App 76.95 
DrT's Copyist DTP 201.95 
DrTsKCS 169.95 
Dr T's KCS Level H 249.95 
DrT's MRS 51.95 
DiTs Tiger Cub B4.95 
Music X 99.95 
Quartet 36,95 
Sequencer One 74.95 

EFFECTS/TITLING/ 
PRESENTATION 

Big Alt Scroller 42.95 
Broadcast Titter 2 139.95 
Broadcast Font Enhancer 109.95 
HomeTrtter, 34.95 
HyperBook 54.95 
ProTitler 126.95 
Scala 189.95 
Title Page 134.95 
TVSbdwrvS 56.95 
TV Text Professional 94.95 
Video Effects 3D 132.95 
Video Titler 3D 78.95 

3D/ANIMATION 
CAD/GRAPH ICS 

Amiga Vision  95-95 
Art Department 55.95 

Please make cheques.postal orders payable to SOFTMACHINE Ail riems subject to availability IHwe 
All prices mclude V.A.T. & UK Delivery. AH prices subject to change without nolice E&OE «cce 

SOFTMACHINE ^ 
X 20 Bridge House, Bridge Street, Sunderland SR1 1TE. Tel: 091 510 2666 2777 Fax: 091 564 i960 

Art Department Pro 134.95 
Deluxe Paint III 59.95 
Deluxe Print II 35.95 
Deluxe Video liyPhototeb 74.95 
Design Works 84.95 
Director 2 97.95 
Disney Animation Studio 84.95 
Draw4D 149.95 
Imagine 179.95 
PIXmate „ 38.95 
Professional Draw V2 99.95 
Real 3D Beginners 127.95 
Real 3D Pro Turbo 359.95 
Spectracolour 58.95 

SIMULATIONS 
F-15 Strike Eagle II 24.99 
F16 Combat'Pi lot 17.50 
F19 Stealth Fighter 21.50 
flight Simulator N 24.99 
Gunship ...17.50 
Proflight 23.99 

Setter Maths 12-16 yrs 19.95 
Better Spelling Over 8 19.95 
Fun School SUncter 6 14.95 
Fun School 2 6-8 14.95 
Fun School 2 Over 3.... 14.95 
Fun School 3 Under5... 17.95 
Fun School 3 5-7 17.95 
Fun School 3 Over 7 17-95 
Kids Type- :. 21.95 
Magic Maths 4-8 yrs 19.95 
Maths Mania 8-12 yrs 19.95 
M Beacon Teaches Typing 22.95 
Mega Maths A-level £0.95 
Micro English GCSE 20.95 
Micro French GCSE „ 20.95 
Micro Maths GCSE 20.95 
Primary Maths 3-12 yrs 20.95 
Prof Looks at Words 19.95 
Prof Makes Sentences 19.95 
Prof Plays a New Game 19,95 
Spell Book 4-9 14.95 
The Three Bears 19.95 
Things to do with Numbers 14.95 
Things to do with Words 14.95 

3r DISKS / 

BENCHMARK \f 

BRAND DSDD 

25 50 100 

^J.Zi°_°_ ^2_9_00 ?il:PP_ 

200 500 1000 

£75.00    £163.00 £309.00 

3r DISKS 

UNBRANDED DSDD 

25 50 100 

jyM0_._._._?1^9 £33.50 

"~200       sod idoo 

£63.50     £153.50 £303.50 

SPECIAL OFFER 3i" DS/DD EX-WESTERN DIGITAL VGA DRIVERS ALL 

BRAND NEW BUT HAVE BEEN FORMATTED & LABELLED. AVAILABLE IN 

BLACK OR IBM GREY PRICE £25.00 PER 100 INC NEW LABEL. ONLY 

10,000 AVAILABLE. DON'T MISS THIS ONE. FIRST COME FIRST SERVED 

 DISK STORAGE BOXES 

31/2" 10 capacity (5 boxes) £4.50 

31/2" 10 capacity* (5 boxes) £3.00 

31/2" 50 capacity lockable £3.70 

31/2" 100 capacity lockable £4.70 

3l/2" 240 capacity stackable £15.00 
*brand new, but labelled "Olympia"  

THESE PRICES ONLY IF BOUGHT WITH DISKS 

c 

s 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P UK ORDERS ONLY 
Cheques and 
Postal Orders to: 

mm 
I 
24 HOUR QRDERLINE 0597 87784 

Manor Court Supplies Ltd 
Telephone: 0597 87 792    Fax No: 0597 87 416 

Dept AS10, Glen Celyn House, Penybont, Uarvdrindod Wells, Powys, LD1 5SY 

EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

ALL DISKS 100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 



EDUCATION 

Live and learn 

ast month we had a glimpse 
at the educational titles 
available from the public 

I domain libraries. Since then 
another crop has flooded in, but the 
commercial sector is strangely silent 
- one new title from America, one 
from Britain and one budget re- 
release. Where are all the 
home-grown producers? Have they 
gone over to embracing the PD, 
shareware and licenceware ethos? 

For customers like us this 
wouldn't be a bad thing at all - after 

Once again our education 

correspondent, Pat Winstanley, 

brings you details of the best in 

educational software 

all, who wants to pay inflated prices 
-but surety ttTs time some of the PC 
and BBC titles were converted to the 
Amiga so that we can use them at 
home. One type of program used 

extensivety in schools is 
strangely missing from the 
home-computer range - 
text/graphfc adventures. 
Are there any budding 
programmers out there 
who fancy a challenge? 

This Big Top juggler 
needs the matching card 
to make a balanced exit 
from the ring. 

BEGINNERS 

There's a great 
deal of good 
educational software about on the 
Amiga, so which should you 
Choose for your brood? Before 
spending a small fortune, think 
about what your child needs, what 
he or she can handle in the way of 
controls, and estimate how much 
computer and game supervision 
will be needed. 

Small children can usually 
handle a joystick or mouse 
without difficulty, but pre-readers 
in particular may well be baffled 
by the keyboard. Better-quality 
games will have a choice of 
control whenever possible, 
including an alternative qwerty or 
number pad layout on the screen 
to be used In conjunction with the 
mouse, Older children - 
particularly those comfortable 
with the keyboard - usually find 
direct typing is quicker and easier 
in spelling games. 

While older children can safely 
be left to handle loading, saving 
and swapping disks, younger ones 
need a good deal of supervision at 
first. Games which require lots of 

BEGINNERS 
disk swapping 
can be very 

frustrating for parents, especially 
when the actual program Is 
extremely simple to operate and 
the child could theoretically 
handle it alone. 

Spelling games in particular 
usually need parental help for the 
child to get the most from them. 
Some of the better ones include 
on-screen help (giving clues, 
refusing to accept wrong answers 
and so on) which gives the child 
independence and hence pride In 
their achievements. 

Many programs Include a 
progress recorder. These are 
useful for monitoring a child's 
progress both by parents and by 
the children themselves. Some 
allow several children to keep 
session-by-session records 
Individually on the same disk. Be 
wary of permanent records, 
though,as this means saving to 
disk, and more swapping, 

Where possible choose 
software which can be backed up 
so that the original disk can be 

With languages such as AMOS and 
Hatrackll available, the opportunities 
are wide open. Many children tire 
quickly of the 'guess the spelling1 or 
Hdo the sum' type of offering which is 
becoming universal. With a limited 
number of arcade approaches, 
educational games are rapidly 
approaching the 'oh no, not another 
clone' tedium of shoot-ern-ups, Come 
on programmers, let's see some 
variety - who knows, you might enjoy 
the change too! 

BIG TOP FUN 
Infant/Junior 
LPD29 {1Mb} £3.50 
Len Tucker's at it again with two new 
products this month. This one has a 
circus setting (if you hadn't already 
guessed) and consists of four tasks 
for infant/junior children. 

Word Balance has a monocyclist 
entering the ring with a card in one 
hand. Also in the ring are a range of 
other cards. Depending upon the skill 
level chosen, the child is asked 
either to choose a word to match the 
picture or a picture to match a word. 

If speech is selected, the child's 
choice of card is spoken by the 
computer - which both spells it out 
and pronounces the complete word. 
This slows the game down 

"Don't know what to buy? Read 
on for news of the latest 
educational software and what 
features to look for/7 

Pat Winstanley 

somewhat, but with youngsters it's 
no real problem. The only difficulty is 
that the computer does not give the 
phonetic letter sounds but their 
names - confusing for little ones. 

Matchptay is the next offering, 
and Is a simple memory game with 
different cards to be turned over to 
make pairs. Different levels see 
either pictures or words on the 
cards. Again, speech is available, 
with the computer sounding out the 
spelling of either the word or the 
word represented by the picture, 

Seal-a-Grams are, as the name 
suggests, anagrams. A nice twist is 
that the screen shows several seals 
juggling balls on their noses. Each 
ball contains a letter and the child 
must make a word by swapping balls 
amongst the seals until the correct 

continued on page 115 

put away fn case of mishaps. Circus seals play ball with each other 
If you're stuck, clicking on SHOW ME 

according to which pair are clicked on. 
reveals a clue to the Big Top problem. 
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• You do not hove to join our club to buy softwore 
• TOGO'S of ortrtmely satisfied customers 
• Exclusive titles from ouc very own pcogrammef s 
» W DGV Money Back Guarantee On Everything 
■ Access, Mastercard and Visa Accepted. 
> When buying educational tools for your chikfa 
computer consult the specialists and don 'f 
waste your money. Get our tree catalogue to 
discover aJ the advantages of our dub. 

EDUCATIONAL 

SOFTWARE 

ICLUB 

We 
Have Over 70 Top Class 

Educational Programs For 

The Amiga, PC & Atari ST 

All Ages Covered 

Contact Us Now For Your 

Free Fully Descriptive 

Catalogue. 

^ 0702 600557 
E.S.C. Dept. AFh 32A Soulhcriurch Road, 

South end-on-Sea, Essex SS1 2ND. 

TROUBLESOME 

FAULTY AMIGA?!! 

Quality Amiga Repairs 

From only £23.50 me. return 

* FOR SPEED, FREE POSTAGE 
+ PEACE OF MIND 

CALL FOR OUR FfXED PRICE OFFER 
ANYWHERE IN THE UK! 

Ring Repairs Hotline 

STAR ASSOC. Computers 

Wembley 081 961 5366 

* Trade 
enquiries 
welcome 

X— 
f 

Subjects ^ 

\{t                   at   i. 

^i-nfri Aid 

J 

Kosmos are specialist 
producers of Educational 
Software designed to help 

you enjoy learning from 
your computer, Versions 

are available for most 
popular home & business 
computers. Many of our 

programs even allow you to 
add your own lesson 

material 
I 

Write or telephone for a 
FREE 20-page BROCHURE 
of our Educational & Leisure 

software 
Please state your computer type 

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREE POST (no stamp needed in UK) 
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU568R 

Telephone 05255 3942 or 5406 

m suuii mi!!* hi m m Hum mm 

NEW AGE COMPUTING I 

AMIGA DEALS 
Where slated our exclusive New Age pack 

contains, on top of the standard packs: 
* A free mouse? mat 
* A disk head cleaning kit 
* 15 Professionally Packed Puttie Domain 

Disks 
* A complimentary issue of Computer LYNX 

maoaane. giving you ihat extra insight in 
the new world of AMIGA coropuJing! 

BASEASflfJ SlSk New Age Pack £319.95 
BAS£A3Q0512fc BARE £309.95 
BASE A5TJ0 1 Mog + Nnw AgG Pgck...£3*t,9& 
BASE A500 1 Meg BARE £334.95 
A5001 Meg Screen Gems + Pack £365.00 
A5001 Meg Screen Gems ......£355.00 
A5001 Meg Cartoon Classics + Pack .£375.00 
A' 500 BASE Machine + New Age 
Pack £675.00 A1SW/1094S Stereo Monitor + Pack..£919.95 

3.5" BULK DISKS 
Benchrnari^ branded bulk disks 
with full replacement guarantee 

25 disks with labels £16.00 50 disks with labels ,...,£28,00 100 disks with labels £40.00 
200 disks with labels £74.00 500 disks with labels ., £162.00 High density disks (each) minimum 50  £0.95 

** Order 500 disks and pel 
25 extra free ** 

Roll ol 1000 labels ...£S,99 

HARD DRIVE OPTIONS 

GVP or XETEC SCSI HD controfler with 8 
meg RAM upgrade option on board, 

NEXUS cards out now - add just £20 to total! 
Card (Ok) - please slate GVP/Xetec £199.99 
Card + 52 Mag hard drive   £429.95 
Card * 105 Meg hard drive ....£581.95 
Card +170 Meg hard dive .£787.95 
2 Megabyte RAM (when bought 
with drive) ,....,,£79.00 
4 Megabyte RAM (when bought 
wih drive) £ 157.50 
fl Megabyte HAM I'when bought 
with drive) £314.00 

A500 
Commodore A590 conlroller and 2 meg ram 

upgrade option on board 
A590 + 20 Meg drive 
(standard bundle) £235.95 
A590152 Meg Hard drive £489.95 
A59Q + 105 Meg Hard drive,.,., £645.95 
A590 + 170 meg Hard drive £855,95 
2 Megabyte RAM (when bought 
with drive) .£70.00 

All drives and'or RAM fitted by us ready 
for you to Just plug In and got It you need 

more storage, call for a quote. 

COMPUTER LYNX 
MAGAZINE 

Our exclusive action packed magazine ON A 
DISK! Demos, news, tnierviews. reviews and 
much morel WE CANT EXPLAIN IT ALL 
HERE; SEND FOR A TASTERI 
Computer LYNX (latest SSLQ; .£1-50 
14 Issue subscription - including P&P...£22.00 

PROFESSIONAL PUBLIC 
DOMAIN 

As featured in NEW COMPUTER 
EX PR ESS II 

These are more than just slandard disks, 
they come with proper cases and 

inlay/documenlalion 
FULL LIST OF TITLES IN OUR FREE 

CATALOGUE 
1 disk: 
Noisepiayef 4 with documentation, £1,50 
Ice magademo ,„„„„£1,50 
Pixeled Pleasures (Turrican II remix)....£1.50 
Silence of the Demos (various demos) ,£1,60 
MysticaJ Tunes (Classic CHIP music) ...£1.50 
Substance - Quarters first demof £1.50 
2 disk: 
Blues House - Thrust game 4 music ....£2.50 
Virtual WodoVAIra Omega Twin Pack,.,.££.50 

3.S" DISK STORAGE 
10 Capacity Lockable Box £4.50 
80 Capacity Lockable Box ,.,.£5.00 
POSSO ISO capacity drawer 
(stackaJWe} £16.00 
BANX 90 capacity drawer 
(stackable) £8.00 

* Order any 5 boxes and get 
 20 disks FREE ★  

ASOO 0.5 MEO" 
MEMORY UPGRADE 

Expansions without a clock are just 
a waste oMimefl 

FREE ONE MEG DEMO I - 
"ENIGMA* by Phenomena 

A500 Memory Upgrade with 
clock + disk £25.00 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Naksha Mouse + Operation Stealth 
(280dpi) £23.00 
Vinyl mouse mats .£1.99 
Foam mouse mats , ,£2.99 
Turbo 68000 replacement chip 
(7/14Mhz)...„ £39.00 
- MB: Chip requires Revision 5.2 
Amiga/above 
THngi 111 A4 cofjy holders £3.99 
Fastrack II cfisk holders ,£1,99 
Plastic Library Cases (10 dtsks} ,,,,£0,99 
Universal Printer Stands £6.99 
3.5" disk head cleaning kit ....£1.99 
Mountain Breeze Compuler Air 
ioniser,,,,,, , £25.00 

PRINTER RIBBONS 
StarLC-10 .....£3.00 
Star LC24-10/24-200 £4.50 
Epson MX/FX 80/800 £3-50 
Epson LXeO/86 .£3.00 
Panasonic KXP 1124 £4.75 
Panasonic KXP 1080/1081/1180 ..£4.50 

+ Call for your printer now ft* 

DUST COVERS 
Amiga 500 , £4.50 
StarLC-10 .£5-50 
Monitor (Philips or other 147  

DISK DRIVES 
All drives wilh tree issue of Compuler LYNX 
External Slim 3.5" Drive - 
I'Port'Switch £55.00 
Internal A500 replacement drive,, ,,£59-95 
Internal 1SOOV2000 2nd drive/' 
replacement .£65.00 

JOYSTICKS 
Zipstick + Autoflre £12.50 
Competition Pro .£10.50 

Phone for details/prices on 
cither Joysticks 

SOFTWARE 
We can supply nearly all available 

software 
We can virtually always get software not in 

slock within 24 hours if 
ordered before 3pm. 

We will also martch prices with our 
competition and in most cases BEAT 

those quoted by others! 
So if you want the best price 

you MUST call. 

WE ALSO SELL TELEPHONES 
& FAX MACHINES 

* SEND FOR YOUR FREE 
CATALOGUE NOW! * 

Cheque's/Postal orders payable to "NEW AGE COMPUTING", Alt prices Include V.A.T 
POSTAGE & PACKING. Please add 50p for orders under £2, 

£1,50 orders up to £10. £2 orders above £10. 
Also add £5 over £150 insurance 

DDir*c nil Amu ilf y°u   anyitem ( 

r nIUC Witt I Wil! cheaper, well try to 
elsewhere 
B EAT the price! 

New Age Computing, Dept AP, 187 Perrysfield Road, Cheshunt, Herts, ENS 0TL 

Telephone (0992) 465366 / (0831) 820097. Fax: (0992) 450009 



EDUCATION 

Play cm? 

Nice, clear 
pictures and 
easy-to-guess 
words help 
children enjoy 
Spelt Book. 

In Spell Book, 
the words and 
pictures build 

up a book of 
ABC by 

clicking letters 
with the 
mouse. 

h c & e £ h 
• 
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continued from page 113 
letter order is reached, On-screen 
help is available in the form of a 
picture depicting the correct word, 
and as with the others speech is 
available if required. 

Balloon Burst gives the kids a 
chance to test their reflexes along 
with their spelling. The scene shows 
a line of balloons, each containing a 
letter, a picture of the required word 
and a clown walking back and forth 
across the ring. The clown has a 
water pistol which pops any balloon 
he is directly beneath when the 
mouse button is pressed, If the letter 
is correct for the word required (not 
necessarily in the correct order) the 
word begins to be built up on the 
ground. If it is incorrect the letter 
simply disappears. One difficulty with 
the approach used is that simply by 
firing randomly the child can make a 
word. I'd have liked to see some sort 
of penalty (or ' cheat") message to 
dissuade the child from making use 
of that method. 

Overall the disk contains a well 
thought-out variety of games, none of 

them too demanding. All of them 
have excellent graphics, animation 
and speech (except for the lack of 
phonetics). There is circus music 
playing during the games, adding 
greatly to the atmosphere - play 
really feels as though it's taking 
place in the ring. Suitable for all 
primary age children, it's a snip at 
the price! 

CYAD 
Junior/Senior 
LPD26 (1Mb) £3.50 
James Newcome, a new name to me, 
describes himself as "living as an 
unhappy single with an apple 
strudei". But don't worry about this 
minor eccentricity, it hasn't deterred 
him from using AMOS to produce a 
superb game of logic. 

CYAD is an acronym for 
Controllable Yellow Automated 
Device - but controllable is the last 
thing it appears to be. Once set in 
motion by the joystick it continues 
inexorably until it hits either a hazard 
or a solid wall. The idea of the puzzle 
is to send CYAD off in such 

RATINGS 

Educational Ease Flexibility Addiction Overall 
Value of Use Value 

CYAD 

Robot Spell 

Big Top Fun 

Rower Power 

Early Maths 

Spell icopter 

Spell Book 

3 

5 

5 

4 

5 

5 

4 

2 

4 

3 

2 

3 

2 

2 

S 

2 

3 

5 

4 

3 

4 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

3 

3 

Successful educational programs, especially those Intended for children, 
need to combine fun with learning, A good educational rating combined 
with addictiveness shows a well-balanced and valuable resource. Other 
ratings shown here affect the user-friendliness of the product, reflecting 
the hassle-factor involved. 

directions that it will collect precious 
stones on the screen. Once all of the 
stones have been collected an exit 
appears - then you have the problem 
of reaching safety with limited 
steering power, 

As an exercise in logic and 
frustration it is one of the best 
programs for both children and 
adults that I have seen for some 
time. Fortunately the author has 
included both save/load features 
and a tutorial mode, Unfortunately he 
aiso threatens to unleash son of 
CYAD, CYADONIA on an 
unsuspecting world. The follow-up is 
said to be the same game with more 
syllables in the title; can I stand any 
more? Yes - definitely. Well worth a 
look if the kids (or you) like brain 
teasers with a bit of action, 

FLOWER POWER 
Infant/Junior 
LPD27 (1Mb) £3.50 
Although I whinged in the 
introduction about the lack of 
educational adventure games, this 
one comes close to that ideal, The 
scenario involves your attempts to 
grow flowers for the local show while 
discouraging various bugs and 
beasties which are out to eat or 
otherwise destroy your efforts. 
Successful gardeners in the real 
world must carry out a variety of 
tasks in a specific order, and this 
game needs the same criteria for 
successful progression. 

Initially you are presented with a 
packet of seeds1 a spade and a 
watering can. You must dig a plot of 
ground, plant the seeds, water the 
seedlings then harvest it when ready 
- sounds easy, doesn't it? 
Unfortunately a variety of pests from 
dogs to bees will eat your seedlings 
if they get close enough. Being a 
kind souft you don't resort to 
pesticides or other environmentally 
unfriendly products, but rely instead 
on scaring the blighters with karate- 
style war cries. 

On each level you have a limited 
number of seeds and a target 

number of harvested flowers to 
reach. You also have a limited 
amount of energy which is depleted 
when a beastie comes into contact, 
Between guarding your plots and 
frantically refilling the watering can, 
both kids and adults will find that 
fun, challenge and logical thought 
need to go hand in hand for success. 
All the action is controlled by the 
joystick and is simple enough for 
quite young children. A lovely (though 
probably unintentional) touch is that 
the gardener appears to be watering 
the plants without the aid of a 
watering can... 

SPELL BOOK (4-9) 
Infant/Junior 
This is a budget-priced re-re lease 
from Soft Stuff, combining two packs 
which have been around for quite 
some years. Although the basic 
program has not changed, the whole 
package has been streamlined to 
simplify operation, 

Each letter of the alphabet has a 
picture associated with it, and the 
child's task is to work out the 
spelling of the object pictured. The 
alphabet is split into groups of four 
letters, and each group can be 
chosen at random, allowing the child 
to work through in any order. Several 
levels are available, each with a 
different set of pictures, making the 
program suitable for infants and 
juniors alike. 

My children used this program on 
the Atari ST several years ago (they 
were at pre school and reception 
ages) and they thoroughly enjoyed it. 
This new version has proved just as 
much of a hit, despite their improved 
reading ability, which just goes to 
show its versatility across age 
groups. 

Letters for words are selected by 
the mouse from an alphabet shown 
on the screen - it's a slow method, 
but one ideal for children unfamiliar 
with the qwerty keyboard. The letters 
on the screen are displayed in lower 
case to match the target age groups, 

continued on pap 116 
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EDUCATION 

continued km page 115 
At the meagre price of £7.99 It's well 
worth adding to your collection, 

MR ROBOT'S SPEAK 'N 
SPELL 
infant/Junior/Senior 
One by one, American educational 
programs are beginning to filter into 
this country. This one, from Brain 
Technologies, is aimed at children of 
all abilities and ages from 
kindergarten (early infant) through to 
college, and describes itself as a 
vocabulary expander, 

The program is In two sections, 
Early feve Is (approximately equivaIent 
to our infant school ages) flash a 
picture on the screen then ask the 
child to type in the spelling (either 
with the keyboard or by mouse with 
an on-screen keyboard). Incorrect 
letters may not be entered - the 
computer (in the guise of a robot, of 
which more later) tells the child to try 
a different letter. Later levels 
(approximately junior school ages) 
have crosswords to be filled in. 

Each section comprises a tutor 
and a quiz mode. The tutor mode 
presents the word on-screen, while 
the quiz expects the child to 
remember or work out the correct 
spelling. Tutor and quiz mode go 
hand in hand, the same words and 
pictures being used for a particular 
level in both cases. My seven and 
eight year-olds found this a great 
help - especially when they 
encountered unfamiliar words and 
spellings due to the Americanisms. 

The words themselves range 
from easy-peasy such as 'cat' 
through to horrible specimens like 
palanquin' and "ocarina'. I thought 

my vocabulary was pretty good but 
had to iook up both the latter words 
(they mean a litter and a musical toy 
re s pecti ve ly, in case yo u're curious). 

With such a title you might be 
forgiven for expecting robots to pi ay 
a major part in the presentation. 
Well, they do - but it isn't good. 
Anyone who has seen or heard 
Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy wilt 
recall Marvin, the paranoid android, 
This program features Marvin's 
brother and sister, and they're even 
more depressing to listen to than 
Marvin was. Both the children and I 
found ourselves sinking lower and 
lower as the game progressed - 
hardly conducive to maintaining 
interest. It isn't just that the speech 
is very slow; most of the phrases 
seem to drop in pitch at the end 
rather than rising to enthuse the 
player with determination. 

One major difficulty with 
American programs aimed at 
teaching English is the problem of 
different spellings and meanings 
between the two sides of the 
Atlantic. Thus, several words in the 

list have American spellings; tire 
(tyre), pickax (pickaxe), vise (vice), 
for example, while others are 
completely different words: faucet 
(tap), cookie (biscuit), elevator (lift). 
Adults who have been widely 
exposed to American novels will have 
little difficulty translating but 
children, especially younger ones, 
are likely to find much confusion. 
Despite early exposure to American 
films and game shows, everyday 
items are seldom mentioned and 
therefore the differences unknown. 

Another problem is the American 
method of teaching upper-case 
letters from the start, In Britain 
lower-case characters are used 
almost exclusively in the infant 
school, but in this game upper case 
is used on-screen even at the infant 
age levels. 

With over 1,000 words and 
associated pictures there's plenty of 
scope, but the presentation is so 
tedious that only the most tenacious 
child will remain interested for Jong, 
and for older children/adults the 
program runs far too slowly between 
words, yet far too fast during a word. 
The program also has a habit of 
crashing - which is unacceptable in 
PD, let alone full-price products. 

EARLY MATHS 
Infant/Junior 
Kids love programs with cute 
characters, a phenomenon used to 
good effect in this collection of 
maths games. Dizzy Lizzy is a blue 
blob, while her arch enemy is a red 
blob, Meany. Throughout the range of 
tasks, the child has to help Lizzy 
outwit Meany by answering various 
maths problems. 

The disk contains 12 games, 
ranging from simple counting through 
to addition, subtraction, division, 
multiplication, shapes and logic. Also 
covered are 'greater than', 'equal toh 

and 'less than'. 
Shape recognition appears in a 

simple "Snap -style card game (with 
Meany wild cards to add a bit of 
spice). Another shape game is in the 
style of Space Invaders mixed up 

with a bit of Tetri$f with a spaceship 
at the top of the screen dropping 
different shapes on to the shaped 
bases below. The child has to check 
whether the falling shape matches 
the base shape and shoot out those 
which don't. A fair bit of reflex is 
called for which is ideal for joystick 
jockeys - even adults can find this 
one taxing. 

Simple arithmetic is found in 
several games. In each the child has 
to answer a problem to allow Lizzy to 
achieve something. Thus in one, 
each correct answer gives a jigsaw 
piece to put back together the 
picture Meany has vandalised, 

While most of the games follow 
well-known themes, the 
implementation is excellent and all 
the testers maintained high interest 
levels, My only real gripe is that after 
each attempt at a task (of around 
ten questions) the program puts the 
child back to the main menu rather 
than offering another go at the same 
game. Since this takes quite a while, 
and kids take a while to learn the 
gam ep I ay methods, it tends to be 
rather frustrating. However, that 
minor design point apart, I can 
heartily recommend this offering for 
any family with primary-aged children. 
It is flexible, fun, and above all 
excellent value, 

SPELLICOPTER 
Infant/Junior 
Spelling games tend to be the most 
boring around, both for children and 
teachers. Spellicopter is one of the 
better ones, and uses animation 
effectively to pull a tedious task out 
of obscurity. Although simple in 
concept, its animation adds greatly 
to the child's enjoyment, and its 
flexibility of control means that little 
Intervention is needed from mum 
and dad. 

Basically the game is about 
spelling words by means of either 
joystick or cursor keys. Using the 
controls, a helicopter is manipulated 
along the alphabet which is strung 
out and scrolling across the screen. 
When the helicopter stops over a 

letter the child makes a grab 
descend from the 'copter and pick up 
the letter, Another manoeuvre sends 
the copter to drop its load on the 
word line, 

Although the controls are limited 
to "getT and ldrop', there is still a 
feeling of the child being in control of 
the helicopter's flight, Even small 
children use the program with ease 
yet it doesn't bore the older ones 
with its simplicity. Graphics and 
animation are simple, but very 
colourful and realistic with a cartoon- 
style atmosphere. 

(XXJOOOOOO 

SHOPPING LIST 

Big Top Fun.... £3.50 
Flower Power „ .,..£3.50 
CYAD „„. £3.50 

Available under an identical 
numbering/pricing system from oil AMOS 
Licenceware distributors. See ads elsewhere 
In this issue for deteils, 

Mr Robot's Speak V Spell .£25 
[This is an approximate price - the final 
price is not yet set, but the game is 
available now-ring for details) 

Available from HB Marketing 
Unit 3, Prjyle 14 
Newtands Drive 
Cohbrook 
Slough SL3GDX- 
v 0753 686000 

Early Learning Maths .£19,95 
Spellicopter  119.95 

Available from ESP Software 
32A Southchurch Rood 
Southend-on-Seo 
Essex SSI 2ND. 

0702 600557 

Spell Book (4-9) .£7.99 

Available from Soft Stuff 
19 Quorry Hill Road 

Kent TN9 2RN 
• 6732 351234 

EDUCATIONAL CONTENT 

Maths English Science Reflex Logic Fact Revise 

CYAD N N N Y Y N N 

Robot Spell N Y N N N N Y 

Big Top Fun V Y H Y N N N 

Flower Power N N Y Y Y N N 

Early Maths Y N N N N N Y 
Spellicopter N Y N N N N Y 

Spelt Book N Y N N N N Y 
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4 O T^TTTXTT7T3      Tel: +44 »81-365 1151 

|jAl3 1 H/liNriJV     „ Fax: +44 081-885 1953 

Outstanding NEW products from Gasteiner Technologies 

Trade and Educational 
Orders Welcome 

Personal Callers 
Welcome 

ith 4 

MEMORY MASTER 

A half-length FastRAMN expansion with 
MBIT technology upgradeable 2f 4, 6 & 
8Mb. No additional wait State in the 
Amiga 1500/2000 16 But-Bus-Technology. 
Includes RAMtest program and detailecT 
manual. £149 

PRO-MONITORS 

NEC 3D £499 

QUADRAN U80 £399 

PHILIPS 8833 £229 

ALF3 

High speed excellent performance. 
Hard disk delivered ready for use after 
plugging into a free A20u0-Slot. 
Optional data t raster independent from 
processor & uses fully the A mi p£-bus band- 
width (16 Bit).    ^  ^ £299 

OKTAGON 500 

A really intelligent SCSI controller for the 
Amiga 500. 

Auto boot by FFS 
Automatic reading from SCSI devices 
Supports up to 7 SCSI devises 
Multi tasking capable 
Login and password security 

ALL THIS FOR ONLY £ I 49 

THE TRACK BALL GOLDEN IMAGE 

OPTICAL MOUSE 

Switchable between Atari/Amiga with the 
third button 'Click & Hold' feature this must 
be the best value trackball at only 

iust#| 

^^£29.95 

Amazing accuracy and reliability with the 
first optical mouse for the Amiga + ST 

ALFA DATA TRACKBALL 

ALFA DATA MOUSE 

i 

Best replacement mouse which includes a 
mouse holder & cutting pad. 

For Only £16.95 

UK's LEADING TOP SELLING 

SCANNER 

Alfa Data Trackball. Excellent high 
performance trackball for Amiga and Atari 
ST. Operates from mouse or joystick port. 
Top quality construction and opto- 
mechanical design. _ .        _ _ 
only for ^^^^^    t/^ti/ 3 

2Mb RAM CARD 

4 

Outstanding quality, excellent value - this 
package includes a 100-400dpi scanner 
with dither options, plus the amazingly 
powerful TOUCH-UP software package 
which drives the scanner directly. Scanner 
includes viewing window & backlight for 
accurate scans, Scan either line-art or grey 
images up to 400dpi. 

i 
£149.00 

Fully populated board 
Plugs into trap door expansion 
and connects to gray chip. Populated 
RAM board with click       ^ _ -   ^ _ 

^£34. ¥3 

GOLDEN IMAGE 

RC 2000 = 2Mb-8Mb 

Ram card Vi Mb 

Ram Card 2Mb 

£59 

£99 

Populated for A1500 
2Mb   
4Mb   
6Mb   
8Mb   

A2000 
£149 
£219 

£POA 
£POA 

512K RAM/CLOCK CARD 

100% A500 compatible 
Battery Back-up Read time Clock an Board 
Support ON/OFF Switch to 
enable/disable expanded RAM. 

£29.95 Only 

GASTEINER Unit 12 a Millmead Business Centre, Millmead Road, London N17 9QU 

Tel: 081-365 1151   Fax: 081-885 1953  Opening hours Mon-Sat (9.30am-5.30pm) 



AMAZING OFFERS ON 

3.5" DSDD DISKS 

25 DSDD 135 tpi ....11.95 

50 DSDD 135 tpi . 21.95 

75 DSDD 135 tpi 31.95 

100 DSDD 135 tpi ...37.95 

ALL DISKS SUPPLIED WITH LABELS AND ARE 100% ERROR FREE 2 FOR 1 GUARANTEE 

f3.5" HIGH DENSITY DISKS 
10 9.95 
25 23,75 
50..., 39.95 
100.. 59.95 

{ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FR£E 
 INCLUDES LABELS) 

5.25" DSDD DISKS 
30 , 9.95 
50... 13.95 
100 24.95 
200..,, 46.95 
(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FHEE 

INCLUDES ENV/LABELS) 

5,25" DSHD DISKS 
30 ...18,95 
50; . 21.95 
100 .,36.95 
200.. 68.95 

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE 
INCLUDES ENV./LABELS) 

&5* 100 CAPACITY _3,fl$ 
3,5' 30 CAPACITY 5,46 
i&|$ CAPACITY',... 4 W 
a 6" 40-. CAPAOTY.. A4$ 

OFFER ^#-> 
DEDUCT £1.00 FROM THE 

ASOVE SI? 
PURCHASING A QUANTITY 

OF DISKETTES 
5.25" OR 3.5" 10 CAP BOXES 

5 FOR 4,50 
111!:'   10 FOR 7,m 

GENUINE SONY 3.5" DSDD BULK DISKETTES 

25 12.45     200. -79-95 
50 22.95      500 179.95 
100 .......41.95     1000 339.95 

CALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE AND ARE SUPPLIED WITH LABELS) 

RAINBOW DISKS 
{RED,GREENhYELL0W,0ftANGE,BLACK,WHUE COLORS AND OTYS Of YOUR CHOICE) 

3.5" DSDD DISKS 
25 DSDD ....13.75 
50 DSDD 26,45 
100 DSDD 44.95 
200 DSDD 84.95 

5.25" DSDD DISKS 
25 DSDD 10.45 
50 DSDD 18.95 

100 DSDD 34.95 
200 DSDD 67.95 

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE AND ARE SUPPLIED WfTH ENV/LABELS) 

ATARI DUST COVER ....3-95 
AMfGA DUST COVER...................3.95 
2 PIECE PRINTER STAND 5.95 
MONITOR STAND 12.95 

PERIPHERALS 

CUMANA 
EXTERNAL DRIVE 

ONLY 59.95 i; 

AMIGA 512K RAM 
EXPANSION BOARD 

WITH CLOCK 

ONLY 29.95 
WITHOUT CLOCK 

ONLY 26.95 

STACKABLE 

STORAGE BOXES 

BANX BOX 
HOLDS 90 3.5" DISKS 

CAN BE STACKED 
| HORIZONTALLY AND VERTICALLY 

1 ...... M ■ ■ b • ....,». »9'00 
3*^« ■ • ■ •«i * it..,.,,, id*5G 

JOYSTICKS 
OS 138 MAVERICK 13.9! 
SPEED KING STD 9.9J 
SPEEDKING A/F 10.a 
NAVIGATOR 13.9" 
ZIPSTICKSTD 11.a 
ZIPSTICKA/F 13.9! 
COMP PRO. STD 11.9! 
COMP PRO. A/F 13.9! 
MANTA RAY STD 12.9! 
MANTA RAY A/F 14.91 
STJNG RAY STD 14.9! 
STING RAY A/F 15.9J 
QS131 APACHE 6,91 
QS135 PYTHON 1 9.9! 

POSSO BOX 
HOLDS 150 3.5" OR 70 5.25" DISKS 

CAN BE STACKED 
HORIZONTALLY AND VERTICALLY 

ONLY 15-95 

RIBBONS 
WE STOCK A RANGE 

OF RfBBONS FOR 
MANY MACHINES 

PHONE FOR A Q*JOT£ 

BY f■ • 

MEDIA Di RECTI 
COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD 

UNIT 3 
RAILWAY ENT. CENTRE 
SHELTONNEVV OAD 

STOKE ON TRENT ' ... 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 
3.35 P & P PER ORDER 

E9.00 NEXT DAY 
(UK MAINLAND ONLY) 

REMEMBER !!! 

DISKEHES.OUR 3.5" DtSKETTB 
ARE MADE BY KA.OAN0 OUR 

i £5 ARE MAD 

THIS MONTHS 

SPECIALS 

ftft OFFER 1 ftft\ 
200 3,5" DSDD + 

2 100 CAP BOXES 
67.95 

ftft OFFER 2 ft ft 
NAKSHA MOUSE+ 

MAT AND POCKET 

4*95 22.95 

ftft OFFER 3 ftft 
CUMANA EXT.DRIVE 
PLUS 512K RAM EXP. 

•9230 87.95 

ftft OFFER 4 ftft 
CUMANA EXT.DRIVE 

PLUS XCOPYPRO 
.9430 89.95 

ftft OFFER 5 ftft 
ACCESORY PACK 

MOUSE MAT 
MOUSE POCKET 

DISK CLEANING KIT 
DUST COVER 
490 7.99 



COMMS 

COMMparing 

packages 

Why do i need a 
comnts 
package? 

Modems need to be told exactly 
what to do, like 'dial a number 
and wait for another modem to 
reply1. You need some way of 
seeing what the modem is 
receiving, and a means to enter 
commands to the computer at the 
other end. A dumb terminal can 
take care of the input/output 
operations, but a comms package 
will keep track of things like 
dialling the remote system and 
using the correct binary file 
transfer protocol as well. 

So why can't t just send a binary 
ffle straight down a phone line? 

Well, you could if you could 
guarantee absolutely no 
telephone line noise and that the 
receiving modem was in perfect 

synchronisation 
with the sender. 

This is, of course, impossible, so 
we have to use file transfer 
protocols which repackage and 
check the data as it is sent. 

What would anyone use a script 
language for? 

A simple script could automate 
togging on to a board, spool all 
the new messages to disk and tog 
off, allowing you to compose 
replies off-line, A more complex 
script could log on to a financial 
services system, gather share 
prices, log off, and process the 
data using a spreadsheet. This 
second example would probably 
require an ARexx-compattble 
terminal and spreadsheet, though. 
Writing good scripts is quite an 
art, as there are so many things 
which can go wrong in an 
automated modem connection. 

Stewart Russell 

takes a look at 

four of the 

major players 

in the comms 

software market - and is rather 

surprised by the results*** 

" You've bought your modem, 
and now it's sitting by the side 
of your Amiga looking smart. 
All you need is some software 
to make your computer talk to 
it And that's what I've been 
looking at this month/' 

Stewart C Russell 

■ n the beginning, comms both 
I hurt and helped the Amiga. The 
I hurt came from unscrupulous 
™ types spreading what little 
commercial software there was via 
dubious bulletin boards. More honest 
comms users helped the fledgeling 
Amiga community by spreading news, 
answering questions and distributing 
public domain software. 

2t400 baud was a luxury then, 
and the early Amiga comms 
packages were extremely 
rudimentary. The scene gelled with 
the release of DJ James' 
Communicator program - a reliable, 
simple piece of software distributed 
with full C source. Here was a solid 

base on which more complicated 
terminals could be built. 

These days, modems have 
advanced so much that the serial 
port of a stock Amiga has extreme 
difficulty driving them at top speed. 
Error correction and data 
compression allow transmission 
rates of a hundred times that of the 
old 300 baud modems, even along 
Telecom's foosty old lines. 

Thankfully, comms software has 
advanced along with the hardware. 
Users now expect advanced transfer 
protocols, colour graphics, scroll back 
buffers, call timers and other 
convenience features, These won't 

continued on page 121 

JARGON BUSTING 

ANSI Graphics - A set of character control codes which allow (usually eight) 
colour block graphics and simple animations. 

ASCII Capture - A feature which allows all the text received from the modem 
to be stored in a file for later perusal. 

Kermit - A protocol much used in mainframe communications. Very slow, 
but immune to almost any amount of line noise. 

Protocol - Any agreed standard way of transmitting data in order to minimise 
the corrupting effects of telephone line noise. 

Script Language - A mini programming language built into a comms package. 
Allows repetitive tasks to be automated and, with care, can 
dramatically reduce on-line time. 

Tektronlcs - A vector graphics and text standard widely used in scientific 
Institutions and absolutely never used on bulletin boards. 

VT -      A family of character control code sets devised by DEC. VT-100 is 
the most common, and is the basis for the ISO control code 
standard used by the Amiga- 

X-Modem - A rather slow and ancient protocol which is supported by virtually 
every bulletin board. Sends data in 128-byte blocks with a 
checksum byte. 

X-ModenvCRC - Similar to X-Modemr but uses a 16-bit Cyclic Redundancy 
Check instead of the checksum for better error detection. Slower 
but more secure than X-Modem. 

XPR -    A system of external protocol libraries peculiar to the Amiga. It 
allows any XPR-compatible comms package to take advantage of 
any of the XPR protocols, without ever needing to know exactly how 
each protocol works, NComm uses it extensively. 

Y-Modem - X-Modem-CRC with 1,024-byte blocks. Fast when used on good 
phone lines. Various other versions, such as Y-Modem G and Y- 
Modem Batch, have been developed to improve the transfer rate. 

Z-Modem - A Y-Modem variant which alters data block size to accommodate 
patches of line noise. Batch file sending is possible, and cancelled 
transfers can be resumed without error. Z-Modem is currently the 
best general-purpose protocol available, 
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NO COMPUTER 

IS COMPLETE WITHOUT 

A DUST COVER 

Protect your Amiga with a dust cover 

from the BBD Professional Range. 

Made from best quality proofed nylon that has been treated with a 
flame retafdant and an anti-static inhibitor, BBD Dust Covers are 
tastefully finished with contrasting piping, They never crack, dis- 

colour, tear or fade, They can be washed and ironed. So confident 
are BBD of the quality that they give a no-quibble guarantee with 

every cover, 

BBD dust covers are not expensive and all 

our prices include VAT and P&P 

Amiga 500, Keyboard only  

Amiga 1000, one piece cover  

Amiga 2000, two piece set  

,£8'm 6 9 
 £12.21 

In addition to the above BBD offer a wide range of other covers 
These include printer covers from only £6.38 

Why not contact us for further details 

Dept. 35, The Standish 
Centre, Cross Street, 

Standish, Wigan, WN6 OHQ 

Telephone: 0257 425839 ext 35 

Fax: 0257 423909 

Sheer Perfection in Computer Protection 

BBD 

El 

DUST 

COVERS 

Tel: (0268) 782949. 

c 

All software includes first class 
postage. Please add £9 for 
courier delivery of hardware, 

"STOCKS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY11 

AMIGA HARDWARE I) 
A500 "no software".,, ,.  £299 9B 
A500 "Screen Gems"  r ™ q q c 
A500 "Screen Gems" + A501..           " rw> OR 
A500 "Class of the 90 s"  *Sf §c 
A500 "First Steps"  "" """""'"wil'S 
A1500 "Base Unit"..... '£599 95 
A1500 'Base Unit + Software" C649 95 
A1500 "Base Unit + Software + Monitor" " F HQQ QK 
A590 "20MB Hard Disk" ........,Z"ZZ'£259 % 
A501 'Memory Expansion + Captive"  " 
A1084SD "Colour Monitor + Cable" '"fSdl'q? 
ROTEC RF332C "3.5" Disk Drive" ...  '"IS « 
Phi I ips C M8833/2 Colour Monitor "£234 95 
CITIZEN SW(FT9 Colour Printer + Cable ,. . '£209 95 

AMIGA SOFTWARE 
AMOS.. .,£32 95 Deluxe Paint IT  """ftSai? 
Deluxe Paint III  '"f iS «5i 
Deluxe Print II  " "f^ q* 
Deluxe Video HI  ""'™ 2? 
Disney Animation Studio  " " ""tlim 
Kindwords V2.0 \ZZZ'£36 95 
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing >??'QC 
Pagestream V2.1  f ilq 
pro Page v2.o ; nig 95 
AT ONCE PC EMULATOR  ""£169 00 
Many other Amiga titles in stock ~^Z"S/ZZZ""", CALL 

c AMIGA CONSUMABLES 

BOX. 

10 Sony Unbranded 3,5" Disks... 
25 Sony Unbranded 3.5" Disks... 
50 Sony Unbranded 3.5" Disks ... 
100 Sony Unbranded 3.5" Disks . 
20 SONY BRANDED 3.5" DISKS - 
Amiga Connecting Cables... 
INTRODUCTION TO AMIGA VIDEO "'' 
INTRODUCTION TO WORKBENCH VEmd'ZZ^ZZZZZ^ZZZ 

Please make cheques and postal orders payable to 
mm^ GPS, 

PO Box 571, Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 9NE 
^M     CREDIT CARD HOTLINE: (0268)782949 

,,,.£5.95 
..£11.95 
..£21.95 
£39,95 

.£17,95 
...CALL 
..£14.95 
£1495 

from 

28p 

25 
50 

100 
250 
500 

1000 

3.5" 
DS/DD 

9.99 
18.99 
32.99 
76.99 

148.99 
284.99 

3.5" 
SONY 
12.99 
23.99 
43.99 

107.99 
199.99 
389.99 

RIBBONS Post Free 

LOCKABLE DISC BOXES 

40 x 3.5      - £3.99 
80 x3.5 

120x3.5 
£4.49 

£6.49 

*Our disks are fully 
guaranteed and come 
complete with labels. 

1 OFF 3 OFF 
CITIZEN 120D/LSP10/124D SWIFT 24 2.50 2.30 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24 COLOUR 15.00 
EPSON FX/MX/RX80/FXS00/LX800 3.20 3.00 
EPSON LX80/86 2,00 1,80 
MANNESMANN TALLY MT80 4,80 4.60 
PANASONIC KXP 1080/81/82/180/1190/1123 2.90 2.70 
PANASONIC KXP1124/1140 2.60 2.40 
STAR LC10 MONO 2.80 2.60 
STAR LC10 4-COLOUR 5.90 5.70 
STAR LC24-10 2.80 2.60 
STAR LC24-10 COLOUR 12.50 
STAR LC200 3.20 3.00 
STAR LC200 COLOUR 11.50 
STAR LC24-200 2.80 2.60 
STAR LC24-200 COLOUR 12.50 

SNAP 

COMPUTER 
SUPPLIES LTD 

ACCESSORES - POST FREE! 
Amiga External Drive 57.99 
Amiga 512k Upgrade, clock 23.99 
Amiga 512k Upgrade, No clock 21.99 
Mouse Mat (Boxed) 2.99 
Mouse Holder 2.99 
2 Piece Universal Printer Stand 6 99 
31/2 Disk Clean Kit 2 99 
51/4 Disk Clean Kit 2.99 
RoJI of 1000 31/2 disk labels 8.99 
Printer Cable (1.5mtr) 3.99 

PAPER Top Quality 
FAN FOLD WITH MICRO-PERFS 1000 
11 X95 60GSM 7 99 
11.66 X 9.25 (A4) 70GSM 10.49 
11.66 x 9.25 (A4) 80GSM 11.99 
11 66 x 9.25 (A4) 90GSM 13.99 

SOt^tWS MIAflL 

M ®MILV 

2000 
13.99 
18.49 
20.49 
23.99 

ALL PRODUCTS SUBJECT 
TO AVAILABILITY 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 
PLEASE ADD £2.99 POSTAGE AND 

PACKING FOR DISKS + BOXES £3 99 
POR PAPER. EO.E 

In] ® tl 0IIDU © My DTrt][o)©[F @ 

1st Floor, l-Mex Business Park, 42 Flaxley Road, Stechford, Birmingham B33 9HL 



C O M M S 

1 from page 119 
help you make a connection (only a 
reliable modem will do that) but they 
certainly do assist in the best use of 
your precious on- line time, 

There are many, many comms 
packages for the Amiga. Instead of 
looking at all of them - which would 
be rather impractical and would 
probably take up most of the 
magazine - the top two commercial 
packages are compared with the 
their shareware opposite numbers. 

A-TALK III 
According to Oxxi, A-Tatk HI is a total 
communications package'. It 
attempts to give you all the comms 
software you'll ever need, including 
the small but vital auxiliary utilities, 
such as file archivers and the like. 
The only disadvantage with this 
approach is that the supplied utilities 
are now rather old-fashioned, 
although they will serve to down to ad 
and unarchive more modern ones. 

Installation went off without a 
hitch, since no attempt was made to 
alter the startup-sequence. An Assign 
command did have to be added 
manually, but this seeming 
annoyance does ensure that the 
machine will boot properly. Too many 
packages attempt a really clever hard 
disk installation routine that doesn't 
quite work, so Oxxi deserves praise 
for this simple approach. 

Whoever wrote A-Tatk HI really 
likes intuition gadgets. The "quick 
configuration' menu boasts no less 
than 85 option gadgets under 26 
different headings. This gives 
thousands of options presented in 
just one medium resolution screen. 

While we re on the subject of 
screens, I would like to say that a 
program as expensive as A-Talk ill 
should fully support PAL screens. 
Unless you want to stick to the four 
colour Workbench screen, or use 
Tektronics terminal emulation (which 
you won't), you will be sold short by 
the customary 56 lines. 

You will no doubt need to dive 
into the manual for moral support on 
numerous occasions, and when you 
do you witi be surprised by the clarity 
of the text. St explains many 
procedures that other manuals forget 
about like logging in to different 
types of systems, and how file 
transfer protocols work. 

Although A-Talk ill has all the 
protocols required for using BBSs, it 
is really geared to mainframe 
connections since it offers many 
terminal emulations. Its modem 
options are uncharacteristically 
inflexible - you are given a list of 
just ten or so models to choose 
from, many of which are now 
obsolete, and most of which were 
never actually available in this 
country anyway, 

A-Talk Ill's savi ng grace is its 
script language. Not only can it run a 
simple BBS host {Online! and 
NComm can also do tbis), it can also 
provide remote access to your Amiga 
via a complex ARexx script. Thus, 
whatever you can do in a Shell you 
can also do with A-Talk over a 
telephone line. 

The basic problem with A-Talk Hi 
is its price. If it was cheaper, you 
could forgive its flaws, but its 
present cost means that its 
imperfections become rather more 
major causes for complaint. 

ONUNE1 PLATINUM EDITION 
Available as part of the Works! 
Platinum Edition integrated system, 
or as a stand alone package, Online! 
Platinum Edition tries to maximise 
value for money and ease of use. 
And, for the most part, it succeeds in 
its aims. 

Installation is very polished. 
First, the integrity of all the files on 
the distribution disk is checked, and 
then a slick Intuitionised' program 
asks for the installation path. The 
program will modify you startup- 
sequence to accommodate an 
Assign command, Unfortunately, the 
assignment is made without the all- 
Important colon in the device name, 
so a manual fix with a text editor is 
required; a shame, since the install 
routine is superficially impressive. 

BULLETIN BOARD UPDATE 
Stephen Ogbourne, sysop of the 
Public House BBS in Cardiff, has 
informed me that the number of the 
board has changed to 0222 
665907, The number given in Amiga 
Shopper issue 2 is no longer 
current, and should not be used. 

Having fallen at the first hurdle, 
Onlinei recovered well in use. 
The program has all the features you 
need to use BBSs: AM Si graphics, 
X- and Z-Modem protocols, a call 
timer, and ASCII capture. It has VT- 
102 and Tektronics 4010 terminal 
emulations which, in conjunction with 
the rather archaic Kermit file transfer 
protocol, could find uses in 
connecting to university computers. 
More folks will find a use for the 
included CIS B protocol, as used by 
the huge online system CompuServe. 

For some curious reason, MSS 
devised its own protocol, SADIE. 
SADIE allows simultaneous 
uploading, downloading and chatting 
to the sysop; sounds good, no? The 
only trouble is, only MSS's own BBS- 
PC software supports SADIE, so 
you're fairly unlikely to use it that 
often. Shame, really-a good idea 
spoilt by not releasing the details of 
the protocol into the public domain. 

continued on page 123 

FEATU RE C OMPARISON TABLE 

ONLINEI 
PLATINUM 

A-TALK HI JR-COMM 
1,02 

NCOMM i 
1.92 

ONLINE! 
PLATINUM 

A-TALK III JR-COMM 
1.02 

NCOMM 
1,92 

Phone book entries 40 60 9999 Infinite HIS N Y N N 

Macro Keys 20 20 40 20 Tek40l0 Y Y N N 

Protocols: XModem Y Y Y Y Tek40±4 N Y N H 

XfVlodem-CRC Y Y Y Y SkyPSx N N Y N 

WXModem Y Y Y ASCII: Scrollback Y Y Y Y 

YModem Y Y Y Y Cut & Paste Y Y N Y 

YWIodem^Bateh N N N Y Capture Y Y Y Y 

YModem-G N Y Y Y Send Y Y Y Y 

ZModem Y Y Y Y Search N N N Y 

CISB Y N N N Max Baud Rate [2] 57,600 67,600 57,600 115,200 

CIS B+ N N Y n Multi-Serial support Y Y Y Y ! 

CIS QuIckB Y N N N Call Timer Y [31 Y Y 

Hermit Y Y N V Logging N N Y Y 

SADIE Y N N N Costing N N Y [41 

XPR library N Y N Y Scripting Y Y N Y 

Screen: Workbench N Y Y Y Host Y Y N Y 

Custom PAL Y N Y Y Remote N Y N N 

Overscan Y N N ARexx Y Y N N 

Interlace Y m N Y Price £40.82 £91.91 US$35 [5] 

Max colours 8 8 16 16 
Fonts: large Fonts Y Y N N Notes: 
IBM Fonts Y Y Y Y f 1]   Supported only in Tektronics mode 
Local Fonts N N N Y [2]   The standard serial port can only manage 31,250 baud. Higher 
Max Columns 132 132 SO 80 speeds require 68030 and/or multi-serial board 
Emulation: YTB2 Y Y Y Y ;  [3]   The timer is manually operated, hence does not give a reliable 
VT-100 Y Y Y Y estimate of call duration 
VT-102 Y N N H [4j   Via an external utitfty 
ANSI Y Y Y Y [S]   The authors request a gift of equivalent value to the program 
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CRAZY 

NOT TO BUY YOUR DISKS AT THESE PRICES EVERY 
DISKETTE 100% CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE 

DISKETTES 
50 DSDD 3.5" £24.00 200 DSDD 3.5" £64.00 
100 DSDD 3.5" .£36.00 500 DSDD 3-5" £155,00 

3.5" High Density 

55p each 
5.25 DSDD 

Only 25p each 
&8SHD 

Only 40p each 

* 

STAR OFFER 

200 DSDD 3.5" £72 .00 
Plus 2 

100 capacity boxes ★ 

ACCESSORIES 
50 capacity Jockablc box 3.5V,..£3.95 Mouse mats , £2,95 
80 capacity lockabfe box 3.5 ",..,£4.50 3.5" head cleaner ,...£2,95 
100 capacity lockable box 3.5" ..£5.50 ONLY IF BOUGHT 
Banx Stackable box £8,95 WITH DISKS 

TOTAL SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY 

081-309-5556 
DIAL A DISC 

6 Walsingham Road, St Pauls Cray, Kent BR5 3BW 
Personal callers by arrangement   

All offers subject to availability E/OE. 

..... Analogic Computers 
ANALOG S        (UK) Ud 
ANALOGIC    153 Latchmerc Road 

LOGIC   Kingston -upon Thames 
 Surrey KTS 5TU 

Telephone 
Mon Sat 9am-7pm 

081-546 9575 
Tel/Fax: 

081-541 4671 

AMIGA COMPUTERS 

Amisa 500 computer, mouse, TV modulator, manuals, workbench£299,00 
Amiga 500 as above + 512K Ram expansion £325.00 
Amiga 500 1Mb Cartoon Classics , £359,00 

AMIGA DISK DRIVES 

Internal 3,5" Sony Disk Drive   £49*95 
External 3,5" Disk Drive ,t, £59,95 

 1 

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR 

Dedicated monitor input + high quality medium resolutfon monitor 

+ remote control + teletext TV + Scart cable . . £269,00 

PROTAR A500 HARD DISK DRIVES 

Please phone for prices 

AMIGA 500 REPAIRS 

Without DIAGNOSTIC fees 

★ Fast turnaround ★ Fixed charges £49.95 

* We provide pick-up service of faulty conputers for onfy £5,00 + VAT 

* AJI prices include VAT and NEXT DAY DELIVERY WSA 

Fujitsu 3.5' SCSI Hard Disks 
43Mb, 25ms, I" high  £199 
90Mb, J9ms £349 
]35Mb, I9ms ,£469 
180Mb, 19ms , £520 

AIJ Fujitsu drives fully support synchronous SCSI transfer 
(with Amiga 3000 and some Amiga 2000 controllers) 

Tapestreamers now available! 

150Mb SCSI tapestreamers now available- 
Prices start at £399. Please ring for details. 

Plus 3.5" SCSI Hard disks (Quantum) 
52Mb, J 7ms, J" high „. .  .£249 
85Mb, 17ms, Thigh. , £399 
105Mb, 17ms, 1" high ,, , £439 
120Mb,. 15rns .,.£499 
170Mb, 15ms £639 
210Mb, 15ms ,.. , £749 

All Plus hard disks have a 64Kb inbuilt cache 
which gives an flms read access time. 

Quantum is a subsidiary of Plus Development 

Seagate, WD, Conner, Maxtor 

Far too many drives to fist here, please ring for details 

and prices, MFM, RLL, ESDI, SCSI and AT drives available. 

FHEE PUBLIC DOMAIN 

Buy any hard drive over 100Mb from us, and we will put 
on as much free Public Domain software for the Amiga 

as you want? Just say how much you want, you can fist 
specific Fish disks ( I to 410) in your order if you wish. 

Amiga SCSI controllers 
Please ring for details and prices of IVS, XETEC, GVR 

SUPRA, ICD MICROBOTIC5, DATAFLYER and 
COMMODORE controller cards. 

RAM Chips 
256x4 SOns DRAM (for A590, A209Ir A540, etc.) ..,£42 per Mb 
1 Mbxl SOns DRAM ffor A2058, 8-Up, etc)  £44 per Mb 
1 Mbx9 80ns SIMMS (for GVP Series Ut etc) £42 each 
4 Mbx9 80/70ns SIMMS £Cafl 

Almathera Systems Ltd. 
Tel (081) 683 6418   Fax (081) 689 8927 

Challenge House, 616 Mftcham Rd, 
Croydon, CR9 3AU. 

All prices include VAT and delivery 
Data cables and 5,25" mounting frames are extra. Free PD can only 

be provided for controllers that support Commodore's Rigid Disk Block 
standard fCBM A2091 & A590, GVP Series II, Mlcrobotics Harcfframe, 

JCD etc). Please check your controller manual. 
All prices are correct at time of going to pr«s E&QE. All trademarks respected. 



BEST BUY ooooooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 

Commercial Packages: 

A-Talk HI™™ .£31.91 he VAT 
Published by Oxxi Inc, 
PO Sox 90309, 
Long Beach, 
a 9OB09 0309, USA 
»DID12134271227 

Online! Platinum Edition 
 _.£40*82in<VAT 

Published by Micro-Systems 
Software Lnc, 
12798 Forest Hill Boulevard, 
Suite 202, 
West Palm Beach, 
Florida 33414, USA 

Both distributed in the UK by KB 
Marketing Ltd 
M3,Poylel4P 
Newlcnds Drive, (olnbrook, 
Slough SL30DX 
^ 0753 686000 

User-Supported Packages 

JR-Comm 1.02 
 Registration: $35 (appx. £21) 

Supported by John P. Radigan, 
Dynalogic, 
PO Box 698, Mays Landing, 
NJ 08330, USA 
E-mail: jprad@faafcrl.UUCP 

NCamm 1.92  Anything! 

Supported by Torkel Lodberg, 
PilotveienlO, 
N 0384 Oslo 3, Norway 
Email: 1orkell@ifi.uio.no 

Bath shareware packages 
should be available from 
goad BBSs and public 
domain software houses. 

CHECKOUT 

A-TALK III 

Documentation     • • # • • 
Some day, all manuals will be written 
like this. Alt the program's features are 
described in minute but readable detail. 

Features • • • • O 
Absolutely every terminal emulation you 
could ever want. Curiously, though, 
there's no support for PAL displays. 

Ease of Use •••GO 
Installs and works straight from the box, 
but the huge number of configuration 
options is daunting 

Price Value 0 0 0 0 0 
Very expensive at £91.91, but offers a 
complete comms software solution. 

Overall rating • • • o 

A powerful and reliable comms package, 
with an unfortunately high price tag. 

continued from page 121 
A small sticker on the box and 

some notes tucked away in a 
Read Me file mention the fact that 
Online! Platinum has ARexx 
compatibility written into its script 
language. This allows scripts to 
control other programs and 
manipulate data in a very powerful 
way. You do need to buy ARexx, but 
the additional flexibility it adds to the 
program is worth the expense. 

Online! Platinum works quickly 
and reliably, almost to the point of 
being boringly respectable. It looks 
like many other pieces of two-year-old 
Amiga software; old, but still able to 
give solid service. 

JR-COMM 1.02A 
JR-Comm is shareware, so the 
version you will find on the bulletin 
boards starts complaining if you 
don't register within 30 days, 

JR-Comm excels in its file 
transfer handling. Indeed, the 
options for tweaking the Z-Modem 
protocol alone fill most of a screen, 
I've never had JR-Comm fail on a 
transfer, except when I had the 

I parameters set incorrectly. 
And there lies the problem with 

the program: the huge number of 
different, alterable parameters. Too 
many options are presented at once. 
I feel dissuaded from using the 
package since all the gadgets 
scream out to be used. 

If you can handle this, you will 
I find the program rewarding to use. It 

has a particularly fine emulation of 
IBM PC ANSI graphics, right down to 
the emulation of a PC keyboard for 
those few on-line games that may 
require such a thing. 

JR-Comm is the only package 
reviewed here which does not have a 
script language. This is no great 
issue for most people, since 
browsing and downloading cannot 

CHECKOUT 

JR-COMM 1.02 

Documentation     • • • • O 
Lots of it, and geared towards the expert 
user. The utterly clueless would probably 
remain so. 

Features • • • • O 
No script language, but just about 
everything else. Possibly the best 
Z-Modem implementation anywhere. 

Ease of Use        # • • • O 
Huge banks Of options frighten the timid, 
yet once installed the program is flexible 
and fast. 

Price Value • • • • 
Superb - $35, Wonderful technical 
support - if you have access to Usenet. 

Overall rating • • • • 

Not really for beginners, but the one to go 
for if you prefer raw usability to cuteness. 

easily be automated. However, it can 
sometimes be extremely useful, and 
the addition of a script language 
would turn this good package into an 
extremely fine one. 

Obtaining technical support in 
the UK is somewhat difficult. Mr 
Radigan, the program s author, 
patrols the Amiga communications 
newsgroup on Usenet with great 
regularity, and answers queries 
quickly and clearly. Unfortunately, 
very few comms users in the UK 
have access to Usenet, except for 
CIX and Direct Connection 
subscribers and a few universities. 
Work on a new version with scripting, 
ARexx and XPR support is In 
progress, and these developments 
may push JR-Comm way beyond its 
competitors - watch this space. 

Despite the few problems, the 
fact that you can try JR-Comm for 
yourself before being committed to 
any expenditure is a great boon, and 
the program has thousands of 
satisfied users the world over. 

NCOMM 1*92 
NComm poses a problem to its 
users: how much is a really good 
piece of software worth? All the 
authors ask in the way of payment 
for this software is a gift equal to the 
perceived value of the package. 

NComm can trace its ancestry 
back to Dan James' Communicator, 
but only the very core code remains. 
The program was originally written as 
an attempt to support the Norwegian 
character set in a usable comms 
package, but like many software 
projects it grew way beyond the 
original aims. 

The most useful feature of 
NComm is its internal multitasking. 
Most other packages don't allow you 
to type commands into the terminal 
while a requester is on the screen, 
but NComm does. This allows you to 

CHECKOUT 

NCOMM 1.92 

Documentation     • • • • O 
Slightly iffy English sometimes, but the 
idea gets through anyway. Full of hints 
for quicker connections. 
Features ••••O 
Internal multitasking of requesters is 
truly wonderful. Despite the lack of 
ARexx scripting, most tasks can still be 
automated. 
Ease of Use        • • • • O 
Doesn't sling too many options about a: 
the one time. All the features are well 
laid out and easy to change. 
Price Value • • • • • 
Beautiful; you only contribute what you 
think it's worth! 

Overall rating • • • • • 
An incredibly powerful package which 
also manages to be easy to use. Should 
suit the majority of comms users.. 

NComm 1.92 
Competent and inexpensive; 
currently the best of the Hunch, 

HIGHLY COMMENDED 

JR-Comm 1.02 
Its complexity and lack of scripting 
knocked it Into second place. 

call up a file requester and find a file 
to transmit before typing the upload 
command into the remote system. It 
may seem trivial in explanation, but 
in use it is indispensable. 

NComm uses XPR libraries to 
handle its more complex file transfer 
protocols such as Kermit and 
Z-Modem. This has caused a few 
problems, since the newest version 
of the XPR Z-Modem.library is flawed, 
frequently causing bad transfers, so 
an older and slower version has to 
be used until the library is fixed. 

Ease of use has been designed 
into NComm, You'll never be 
confronted with a barrage of options 
all at once. Except for phonebook 
and modem configurations, 
everything can be changed from the 
menu bar. Thus, only the options you 
actually need to see are displayed. 

Phone charges are high in the 
UK, and NComm can keep a log of all 
calls made. External utilities 
estimate your bill and allow voice 
calls to be added to the log. These 
utilities are registered (and 
distributed) separately. 

People with extremely fast 
modems complain of intermittent 
problems with NComm, but my 
V\22bis machine causes no hassle. 
There are a lot of new features to 
NComm 1.92; so many that users of 
NComm 1.9 will feel that it's almost 
a different program.© 

CHECKOUT 

ONLINE! 

Documentation     • • • • O 
Brief, but good. Explains all that is 
required to be explained, but little of the 
deep background info. 
Features • • • • O 
Purports to be a BBS user s package, but 
lacks the vital call costing and logging 
features. Superb script language, though. 

Ease of Use        • • • • O 
Apart from a cute but subtly flawed 
install routine, it does what it should, 
when it should, 
Price Value • • • • 
£40.82 is as low as is commercially 
viable, yet it has lots of solid features., 

Overall rating mm mm o 
If you require scripting and ARexx 
interoperability. Online?$ the one, 
despite its dated looks. 
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Software for free 

UTILITIES 

Although there isn t much around in 
the way of utility PD at the moment, 
what there is is certainly good 
quality. 

MESSYDOS 
NBS disk U619 
The trackdisk,device on the Amiga is 
very versatile, and with judicious 
programming it can be made to read 
other formats. So with this in mind, 
you'll be chuffed to hear that MS- 
DOS disks can be read in your Amiga 
drives with this program. It s a sort 
of PD version of the Consultron 
program CrossDOS. When you insert 
an IBM-type disk in your Amiga, the 
MessyDOS driver is checked from 
the mountlist in your Devs directory, 
and Bob's your uncle - you can read 
and write to the disks as if they were 
normal Amiga disks. All you need to 
do is add the following to your 
mountlist: 

MSO: FileSystem = J 
L:Mes syFi1eSys tem 
Device * messydisk.device 
Unit = G 

Welcome to the world of public domain 
software. And before anyone accuses this 
of being an all-Amiga nuts issue, step It 
right there. Amiga nuts figures large In 

this and every issue because the company sends a lot of 
high-quality stuff to me every month, and by and large 
what's sent in gets reviewed. I've said this before and I'll 
say it again: HI review programs I get sent, and if PD 
houses don't send me any software, I can't review it, can 

J? I get a lot of stuff from AmiganutsT 17 Bit, Crazy Joes, 
NBS, New Wave and various others, which is why those 
people are in almost every issue of Amiga Shopper. If you 
keep me regularly supplied with new stuff as it comes in, 
then I can report on what's new in the PD market, and 
you can publicise all your new disks. It's a simple 
symbiotic relationship, and one you should fairly quickly 
get the hang of! 

Right, that's enough sarcasm, let's hit the reviews. 

Flags m 0 
LowCyl = 0 } HighCyl = 79 
Reserved - 0 
Surfaces = 2 
BlocksPerTrack a 9 
Buffers - 5 
Do slype = 1 
BufMemType = 1 
BootPri = 0 
Stacksize - 3072 
Priority - 9 
GlobVec   - -1 
Mount = 1 

# 
MSI: FileSystem = J 

L: Mes sy F i 1 eSy s t em 
Device = messydisk.device 
Unit = 1 
Flags = 0 
LowCyl = 0 • HighCyl =79 
Reserved - 0 
Surfaces = 2 
BlocksPerTrack - 3 
Buffers = 5 
DosType = 1 
BufMemType = 1 
BootPri = 0 
Stacksize = 3072 
Priority = 9 
GlobVec   = -1 
Mount = 1 

Of course if you have a DF2: or DF3: 
you wilf need to alter the second 
entry or add additional entries 
named MS2; or MS3: etc. Then add 
the command: 

mount msO: 
mount msl: 

and your Amiga will recognise MS 
DOS disks. 

This is not so much a single 
utility, but rather a whole subsystem 
which co-exists with your regular 
Amiga system, ready to be used at 
any time. 

The really neat thing about 
MessyDOS is that the MSDOS disks 
can be called like any other Amiga 
device. So you can load and save IFF 
pictures to a paint program from a 
PC disk, as well as text fifes and so 
on, This is a top notch utility, and 
one which all users should have, 
especially those who also have PCs 
at home or at work. 
Value for money 8/10 

MODULE PROCESSOR 1.91 
Amiga nuts disk 1068 
An update to previous versions, this 
is a new revision of Steve Marshall's 
module-to-executable processor. 
Simply take a module from your 

Module Processor makes music files 
executable. 

favourite musfc tracker, slip it 
through Module Processor, and 
you've got a chunk of executable 
code which can be run just like any 
other program - very useful for 
adding music from tracker sources to 
non-tracker programs. 
Value for money , 8/10 

continued on page 127 

Software for 
free? How's that 
then? 

BEGINNERS BEGINNERS 

This may sound like a call to 
piracy, but public domain software 
is free to anyone* Yes even you 
sir, you at the hack with the Jolly 
Roger, There isn't any catch, 
unless you count the fact that 
there is 60 much PD software on 
offer that it's hard to choose what 
you're going to have. And that's 
where I come in. 

But what does PD mean? 

The public domain concent Is 
borrowed from the eariy days of 
mainframe systems, where 
enthusiasts (called 'hackers' 
then, before the word had less 
pleasant connotations) produced 
programs and distributed them to 
their friends and fellow hackfsh 
types, asking for no payment but 
the glow of being recognised as a 
truly hackish coder. The copyright 

was waived by 
the author, and 

so the program was said to be In 
the public domain  that is to say, 
any member of the public had a 
right to copy and use the program 
however they wished, provided 
that the author's credit and any 
relevant documentation was 
distributed with the program, 

So how can I get Horn of ail this 
wonderful free PD? 

Either buy it from a PD library (see 
the last page of this article for a 
fist) or, if you've got a modem, 
download it from a bulletin board. 
These are computers with 
modems, which anyone can use a 
phone and modem to log on to, 
download a lot of demos and 
utilities, leave a few messages 
and programs of their own and log 
off. You'll find that there are many 
bulletin boards with Amiga flies 
available for download. 

PAYING FOR IT 

Be prepared to pay between 99p 
and about £2.50 per disk from a PD 
software house. Whether you pay 
the lower or higher price is entirely 
up to you. I suppose the variety in 
prices depends on how the disks 
are duplicated. If the company has 
an office and a duping machineT 

then it costs money to run. But if 

it's built the PO house into an 
existing business, then obviously it 
has no overheads to speak of. 
Some 99p PD houses are good, 
others are terrible. The only way to 
find out for sure is to spend 99p. Or 
read Amiga Shopper every month 
for the same price, and find out 
from us! 
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Send your order to 
CRAZY JOE S 
DEPT. AS10 

145 EFFINGHAM ST 
ROTHERHAM 

SOUTH. YORKSHIRE 
S65 1BL 

Please make cheque / p.o. 
payable to "CRAZY JOE'S1 

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 

(0709) 829286 
FAX ORDERS 

(0709) 878308 

MINIMUM CARD ORDER 
24 HOUR SERVICfe 

KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS : (2) = Number of disks in set; *^1meg; ^ = 2 meg; (2D) = 2 drives; (X) = Adults Only 

DKM()S / ANlMATtONS 

016 Space Ace Demo 
066 Red Sector Megademo (2) 
127 NewTekDeifio (2) * 
157 Cool Gouge/Animation* 
161 KyLle Minogue Demo (2) 
240 Puggs In Space Cartoon 
280 Tree frog Animation * 
268 The AMOS Demo 
296 Unlcycle Animation * 
309 NewTekDemo3 (2)* 
483 Elvira Demo 
646 Predatora Megademo {21 
744 Red Sector Ceblt Demo 
747 Popeye Meet* The Beachboya 
762 The Run Animation * 
773 Shark Animation * 
825 Budbraln Megademo (2)(X) 
853 Dragoni Lair Demo * 
885 Cam a Demo 
696 Trip To Mare 
897 Scoopex Mental Hangover 
006 Madonna Cartoon Animation * 
954 Turtles Demo 

1001 Station at Khern (3) " 
1033 At The Movies Anim ** 
1105 CrionJc* Neverwhere Demo 
1110 Fractal Flight 
1188 Fillet The Fieh 
1200 RaWer* of the Loit Ark Anim * 
1220 Budbraln 2 
1238 Evil Dead Demo (X) * 
1248 LSD: Comix Dlik 1 
1287 Wrath of the Demon Demo 
1453 More Aerotoona * 
1529 Armageddon Demo* 
1540 Amy ,v>. Walker Anim* 
1541 Batman Animation * 
1551 Too Much 3D* 
1552 Magician Animation V2.0 * 
1560 Phenomena Enigma Demo" 
1626 Do The Bart, Men* 
1650 Crionica : Total Destruction * 
1664 Sllents : Blue House (2) * 
1667 More Classy Animations * 
1692 Basketball Animation * 
1701 Tron Animation {2}* 
1703 Total Res pray 
1704 Total Recount 
1705 Total Ftestyla 
1706 Total Retrial 
1707 Decay : Simpsons Demo * 
1753 Life Of Brian (2) 
1766 Laurel & Hardy (2)(2DT 
1775 Total Confusion * 
1782 Carrott: The Chicken (2) (20) 
1784 Carrott: Insomnia (2)(2D) 
1618 Darkness Megademo 2* 
1820 Magnetic Fields Demos 92 
1823 N-n-n-rv nineteen Demo 
1833 Agatron Animations 33 
1634 Agatron Animation* 34 
1837 Plasm utex Demo 
1338 Global Trash Demo 
1541 Anti'Lemmin' Demo (2) *■ 
1S43 Phenomena Interspace 
1B44 Goldfire Megademo 
1945 Tlmex Demo** 
1846 Enterprise Animation {2} (2D) * 
1950 The Wall (6] (2D) * 
1858 Betty Boo Anim / Slide* how 
1877 AMOS 3D Demo 

;rf     GAMttS . 

045 Golden Fleece Adventure 
117 Monopoly 
135 Cfeasfc Board & Card Games 
195 Electric Train Sat 
251 Blizzard 
314 Breakou t Construction Set 
315 Return To Earth 
496 Holy Grail Adventure * 
496 Wanderer 
648 Star Trek (USA) [2) * 
660 Uwim & Play (2) 
727 Star Trek (Richter) (2) 
788 Treasure Hunt 
967 Pipeline 
962 Drip! 
967 SnakepK 
001 Jeopard ■ 

1004 Game* Disk 9 
1113 Wet Beaver Games 
1230 Dragon Cave 
1245 Rings Of Zon * 
1408 APD59: Super Quiz 
1411 AP062 : Arcadia 
1510 Pick Up A Puzzle (2)* 
1512 Picture It (2)* 
1517 APD110; Cfowfire* 
1520 APD115: BaJIOonacy 
1528 APD130: The Wooden Bal * 
1531 Simon Says / Space Maths 
1532 AP0137: Tile Trial* 
1533 The Jar* 
l539Megaball* 

StiDESKOWS UTILITIES 

GAMES PACK 
37 titles one disk* 

Including Asteroids,, Sys, Tile*, 
Baity 2h Pool, YachtC, 

Invaders. H-BUl, 
Fruit Machine. Block Off. 

Shoot Out, Peter s Quest * 
and many morel 

3 DtSK SET ONLY £8.00 

1544 Seven Tile* 
1558 Adventure Solutions [2) 
1573 APD142: Pair Crazy 
1577 AP0146: Fruit Machine ■ 
1579 APD14B: Demolition Mission* 
1580 APD14S; Gobbit / Pontoon * 
1564 APD153: Missile Command 
1591 APDiflO: Quizmaster* 
1608 APD178: MastermlhdrPaJr Up* 
1610 APD1B0: Dungeon Detver (2) 
1612 APD1B2: Ptale Kingdom f2) 
1614 APD184: Towers Of Hanoi 
1668 Tomtespelet 
1670 Wheel Of Fortune 
1690 Hints Disk One 
1700 Terror Liner 2 (X) 
1711 Mental Image Games Disk 1 
1715 Frantic Freddie 
1720 Cabaret Asteroids 
1746 Word Game* Volume 1 * 
1747 Word Game* Volume 2' 
1746 Strategy Games* 
l749Truckin1(2)(2D) 
1780 Arcade Gam* Cheats 1 
1790 Serene 2 
1627 Scum Haters 
1632 Pom Pom Gunner * 

022 Sound Atax 
052 Awesome Sounds 
057 PSB : Suburbia 
061 OafinHveJ. M.Jarre 
087 Power Surge 
109 Amiga Chart 3 
166 Vangehs* 
167 Crusaders : Audio X 
204 Sound Atax 2 
237 Zees Hip Hop Music 
407 CO Player Demo * 
408 Crusadars : Freekti Outl 
418 Bectric Youth (2) 
497 Amiga Chart 5 
552 Music Invasion 3 (2) 
654 Powerksrds : Power Muiix 2 
700 Digital Concert IV 
713 FlasM-Queen 
722 Beatmaster Club Mix 
724 Technotronfc Remix 
746 Crusaders : Bacteria 
761 Pace Music Disk 
624 Digital Concert V 
858 Sonbf House 
888 Pan 3 Music Disk 
914 Special Brothers Music 2 
935 Madonna : Hanky Panky 
940 Hooked On Sonix 
941 Soundtrackaf Jukebox 
969 100 064 Games Tuna* 
970 The Comic Strip Remix 
976 Scoopex : Beast Sonix 

SOU NOT BACKER 
SPECIAL 

Make your own musk: on 
the Amiga! This pack Includes 
the programs, songs, modules 

and Instrument* - enough to 
get you started and 

keep you goi ng for hours I I 
6 DISK SET ONLY EaW 1 

* J 
986 Am»z» : Revolutions 
963 PSA Music Demodisk 1 

1026 DigitaJ Conoert VI 
1107 Stop Flight Now!■ 
1292 Crusaders Doe* Genesis 
1630 Accession : Sun Wind 
1665 Depeche Mode Music Disk 
1694 Art Of MED Music Disk 
1695 Seal: Crazy Remix * 
1696 SDFC : Sound* Or Digital 
1713 Spaced Out Vol. 1 
1714 Spaced Out Vol. 2 
1716 I Think Weft Alone Now 
1717 Everybody Dance Now 
1718 Betty Boo : Doing The Do 
1755 Amazing Tunes 2 (3) * 
1763 Aamond Gallant Knight (3) * 
1772 Taipan Music Dfek (2] 
1776 Crusaders: Sheet Music 
1777 Beatm aster? : Technology 
1787 Magnetic Beat* 2 
17S8 Magnetic Seals 3 
1821 Academy Music Collection 
1822 Brainstorm : Beat Of Grubi 
1824 SCR Musax 2 
1828 Sgt Pepper Revisited (2)(2D) ■ 
1831 Vega Musk 

030 J O E. Slldeshow2 
078 Valleki Fantasy Art |2) 
064 Mega Art Disk 
163 NASA Slides how 
167 DigMew Slides how 
171 Patrick Nag el Picture* 
166 Eschar Slide show 
238 TV Sports Basketball 
262 Forgotten Realms 
296 Roger Dean Slides how 
357 Max's Art Disk 1 
411 Photoflle Portfolio (2) 
572 Utopia : Photomontage 1 
573 Utopia: Photomontage 2 
617 Neighbours Slideshow 
725 Dkjgy Piggies (2) 
742 Madonna Slideshow 
767 Cinemaware Sideshow 
778 Exodus Real 3D 
614 Viz Slideshow 
831 Utopia Cartoon Slideshow 
632 Utopia: Photomontage 3 
863 Scream Queen* (2) 
678 Sun Slide III 
891 Creep* how 
899 Madonna SUdeshow 2 (2) * 
815 Apors Diglshow* 
931 Heroic Dream* 
942 Garfield Slideshow 
968 Gorezone Slideshow (X) 

1044 Desert Island Slideshow 
1051 Total Recall Slideshow 

GLAMOUR DISKS 
For a full list send a stamped 

addressed envelope to : 
BLUE MOON 
P.O.BOX 123 

WATH-UPQN-DEARNE 
ROTHERHAM 

863 TOW 
Please include a statement 

saying you are over 18 
(Blue Moon are not connected 
with Crazy Joes In any way) 

L «—  
1062 Golem* Gate 
1073 F rax ton Fantasy 
1062 Annie Jones (Neighbour*) 
1065 Comic Slideshow pQ 
1103 Girt* Of Sport* Illustrated 
1210 Turtles Slideshow 
1263 Crusaders : Richter (2) (2D) 
1272 Nemesis : Prologue 
1277 F rax ton : DMna ¥Wora (2) " 
1278 Forgotten Realms "90 
1475 Nemesis ; Chester 1 (2) * 
1430 The Age Of Stack 
1523 Nik Williams Dem o 
1546 SkyWalker Digit how 1 
1547 SkyWalker Dig is how 2 
1548 DPaint Colour-cycled Pics 
1561 Demons Slide*how3* 
1666 Magea Staff 
1693 WWF Slideshow 
1708 Invisible World Slideshow 
1719 Yabba Dabba Cartoon* 
1761 Reflections Ray-Traced 
1835 Night Breed Slideshow 
1849 Film Posters Slideshow 
1676 Reflection* Ray-Traced 6 

061 UEdit Word Processor 
111 Graflx Utilities 1 
118 Graf be Utilities 2 
119 Amiga MCAD 
180 PaQQSener Clip Art 
210 Iconsl 
259 Ultimate Bootblock Coll. (2) 
343 Merlin Intromaker 
348 TV Graphics (2) 
353 Showiz 2.0 (SS maker) 
410 DPaint Cartoon Brushes 
442 DPaint Font* Di*ks (4) 
456 HAM Radio Utilities (5) 
546 Scon mania! 
571 Jazz bench 
560 Dope Intro Maker 
591 Business Card Maker 
595 Amateur Radio Disk 
632 MSH (Messy DOS) 
642 C Manual 
661 Programming Disk 
882 Sound Applications (2] 
884 Video Applications (2) 
697 Graphics Management (2) 
901 The Comms Disk 
902 OED Text Editor 

1071 NoisePieyer V3.0 
1076 Prophecy : Fractals cape 
1079 Prophecy : Coder Mag 1 
1095 Database Workshop (2) 
1097 DPaint f PageSetter Clip Art (2) 
1009 Video Graphics (A) 

('HOME BUSINESS PACK I 
A suite of programs for those 

who want to dabble on the 
serious side of computing : 

Nag, Bank1*, Journal, dBase, 
Spread, Wordwright, 

| Am IgaSpell, Inventory, MemoPad ] 
and morel ■ 

I 8 DISK SET ONLY £8,00 I 

1117 Geneaology * 
1l98Soundtr*ckerV4.0{2) 
1225 Hardware Projects Mag 
1228 ST Emulate* {German) 
1234 Tetra-Copy 
1273C-Ught 
1294 Chaos & Fractal Progs 
1432 AMOS Paint 
1450 Virus Superkjllors 
1451 BectroCAD 
1452 AmlBasa 
1473 ARP1.3 
1535 Master Virus Killer V2.0 
1538 North C {pecked) 
1537 North C {unpacked) (2) 
1545 BpectraPalnt V3.0 
1550 r lex i Base V2.0 
1569 APD138: Spanish Tutor 
1606 APD176: Database Master 2.0 
1629 ZX Spectrum Emulator 
1683 Dynamite Cut V Pasta Fonts 
1712 Ham Lab V0.91 * 
1736 Arc hive rs Disk* 
1819 Music Rippers 
1658 Demolishes : 202 Utilities I 
1878 Textplus Shareware WP 
I860 DCopy & Utilities 

These are just a few of the many disks in the library. For details of the others send 50 p for our CATALOGUE DISK which also contains a FREE gam el 

 \r 
PUBLIC DOMAIN PRICES 
1 -8disks@£1.25ea. 
10 or more@£1.00 ea. 

Order 8 disks and 
choose 2 FREE! 
Price la per dlak 

NOT per title 

BLANK DISKS, DISK BOXES & ACCESSORIES 
BLANK DISKS 

10 disks £4,99 
50 disks £22.50 
100 disks £39.99 
150 disks £54.99 
200 disks £69.99 

DISK BOXES 
10 capacity * 99p 
40 capacity £4.99 
50 capacity £5.99 
80 capacity £6.99 
100 capacity £7.98 

OTHER 
Mouse Mat £2.99 
Kay board Cover.. £2.99 
Drive Cleaning Kit. £1.99 
1,000 Disk Labels. £12.99 
Printer Cable (Pare) £6.99 

PLEASE NOTE PRICES MAY DIFFER FROM OUR SHOP PRICES 

POSTAGE 
UKrChannel Isles....FREE 

OVERSEAS AIR MAIL 
Europe, Ere... £2.50 

Rest of World ...£4.00 

Please note thai payment 
must be in Sterling 



ELECTRICLOWN 

ANTIVIRUS TOOLKTT 
BOOTX 
MASTEWK 2*1 
VIRUS 4*01 
ZEROVIRUS111 
VIRUS CHECK 

AT LAST A NEW RANGE OF SELECTED PROGRAMS 
&   ON OUALfTY MENU DRIVEN DISKS ft 

The Elecirtc range ct Discs has been specially comptted from the 
thousands of PJX titles available They are fully ifienu driven and 

topic related. But donl just take our word lor it, 
why nol check ihem out 

OUR FULLY MENU DRIVEN 
CATALOGUE DISK IS ONLY COMES 

COMPLETE WITH FULL DISK 
DESCRIPTIONS, 

mm*!- 

ALL DISKS 
VIRUS FREE 

FULL FRED FISH NOW UP TO 500 
* T - BAG RANGES AVAILABLE * 

PLUS MANY MANY MORE, 
SEE OUR CATALOGUE DISK. 

r ^ * QUALFTY SELECTED P.D, 
QUALITY DISKS - Only the best 

* OUALrTY SERVICE -1 si Class Post 
^ '* fffljM aflbw Jdays hrdixtues to dm1 

ELECTRIC 
BUSINESS PACK 

Many more Disks 
available far full details 
see our catalogue disk. 

mm 

PROGRAMMING UTILITIES 
Bl rCOh2C 
CALLS        WAGE EDITOR 
CBEF WDENT 
EBH LBCOUNTER 
GET5PHITE KEYCUCK 

DISK/FILE EDITING 
DEKSID 
DSKX 
F1LEMASTER SPCTOAAMA 
ZAP 

PRICES 
ELECTRIC Hangs 

£2 * 00 ea. 
ALL OTHER DISKS 

1-&..™£1»30 
6-10. £1>20 
It-15 £1*10 
16+ £1-00 

■ 02 WORDFTOCESSING | 
■04 DATABASE 1 
■ 06 SPRFADSHFFT 

All PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKAGE 
CONTACT: PAUL or MARIA 

FEN HOUSE, 90 NOTLEYROAD, 
LOWESTOFT, SUFFOLK NR33 0UG 

Telephone 0502 - 566752 PROP : p. BLYTH 
ALL CHEQUES/P&*pq*k to ElEC THICLOWN 

-=- HyperQuick 

28 Forrest RcL, Penarth, Cardiff CF6 2DP 
UTILITIES 

101 TetraCopy - Good Disk Copier 
102 DCopy -* Excel tent Disk Copier 
110 NComm Vl .9 -* Hands on 

Modern disk 
111 JRComm - Good but complicated 
120 DPaint Fonts (4) 
121 DPaint Cartoon Brushes 
122 TV Gtaphks (2) - Idealfor DPaint 
124 DTP Clip Art (2) - Ideal for DPaint 
129 Hamlab - image Converter 
133 Iconmakers - some good progs. 
1.41 C-Light -» Dam good May Tracing 
142 Beamier Surf - More Kay Tracing. 
156 IntroMaker - Design your own startup 
159 Su perWorkbench v 1.5 -* SUUPERBli 
161 Jazzbench 
162 Sid VL06-* Essential Dir Utility 
187 Messy Dos -MSDOS on the A miga 
190 NorthC VI 3 - C Compiler 
192 fC Tutorials (4) -* Learn C 
201 NoteePlayer V'3 
204 Soundtracker V4.0 
205 Perfect Sound VI.93 
210 Med V 3 -» THE best music Creator 
211 Sound Applications (2) 
223 QED Text Editor 
225 uEdit V2.6 - Excellent Editor 
229 Spread - Good. Simple Spreadsheet 
230 Textplus V3.0 -* Superb Wordprocessor 
238 Assassins Myltivision 
250 SynchroPacker V4.6 - Good 
301 A-Gene V3-12    Family Trees - V.Good 

MUSIC 
402 Stop Right Nowf * 
403 Madonna: Hanky Panky 
406 Betty Boo 
410 Digital Conceit IV - Mot Bad. 
415 Bomb the Bass - Good 
418 Depeche Mode - Good Sound 
421 Flash - Queen (2) - Well done & long 
422 Vangelis * 
438 Cave: Synthetic Power - V.Good. 
440 J.M. Jarre: Definitive - Good 
445 Power of Love: Huey Lewis (2) 
447 Crusaders Does Genesis - Excellent 
451 The Art of Med -* long MED Samples. 

Key 
* denotes 1 meg reqd. 

(x) Figure in brackets denotes the 
.No. of disks in set. 

DEMOS/SLIDESHOWS 
603 Billy Connoly (2) - O K 
605 Panthorux Megademo (2) * 
607 System Violation Demo" 
610 Crionics: Total Destruction * 
618 Vortex Megademo 
619 Evil Dead Demo * 
623 ElVTRO Demo -* fantastic Came Demo 
630 Ecstacy Demos * 
640 RED SECTOR MEGADEMO (2) -» 

SVVPEERB 
644 SCENTS: BLUE HOUSEC2J -* Game& 

Demo 
650 IRAQ DEMO -* Extremely Funny 
651 Madonna Cartoon - Very Short 
670 BATMAN     Very well doneanim. 
673 POGO AMM    (13 meg reqd ) V Cood 
674 AMY VS WALKER 
701 Comic Slideshow - V. Funny 
703 TV Sports Basketball 
705 Terminator 
708 Miller Lite Ad. 
709 Viz Slideshow 
716 Gorezone Slideshow - YUKtt 
719 Kylie Minogue (2) 
720 Madonna Slideshow 
721 Madonna Slideshow ( 2>* - Ooh Mrs 

GAMES 
7 Tennis * 
10 Castle of Doom 
15 Star Trek C3)     Two Drives reqd. 
21 Holy Grail Adv.' ■+ Great Text Ada. 
23 Breakout Con. Set 
26 Blizzard - Good Shoot 'em up 
38 Drip - Very Good 
39 Pipeline - Impressive 
40 The Jar* - I>arrj good 
41 Jeopard * 
45 Star Trek - The Final Frontier (3) 
•i? jamcs Pond & Paradroid 
48 Megafiall -> Extremely addictive 
LI Footie - Licenceware £3-00 

Charges 
1 Disk   £1.50 
2+ Disks..,.,..  41,00 each 

 £0.50 
UK Postage   FREE 
Europe Postage   £1.50 
World Postage  .. .,£2,50 

Please make payments payable to: 
HyperQuick 

ALL DISKS 
STILL ONLY 

99p EACH Unglia PD 

NEW! - ANGLIA "PLUS" PACKS. Tire ultimate in PD software giving you the convenience of a commercial package at 
a PD price. Each "PLUS" pack includes the highest quality PD programs together with full printed instructions presented 

m an impressive folder The first "PLUS" pack to be released is The Business "PLUS11 Pack which contains 5 disks 
covering a complete range of business software and over thirty pages of instructions. 

 The complete package costs just £7>95„.More "PLUS" packs to be released soon, phone for details. 

'Ma* 

5 DtSR%    MM  tom W CALOK? PM % 5Mb 

Simply phone your order through or send a cheque)fpostal order. Please add 6Qp to cover post and packing. 

PUBLIC!! 
ANGLIA PUBLIC DOMAIN LIBRARY 
Anglia House, 115 Ranelagh Road, Felixstowe, Suffolk, IP117HU 

TELE 

CREDIT^ | 

0394 

494 



continued from page 124 

IIMTUIMENU V2.0 
Amiganuts disk 1075 
This is an Intuition-based menu 
program which allows you to run any 
program from the Workbench, even 
programs which have no icons. This 
is an available process on 
Workbench 2,0 machines, of course, 
but 1.3 users have no recourse taut 
to use the CLI. This system allows 
you to set up a special customised 
menu, and is a lot like the program 
selector program used by many disk 
magazines written by Nico Francois. 
IntuiMenu was written by Nick Lewis, 
and the system runs as a normal 
Workbench window, using all the 
normal gadgets and fitting En with 
any other programs you might be 
running* 
Value for money 6/10 

MASTER VIRUS KILLER 2.2 
Amiganuts 
A stonking new version of one of the 
most powerful virus hunter/killers on 
the market Over 150 viruses are 
recognised, and the program also 
includes link virus, uootbiock and 
even disk validator virus 
checker/killers. This is still the best 
quality, most up-to-date virus checker 
you can buy. and I strongly 
recommend that you get a copy. 
Value for money 10/10 

APPLICATIONS 

'Applications' is becoming such a 
loose term these days. I tend to 
think that an application program is 
anything you can use as a tool, for 
whatever purpose - traditional or 
original. The apps on show this 
month fall into both categories, 

WORDS V2.0 
Amiganuts disk 1073 
Words is a word-finding utility for 
puzzle players, written by Mark 
Meany especially for Amiganuts, The 
shareware version is limited to a 
mere 10,000 words, and the full 
version costs just £5. 

The program can find anagrams 
of a given wordr make words from a 
given word, and guess at a word of 
which only a few letters are known. 
The applications of such a program 
are obvious, in the fields of 
crosswords and puzzle solving. Not 
only can you solve crosswords but 
obviously you can create them too, 
as you can input the letters you have 
to play with and let the program find 
a matching word. 

All the functions of the program 
are activated by pushing on-screen 
buttons with the mouse. Just type in 
the word you want to trap for, and off 
the program goes, searching its 

[ 
int sun,i; 

m&tfCI add ill nuAws ivm 1 to iBiW); 

pint! ("SAtetal for xd. nlm: xd\n ,i,stm); 

A new front-end makes NorthC far easier to use. 

database until it finds a match. An 
unusual program for sure, but a very 
well put together and original one. 
Value for money 7/10 

PCQ PASCAL 
Amiganuts disk 1113 

NORTHC 
Amiganuts disk 1112 
Both these disks are the regular PD 
C and Pascal compilers you know 
and love, but with an identical front- 
end and text editor program bolted 
on the front. The front end part of the 
programs was written by ACC editor 
Mark MeanyT and a fine job it is too. 
Now you can compile and link your 
programs with the minimum of fuss, 
and even type them in using a pretty 
good editor too. The editor features 
clear, load and save, insert file, print 
find, find next, find previous, go to 
lines, top, bottom, compile and run. 
A basic editor to be sure, but not a 
bad environment to write and run 
your C and Pascal programs. 
Value for money 9/10 

ACC ASSEMBLER V 1.0 
Amiganuts 
An assembler package using the 
Mark Meany front-end text editor, 
and tying together the A68K PD 
assembler program with the Blink 
linker program. An excellent 
companion to the Amiganuts Coders 
Club disks (see later), as you can 
then whip source code off the disk, 
compile it, run it, change it, compile 
it again and so on. The amazing thing 
about this assembler is that it works 
without any tinkering and messing 
about. I compiled one of the example 
programs - and there are a lot of 
them - and it ran straight away. With 
Shell-free operation, this represents 
one of the easiest and cheapest 
ways into 68000 assembly language. 
Value for money 0/10 

prime example) have found graphics 
and coding people and branched out 
Into fully-fledged demo teams. But 
there are still music demos out 
there; here are the cream of the 
current crop. 

FOUR SEASONS 
Amiganuts 1080 (two disks) 
The 'value for money' rating for this 
will vary, depending on how well you 
know (and like) the original music by 
Vivaldi. If classical music leaves you 
cold, however, I d still not pass this 
up, as the classics played on synths 
are often more access able to the 
untrained or disinterested ear. That's 
just my opinion, and you may of 
course disagree, But for PD prices 
you can always reformat the disk! 
Value for money .6/10 

MED V3.11B 
Amiganuts 
A new version of the popular MED 
tracker program. This version has all 
the reported bugs fixed, and also 
features some new samples and 
synthesised sounds for your library. 
MED is by far the most versatile 
tracker in the business, and this new 
version is as close to perfect as it 

can get. Please support MED, since 
it is a commercial quality product 
being sold as licenseware, and we 
need more of this sort of thing. It 
also features some demo tunes for 
you to play with. 
Value for money.,,. 0/10 

GRAPHICS 

There are very few slideshows 
around at present although to be 
honest Pm not sure that they are a 
good thing anyway, breeding laziness 
on the behalf of the producers . Most 
great slide artists are now with demo 
crews, so youll find some of the 
finest still art in megademos rather 
than on slide shows, 

SPRITE DESIGNER VI.01 
Amiganuts 1102 
This is a ho-hum animated sprite 
designer from Artwerx, good for 
making blocks for the Screen 
Designer (another Artwerx program). 
The program handles 4-colour or 16- 
colour sprites In medium resolution, 
and that's about it. If you want a 
more flexible program than that, then 
youll have to look elsewhere, 
Value for money 4/10 

HAMSHARP AND AMIGIF 
Amiganuts 791 
These two programs transfer GIF to 
HAM pictures, and back again. 
HAMSharp allows you to view GIF 
format pictures in HAM mode for 
maximum effect. GIF is the 
CompuServe standard graphics file 
type, and viewers for a range of 
computers abound. AmiGfFis an 
Amiga IFF to GIF converter so it's the 
other way around to HAMSharp. Both 
programs support resolutions of 320 
x 200 and 320 x 400 in up to 32 
colours or HAM mode, and 640 x 

continued on page 129 

MUSIC 

The music demo field has become a 
little thin on the ground lately, All the 
'music only' teams (Crionics are a Sprite Designer 1.01 - "A ho hum animated sprite designer.' 
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JgdAib 
The new concept in PD/Shareware 

The EdLib collation - a carefully chosen selection of PD. compiled bv subject to gave v»u 
tiniL, WMbk and mum-). All disks are regularly updated with the latent and best programs. 

Full oi hints, tips and tutorials. Membership available, Unbeatable value: only £1.50 per disk 
Flying Start: To get you going on your new Amiga. 
Best Utilities: The best utilities around for the new u&er. 
Graphics Master 1 & 2: Why buy expensive commercial software? Convert resolutions, 
liAM, map images onto spheres and shapes and much more. (2 disks}. Now updated! 
The Cum pleat Iconiser: Everything you need to create ANY icon. 
SPECIAL STARTER PACK: The above 6 disk* for only £5,00 
Animator's Delight: Animate to your heart's delight, (2 disks), 
C Dmks; Learn C without tears * a very thoughtfully designed presentation. (2 disks). 
All System* Go!: Guide to the Amiga operating system - save £££££'s on books! 
Best Mandelbrot: Extraordinary Mandelbrot programs all in one package. 
Fractal Laboratory I: A comprehensive suite of programs for exploring; just about 
every aspect of fractals, {Fractal Laboratory 2 now also outh 
Cellular Automata: Game of Life, Life 3D, Automatron and many others. 
Scientific Collection 1: PD Astronomy - for starry eyed stargazers. 
Science Col 2: Just released! More Astronomy & Gravity. Includes the amazing Starchart 
Classic Games Masterpieces: Chess, Backgammon, and other traditional board games, 
workbench Logic; Fully m/tasking puzzle games, to keep you from serious work for hours 
Hobby Horse: Family entertainment - music, puzzles, even garden design. 
Our Favourite Games: Sys, Drip and Welltrix, 3 exceptional games on one disk. 
* SPECIAL 5-Disk GAME PACK: The 4 disks above + Llamatron - only £6.00 
ALSO AVAILABLE: Super Utilities, Basic Compiler (up to 50x speed increase), 
AEP1.3 plus, PC-HAM conv., pC-Disk Reader, SillyRcnch, prolog Special Release (2 
disks J and more. 
NOW ALSO OUT: Science 3: Making Waves (Physics). Science 4: Chemistry 

See our catalogue for the full list of EdLib compilations* 
Large stock of other PD disks - only 89p! * ALL the Fish disks 1 - 470 

F2B3 Marb. Slide * F215 MandelVroom v2.0 * F397 DKB RayTrace * F422 Pop-up- Menus (GET 
IT!) * F429 Scrub Headcleari ' F4S3 Lemmings demo ' F456/7 Updated Ami C tut * F477 
Mega Bali! * F467 Multiplot plots properly to Dot-matr,*- Works with mCAD! and even ProPage etc. * 
F413 UEdit ullim. wordpm ■ F424 Turbo SubTitler ' F466 DICE * F460 Nethack adventure * F361 
The Turn - very challenging puzzle. Do you think you are good? 
A40+49 Laurel 8, Hardy11 A1fla+b ■ NASA pics * A47 - Amy vs Walker * 
A14 Juggette2 wilh wicked twist * D6 Phenomena - Enigma * 
D3 Budbrain 2 * D4 Dragons Demo * D23 Simpsons {Decay) * 
G1 Seven Tiles * G4 Blackjack! * G9 Ftebound/GrklRunner * 
A52 The Art of M. Escher ■ an animated slide-show * 
Our Choice; Jeft Mintefs brilliant Llamatron (S/ware) <33* 
G10 MechFight adv * G12 Zeus ' Gl4Trix * M3 Madonna Hanky Panky * 
M34 Popeye & B^ctiBoys' ["Pluto/Bowie)" M31 Jarre Revol * 
P10S Master Virus Killer* P107 Introductory C Tutor * Pi42 8-cotour 
WBeneh + 300 Icons * P144 MED v3.11 - LATEST& BEST; lor making Amiga music. 

Loads more: Calabgue drsk available for £1.00 incl p&p (or 50p 'with order), 
High quality disks, all virus-free and copied with verify flag. Fast order processing. 

UK orders add 6Qp p a p. European add CLOP (E2.50 regj. All others £1.60 (£3.0Q reg). 
Cheques/Postal Orders/International Money Orders to: 

EdLib (Dept S3), Scotland Farm, Stockwood Road, 
Brislington, Bristol BS4 5LLL Tel: 0272 723489 

C 

heap 

P.D. 

MAIL ORDER ONLY 

ONLY 

70p 

PER DISK 

CATALOGUE 

DISKS 70p 

POSTAGE PER 

ORDER 70p 

AMIGA    PUBLIC    DOMAIN SOFTWARE 

GAMES UTILITIES 
253 NUMBER FUMBLE R puzzle. Good 
259 WATER MINE 80 levels. Excellent 
260 GOLDEN FLEECE Text adventure 
264 WET BEAVER ping-pong. Great fun 
265 FLASCHBIER Maze game. V good 
276 BATTLE STORM Playable demo 
286 AMJGOIDS Asteroids clone, Brilliant 
283 CASTLE OF DOOM Adventure. Fun 
2m MONOPOLY play the Classic game 
2% TREK TRIVIA m Tor .Star Trek fans 
310 LEMMINGS Playable demo, V, good 
311 SEA LANCE 1 meg Submarine Sim 
313 AIR ACE 2 Sboor-em-up game Brill 
329 THE DRIP excellent Painters game 
330 ZEUS arrange the blocks. Fantastic 
331 MEGABALL 1 meg Breakout. Great 
332 LLAMATRON Shoot-em-up. Super 
333 DYNAMITE DICK 1 meg, Fun to play 
335 SEVEN TILES Speedball clone. Fun 
336 TREASURE SEARCH Find it OK? 

954 BANK N Home bank accounts. OK 
966 AM XBASE a Database. Very good 
1014 C Manual V2 4 disks, helps you 
1023 ZERO VIRUS Dl Virus KiJhrr. Good 
1030 A64 Commodore 64 emulator, fun 
1042 MASTER VIRUS KILLER V2/1 
1047 NORTH C VIJ 2 disks compiler 
1049 PRINTER DRIVER MAKER Good 
1050 JUST FONTS 3 disks 135 fonts 
1055 MED V3-1 2 disks Musk utiJ. Brill! 

ANIMATIONS 
3 
8 
9 
27 
45 
56 
76 
86 

GYMNAST 1 meg to be seen. Good 
WALKER 1 1 meg classic. Fantastic 
WALKER 2 1 meg see it! Excellent 
BATMAN MOVIE 1 meg fun. Great 
BUSY BEE 1 meg ray'traced. Good 
JUGGETTE n 1 meg funny. Excellent 
IRAQ 1 meg Iraq vs the world Super 
SIMPSONS X meg by Decay. Brill! 

FISH DISKS 1 - 520    TEA BAG 1 - 54 

SAVE MONEY! IF ITS P.D. YOU WANT, SEEN IT 
SEND FULL DETAILS, WE WILL GET IT FOR YOU 
YOU WILL GET P.D. AT OUR PRICE 
This Offer does not include Licenceware or Shareware 

CHEQUES or POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO CHEAP P.D 
35 COACH ROAD ESTATE, USWORTH VILLAGE, WASHINGTON, 

TYNE and WEAR, NE37 2EJ 

P.O. Box 144, 
Mexborough, South 
Yorkshire, S64 9SL 
Tel; (0709) 571748 
9am - 7pm Mon-Sat 

2000 Public Domain disks to 
choose from. We carry the 
complete Fred Fish, T-BAG £ 
AMOS collections 

JUST TAKE A LOOK AT THIS 
SMALL SELECTION 

DISK PRICES 
1-9. ....£125 each 

10-19 XI.10 each (+1 disk free) 
20 or more..„£1.00 each (+2 disks free) 

Cat disk 50p 
10 Blank disks £4.99 

Please make chequesfRO's payable to Bigitz 
* ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED * 

No minimum order, same day despatch 
We pay the postage (UK) 

European orders please add 20p per disk. 
Rest of world add 50p per disk. 

UTILITIES 
PCQ PASCAL a pascal compiler 
A6SK 68OO0 assembler 
MEDV3.XX music editor 
IK0PV disk copier 
RSI DEM0MAKER .....brill demo maker 
T.S.B. VECTOR DESIGNER ..ace program 
KWICKBACKUP ......hard disk backup 
M.V.K, V2.1 virus killer 
ZEROVIRUS III VL.1S good killer 
B00TXV3.64 ..good virus killer 
ST EMULATOR........ it works 
SPECTRUM EMULATOR ...oh! memories 
STARTREKKER 4/8 track editor 
N0ISETRACKER loads of versions 
TEXTPLUS 221 nice word processor 
ARP VI.3... some useful commands 
SID VI.6 me best directory util 
AMIBASE V3.67 very good database 
ELECTRO CAD design your circuits 
M€AD ....amiga cad program 
NOISE PLAYER V4 a great module player 
UEDIT V2.3.. .word processor 
ftEXI BASE V2.00  .neat databa se 
C MANUAL V2.00 .all you need for C 
MED V3.10 .....new version music editor 
ANALYT3CALC ..powerful spreadsheet 
IC0NMANIA ......icons & tool 

MUSIC 
BABY SITT1N BOOGIE ....funny sampled song 
BARTMAN REMIX great sounds 
NEWTRONS MUSIC BOX ...very well done 
KEFRENS JUKEBOX... .....select and listen 
PHENOMENA MUSIC DREAM very good 

music 
STAR DREK 2 disk comedy 
JOURNEY INTO SOUND and so it is 

BARD IN A BOX first disk from academy 
POWERMUSIC power lords music disk 
FOOLS GOLD ....good music from sanity 
BANGING RAVES music from intuition 
STARLINE select and listen tracks 
TALK TO THE TREES .....great sampled song 

ANIMATIONS 
ROTAMIGA (X 5meg) neat ray traced anim 
MORE CLASSY AN IMS ........good quality 
POGO ll.Smeg) good anim with sound 
RAND I BRAZEN (Xmeg) ...a bit x rated 
UGLY MUG (Xmegj. very good digi anim 
THE MAGICIAN tlmegh ray traced anim 
STEVES ANIMS (1 TO 5) very tidy work 
FILET THE FISH..... very amusing 
AT THE MOVES a.Smeg) brilliant 
PUGGS IN SPACE cote little alien 

GAMES 
TRUCKING ON Umeg) great 2 disk game 
SHAPES .........addictive puzzle game 
MEGABALL a great game of breakout 
LAZER ZONE .....arcade blast em! 
ST6ASH good old invaders 
DESTINATION MOON .......tricky space game 
CHINA CHALLENGE addictive puzzles 
THE MAZE don't get too lost 
HOLLYWOOD TRIVEA an interesting quiz 
INSIDERS CLUB ..wheeling and dealing 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE good quiz game 
DRIP arcade fun! 
TOMTESPEL two player action 
EXC ALIBUR  .shoot everything 
SEA LANCE strategy at sea 
POM POM a very good blast em game 
YELP ....neat game for the kids 

SLIDESHOWS 
GHOST HUNTING boo! 
NAGELESQUE brilliant artwork 
MADONNA SLIDES 3 disks of mingy 
DEMONS HI.. great music & pics 
LAUREL & HARDY (Xmeg) cute 2 disker 
DIGGY PICS 2 disks/brill pics 
NEMESIS PROLOGUE ......good artwork 
NEMESIS CHAPTER X (Xmeg) 2 disks 
UT0PHIA CARTOON SLIDES.. fun pics 
HYPERDISK X good pics and story 

DEMOS 
TOTAL DESTRUCTION crionics ok! 
GLOBAL TRASH .....silents masterpiece 
BASS MEGA very good from France 
ENIGMA ....goad phenomena demo 
REBELS COMA (lmeg) .....brill classic 
PULLING THE TRIGGER (lmeg) love this 
BLUE HOUSE (Lmeg)..good demo and game 
SCO0PEX CHROMIUM very well made 
REBELS MEGA II .neatgfx 
SYSTEM VIOLATION great vector bobs 
DO THE BARTMAN sounds good 
BUDBRAIN II , poor madonna 
FRACTAL FLIGHT Jl flmeg) plays well 
ACME MEGA (lmeg) , very fancy 
WIZZCAT TRASHCAN , cooool! 
TROPICAL SUNSET well done silents 
NEVERWHERE ...neat demo from crionics 
RED SECTORS MEGA brill classic 
CRIONICS MEGA „ .very good 
VISION MEGA f 1 meg) nicest* 
UP FRONT COOL FRIDGE (lmeg) ...wefJ done 
VOJ DEI MEGA (lmeg) good mutti part 
DEXIONS MEGA „ quite tidy 
INTERSPACE good phenomena demo 
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200 and 640 x 400 in up to 16 
colours. HAM mode pictures are 
reduced to 256 colours. This is an 
early version of this program, and 
after this time I don't really see it 
changing much, except to fix bugs, 

AmiGIFis basically the same 
idea and design as iFF2GIF< by Steve 
Wilhite (and uses the modules 
COMPRESS. C and BUI LOG IRC from 
that program), but unlike that 
previous program AmiGIF will process 
HAM pictures as well. It might also 
be a bit faster processing non-HAM 
pictures, 

AmiGIF requires a significant 
amount of memory to run; roughly 
200-300Kr depending on resolution. 
It can also eat over 512K for 
pictures in high-res interlaced mode 
(640 x 400). It s a slightly flakier 
program than HAMSharp, but it 
works. For really top quality, though, 
you can't buy better than Art 
Department Professional, 
Value for money ,5/10 

DISK MAGS 

Disk mags are popping up like 
mushrooms all over the place, and 
the quality gets better and better 
with each new release. 

CODERS CLUB 
AMIGA NUTS DISK ACC 14 
The coders club is a programming 
disk magazine, containing source 
and executable code for 
programmers of all levels of 
experience. The club magazine is 
always jam-packed with technical 
goodies, and the editor Mark Me any 
5s known for his many interesting 
contributions to the main Amiganuts 
library, some of which I've looked at 
elsewhere this month. 

Among the contributions to issue 
14 are articles on how to do area 
fills, fractals, RAW graphics file 
slideshows, multiload graphics, a 
Noisetracker VU meter, and various 
demo techniques, plus all the usual 
letters, source code, executables 
and tutorials which make this 
magazine such a concetrated coding 
experience. 
Value for money 8/10 

TBAG ISSUE 55 AND 56 
Amiganuts 
The Tampa Bay Amiga Group is 
famous for its disks of Amiga PD, 
and not least for the superb 
presentation. The disks are brimming 
with interesting, and frequently 
brand-new, programs. Issues 55 and 
56 are recent additions to the TBag 
list; disk 55 contains the screen 
hacks AmigaPet and Nightmare, the 
utils Typing Tutor Zoom and Super 
Duper Backup, the games 

The Wall is an enormous - and superb - demo from Split Dimension. 

Amigatration and Up&Down and a 
graphic called Vibra. My favourite 
program is DrivelFF, which allows you 
to 'drive' over the IFF file of your 
choice. For high quality PD in a 
magazine format, you can't really 
beat TBag. 
Value for money.. 9/10 

DEMOS 

There are a number very big demos 
out at the moment, and I'm looking 
at some of the biggest this month. If 
anyone was In any doubt that Amiga 
demos are a new artform, this 
should convince them once and for 
all, A six-disk demo with a running 
time of more than 20 minutes isn't a 
computer demo, it's practically a 
music video. 

THE WALL DEMO 
Amiganuts 1027 (six disks) 
This is the biggest demo I've ever 
seen, and it's all based around The 
Wail by Pink Ftoyd. Not so much a 
megademo as a gigademo. The 
demo was created by Spilt 
Dimension, and the different 
sections work together flawlessly, 
with constant surprises around every 
bend. To mask the sometimes 
longish loading times, the team has 
put colour images and music 
samples in the gaps to introduce the 
next section. A clever ruse, and one 
which works very well. Each new data 
disk can be inserted when you see a 
white dot in the corner of the screen, 
for full and smooth running, but there 
is a special Insert disk' demo if you 
forget to do so. The demo runs on a 
1Mb Amiga, so although it has six 
disks the sections all fit into the 
computer one at a time. 

Some technical info: the demo 
contains 330K of code, 8Mb of 
graphics data, 4Mb of sound and 
music data, and took around nine 
months to finish. The music was 
coded using Noisetracker and played 
back using a special customised 
player routine to allow for nice 
smooth fades. Some of the wipes 
use a technique which divides the 
screen up into 5,104 squares, and 
turns them off randomly and very 
rapidly using the blitter! The team 
used DigiView Gold to grab the 
digitised pictures from the video of 
the film, and the sound for the music 
and effects was digitised using Audio 
Master 2 at a rate of 20kHz, Some 
of the stark scenery was created 
using the PD program Scenery by 
Brett Casebolt. The 3D objects all 
get darker as they get further away, a 

technique that the programmers call 
'depth cueing'. Most of the individual 
sections of the demo are around 
65O700K uncompressed, which is a 
fairly large chunk of stuff in anyone's 
language. 

Split Dimension is a new English 
coding crew, and comprises Elecra 
on coding and graphics, Vogad on 
music and graphics and CalTech on 
ideas, graphics and music. If this is 
a sample of what Split Dimension 
can do, I look forward to seeing its 
next opus which, based on present 
performance, should be with us in 
about another nine months! 
Value for money 10/10 

LANDING DEMO 
Amiganuts 1103 (four disks) 
This demo is a massive 5Mb 
animation from Tobias Richter, and it 
comes archived on four disks. 8Mb 
is really necessary to provide the 
headroom needed for smooth 
animation. 

This animated film was made 
using the Refiektions ray racing 
software by Markt and Technik, the 
same program Tobias uses for his 
other Star Trek-slyle pictures. This is 
another Amiga animation demo 
which shows what is possible, and 
falls more into the category of 
audiovisual entertainment than being 
a mere demo, Tobias is one of the 
premier Amiga artists, and this is 
one of his biggest and best demos, 
Value for money 10/10 

TOTAL DESTRUCTION 
Crazy Joe's disk 1650 
The Crionics team is one of my all- 
time favourites, and this is one of 
the most exciting demos for a long 
time. Lots of original copper effects, 
followed by some very well-done 
strobe cycle effects. A Crionics demo 

continued on page 131 

Landing Demo is a 5Mb opus from Amiga artist Tobias Richter. 
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500 DISKS OF FREE PD 

FOR ALL MEMBERS 

OF THE 

CHAMPION PD CLUB 

How can FREE PD be undercut! 

That's right when you join our Amiga PV dub 

you can receive PV software absolutely free. 

All you pay is 30p for the disk and a small 

charge for postage and packing, of around 20p. 

No minimum or maximum order. 

We have a good selection of demos, utility, 

music, business, games and animation, 

plus many more. 

When you become a member of the Champion 

PV Club you will receive a free catalogue on 

disk containing a complete library of our public 

domain software, updated free of charge. 

Membership for one year is just £1995 

payable to: 

CHAMPION SERVICES, 

31 SOMERSET CLOSE, CATTERICK, 

NORTH YORKSHIRE, DL9 3HE* 

SPARE A MINUTE? 
JUST HAVE A LOOK AT THESE GOODIES! 

c HUMDINGER 41 J 
TWo superb disks packed to the brim with forty one quality PD and shareware 
games for your enjoyment, 
CONTENTS INCLUDE 
CHESS VIDEO POKER SORRY I 
PEG PUZZLE DILEMMA BALLY III 
CHINA CHALLENGE PJWG-PONG BACKGAMMON 
WELLTRLX CIRCUIT WAR COSMOROIDS II 
DEATH BRJNGERS TRON SHOOT-OUT 
TRIPPHK KAMIKAZE CHESS TREK-TRIVIA 
SUPER GRIDMR INVADERS! DELUXE HAMBURGER 

PLUS TWENTY OTHER ENTERTAINING & ABSORBING GAMES 
ALL FORTY ONE GAMES FOR ONLY £4.99 INCLUSIVE 

WHY NOT EXPERIENCE SCANNER 3? 
THE FASTEST GROWING 2 DISK AMIGA MAG 

DEMOS & ANIMATIONS 
QUAKTKX SUBSTAMCK DEMO 

THE TUNNEL DEMO 
JUGGETTE II THE REVENGE 

GAMES 
DILEMMA (New & exclusive) 
MOSAIC (Addictive Puzzler) 
TETRIS (Knockout Version) 

H-BALL (Compulsive Breakout) 
UTILITIES 

SPECTRAPA1NT V3.4 (The No J paint package).       DOSHELP & GLOSSARY. 
MENUM ASTER V2.1 (Very latest with full docs).        (Two great handy aids). 
POINTER ANIMATION (Create your very own moving masterpieces I) 
Plus of course all the usual articles/news/reviews/competitions/letters/PD 
scene/Special offers etc, etc. IN OTHER WORDS A REALLY GREAT READ! 
"Scanner is so good that mv head almost exploded with excitement!" Jason 
Holhorn, NEW COMPUTER EXPRESS. 
"The last two issues provided the cream c-f the demos and games". Phil South, 
AMIGA SHOPPER. Value for money 9/10 

OUT NOW FOR ONLY £2.50 + 50 P&P 

MEGA CLIP ART PACK, We believe this is the ultimate clip art pack for vour 
Desk Top Publishing program. Eight superb disks containing hundreds & 
hundreds of pics from a great variety of subjects too many to list. All taken from 
Amiga/PC/ST/Apple etc and all in IFF format so can be used in D/Paint and other 
paint programs. 

WHY PAY £25-£30? ALL EIGHT DISKS ONLY fc9.99 INC. 
Please make Cheques/P.O.s payable to N. JORDAN and order now from 

TELESCAN COMPUTER SERVICES (AS) 
Handsworth Road, Blackpool FY! 2RF 

AMIGANUTS UNITED 
169 DALE VALLEY ROAD, HOLLY BROOK, SOUTHAMPTON, SOI 6QX. 

Tel enquiries: 0703 785680 1030 to 5.30. Mail Order only. 

Into coding? - Want to learn? The Amiga Coders 
Club is for you! ACC 1-4 is the first four 
compressed issues of an excellent series for 
coders, even if you are new to the Amiga. If you 
want to learn Assembly, using DevPac, (or our 
own new ACC special assembler disk), this is the 
club for you! ACC 1-4 (compressed) £1.50, The 
Amiga Coders Club disks are packed with source, 
hints, tips, advice from many of the well known 
coders that are on the Amiga scene today, Issue 
numbers 5-15 are now available. Please note, 
(excluding the compressed introductory disk (ACC 
1-4), and no. 12) the price for each issue of the 
ACC disks is only £3,00. ACC 12 is our birthday 
issue, it is a 2 disk set, and therefore the price is 
£6.00, Amiga Coders Club Special! Here is a low 
priced assembler package for all you coders out 
there in Amigaland. (See the review in last 
months Amiga Format) £5,00 

1036: AM I BASE PROFESSIONAL IL (VL2) This is an 
excellent database program. , £3,50 
BUG-BASH i Kill the bugs, clean up the trash in the 
garden. A good fun game .£3.00 
877: 1 ACROSS 2 DOWN, A fully fledged crossword 
program, for only £5.00 (Data disk no, 1 included). 
Data disks 2, 3, 4, & 5 now ready at £2.00 each. 
1038: SUPER AMIDASH. Do you remember that good 
old Commodore 64 game Boulderdash? Well here is 
your chance to have that fun again. 1Mb.... £3.00 
1068: MOD PROCESSOR VI .92. Make picture and/or 
music progs, adjust pic height/width, This version will 
load the new 8 Channel Octamed music and is 
excellent! ...£150 
1075: INTUIMENU. The easiest way yet to execute all 
your programs. (A must) .....£3.00 
1083: COPPER WRITTER/SCREEN DESIGNER, By 
Frank Tout (For programmers only.) ....£3.00 
1088: WEIRD IN EDGWAYS. This is a good puzzle 
game by Chris Banks. 1Mb , ..£3,00 
1100: SCHOOL TIMETABLE CREATOR, (Print your 
timetable). By Keith Grant, 1Mb .£3.00 
1102: THE SPRITE DESIGNER. A good way to draw/ 
save sprites. By Frank Tout £3.00 
1139: THE ADVANCED SCREEN DESIGNER. Similar to 
1083 but far superior £3.50 

NO MORE WAITING! SUBSCRIBE TO THE AMIGA CODERS CLUB NOW! 
If you would like to obtain the Amiga Coders Club disks as soon as they are published, why not send £33.00 and ask to go 

on the ACC mailing list now? We will send you each issue as soon as it's ready, (applies to issue 14 onwards). 
If ordering from outside EC Countries, add and extra £6.00 for years postage 

PLEASE MOTE THAT ISSUES RELEASED PRIOR TO ACC 14 MUST BE PURCHASED SEPARATELY 
If you would like to take out a years subscription for the I BAG disks, [applies to issue 50 onward), simply send £33.00 and 
we will send you each issue well in advance of them becoming available from any other supplier. (Note that issues 50 to 55 

are ready now and will be sent upon joining). Issues released prior to T.BAG 50 must be purchased separately @ £2.00 
each. If ordering from a non EC country, add extra £6.00 to cover the years postage. 

MASTER VIRUS KILLER V2.2 IS HERE! 
It now recognises another 27 of the tittle buggers, 

including the virulent Sha! 
This excellent program is only £5.00 

The full two disk version of Mike Simpson's A-GENE 
is here] No need to send your order to Australia 
anymore! £15-00 Europe or £20.00 rest of the 

world. Add £1.50 to the above price 
if you require the manual to A-Gene 

THE FANTASTIC (1Mb) EIGHT 

OR FOUR CHANNEL MIDI 

COMPATIBLE OctaMED v1 

ONLY £10.00 (£15,00 for non-European). 
The price includes return post and 
packing. Payment in pounds sterling only, 
if ordering from overseas, send a bankers 
order/ eurocheque etc. (Credit card 
orders will not be accepted), 
Note that V3.11 of the Public Domain four 
channel Med is also included in this 
excellent program and you can switch 
from 8 to 4 channels at will. 

Main catalogue disk sent "FREE" 
with orders above £15.00 - 

Please remember to ask for your free copy 
if you send in an order above £15.00 

as we tend to forget, 
Prices quoted include return 

post/packing/VAT - 
Make cheques payable to: 

AMIGANUTS UNITED 
(help us by stating which magazine 

you saw this advert in). 
Also available is the brand new 1991 update 

number four Send for it now! £1.00. 
(Update four contains the new 

DCopy VI.6 and it is a bargain!) 

IMPORTANT NOTICE! Excluding the T.BAG 
disks, the programs detailed above are not 

Public Domain and purchasers may only 
make backups for their own use. 
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is always an event, and this one is 
no exception. Worth the asking price 
for the heavy metal version of The 
Btrdy Song at the end, if nothing 
else! 
Value for money 7/10 

ICE 
NBS disk D296 
In the same way that a Crionics 
demo is always going to be worth 
looking at, a Silents demo is always 
worth having. As well as showing off 
the machine, the team has a style 
and additctive quality all its own. I 
can see owners of this demo putting 
it on in the same way as you pfay 
your favourite video or CD over and 
over just to enjoy it. 

The coding for this mesmerising 
new work is by Ron an and Performer 
the splendid graphics are by Walt 
(some of the best I've seen for 
ages}, and the music is by 
Audiomonster, Vector objects are by 
Rookie and Ronan, although they are 
all fairly standard objects , mostly 
ones made popular by the Elite game 
from Rainbird. Having said that, 
there are some ways of using vectors 
in this demo that are beyond belief. 
Some very exotic effects here, some 
huge and very fast vectors, although 

Virtual World is a very impressive 3D vector demo from Tom soft, in the form of a journey to a distant galaxy. 

my particular favourite effects are the 
enchanting start) urst fireworks, which 
look like a sphere of expanding white 
dots. There are also some very good 
jokes, especially if you remember 
seeing the demos on which the jokes 
are based. Good value for money* 
and confirmation that Silents is still 
up there with the greats. 
Value for money.. 9/10 

VIRTUAL WORLD 
NBS disk D295 
Tomsoft has come up with a very 
impressive 3D vector demo, rivalling 

the best work of real 3D masters like 
The Assembly Line, The demo 
contains 3D spheres and other round 
objects, allowing for really original 
objects like 3D versions of the Poi- 
Pois. But the really impressive part 
of the demo is the story of an 
exploration to the far side of the 
galaxy using a mixture of sparkling 
IFF graphics and vector objects. 

This is one of the cleverest 
narrative formats I've seen, and with 
extremely fast animation, too, The 
400K of compacted IFF graphics are 
by Elmer and the very strong 

orchestral soundtrack is by 
Audiomonster, who provided all of 
the 200K of music on the disk. The 
programming was by Thomas 
Landsburg, with objects and 
animation by C-Dryk and Skrew. 
Additional coding was in the form of 
a text rendering routine (a very nice 
metal effect it is too), and that was 
credited to Performer of Silents, 
Come to think of it,! have seen that 
effect before in a Silents demo. A 
great demo, and very good value. 
Value for money 9/10 

continued on poge 132 

Amiga Mouse PD 
182A High Street 
Margate 
Kent 
^0843 228166 

Amigamrts United 
169 Dale Valley Road, Holly brook, 
Southampton SQ1 6QX 
■a 0703 785680 

ARore Shareware 
7 Rshergate Point, Lwr Parliament Stieet 
Nottingham NGi 1GD 
* 0800 252221 

AMOS PD Library 
25 Park Road, Wigan WN6 7AA 
* 0942 495261 

Artglla PDL 
115 Ranelagrt 
Felixtowe, Suffolk IP11 7HU 
a 0394 283494 

Slitterchips 
CI iffe House, Primrose Street 
Keighley 8D21 4NN 
« 0535 667469 

Can Do PD Library 
128 Portland Crescent 
Stanmore, Middlesex HA7 1NA 
* 081-204-3954 

CeN Computers 
354 High Street 
Chatham 
Kent ME4 4NP 
» 0634 831870 

CLS 
PO Bos 7, Bletchley 
Milton Keynes MK2 3YL 
1*0908 640763 

Comp-U-Save 
PO Box 157 H Hayes, Middlesex UBS 4SR 

Crazy Joe's 
145 Effingham Street, Rotherham 
South Yorks S65 1BL 
* 0709 829286 

Digital Applications 
118 Middle Crackerford 
Basildon, Essex SS16 4JA 
* 0268 553963 

Edlib 
Scotland Farm, Stookwood Road 
Brislington, Bristol BS4 5LU 
* 0272 723489 

Electric town 
90 Notley Road, Lowestoft 
Suffolk NR33 OOG 
* 0502 566752 

EM PDL 
54 Watnall Roadf HueknaH 
Nottingham NG15 7LE 
VQB02 630071 

Goldstar Computers 
PO Box 2r Tyldesley 
Manchester M29 7BK 
tt 0942 895320 

ICPUG 
PO Box 1309, London N3 2UT 
w 081-346 0050 

He mow Software PD Library 
51 Ennors Road, Newquay, Cornwall 

NBS 
132 Gunvffle Road 
Newport 
Isle Of Wight P030 5LH 
« 0983 529594 

H&w Waive Software 
PO Box 199 
Manchester Ml 1JE 
v 061339 5378 

PAS Amiga PD Club 
astJohn'sWafk 
St fves, 
Cornwall TR26 2JJ 

PCS International PD 
Free post WN5157F 
Hindley, Wigan 
Lanes WN2 3 BR 
* 0942 521577 

PD Direct 
Dept ASH1 Unit 3 
Railway Ent Centre 
She ton, Stoke ST4 7SH 
w 0782 2S1506 

PD Soft 
1 Bryant Avenue 
Southend-On-Sea 
Essex SSI 2YD 
« 0702 612259 

Postal PD 
77A Nottingham Road 
Eastwood 
Notts NG16 3A) 
* 0773 531991 

Public Dominator 
PO Sox SOI 
Bishop's Stortford 
Herts CM23 3TZ 
* 0279 757692 

Riverdene PDL 
30a School Road 
TiEehurst 
Reading, Berkshire RG3 5AN 
^0734 452416 

Sector 16 
160 H Of low Way 
Cowley, Oxford 
e 0865 774472 

Seventeen Bit Software 
PO Sox 97, Wakefield 
West Yorks WF1 1XX 

0924 366982 

SoftvilEe 
Unit 5, Stratfield Park 
Elettra Avenue, Wateriooviile 
Hants P07 7XN 
* 0705 266509 

Start Computer Systems 
Barbican House. Bonnersfield 
Sunderland SR6 OAA 
» 091-564 1400 

Valty PD 
PO Box 15 
Petertee 
Co. Durham SR8 1NZ 
w 091-587 1195 

Virus Free PD 
23 Eiborough Road 
MoredOn 
Swindon 
Wilts SH2 2LS 
* 0793 512321 

West Midlands PD 
33 Springjhill Rise 
WriboenhaJf 
Sewdley, Works DY12 1EA 

0229 402747/400490 

Workbench PD 
1 Buccluech Street 
Barrow-in-Furness 
Cumbria L414 1SR 
w 0229 870000 
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PU_BUC DOMAIN 

contmued from page 131 

GAMES 

The quality of public domain games 
has quadrupled over just the last 
year; here is just one example. 

LLAMATRON 
Most PD libraries 
This is a rare breed, something new 
in PD. Jeff Minter has been one of 
the finest game designers and 
coders in the commercial arena for 
many years. Now he's released a 
game into the public domain. Why? 
Because he is fed up with the 
commercial world, with its licensed 
games, unoriginal gameplays and 
high finance. 

Llamatron is based on the old 
Williams arcade machine Robotron, 
and it's the usual arcade thrills 
populated by llamas, goats and 
sheep, The deal is that you send Jeff 
£5.00 and he sends you a 
newsletter, a new game called Super 
Grid Runner, and a poster of a llama, 
It's a brilliant deal, especially when 
you play the game and get 
completely hooked. It's well worth 
the shareware fee, and almost 
everyone I know who has a copy not 
only plays it all the time, but also 
paid up their fiver to Jeff M inter tool 
Can't be bad. Ultra-high value for 
money. 
Value far money 10/10 

GOODNIGHT 
If you have any questions about PD, 
or some viewpoint you might like to 
share with me, then why not drop me ' 
line at PD, Amiga Shopper, 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. Or 
e-mail me on CIX 
(snouty@cix.compulink, co.uk), 
Prestel (219997854), Telecom Gold 
(74:mik2077) or The Direct 
Connection (uadll35@dircon.uucp), 

continued on page 134 

WHAT'S AVAILABLE? 

One of the characters from a 
Silents demo. 

Utilities 
These are programs which help you use your computer. 
Some are just simple commands for your C directory for 
use from the CLl or Shelf, while others are complete 
menu-driven programs to compress filest convert them 
from one format to another or even rescue broken disks, 
The best disks to look for are the collections with a 
selection of the best utils all squeezed on to one disk. 

Applications 
Some of the best programs are PD+ SlDf for example, is 
one of the best graphic interfaces for AmigaDOS, and 
it s PD (or, to be more precise, shareware'). StD is a 
graphic front end for the AmigaDOS file system, allowing 
you to move files around, delete them, rename them, 
copy them and re-organise your disks. In fact, I don't 
know a single Amigahead who would be without their 
copy of the program. And there are many other kinds of 
programs too, from business to graphics applications 
Check the PD libraries before you lash out some cash on 
a commercial program - you may find a public domain 
solution which could save you pounds. 

Demos 
This is a new art form. The demos are created by a team 
of hackers, usually called a 'crew' or 'team1, who get 
together and have a late night hack attack' and create a 
dazzling demonstration of their programming abilities. 
The demos can be graphics- or music-based, but they 
always have the feel of a pop video, and the music is 
generally of the dance variety, although some more 
exotic sonix do come out from time to time. Demo teams 
usually go on to be professional programmers after a 
while, so their demo days are usually limited. Scoopex 
and Silents are two of the best teams, and also the likes 
of Kefrens are not to be missed. Imagine a cross 
between a dance record, a video and a lightshow and 
you're getting the general idea. 

Game demos 
In recent years, the various major software houses have 
watched the PD arena growing and have noticed that lots 
of people buy demo disks. So they put out demos of 
their new releases, allowing the punters to try the game 
before they buy. Demos of this kind usually turn up on 
the covers of magazines like our sister publication Amiga 
Format and then before long the demos turn up on their 
own in PD libraries. A successful and popular demo 
translates into a very popular game - for example, take 
note of the enormous success of Lemmings, from 
Psygnosis, which started life as just such a demo, 

Slideshows 
Some Amiga artists spend a lot of time 
creating works of art on their 
computers, which is no good if nobody 

sees them. So many Amiga artists make 
slideshows of their work for public consumption. If 

you1 re very clever (or own one of the fab new snapshot 
cartridges) you can grab the art and examine it to see 
how it was done, and you could even use it as clip art in 
your OTP packages. (Beware, though, some PD artists 
may get a bit cross if you do. Remember that unless 
explicitly stated, copyright remains with the artist which 

means that you can't reproduce the work without their 
permission.) Some of the most stunning Amiga art 
comes from a chap called Tobias Richter, an artist who 
lives En Germany. He uses a ray-tracer called Reflections 
(coming soon to the UK), and turns out some amazing 
stills and animations based on Star Trek and other sci-fi 
subjects. Watch out for him under the name Agatron. 

Music Demos 
Some PD authors are music nuts, who spend their lives 
churning out disks of tunes for you to play on your 
Amiga, Some are Soundtracker- or Noisetracker-sampleti 
tunes from the charts, re-mixed in the Amiga. Others are 
synthesized tunes from the classics. Most are pretty 
good. If you like well-sequenced music, I think you'll be 
surprised at the very high quality of the tunes around on 
the Amiga PD circuit. 

Disk magazines 
Magazines on disk are not newt but there are more now 
than ever before. Newsflash, 1? Bit Update, Computer 
lym{ Scanner and Jumpdisk are prime examples of the 
type of thing I'm talking about and they are, on the 
whole, very good. Magazines of this type usually contain 
PD software, demos and music, plus a lot of graphics 
and text as well, The text is normally reviews of software 
and hardwareT and is usually quite short to keep the 
amount of different text files up and leave space for 
programs too. The text is sometimes a bit on the ropey 
side, but that's what you get for having a writer who's an 
editor too. A spelling checker wouldn't hurt some of 
these guyst I can tell you. Not, of course, unless you hit 
them with the disk! 

PD categories 
There is some PD which is not free to all. This is: 

1 Llcenseware 
These are programs which are licensed" to specific PD 
houses, to prevent the free distribution of the program - 
although the price to the consumer Is more or less the 
same. MED is a good example; it's a music program 
which is licensed to Amiga nuts United. This program is 
sold by Amiga nuts, and a proportion of the fee goes back 
to the author in Finland. This scheme works better than 
shareware (see below) from the authors' point of view, 
as the money is handed over when the disk is 
purchased, rather than trusting the users to pay up later. 

2 Shareware 
This is a branch of PD that you pay for, but are allowed 
to use free for a short time first to see if you like it. It 
isn't expensive, as the author usually only asks for 
between £5 and £25 for his or her efforts. In most cases 
it s worth paying En the end, as you get free upgrades 
and documentation. 

There are lots of 'ware'-type schemes. Freeware Is 
usually the name given to normal PD. Beerware was one 
idea where the fee for using the program was to send 
the author some beer, Exclusiveware is a new Idea, 
which works a lot like licenseware. Others, like 
Charityware - if you keep the program you are requested 
to donate a sum of money to a charity - are reasonably 
easy to work out from their descriptions, 
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MEGA BLITZ! 

THE ONE STOP SHOP FOR AMIGA PD SOFTWARE 

PHONE 0782 208228    FAX 0782 281506 
THE DISKS BELOW ARE ONLY A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR VAST LIBRARY OF OVER 2000 DISKS 

UTILITIES 
PDU 10 Wore ProcQss ng+Databasing 
PDU16 Air Tunnel Simulation 
PDU 31 Fish#l43 RIM Database 
PDU 32 FisrWM 44 Analytic spreadsheet 
PDU 43 Fish#203 Assembler & C eg 
PDU 44 Fish#215 Mandelvroom V2.0 
PDU 45 Fish#2l 0 Scientific calculator 
PDU 46 Fish#2l3 lcons(3Q0 in 8 colors) 
PDU 51 Fish#219 Astronomy program 
PDU 52 Fish#52 A-Z Text Editor 
PDU60Fish#237CLIprint 
PDU 70 Fish 193 Keymap Editor 
PDU 72 SID V1 06 The ultimate disk util. 
PDU 80 Fonts and Surfaces 
PDU 81 Disksalve1.3 
PDU 98 Celtics Demo maker 
PDU 99 Ham Radio utils(5 disks) 
PDU 101 Menu-Maker 
PDU 102 Label designer 
PDU 103 Icon-Maker 
PDU 104 Icon-Mania 
PDU 105 Crossword Creator 
PDLMlSVariousCLIutils 
PDU 149 Icon Fun 
PDU 151 Fixdisk-disk repairer 
PDU 164 Games M u sic Creator 
PDU 168 Vaccine-BoosterfVirus killer) 
PDU 169 QuickBase-Database 
PDU 185 ANC22 (Excellent utile) 
PDU 186 Falcon Bootblock Creator 
PDU!94Pman Virus Killer 
PDU 200 Virus Killer Pro V2.0 
PDU 207 Perfect Sound V1.93 
PDU 257 Fish#349 MED V 3.00 
PDU 262 MED Modules 
PDU 318 Red sector demo maker 
PDU 349 Master virus killer V 2.1 
PDU 358 Tetracopy 

DEMOS 
PDD 1 Anarchy Demo 
PDD 4 Death star Megademo(2 disks) 
PDD 7 Elvira Demo 
PDD 14 RAF Megademo(2 disks) 
PDDi6RobocopDemo 
PDD 20SAE Demo#25 
PDD 21 SAE Demo#32 
PDD 31 AnarchyOoh its obscene lir 
PDD 51 Hacktrick#1 Arsewipe 
PDD 52 Hacktrick#2Smashing day out 
PDD 55 Kef ran s Meg ado mo 8(2 disks) 
PDD 62 North star Magademo#2 
PDD 70 Rebels Megademo 
PDD 72 Red Secto r Demodisk#4 
PDD 73 SAE Demos#23 
PDD 74 SAE Demos#36 
PDD 75 Scoopex Demos 
PDD76Scoopex Megademo 
PDD 91 TribgyMe^ademoJM 
PDD 94 Vortex Megademo 
PDD 96 Magnetic Fields Demo#36 
PDD 97 Predators Megademo(2 disks) 
PDD 107 Budbrain I (2 disks) 
PDD 115 Magnetic Fields Demo#40 
PDD 116 Magnetic Fields Demo#41 
PDD 130 Chubby Brown 
PDD 131 Crionics Demo 
PDD 132 Giants Megademo(2 disks) 
PDD 134 Magnetic Fields Demo#45 
PDD145SAEDemo#3l 
PDD 152 Flash"No Brain No Pain"(2) 
P DD 153 Bil ly Conn ally Demo(2 disks) 
PDD 160 Hacktrick,fRave-onH 

PDDl77Budbrain|| 
PDD 179 Crionics To tat Destruction 
PDD 18S Flash Demos#2 
PPD209 RuJgerDemodisk 
PDD212Space Pack#32 

BUT - A - COPY MKII 

THE ULTIMATE BACKUP UTILITY!!! 
BACKS UP ALL KNOWN SOFTWARE -EVEN THE ONES OTHERS WONT 

THIS DEVICE IS PROBABLY THE MOST POWERFUL AVAILABLE 
COMPLETE HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PACKAGE 

ONLY 29.95 
(THIS DEVICE REQUIRES AN EXTERNAL DISK DRIVE) 

DISK PRICES 
1-9... £1.50 
10-19 £1.25 
20+ ._C1.00 

FREE CATALOGUE DISK 

POSTAGE AND PACKING f REE ON ALL ORDERS OF 3 DISKS Of! MORE,UNDER 3 DISK S 
PLEASE ADD Ci.00.UK MAINLAND ONLY 

EUROPE ADD ZSPPER DISK 
REST OF WORLD ADD 50P PER DISK 

PLEASE NOTE 
ALL OUR PUBLIC DOMAIN IS 
SUPPLIED ON TOP QUALITY 
KAO BRANDED DISKETTES 

PACK 1 
Home Buisness Pack 
This 8 disk pack contain s:- 

Word Processor 
Amiga Spell 
Memo-pad 
Inventory 
Database etc etc 
A must for home accounts! 
£10-00 

PACK 2 
Demo Pack (10 disk pack} 
Budbrain 1 (2 disks) 
Budbrain 2 
Scoopex menial hangover 
Crionics "neverwhere" 
Horizon "sleeping bag" 
Palace "pulling the trigger" 
Quarts* "substance" 
Phenomena Interspace" 
Decay "simpsons demo" 
A great starter pack 
£11-00 

ANIMATION 
PDA9 Knight Animation (1 mag) 
PDA 12 Agatron Star Trek Anims 2 
PDA 13 Agatron Star Trek Anims 17 
PDA 14 Puggs in Space 
PDA 18 Miller Lite Advert 
PDA 31 Nude Girls Anim 
PDA 34 Basketball Anim 
PDA 35BFPQS.d©show{1&+) 
PDA 36 BFPO Slideshow#2(18+) 
P DA 41 Digev ie we r SI i de sho w 
PDA 42 Dragons Lair Demo 
PDA 45 Monocycle & Sportscar(1 meg) 
PDA 47 Hols ten Pits Advert 
PDA 49 Mayfair Vol.23 no3(18+) 
PDA 50 Mega Clean Show V1.7 
PDA 54 NASA Graphics 
PDA 56 Newtek Demoreef 1 {2)(1 meg) 
PDA 57 Newtek Demoreel3(2)(1 meg) 
PDA 56 Newtek Demoree 11 (2)(1 meg) 
PDA 57 Newtek De more* 13 (2) (1 meg) 
PDA 58 Paradise Slide show 
PDA61Sabrina 
PDA 63 Space Anims( 1 meg) 
PDA 65 Star Trek Anims 
PDA 63 Walker Demol (1 meg) 
PDA 69 Walker Demo 1 (2meg.2disks) 
PDA 70 Walker Demo2(1 meg) 
PDA 73 Westcoast Cracker#4{ 1&4) 
PDA 74 BodeansBordallo#1(18+) 
PDA 75 Bodeans Bordello#4(18+) 
PDA76Playboy(i8+) 
PDA77SamFox(18+) 
PDA78Utopia#1(18+) 
PDA 79 The Final Ecstacy#1 (18+) 
PDA 80 Walker Demo 2(2 meg,2 disks) 
PDA 81 RayTrace ArtDBW Render util 
PDA86Utopia#4{ia+) 
PDA89Bodeans Bordello#9 (18+) 
PDA 90 Bun son Burner-Jet Fighter anim 
PDA 92 D.Landers Sci-fi Show#1 
PDA 93 D.Landers Sci-fi Show#2 
PDA 110 Bruce Lee Enter the Dragon 
PDA 11 Bruce LeeSlideshow II 
PDA 112 Dragons Lair II Demo 
PDA114 Neighbours Slideshow 
PDA116Terminator 

IUSIC 
PDM 5 MFl'ElectncCLI IV 
PDM 6 Win We re son g(2 d i sks) 
PDM 9 Ride on time & Batdance 
PDM 19 Bad-M, Jackson 
PDM 20 Bat Dance 
PDM 27 DM OB Megamusrc III 
PDM 28 Enemies Music ME 
PDM 30 Digital Concert II 
PDM 31 Digital Concert III 
PDM 33 Halloween'Follow the Sign "(2) 
PDM 35 Think were alone now-Tiftany 
PDM 36 Land of Confusion-Gene sis 
PDM 38 Miami Vice Theme (4 disks) 
PDM 40 MFI Vangelis Demo 
PDM 65 Digital Concert IV 
PDM 72 Popeye meets the Seech boys 
PDM SO Digital Concert VI 
PDM 82 Freddy Kruger 
PDM 83 Kefrens Jukebox 
PDM 84 Madonna-Hanky panky 
PDM 85 Miami Vice-CrocketsTheme 
PDM 87 RIP Eruption 
PDM 88 Slab Music 
PDM 91 100 Most Remembered C64 tunes 
PDM 95 Hi-Fi Demo 
PDM 104 BassX#5 Power Remtx 
PDM 105 BassX#6 Sydney Youngblood 
PDM 106 Betty Boo 
PDMl09DepecheMode 
PDM UDDMOBMusicI 
PDM U1DMOB Music II 
PDM 112 DMOB Music IV(2 disks) 
PDM 117 FJash Gordan (2 disks) 
PDM 118 Hacktrick 'Load sa money" 
PDM 120 Laurel & Hardy (2 disks) 
PDM 128NASPV2.0 
PDM 131 PetshopBoysRemix#l 
PDM 132 PetshopBoys Remix#2 

CLIP ART 
There is a total of 13 disks in the clip 
art range. All are in IFF Format & are 
ideal for DTP.There are loads of 
images to choose fromranging from 
fancy borders to special occasions 
& from people to animals etc etc. 
All 13 disks for only £15.00 

GAMES 
PDG 1 Star Trek-Final Fronber(2 disks) 
PDG 2 Star trek (3 disks,2 drives) 
PDG 5 Card & Board Games 
PDGlSMarble Slide 
PDG 19 Destination Moonbase 
PDG 21 Boing the Game (2 disks) 
PDG 26 Treasure Search 
PDG31 Moria 
PDG 32 Legend of Farghail 
PDG 33 Arcadia(Breakout style game) 
PDG 34 Dynamite Dick 
PDG 35 Pair ft 
PDG 36 Snakes & ladders/Reversi 
PDG 37 Super Quiz 

PACK 3 
Music Pack {10 disk pack) 
Vision music masters 
Crusaders "bacteria muse" 
Crack music disk 
Jetset overload music disk 
Raf megamix 1 
Flash digital concert 6 
Flashing bytes "sweet songs one' 
Alcatraz "panic voices of energy" 
Crusaders micro concert 
Archaos music disk 
£11-00 

PACK 4 
Adult pack (10 disk pack) 
Sabrina^Sam Fox (2 disks) 
Bodeans Bordello #2 
Bodeans Bordello #3 
Bodeans Bordello #10 
Bodeans Movies 
West Coast Cracker 
BFPO #1,BFPO #2 
Utopia #1 
£11-00 

PACK 5 
Music makers pack 
Protracker 
Noise tracker 
Star tracker 
Songs disks (3 disks) 
Insturment disks{4 disks) 
A must for music makers 
£1100 

PACK 6 
New release peck 
This is a 10 disk pack 
containing all the latest 
demos form all the best 
groups e.g LSD.Ipec Elite 
Flashing bytes etc. etc. 
This pack changes on a weekly 
basis,so is kept bang up to date. 
A must for only 
£12-00 

WE ACCEPT ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES AND PO'S PAYABLE TO P.D DIRECT 
AND SEND ORDERS TO:- 

UNIT 3 DEPT ASH, RAILWAY ENTERPRISE CENTRE, SHELTON NEW ROAD,STOKE ON TRENT, ST4 7SH 



PUBLIC DOMAIN 
continued fro in page 132 

PUBLIC   DOMAIN   ON CIX 

J thought it would be nice to give you a sample of the kind of talk that goes 
on in the PD topic of the ' am iga shopper* conference on the CIX online 
service. It's particularly hot stuff at the moment as there is a fervent row 
going on about the price of PD. Some ClXen said that the price was fair, 
some said it wasn't. What's your view? Perhaps some PD houses might like 
to log on and answer for themselves? Anyway, enjoy this loose chat, all 
presented with the usual wacky CiX sense of fun, and the best possible taste 
to boot. Obviously I've re-edited the stream a little to make it flow a bit better, 
but in spite of all my chopping this is the real flavour of CIX. 

Oh yes, and we already have a standing arrangement in the letters' 
topic of our conference, Anyone who wants to save a stamp (and pay 
Telecom instead) can send e-mail to us there and have their electronic 
musings merged into the letters pages of the magazine. 

tf you'd like to use CIX and you have a modem and a credit card, call 
up on 081-390 1244, with 8 data Pits, no parity and 1 stop bit on your 
terminal software, 24-hours a day. 

amigashopper/pd #36t from paulo 
This is a comment to message 35. 

It says in the box at the back of Amiga Shopper that you have lcast iron 
editorial independence', so let's face it If ICPUG can do it for free, why are 
these PD guys charging£2,50 a disk? They're obviously running a business, 
thus they are making money, and thus they are breaking all the rules of PD. 

amigashopper/pd #38, from pmiles 
This is a comment to message 36. 

ICPUG does do the copying for free but to members only who, in the first 
place have to join the club for £16. However, after that painless exercise 
then the disks are free but the member has to pay for the postage packing. 

amigashopper/pd #39, from miketodd 
This is a comment to message 36. 

Paul, while I agree with you in principle, ICPUG does not do it for free. Well, 
not strictly. You supply the disk and P&P, and a volunteer will do the copying 
when he/she has time and you are limited in the number if disks you can 
have at any one time. 

amigashopper/pd #40, from jwalker 
This is a comment to message 37. 

And then there's the advertising costs. Then there's the initial cost of 
stocking perhaps 1,000 PD disks, most of which they had to pay £1-2 for in 
the first place them sieves. Even a small stand at a computer show costs 
close to £lT000- They donht have to be at the show, but the crowds around 
PD stands prove that the punters want them to be there. 

amigashopper/pd #41, from pcartwright 
This is a comment to message 40* 

I agree with every word of that, Jeff. I have never understood the beef against 
PD Houses covering rent, advertising, staff, lighting etc. by putting a bit on 
the top. Like any service, one has to pay for it. 

amigashopper/pd #42, from miketodd 
This is a comment to message 41. 

But the question is not so much is it right to allow them to make a profit (and 
cover costs), but is it right to a flow them to make a profit out of other 
people's copyright works? Many pieces of software actually state that it is 
freely distribtable provided that no more than a nominal charge is made or 
that no profit is made in the distribution. 

amigashopper/pd #44t from snouty 
This is a comment to message 39. 

The main reason I can see is that these guys have paid out n,000 quid on a 
disk duplicating machine, and they pass this cost on to the customer. There 
are some PD folk who soil mostiy 'licenseware', where a proportion of the 
cost is sent to the author, which I do agree with. 

amigashopper/pd #48, from paulo 

No one said PD software has to be free, What is true, though, is that no profit 
should be made from the sale of PD software. People making their living from 
the sale of other people's PD software is wrong. Those who have written the 
software have done so in their own time and without profit, and they have 
aiso requested that those who distribute the software do the same. 

amigashopper/pd #77, from mat 
This is a comment to message 36. 

t don't think they are breaking the rules of PD - if it is PD you can do 
whatever you like with it, sell it for 200 pounds, there is no restriction, tf it is 
shareware then ft is a different matter but most shareware authors don't 
mind people covering their costs; anything to get their software in the hands 
of as many people as possible, more chance of the thing being registered, 

amigashopper/pd #80, from kevinhall 

Ok, enough of PD on disk. The entire Fred Fish collection is now on one CD 
ROM disc for 30 quid. Once the collection has been laid out and a CD master 
has been made, perhaps someone could tell me just where the 30 quid is 
supposed to go? CD duplication is fairly cheap, OK so they argue that to buy 
all 400 disks worth would cost a fortune, so what? You're not buying the 
software but the media it's on. There can be no excuse for this price. And 
anyone that argues there is, is more than welcome to buy all their future CD 
music purchases off me for the equally reasonable sum of 30 quid! 

amigashopper/pd #81, from tricky 
This is a comment to message 80. 

i believe that once you've made the master, CDs cost 1-2 quid each for the 
first 1,000 disks to be pressed. Obviously time is going to have to be spent 
mastering and compiling. The company doing it may make a lot of money out 
of it, but there's no disputing that it saves the individual money, time, and 
storage space, and is also very convenient] 

amigashopper/pd #90, from tricky, 221 chars, Jul 18 01:18 91 

What we need to do is to slap together a CD-ROM containing the most 
popular PD/FD/shareware, and arrange with Amiga Shopper to carry it as a 
coverdisk. Remove the largest demand and watch the profiteers fade and die. 

NO CARRIER 
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y || ^ Can you afford not to join? 

PUBLIC DOMAIN CLUB 

Yes that's right, you can now get Amiga PD for an amazing 39p per disk (Free if you supply the disk}, 
once you have joined our friendly, fast growing and extremely popular Amiga PD Club. It must surely 
be the Puhlic Domain buyers dream come true! 
Litelims. membership to the club costs only £19.95. Much of this, however, will go straight back into 
the club to provide you with an even belter service. Members will be able to choose as many PD titles 
as they like from our detailed catalogue disks, listing many of the Classic and Latest titles. We will 
bring you the very best in Demos, Utilities, Music, Art, Business, Animation, Games, Slide* and much 
more. Just send us the blank disks &. return postage and we will despatch your order to you the same 
day. It just couldn't be easier. As an added bonus, members not wishing to supply their own disks - 
don't have to. We will send your order on our own high quality disks for just 39p per title. We can't say 
fairer than that! 
Members wilt also enjoy many other benefits including: 
* Many new titles to choose from every month] 
* Massive discounts on other Amiga Products' 
* All catalogue disks are constantly updated and are available FREE! 
* Superb disk magazine, FREE every month. (News, Reviews. Competitions, Letters, 

C lassifteds an d much more I) 
* A FREE games compilation to welcome all new members! A FREE mystery gift worth £14.95! 
*■ No minimum or maximum order! 
* Members can even request titles that we don't have at no extra cost! 
Membership is usually priced at £29.95 a year, so apply now and take 
full advantage of this extra special offer. Remember, you can have 
LIFETIME membership for m incredible £19.95] Even your first 
order could save you £££'s! 
To become a member, simply fill out the form below and send with 
a Cheque/Postal Order to: 
P.A.S. Enterprises, Amiga PD Club, a St* Johns Walk, 
St. Ives, Cornwall TR26 2JJ, England, 
Join now. We promise you will not be disappointed 

Please enrol me as a member of the AMIGA PD CLUB and rush me my members pack and 
membership number. I enclose a Cheque/Postal Order for £19.95 payable to PAS. 
Enterprises, 

Name  Address  

■^Postcode  „,w  Telephone,. 

FAST 
FORWARD 
»»»>^ 
SERVICE 

YOU'VE TRIED THE REST NOW TRY THE BEST! ONLY 

P.D, POWER 
DEMOS 
PDA64 Walker Demo #1 (1 Meg) 
PDA66 Walker Demo 2 (1 Meg) 
PD A312 Walker Demo 3 (1 Meg) 
PDA69 Neighbours Slideshow 
PDA62 Holsten Pils Advert 
PDA82 Madonna {IB*) 
POA53 Final Ecstacy {18+) 
POA321 Budbrain Megademo (2 Disks) 
PDA394 Red Sector Megademo (2 Disks) 
PDA395 Garfield Demo 
PDA318 TronTheLight Cycles 

H Meg) 2 Disks 
PDA320 Budbrain Megademo 2, Well "ard. 
PDA315 Iraq Demo 
PDA313 Good Muming Vietnam 
PDA396 Anarchy System Violator 
PDA75 Party Demo 
PDA65 Stars Wars 2 
PDA59 Sam Fox (18+) 
PDA73 West Coast Cracker No 4 
PDAT08 HifiDemo 
PDA77 Graphics Demo (18+) 
PDA68 Knight Animation 
PDA35 Bodeans Bordeflo # (18+) Mo 4 
P DA39 Bodea n s Bordeflo #1 (18+} 
PDA33 Bodeans Bordello #9 
PDA517 Advanced Ham Invasion 
MUSIC 
PDM53 Amazing Tunes 2 {3 Disks) 1 Meg 
PDM121 Roger Ramjet Remix 
PDM317 D-Mob 2 
PDM316 D-Moh 4, 2 Disks 
FDM390 Amiga Chan Mix 5 
PDM120 Mob 3 
PDM3S7 Derek & Clive (2 Disks) 
PDM342 Digital Concert 2 
PDM343 Digital Concert 3 
PDM344 Digital Concert 4 
PDM345 Digital Concerts 
PDM346 Digital Concert 6 

99P EACH 
SPECIAL 
OFFER  
60P PER DISK 

P DM411 Ben Elton (XXX) 
PDM68 What Time Is Love 
PDM48 Technotronic M ega mix 
PDM511 The Simpsons. Do The Bartm an 

(3 Disks) 
PDM515 Shadow Of The Beast Music 
PDM66S Jarre Revolutions 
PDM756 Dirty Dancing 
PDM842 Twin Peaks 
PDM100 Miami Vice Theme. 4 Disks 
P D M102 Miami Vice Crockets Them e 
PDM114 Pet Shop Boys Remix # 1 
PDM118 Pet Shop Remix #2 
PDM84 Black Box. 2 Disks 
PDM110 Ride On Time/Bat Dance 
PDM99 Noiseplayer V2.40 
UTILITIES 

Soundtracker Collection (3 Disks) 
Uedit Word Processor 
Ultimate Copier & Virus Killer Disk 
Clip Art, Animals, Cartoon, Misc, 
People and Zodiac 
C-Lioht(1 Meg) 
North C 1.3 (2 Disks) 
Rippers, 45 music on 1 value disk 
Pagesetter Clip Art on all topics 
Amos Demo Disk 
Dope into Maker. Make own demos 
Ultimate icon disk. Icon & Editors 
Pascal PCQ1.1 
3.I.D. Cli Utility 
Ghost Writer & Rainbow Wriler 
(Demo Maker) 

PDU430 
PDU414 
PDU41S 
PDU418 
PDU42Q 
PDU422 
PDU425 
PDU424 
PDU398 
PDU371 
PDU373 
PDU391 
PDU505 
PDU5D1 

GAMES 
PDG11 Star Trek 3 (2 Disks) 
PDG13 Board Games, Monopoly etc... 
PDG14 Wheel Of Fortune, Good Game 
PDG17 Tennis (1 Meg) 
PDG19 Psuedo Cop Game 
PDG21 Paranoid (Breakout C io ne) 

FAST 
FORWARD 

ALL TITLES ARE ONLY 99P PER DISK. IF YOU * BUY MORE THAN 12 TITLES, WE 
WILL ONLY CHARGE 85P PER DISK*   PLUS A FREE DISK AFTER EVERY 10th 
TITLE BOUGHT. Please make all cheques/PO"s payable to; RD. Power. 

Send all orders to: 14 KENT ST, FLEETWOOD, NR BLACKPOOL, LANC'S, 
ENGLAND, FY7 6BX 

P.P. Power, has a fast and forward service. Back in the post the same day, 
A catalogue disk is available for 70p or free with orders cf 2 disks or more. 

Please add 50p p & p to totaE. Europe £1.50, Rest of World £2.50 

CENTRAL SCOTLAND'S PREMIER P.D. LIBRARY 

FREE CATALOGUE   FREE CATALOGUE    FREE CATALOGUE 
GAMES 
G0S2 MegabaJI 
GQ64 Airace/Sealance 
G063 Sierra Solutions 
G061 Tanx/Rotlerpede/Amigaroids 
G060 Empire 
G058 Shapes 
Q057 Truckin On (2) 
G056 Attic Attac 
G055 Battle Pong 
G054 Space Bfiiz 
G049 Mechforce 3.71 
G047 Wet Beaver Tennis 
G045 Dragons Cave 
G007 Ten Game Compilation 
G009 Tennis 
G001 Learn and Play (2) 
G003 Pipeline 
G010 Train Constructs n Set 
GO 12 PseudoCop 
G014 Boardgames 
G020 Candgames 
G027 Monopoly 
G 021 C hess Co mpilali on 
G024 Properly Market Game 
G032 Return To Earth 
G034 Diplomacy 
G041 Cluedo Compilation 
UTILITIES 
U173 Desk Top Publisher (German Text} 
U174 Talki ng Colouri ng Boo k 
U172 Vims Encyclopedia 
U158 Spectra Paint 3.2 
U159 Flexibase2,0 
U160 D, Pai nt Cartoon B rushes 
U164 R S I Add On 1 
U165 R S I Add On 2 
U169 Vector Designer 
U167 PC Emulator 

U16B 600 Business Letters 
U170 Icon Magic 
U171 Messy-Sid 
U144 Quick-Bench 
U14S Golf Scorer 
U146 Ham-Lab 
U148 Printer Drivers 
U150 Personal JournaJ 
U151 Personal Address Book 
U142 Med 311 
U141 Jas Ultimate Virus Killers 
U13 3 Slideshow C reator 
U132 Jas Super Utilities 
U130 Amiga Tools Disk 2 
U127 64/Atari Emulators 
U114 Amiga Tools Disk 1 
U115 MOD lo Executable 
U118 Executable Modules (6) 
UGQ2 System Checker 
U009 M-Cad 
U019 Ami-Base 
U074 Business Utilities 
U078 Education Pack (5) 
U081 Clip-Art Collection (7) 
U079 Midi Utilities 
U020 Jazzbench 
U023 Home Utilities 
U036 Icons 
DEMOS/MUSIC/SUDESHaWS 
D105 Star Trek Megademo (2) 
D102 Anti Lemming Demo (2**) 
D101 Robocop Animation 
D100 The Magician 
D103 Propoganda (2) 
D104 Plasmutex 
D107 The Dating Game (2***) 
D108 Seasmolytic 
D109 AlphaAnd Omega 
D110 Manic Raves (2) 
D111 Andromeda Decaying Paradise 

MOSS D-Macon Mega Tunes (3) 
M059 Drums and Pipes 
M060 The Power Of Love (2) 
M045 Star Trek Sounds 
M035 Phenomena Music Dreams 
M034 Digital Debussey 
M025 Floyd - The Waif 
MQ13 Amigadeous 
M015 Blues Brothers (3) 
M016 Aliens (2) 
SQ39 WWF Slideshow 
S040 Invisible World Slides 
S038 Debbie Harry Slideshow 
S028 Or Who 
S020 Hendrix Slideshow 
SOU Aliens Slideshow 

A221 Amos Bingo 
A052 Forms Unlimited 
A198 Bombs From Baghdad 
A215 Fractal Workshop 
A229 Multi-Paint 
A231 Amok 
A132 Family History database 
A003 Fonts Disk 1 
A0Q4 Fonts Disk 2 
A005 Fonts Disk 3 
A036 Amos 1.3 Update 
A146 Fruit Machine 
AMOS LICENCEWARE 
LPD1 Colouring Book 
LPD3 Thingamajig 
LPD5 Jungle Bungle 
LPD8 Work And Play 
LPD10 Word Factory 
LPD13 Jigmania 
LPD14 Play it Safe 
LPD20 Wordy 
LPD21 Quinoo 
LPD25 The Mission 
' ■ 1 Meg. We also stock other Fletcher 

Access 

The above represents onfy a smalt selection of our collection. 
Please calf for new arrivals, or why not call into our showroom. 

Prices include postage and packing. Payment by Access/Visa 
or make your cheques or RO. 's payable to 

Office Choice:- 
Suite 14, Avon House, Town Centre, Cumbernauld G67 1EJ 

Fish 1 - 520 
T-Bag I - 54 

Amos 1 • 240 
Amos 

iUemeware 
1-26 

Pollysoft 
Litenteware 

1-73 

Prices 

1-9. £1.25 

10'19„£1.00 

20+ ****** £0.89 
Minimum order 

2 disks. 

We weltome 
international 

orders. 

TEL: 0236 

737901 
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ADVERTISERS 

INDEX 

SAFE 

BUYING ADVICE 

FOR SHOPPERS 

Whether buying over the phone or at a local store, 

here's our advice on how to avoid problems 

BUYING IN PERSON 
• Where possible, always test any 
software and hardware in the shop 
before taking it home, to make sure 
that it works properly, 
• Make sure you have all the 
necessary leads, manuals or other 
accessories you need. 
• Don't forget to keep your receipt. 

BUYING BY PHONE 
• Be as dear as possible when 
stating what you want to buy, Make 
sure you confirm all the technical 
details of what you are buying. Some 
things to bear in mind are version 
numbers, memory requirements, 
other required hardware or software 
and compatibility with your particular 
model of Amiga (that is, make sure 
you know which version of Kickstart 
you have)- 
• Check the price you are asked to 
pay, and make sure that it's the 
same as the price advertised. 

• Check that what you are ordering 
is actually in stock. 
• Check when and how the article 
will be deliveredt and that any extra 
charges are as stated on the advert. 
• Make a note of the date and time 
when you order the product. 

BUYING BY POST 
As with buying by phone, you should 
clearly state exactly what it is you 
are buying, at what price (refer to the 
magazine, page and issue number 
where it's advertised) and give any 
relevant information about your 
system set-up where necessary. You 
should also make sure you keep 
copies of all correspondence both to 
and from the company concerned. 

MAKING RETURNS 
Whichever method you buy by, you 
are entitled to return a product if it 
fails to meet any one of the following 
three criteria: 

PROBLEMS WITH AN ADVERTISER? 
We want to ensure that buying mail order through Amiga Shopper is a 
straightforward, hassle-free experience. 

Taking the advice offered on'this page will help make it so* But If, 
despite this, you run into trouble ~ for example, failure to deliver 
goods within 28 days, without reasonable explanation - we will do our 
best to help sort things out. 

If you have problems, simply contact our Customer Liaison Officer, 
Helen Self at Future 
Publishing Ltd, 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath 
BA1 2BW. 

You should supply her 
with full details of the 
advertisement you 
responded to, which issue 61 
Amiga Shopper it was in, the 
goods ordered and precise 
.details of the problem 
encountered. She will then 
do her best to resolve the 
situation, However, please 
bear In mtnd that your first 
contact in any enquiry 
should be direct to the 
company you have ordered 
from. In 99 cases out Of 100 Customer Liaison Officer Heten Setf wi« 
they will be able to sort out try to sort out any major problems with 
a ny d iff i c u I tie s. advert isers. 

• The goods must be of 
'merchantable qual ity1. 
• The goods must be las described', 
• The goods must be fit for the 
purpose for which they were sold. 
If they fail to satisfy any or all of the 
criteria, then you are then entitled to: 
• Return them for a refund. 
• Receive compensation for part of 
the value, 
• Get a replacement or free repair. 
When returning anything, ensure that 
you have proof of purchase and that 
you return the item as soon as 
possible after receiving it. For this 
reason It is important that you check 
the hardware or software as soon as 
it Is delivered to make sure 
everything you ordered is there and 
works as it is supposed to. 

HOW TO PAY 
Paying by credit card is the most 
sensible way, whether buying in 
person, by post or on the phone, 
because you may be able to claim 
the money from the credit card 
company even if the firm you ordered 
from has gone bust or refuses to 
help sort out your problem. 

Otherwise, you should pay by 
crossed cheque or postal order - 
never send coins or notes through 
the mail. 

GETTING REPAIRS 
Always check the conditions of the 
guarantee, and servicing and 
replacement policy, so that you know 
what level of support to expect. 
Always fill in and return warranty 
cards as soon as possible, and 
make sure that you are aware of all 
the conditions contained in the 
guarantee. 

BUYING PD 
Even though PD software is relatively 
inexpensive, you should still apply 
the guidelines set out above, making 
sure that you confirm all orders as 
clearly as possible. 

Shopping around is still 
important when buying PD because 
different houses charge different 
prices for the same disks. There is 
no set pricing structure for disks, but 
bear in mind that PD houses are, in 
theory, supposed to be non-profit 
making operations. f*T\ 

1st Choice (Leeds). 46-47 
18 Bit Centre 40 
Almathera...... ..-122 
Amiganuts , ....130 
Analogic 122 
Anglia PD 126 
ARK ..27 
BBD Dust Covers ,,..120 
BCS .... 79 
Best Prices 64 
Bitcon .27 
Byteback., ,19 
C&N Computers 110 
Calco Software....,, ..85 
Carnell 68 
Champion,,,. 130 
Cheap PD 128 
Commodore ., 9 
Cortex ., 45 
Crazy Joes ... ........125 
Database Direct . 28 
Dataplex 80 
Datel Electronics 92-93 
Delta Pi. ....,,,75 
Dial-a-Disck . ,,,..122 
Digicom 53 
Digita 33 
Digitz , 128 
Dowling 38-39 
Ed-lib . . 128 
Eiectriclown 126 
ESP,,, 114 
Evesham Micros 54-55 
Ferguson Smith, 79 
Gajits ,106 
Galaxy 68 
Gasteiner... 117 
GPS 120 
Greenwich ....27 
Harwoods ... ...IFC 
Hi-Soft... IBC 
Hob-byte,.. ,,.,...25 
Home Based Business .,.75 
Hyperactive ....126 
lepug ......75 
Intraset 82 
Kosmos .114 
Ladbroke ......56 
Manor Court Supplies.,.. 112 
MD Office Supplies , 94 
Media Direct 118 
Merlin 4 
Micromail 100 
Mike Jervis... .....84 
MJC Supplies ....48 
Molmec. ,,.,12 
New Age 114 
Office Choice,,, ,,,135 
Omega PD.... 27 
PAS....... 135 
PD Direct  .....133 
PD Power.... ., 135 
PLC ......84 
Posthaste ...106 
Power OBC, 17, 61 
Redlaw 84 
RGB 37 
Richards Development 80 
Selec 75 
Snap.,... 120 
Soft Exchange 68 
Soft Machine 112 
Softstore 79 
Star Associates 114 
Surface ,  
Swift...  
Telescan  
Trilcgic.  
Virgo  
We Serve........  
WTS Electronics ......103 
Zone Distribution ....106 

...20 

...91 

.130 

...14 

...80 

...68 
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COMPETITION 

WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN 

20 copies of Pen 

Pal must be won! 

Everybody needs a word 

processor of some description, 

and now you can win one of the 

best for the price of a stamp 

Word processors are 
the single most 
commonly-used type 
of software. Anyone 

with a printer needs a word 
processor, and it is important to get 

a good one, as you will be spending 
a great deal of time using it. In this 
month's competition Amiga Shopper, 
In conjuction with Gordon Harwood 
Computers, is pleased to offer 20 of 
our readers each a copy of the 

Word Processor for the Amiga 4 
Wc 

£i 

MA 

Pen Pal: the word processor with graphics support and a built-in database. 

acclaimed Pen Pal word processor, 
worth £80, 

Pen Pal is a sophisticated 
graphical word processor. You can 
import IFF images (even in HAM 
mode) and run text around the 
graphic - verging on DTP, Pen Pat 
comes with its own built-in database; 
using it you can store all your 
commonly used names and 
addresses, then use the mail merge 
feature to produce personalised 
copies of letters. And as you would 
expect from a professional-quality 

word processor, you can have 
several documents open at 

once and cut-and-paste 
between them. The 
package even 

includes a 
spelling checker 

with a dictionary of 
over 100,000 

words. 
Many have been 

impressed by Pen 
Pah including our sister 
magazine Amiga Format, 

which concluded: "Pen Pat is 
very special. It deserves to do well". 

Now you have the chance to find 
out for yourself. All you have to do is 
read the questions below, then fill in 
the tear-off card bound in to this 
issue between pages 106 and 107, 
stick a stamp on it and send it back 
to us by October 3. 

And now for the small pri nt 
(which isn't any smaller), As ever, 
the editor's decision is final and no 
correspondence will be entered into. 
Entries must be on the official card - 
no photocopies are allowed. But 
then, it s not as if you have to cut up 
your magazine, is it? 

Data Protection Act: the 
information on the entry forms will be 
entered on to computers for use by 
Gordon Harwood Computers and 
Future Publishing Limited. If you do 
not want your details so used, 
please make sure that you indicate 
this clearly on the card. (Ji 

QUESTIONS 

If you live In the provinces like (do, 
you'll be used to the focal TV 
continuity announcers getting 
themselves into a terrible tangle 
trying to Join two unconnected 
programmes together In a clever 
Unk. The same fete awaits the 
setter of questions. Rather than fall 
into this trap, 111 leave the link 
between these questions and Pert 
Pal to your fertile imaginations. 

Who is responsible these famous 
quotations? 

QUESTION 1 

"This is the way the world endSi 
not with a bang but a whimper" 

A    George Elliot 

B    Peter Elliot 

C    T S Elliot 

QUESTION 2 

"To love oneseif is the beginning of 
a lifelong romance" 

A    Oscar Wilde 
B    W C Fields 

C    WG Grace 

QUESTION 3 

"We are just statistics, born to 
consume resources" 

A   Arnold Schumacher 

0    Jonathan Poratt 
O Horace 

QUESTION 4 

"God Is subtle but he is not 
malicious" 

A    Archbishop George Carey 

B    Pope John Paul ii 
C    Albert Einstein ENTER USING THE SPECIAL TEAR OUT CARD 

BETWEEN PAGES 106 AND 107 
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HiSoft BASIC 

A BASIC Standard 

HiSoft BASIC is the answer to your program- 
ming prayers; a fast, interactive and easy-to-use 
68000 BASIC system conforming to the industry 
standard for the BASIC language. 

HiSoft BASIC is designed to be as compatible as 
possible with the AmigaBASIC interpreter, while 
offering you a friendlier, easier-to-use and 
infinitely more powerful language. In addition it 
has many of the features of the world-standard 
Microsoft QuickBASIC, on the PC. 

Some of HiSoft BASIC'S features include: 

* Structured programming, using long JFs, 
multi-line functions, CAS&. j^E&I&nd 
procedures 

* Program line numbers are op:fS^ip^ 
alphanumeric labels can be used""""1 

■  Full recursion for procedures & functions; 
local variables and arrays as parameters 

* Five types of variables 
* Program size limited only by memory 
'   Varia ble size limited only by memory 
* Integer and character constants 
* Compiles the majority of AmigaBASIC 

programs without change 

ProFlight 

takes off! 

ProFlight, the extremely accurate and fly a ble 
Tornado flight simulator from HiSoft, is now 
available for all the Amiga computers. 

First released on the Atari ST where it has won 
a high degree of critical acclaim from reviewers 
and users alike, ProFlight is not only one of the 
most technically realistic simulators around but 
it is also tremendous fun to fly. As you would 
expect, the Amiga version has much improved 
sound and. graphics! 

You can fly peaceful reconnaissance missions or 
roar into attack after carefully planning your 
combat mission. ProFlight is supplied with a 
comprehensive, ring-bound flight manual 

Full support of the Amiga is included as 
standard with extensive window, screen and 
graphics commands. Amiga libraries can also be 
accessed as if they were built-in statements 
allowing complete machine access. 

HiSoft BASIC includes full MENU support, with 
event trapping and powerful sprite routines, 
using the OBJECT keywords. 

Programs tan execute in their own window(s) 
or use the. CLJ window for minimum size, CLI- 
type;; pro grams, may be easily written and made 
resident since 'hey are fully re-entrant. 

!WfS6ft.BASIC is a no-limits language; string 
' ^nafale^may be up to 16 Mbytes in length and 

l:ientf jare no limits on array sizes either (subject 
to available memory). Code generated is fully 

||plQ/020/03O compatible. 

^"Compiled programs have no run-time over- 
head; all compiled programs share an Amiga 
library, which may be distributed with programs 
without charge. 

Extend 

An add-on package for HiSoft BASIC, Extend 
includes routines for handling IFF files, gadgets, 
sub-menus, sound, HAM mode and much 
more . It is supplied as a library for ease of use. 

Normally HiSoft BASIC costs £79.95 and Extend costs 
£24.95 ...but see the coupon below for a very special offer 

for the two packages togetherl 

Devpac2 

Easy Assembly Language 

Devpac Amiga Version 2 is widely regarded as 
the most powerful, complete, assembly 
language development system for the Amiga. It 
incorporates an integrated editor/assembler/ 
linker/debugger, together with a stand-alone 
assembler and debugger and all the necessary 
include files and many examples. 

Complete with extensive ring-bound manual 
detailing all aspects of the package, plus 
debugging strategies, Devpac is the choice for 
beginners and assembler experts alike. 

RRP is £59,95, but see the coupon below for a 
very special offer on this essential package. 

SASC5 

SAS Institute (the parent company of Lattice 
Inc.) has taken over the development and sales 
of the Lattice C 5 compiler for the Amiga and 
released a new version, 5.10a. 

The major features of this latest version are: 

AmigaDOS 2.0 support, LSE AREXX support, 
improved Workbench usage, many perform- 

ance improvements, support of^aligned, 
automatic near to far conversion, C++-style 

comments, compile/link options now read from 
an environment variable ... and more. 

We believe that these improvements and 
enhancements in this version establish SAS C5 
as the ultimate Amiga C compiler. The package 
includes 680x0 compiler, linker, screen editor, 
assembler, highly intelligent global optimises 
source level debugger, code profiler, librarian 
and a host of tools and examples. 

SAS C5 from HiSoft costs 
£229 (but see our special 
offer on the coupon) 
and includes full UK 
technical support, 
which is not 
available from 
other sources. 

Upgrades cost £34.95 (from version 5.Ox), £79 
(from version 4.xx) or £99 (from version 3.xx). 

Priority Order Form 
Vies, please rush m&      copy(ies) of 
G HiSoft BASIC 8L Extend @ £59.95 
□ HiSoft Devpac 2 @ £39.95 
O SAS/Lattice C 5.10a @ £199,00 
LI ProFlight Tornado Sim # £39.95 

Name: 

Address: 

PostCode: 

Li   / enclose a Cheque/Postal Orders 
I would like to pay by: 

L.i   Access/MasterCard/EuroCard etc. 
{...; VisafTvstCard etc. 
Card No: 
Expiry Date: Sgnatue 

All prices include UK VAT and postage within 
the United Kingdom. Goods will normally be 

despatched within 2 working days of 
receiving your order. Call, write or fax for 

export prices. 
Please post this coupon to HiSoft at: 
The Old School. Greenfield, Bedford 

MK45 5DE UK. 
Tei: +44 525 718181. Fax: +44 515 713716 

HiSoft 
High Quality Software 



50MHz clock speed '^J 

Expandable up to 32MB of memory 

:   18-25 MIPS 

68882 Maths Co-processor 

Compatible with Workbench 1.3 

Up to ten times the performance of the A3000 

Installation software disk 

Easy to install 

Hardware select switch to enable or disable 
68040 mode and run original processor 

Comes with 4MB 

iff* $1 
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